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Greetings from Dean of Faculty of Economics and Business,  

Universitas Tanjungpura 

 

Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb. 

Dear participants of the 19th MIICEMA International Conference, 

On behalf of Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Tanjungpura, we would 

like to welcome and deliver you our warm greetings to Pontianak, Indonesia for the 

19th MIICEMA International Conference, 17-18 October 2018. 

We are excited to organize the 19th MIICEMA International Conference in 

Pontianak at Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Tanjungpura. Faculty 

of Economics and Business, Universitas Tanjungpura consist of 4 department; 

Department of Economics, Management, Accounting and Islamic Economic with 

International class of Management and Accounting programs where we have send 

our studenst for exchange program to Korea, Japan, Malaysia, Taiwan, Brunei 

Darussalam and Taiwan. 

The 19th MIICEMA International conference with a theme “The Future of Disruptive 

Innovation to Strengthen Competitive Advantages in Economics, Management and 

Accounting”. In the last two decades, technology has changed the way we interact, 

the way we shop, the way we do research, and the way businesses operate. Today, 

technology is central to the success of most businesses. From marketing to security, 

most business operations start in the digital world. 

The conference bring together scholars, researcher, students and practitioners who 

interested to present their ideas and papers in the area of economics, management 

and accounting. We believe that the 19th MIICEMA International conference is an 

excellent opportunity to present new idea, exchanging information and discussing 

current issues. In this conference 103 papers were presented from the field of 

management, accounting and economics. In addition, based on the contribution of 

the paper, the MIICEMA commitee has selected three papers to be awarded as best 

papers. 

Finally, I would like to deliver sincere gratitude to the commitee, board member, 

participant, presenters and keynote speakers for the contribution and commitment 

to the 19th MIICEMA International conference. 

I hope you have a pleasant and memorable stay in Pontianak. 

 

Best regards, 

Dean of Faculty of Economics and Business, 

Universitas Tanjungpura 

 

Dr. Jamaliah, SE. M.Si 
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The Analysis of Effect of Biogas-Based DME (Desa Mandiri 

Energi or Energy Independent Village) Program to the Society 

Well-Being (Case Study in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub district, 

Malang District) 

 
Alifi Zulfa Syahrina 

Universitas Negeri Malang  

 

Nasikh 

Universitas Negeri Malang  

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The poverty and low level well-being are two issues encountered by the rural society. One 

of the reasons is the extinct and highly-cost energy. To resolve the problem, biogas-based 

DME (Desa Mandiri Energi or Energy Independent Village) Program is carried out by 

utilizing the cow waste. This study aims at analyzing the effect of the biogas-based DME 

Program to the social and environmental conditions, as well as the benefits the society 

obtain from this program. This study uses a descriptive qualitative approach. The data 

collection is carried out by doing the field observation, interviewing the informants, and 

taking pictures and obtaining other supporting documents.  

The research finding exhibits that the biogas-based DME Program does not give 

sufficiently significant effects to the society well-being. The social and environmental 

effects include the harmonious relationship of the society and less pollution which 

increases the quality of environment. In addition, the biogas can replace LPG, firewood, 

kerosene, and electrical energy.  

 

Key words: independent village, society well-being, social, environment, energy 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Indonesia is one of the developing countries whose population is 258,162,133 (World 

Bank, 2015). This high population will create various problems if not followed by the equal 

economic development (Nasikh, 2016). One of the problems is the poverty. The poverty is 

one of the complex issues which can trigger other new problems (Nasikh, 2017a; Nasikh 

and Moeheriono, 2015). The high level of poverty is marked by the higher number of less-

privileged families in the rural areas than in the urban areas. The data shows that the number 

of less-privileged families is 17.89 million (BPS, 2017). Meanwhile, the rural facility and 

infrastructure are still insufficient, especially in the fulfillment of energy needs. According 

to Pranoto (2009: 83), the energy need of the rural society is the electricity to replace the 

kerosene, and in the present time approximately 20% of villages in Indonesia demand the 

electricity to improve their society’s performance. The data from Indonesian Energy 

Outlook reveals that in the last three years the energy consumption in Indonesia keeps 

increasing. It can be seen in Figure 1.  
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FIGURE 1  The Final Energy Consumption Per Sector in 2000 to 2014. 

Source: Indonesia Energy Outlook, 2016. 
 

According to Figure 1 the final energy consumption per sector in Indonesia tends to 

increase each year. During the last three years, the consumption gets higher as much 866 

million SBM/ Million BOE in 2012, 910 million SBM/ Million BOE in 2013, and 962 

million SBM/ Million BOE in 2014. The increasing energy consumption can cause some 

problems; one of them is the limited energy supply to meet the energy demand.  

The lack of technology application to generate efficient and affordable energy is one 

of the biggest obstacles for the rural development in some developing country (Singh & 

Maharjan, 2003). The majority of rural society highly depends on the energy uses, such as 

LPG, kerosene, and fossil fuel which are getting expensive and extinct. The increasing 

price in the last few years causes the high expenditure for the energy (Zasriati, 2018). This 

issue will affect the society who earns low income, in which their money can only be used 

to fulfill the basic needs. Even, some people are unable to afford their basic needs. This 

phenomenon will make the society well-being keeps decreasing (Rambe, et al, 2008). 

Furthermore, the government can only meet 50% of the national LPG needs which reaches 

4.3 million tons per year (Elizabeth & Rusdiana, 2011). Therefore, the role of government 

is required to improve the society well-being through the activities that are directed to the 

economic sector, especially for the society with low economic condition (Nasikh, 2017b).  

Desa Mandiri Energi (DME) or Energy Independent Village Program is one of the 

programs that is implemented to improve the society well-being by fulfilling the energy 

needs of people living in the rural areas. DME Program guarantees the energy supply by 

using the technology run by the local people. They utilize the energy potential namely 

biofuel and non-biofuel. This program aims at eradicating the poverty, strengthening the 

national economy, and improving the environment (The Ministry of Energy and Mineral 

Resources, 2009).  

The rural society generally works as farmers and stock farmers, so the farming and 

stockbreeding waste is very potential to be used as the newly alternative energy source 

(Nasikh, 2013; Nasikh, 2014). The utilization of cow waste is called biogas. The biogas is 

flammable gas obtained from the fermentation process of the organic materials by the 

anaerobe bacteria (Hastuti, 2009). The biogas is one of the newly renewable energies 
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derived from water waste of the household, liquid waste of chicken, cow, and pig farms, 

organic waste of the market, food industry waste and others (Inderawati, et al, 2016). The 

biogas energy is a farming waste utilization which aims at meeting all the energy needs 

replacing the electricity, LPG, and fossil fuel. The attempt to fulfill the energy needs in the 

rural area aims at achieving the well-being. The biogas potential is very huge if seen from 

the economic point of view.  One m3 of biogas is equal to 0.46 kg of LPG, 0.62 liter of 

kerosene, or 3.50 kg firewood (Hamidi, 2016). Other than reducing the dependency to the 

fossil fuel, the biogas can lower the economic burden of the society. Not to mention that it 

can be produced in the small scale and simple construction (Hariyati, 2006).  

Bendosari Village is chosen as a pilot location for the Renewable Energy-Based 

Independent Village based on the Decree of Regent Number 180/363/Kep/421.013/2013. 

The biogas-based DME Program is also included in the Middle-Term Development 

Planning of Rural Areas in 2014 to 2019. Based on the data from the Village Office of 

Bendosari in 2017, the number of stock farmers is 468 with 1699 dairy cows which are 

located in five villages. The data is shown in Table 1.  

 

TABLE 1  The Data of Stock farmers and Dairy Cows in Bendosari Village in 2017 

No Village 

The Number 

of Stock 

Farmers 

Percentage 

(%) 

The Number 

of Dairy 

Cows 

Percentage 

(%) 

1 Cukal 154 33% 467 27,5% 

2 Dadapan 

Wetan 

77 16,5% 284 16,7% 

3 Dadapan 

Kulon 

166 35,5% 713 42% 

4 Tretes 
71 15% 235 13,8% 

5 Ngeprih 

Total 468 100% 1.699 100% 

       Source: Data is processed in 2018 

Based on Table 1, it can be seen that Cukal Village has the most stock farmers, which 

are 154 stock farmers (33%) and 467 dairy cows (27.5%). Meanwhile, Dadapan Wetan 

Village has 77 stock farmers (16.5%) and 284 dairy cows (16.7%). Next, Dadapan Kulon 

Village is populated with 166 stock farmers (35.5%) and 713 dairy cows (42%). Last but 

not least, Ngeprih and Tretes Villages have 71 stock farmers (15%) and 235 dairy cows 

(13.8%).  

Previous studies have discussed the biogas program. The study conducted by Evi 

(2017) focused on the performance of the biogas-based DME Program. Another research 

by Wiyono (2014) emphasized on the implementation of the biogas-based DME Program. 

Meanwhile, Widaningsih (2014) in her study highlighted the society involvement or 

participation in the biogas-based DME program. In addition, Hublin, et al. (2014) 

conducted the study to measure and find out the economic benefit of biogas. With the 

different focuses of the four studies mentioned above, the researcher is interested in 

conducting the research which focuses on the effect of biogas-based DME Program to the 

society well-being.  
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METHODOLOGY 

 

This study uses the descriptive qualitative approach with the case study. In this study, the 

researcher becomes the full observer and the key instrument that interacts directly with the 

informants. The study takes place in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub district, Malang District. 

This location is chosen because Bendosari Village is the pilot village of the Renewable 

Energy-Based Independent Village Program based on the Decree of Regent Number 

180/363/Kep/421.013/2013. Another reason is because Bendosari Village actively runs the 

energy-based DME Program with biogas. The data source is the primary data that is 

obtained from the observation and interview with the informants by using the questionnaire 

with the structured questions, and secondary data. The latter is obtained from the 

documentation, literature study, previous studies, and official document of the Village 

Office. The data is obtained by using observation, interview, and documentation 

techniques. The informants are determined by using the purposive sampling technique. The 

comprehensive interview is done with the Headman of Bendosari Village, Mr. M. Khoirun, 

S.E.; KPTK Head of DME Program, Mr. Arintoko; some biogas users, namely Mr. 

Suqignyo, Mr. Sutiyono, Mrs. Ida, Mrs. Sriwati, Mrs. Febri, Mrs. Siti Fatimah, and Mrs. 

Ika; and several local people who get the benefits from the biogas-based DME Program, 

namely Mrs. Nuryapeni, Mrs. Selvi, and Mrs. Laila.  

The data is analyzed by using the interactive analysis model, which includes data 

collection, data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. To check if the data 

is valid, the researcher extends the observation, observes continuously, and conducts 

triangulation. The triangulation used is the technique triangulation. The research is carried 

out in three stages. First, the preparation stage includes planning the research, obtaining 

the permission to conduct the study, and examining, observing, and measuring the location, 

as well as determining the informants, arranging the research plan, and preparing the 

research tools. Second, the implementation stage covers data collection, data processing, 

data analysis, and conclusion drawing. Last but not least, the reporting stage. In this stage, 

the research finding is written in the form of the undergraduate thesis entitled the effect of 

biogas-based DME Program to the society well-being in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub 

district, Malang District.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The interview by using the questionnaire to the seven informants/respondents who used 

the biogas showed that DME Program has not significantly affected the society well-being. 

According to the information obtained from the third informant, namely Mr. Suwignyo, 

who was interviewed by using the questionnaire (see the attachment of Table 2 in 

Apendix), the use of biogas could only reach the Prosperous Family level. However, there 

was a change in the sub indicator number 24 as RT Head. It was because after using the 

biogas, the informant was able to improve his social sense which was reflected from his 

good relationship with other people and more time allocation to involve in the social 

activity in the society. Meanwhile, the fourth respondent called Mr. Sutiyono in his 

comprehensive interview by using the questionnaire (see the attachment of Table 3 in 

Apendix) stated that his family’s well-being was still in the Prosperous Family I before and 

after using the biogas. However, after using the biogas there was a change in the eighteenth 

indicator. The family used to eat together once a day, but now they have more family time 

because they do not have to search for the firewood. In addition, the fifth and sixth 
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respondents named Mrs. Ida and Mrs. Sriwati, argued in their comprehensive interview 

(see Table 4 in Apendix) that their families were still in the Prosperous Family I before and 

after using the biogas. However, after using the biogas there was a change in the eighteenth 

indicator. The family used to eat together once a day, but now they have more family time 

because they do not have to search for the firewood. Mrs. Febri and Mrs. Siti Fatimah, the 

seventh and eleventh informants revealed that their family well-being level before and 

using the biogas was in the Prosperous Family I. This was because of their increasing needs, 

particularly their children’s school fees. According to the comprehensive interview by 

using the questionnaire with the twelfth respondent named Mrs. Ika, it was revealed that 

there was a change in her family well-being level. Her family is now in the Prosperous 

Family I which is marked with her involvement as TB cadre and pine park staff, so she 

earns her own incomes. Despite the fact that her family was still in the Prosperous Family 

I after using the biogas and they were not able to meet all prosperous family indicators, 

there was a change in Indicator number 19 in which her family could participate actively 

in the social activity around her neighborhood by being TB cadre.  

The biogas-based DME Program also affected the social and environmental conditions 

in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub district, Malang District. According to the interview result 

with the twelve informants, it was revealed that the biogas-based DME Program gave a 

positive impact to the social condition of the society which included the better and closer 

social relationship among the biogas users, improved harmony between stock farmers and 

non-stock farmers, and the change of stock farmers’ attitude in managing the cow waste 

with the biogas technology. In addition, the environmental effect in Bendosari Village, 

Pujon Sub district, Malang District was reflected from the less environmental pollution, 

namely water, soil, and air pollutions, the cleaner environment, and fewer wood cutting 

done by the local people. The benefit obtained by the society from the biogas-based DME 

Program was that it replaced the use of LPG, firewood, and semi-organic fertilizer.  

The biogas-based DME Program which began in 2013 affected the society well-being 

in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub district, Malang District. The change could be seen from 

the comprehensive interview result that was carried out by using the BKKBN indicator-

based questionnaire. The indicator was used as the benchmark to determine the society 

well-being. There were three categories of well-being, namely Pre-prosperous Family, 

Prosperous Family I, and Prosperous Family. The indicator was used to identify the society 

well-being before and after using the biogas.   

The result of the comprehensive interview by using the questionnaire revealed that 

only one out of seven respondents had their well-being level changed after using the biogas. 

The change was that the Pre-prosperous Family escalated to the Prosperous Family I after 

using the biogas. It was identified from the fulfillment of the basic needs and the social and 

psychological needs. The improvement in terms of prosperity was the family had more 

time to do other works other than searching for the firewood. The family member used 

their free time to do other works which earned more income. This was supported by the 

study carried out by Hastuti (2009) which found out that the use of biogas could save the 

society’s time because they did not have to search for the firewood, so they could do other 

jobs which added the economic value.  

Meanwhile, other six respondents were not affected by the use of biogas to improve 

their well-being. Four out of 6 respondents experienced the indicator change in the 

prosperous family category, while other two did not feel any changes after using the biogas. 

The four respondents did not feel the indicator change because not all indicators were met, 

but only one indicator changed. In addition, one respondent remained in Prosperous Family 
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I level, but she got one indicator change in the Prosperous Family level after using the 

biogas. The change was due to the fact that she involved more in the social engagement 

after using the biogas. Thus, she had better relationship with other people. Other three 

respondents remained in Prosperous Family I before and after using the biogas, but they 

got one indicator changed in the Prosperous Family level namely having meal time together 

with the family member at least once a day. This was because they did not have to search 

for the firewood, so they had more quality time at home with their family. Other two 

respondents remained in the Prosperous Family I before and after using the biogas, which 

meant that the family did not improve their well-being. It was identified from their failure 

to meet all indicators in the Prosperous Family (family development needs). The stagnant 

condition before and after using the biogas was caused by the increasing family need from 

year to year, particularly the children’s school fees. Consequently, the money used to 

purchase LPG/firewood was used to pay the school need, such as the course fee.  

The social effect of the biogas to the society in Bendosari Village, Pujon sub district, 

Malang district included the better relationship among the society. The better relationship 

was experienced by the biogas users because they had more times to gather around when 

joining the biogas-based DME Program socialization. They could share information about 

how to manage the waste better as well as how to maintain the biogas installation. In 

addition, the use of biogas could also affect the relationship between the stock farmers and 

non-stock farmers. Those who raised the cows no longer threw the cow waste to the 

gutter—which used to raise a conflict with the surrounding neighbors. After turning the 

waste to be the biogas, the environment was cleaner and people could hang around more 

comfortably. Yuwono & Sidqon (2014) stated that the development of biogas digester 

could resolve the social issue around the cow farming. Another positive effect was the local 

people worked hand in hand to manage the waste well. Those who raised the cows with 

limited place could distribute the waste to the neighbors who managed the biogas with wide 

land, so they could have the biogas distributed and used together.  

The biogas-based DME Program brought positive effect to the environment. As 

explained by Jimmy & Hudha (2011), the utilization of the cow waste as the biogas could 

minimize the pollution, make the environment cleaner because the waste that used to be 

thrown in the gutter, now flown to the biogas, and reduce the wood cutting in the forest. 

However, the research by Herriyanti (2015) exhibited a result that the biogas has not given 

a significant effect to the environment. This was due to the fact the most people have not 

applied the zero waste concept, in which the biogas output has been utilized as the fertilizer, 

but the liquid fertilizer has not been managed. Mulyono (2000) found out that the waste 

management could be an alternative energy source, soil fertilizer, and sludge for farm 

animal food. In addition, the waste management could also improve the environmental 

sanitation, so the environment was cleaner and the local people could avoid the hazardous 

waste which could harm their health.  

After the implementation of the cow waste management, there were some changes the 

society felt. First, there was less water, land, and air pollution caused by the cow waste 

thrown directly by the stock farmers. Second, the environment was cleaner because the 

cow waste was utilized to be the biogas. Next, the environment quality was better because 

the biogas was used as the fertilizer which reduced the pollution. Another advantage was 

the cowshed became clean because the cow waste was continuously flown and distributed 

to the digester, so the biogas could be used sustainably. Last but not least, the program 

could reduce the wood cutting so that the forest preservation was maintained well (Nasikh, 

2017b; Nasikh and Moeheriono, 2015).  
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The cow waste management to replace the fossil fuel gave a lot of advantages for the 

society, particularly for those who lived in the rural areas. From the economical aspect, the 

biogas indirectly helped the economic condition of the society. The biogas was used to 

replace the LPG, kerosene, and firewood so that the society could save more money. After 

using the biogas, they did not have to use LPG, kerosene, and firewood as the energy 

sources for their household. The saving they could make was approximately 120 thousand 

rupiahs. The average price of LPG was 20 thousand rupiahs, and in one month they 

purchased 5-6 LPGs. This insight was supported by another study conducted by Inderawati, 

et al. (2016). They explained that the biogas as the fossil fuel and firewood substitutions 

could save 150 thousand rupiahs per month with the average kerosene purchase of 15 liters, 

and 120 thousand rupiahs per month with the average firewood consumption of 60 bundles. 

In addition, Rachmawati, et al. (2017) argued that the biogas could save the energy 

purchase as much as 102 thousand rupiahs per month, with the average LPG use of 3 

kilograms/ 5 days, 17 thousand rupiahs each. Zasriati (2018) also displayed the same 

finding. According to her, the household could save 5,485,000 rupiahs or approximately 

176,935 rupiahs per month per household with the assumption of the fixed expenditure 

reduction, so it was 176,935 x 12 = 2,123,225 per year per household.  

Furthermore, another advantage gained from the biogas was it could be used as the 

electrical energy replacement whose system was similar to petromax lamp. It could also be 

used as the semi-organic fertilizer to substitute the chemical fertilizer, so it could minimize 

the farmer dependency to the chemical fertilizer as well as reduce the chemical fertilizer 

purchase. The cow waste could be used and processed to be the new alternative energy 

through the development of biogas installation which benefitted the society. The research 

by Hariyati (2006) showed that the utilization of the cow waste to be the biogas could 

generate energy and fertilizer, so it could minimize and save the commercial energy 

consumption, such as kerosene and firewood. Next, Hamri, et al. (2017) showed a finding 

that the biogas implementation was a proof that IPTEK Bagi Masyarakat (IBM) or the 

Science and Technology for the Society have been applied well through the use of cow 

waste as the raw material for the alternative energy. This was proved by the distribution of 

biogas to one-eye and two-eye cookers. Another important point was that the waste could 

be used as the liquid and solid fertilizers.  

From the social aspect, the biogas-based DME Program could give new knowledge to 

the society, especially the stock farmers, to manage the cow waste and generate biogas by 

applying the existing technology. In other words, it could change the farmers’ attitude that 

used to litter the environment and neighborhood with the waste, and now they are able to 

utilize the waste wisely to be the biogas. As Oktavia & Firmansyah (2016) explained, the 

biogas technology utilization as the alternative fuel source could give the social advantage 

for the society by educating them about the cow waste that could give economic and 

environmental benefits.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The research finding shows that the biogas-based DME Program has not given 

significant effect to the society well-being in Bendosari Village, Pujon Sub district, Malang 

district. This is due to the fact that some local people have not been able to optimize the 

biogas program implementation. The social effect of this program includes the more 

harmonious relationship among the local people, the high awareness of the stock farmer to 

manage the cow waste to be the biogas, and the higher cooperation among them. In addition 
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to the social effect, there are also some environmental effects of the biogas-based DME 

Program. They include the reduced water, land, and air pollution, cleaner environment, 

better quality of environment, healthier society, cleaner cowshed, and reduced firewood 

cutting. Last but not least, the biogas-based DME program can also give benefit to the 

society in a way that it can replace LPG, firewood, kerosene, and electrical energy which 

leads to the saving from the fossil fuel purchase, not to mention to substitute the chemical 

fertilizer for the planting activity.  
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APENDIX 

ATTACHMENT  

A Comprehensive Interview Guideline to the Village Headman and KPTK Leader 

(Kelompok Pelaksanan Teknik Kegiatan) 

Question List: 

1. What background underlies the establishment of biogas-based DME Program by the local 

government?  

2. What is the purpose of the biogas-based DME Program?  

3. Since when did the biogas-based DME begin?  

4. Where is the fund to run the program from?   

5. Who is the target of the biogas-based DME Program?  

6. How does the local government socialize the biogas-based DME Program? 

7. How is the society’s response toward the biogas-based DME Program?  

8. What obstacle is encountered during the implementation of the biogas-based DME 

Program?  

9. What is the effect of the biogas-based DME Program to the social condition of the 

society?  

10. What is the effect of the biogas-based DME Program to the environmental condition of 

the society?  

11. What advantages that the society obtains from the biogas-based DME Program? 

12. What is the future plan to develop the biogas-based DME Program?  

13. In your opinion, how to identify if the individual/society is prosperous? 

14. In your opinion, how to identify if the individual/society is not prosperous? 

 

Comprehensive Interview Guideline to Biogas Users   
Question List 

1. Since when did your family use the biogas?  

2. What do you think about the biogas-based DME Program?  

3. How is your social relationship with the society or your neighbor after the existence of 

biogas-based DME Program?  

4. What is the environmental effect of the biogas-based DME Program?  

5. What advantages that you obtain from the biogas-based DME Program?  

 

Comprehensive Interview Guideline to Non-Biogas Users 

http://www.worldbank.org/
https://data.worldbank.org/country/indonesia
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Question List  

1. Do you know that Bendosari Village implements the biogas-based DME Program?  

2. How do you know the biogas-based DME Program?  

3. What do you think about the biogas-based DME Program?  

4. What social effect do you feel after the implementation of the biogas-based DME Program?  

5. Do you feel any effect/change in your environment after the implementation of the biogas-

based DME Program?  
 

TABLE 2  Data of Prosperity Level of Informant 3 

BKKBN 

Indicator 

Question 

Number 
Before After Note 

Pre-

prosperous 

Family 

 Yes 

No 

Yes  

No 

To Be RT Leader 

Pre-

prosperous 

Family 

Prosperous 

Family 1 

1 √  √   

2 √ 

 

√ 

 
Does not have 5 to 15 years 

old children  

 

TABLE 3 Data of Prosperity Level of Informant 4 

BKKBN 

Indicator 

Question 

Number 
Before After Note 

Pre-

prosperous 

Family 

 Yes 

No 

Yes  

No  
Has been menopause and lives with 

his wife  

 

1 √ 
 

√ 
 Does not have 5 to 15 years old 

children 

2 √  √  No fertile-aged spouse 

3 √  √  Mostly in the form of goods  

4 √ 
 

√ 
 No need to search for the firewood 

because there is the biogas.  

 

TABLE 4  Data of Prosperity Level of Informant 5 

BKKBN 

Indicator 

Question 

Number 
Before After Note 

  Yes 
No 

Yes  
No Her first child is in the first grade of 

junior high school 

Pre-

prosperous 

Family 

1 √  √   

2 √ 
 

√ 
 

No need to search for firewood  
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to looking for the effectivity of Teratai traditional market 

especially for the society of Bengkayang regency which it renovated by Bengkayang 

regency governance. The methods of this study were used interview and directly 

observation. The observation technique of this research used observation non-partisipator 

at Teratai market physic and the interview technique used an active interview. In this study, 

researchers were involved with any merchant with looks for the development of traditional 

market, in then to after renovated by Bengkayang governance. The goals of this study was 

showing that is many problems which surface in society environment, the problems are the 

cleaning problems and arrangement of the market that make market location looks narrow 

to become as market sample in Bengkayang regency and on this research, was to knowing 

the effectivity of Teratai Traditional market.  

Keywords : Traditional market; effectivity; development 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The market is a place or container that sellers and buyers meet each other. The 

function is to fulfilled society  needs. Otherwise, the market can also be used as a 

benchmark in the development of regional economies. In the history, market has developed 

well, it can be seen in terms of buying and selling activities which in the past relied on the 

exchange of equal value goods or also called barter. At this time, market activity began to 

be neatly arranged through the value called money. Money is currently the main payment 

instrument in transaction activities, especially in market activities (William J. Stanton, 

1895). In market activities there are several activities that occur such as planning, 

promotion, and distribution of goods and services in this case is to achieve customer 

satisfaction (Philip &Duncanadan, 2012). 
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Indonesia itself in a survey conducted by A.C. Nielses in 2004 stated that the number 

of Indonesian traditional markets reached 1.7 million. Traditional markets are usually 

found in remote areas and some in the border area. This is due to the development that is 

still carried out by the Government of the border area. The ability or potential of the border 

area in building a modern market is still insufficient by the reason one of the alternatives 

to improve regional economic development is to build and develop traditional markets. One 

of the border areas in Indonesia is Bengkayang Regency which borders the Malaysian state. 

One of the traditional markets in Bengkayang Regency is namely Teratai market. 

The Teratai Market since 2015 began issuing general regulations for merchant to 

relocate. The Teratai Market is revitalized and reconstructed, so the merchant in the Teratai 

market get a decent place to conduct transaction activities. Therefore, whether during the 3 

years after renovation, has the Teratai market begun to be effective and efficient? To find 

these answers, this study looks at the process of the Teratai market reconstruction and 

revitalization with the reason : 1) the Teratai Market is one of the traditional markets that 

have been reconstructed by the Bengkayang Regency Government. 2) Teratai Market is  

the governance markets in Bengkayang. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Type of Market  

The meaning of market is the place where transaction activities occur between 

two people or better by certain individuals or institutions (KBBI). In market 

activities, buyers are agents of demand for products or services offered by sellers 

and the sellers themselves are agents who offer services or products to buyers 

(Zayinul Fata, 2010). The market itself is divided into two, namely modern markets 

and traditional markets. Look from the meaning of modern words, modern markets 

using  the versatile technology in the transaction process between sellers and buyers 

and the traditional market itself is a market that does not use renewable technology 

or it can be interpreted that the traditional market is a market where the transaction 

process is carried out directly and the market is usually managed by the local 

government (Laksono, 2006). Judging from the development of the world today, 

the existence of the modern market is more in demand by the general public. When 

it compared to traditional markets, facilities and variations of products in traditional 

markets may not be comparable to the facilities and products offered by modern 

markets on this time. Products from traditional markets are derived from the people 

around the region, such as Indonesian farmers, breeders or craftsmen. As for the 

modern market, the products provided are very prestigious foreign brand products 

for Indonesian youth. 

2. Market Function 

There are three market functions according toSukirni in Zayinul Fata, 2010: 
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A. Distribution Function 

The market is a place of transaction activity in which a bargaining process occurs 

between the seller and the buyer (Zayinul Fata, 2010). Of course, in every bargaining 

activity can not be separated from the role of distribution given by the market to market 

participants on it. The function of the distribution itself is to distribute the goods 

provided by the seller for the buyer through the transaction process carried out in the 

market. 

B. Price Formation Function 

The functions of market also as a price shaper. In the process of bargaining 

between the seller and the buyer, the buyer as a request agent will probably get a 

service or product according to the price that the agent want. Likewise with sellers 

who will try to offer their products and services according to the prices set. Through 

this bargaining process, an agreement will be formed between the seller and the buyer 

which will ultimately shape the price of the product and service. 

C. Promotion Function 

As a place or place that is often visited by buyers, the market is often 

used as a place to carry out the promotion process. The promotion is usually 

done by distributing brochures, putting up banners or done verbally by the 

seller when the buyer visits. This is done so that the product or service 

offered by the seller can experience an increase in selling value. 

3. Markets as Regional Economic Resources 

Regional economic development is a stage that is structured to improve the 

regional economy by utilizing the available resources to achieve the prosperity of 

the regional community so as to create independence and progress in the regions 

carried out by development (Arsyad, 2010). In this case, the market is one of the 

aspects that need to be considered in economic development because the market 

is the center of meeting various types of transaction activities, as well as income 

or regional income can be through a growing market. 

Therefore, local governments need to strive to increase market effectiveness 

so that regional economic development can also be encouraged to increase. It 

should also be noted that traditional markets have greater opportunities to create 

regional economic development, because considering that traditional markets 

involve more market participants or consumers in the surrounding area, when 

compared to modern markets that market participants or consumers can involve 

all market participants in the world , even for products and services provided is 

the result of collaboration or is a cooperation license with foreign branded brands. 
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4. Spiritual Intelligence in Entrepreneurship 

Spiritual Quotient (SQ) is one of human intelligence that occupies the 

highest position among other intelligences namely Intellegent Quotient (IQ), 

Emotional Qoutient (EQ), and Physical Quotient (PQ). Spiritual Qoutient is 

encouragement, motivation, and inspiration from within the individual that is 

directly related to the appreciation of divinity to solve various problems of 

meaning and value both to others or to God (M. Suyanto, 2006). While 

entrepreneurship is an activity carried out by an individual for one purpose, 

namely to provide or provide the availability of needs for each other. In fact, there 

are currently a lot of business activities that are not according to their direction. 

Many of them justify any means to seek profit, one of which is by changing 

the scale or even dropping the names of each other as traders and of course this is 

contrary to spiritual intelligence. As social beings, individuals and groups can 

actually help and sustain their regional economies especially for traditional 

markets which are clearly a source of Regional Original Revenue (PAD). 

Structuring the location and willingness of individuals to work together will 

certainly have a pretty good impact on market development. 

 

METHODOLOGY  

The method applied in this study is use the method of qualitative research in depth 

through interviews and observations made in the Teratai market, Bengkayang Regency. 

This study uses non-participatory observation surrounding the environment which means 

that researchers are not involved in market activities but only objectively look at it. 

Observations were done on the physical condition of the market so that researchers can look 

out the things that are not observed and that are not revealed in the interview results 

(Nasution, 1998).The things that found by researchers were the dirty and untreated 

market conditions, garbage is throw out with carelessly and the market is not neatly 

arranged. 
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FIGURE 1. Market Problems According On Researchers Observation 

Researchers findings that are seen from environmental observations directly into 

three common problem groups. They are facilities as market support, cleanliness as  the 

esthetic of the market, and comfortable as access of the market life. 

Data from the research also conducted through interview with several merchant in the 

Teratai market. The researcher ask 3 merchant as informants regarding the effectiveness of 

the renovated Teratai market, consisting of 3 traders who moved or who did not use market 

facilities provided by the Government or who were selling on the roadside. 

TABLE 1. Informant of The Research 

Nama Pedagang Location 

Alut Sayur PasarTeratai 

Uben Sayur PasarTeratai 

Nani Sayur PasarTeratai 

Note : Informant names are not real names 

Source  : Processed Research (2018) 

Data is gotten by using a pseudonym technique which means that the interview does 

not take the original name from the source of the informant. The interaction with the 

merchant is a one-sided interview which means that the interaction between the researcher 

and the merchant are actively interview, the researcher asks actively while the merchant 

answers freely (Hadi, 1992). However, the data was gotten by interview are focus on three 

things related to environmental observations that have been carried out by the researcher : 

1. How are the facilities available ?; 
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2. What is the condition of the market environment? and; 

3. What is the condition of the merchant while selling there? 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Teratai Market in Bengkayang 

 

Source : Researchers document (2018) 

Bengkayang is one of the cities located in the 3T (lagging, deepest, and outermost) 

area where the construction still needs to be done. In 2015 or the last 3 years the economic 

growth of Bengkayang Regency has decreased to 3.96 percent. The trade in Bengkayang 

occupies the second largest position after agriculture which affects the economy in 

Bengkayang Regency according to the Bengkayang Regency GRDP growth report in 2011 

on the trading, hoteling and restaurant sector sustained 25.24 percent, this proves that the 

market as part of trade is quite important in the economy Stuffed 

 Table 2.Laju Pertumbuhan PDRB Bengkayang sector Perdagangan Besar dan Eceran; 

Reparasi Mobil danSepeda Motor Atas Dasar Harga Konstan Tahun 2011-2016 (Persen) 

 

Source :BadanPusatStatistikKabupatenBengkayang (2016)  

From the table, it can be concluded that the decline occurred since the beginning 

of 2015 and in that year the market began to be renovated and inaugurated in 2016. But in 

reality, the economic development of Bengkayang from the trading sector did not increase 

and in 2016 it declined. In this sector it is stated that the GRDP in the sector does not only 

consist of trade, but the change which can be look  is the Teratai market, whose market 

performance is beginning to weaken. 
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Source : Researchers document (2018) 

 The existence of the Teratai market is actually largely unknown to the Bengkayang 

people who live in the village, even for the migrants, the pilot market where its existence 

is quite difficult to recognize. This is because the market position  is not enough strategic, 

even though the market is the Regional Original Revenue (PAD). The location of the 

Teratai market itself is behind the Bengkayang Regency terminal. Another factor that 

caused the lack of interest in the Teratai market was due to unprotected market cleanliness 

and facilities not being cared for by traders selling there. To improve the function of the 

market, the Bengkayang Regency government then pursued the development and 

revitalized the market by renovating the building structure. The renovation was carried out 

due to the narrow stalls available in the Teratai market and to avoid the presence of illegal 

traders selling in places and disrupting the layout of the city. Through on Regional 

Regulation Number 5 of 2010, Bengkayang Regency concerning Public Order and joint 

socialization, finally traders in the Teratai market were moved to reconstruct the Teratai 

market building. The reconstruction of the Teratai market building was completed and 

inaugurated in 2016 by the Bengkayang Regency Government and produced a 2nd floor 

building. 

Market Effectiveness According to Market Physical Aspects 
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Source : Researchers document (2018) 

In carrying out the activities after being renovated by the Bengkayang Regency 

Government, the Teratai market must be divided into two floors with a layout or sales 

placement position :  butcher laying on the first floor area and the vegetable traders are on 

the second floor. This causes people or consumers who shop at the Teratai market are feel 

uncomfortable, because of the tiring activity of going up and down the stairs, especially the 

vegetable stalls that are more needed by the kitchen than the meat which is quite fantastic. 

For this simple reason, finally the vegetable traders who initially settled in the second floor 

area went down and joined in the area on the first floor, joined the meat merchant, then 

finally the second floor area was empty and not functioning properly then added to the 

problem of illegal traders who are not interested to selling in the market area and choose to 

sell on the roadside.  
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Source : Researcher document (2018) 

Not only that, after vegetable traders who moved to the first floor area, the smell 

between vegetables and meat mixed into one and caused a bad odor for consumers who 

came. The former waste of vegetables or rotting meat is also carelessly dumped by traders 

in the Terataimarket, this causes problems that are quite fatal to the surrounding 

environment. River water that is around the market becomes polluted, bad odors also 

disturb people who live around the market area. After a few months, feeling that the income 

was not working effectively, the vegetable traders left the Teratai market building and 

joined with other illegal traders to sell on the roadside so that the Teratai market building 

is currently only used by meat traders. The following are the results of interviews with three 

informants consisting of traders who left the Teratai market building. 
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Table 3. Interview Result 

Nama 

 

      Efektivitas 

Fasilitas Kebersihan Kenyamanan 

Alut “Fasilitas sih oke, 

tapi masalahnya 

adalah sepinya 

pelanggan” 

“Kalau kebersihan, 

kami tidak 

mempermasalahkan 

kebersihannya” 

“Nyaman tidak nyaman, 

kita sebagai pedagang 

sih baik-baik saja” 

Uben “Fasilitasnya ya 

begitu-begitu 

sajalah” 

“Memang enggak 

bersih dari dulu mah” 

“Mau bagaimana lagi, 

satu pindah ya kita 

pindah semua” 

Nani “Fasilitasya 

seadanya saja sih” 

“Bersih!? Mana bah 

bersih! Tempat jualan 

saya dulu sih bersih” 

“Enggak nyamanlah 

makanya kita pindah, 

sepi banget soalnya” 

Note   : Informant are not real names 

Source  : Processed research (2018) 

 From result of interview, Alut, the vegetables trader said that the facilities look 

good, she didn’t criticize about the cleaning, and she also comfortable with the market but 

she said the problem is no one shop at the market because market location far from the 

road.  

Not same with Uben, other vegetables trader. She said that the facilities were 

enough to her, she also said that the cleaning of the market had been dirty since the market 

estabilished, and about the comfortable, she feel good but when she looks the other 

vegetables traders move out from the building of Teratai market, she followed the other 

too.  

Nani, the last informant who take the job as the vegetables trader too said like that 

Uben said. She said that the facilities were enough, the cleaning didn’t clean at all, and 

about the comfortable, she said didn’t comfort so she move out because a little amount of 

buyers. 

 

Market Effectiveness Must Start from the Awareness of Traders 

 Life In Indonesia, which consists of many tribes, is a unique life because life must 

unite differences from one another to become a strength. In Kalimantan itself the dominant 

tribe is the Dayak tribe, Dayak life is known to be quite communal in the past (Helena, 

2018). Moreover, the life of the Dayak tribe is surrounded by elements of tradition that are 
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so thick, some traditions that are well known are bersam-sam, belale, and gawiasowa. Since 

a long time ago, the Dayak tribe lived communally by living in one roof called Betang 

house (Priska, 2018). But for the present life, the Dayak tribe has begun to leave life a little 

on the roof of a house, the communal life is finally shown again by living in the same area 

or village. This communal life actually greatly affects economic activity in Bengkayang 

Regency. Within the scope of the Teratai market itself, there are various tribes that conduct 

business activities, some of which are Dayak dominating, then Malay, and Madura. It is 

undeniable that this diversity can lead to social jealousy, especially if there is a possibility 

if individuals or groups who uphold their ethnicity and culture. Regardless of these 

differences, it is very important to establish cooperation despite different ethnicities, 

cultures, languages or religions. As part of spiritual intelligence, awareness of life in 

difference should be embedded in the minds of traders, that the spiritual life in Indonesia 

has been united in the first precepts of Pancasila which reads "Ketuhanan Yang MahaEsa". 

Not only that, as a religious being, individuals and groups should obey the rules that have 

been issued by the Government. Regarding Government regulations, it will not work 

properly if there are one or more individuals refusing to be disciplined. The Teratai Market 

has been renovated with a large enough building with two floors, it should be used wisely 

by traders. In some cases, traders in the Teratai market are reluctant to be disciplined and 

these problems come back from the awareness of traders because any government effort 

carried out as hard as it will not work effectively if it is not followed by the awareness of 

traders either traders who occupy the market building or moving traders. from the current 

Market building. Conditions like this will not actually occur if the trader participates in 

improving the problems that occur in the market. Actually, the longer the individual is 

related to the market, the stronger the awareness must be. Therefore the Government needs 

to improve human resources and increase awareness of market traders. Not only that, the 

Government also needs to establish relationships with traders and make a market 

organization unit organized with membership from traders 

FIGURE 2. Organization of Market 
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Terorganisir 
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Feed Back 

Satpol PP 

Source : Processed researchers (2018) 
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The organizational that is formed must come from the Teratai market area traders 

whose job is to become a mediator if there is a conflict between traders and to be a mediator 

in delivering the aspirations of traders regarding market conditions. But keep in mind the 

organization that is formed is not an organization with different levels of position. One 

trader with a mediator remains the same level, therefore, there needs to be a leadership 

figure who is able to move activities in the market so that it can gather other traders to work 

together to realize a good traditional market (KartiniKartono, 1994: 181). The government 

also needs to conduct routine observations and socialization of market cleanliness or market 

conditions that can be carried out according to the specified schedule or can be through 

DinasPekerjaanUmumdanPenataanRuangan (DPUPR) as an agency that acts directly on 

common problems that occur in market areas such as cleanliness and damage facilities and 

the SatuanPolisiPamongPraja (Satpol PP) as a behavior control unit in the market that is 

not in accordance with the Bengkayang Regency Regulation. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

Based on the results of the findings that have been analyzed, the conclusions obtained are: 

1. Decreasing GDP growth rate in the trade sector including the effects of market 

effectiveness. 

2. The main problem in the Teratai market case study is the lack of awareness of traders 

about the market ownership that causes the market to be less effective. 

3. The importance of the market as a source of Regional Original Income (PAD) in 

increasing the economic growth rate of Bengkayang Regency. 

From these conclusions, the advice that can be given are 

1. The government needs to be involved with market control and conduct observations and 

socialization related to the market through Dinas Pekerjaan Umum dan Penataan 

Ruangan (DPUPR) or the Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja (Satpol PP) as a city control unit. 

2. The importance of an organized unit in the market originating from the traders of the 

Teratai market in order to convey the aspirations of the traders in the market. 

3. The need for cooperation from fellow traders even though they have different cultural 

backgrounds. 
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Abstract 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has become a major research interest at nation and 

industry level as preparations to keep pace with it. 4IR basically is the development of 

disruptive technologies and trends such as the Internet of Things, robotics, virtual reality 

and artificial intelligence. The objective of this paper is to determine the readiness of 

Malaysia 4IR related service sector in facing the revolution by evaluating the efficiency of 

the industry. The first part of this paper aims to evaluate the technical efficiency of 4IR 

related service sector in Malaysia using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) for years from 

2010 to 2014. Second part of this paper aims to employ DEA-Malmquist index to 

determine total factor productivity (TFP) growth in these 4IR related service sector using 

panel data from year 2000 to 2014. Results of DEA multi stages analysis shows that in 

overall, Malaysia’s 4IR related service sectors’ efficiency score is 89 percent, which is 

relatively high. Result of DEA-Malmquist index, TFP growth of the selected service 

industry is 1.9 percent, the improvement in technical change of 1.8 percent contribute the 

most to the positive TFP growth. On the other hand, TFP growth dampened by scale 

efficiency change. 

Keywords: technical efficiency, fourth industrial revolution, service sector, DEA 

 

Introduction 

Industrial has been the main focus for most of developing countries to achieve rapid 

economic growth as it is regarded as the engine of economic and social development. 

Industrial sector or secondary sector is one of the 3 sectors that make up a country's 

economy. The other two are the primary sector (includes agriculture, fishing, and mining) 

and service sector (includes hospitality, consultancy and nursing). Secondary sector is one 

that makes a complete product which can then be utilized. Examples of industrial sector 

are manufacturing industry and construction. Service sector serve as the support industry 

for industrial, for example transportation, logistics, ICT and accounting), thus service 

sector becomes the main income source of a nation’s gross domestic product.  
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Malaysia is a good example of a developing countries which transforming into 

developed country through industrialization and the advancement of service sector in the 

post-industrialization era. During years 70’s, the government focus on import-substituion 

industries and labour-oriented industries. In the 80’s, heavy industry was developed in 

order to enhance nation’s industrialization and increase people’s skills in high technology. 

In 1986, Industrialization Blueprint had been announced with three aims: 1) to make 

manufacturing sector as catalyst for nation’s industrialization growth; 2) to make full use 

of nation’s natural resources and 3) to enhance domestic’s level of research and 

development in technology. In conjunction of the industrial development, service sector 

grows and become the main contributor of Malaysia’s GDP. Figure 1 shows the 

comparison of percentage of industrial sector (manufacturing and construction) and service 

sector (Utilities, Wholesale and Retail Trade, Accommodation, Food and Beverage, 

Transport, Storage, Information and Communication, Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and 

Business Services; Government Services). Service sector contributes around 45 percent to 

54 percent while industrial sector contributes around 23 percent to 35 percent during year 

1987 to 2016. The share of GDP contributed by service sector is increasing more rapidly 

compared to industrial sector. 

 

Figure 1: Share of contribution on GDP 

 

Source: Department of Statistics, 2017 

Malaysia as an industrial economy is experiencing the Industrial Revolution, 

which is a worldwide phenomenon.  Over the course of history, mankind has perfected its 

industry by not only relying on technical evolution but also by reinventing it as new 

resources have created new technical means. Therefore, industry has benefited from 

qualitative advancements which have sometimes been so ingrained in a certain time period 

and have had such an overwhelming impact that we have dubbed them “revolutions”. The 

first evolution started at 1765 and spans to the beginning of the 19th century. During the 

period, mechanization replaced agriculture with industry as the foundations of the 
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economic structure of society. It is based on mechanical production equipment which 

powered by water and steam power. The second industrial revolution started around year 

1870. New source of energy, i.e. electricity, gas and oil emerged and used by the 

development of combustion engine. Besides, the development of steel industry, chemical 

synthesis, invention of telegraph, telephone, automobile and the plane. All these inventions 

were made possible by centralizing research and capital structured around an economic and 

industrial model based on mass production and the organizational models of production. 

The third industrial revolution appeared at 1969 with the emergence of nuclear energy. 

This revolution witnessed the rise of electronics, telecommunications and computers. This 

gave rise to the era of high-level automation in production in industry. Now the industry 

have entered the fourth industrial revolution which builds upon the third revolution and the 

digital revolution that has been taking place since the middle of the last century. This fourth 

revolution with exponential expansion is characterized by merging technology that blurs 

the lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres to completely uproot 

industries all over the world. The extent and depth of these changes are a sign of 

transformations to entire production, management and governance systems. The industry 

of today and tomorrow aim to connect all production means to enable their interaction in 

real time. Factories 4.0 make communication among the different players and connected 

objects in a production line possible thanks to technology such as Cloud, Big Data 

Analytics and the Industrial Internet of Things. 

In short, the first industrial revolution used water and steam to mechanize 

production, the second used electric energy to create mass production and the third used 

electronics and information technology to automate production. The fourth industrial 

revolution (4IR) is about cyber physical systems, internet of things and network. It not only 

having impact on industry, but also government and individual. Firstly, industry players 

need to re-examine the way they do business. They need to understand their changing 

environment, challenge the assumptions of their operating teams, and relentlessly and 

continuously innovate. Secondly, the ability of government systems and public authorities 

to adapt will determine their survival. If they prove capable of embracing a world of 

disruptive change, subjecting their structures to the levels of transparency and efficiency 

that will enable them to maintain their competitive edge, they will endure. If they cannot 

evolve, they will face increasing challenges. Thirdly, individual needs to keep upgraded in 

order to get along with the changes and equip themselves with necessary knowledge in 

skills to survive. Thus, the 4IR related service industry must be ready to provide 

competitive and efficient service to ensure the nation is able to catch up with the worldwide 

progression. Hence, the objective of this study is to examine the technical efficiency and 

productivity growth of 4IR related service sector, namely 1) telecommunications service; 

2) computer service; 3) Programming and broadcasting services; 4) Information services 

activities and 5) Engineering services. The structure of this paper is organized as follow. 

Section 2 provides a short review of the literature and past studies that applied DEA method 

to measure efficiency and TFP growth. Section 3 presents the non-parametric method 
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applied in this paper. The empirical results are discussed in Section 4, and finally Section 

5 summarizes and concludes. 

Literature Review 

 Technical efficiency and productivity growth has been estimated at sectoral level 

for different types of industries using both parametric and non-parametric method. 

Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is performed in parametric method while Data 

Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is applied in non-parametric method. This paper applied 

non-parametric DEA method, which has been done for service sector in a number of 

countries. Fukao (2010) examines the productivity performance (TFP) of Japan’s service 

and the importance of enhancing Japan’s service sector. He concluded that TFP growth in 

the service sector is lower than manufacturing sector, which is found much higher than the 

other sectors. Besides, productivity growth in the service sector is the main key for Japan’s 

economic growth. Cunha and Rocha (2012) measured the technical efficiency in higher 

education services sector in Portugal. They found that higher education institution in 

Portugal were less efficient in overall and there were waste in resources. Sanjeev (2007) 

applied the DEA method to evaluate the efficiency of 68 hotels and restaurant companies 

operating in India. Result of the study found that the average score for all the companies 

was quite high (0.73), indicating the hospitality industry was doing well. Maletic et al. 

(2013) employed two DEA models with different input-output indicators to measure the 

efficiency of banks in Serbia. They found that banks from public sector were the most 

efficient and superefficient. Navarro and Martin (2011) applied non-parametric techniques 

to evaluate technical efficiency of total sectors, total services and 16 categories in OECD 

countries in 2006. They found that the average efficiency level in the aggregated service 

sector is around 57 percent with Estonia, Luxemburg, United States and Mexico being the 

leading countries in the total services efficiency rankings. 

Several studies on Malaysia services reports that the TFP growth is positive. 

Chandran and Veera (2008) examines 20 service industries for the period of year 1987 to 

1992. Their DEA analysis shows that the selected industries experienced positive TFP 

growth of 1.8 percent. Technical efficiency was the contributing factor while technological 

change dampen the growth. Susila (2009) assesses the impact of ownership on water supply 

entities performance by applying DEA method. Result shows that there is variations of 

efficiency for different types of ownership and different service areas. On overall, private 

entities perform better than public entities in term of technical efficiency. Another study 

on water supply service conducted by Norbaizura et al. (2014). They evaluate efficiency 

and effectiveness of water supply service industry in Malaysia. Their main finding is that 

water supply service in most of the 14 states in Malaysia is efficient but only three states 

are efficient and effective in production and distribution of water to consumers.  

Jajri (2011) focuses on five service industries: advertising agencies, 

accommodation services, real estate agents, real haulage and stock, share, commodity 
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brokers and foreign exchange services. Using data from 1986 to 2007, he found that TFP 

growth is positive and mainly due to the improvement in technical efficiency. On the other 

hand, technological change dampened the TFP growth. Besides, result from second 

estimation of output function shows that capital and labour growth as well technological 

change contribute positively to service sector output growth. However, TFP growth do not 

significantly affect the output growth of three service industry. Shazali and Alias (2000) 

measures the productivity of the insurance industry by employing the non-parametric 

Malmquist Index method. The technical efficiency index obtained from DEA analysis for 

period of 1987 to 1997 indicates that the industry is 72.6 percent efficient in overall. They 

also found that the productivity growth is relatively low compared to Malaysia real 

economic growth. The results also suggest that both technical efficiency and technical 

progress contribute to the overall productivity growth of the industry. Baharin and Isa 

(2013) measured the relationship between efficiency and organisational structure for 

Takaful and insurance operators in Malaysia’s dual financial system. Their sample 

consisting of 19 firms, chosen between year 2002 and 2010, applying Stochastic cost 

Frontier Analysis approach. It was found that Takaful has a lower cost efficiency than 

conventional insurance. In addition, the level of efficiency scores for both life insurance 

and Takaful do not vary across time.  

Lee et al. (2011) studied the impact of privatization in Malaysia’s 

telecommunications sector and on the performance of the national telecommunication 

company (TM). They also examined the impact of regulatory changes on the business 

performance of TM. Employing the DEA analysis, the results supported that privatization 

had led to a better performance for TM. There were notable post-privatization efficiency 

and productivity gains. Saharawati et al. (2015) measured the level of technical efficiency 

in the private higher education services sector in Malaysia for the year of 2010. Besides, 

they also further analyse the level of technical efficiency using cross tabulation and chi-

square test with the size of operational of sample and their capital intensity. Their DEA 

results shows that more medium-and-large-sized as well as capital intensive sample are 

operating at a higher level of technical efficiency than small-sized and less capital intensive 

samples. Fadzlan et al. (2016) analysed the efficiency of the Malaysian banking sector by 

utilizing DEA method to compute the efficiency of individual banks during the period 1999 

to 2008. They also applied bootstrap regression to examine the impact of origins on bank 

efficiency. DEA results indicate that the Malaysian banking sector exhibited increase in 

efficiency over the sample period. Besides, banks from Asian countries are found to be 

relatively more efficient compared to foreign banks from other regions and their domestic 

bank peers.  

In general, past study on Malaysia service sectors have widely done. DEA is the 

common analysing method applied by researcher. To the best of own’s knowledge, specific 

study focus on 4IR related service sector can hardly find. Thus making this study an 
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important one as 4IR is not only affecting nation’s current economic performance, but also 

the future of the nation economic development. 

Methodology and Data 

The analysis in this paper consists of two parts. The first part is the evaluation of technical 

efficiency among selected 4IR related service industry and second part is examine the 

productivity change among the industries. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) will be 

applied in both analysis. DEA is a non-parametric linear programing performance 

evaluation method which evaluates peer entities or decision making unit (DMU) which 

convert input/s into output/s (Cooper et al., 2011). DEA evaluates comparative efficiency 

by aggregating multiple performance indicators into single framework to identify best 

practise. The input-oriented constant return to scale (CRS) DEA following Charnes, 

Cooper and Rhodes (1978), which known as CCR model is specified as below: 

min 𝜃 − 𝜀 (∑ 𝑆𝑖
− + ∑ 𝑆𝑟

+

𝑠

𝑟=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

)                                                                                                      (1) 

Subject to 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝜆𝑗 + 𝑆𝑖
− = 𝜃𝑥𝑖0

𝑛

𝑗=1

                                                       𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚; 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝜆𝑗 − 𝑆𝑟
− = 𝑦𝑟0

𝑛

𝑗=1

                                                       𝑟 = 1,2, … , 𝑠; 

𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0                                                                                 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛. 

Where 𝑛 is the number of DMU; 𝑚 is the number of different inputs to produce 𝑠 different 

outputs. Specifically, 𝐷𝑀𝑈𝑗 converts amount 𝑥𝑖𝑗  of input 𝑖 to amount 𝑦𝑟𝑗of output 𝑟. 𝜃 is 

the efficiency score, if the value is equal to one, this indicates that the DMU is on the 

frontier; 𝑆𝑖
− and 𝑆𝑟

− are slack variables; 𝜆 is a vector of weights that defines the linear 

combination of the peers of the 𝑗th DMU and 𝜀 is the non-Archimedean element of element 

which is smaller than any positive real number. The linear programming problem needs to 

be solved 𝑛 times. 

Next, Panel data can be utilized to examine changes in total factor productivity 

(TFP) and decompose it into two components: 1) technical efficiency change (TEFC) and 

technical change (TEC). TEFC measures the change in current efficiency between period 

𝑡 and period 𝑡 + 1 while TEC captures the shift in technology frontier. The value of the 

decomposition is that it provides important information on the source of overall 

productivity change in the industries. This study applies the DEA-Malmquist index to 
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measure TFP change. The index is a non-parametric approach introduced by to measure 

change in productivity of DMUs over two or more time points and can be of input or output 

oriented. The input-oriented is predicted on the minimum input/s requirement to produce a 

certain amount of output/s, i.e. input minimization. On the other hand, output-oriented is 

predicted on maximum production with certain amount of input/s, i.e. output maximization. 

This study applies output-based model to put much weight on the expansion of output level 

out of a given level of input. Thus, TFP index is a ratio of the weighted aggregate outputs 

to weighted aggregate inputs, using multiple outputs and inputs.  

The Malmquist output-based productivity change index between period 𝑡 + 1 and 

𝑡 is specified by Fare et al. (1994) as: 

𝑀0(𝑦𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡+1, 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1)

= [
𝑑0

𝑡 (𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1)

𝑑0
𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡)

×
𝑑0

𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1)

𝑑0
𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡)

]

1/2

                                         (1) 

Where 𝑑0 is the output distance function; 𝑦𝑡+1 and 𝑥𝑡+1 is the output and input in period 

𝑡 + 1 respectively; and 𝑦𝑡and 𝑥𝑡 is the output and input at period 𝑡 respectively. Equation 

(1) represents the productivity of the production point (𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1) relative to the 

production point (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡). The index uses period 𝑡 technology and the other period 𝑡 + 1 

technology. TFP growth is the geometric mean of two output-oriented Malmquist-TFP 

indices from period 𝑡 to period 𝑡 + 1. Positive TFP growth is indicated by a value of one 

while a value less than one indicates a negative TFP growth. The Malmquist TFP index 

(Equation 1) is further decomposed into EFC and TEC (Fare et al., 1994; Coelli, 1996) as 

follow: 

 

𝑀0(𝑦𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡+1, 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1)

= [
𝑑0

𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1)

𝑑0
𝑡 (𝑥𝑡, 𝑦𝑡)

] [
𝑑0

𝑡 (𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1)

𝑑0
𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+1)

×
𝑑0

𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡)

𝑑0
𝑡+1(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡)

]

1/2

        (2) 

 (TFP)     (TEFC)   (TEC) 

 

Furthermore, Fare et al. (1994) suggested that TEFC can be decomposed into scale 

efficiency change (SEC) and pure efficiency change (PEC). Therefore, equation (2) can be 

represented as TFP = SEC × PEC ×TEC. The computation of Malmquist TFP change is 

done by utilizing software developed by Tim Coelli, namely Data Envelopment Analysis 

Program (DEAP). DEAP is the most popular DEA software package especially among 

academicians (Abdullahi et al., 2015). Statistics summary of inputs and output selected are 

reported in Table 2. Five 4IR related service sector under evaluation are 1) 
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telecommunications service; 2) computer service; 3) Programming and broadcasting 

services; 4) Information services activities and 5) Engineering services. All data were 

obtained from Malaysia Statistics Department’s Time Series Data for period of year 2005 

to 2014. The thumb rules for sample size adequate for conducting DEA is 𝑛 ≥

𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚 × 𝑠; 3(𝑚 + 𝑠)} (Cooper et al., 2007). Where 𝑚 and 𝑠 is the number of input and 

output variables respectively. In this case, 𝑚 = 2 and 𝑠 = 1. This implies that the number 

of unit under evaluation should be equals to or greater than 9. The sample size in this study 

is 50, thus confirms the sample adequacy for conducting DEA. 

Table 2: Statistic summary for input and output for DEA model 

 Variable Mean Standard 

deviation 

Input Total number of employees 26257.6 18131.3 

 Value of fixed capital assets (RM’000) 6273804 10386700 

Output Revenue (RM’000) 14752000 17583400 

 

Results and discussion 

The results of efficiency evaluation for each 4IR related service industry is reported in 

Table 3. As shown in the table, the average technical efficiency score for the selected 

service industry in quite high, which is 88.8 percent. Three of the selected service industry 

obtain unit technical efficiency score, i.e. computer service, programming and 

broadcasting, and information services activities. This indicates that the current input levels 

cannot be reduced and the industries is an efficient unit among the selected industries. 

Meanwhile, the technical efficiency score for telecommunications and engineering services 

are less than 1. This indicates that both the industries appears to be less efficient among the 

selected service industries, suggesting that the industries can reduce the current input 

levels. In other words, telecommunications service’s current output could have been 

obtained by using 16.3 percent less inputs resources compared to current consumptions. 

Besides, there is 39.1 percent overuse of input resource to obtain the current level of output 

for engineering services. 

Table 3: Technical efficiency scores (CRS) 

Industry Technical Efficiency 

Telecommunications 0.837 

Computer service 1.000 

Programming and broadcasting 1.000 

Information services activities 1.000 

Engineering services 0.601 

Mean 0.888 
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Next, the results of DEA analysis on productivity change is reported in Table 3. TFP 

growth of the selected service industry between 2005 and 2014 is 1.9 percent, which is 

shown by a TFPCH mean of more than value of one. According to DEA analysis, the 

improvement in technical change (TECHCH) of 1.8 percent contribute the most to the 

positive TFP growth. On the other hand, TFP growth dampened by scale efficiency change 

(SECH) (-0.2 percent). Three of the industries are having positive which indicates that the 

industries are operating at maximum potential output. Telecommunications service 

experienced negative TFP growth (-1 percent) while programming and broadcasting 

experienced negative TFP growth of 2.2 percent. Computer service industry experienced 

the highest TFP growth of 7.1 percent. It is mainly due to technological improvement. 

Individually, Telecommunications service facing negative technical efficiency growth, 

indicating it is not operating at optimum output level. Programming and broadcasting 

industry is experiencing negative technological growth. Similarly, engineering services is 

also facing negative technological growth. Indicating that these industries gains no benefit 

from better technology and capital equipment or simply put innovation. Furthermore, value 

of SECH for engineering services is less than unity which shows that the industry is not 

operating at optimum scale. 

Table 3: Malmquist index of industry means (2005-2014) 

Industry EFFCH TECHCH PECH SECH TFPCH 

Telecommunications 0.968 1.022 0.954 1.015 0.990 

Computer service 1.000 1.071 1.000 1.000 1.071 

Programming and 

broadcasting 

1.000 0.978 1.000 1.000 0.978 

Information services 

activities 

1.000 1.040 1.000 1.000 1.040 

Engineering services 1.040 0.982 1.065 0.976 1.021 

Mean 1.001 1.018 1.003 0.998 1.019 

 

Conclusion 

This paper has evaluate technical efficiency and TFP growth of selected 4IR related service 

industries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis on 4IR related service 

industries. DEA methodology is employed using constant returns to scale assumption to 

measure the technical efficiencies while the output based Malmquist productivity change 

index is applied to examine TFP growth. Five service industries is selected and the period 

of study is from year 2005 to 2014. Result of DEA technical efficiency and Malmquist 

index results suggests that 1)telecommunications services could reduce the current input 

levels as there is evidence of overuse on inputs and enhance productivity-based catching-

up capability; 2) computer service and information services activities is on the efficiency 
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frontier and experienced positive TFP growth; 3) programming and broadcasting and 

engineering services industries should made effort to enhance the technological adaptation 

to further improve their TFP growth. In general, 4IR related service industries in Malaysia 

is efficient and experiencing positive TFP growth. This is an indicator that Malaysia is on 

the right track in moving towards 4IR. However, efforts must be made in order to improve 

efficiency and TFP growth.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Indonesia has imposed fiscal decentralization since more than a decade ago. The objective 

of intergovernmental transfer between central government and local government is to 

enhance fiscal equality. Since the literatures have shown no conclusive remarks regarding 

the welfare effects of fiscal decentralization, we would like to find new evidence on 

deconcentration funds to economic welfare in Indonesia. Fiscal decentralization funds 

which include General Allocation Funds, Special Allocation Funds, and Revenue Sharing 

Funds are the largest sources of revenue in almost every region in Indonesia which are the 

proportion of those funds are different between regions. The difference in proportion is 

intended as one of them is to reduce fiscal inequality which results in an economic 

imbalance between regions. Using gross regional domestic product as proxy of economic 

growth, this paper highlight the difference in proportion of each decentralization funds to 

equalization. This study aims to determine the effect of the balancing fund element on fiscal 

decentralization on economic growth in each region which is shown through GRDP. This 

study uses panel data on 33 provinces in the period 2009-2014. The analytical tool used is 

a panel data regression model with Generalized Least Squares (GLS) estimator.  

 

Keywords: decentralization, deconcentration funds, economic growth 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Developing countries implemented fiscal decentralization to increase administrative, fiscal 

and political power from central government to the local government. The aim of the 

program is to empower local government in providing services to the citizen. The theorem 

of fiscal decentralization itself stated that public goods provision is better be taken care by 

local government(Oates, 1972). The condition when the regions or provinces are very 

heterogeneous make decentralizing public goods is welfare-enhancing. Local governments 

assumed to have more knowledge on what local citizens need. An example is when we take 

one condition in certain island in Indonesia, Java, Kalimantan, Sumatera, Sulawesi, Papua 

have different important needs and those needs are typically different. Fiscal 

decentralization can close that gap. The budget can be more accurately executed to those 

local needs. That’s why fiscal decentralization is something that is very important to 

achieve social welfare. 

 The history of economic inequalities and disparities among regions in Indonesia 

become the main background on the idea of redistribution. There are several phases 

regarding to income disparities between provinces in Indonesia (Kim & Samudro, 2017). 
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Those phases are; first the period of 1983-1996, regional disparity based on the gross 

regional domestic product (GRDP) per capita was on a downfall trend. The second phase 

was at 1997-1999 when the economic crisis hit very hard to Indonesia followed by political 

crisis as the new order’s Soeharto was fallen. The disparity increased drastically at that 

time. 

 
FIGURE 1. Regional disparity and income inequality 

Source: Kim and Samudro (2017) 

 

After the fall of Soeharto, government began to implement the idea of fiscal 

decentralization and regional autonomy. Indonesia entered a new era of decentralization in 

a very fast period (Alm, Aten, &Bahl, 2001). This is indicated by the formulation and 

enactment of Law No. 22 of 1999 concerning Regional Government and Law No. 25 of 

1999 concerning Central and Regional Financial Balance in a very short period after the 

end of the New Order era. The Act was implemented effectively from January 1, 2001. In 

2004 improvements were made with the issuance of Law Number 32 of 2004 concerning 

Regional Government and Law Number 33 of 2004 concerning the Financial Balance of 

the Central Government and Regional Governments. With the enactment of the law, it has 

changed the development paradigm including in terms of relations between levels of 

government. Local governments are given greater flexibility to organize and manage their 

own household affairs by not being heavily interfered with by the central government. This 

policy was taken in order to reduce inequality in the sources of funding between central 

and local government. Figure 1 shows that despite the fact that the trend of inequality is in 

a downward trend, but there are any fluctuations during that period. 

Fiscal decentralization is more specific concept from fiscal federalism. Musgrave 

(1959) stated that fiscal federalism represents the vertical financial structure of public 

sector. Those include revenue and expenditure assignment among different levels of 

government and a system of intergovernmental transfers. The theory of fiscal federalism 

comes with three major objectives, that are to create efficiency in economy, to strengthen 

stability in macroeconomy and to enhance income redistribution to society. The classic 

theory of Musgrave (1959) also divide the responsibility between federal government and 

subnational (regional and local) authorities. The federal government have responsibility for 

macroeconomic stabilization and income redistribution, whilst local government 
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responsible to make sure of the efficiency in providing public goods within their 

jurisdictions. Local government is closer to citizens so they have better information on 

people preferences. Thus, fiscal decentralization is a mechanism of fiscal federalization on 

a matter that there should be certain level of government in vertical financial structure 

(Yushkov, 2015). 

 The provinces or regions in the country usualy have the potential to generate their 

own income. There are provinces who have great amount of gold mining or oil. So they 

can generate big money from the activity inside their area. On the other hand, there are 

provinces who have only few source of income.An overview of the per capita income 

inequality in Indonesia is shown in the following figure: 

 

 
FIGURE 2. GRDP per capita in Indonesian provinces year 2009-2014 

Source: BadanPusatStatistik (Central Bureau of Statistics) 

 

From the figure above, we can see a quite striking gap between per capita GRDP 

of rich provinces such as East Kalimantan and GRDP per capita in East Nusa Tenggara. 

To overcome the problem of fiscal inequality and the need for substantial regional funding, 

the government provides balancing funds in the form of general allocation funds, revenue 

sharing funds and special allocation funds. 

In general, national development in developing countries is focused on economic 

development in the context of economic growth efforts. Economic growth is closely related 

to the increase in the production of goods and services, which among others is measured 

by the magnitude of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the national level and the Gross 

Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) at the provincial and district / city levels. Economic 

growth in relation to economic development becomes important as a benchmark for the 

successful implementation of fiscal decentralization. It has become a common perception 

of whether or not an area can be seen from the level of economic growth. The higher the 

economic growth, the more advanced an area is, although on the other hand fiscal 

decentralization can be the cause of increasing income disparity so that the central 

government is responsible for redistribution by controlling the distribution of taxes and 

development expenditures so that disparities can be reduced (Prud'homme, 1995). 
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To overcome the problem of disparity, the government need to redistribute the 

economy among regions. The mechanism usually with providing intergovernmental 

transfers to all regions but with different amount of fund allocation. Article 1 point (h) Law 

No. 32 of 2004 on Regional Government and Law No. 33 of 2004 on Fiscal Balance 

between Central Government and Regional Government imply that financing the 

governance based on decentralization principles is conducted based on Regional Revenue 

and Expenditure Budget (APBD). The regional government is provided with the authority 

to collect taxes/levies and to manage its own natural resources. The financial resources for 

the local regions consist of Own-Source Revenue (PAD), Fiscal Balance/Revenue Sharing 

Fund (DBH), General Allocation Fund (DAU) and Special Allocation Fund (DAK). Those 

last three are the deconcentration fund received by local government provided by central 

government.  

Among the types of deconcentration fund, the general allocation fund become the 

most significant for almost all local government in Indonesia. Revenue sharing only 

matters for few provinces or districts, while special allocation fund only applies to region 

with significant forestry activities. this shows that the local government still has a high 

dependence on the supply of funds from the central government. The dependency is 

certainly not good because one of the aim of the implementation of fiscal decentralization 

aside from reducing disparity is to increase regional empowerment. 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Literature Review 

The system for providing public services is not a trivial thing and normally most of 

countries believe that creating social welfare is the goal to achieve. Unfortunately, it is not 

easyto achieve such such goals especially in dealing with maintaining vertical and 

horizontal balances. Many literatures focusing on the effect of implementing fiscal 

decentralization to economic improvement are still ambiguous. Earlier researches, 

especially theoretical one have shown that fiscal decentralization would create positive 

economic performance to the countries. But along the time there are empirical works with 

results negating the positive results.  This literature review section will overiew several 

literatures regarding this problem. 

 Theoretically, Oates (1972) set down a theoretical foundation in analyzing 

decentralization. His work also highlighted the trade-off beween centralized and 

decentralized government in providing public goods. With the condition of regions are very 

heterogeneous, decentralized type of government will improve in providing public goods 

and maximizing social welfare. A more recent theoretical research stated that 

decentralization spurs yardstick and competition among regions or local governments. 

Those competitions will create accountability and lessen asymmetric information (Besley 

& Case, 1995). The more centralized government tend to lead to less accurate policy to the 

regions and local society because of asymmetric information. Thus, asymmetric 

information results in inefficient government performance. Political background of the 

country also played a significant role on fiscal decentralization. Tanzi (1996) argue that in 

a non-democratic country, the assumption of local government will respond to local 

preferences of the society is not happening. Fiscal decentralization may lead to 

misallocation of resources. 
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 There is theoretical link between decentralization and regional income inequalities. 

The two frameworks of this work divided itu pure fiscal decentralization and non-pure 

fiscal decentralization (Bonet, 2006). The explanation of pure and non-pure fiscal 

decentralization is as follows: if local government have power to collect their own taxes 

and have full authority to make spending or expenditures without receiving 

intergovernmental transfer from central government, it is a pure decentralization. On the 

opposite, non-pure fiscal decentralization describe local government only have 

responsibilities to allocate resources. In the case of Indonesia, government applied non-

pure fiscal decentralization but with certain modification. Local government have 

sovereignity to collect land and property taxes as well as motor vehicle tax, entertainment 

tax, restaurant taxes and other local taxes. However, the central government still have full 

authority to collect central taxes such as income taxes and value added taxes. Those 

resources collected by central government will be distributed to local government through 

intergovernmental transfer. 

 Empirical research on fiscal decentralization divided into two major ideas. Several 

number of studies showed that fiscal decentralization boost China economic growth. The 

studies of Qian and Weingast (1997) and Lin and Liu (2000) contributes to this claim. Their 

studies help China to empower overall economic development and fiscal incentives to local 

governments. On the other hand, Davoodi and Zou (1998) stated that fiscal decentralization 

hamper economic growth of China. Jin and Zou (2005) added to the statement that the 

result indicate that local government did not respond to local preferences in practice. The 

phenomenon happened because local officials are not selected by local voters. 

 On the matter of regional disparities, there are also two opposite results. First 

opinion stated that fiscal decentralization has positive impact on reducing regional 

disparities. This idea described in the research of Canaleta, Arzoz, and Garate (2004), Akai 

and Sakata (2005), Ezcurra and Pascual (2008), Lessmann (2009), and Mustra and Skrabic 

(2014). Contrary, there are studies explaining that fiscal decentralization lead to more 

income inequalities. The idea is supported by the works of Kanbur and Zhang (2005), 

Bonet (2006), Barrios and Strobl (2009), Hao and Wei (2010) and Kessler and Lessmann 

(2010). The factor contributing to this matter is the quality of government. In a high-quality 

government, fiscal decentralization lead to regional convergence. On the other hand, if the 

quality of government is poor, the regional disparities will be wider because of fiscal 

decentralization. 

 

FISCAL DECENTRALIZATION IN INDONESIA 

 

According to law 22/1999 and law 25/1999, the central government will reduce its role into 

five authorities, that are military and defense, fiscal and monetary, religion, judicial system, 

and foreign affairs, plus standardization and macroeconomic planning. The rest of the role 

will be decentralized to the local governments. Fiscal decentralization in Indonesia face 

complicated and massive job. Those because there are more than 200 million populations, 

very large area, many provinces and districts/municipalities, and very difficult 

geographical condition (Indonesia has more than 17 thousands of islands). 

 The revenue aspect in the fiscal decentralization divided into revenue generated by 

central government and revenua collected by local government. Major source of revenue 

such as income tax and value added tax still belong to central government. The local 

government only have access to fewer amount of local taxes. Regions with big natural 

resources will be benefited from fiscal decentralization because they can generate big 
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locally generated revenue. The same thing will happen to regions with great good tourism 

packages.Those differences will create disparity among regions. That is why the 

intergovernmental transfers play a significant role in case of redistribution. The transfer 

consists of conditional transfer and unconditional transfer. The local government will have 

total freedom in spending the unconditional tranfers, but there are limitation on spending 

conditional one. 

 However, the fiscal decentralization process in Indonesia tends to be more 

expenditure decentralization. The local government have more expenditure freedom but on 

the revenue side, they still have to depend on transfers from central government. This kind 

of decentralization have risk on the continuity in providing consistent quality of public 

services. The central government still have big burden in budget to make intergovernmental 

transfer to local governments. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

We measure economic growth using the data of gross regional domestic product. In 

general, national development in developing countries is focused on economic 

development. Economic growth is closely related to increased production of goods and 

services as measured by the amount of gross regional domestic products in each province. 

This economic growth becomes important as a benchmark for the successful 

implementation of fiscal decentralization. The higher the economic growth, the more 

advanced an area will be. Although on the other hand fiscal desenetralization can be a cause 

of income disparity so it is important for the government to implement redistribution. 

 The model used in this study is an econometric model which is analyzed using 

panel data. The model developed refers to the production function in which economic 

growth is simply influenced by the amount of capital (K) and the amount of labor (L) 

available in the economy. In this condition, if the workforce involved in the production 

process increases, it automatically increases production, whereas if the production level 

decreases, the labor absorbed will decrease. 

Estimation made on the analysis model using panel data from 33 provinces in 

Indonesia for the period 2009-2014 produced different estimates using the Pooled Least 

Square (PLS) model, Fixed Effect Model (FEM) and Random Effect Model (REM). The 

PLS model is a combination or cross section and time series data collection, then the model 

is estimated using the least squares (OLS). The FEM model considers that the variables in 

the intercepts are cross section and time series, dummy variables are added to this model 

to allow these intercept changes and the model is estimated by OLS. The REM model 

improves the efficiency of the OLS estimation process, cross section and time series 

disturbances are calculated so that the model used is Generalized Least Squares (GLS). 

The model specifications built are as follows: 

 

 

Where: 

: the value of the province's Gross Regional Domestic Product per capita in 

year t in ln. 

: the value of the provincial General Allocation Fund i in year t in ln. 

: the value of the Special Allocation Fund for the province i in year t in ln. 

: the value of the Provincial Profit Sharing Fund in year t in ln. 
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: the value of the province's Original Revenue in year t in ln. 

: the number of provincial workers i in year t. 

: the score of human development index in province i, year t 

 

Capital accumulation occurs when a portion of income is saved and reinvested with the 

aim of increasing output and income in the future. Procurement of new factories, machinery 

and equipment as well as raw materials increases the physical stock (capital stock) of a 

country, namely the total real net value of all productive capital goods physically and it is 

clearly possible to increase output in the future. In this case, locally-generated revenue 

(PAD) and three ddeconcentration funds resemble capital accumulation. Local 

governments need to allocate the fund to provide social service and infrastructure for the 

sake of enhancing social welfare. 

 Population growth and labor force have traditionally been regarded as one of the 

positive factors that can spur economic growth. A greater amount of labor means increasing 

productive labor, while greater population growth means increasing the size of the 

domestic market. Technological progress for some economists is the most important source 

of economic growth. In its simplest sense, technological advances occur because of the 

discovery of new ways or improvements in old ways of handling traditional jobs. These 

technological advances can vary in nature, namely, first, neutral technology, occurs if the 

technology allows us to achieve a higher level of production using the same number and 

combination of input factors. Second, technological progress which is labor-saving and 

third, advances in capital-saving technology. 

 Human development index shows the quality of human in the area. Higher HDI 

indicates that the quality of labor is high, while higher quality of labor can be associated 

with more productivity to enhance more economic growth in the area. 

  

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY 

 

To empirically test the relationship between intergovernmental transfer (deconcentration 

fund) and local government to gros regional domestic product, we use province level, 

yearly data. The data provided by Central Bureau of Statistics of Indonesia (BPS). The 

collected data was collected from official website of BPS that are published annually. The 

first set of model used in this research show the random effects model. The later set show 

the fixed effect model. The model itself wer chosen based on several tests such as hausman 

test. 

In this methodology, GRDP and special allocation fund are measured using the formula 

per capita because 

 the number pf population affects the amount of GRDP. The domestic product 

generated by each province is affected by the number of residents living in the 

province. So that the amount of GRDP cannot be calculated using the absolutnumbers 

that exist, but must be divided first by the number of population in an area.More the 

population in the area shows the number of economic activities that will affect the 

amount of gross regional domestic product, ceteris paribus. 

 General allocation fund (DAU) was measured using DAU per capita because the 

deconcentration fund in the form of DAU included the population as an element in the 

calculation of the formula. The area with more population will get more amount of 

decentralization funds in the form of DAU. So that the DAU per capita can be 
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compared across regions with other regions rather than comparing the DAU of each 

region in aggregate. 

Estimation calculations use GRDP and deconcentration funds in the form of natural 

logarithms in order to compare the relative magnitude of the region. When we use absolute 

numbers, every increase in the rupiah will have different proportions and interpretations 

between regions. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We measure the fluctuation of gross regional domestic product each province along the 

year. The results of this research is as follows. Table 1 contains three regression models. 

The models regressed using random effect models. All variables in those three models have 

significance level of 99% except workforce (TK). After performing Hausman Test to 

compare random effect models and fixed effect models, the result directs us to use fixed 

effect model rather than random effect models but we still exhibit the result of the 

regression to compare between REM and FEM later.  

 

TABLE 1. Regression Results - Random Effect Model 

 (1) (2) (3) 

VARIABLES lngrdpcap lngrdpcap lngrdpcap 

    

lndaucap 0.282*** 0.212*** 0.164*** 

 (0.0451) (0.0506) (0.0508) 

lndak -0.175*** -0.160*** -0.155*** 

 (0.0369) (0.0365) (0.0354) 

lndbh 0.241*** 0.226*** 0.218*** 

 (0.0473) (0.0467) (0.0452) 

lnpad 0.241*** 0.312*** 0.179*** 

 (0.0441) (0.0498) (0.0609) 

tk  -4.36e-08*** -2.98e-08* 

  (1.54e-08) (1.53e-08) 

ipm   0.0662*** 

   (0.0187) 

Constant 0.824 -0.0797 0.667 

 (1.722) (1.718) (1.678) 

    

Observations 181 181 181 

R-squared    

Number of kode 32 32 32 

Standard errors in parentheses. The stars represent statistical significance, *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Model number (1), (2), and (3) show the impact of deconcentration funds on gross 

domestic regional product using random effects model. 

 

Table 2 shows the set of regression using fixed effect models. So we can say that this Table 

2 presents main results of the research.FEM is shown on models 5, 6, 7, and 8 in the 

estimation results above. In model 7, where the estimation is done using an empirical 
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strategy as shown in the previous section shows that there are 3 variables which do not 

show a statistically significant effect, namely the variables of the appendix, lndbh (sharing 

revenue fund), and tk (workforce). 

 The general allocation fund which play a significant role in the source of regions 

revenue do not have significant effect to the gross regional domestic product. It is quite 

surprising since many regions have a big dependency on this fund. The allocation of 

expenditure of general allocation fund may be play a big part. The freedom of local 

government in makin expenditure using general allocation fund may be crucial. Usually 

local government use bigger portion to make payment for public servant’s salary rather 

than providing more tangible public services such as infrastructure and business programs 

which can directly affect to gross regional domestic product. That is why the spending of 

general allocation fund is not significant to gross regional domestic products. 

 Profit sharing fund also didn’t get the significance level in making influence to 

gross regional domestic product. There are not many regions who own natural resources. 

There are four types of natural resources to be shared between central government, 

provincial governments, and district/municipalities governments. Those are oil and gas, 

mining products, forestry products and fishery products. Since not all regions own the 

products, may be the profit sharing fund cannot be significantly affected to the gross 

recional domestic products. 

 

TABLE 2. Regression Results - Fixed Effect Model 

 (5) (6) (7) (8) 

VARIABLES lngrdpcap lngrdpcap lngrdpcap lngrdpcap 

     

lndaukap 0.158* 0.160* 0.0842  

 (0.0892) (0.0899) (0.0909)  

lndak -0.146*** -0.146*** -0.156*** -0.148*** 

 (0.0355) (0.0357) (0.0348) (0.0337) 

lndbh -0.00279 -0.00428 -0.0290  

 (0.0761) (0.0766) (0.0749)  

lnpad 0.461*** 0.465*** 0.273*** 0.280*** 

 (0.0729) (0.0754) (0.0967) (0.0884) 

tk  -1.82e-08 -3.27e-08  

  (7.91e-08) (7.71e-08)  

ipm   0.106*** 0.113*** 

   (0.0348) (0.0329) 

Constant 2.803 2.730 4.233** 3.802** 

 (2.044) (2.075) (2.077) (1.595) 

     

Observations 181 181 181 181 

R-squared 0.508 0.508 0.538 0.535 

Number of kode 32 32 32 32 

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0. 

 

To maintain the efficiency of the estimation, the three insignificant variables can be 

dropped so that the parameters of each variable have a more efficient value.In model 8, the 

estimation is done using a variable that has a statistical significance level of 90%, namely 
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the lnDAK (special allocation fund) variables, lnPAD (locally-generated revenue), and 

HDI. So there is no bias and inefficiency on the amount of parameter values and magnitude 

obtained. 

 LnDAK shows a negative sign and the mark is consistent on all models 5, 6, 7, and 

8. It also means a robustness test, which means the sign is stable and shows a negative 

marginal effect. In the model 8 we used, the parameter or marginal effect generated by the 

decentralization fund in the form of DAK was -0.148 and was statistically significant at the 

0.01% level. these results indicate that each increase in DAK by 1%, it will have an impact 

on the economic downturn (GRDP per capita) in an area of 0.148% ceteris paribus. This 

result can be explained because local governments cannot use special allocation fund freely 

in the fields that can increase GRDP. The use of special allocation fund in general has been 

allocated for the field that support the central government program and has been detailed 

in each activity that is determined or permitted. So wether or not the special allocation fund 

is accurately used for local needs or just for central government needs. 

 Locally-generated revenue (PAD) has a positive impact on the GRDP of 0.280 

with a statistical significance level of 0.01% which means that an increase in PAD of 1% 

will have an impact in the form of a GRDP per capita increase of 0.28% ceteris paribus. 

As discussed earlier, that the increase in PAD can result in two possible marginal effects 

on GRDPper capitathat are positive and negative impacts. The increase in PAD will have 

a positive impact if the increase in PAD is supported by a good tax base and tax rate 

management. In addition,aside from relying on local taxes, PAD will have a positive impact 

on GRDP per capita if there are other sources of income such as natural wealth and 

infrastructure. 

Conversely, if the increase in PAD only rests on an increase in tax rates, this will have an 

impact on the erosion of the tax base and will eventually result in reduced economic 

activity. The high tax burden will be a disincentive for entrepreneurs, and ultimately have 

an impact on reduced economic activity - which means a reduction in gross regional 

domestic product. 

 The Human Development Index also has a positive impact on GRDP per capita 

that is equal to 0.113 with a statistical significance level of 0.01%. The estimation 

parameter explains that an increase of 1 point in the Human Development Index will result 

in a GRDP per capita increase of 0.11%. The Human Development Index shows the 

competitiveness of the population where the higher the index value, the population in the 

area will be better prepared to face change in every circumstances. In contrast to the large 

number of workers (labor force) where in this estimate the impact did not have a 

statistically significant impact. The insignificance of the number of workers is due to the 

lack of information on the proportion of qualifications of the workforce, whether it is 

dominant in the labor force, skilled, or expert. HDI is more appropriate to use because the 

greater the HDI indicates that the proportion of skill levels in the area is more at a higher 

level (skilled or expert). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The results show that the General Allocation Fund has a positive and although it has no 

significant effect on regional economic growth (33 provinces in Indonesia for the period of 

2009-2014) which can be interpreted as any increase in the General Allocation Fund will 

increase regional economic growth. There is a suspicion that the general allocation fund is 

spent on routine expenditures such as employee expenditure in large portions. The problem 
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on such policy is that the fund only used for administrative services and cannot touch to 

the bottom of society needs. 

 Special allocation fund can be classified aas a conditional grant from central 

government to local government with certain task to do. Those tasks are mostly on behalf 

of central government interests. Thus the central government can use this special allocation 

fund to make local government to fulfill macroeconomic target. No surprise if this variable 

show negatif sign on gross regional domestic product. On the paper, special allocation fund 

is good for society because the allocation can be used to provide the roads for regions, to 

help local government to reach minimum standard of basic education and health care, and 

to give special assistamce to very poor regions. But there should be more advanced 

discussion regarding the negative effect on gross regional domestic product. 

 Human development index has positive and significant effect on gross regional 

domestic product. It means that more quality in the workforce will create bigger quality of 

economic activities. On the other hand, intergovernmental transfer also have the duty to 

increase the quality of education and health service. Those kind of spendings are able to 

increase the human development index. So the effect can be vice versa. 

 In the end, the success of decentralization process will depend on the central 

government that designs the process and commits to the implementation. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research synthesizes several literatures about Political Budget Cycles practice 

(PBC). PBC practice is a universal phenomenon that is possible to happen in political 

cycle. PBC depicts changing pattern in economic policy that inclines to the increasing 

budget spending in years before the election which will return to its normal spending 

after the election year by managing macroeconomic policy. This study aims to further 

develop PBC practice determinants based on some empirical studies in various 

countries. Another objective is to provide reasoning whether PBC practice controllable 

or uncontrollable. This research provides explanation that PBC is uncontrollable if a 

direct election is held in developing country, there is asymmetry of budget information 

and incumbent that manages the discretionary fund. Finally, this study shows that there 

is an important area for further research that PBC size depends on the institutional 

context in a country. 

Keywords: Political Budget Cycles;discretionary fund; election year. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Budget is a statement of intended performance estimation for a certain period of time, 

stated in financial measurement (Purwanto, 2016). In a public sector organization, 

budget is a rather complicated step that is highly affected by political nuance 

(Mardiasmo, 2009). Public sector budget is often viewed as a moment to fight for public 

resources of various group interests, both from actors in political system and other 

group interests who have influence on political budget decision (Farhan, 2013).  

Shi & Svensson, (2006) stated that budget option is affected by political 

election cycle. More specifically, literature finding shows that the upcoming political 

election encourages the rise of deficit and prevents fiscal reformation and those two 

trends will often happen in years after the political election (Purwanto, 2016).  

Therefore, after the last election, a change of budget can be predicted as the 

impact of the preparation of political election. The change of budget is done by cutting 

the spending or other costs that are increased as the effect of political election 

preparation, especially for incumbents who want to continue his electability on the next 

period. One of the strategies of the incumbent is by managing the discretionary fund 

spending to boost the prospect of his re-electability. This indicates the budgte to be 

controllable or uncontrollable.  
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Previous study which synthesized several literatures about Political Budget 

Cycles (PBC) were hardly ever done. Coming from a literature review by de Haan & 

Klomp, (2013) about PBC, the author intends to study by linking whether PBC practice 

is controlled or uncontrolled. Thus, this research contributes to PBC, whether it is 

controlled or uncontrolled, as the background and literature review for further 

researches. Literature review by de Haan & Klomp, (2013) stated that factors behind 

PBC practice in a country come from the level of development, quality of agencies, age 

and level of democracy, rules of the election and the government form, transparency of 

political process, presence of checks and balances, as well as fiscal policies.  

Later, after PBC practice is entering its fourth decade, the need to synthesize 

this practice will be necessary. This article intends to provide a synthesis by dividing it 

to two parts. The first part is to explain the literature reviews and define PBC as well 

further develop PBC practice based on empirical study in several countries. The second 

part will provide an explanation whether PBC practice is controllable or uncontrollable.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 Definition of PBC. Budget is a political document as an executive commitment and 

legislative agreement on public fund using for certain purpose, making budget is no 

longer a technical problem(Mardiasmo, 2009), but more a political tool(Halim & Kusufi, 

2012; Mardiasmo, 2009). The implementation of budget in a country is not separated 

from its affecting policies; one of them is economic macro policy. Studies of political 

economy that relate the political election cycle with macroeconomic policy have been 

done in recent 40 years. It is generally known that the incumbents often expand the 

economic policy before the election year to boost their re-electability.  

  In literatures about political economy, this view is called Political Budget Cycles 

(PBC). PBC is defined as the macroeconomic probable cycle that is affected by a 

political cycle (Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017). Previously, Nordhaus, (1975) presented that 

theory by Political Business Cycle. Afterwards, Nordhaus, (1975) questioned how 

politician decide on the upcoming election, for government will decided between current 

welfare and future welfare. The macroeconomy policy encouraged by Nordhaus, (1975) 

pioneering work  about PBC hypotheses that government will manage the economical 

policy before the election years to maximum their probability to be re-elected. 

  Nordhaus, (1975) suggest a model for incumbent to manage the macroeconomic 

policy to get electoral benefit, assuming that the voters will choose retrospectively, so 

the incumbent will put an effort to set the economical decision that is desired the most 

by expanding fiscal policy to encourage the economy so it will create a “favorable” 

condition that will finally lead to electoral benefit. As the impact, these models imply 

that government, apart from ideology orientation, adopt an expansive fiscal policy 

before election year to stimulate economy activity. 

  To describe the relationship between fiscal policy expansion and election year, 

Rogoff, (1990) introduced PBC term which explains that the politicians of the electoral 

year will influence the potential voters using financial instruments. 

In this article, the author includes a wide-based PBC inclusive definition that combines 

the macroeconomic policy dimension with political election cycle which explicitly 

agreeing the role of the incumbents in their re-electability dynamic 
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(Nordhaus, 1975; Rogoff, 1990; Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017). 

  

PBC depicts the changing pattern of the macroeconomic policy that inclines to the 

increasing of budget spending in years before the election year which will return to its 

normal spending after the election year by the current politician in electoral period by 

managing the macroeconomic policy to stimulate the economic activity leads to the 

gaining of voters' symphaty. 

 

 Empirical study about PBC in various countries. PBC model comes from the 

assumption that a good macroeconomic condition before the election year will help the 

incumbents to be re-elected (Brender & Drazen, 2005). In recent models, signaling is 

the driving force behind PBC practice. The stakeholders will use the government 

spending to boost macroeconomic performance on period before the election years in 

efforts to signal their competency.  

 Rogoff, (1990) offer a balance theory that maintains some insights from 

previous model, emphasizing fiscal policy rather than output and inflation. Rogoff, 

(1990) also explained that the emphasis on fiscal policy, rather than output and inflation, 

comes from multi dimension signaling process. Study by Rogoff & Sibert, (1988) and 

Shi & Svensson, (2006) explained that the signaling is the power behind PBC practice. 

Both studies emphasize the temporary role of information asymmetry of politician 

competency to explain election cycle in fiscal policies.   

Empirical studies have proven that PBC is practiced in several countries; some 

of which are developed countries and developing countries. A study by Shi & 

Svensson, (2006) for 21 years from 1975 to 1995 found that there was PBC practice 

and there was system difference in developed country and developing country. Shi & 

Svensson, (2006) also marked that PBC has higher chance in developing country and 

lower or even no chance in developed country. Further research was done by Brender 

& Drazen, (2005) who studied PBC using panel data in 68 countries from 1960 until 

2001. Brender & Drazen, (2005) agreed Shi & Svensson, (2006), that PBC 

phenomenon is happened in developing country which may reflect the low level 

democracy of those countries.  

 Argument built that PBC is not happened in all countries, but influenced by the 

experience newly democratic countries and developing countries. A country is a newly 

democratic country when there had been four competitive elections on the country 

(Farhan, 2013). Study finding by Brender & Drazen, (2005)   showed that when those 

newly democratic countries were eliminated from sample study, PBC practice was 

automatically eliminated too. There was no evidence that PBC is practiced in countries 

that have practiced democracy for a long time, including (Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries and countries with high level of 

democracy.  

 Next study was done in Sudan for 1956 – 1992 time period (Abdel-Rahman, 

1997). Study finding Abdel-Rahman, (1997) showed that Sudan has been through big 

politic and economic turbulences and after four decades, there was an evidence of PBC 
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practice. That finding indicates that it is easy to manipulate political instruments and it 

is harder to control the result of the policy (Abdel-Rahman, 1997).  

   The next study was done in London Metropolitan Boroughs from 1902 until 

1937. Study finding by Aidt& Mooney (2014) showed that PBC is opportunistic in 

London Metropolitan Boroughs between 1902 – 1937 time periods under two different 

suffrage regimes. The taxpayer’s suffrage from 1902 to 1914  in which the right to vote 

and its linkage with the obligation to pay local tax encourages the saving and PBC 

manifested itself in tax cut and save in election year, while the universal vote rights in 

1921 to 1937, in which all the adults had the right to vote regardless their taxpayer 

status that encouraged demand for productive public services and 

  PBC manifested itself in the election year in a form of modal spending increase and 

reduction of spending (Aidt & Mooney, 2014). Next is Portuguese state between 1979 

and 1983 and 1986 to 2006 showed that the politicians systematically manipulated the 

economic and fiscal policies in the year before the election to higher their chance to be 

re-elected (Aidt, Veiga, & Veiga, 2011). That result is followed by the governments of 

ten provinces in Canada in 1951 to 1984 which showed that the politicians manipulated 

the government output to uphold their re-electability chances (Blais & Nadeau, 1992). 

Furthermore, the major fiscal performance of Israel in 1988 period was substantially 

influenced by the re-electability probability (Brender, 2003).  

  Studies to evaluate the PBC on local government have provided various 

findings (Klomp & de Haan, 2013). In local government in Indonesia, Ritonga & Alam, 

(2010) found that allocation of grant funds and people’s support to uphold the area of 

the incumbents in 96 regions in election years is higher than the year before the district 

head election year in 2009 until 2010. The local governments used their authority to 

higher their probabilities to win the election (Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017).  

Because the voters are expected to evaluate the candidate based on past track 

records, the executives who have complete authorities on fiscal policies may 

intentionally allocate the discretionary fund strategically on important point of time on 

their period to give a good impression on people to increase their re-electability chances 

(Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017; Sjahrir, Kis-katos, & Schulze, 2013). This discretionary 

fund is usually budgeted for a grant, social aid related fund, or other financial aid to 

lower level of regions (districts or villages) (Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017). 

  Study finding by Setiawan & Rizkiah, (2017) in 451 regencies and cities in 

Indonesia that held direct local election in 2010-2014 showed an opportunistic PBC 

pattern in budget balance, total spending, grant spending, and financial aid spending. 

There was an increase in local budget deficit in years of election with the spending 

which also increases in years of election, followed by donation and spending for 

financial aid (Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017). Study by Arifin & Purnomowati, (2017) from 

2008 to 2013 in 492 regencies and cities in Indonesia that held direct local election 

found that the budget allocation for social aid and grant are more possible to increase 

in two years before the election years. This increase gets higher on years before the 

election years and they found weak evidence of PBC between incumbents in the 

election year (Arifin & Purnomowati, 2017).  

  On the other hand, Winoto & Falikhatun, (2015) found no indication of the 

misuse of grant funds and social aids before the local election in 2015 in 143 regencies 

and cities in Indonesia. The heads of those districts tend to use discretionary fund to 

gain sympathies of their potential voters to re-elect them on the Head of District 
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election in 2015 compared to other heads of districts who were not an incumbent. 

Bottom line assumption on theoretical framework of PBC is the re-electability chances 

can be escalated through general expansive fiscal policy and in certain election years 

(Brender & Drazen, 2008). A good economy performance may increase the re-

electability chance as long as expansive fiscal policy can be used to manage 

macroeconomic policy result and encourage the higher growth which signals 

competency and in turn gains voters for stakeholders (Setiawan & Rizkiah, 2017).  

 

 

 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

PBC practice: for whom? The incumbents will get favorable condition and 

gain electoral benefit with PBC practice. So do the people. PBC practice determines 

the welfare of the people in both before and after the election year. The incumbent who 

allocates the discretionary fund to gain sympathy of the potential voters, the people, 

will most probably increase the welfare of the people compared to the period before.  

Controllable.Related to the countries that have experienced democracy, the 

developed country as well as the strong and effective check and balances so the budget 

is most probably controllable in the Figure 1.Study finding by (Brender, 2003) showed 

that the effect of fiscal performance of elected local government in Israel in 1989 and 

1993 which revealed that PBC did not occur. As the explanation, there was changing 

in political environment, audit enforcement, requirements in financial report, more 

tightens in budget which is more difficult, as well as the development of local media. 

It proves that there is low chance or even no chance of PBC practice if the check and 

balance activity is strong and effective in a country. 

Uncontrollable.Related to the direct election in developing country, there is 

asymmetry of information and incumbents who manage the discretionary fund that are 

possible to have uncontrollable budget in the Figure 1. Direct Election in Developing 

Country. Sjahrir et al., (2013) analyzed the PBC effect on direct and indirect election 

in Indonesia and found that political budget cycle is significant only in regions that held 

direct election, not those who did not hold direct election, and PBC significantly occurs 

when the incumbents run for re-election.Asymmetry of Budget Information. Further, 

Rogoff & Sibert, (1988) assumed that the voters have rational expectation but undergo 

asymmetry information about available level of competencies. Rogoff, (1990) 

explained that in the election year there is drastic changing in budget posture, in which 

there is tax cut, transfer increase and unusual spend through various project. Politicians 

in electoral period want to show the potential voters that the incumbents have the 

competency by performing 

the government task efficiently (Farhan, 2013). Theoretical model developed by Rogoff 

& Sibert, (1988) expounded PBC practice with rational voters who undergo 

assimetrical information about the elected official competency. To encourage the 

growth before the election year, the incumbent may increase the spending and 

employment, which further will be responded positively by potential voters without 
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knowing that inflation will rise again, and the result of the spending and employment 

will return to the previous level (Farhan, 2013). Incumbents Who Manage 

Discretionary Fund.Winoto & Falikhatun, (2015) investigated the possibility of 

misuse of discretionary fund in local government budget, but found no indication of 

grant fund and social aids misuse before the local election in 2015. So did Sjahrir et al., 

(2013) who found significant increase of discretionary fund in year of election, and 

PBC is significantly stronger when the incumbent runs for re-election. On discretionary 

spending category, Ritonga & Alam, (2010) investigated allocation of grant fund and 

social aids (social aid fund) between the incumbents and non incumbents and revealed 

that the allocation of grant fund and social aids in incumbents region is higher in 

election year compared to the year before the election. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Political Budget Cycles: Controllable or Uncontrollable? 

 Upcoming Research.Lastly, this study showed that there are important areas 

for further research that PBC size may depend on the institutional context in a country. 

This contrast leads to several questions, especially in researches about PBC. 

 Based on previous researches which found that the allocation of grant fund and 

people support in year of election is higher than the year before the election 

year of the regional head, is it possible the allocation of grant fund and people 

support is also higher in local election in 2018 and 2019 compared to the year 

before the election, considering there are more total samples of 

regencies/cities? 

 Based on previous research that found no indication of grant fund and social 

aid misuse in year before the local election in 2015; is there any indication of 
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grant fund and social aid misuse in the local election in 2018, considering there 

are more total samples of regencies/cities?  

 Based on empirical studies about democratic countries that do not practice 

PBC, is there any possibility to not practice PBC from 2014 to 2018 

considering Indonesia has held direct election more than four times 

competitively? 

 Based on the implementation of budget reporting transparency through 

publications by each related party, is there any possibility that PBC would not 

occur from 2014 to 2018 in Indonesia? 

 Based on previous empirical studies that had not included other countries, such 

as Brunei Darussalam and Singapore as samples, is there any possibility for 

both countries to practice PBC? 

 Related to the countries that have experienced democracy, the developed 

country as well as the strong and effective check and balances so the budget is 

most probably controllable, would PBC still not occur in the coming period 

through empirical evidence?  

 Related to the direct election in developing country, there is asymmetry of 

information and incumbents who manage the discretionary fund that are 

possible to have uncontrollable budget, does PBC continue to occur in the 

coming period through empirical evidence? 

 

This study synthesizes several literatures about PBC practice which provides 

understanding whether PBC is possible to be controllable or uncontrollable. In the 

controllable budget the possibility of PBC is lower or even would not occur. In 

countries which are experienced the democracy, developed country and the effective 

check and balance possibly have controllable budget. Uncontrollable budget most 

probably practice PBC. Direct election in developing country there is asymmetry of 

budget information and incumbents that manage the discretionary fund which more 

possibly have uncontrolled budget. 
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THE TAX REVENUES DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GOOD 
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TAX (SST) AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO MALAYSIA 

DEVELOPMENT 

 Rizq Afzareen Afdlin Rozaidi; Mustazar Mansur 

Fakulti Ekonomi dan Pengurusan Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia 

 

Abstract: Post-General Election 14 had affected policies in Malaysia and the one that been 

the most concern by the people is tax rate as the new government promise to abolish Good 

and Service Tax (GST) of six percent that been introduced on previous April 1, 2015. To 

replace the previous tax, the government reintroduced Sales and Services Tax (SST) that 

consist of ten percent for sales and six percent for services by September 1, 2018. This has 

triggered a confusing reaction and people’s point of view about the best tax and the 

opportunity that provided by both taxes for a better economic stability. Therefore, the key 

purpose of this study is to gain a deep understanding regarding the revenue between GST 

and SST tax and the effects to Malaysia development. Based on the macroeconomy field, 

the tax revenue will relate to multiple kinds of massive project and jobs opportunity that 

leads to multiplier effects on national income. Besides that, this relationship will also affect 

the international trade and investments in Malaysia which finally contribute to national 

development. In this study, the data will be collected from primary data which is from 

report, article and previous research. On the year 2014 which SST tax was still on duty had 

collected RM38,798 million and spend it most to emolument, supplies and services, 

subsidies, other expenditure and economy (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2014). The year has 

become a good multiplier effect to Malaysia as Malaysian been provided with jobs 

opportunity and willing to spend their wage because of the increased government spending 

on subsidies and supplies and services factor. Malaysia’s trade had recorded the increment 

of 6 percent in GDP which exceeds the government expectation from 5.5 percent to 6.5 

percent (MITI, 2016). The year 2016 is a whole year which GST tax had taken over and 

collected RM58,054 million and spend most of the revenue on the same component in the 

year 2014 except the amount had reduced in supplies and services, other expenditure and 

subsidies but have increasement in emolument (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2016). The year 

did not become good multiplier effects as the people did not willing to spend their wages 

because of the decrement of subsidies and not having many jobs opportunity when the 

government reduce the supplies and services factor. Moreover, Malaysia had only recorded 

increasement of 4.2 percent of GDP that did not exceed the expectation of 5 percent to 5.5 

percent (MITI, 2016) 
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INTRODUCTION 

GST is already well known in the world and been implemented in 163 countries than 190 

in total. Malaysia is the newest country that implements GST in the world and even 

ASEAN at the rate of 6 percent for goods and services, the lowest rate compared to others 

country. The possibility rate around the world starting from 5 percent to 25 percent. SST 

tax is not known by the world because of name factor but had been implemented same 

concept not only in Malaysia but in other countries in the world too. Malaysia SST 

differentiate the tax rate between sales and services for 10 percent and 6 percent 

TABLE 1: LIST OF SELECTED COUNTRIES WHO APPLY GOODS AND 

SERVICES TAX (GST) AND THEIR RATES 

Country GST Rates (%) 

Norway 25 

United Kingdom 20 

Turkey 18 

New Zealand 15 

Australia 10 

 

Table 1 shows the list of countries and their current GST rate. 

TABLE 2: LIST OF COUNTRIES APPLY SAME CONCEPT OF SST AND 

THEIR RATES 

Country Standard Rate (%) Another Rate (%) 

Switzerland 7.7 3.7, 2.5 

Spain 21 10, 4 

Netherlands 21 6 

Germany 19 17 

Poland 23 8, 5 

 

Table 2 shows the list of countries that apply the same concept as SST that has two different 

tax rates based on the items been purchased by customers. 

TAX IN MALAYSIA 

Goods and Services Tax has different ways of executing compared to Sales and 

Services Tax in Malaysia. GST executing can be seen in the 3 years of doing multistage 

from the year 2015 until 2017, still need a lot of people acceptance and enough knowledge 

for a better understanding. Different from SST that been executed since the year 1970 until 

2014 which mean about 44 years of doing after going through a lot some modification 

depends on the economic situation and which can give the best benefit. The oldest tax act 

in Malaysia history. 

To gain a deep understanding, Table 3 below shows the difference between Good 

and Service tax (GST) and Sales and Service Tax (SST) in Malaysia 
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TABLE 3: THE DIFFRENCES BETWEEN GOOD AND SERVICE TAX (GST) 

AND SALES AND SERVICE TAX (SST) 

Element Goods and Services Tax 

(GST) 

Sales and Services Tax 

(SST) 

Duration Introduced in year 2015-

2018 

Introduced in year 1970-

2014 and had go through 

some improvise 

Scope Apply to most of the items 

except basic food, 

education and health 

Apply to all items 

Stage Multiple-stage Single-stage  

Risk Not exposed to tax-runner 

problems 

Exposed to tax-runner 

problems 

Collection Higher Lower 

Rates 6 percent  Vary from 5-10 percent 

Table 3 shows the differences between GST and SST 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

    There is some research that has been done before about GST tax and their effect to 

Malaysia but it is hard to find about SST tax because most of the people are already adapted 

to the old national tax compared the new one. So, they think that a research about SST tax 

is not necessary but when GST tax was introduced, some of the people just jump right in 

into research. From their result, we can see that there are two different ways of interpreting 

the GST tax effects, meaning people do not really understand what the tax is all about and 

tend to follow two different paths. 

1)    Is Malaysian ready for GST tax to been implemented? 

Most of the people in Malaysia are in B40 and M40 group which mean the majority of 

them will feel the positive and negative effects of GST tax in their lifestyle except the M20 

group which rarely complain compared to both groups. People are afraid because of rapid 

changes and less information that been given by the government and this lead to rejection. 

However, they are ready to accept GST perfectly if they been given enough information 

and the tax did not add more burden to their selves ( Hussin Abdullah, Aeefi Alghazali 

Mohd Idrus, Normala Mehat, 2013). 

2)    Is GST tax will make the price increase? 

Yes, some of the prices will increase more than when SST tax was being implemented. 

However, there is some sector that has been exceptional from price going up to such as 

education, health, and basic food sources. However, by implying GST tax will increase 

inflation too based on the research made by the University of Queensland, Australia (Mohd 

Rizal, Mohd Adha, 2011) 

3)    Is GST tax bringing positive vibes to Malaysia? 
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From the economy sides, it is true that GST tax can give good benefit to economy stability 

especially to annual Malaysia revenue (Margaret Ang Guat Hee, Laksme Khorana, 2010), 

however the effects to people must be considered too because every country has different 

condition of social level (Zaharuddin Abdul Rahman, 2014) although GST tax had been 

implemented in 160 out of 190 countries in the world. 

4)    Is GST and SST tax are allowed according to Islam? 

Majority of Malaysian is Islam which this issue is really important for our knowledge. This 

both tax will increase items price no matter how much rates being applied but the 

differences are the government's ways to spend tax revenue for people sake. According to 

Islam, if the tax revenue provides a good opportunity to lift off people burden and develop 

nation for better future, then it is suitable with the Islamic principle (Nik Mustapha Nik 

Hassan, 2013) 

 

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST) 

TO MALAYSIA DEVELOPMENT 

The positive effects of GST Tax are as follows: 

A)    Reducing the reliable to income tax: As we know, most of the annual Malaysia 

revenue is been collected from Income Tax (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2017). It means the 

people burden have been lifted in the wage area and they can enjoy their wage to anything 

that they desired (Ministry of Finance, 2017). This act is to encourage the people to spend 

their wage on the local product to ensure a good multiplier effect to Malaysia economy. 

Besides that, this will repair the economy level for some people, especially for B40 and 

M40. 

B)    Increasing social welfare: The government promised the GST tax will not affect the 

three things above and this lead to a better social care where the people did not have to 

worry about their lifestyle. The education fees did not increase and make peoples have an 

easy way to send their children to a good quality educational institution. For healthcare, 

the GST tax will support the medicine fees for people by having Klinik 1 Malaysia that 

will help people who do not have strong financial to have a better life. Lastly, the basic 

food will help people to gain their basic need and increasing the social lifestyle. 

The negative effects of GST Tax are as follows: 

C)    Price of product increase: This is because GST tax has multiple stages and make the 

price become much higher than usual that lead people start to apply to save treatment 

especially for the people who are in the poor financial level. Many local products did get 

high demand from the people because of the price. According to the economy norm, if 

demand is lower than supply, it will force the companies to compete with each other and 

start to decrease their price until reach maximize profit. However, this will not good effects 

to Malaysia economy 
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D)    Creating bigger income gap: The GST will not affect the good financial level people 

but the percentage of rich people are not too big in Malaysia and most of Malaysia are more 

to medium and poor financial level. This will create a bigger income gap and it is not good 

for people unity. The complaint and issues are rarely come from T20 but the majority from 

B40 and M40, so this is a benchmark that shows there is another problem that been 

developed from the tax issues. 

 

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF SALES AND SERVICES TAX (SST) 

TO MALAYSIA DEVELOPMENT: 

The positive effects of SST are as follows: 

A.    Support community financial: SST tax is collected with only using one stage, this 

means that the local products price has an increment but the governments focus on 

subsidies that make the price is affordable by all people economy stage. This creates good 

multiplier effects when people spend their wage on local products and give the good return 

on Malaysia economy. The value of Ringgit Malaysia is big and people can buy a lot of 

things with lower total cost. 

B.    Increase total national investment: SST tax managed to shows that there a consistently 

increasing of foreign and local investment in Malaysia. There a lot of mega-project that 

been supported by many companies and this has created various type of jobs opportunity 

for the people. The projects give good multiple profits to governments and companies and 

this becomes an ultimate factor to attract more investor.  

The negative effects of SST are as follows: 

C.    Tax-evade problem: There are some companies in Malaysia evade from the SST tax 

with did not shows the real annual profits to the governments. This makes Malaysia had 

lost some of the sources that can contribute to annual revenue and make there is injustice 

happen among the companies which are honest with their annual company’s revenue. This 

problem triggered dissatisfaction from the people about the companies that can give overall 

negative reaction to all company whether it is a right or wrong target. 

D.    Low contribution to annual Malaysia revenue: This shows that Malaysian need to pay 

a high rate of income tax because the majority contribution to annual Malaysia revenue 

comes from the income tax. That means that people will have the balance of their wage 

after the cutting. This impacts to people who have the poor financial stage and their lifestyle 

because they will not have much money to save as the most of wage have been spent to the 

basic need such as food, clothes and the house bills 
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DISCUSSION 

 

FIGURE 1 

 SST tax consistently helping Malaysia to increase the national revenue meanwhile GST 

tax has increased a little bit higher but did fall on the second year of doing it.  

 

 

FIGURE 2 
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 SST tax contributes lower than GST tax to annual Malaysia revenue. SST tax increases 

their contribution just a little bit from the year 2013 to the year 2014 but GST tax has 

increased rapidly starting from the year 2016 and slow bit on the year 2017. 

 

FIGURE 3 

From the SST tax, we can see the government increases their spending on state grant from 

2.5 percent to 2.6 percent to ensure the state benefit projects to the community but decrease 

for security from 1.8 percent to 1.5 percent because of crime statistic drop on the year 2014. 

The general administration also decreases from 0.8 percent to 0.4 percent because the 

government's skills had increase which did not many grants need to be used for the staffs. 

GST tax increases their spending on security from 1.5 percent to 2 percent is one of the 

effects when a big amount of Bangladesh workers being imported by the government. 

General administration increase from 0.4 percent to 1 percent because there are changes of 

staff position during the new government's era which need some incensement fund to train 

new skills. The most changes are for the state grant from 2.6 percent to 5 percent because 

there are also new staffs and projects been done throughout the two years. 
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FIGURE 4 

The government spends the SST tax revenue on increasement of emolument from 23.5 

percent to 24.3 percent because the economy level was good back then which give a good 

return to the governments and the people too. Supplies and services increase from 13.5 

percent to 14 percent to provide jobs opportunity. Retirement charges increase from 5.4 

percent to 6.7 percent as appreciation for people who have to serve the nation. Debt services 

charges decrease because the governments focus more on fulfill people need. In GST, 

supplies and services decrease from 14 percent to 12.3 percent because there is increasing 

in national debt which also increase debt services charge from 8.8 percent to 11.1 percent. 

Retirement charges also increase from 6.7 percent to 8.3 percent for the same purpose on 

the year 2014. Emolument has the rapid increase from 24.3 percent to 29.7 percent with a 

hope that people will spend their wage on the local product to produce multiplier effects 

which can help solve national debt problems.
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FIGURE 5 

Governments spend SST Tax on other expenditure that increases from 12 percent to 12.4 

percent to purchase some asset or as investments that can help Malaysia in the future. The 

economy decrease from 12 percent to 11 percent because people are able to fulfill their 

need with fewer problems which mean economy sector fund can be reduced and did not 

add burden to the government. Subsidies have been reduced because there is a bit increment 

in national debt, so the reduction is too repairing the problem. Social sector decreased from 

4.5 percent to 4 percent because healthcare and education fees are able paid by people. In 

GST, economy fund been decreased from 11 percent to 9.9 percent because governments 

focusing more on debt payment which affects other expenditure to that decrease from 12.4 

percent to 9.3 percent. The debt problems had forced the government to decrease their 

subsidies from 15 percent to 8.6 percent in other to collecting more national revenue for 

solving the problems. However, the social fund had increased from 4 percent to 4.7 percent 

because of the BR1M new idea from the government. 

 

FIGURE 6 

Unemployment rates on SST tax era are much lower and have hit the lowest rate on the 

year 2013 and 2014 compared to GST tax era that has higher rates of employment and has 

hit the highest on the year 2016 and 2017. 
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FIGURE 7 

SST tax managed to attract the foreign and local investor to make investments in Malaysia 

in the year 2013 and 2014. Both of year had become the highest total investments compared 

to GST which consistently decrease the investments until becoming the lowest in the graph. 

 

FIGURE 8 

Annual Malaysia GDP growth from applying SST tax has increased in the year 2013 to the 

year 2014 which has become among the highest rates in the graph. GST tax record 

decrement of GDP on the year 2016 but has increased rapidly in the year 2017. 
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FIGURE 9 

Interpretation: Ringgit Malaysia is stable in the year 2013 (SST) and has an incensement 

of monetary value for the year 2014 (SST). In the year 2016 (GST), the Ringgit Malaysia 

currency has dropped drastically and been continue until the year 2018 (GST) 

    From the annual Malaysia revenue, the year 2013 (SST) has the lowest percentage in the 

graph but successfully rose 4.76 percent in the year 2014 (SST) which make among the 

highest rates besides on the year 2016 (GST) were managed to increased 1.16 percent from 

last SST year. However, the rate of Malaysia revenue rapidly increased throughout the year 

where SST tax still been applied although the year 2016 (GST) have the highest rate of 

annual revenue. In the year 2017 (GST), annual Malaysia revenue decrease 1.67 from 2016 

(GST) and become lower than what has been collected in the year 2014 (GST). 

    The annual Malaysia revenue consists of several sources such as income tax, indirect 

tax, non-tax revenue, others direct tax and borrowings of governments assets. Indirect tax 

is which GST and SST tax are included. In the year 2013, SST tax just contributes 18 

percent from the whole Malaysia revenue and increase 2 percent on the year 2014 which 

contributes 20 percent meanwhile in the year 2016, which GST rapidly increase to 30 

percent and keep increasing until 32 percent on the year 2017. 

For government tax revenue spending, the year 2014 (SST) had increased their 

grant for the state to ensure each state can provide a bigger opportunity for the people to 

have a better life. For examples, the grant will be used for academic scholarship, health 

care or any activities that involve the people in a good lifestyle. Besides that, the 

governments decrease the grants for security and general administration to give more on 

the important things. Furthermore, during this year the crime rates had fallen 16.3 percent 

compared to the previous year on 2013 (Ministry of Defense Malaysia, 2014). Debt 

services charges had been decreased although the statistics show that national debt has 

increased 1 percent compared to the previous year (Ministry of Finance Malaysia, National 
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Bank Malaysia, 2014). This makes emoluments are one of the things that been increased 

by the government in order to make people spend their money on the local product so that 

it can create multiplier effects which will give a good return to the national economy. Then, 

supplies and services have also been increased to ensure the companies have enough 

material to make a bigger project and this will lead to jobs opportunity opening. This act 

has good effects which make Malaysia hold the lowest unemployment rate at 2.87 percent 

on the bars chart that been shown above. 

  Next, retirement charges are increasing as an appreciation for the previous 

generation that has sacrifice lot of things for national independence when there a lot of 

issues and complaints from their family that the national soldiers did not get enough care. 

This activity also is actually to raise their vote for the general election 13 that been done 

on the year 2014. Other expenditures have a raise while subsidies been reduced meaning 

that the main product demand such as oil and sugar will increase. This to ensure Malaysia 

can stabilize the people need and at the same time did not burden the country for debt. 

However, the reduction rates of subsidies are not too high that impact people purchase 

power. Economy sector grants were being reduced, this is because the multiplier effect had 

helps Malaysia to stand on their own although having increasement of debt. So, the new 

rates after reduction seem enough to back up Malaysia. Moreover, Malaysian poor rates 

decreased in this year (Departments of Statistic Malaysia, 2014). Finally, social have the 

decrement because the people are able to afford their healthcare and educational fees. In 

SST era, people are able to spend their wage to fulfill their need by buying local product 

and this give good multiplier effects to nation which increase GDP growth and attracts 

foreign and local investors to make big investments in Malaysia. The big projects provide 

huge jobs opportunity to the people and increase their lifestyle by having good income 

which constantly being spent for local products or leisure. The multiplier effects keep 

growing and lead to the increment of Ringgit Malaysia currency value. 

Now we go through governments GST tax revenue spending. Firstly, the state grant 

was increasing rapidly throughout the year 2016 until 2017. This helps people to get some 

funds from the state organization for specific cases such as healthcare, organizing 

community activities and life support except educational because there is less scholarship 

in this year and been replaced with borrowing system. Next, security grant was increased 

because there was increase crime rate that source from the foreign workers in Malaysia 

after there was an approval act of governments to import a huge number of foreign workers 

to serve in the blue-collar industry (Ministry of Defense Malaysia, 2016). General 

administration grant increased because there a lot of work for the governments after 

introducing GST tax on the year 2015 that triggered many reactions from people, so these 

expenses were meant to build people confidence for this new act. Besides that, emolument 

was increased rapidly to persuade people spending their wage on the local product but the 

plan did not succeed when governments rapidly reduced the subsidies and make the price 

goes higher. This has made people to save their money rather than spending for any of local 

products and lead to low multiplier effects that did not give a good return on Malaysia 

economy.  

This problem increased when the national debt increases 17 percent and 34.7 

percent from the year 2014 (Ministry of Finance Malaysia,2016) multiplying with the fall 

of Ringgit Malaysia currency as the effects of too many foreign workers who will send out 

Malaysia money to their country. According to economy effect, the more demand for 
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foreign money currency from Malaysia, the less the value of Ringgit Malaysia. The 

governments were forced to increase debt services charges to ensure Malaysia did not have 

the huge amount of debt in future. The supplies and services had also been decreased due 

to the economic problem and make a lot of company did not have enough material to 

produce a product. In economy, if the demand is higher than supply, the price of the 

products will increase and this makes people keener to save their money besides than the 

GST tax factor. The Malaysian companies need to save their cost and they tend to fire some 

workers and replace it with foreign workers because of low wages factor and this makes 

the unemployment rates increase in both years based on the graph given. 

Retirement charges were still in increasement mood as preparation to raise the vote 

for the General Election that happened in the year 2018. Other expenditures had been 

reduced to give more focus on the important things that can solve some of the national 

problems that been mentioned before meanwhile the social grants have increased because 

of BRIM act to recover the huge decrement in subsidies sector. This is actually a good 

effort from government to show their love and help people to improve their quality of life 

with the hope that it will give a good return on Malaysia economy but people are still saving 

the funds because of products price. Finally, there is a high increment in the economy grant 

to ensure Malaysia still achieve the maximum stability while dealing with the problem. The 

problems have affected the GDP that shows the lowest rate in the graph and make a 

decrement in the number of foreign and local investor (MITI, 2017). However, with a few 

adjustments and adaption, Malaysia GDP has increased rapidly in the year 2017 but did 

not manage to attract the investor to our country which lead the decrement of Ringgit 

Malaysia value currency. 

 

CONCLUSION 

    Based on the data and information that been collected throughout this research, it is clear 

to say that SST tax is more helpful in developing Malaysia into a whole new level compared 

to GST. Although SST tax revenue contributes a low percentage to annual Malaysia 

revenue, the government have very brilliant ideas to stabilize between people need and in 

the same time lead this nation to a better future. The revenue is being spent on the right 

sector according to the problems that been faced by people and this help Malaysian to have 

their needs be fulfilled and did not felt a too heavy burden. They also able to live a good 

lifestyle no matter the background level. This type of behavior attracts foreign and local 

investors to do big investments and lead to the increase of Ringgit Malaysia value currency 

that makes Malaysia stand out compared to others country in the world. 

    For GST tax is also tools that really help Malaysia to increase their annual revenue, 

however, the strategy that been used by the governments is bad and did not suitable to the 

problems that been faced by the peoples. This makes Malaysian felt a burden and cannot 

adapt to GST although the are some solutions that been given by the government to help 

with. Malaysia is a nation that has 80 percent of the population that live in middle and low 

economy group that make the majority of people felt the bad effects and lead to the 

rejection. This behavior reflects a bad image of Malaysia not only to the local but also the 

foreign investors. So, we can see there are rapidly decrement of total investments every 

year that lead to the decrease of Ringgit Malaysia value currency that makes Malaysia 
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become dimmer while another country is always doing their best to compete with each 

other in the world. 

    However, we as Malaysian must admit that both taxes have their own advantages and 

disadvantages and not condemning any of those. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Malaysian should gain the understanding of GST and SST tax knowledge because it will 

affect our lifestyle and we should make a plan of avoiding ourselves from involving in a 

problem that will make us blindly complaining if there are any single changes that been 

made in our country. Next, the governments should make people need as a first priority 

despite increasing the annual national revenue because Malaysian are the one that can 

reflect good or bad social level and this will affect to all sector especially economy and 

politic. Tax revenue should have been spent on the right place or sector which can lift 

people burden and repair the problems that been faced by the nation. Finally, strengthen 

the tax execution act to ensure the tax-evade problems did not happen again in our society. 
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ABSTRACT 

This research aims to analyze public consumption pattern related to the level of income 

and population in Indonesia. Basically, public consumption spending is categorized into 

two types of use, namely spending for food and spending for non-food. Public consumption 

pattern can be influenced by economic and social factors, or in other words, there are 

different patterns of public consumption spending as well as low and high income, as well 

as poor, medium or rich-categorized public households.  

According to data, increased income in Indonesia is not followed by increased portion of 

non food consumption. Meanwhile, the data shows that increased population is certainly 

followed by increased spending on consumption for food and non food. By using multiple 

regression analysis of fixed effect model, it is found out that income and population 

influence positively and significantly on spending of consumption on food and non food in 

Indonesia. 

 

Keywords: Food consumption, non foodconsumption, income, population 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia public consumption pattern can be considered according to its user 

allocation. Basically, public allocation of consumption spending is categorized into two 

groups of use, namely spending for food and spending for non-food. Welfare level is said 

to get better, if the spending for food consumption tends to increasingly decrease. On the 

other way, spending for non food consumption increasingly increased. There is different 

pattern between consumption spending for food and spending for non food it is related to 

income. 

Along with increased income, public starts to be have capability for non food 

consumption spending and there will be decreased proportion of food consumption. This 

then can be a new benchmark on public standard of living. It is not only by seeing at total 

consumption spending or total growth of consumption spending, but also consumption 

allocation as the basic of measurement. Whether most of income is allocated to food 

spending as still low income and low standard of living indicators or most of income is 

allocated for non food spending. 
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Figure 1. Gross Domestic Product on Basic Constant Price in 2010 Indonesia  

In 2011-2017 (Billion Rupiah) 

 

According to the data from Biro PusatStatistik (BPS), Indonesian GDP keeps 

increasing (figure 1) also with the number of population (Figure 2) in the period of 2011 

until 2017. The increase tends to also increase public consumption that can be seen from 

improvement of increased welfare. But, if studying deeper, most provinces in Indonesia 

are still dominated by food spending. Out of 34 provinces, there are only 12 provinces with 

public consumption spending that is dominated by non food spending (figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 2. Number of Indonesian Population in 2011-2017 (people) 

 

If seeing again at the statement that public welfare can be measured by changes on 

consumption pattern from food to non food by increased income and number of population, 

then this research has a question namely whether any effects income and population on 

food and non food consumption to Indonesian society? This is based on the facts stating 

that stable increasing income and spending are not followed by changes of consumption 

pattern from food consumption to non food. 
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Figure 3. Mean of Food and Non food Spending per capita in a month according 

to provinces in Indonesia in 2011-2017(Thousand  Rp). Source :Central Statistics 

agency (2018) 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Correlationof income and consumption level is illustrated by Keynes through 

consumption function C = f(Y), in which C is consumption and Y is income. In the 

consumption function,Keynes stated that currently consumption relates directly to level of 

income. But in proportional increased consumption with the increased income is caused by 

most of the society also utilizes their increased income for saving (Mankiw, 

2003).Discussion on consumption is inseparable from concept of Marginal Propensity to 

Consume (tendency of consuming) andMarginal Propensity to Saving (tendency of 

saving). one’s increased income will be used to increase consumption and savings with 

proportion not more than 1. If the MPC> MPS value, it can be said that a person will 

increase his consumption more than the savings if his income increases. 

Meanwhile, the correlation between population and food is delivered by Malthus 

in his book "Essay On The Principle Of Population" which states that population growth 

follows a series of measurements while growth of food availability follows a series of 

arithmetic (Samuelson and William, 1992). Population growth can include the number of 

family members (number of dependents), number of poor and rich people, age structure, 

and others. Increasing number of population will lead to more desire to consume both food 

and non-food. 

Earnest Engel (1857) (in Mankiw, 2000 and Holcomb, et al, 2014) states that more 

income leads to smaller part of income to be used for consumption, and the other way 

around. Poorer households devote a higher share of income to food than richer households. 

According to consumption theory, consumption patterns vary according to household 

income levels, high-income households tend to allocate smaller percentages for daily needs 

such as food and clothing and higher expenses for luxury goods (Ismail and Abu Bakar, 

2012) 
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Explaining the influence of income on consumption for both food and non-food 

can be started from several previous studies such as Guo, et al (2000) who found structural 

changes in the influence of income on food consumption in China 1989-1993, by 

calculating the income elasticity shown to increase income shifting consumption food for 

the inferior food category and normal food. Inferior goods are goods whose demand will 

decrease along with increased public income. 

Using simple regression analysis on meanreal income and food spending by 

household variables, Syrovatka (2003) found that the Engel Law is valid in the Czech 

Republic with the result that there will be decreased proportion of food spending if there is 

increased real household income. But according to Khan (2014), household consumption 

is not only influenced by current level of household income but by the highest level of 

income achieved previously and other household consumption patterns. 

Onanuga, et al (2015) found that Keynes's theory applies in Nigeria with positive 

intercept values and income coefficients on the consumption even though in the short term 

MPC (0.78) is smaller than APC (0.88). To increase the MPC, there must conduct some 

efforts namely to create jobs, increase agricultural output through sustainable agricultural 

policies, and increase wage rates in the public and private sectors. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Type of research used is explanatory with quantitative approach namely describing 

relation between variables with mutual effects. In this research, there are two independent 

variables related to describe a symptom of two dependent variables. The data used is the 

panel data namely combination of time series data and cross section data, concerning 

PDRB, number of population, food consumption spending and non food consumption 

spending in 33 provinces in Indonesia in the period of 2011 until 2017. Analysis on income 

and number of population effects on food and non food spending can be illustrated in the 

following conceptual framework.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Conceptual Framework  

 

 

 

By using such conceptual framework as shown in Figure 4, then the analysis 

method used is multiple linear regression model as follow: 
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𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑌1,𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑋1,𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑋2,𝑖𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑡           ……. (1) 

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑌2,𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑋1,𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑋2,𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡           ……. (2) 

In which: 

Y1 = Spending of food consumption  

Y2 = Spending of non food consumption  

α0, β0 = Constanta 

α1, α2, β0, β1= Coefficient of independent variables  

X1 = PDRB (thousand rupiah) 

X2 = number of population (people)  

i = number of unit cross section (province) 

t = showing certain period of time (year) 

 

The panel data will be analyzed using multiple linear regression model with two 

dependent variables and two independent variables. Chow test was then conducted to 

compare the fixed effect model with the common effect and the Hausman test was to 

compare fixed effects with random effects. The hypothesis in this study states that income 

and population have significant effects on food and non-food consumption in Indonesia. 

To determine the sensitivity level of food and non-food consumption spending on 

any factors affecting on it, namely income and population, it will used the concept of 

elasticity. The magnitude of the elasticity value in this model can be seen directly from the 

magnitude of regression coefficient values of its supporting variables (Gujarati, 2006). 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

From the results of the model testing, it is found that the fixed effect model is the 

best, thus the regression results for equation (1) can be presented as follows: 

 

TABLE 1.Regression Results for the equation(1) 

Variables Coefficient 

Std. 

Error 

t-

Statistic Prob. Information  

(Konsumsi Makanan) C 
-40.62865 2.392071 

-

16.98472 
0.0000 

- 

LOGPDRB (X1) 0.823579 0.070710 11.64729 0.0000 Significant  

LOGJumlahPenduduk (X2) 2.497754 0.233629 10.69111 0.0000 Significant 

R-squared 0.970313     

F-statistic 188.4177     

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000     

Source: Data diolah 

 

The following equation is the result of hypothesis testing for the equation (1): 

 

Y1 = −40,63 + 0,82X1 + 2,50X2………. (3) 

 

Research results shows that income and population have positive and significant 

effects on the spending of food consumption in Indonesia. Sensitivity of food consumption 

to changes in the affecting variables can be seen from each variablecoefficientin which 

each 1 percent increase in PDRBleads to increased food consumption by 0.82 percent, 

while every 1 percent population growth will lead to increased food consumption by 2.5 
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percent. This shows that changes in food consumption are more sensitive to changes in 

population than PDRB. 

Increased income can cause increase consumption, in other words, Keynes's 

Theory can be applyin Indonesia. There are 15 components including in the consumption 

of food namely grains, tubers, fish, meat, eggs and milk, vegetables, nuts, fruits, oils and 

fats, beverage ingredients, spices, other consumption, processed foods, alcoholic 

beverages, tobacco and betel. There will be increased consumption of these components 

by increased income of Indonesian people. 

Increased population will certainly increase the demand for 15 components of food, 

the need for food will continue to increase in order to meet the basic needs of people's lives 

and serve as indicators to see the level of public welfare. Varied public needs both in 

quantity and quality require them to be more careful in making choices, especially for low-

income people. 

The results of this study are in line with research by Syrovatka (2003), Sangaji 

(2009), Ismail and Abu Bakar (2012), Sitanggang (2014), and Onanuga, et al (2015). 

 

TABLE 2.Regression Results forequation(2) 

Variable Coefficient 

Std. 

Error 

t-

Statistic Prob. Information  

(Konsumsi Non 

Makanan) C 
-47.78450 2.757581 

-

17.32841 
0.0000 

- 

LOGPDRB (X1) 0.886044 0.086426 10.25204 0.0000 Significant  

LOGJumlahPenduduk 

(X2) 
2.886131 0.274087 10.52998 0.0000 Significant  

R-squared 0.981549     

F-statistic 306.6691     

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000     

Source: Data diolah 

 

The followingequationis the result of hypothesis testing for the equation(2):  

 

Y2 = −47,78 + 0,89X1 + 2,89X2……… (4) 

 

There is a similar issue found out to the non-food consumption that income and 

population also have positive and significant effects. This is according to Engel's Law 

stating that non-food consumption will increase when public income was increased, 

although it is seen that non-food consumption is more sensitive to changes in population 

than changes in GRDP. Non-food consumption will increase by 2.89 percent if the 

population increases by 1 percent. Whereas non-food consumption will only increase by 

0.89 percent with an increase in GDP at 1 percent. 

People who have fulfilled needs for food will easily increase their non-food 

consumption, especially for high-income people. There are 9 components including in non-

food consumption namely housing and household facilities, goods and services, education, 

health, clothing, footwear and head cover, durable goods, taxes and insurance, party and 

ceremony needs. 

The results of this study are similar to the research conducted by Guo, et al (2000), 

Adiana and Karmini (2012), Donkoh and Amikuzuno (2011) and Wuryandari (2015) which 
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the study results also concluded that income has significant effects on non 

foodconsumption spending. 

In Indonesia, there is still higher portion of food consumption than non-food 

consumption, this is caused by still a high level of poor population even though it has 

continued to decline over the past eight years. According to BPS data, in March 2018, the 

number of poor people (population with per capita spending per month below the Poverty 

Line) in Indonesia reached 25.95 million people (9.82 percent), reduced by 633.2 thousand 

people compared to the conditions in September 2017 which there were 26.58 million 

people (10.12 percent). In detail, the percentage of poor people in urban areas in September 

2017 was 7.26 percent, decreasing to 7.02 percent in March 2018. Meanwhile, the 

percentage of poor people in rural areas in September 2017 was 13.47 percent, decreasing 

to 13, 20 percent in March 2018. 

It is hard for poor people to switch to non-food consumption because there is still 

lower income increase level than increased food prices, so that to meet their food 

consumption, they are still facing difficulties, moreover to switch to non-food 

consumption. There is greater role of food commodities on the poverty line than the role 

of non-food commodities (housing, clothing, education and health). The contribution of the 

Food Poverty Line to the Poverty Line in March 2018 was recorded at 73.48 percent. This 

figure increased compared to the conditions in September 2017, which amounted to 73.35 

percent. 

Types of food commodities with major effects on the value of Poverty Line in 

urban and rural areas are rice, filtered clove cigarettes, broiler eggs, broiler meat, instant 

noodles, and granulated sugar. Whereas non-food commodities with major effects on the 

value of the Poverty Line in urban and rural areas are housing, gasoline, electricity, 

education, and toiletries. 

The following is the data on the poor population and the comparison of the mean 

spending per month for food and non-food consumption throughout 2011 to 2017 in 

Indonesia. 

 

TABLE 3. Percentages of poor population, mean of spending of food and non food 

consumption per month in  

Indonesia 

in 2011-2017 

Years 

Poor 

population  

(%) 

Mean of food 

consumption (Rp) 

Mean of non food 

consumption (Rp) 

2011 9,23 293.556 300.108 

2012 8,60 323.478 309.791 

2013 8,52 356.435 347.126 

2014 8,16 388.350 387.682 

2015 8,22 412.462 456.361 

2016 7,73 460.639 485.619 

2017 7,26 527.956 508.541 

 Source: BPS, 2018 

 

During 2011 to 2017, there was decreased percentage of poor people in Indonesia 

by 2 percent, meanwhile, spending on food and non-food consumption continued to 

increase. In 2011, the mean consumption spending was Rp. 293,556 lower than the non-
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food consumption spending, which was Rp. 300,108. But in 2012 to 2015,spending of food 

consumption was higher than spending for non-food consumption. Even though in 2015, 

non-food consumption spendingcould be higher above food consumption spending, but in 

2017, food consumption spending was above non-food consumption spending. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This research conducted to assess the effect of transformational leadership and 

compensation to engagement and the implication to turnover intention in PT X. The design 

method which been used is a quantitative – explanatory research. Sampling technique that 

had been used for this research is a probability sampling, stratified random sampling. The 

research population is 8.540 employee, by using Yount Table the sample needed is 300 

respondent. This research analyze by Structural Equation Model (SEM) alternative method 

by SmartPLS 3.0 application.  The result shown that transformational and engagement 

effect significantly positive to the employee’s engagement. From two exogenous variable, 

compensation has the biggest effect to engagement. Compensation also effect significantly 

negative to employee’s turnover intention. PT X suggested to do evaluation of their salary 

scheme in order to increase engagement and decreasing the turnover rate.         

 

Keywords:turnover intention; engagement; transformational leadership; SEM PLS 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Burns (1978) in Ariwibawa (2012:4) issue a statement that transformational 

leadership essentially a leader needs to motivate their subordinates to carry out their 

responsibilities more than they expect.  PT X is labor-intensive company in manufacturing 

where the leadership role is  very important for employee engagement level. Research on 

40 staff-level in 2015 at PT. X evidence lack of leadership role perceived by employees 

(HR PR X, 2015). This can be seen from the following result in a Likert Scale (1-5): 

 

Table 1. Leadership Role Table at PT X in 2015  

Question Value 

At workplace, my opinion is appreciated 2.9565 Below average 

In the last seven days, I get appreciation or praise for the work I 

did well. 

2.3864 Below average 

In the past six months, someone at workplace invited me to 

discuss my development. 

2.5435 Below average 

My Superior, or someone at my workplace, understand me. 2.8444 Below average 

There is someone on my workplace who encourages me to evolve. 2.9111 Below average 

Source: HR PT X (2015) 
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Compensation has two sides that is objective justice recognized by outside observers are 

not affected by compensation decision and perception justice recognized individual 

employees in the organization (Jonas, 2012:1). In PT X itself, the result of the employee 

satisfaction survey indicate that compensation and benefits are the smallest value of the 

overall factor of employee satisfaction, which is 2.99 in 2013 and this value is still the 

smallest value in 2015 with a value of 3.04. Following the explanation: 

 

Table 2. Table and Graph of Employee Satisfaction Result on Management 

Performance in 2015 

 

 
Source: HR PT X (2015) 

 

The Gallup Organization in 2011-2012 found that only 13 % of employees were 

engaged in the world, it states that Southeast Asia has only about 12% of employees who 

are engaged, and in Indonesia only 5% - 11% of employees are engaged(Crabtree, 2013). 

From the research conclusions can be drawn that Indonesia is a country that has a low level 

engagement compared to other ASEAN countries. Previous researcher have conducted 

preliminary research in 2015 with 46 employees with staff above level at PT X, which was 

selected by stratified random sampling with The Gallup questionnaire get that only 39.13% 

of employees were engaged and 60.87% of employee with staff above level was not 

engaged. This the results of research: 

 

Table 3. EES Result Staff Above Level PT X in 2015 

No. Statement Total Percentage 

1 Engage 18   39.13 

2 Not Engage 22 60.78 

Source: HR PT X (2015) 

 

Turnover intention is something serious for a developing company. The following data 

turnover rate per-month and per-level : 
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Table 4. Analysis of Turnover Rate for 2016 

Month Operator Staff Supervisor Manager GM 

January 0.49 2.3 0.97 1.19 7.62 

February 0.33 1.06 0.97 1.19 0 

March 0.30 2.65 0.32 0 0 

April 0.31 1.87 0.32 0 0 

May 0.23 0 0 0 0 

June 0.83 0.7 0.32 0 0 

July 0.36 0.38 0.01 0 0 

Augustus 0.77 0.64 0.02 0 0 

September 0.87 0.25 0 0 0 

October 1.29 0.51 0 0 0 

November 0.92 0.51 0.01 0 0 

December 0.75 0.12 0.01 0 0 

Average 0.62 0.91 0.26 0.2 0.63 

 Source: HR PT X (2016) 

 

From the data above, there is a significant turnover difference between level team member 

and team leader (level 1 and level 2) compared with total turnover employees with staff 

above level. From 257 Management of Trainees who working at PT X only left 101 were 

left still working at PT X (HR PT X: 2016). There is a significant between turnover rate 

level 3 and above compare with employee level 1 and 2. Some of the explanation above 

are a concern for researchers to conduct a research on turnover intention with study from 

the variable employee engagement level, compensation and transformational leadership, 

therefore the researcher want to do a research or study with entitled The Effect of 

Transformational Leadership and Compensation For Employee Engagement Level and 

Implication For Turnover Intention at PT X. 

 

 

LITERATUR REVIEW 

 

Transformational Leadership. Leadership have develops every year, start from 

leadership based on nature and style, contingency leadership, up to transformational 

leadership  and transformational proposed by Duford in 1995 in Yukl (2009:1) have stated 

that transformational leadership is often defined by its impact on how to a leader strengthen 

the mutual attitude cooperation and trust, collective self-efficacy, and team learning. Data 

from 387 sales ini various companies in Manila with SEM getting transformational 

leadership directly reduces employee desires(Dimaculungan andAguiling, 2012:1). 

 

Compensation. Compensation could be defined as what employee get in money, direct 

goods, or indirect benefit that given from the factory (Hasibuan, 2002: 54). According to 

Dessler (2009:46) there are 3 parts of compensation, which divide by direct financial, 

indirect financial, and non-financial. Direct financial is something that is felt directly in 

money form for example bonuses, salaries, or benefits. Indirect financial is financial which 

is not in money form, but can be felt for example health insurance, child scholarship. Non-

financial is not in the form of money or can be cashed, for example, recognition from the 

company 
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Engagement. Employee Engagementin Indonesian are translated as attachments or 

involvement is the participation of individuals or the role of individual attitudes or 

emotions in certain situations (KBBI Online, 2016). Organizations must also work to 

develop and maintain engagement, which requires a two-way relationship between 

employers and workers (Robinson et al, 2004:ix). Individuals need to know what they want, 

what the organization needs, and then take action to achieve both. This is in line with what 

was stated byMaslach, Schaufelli, andLeiter (2001) in Kulaar et al (2008: 3), that 

engagement is characterized by strength, dedication and pleasure in work.Based on Harter 

et al (2006) there are four question that can formed engagement, there are what do I get; 

what do I give; am I belong to; and how can I grow. 

 

Turnover Intention. Robbins (2006:11) interpret turnover as a permanent dismissal of 

employees from the company carried out by employees voluntarily or by the company. 

Turnover intention or desire to get out is one of the tools used to predict people leaving the 

company. Substitution or in and out of employees from an organization is an important 

phenomenon in the life cycle of an organization. This phenomenon is important because 

employees are assets/ capital that are managed in such a way as to achieve organizational 

goals. Especially when getting employees who are committed because committed 

employees will have little possibility for them to be involved in things that can harm the 

company because they have a high sense of loyalty (Robbins & Judge, 2013:75). According 

to Harnoto (2002:2) turnover intention is characterized by various things related to 

employee behavior, including: increased absenteeism, lazy work, increased courage to 

violate work rules, and courage to oppose or protest to superiors. In the measurement 

developed by Wayne, Shore andLidenon 1997 inYamazakia andPetchdee (2015:28), there 

are 3 things that are measured in a Likert scale: (1) after getting a job will leave the 

company, (2) actively looking for work outside, and (3) seriously want to get out of work. 

Research Model.Based on the explanation of the theoretical study, the following is a 

research model that can be formed for this research: 

 

 
Figure 1. Research Model  

 

Transformasional 

Leadership 

Ideal influence 

Inspirational  Motivation 

Compensation 

Direct Financial 

Indirect Financial 

 

Engangement 

 

Turnover 

Intention 

Will get out 

Actively 

searching  
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Hypothesis.The hypothesis proposed in this study is: 

H1 : There is effect of transformational leadership to turnover intention in PT X 

H2 : There is effect of a compensation effect of turnover intention at PT X. 

H3 : There is effect of employee engagement to turnover intention in PT X  

H4 : There is effect of transformational leadership to employee engagement in PT X 

H5 : There is effect of compensation to employee engagement in PT  

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Research Design. The research design of this research  uses quantitative explanations in 

which describes a causal relationship between the variables that influence. The design of 

this study is quantitative research taken cross-sectionally. 

 

Operational Definition, Conceptual Definition, and Variable Measurement. In this 

study there are two exogenous variables, namely transformational leadership and 

compensation, one intervening variable namely engagement. 

 

Table 5. Operational Definition 

Variable Dimension Indicator 

Transformation

al Leadership 

(Yukl 2005 in 

Mujiasih and  

Ratnaningsih,  

2012) 

 

(X1) 

Ideal Effect 

 

(PI) 

The superior emphasizes the importance of working goals and 

commitments 

Superior become role models of pride and loyalty work in the 

eyes of employees 

My superior is my role model at work 

Inspirational 

Motivation 

(MI) 

My superior spoke optimistically and enthusiastically 

Superior can provide positive motivation 

After I talked with my superior, my feelings became more 

relieved 

Intellectual 

Stimulation 

(SI) 

Superior encourage and motivate employees to work 

Superior stimulate new perspectives to employees 

Superior encourages the expression of ideas from employees 

 

Individual 

Care 

(PerI) 

Superior deals with employees closely / personally 

Superior considers all employee needs 

Superior pay attention to their subordinates not only at work, 

but also outside 

Compensation 

(Dessler 2005 

in Dewi, 2012) 

 

(X2) 

Non Financial 

 

(NF) 

The company gives confidence to do tasks that vary according 

to expertise 

The company provides the opportunity to attend training to 

improve the ability of the Company to provide opportunities to 

be promoted to higher positions 

Gain appreciation and recognition of the results of the tasks 
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  assigned by the company 

Employees feel respected and recognized when given tasks by 

the factory / company 

Direct 

Financial  

 

(FL) 

 

Salaries every month are able to meet daily needs 

Salaries every month are sufficient and feasible and in 

accordance with work placements 

The salary received motivates and gives encouragement and 

encourages them to work harder 

Bonuses that have been given by the company increase morale 

The company gives a fair bonus 

Bonus as expected 

Indirect 

Financial 

 

(FTL) 

Benefits provided by the company are in accordance with the 

roles and positions in the company 

Health facilities in the factory make employees feel safe 

Health facilities provided by the factory help employees and 

families 

The factory provides severance pay for employees who retire 

The factory provides severance pay for employees who die 

The team building program provided by the company is very 

beneficial for employees 

Engagement 

(Gallup, 2017) 

 

(Y1) 

Get 

 

Knowing what your boss wants  

Having access to various materials and equipment that I need 

to do my job well 

Give Can issue my maximum ability at work 

Get appreciation or praise for the work I did well 

Superior or someone at work understands  

There is someone in the workplace who encourages to develop 

Belong Opinion is appreciated 

Work plays an important role in achieving the company's 

mission or goals 

Colleagues or fellow employees are dedicated to producing 

quality work  

Having friends at work 
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Grow Someone in the workplace invites discussion about personal 

development 

Have the opportunity at work to learn and develop 

Turnover 

Intention  

(Wayne, Shore, 

and Linden 

1997 in 

Yamazakia&Pt

echdee, 2015) 

 

(Y2) 

Will go out 

 

(Akan keluar) 

Immediately after getting a better job will leave the company 

I can't stand working at this company 

In the near future I will resign from the company 

Actively 

Searching 

(Aktifmencari

) 

Now actively looking for work outside 

I often update my CV on social media 

I am actively looking for new jobs 

 

Think 

seriously to go 

out 

(Berpikirseriu

suntukkeluar) 

Seriously thinking about quitting work 

I often think of going out 

I can't stand working at my company 

 

Population and Sampling Technique. The population in this study were all employees 

from various levels consisting of more than 8,000 employees. With the measurement of 

samples according to Yount stated in 1999 in AZ (2015: 12) consists of the following: 

 

Table 6. Research Sample  

Level Structural Population Sample 

I Operator 7.242 254 

II Team Leader 506 17 

III Staf 389 13 

IV Supervisor 304 11 

V Manager 

Senior Manager 

86 3 

VI General Manager 9 1 

VII Director 4 1 

Total  8.540 300 

Source: Data HR (2016)   

 

Data type and How to Get Data. Data was taken with a survey using a questionnaire. 

Respondents will be asked for one hour to fill out the questionnaire directly on the spot. 

Due to limited space and time and the large number of respondents, questionnaires were 

made online and offline using Google Form media and questionnaire paper media that were 

directly filled in by respondents. Data was collected directly processed using the SPSS 

application to obtain accurate statistical data in accordance with the needs in this study. 
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Technique of Analysis Data. This study uses data analysis method using SmartPLS 

version 3.0 software. Partial Least Square (PLS) is a powerful analytical method because 

it is not based on many assumptions (Imam, Ghozali, 2014: 7). Measurement models are 

used for reliability and validity tests while structural models are used to test hypotheses 

with prediction models. 

 

Measurement Model (Outer Model). Outer model or outer relation or measurement model 

that often defines each indicator block is related to its latent variable. Validity test is used 

to determine the ability of instruments in research to measure variables that can be 

measured. While reliability testing is used to measure the consistency of measuring 

instruments in measuring a concept or assumption and can be used to measure the 

consistency of respondents in answering the questions given in the questionnaire. The 

indicator is considered valid if it has an AVE value above 0.5 or the variable dimension 

has a loading value> 0.5 so it can be concluded that the measurement meets the convergent 

validation criteria. Reliability test can be seen from the value of Cronbach's alpha must be> 

0.6 from the value of reliability composite must be> 0.7. 

 

Structural Evaluation Model (Inner Model). The structural model (inner model) is a 

structural model to predict causality between other variants. Through the bootstrapping 

process, a T-statistical test is obtained to predict the existence of a causality relationship. 

The structural model was evaluated by looking at the value of the percentage of the 

dependent variant using the Stone-Geisser Q-Square test size and also seen from the 

magnitude of the structural path coefficient. If the value of the calculation results is greater 

than 0.2 then it can be assumed that latent predictors have a large influence on the structural 

level. The R-square PLS model can be evaluated by looking at Q-Square predictive 

relevance for the variable model. The Q-square value greater than 0 (zero) shows that the 

model has predictive relevance. 

 

Inter-dimensional Test. Unlike previous tests using SmartPLS version 3.0, this test uses 

a one-tailed SPSS correlation test. Because this test is used after the direction of the test is 

negative or positive, the test uses a one-tailed correlation test. This test is conducted to see 

what dimensions are most influencing engagement and also turnover intention. 

 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

General Description of Research Objects. Researchers obtained 300 employees who 

followed a survey of a minimum of 256 respondents needed. From the research 

conducted, obtained various characteristics of respondents who followed the survey, 

among others, as follows: 
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Table 7. Comparison of General Characteristics of Respondents 

Criteria Sub-criteria Total Percentage 

Gender Female 173 57.67 

Male 127 42.33 

Marital 

Status 

Not Married Yet 78 26 

Married (pasangan di perusahaan yang sama) 55 18.3 

Married (pasangan di perusahaan yang berbeda) 163 54.3 

Widow/ Widower 4 1 

Position Team Member 192 64 

Team Leader 19 6.3 

Staff 55 18.3 

Supervisor/ Specialist 27 9 

Manager/ Sr. Specialist 6 2 

Sr. Manager & up 1 0.3 

Age 19 – 25 69 23 

>25– 35 132 44 

>35 – 45 83 27.7 

> 45 16 5.3 

Year of 

Service 

27 – 22  30 10 

< 22 – 16  44 14.67 

<16 – 9  54 18 

< 9 – 3  99 33 

< 3  73 24.33 

Department Production 128 42.7 

Chemical 83 27.7 

Supporting 89 29.7 

Working 

Hour 

Shift 91 30.3 

Non shift 209 69.7 

Address Balaraja Barat  172 57.3 

Kota Tangerang 60 20 

Serang 63 21 

Jakarta 2 0.7 

etc. 5 1.7 

Union Status Member 210 70 

Non-member 90 30 

Living 

Origin 

Banten 165 55 

Jawa Tengah 56 18.7 

Jawa Barat 26 8.7 

JawaTimur 17 5.7 

Jakarta 8 2.7 

Sulawesi 1 0.3 

Kalimantan 1 0.3 

Sumatera 24 8 

Etc. 2 0.7 

Source:the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 
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Evaluation Measurement Model (Outer Model). For testing the convergent validity 

can be seen from the loading factor parameter. From the output of the flowchart in Figure 

2 shows the value of the loading factor of each indicator is above 0.5. Details of each 

value can be seen from the following picture: 

 
Figure 2. Output Path 

 

Convergent Validity. Testing of convergent validity can also be seen in the AVE value. 

The AVE value must be greater than 0.5. AVE values in all four variables are more than 

0.5, these values can be seen in the table below. 

 

Table 8. Convergent Validity and Reliability 

Score of Standard Transformational 

Leadership 

Compensation Engagement Turnover 

Intention 

AVE > 0,5 0,646 0,711 0,548 0,677 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 

From table 8, it can be seen that the AVE value is all above 0.5. This shows that there is 

no problem with convergent validity. Therefore it can be concluded that the model is valid 

convergingly. 

 

Discriminant Validity. From the output Discriminant Validity contained in the value of 

Fornell-Larcker Criterion in the Smart PLS output, the following are the values of the 

square root value of variance extracted (AVE) and the correlation between the constructs. 

 

Table 9. Square Root AVE Value and Latent Variable Correlation 

Variable Engagement Transformational 

Leadership 

Compensation Turnover 

Intention 

Engagement 0,74*    

Transformational Leadership 0,578 0,80*   

Compensation 0,647 0,558 0,74*  

Turnover Intention (TOI) -0,236 -0,174 -0,271 0,823* 

 Note:(*) Square Root AVE Value; Value below: Value of correlation between 

constructs 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 
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From table 9 it is found that all square root values of AVE are greater than the values 

below them (construct variable values), therefore it can be concluded that the model is 

valid. 

 

Reliability Test. From table 10 all the values of the four Cronbach Alpha and composite 

reliability are above the minimum standard value (0.7), so it can be concluded that the 

model has fulfilled the rules of reliability. From all evaluation of measurement models, it 

has been obtained and proven that the research model is realistic and valid, therefore 

structural model evaluation can be carried out. 

 

Table 10. Reliability Table 

Score Standard Transformation

al Leadership 

Compensation Engageme

nt 

Turnover 

Intention 

Composite Realibility > 0,7 0,879 0,881 0,825 0,863 

Cronbach Alpha > 0,7 0,817 0,798 0,719 0,764 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 

 

Structural Evaluation Model (Inner Model). Structural models are useful for predicting 

causality between latent variables. The steps in evaluating the structural model begin by 

looking at the R-square value, having the value of Predictive Relevance and Goodness of 

fit model. 

 

R-Square Value.The R-square Engagement value is 0.486, this indicates that the variables 

of transformational leadership and compensation can explain engagement variables as 

much as 48.6%. The R-square value is below the value of 0.67 (> 0.33) so the construct 

model is considered moderate. The value of R-square Turnover Intention is 0.080, 

indicating that only 8% of the variance of turnover intention is influenced by its exogenous 

variables, which consist of transformational leadership, engagement, and compensation. 

The R-square value is below the value of 0.19, therefore the construct model is considered 

weak. 

 

Predictive Relevance Value. Predictive relevance (Q2) was 0.777. Because the Q2 value 

is greater than 0 (zero), the model has a predictive relevance value, so that the observation 

values generated by the model and parameter estimates are good / relevant. 

 

Goodness of Fit (GoF) Index. The GoF Index value is considered moderate because it is 

between the values of 0.25 and 0.38. The GoF value of the research is 0.2798, this indicates 

that the overall model is suitable. From the overall R-square, Q2, and GoF tests, it can be 

concluded that it has been strong, so hypothesis testing can be done. 

 

Hypothesis Test. To see the significant level of Smart PLS bootstrapping is done. 

Bootstrapping is performed with subsample 1000, a significance level of 0.05 with type 

one tailed t test. There are two things that are seen from this stage, the first stage is testing 

the value of each latent construct indicator. The second stage is testing the value of each 

variable tested. 
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Latent Variable Construct Indicator Test. From the results of bootstrapping, the 

statistical value generated is all> 1.96 for the outer weight result or outer loading. If all data 

is more than 1.96, it can be concluded that all indicators are significant to the latent variable. 

Details of indicator values from reflective and formative constructs can be seen from table 

11. 

 

Table 11. Indicator of Reflective and Formative Construction (Outer Weight & Outer Loading) 

Relationship of each other Indicator Original 

Sample 

Outer Weight Outer Loading 

T 

Statistics 

P Values T 

Statistics 

P Values 

1. Will go out<- Turnover Intention 0.462 4.049 0.000 10.165 0.000 

2. Actively searching<- Turnover 

Intention 
0.340 4.043 0.000 12.490 0.000 

3.Think to go out<- Turnover Intention 0.415 5.789 0.000 13.517 0.000 

4. Belong <- Engagement 0.392 15.864 0.000 33.882 0.000 

5. Get <- Engagement 0.204 6.143 0.000 9.026 0.000 

6. Give <- Engagement 0.405 20.442 0.000 43.840 0.000 

7. Grow <- Engagement 0.315 12.837 0.000 19.638 0.000 

8. Direct Financial<- Compensation 0.366 17.621 0.000 32.115 0.000 

9. Indirect Financial<-  Compensation 0.394 20.010 0.000 51.763 0.000 

10. Non-Financial<- Compensation 0.426 16.997 0.000 40.646 0.000 

11. Inspirational Motivation<- Trans. 

Leadership 
0.276 10.736 0.000 23.884 0.000 

12. Ideal Effect<- Trans. Leadership 0.320 13.281 0.000 29.743 0.000 

13. Individual Effect<- Trans. Leadership 0.280 11.573 0.000 25.212 0.000 

14. Intellectual Stimulation<- Trans. 

Leadership 
0.363 17.622 0.000 47.897 0.000 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 

 

Inter Variable Test. The results of hypothesis testing can be seen from the following 

table. 

 

Table 12. Hypothesis Test Table 

Inter Variable Relationship Original 

Sample 

(O) 

T Statistics 

(|O/STDEV|) 

P 

Values 

Note 

1. Engagement -> Turnover Intention -0.105 1.106 0.135 Not Significance 

2. Transformational Leadership -> 

Engagement 

0.315 5.204 0.000 Significance 

3. Transformational Leadership -> 

Turnover Intention 

-0.000 0.002 0.499 Not Significance 

4. Compensation -> Engagement 0.471 9.153 0.000 Significance 

5. Compensation -> Turnover 

Intention 

-0.203 2.261 0.012 Significance 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 
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Effect Percentage and Effect Size.  Based on the results of hypothesis testing there are 

three influences: 

 

 

Table 13. Hypothesis Test  

Relation Coefficien

t Path 

Latent 

Variable 

Correlation 

Effect 

Percentage 

F-Square Effect 

Transformational Leadership 

to engagement 

0,315 0,578 18,207 0,133 Small 

Compensation to engagement 0,471 0,647 30,47 0,297 Moderate 

Compensation to turnover 

intention 

-0,203 - 0,271 5,501 0,024 Small 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 

 

Conclusion for Hypothesis Test. From the results of data analysis, it can be concluded 

from the initial hypothesis proposed in the study rejected or accepted. 

 

Table 14. Conclusion for Hypothesis Test 

No Hypothesis PLS Significanc

e 

Effect 

1 Ho: There is no effect of transformational 

leadership to turnover intention in PT X. 

H1: There is an effect of transformational 

leadership to turnover intention in PT X. 

Ho 

rejected 

Not Sig. Very small 

2 Ho: There is no effect of compensation to turnover 

intention at PT X. 

H2: There is an effect of compensation to 

turnover intention at PT X. 

Ho 

rejected 

Significance Small 

3 Ho: There is no effect of employee engagement to 

turnover intention at PT X. 

H3: There is an effect employee engagement to 

turnover intention in PT X. 

Ho 

rejected 

Not Sig. Very small 

4 Ho: There is no effect of transformational 

leadership to employee engagement at PT X. 

H4: There is an effect of transformational 

leadership to employee engagement at PT X. 

Ho 

rejected 

Significance Small 

5 Ho: There is no effect of compensation to employee 

engagement at PT X. 

H5: There is an effect of compensation to 

employee engagement at PT X. 

Ho 

rejected 

Significance Moderate 

Source: the results of the questionnaire data processing (2017) 
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Inter-Dimensional Correlation.  The results of data processing with one-tailed correlation 

test indicate that: (1) The dimensions of direct compensation and indirect compensation 

have a very strong correlation to the four dimensions of engagement and all three 

dimensions of turnover intention; (2) The dimensions of give and belong to engagements 

variable have a very strong correlation to the three dimensions of turnover intention. (3) 

The dimensions of ideal influence and inspirational motivation on transformational 

leadership variables have a very strong correlation to engagement variables; (4) Non-

financial dimensions of compensation variables also have a very strong correlation to 

engagement variables. 

 

Transformational Leadership to Turnover Intention. From the results of testing the 

hypothesis found that there is a negative influence of transformational leadership on 

turnover intention in PT X although it is not significant. This research is different from 

some previous studies which found that transformational leadership has a significant effect 

on turnover intention. One of them is the research conducted by Caesary et al (2012) at PT 

Informedia where it found that there was a significant influence of transformational 

leadership with turnover intention. In addition, research by Dimaculungan and Aguiling 

(2012) also found that there was a significant direct influence between transformational 

leadership on employee desires. Research conducted by Klerk and Stander (2014) also 

shows a significant positive relationship between transformational leadership and turnover 

intention. Although there are many studies that find a significant influence between 

transformational leadership and turnover intention, there are several studies that do not get 

a significant influence between these two variables. As with the research conducted by 

Hammond, et al (2014) found that there was no significant influence between 

transformational leadership and turnover intention. In Sartika's research (2014) also found 

that there was no direct influence between transformational leadership and turnover 

intention on employees who were in CV Putra Tama Jaya. When viewed from the 

correlation between dimensions possessed by transformational leadership variables on 

turnover intention, there are indeed many dimensions that have no effect. Of the four 

dimensions of transformational leadership namely, ideal influence, inspirational 

motivation, intellectual stimulation and individual attention, all of them have an influence 

on the dimensions that will come out on turnover intention. Three dimensions besides 

individual attention also influence the dimension of thinking out on turnover intention 

variables. However, all four of them have no effect on the active dimension of looking for 

work on turnover intention variables. This might be a further review of PT X. Although it 

is not significant if you want to promote transformational leadership style in PT X, this can 

reduce the desire to leave employees.   

 

Compensation to Turnover Intention. The results showed that the higher the 

compensation, the lower the desire to leave employees. This study was supported by 

several foreign studies, namely Berry (2010) who found a significant relationship between 

compensation and turnover intention. The study of two sample studies conducted by 

Vandenberghe and Trembalay (2008) also shows satisfaction with compensation 

influences employee turnover intention. Devi and Sudibia's research (2015) on contract 

employees in Bali also showed a negative influence, similar to this study. Research 

conducted by Cahyanti (2014) also shows similar things. Artningrum and Satrya's research 

(2016) which examined employees in the banking sector, not the same as the manufacturing 

sector studied, also showed a significant relationship between compensation for turnover 
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intention. The study at PT Tiki Track Nugraha Central Jakarta also saw this correlation, 

even compensation was the dominant variable influencing turnover intention. When 

viewed from the correlation between dimensions, it can be seen that the direct and financial 

financial dimensions do not directly influence strongly the three dimensions of the turnover 

intention variable. The non-financial dimension also affects two dimensions of turnover 

intention, namely going out and thinking out. The existence of this correlation mapping 

can be used by the management of PT X that by thinking of direct and indirect financial 

employees, perhaps the structure of the wage scale, benefits, benefits and others can 

directly increase employee retention. 

 

Engagement to Turnover Intention.The results of the study found that engagement 

negatively affects turnover intention even though it is not significant. This study has 

different results from research conducted by Klerk and Stander (2014) who found that there 

was a positive and significant relationship between engagement and turnover intention. 

Research conducted by Tse, Huang and Lam (2013) also found a positive relationship 

between engagement and turnover intention. Berry's research, L Marry (2010) also shows 

a significant influence between engagements on turnover intention. In Indonesia, Cahyanti, 

DwiGading (2014) also found that there was a significant influence between engagement 

on turnover intention. However, this does not mean that this research is the only research 

that does not get the influence of engagement on employee desires. Several undocumented 

studies conducted by Hadiwijaya, Kristian (2015) found that engagement is not related to 

turnover intention. This can happen if there is a potential influencing moderator so 

engagement has no effect on turnover intention, including a political economic situation 

that is not good and also a lack of job vacancies on the market so that employees do not 

have the option to keep working even if they are not engaged. When observed from the 

data obtained and the demographics of PT X employees where more than 200 samples 

come from operator level employees with high school backgrounds, this has an impact on 

the tight competitiveness and lack of job openings for the same background. In contrast to 

the correlation between dimensions, almost all the dimensions of the engagement variable 

have a strong and even strong correlation to each dimension that is owned by the variable 

turnover intention. However, there is one correlation that has no effect, that is between the 

grow dimension and the dimension will come out. Although not significant, this can still 

be used as a further study by PT X management qualitatively. 

 

Transformational Leadership to Engagement. From the results of the study concluded 

that there is an effect of compensation on turnover intention. The correlation coefficient 

shows a figure of 0.315 where there is a positive correlation between transformational 

leadership and engagement. The percentage of influence of transformational leadership on 

engagement is only 18.207%. This allows for other influences that may not be examined 

and have greater influence than transformational leadership. The results of this study are 

supported by research conducted by Rukmana, Asep (2014) which examines 

transformational leadership and organizational culture on employee engagement at BPJS 

Employment; Ariwi (2013) who examined the style of transformational leadership towards 

employee engagement at the Head Office of PT DarmaHenwa, Tbk.; Ghafoor et al (2011) 

examined 270 employees and managers in telecom companies; Vincent-Hoper and Janneck 

(2012) who examined 530 women and 602 men. When viewed from the correlation 

between dimensions all dimensions possessed by transformational leadership variables 

strongly influence the four dimensions of engagement. Therefore, management if they want 
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to engage more employees can find leaders with transformational leadership style or train 

each boss to further hone his transformational leadership style. 

 

Compensation to Engagement. The effect of compensation on engagement is 30.47% and 

the effect is moderate from the results of the F-square test compared to other influences. 

This study is different from the research conducted by Wulandari and Gustomo (2010) 

which found that compensation variables did not give a significant influence on the 

engagement of ITB lecturers. Maybe from a different sample between lecturers and 

employees. Lecturers and employees have different priorities. Almost all lecturers are 

hungry for knowledge and like to teach, but not all employees have a passion to become 

employees. This research was supported by Dwi's (2012) research which found that there 

was a positive and significant influence between compensation for engagement. Research 

on 77 employees abroad also shows a positive influence between compensation for 

engagement. In fact, compensation has a positive effect, similar to the results of this study. 

Therefore because compensation has an influence on engagement and also turnover 

intention, then management if you want to increase engagement and reduce turnover 

intention at the same time can review the structure of the wage scale. From the correlation 

between dimensions, it can be seen that the three dimensions of the compensation variable, 

namely non-financial, direct, and indirect financial, each have a strong influence on the 

four dimensions of engagement. This is in line with the influences analyzed through SEM 

statistics where the most moderate influence is on the effect of compensation on 

engagement. 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

Conclusion. Conclusions between variables from this study: (1) Transformational 

leadership has a significant negative effect on employee turnover intention at PT X; (2) 

Compensation has a negative effect on employee turnover intention at PT X; (3) 

Engagement has a significant negative effect on employee turnover intention at PT X; (4) 

Transformational leadership has a positive effect on engagement; (5) Compensation has a 

positive effect on engagement. From analysts between dimensions, the following 

conclusions are obtained: (1) The direct and indirect financial dimensions of compensation 

variables have a very strong correlation to the four dimensions of engagement and the three 

dimensions of turnover intention; (2) The dimensions of the ideal influence and 

inspirational motivation on the leadership variables and the non-financial dimensions of 

the compensation variable have a very strong correlation to the four dimensions of the 

engagement variable; and (3) the give and belong dimensions of the engagement variable 

have a very strong correlation to the three dimensions that exist in the turnover intention 

variable. 

 

Suggestion. Suggestions given by researchers to the management of PT X: (1) If 

management wants to reduce the turnover rate, the solution that can be used is to re-

evaluate the structure of the existing wage and benefit scale; (2) Management can also 

review lower management skills in leading if you want to increase employee engagement; 

(3) Reviewing the direct and indirect financial given to employees if management wants to 

increase engagement and also reduce turnover intention on an ongoing basis; (4) Train each 

boss about the ideal influence and inspirational motivation that must be possessed by each 
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boss, management can improve employee engagement; (5) Reviewing non-financial 

matters that become what employees get, such as trust, opportunities for participation, 

opportunities for promotion, appreciation and recognition of employees can also increase 

employee engagement with the company; (5) Increasing the sense of belonging to the 

company with employees knowing that what they do contributes to the company can reduce 

employee turnover intention. Suggestions for further research are as follows: (1) 

Qualitative research to see reasons and conclude the reasons why transformational and 

engagement leadership styles do not significantly influence turnover intention can explain 

why there is a difference between theory and practice in PT X; (2) A comparative study of 

engagement on turnover intention among top management and operators can be done to 

see if there are differences in the level of influence in these two matters; and (3) Further 

research on engagement on the performance of PT X can be done for the next research. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aimed to determine the effect of CSR disclosure and GCG implementation on 

firm value. A combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods were used in 

this study. A purposive sampling method was used to select 41 banks in the Indonesia Stock 

Exchange. The inclusion criteria for this study include companies that went publicbefore 

the year 2011, companies that disclosed information on CSR, companies with institutional 

ownership, companies with independent commissioners, the size of the audit committee, 

and the size of the board of directors. The results of this study showed that CSR disclosure 

(p=0.899) and GCG proxies such as institutional ownership (p=0.851), independent 

commissioners (p=0.723) and the size of the audit committee (p=0.322) have no effect on 

the firm value. However, the  study showed that the size of the board of directors (p=0.009) 

has a positive influence on the firm value. 

 

KEYWORDS: Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Governance, Tobin’s Q 

INTRODUCTION 

The public companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange has begun to realize 

the importance of increasing firm value by paying attention to financial and non-financial 

factors. These nonfinancialfactors include Good Corporate Governance (GCG) and 

Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR).The existence ofgovernment regulations that 

mandate the application of Good Corporate Governance and Corporate 

SocialResponsibility has triggered the implementation of these non-financial approaches 

in public companiesThe concept of Corporate Social Responsibility is  related to the 

concept of Good Corporate Governance because responsibility is one of the key principles 

of Good Corporate Governance.  Corporate social responsibility mandate companies to 

carry out Corporate Social Responsibility practices in their host community and 

environment. Companies that understand the principle of Corporate Social Responsibility 

do not  isolate themselves from the host community and environment in which they conduct 

their business operations. Such business entities develop ways to adapt their business 
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culture with their social environment. Theoretically, CSR is defined as the moral 

responsibility of a company towards its strategic stakeholders, particularly the members of 

the host community. Companies must always uphold morality, with or without the rule of 

law. It is an indication of the management of an unhealthy company by the management of 

the company and avoiding conflicts between stakeholders and company’s management. 

Thus, investors must consider the implementation of GCG in order to improve the 

transparent management of the company. GCG enable companies to improve their self-

image as well as maximize firm value. 

The strict regulation of the Bank Indonesia mandate banks in the country to 

implement Good Corporate Governance. The activities in Indonesia’s banking sector is 

closely related to the core of the country's economy; thus, banking operations require the 

complete trust of the public. In addition, the banking sub-sector is the biggest contributor 

to the value of Indonesia’s Stock Exchange transaction. Thus, this study aimed to 

investigate the effect of  Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure and Good Corporate 

Governance Approach on the firm value of banking sub-sectors in Indonesia’s Stock 

Exchange market.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The term CSR came into use in the 1970s and became increasingly popular after 

the publication of the book titled “Cannibals With Forks: The Triple Bottom Line of 21st 

Century Business”  authored by John Elkington in the year 1998. The book explained that 

the main focus of CSR includes 3Ps: profit, planet and people. A good company must be 

concerned about economic benefits (profit), environmental sustainability (planet) and 

community welfare (people). The World Commission on Environment and Development 

(WCED) in the Brundtland Report (1987), focused on the development of three important 

components of sustainable development; economic growth, environmental protection, and 

social equity. CSR as: "The contribution that acompany makes in society through its core 

business activities, its social investment and hilanthropyprograms, and its engagement in 

public policy " (Wineberg and Rudolph, 2004, p.72). Schermerhorn (1993) defined CSR as 

a concern for business organizations to act in ways that serve the interests of the 

organization and external public interests. 
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.  The financial contributions of companies show that the implementation of CSR in 

Indonesia has resulted in an increase in the diversity of activities and management in 

various sectors. The study conducted by PIRAC (2001), showed that CSR funds from 180 

companies in Indonesia reached more than 115 billion rupiahs (approximately 11.5 million 

US dollars). The mass media documented that these funds were spent on 279 CSR activities 

in different host environments. Although this fund is nothing compared to the funds spent 

on CSR activities in the United States, the cumulative figure shows that the development 

of CSR in Indonesia is quite encouraging. It is estimated that companies have spent 640 

million rupiah on CSR activities in Indonesia. However, in the United States, CSR fund 

donations increased from 21.51 billion dollars in the year 1998 to 203 billion dollars 

(equivalent to 2,030 trillion rupiah) in the year 2000. 

CSR is an ethical action undertaken by companies to pay attention to the 

environmental and social issues in their host community.  The participation of companies 

in CSR activities alleviates the negative impacts of their business operations on their host 

environment and creates harmonious relationships between such companies and their host 

community. In spite of the cost implications of adopting CSR practices, companies that 

engage in CSR activities stand to enjoy different long-term benefits.  CSR serves:  

“…as a social investment that is a source of competitive advantage for companies in 

the long-term; strengthen the company's profitability and financial performance; 

increased accountability and positive appreciation; increased commitment, work 

ethic, efficiency, and employee productivity; increasing company image and 

reputation; decreased vulnerability to social upheaval and resistance from 

surrounding communities; increased reputation and firm value in the long-term.” 

(Lako, 2011, p.7) 
 

Companies that engage in CSR activities disclose this in their annual report. 

Companies hopeto improve their self-image and increase the positive sentiment from the 

market via CSR disclosure; thereby increasing their firm’s value. This finding is in line 

with the report of the study conducted by Widyasari, Suhadak and Husaini (2015) which 

documented that CSR disclosure has a positive effect on the firm’s value. 

Meanwhile, the definition of Corporate Governance according to the Cadbury 

Committee as quoted: 

"A set of rules regulating the relationship between shareholders, management 

(organizer) of the company, the creditor, the government, employees, as well as 

other internal and external stakeholders related to their rights and obligations; or in 

other words a system that directs and controls the company.” (Sigit, 2012, p.139) 
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Bank Indonesia (BI) has been tried to initiate the Indonesian Banking Architecture 

(API) in which one of its objectives will be based on Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 

14 of 2006 concerning Implementation of Good Corporate Governance for Commercial 

Banks in the 3rd Point of 6 points.  In order to encourage the implementation of Good 

Corporate Governance in the banking sector, there is a need to develop a Good Corporate 

Governance regulation by the sector. 

In Indonesia, several regulations  relating to the implementation of the GCG 

principles contained in the provisions of Article 1 number 6 of Act Number 10 of 1998 

concerning Banking have been issued. These include the Bank Indonesia Regulation 

Number 8/4/PBI/2006 concerning Implementation of GCG for Commercial Banks which 

is enhanced by Bank Indonesia regulation No. 8/14 / PBI / 2006 concerning the 

Implementation of GCG for Commercial Banks. The creation of these regulations show 

the seriousness of Bank Indonesia in ensuring that the management of the banking sub-

sector  implement risk management practices in order to protect the interests of their 

stakeholders. The development of various regulations in  the banking sector to ensure the 

protection of the interests of the society makes the banking sector a highly regulated sector. 

GCG  became a predominant concept in the banking sub sector due to  the existence 

of conflicts of interest between investors and the management of the company; this 

phenomenon is also referred to as the Agency Theory. According to Sutedi (2012), agency 

relations occur when company owners hand over the management of their company to 

professionals called agents, who have an understanding of better ways to effectively run a 

business. Under these circumstances, the company owners are only in charge of supervising 

and monitoring the company's operations. 

Agency relationships become problematic when managers take actions that 

prioritize their personal interests and ignore company goals. Thus, companies need to 

implement GCG in order to ensure that managers prioritize company goals over their 

personal interests. In addition, GCG practices enable companies to improve their self-

image and maximize firm’s value. 

The GCG proxy in this study comprised of institutional ownership, independent 

commissioners, the size of the audit committee and the size of the board of directors. 

According to Murwaningsari (2009), institutional ownership can be defines as the 

ownership of companies by institutions. The institution has a high level of control over the 
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management of the company in order to  ensure that the management makes good decisions 

for the company at all times. 

According to Sutojo and Aldridge (2008), the role of institutional investors is to 

direct and monitor the direction of the company's business activities, provide a credible 

source of corporate information to other investors who have a close relationship with them 

and submit votes at the GMS.Institutional investors have a large proportion of shares and 

are supported by adequate facilities, funds and management expertise to control and 

restrain the company's business operations. The high control of institutional investors 

fosters improved company management and increases the firm’s value. This finding is in 

line with the report of the study conducted by Widyasari, Suhadak and Husaini (2015) 

which documented that institutional ownership has a positive effect on firm value.  

An independent commissioner as:“…a person appointed to represent independent 

shareholders who make decisions and actions based on the consideration of 

professionalism from within without outside interference. In addition, independent 

commissioners do not have blood relations with the company or stakeholders.” (Sigit, 

2012, p. 146) 

 

Independent commissioners play a crucial role in bridging the interests of managers and 

investors because they do not favor the interests of any party or group of people. Therefore, 

the increase in the predominance of independent commissioners in companies is believed 

to increase the firm’s value. This findings is in line with the report of the study conducted 

by Perdana and Raharja (2014) and Puteri (2013). These authors stated that independent 

commissioners have a positive influence on the firm’s value. 

According to Arens, et al. cited by Zarkasyi (2008): The audit committee is a  

member of an elected decree that help auditors to remain independent of management.  

"…monitor that the company complies with applicable laws, oversee the process of 

preparing CorporateGovernance, ensure that senior management actively socializes 

the Corporate Governance culture, monitors that the Code of Conduct has been 

implemented consequently, requires internal auditors to report in writing the results 

of evaluation of Corporate Governance and other findings." (Zarkasyi, 2008, p.22) 

 

 

The presence of an audit committee asserts the existence of transparency, 

accountability, responsibility, independence and fairness and equality in a company. In 

addition, the presence of presence of an audit committee prevents the occurrence of 

fraudulent activities, thereby increasing the firm’s value. This finding is in line with the 
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report of the study conducted by Widyasari, Suhadak and Husaini (2015) which documents 

that the audit committee has a positive effect on the firm value. 

Zarkasyi (2008) defines the board of directors as a part of the company that is 

authorized and fully responsible for managing the company in accordance with the 

purposes and objectives of the company. The board of directors also represent the 

company, both inside and outside the court in accordance with the provisions of the articles 

of association.According to Allen and Gale quoted by Wulandari (2006): The board of 

directors are responsible for ensuring that managers follow the interest of the board. 

According to Puteri (2013): "The large number of board of directors is considered to help 

and benefit the company, especially in terms of managing resources owned by the 

company." (Puteri, 2013, p.598). The increasing number of the board of directors ensures 

the effective management of company resources. This will lead to improved company 

performance, and an increase in the firm’s value. This  finding is in line with the report of 

the study conducted by Wardoyo and Veronica (2013), which stated that the size of the 

board of directors has a positive effect on the firm value. 

The implementation of CSR and GCG help companies  to improve  their self-image 

and maximize the firm value. High firm value results in an increase in the company's stock 

price and the firm value. According to Nurlela and Islahuddin (2008), the firm value 

reflects the market value of a business. The firm value can provide maximum prosperity to 

the shareholders if stock prices continue to increase. 

The firm value in this study was measured using Tobin's Q. As for Tobin's Q's 

strength according to Sukamulja cited by Setyowati, Zahroh and Endang (2014: 5): Tobin's 

Q includes elements of liability and all company assets in the calculation, so the company 

does not only focus on stock investors, but also to creditors. According to Herawaty (2008: 

100): "If the q-ratio is above one, this indicates that investment in assets generates profit 

that gives a higher value than investment expenditure, it will stimulate new investment. If 

the q-ratio is below one, investment in assets is not attractive." 

 

RESEARCH METHODHOLOGY 

A combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods were used to 

generate findings in this study.  A purposive sampling method was used to select 41 banks 

in the Indonesia Stock Exchange., The inclusion criteria for this study include the 
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following: companies that went publicbefore the year 2011, companies that disclosed 

information on CSR, companies with institutional ownership, companies with independent 

commissioners, the total number of the audit committee, and the total number of the board 

of directors . A total number of 30 banks met the inclusion criteria for this study; these 

banks published their audit financial reports within the years 2012 to 2016. Data analysis 

techniques used to analyze and draw conclusions in this study include the Ordinary Least 

Square method  and qualitative methods 

According to Sembiring quoted by Wardoyo and Veronica (2013):  

CSR disclosures disclosed by the company in the annual report are measured using 

a dummy variable, which is giving a score of 0. Companies that do not disclose CSR 

activities are scored 0 while companies that CSR activities are scored 1For the 

banking sub-sector, the total disclosure was divided into 63 disclosure items.  
 

According to Perdana and Raharja (2014, p.4), GCG can be measured using the 

proxy below:  

Institutional Ownership= 
Sum of Institutional Share

Sum ofCirculated Share
 

Independent Commissioner= 
Total number of Independent Commissioner

Total number ofBoard of Commissioner member
 

 

Audit Committee Size = Number of audit committees within the company  

According to S. Beiner, et al. quoted by Wulandari (2006, p. 128):  

Board size = Number of board of directors within the company  

The dependent variable in this study is the firm value; it was measured using the 

Tobin’s Q ratio. According to Klapper and Love (2005), The formula for the calculation 

is:  

Tobin's Q=
MVE+DEBT

TA
 

Where: 

MVE  =  Market value of outstanding shares (closing price at the end of  

the year multiplied by the number of outstanding shares at the end 

of the year) 

DEBT  =  The total firm value's liabilities 

TA  =  Book value of total company assets 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Descriptive Analysis 

The total number of research data analyzed in his study is 118. The minimum 

value of CSR disclosure is 0.42857 while the maximum value of CSR disclosure is 

0.73016. Mean value of CSR disclosure was 0.57035 while the standard deviation value 

of CSR disclosure was 0.08204. Meanwhile, the minimum value of institutional 

ownership is 0.11030 while the  maximum value of institutional ownership is  0.98660.  

The meanvalue of institutional ownership 0.72053 while the standard deviation value 

of institutional ownership was 0.23417. The minimum value of Independent 

commissioners is 0.33333 while the maximum value of independent commissioners is 

1.00000, the mean value of independent commissioners is 0.58401 while the standard 

deviation value of independent commissioners is  0.10243. 

The size of the audit committee has a minimum value of 2 people while the size 

of the audit committee has a maximum value of 8 people. The mean value of the audit 

committee is 4 people while the standard deviation value of the audit committee is 

1.11800. The size of the board of directors has a minimum value of 3 people and a 

maximum value of 12 people. The meanvalue of the size of board of directors is 7 

people while the standard deviation value of the board of directors is 2.60200. The 

calculated minimum firm value is  0.90295calculated a maximum firm value is 1.16524, 

average firm value is 1.03408, and the standard deviation of the firm value is 0.60935. 

1. Analysis of the Effect of Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure and Good 

Corporate Governance on Firm Values 

 

Table 1: Descriptive analysis results 

 

Variable 

Beta 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

t count Sig 

Constants 0.994 16.425 0.000 

CSR Disclosure 0.013 0.128 0.899 

GCG Proxy of institutional ownership 0.005 0.188 0.851 

Independent Commissioner GCG Proxy -0.020 -0.356 0.723 
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GCG Proxy size of audit committee -0.006 -0.994 0.322 

GCG Proxy size of the board of directors 0.009 2.678 0.009* 

*Significant at the 5% level 

F count                  =  3.733 

Sig. F                            =  0.004 

Adjusted R Square        =  0.105 

Source: Processed Data, 2018 

 

Equations of Multiple Linear Regression 

The multiple linear regression equation is as follows: 

Y = 0,994 + 0,013 X 1 + 0,005 X 2 - 0,020 X 3 - 0,006 X 4 + 0,009 X 5 + e 

Where: 

Y  = Firm Value 

X 1  = CSR Disclosure 

X 2  = Institutional Ownership 

X 3  = Independent Commissioner 

X 4  = The size of the audit committee 

X 5  = Size of the board of directors 

e  = Disturbing Variables 

 

F test 

Table 1 shows that the F count value is 3.733 greater than the F tabulated 

value of 2.295. In addition, the significance value of 0.004 is less than the critical 

value of 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that the regression model produced is 

feasible. 

T test 

CSR disclosures have a significance value (p) of 0.899 and the 

Unstandardized Coefficients Beta of 0.013. Since the significance value is greater 

than 0.05, it can be inferred that CSR disclosure does not affect the firm value. This 

finding suggests that CSR activities are only carried out to comply with government 

regulations and not to increase the firm value. 
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Institutional ownership has a significance value (p) of 0.851 and Beta 

Unstandardized Coefficients of 0.005. Since the significance value is greater than 

0.05, it can be inferred that institutional ownership does not affect the firm value. In 

addition, the proportion of bank ownership by the institution is more than 50%.  This 

gives absolute power in decision making at the GMS to the institutions. As a result, 

the decisions made may be less effective and tend to prioritize the interests of the 

majority shareholders at the expense of the interests of minority shareholders.  

Independent commissioners have a significance value (p) of 0.723 and the 

Unstandardized Coefficients Beta of -0.020. Since the significance value is greater 

than 0.05, it can be inferred that presence of independent commissionersdoes not 

affect the firm value. This finding may be due to weak efforts of independent 

commissionersto effectively bridge the interests of company owners and 

management. 

The size of the audit committee has a significance value (p) of 0.322 and the 

Unstandardized Coefficients Beta of -0.006. Since the significance value is greater 

than 0.05, it can be inferred that the size of the auditcommittee does not affect the 

firm value. This finding may be due to the  limited number of members of the audit 

committees in most banks. Thus, investors cannot ascertain the level of 

transparency,accountability, responsibility, independence, equality and fairness in 

such banks. The non-influence of institutional ownership, independent 

commissioners and the size ofthe audit committee shows that GCG is limited to 

compliance with government regulations, andhas not been intended to increase the 

firm value. 

The size of the board of directors has a significance value (p) of 0.009 and 

the Beta Unstandardized Coefficients is 0.009. Since the significance value of the 

board of directors is less than 0.05 and the Beta Unstandardized Coefficients are 

positive, it can be inferred that the size of the board of directorshas a positive effect 

on the firm value. This finding suggests that an increase in the size of the board 

ofdirectors results in a more effective management of company resources as well as 

the company's performance. Thus, the directors can carry out their specific 

dutiesbetter due to the even distribution of tasks among them. Moreover, an increase 

in the size of the board of directors reduces agency problems.  
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The coefficient of determination (R2) 

Table 1, shows that the value of Adjusted R2in this study is 0.105. Thus it can be inferred 

that CSR disclosure, institutional ownership, independent commissioners, audit committee 

size and board size accounts for 10.5% of the variables that influence an increase in firm 

value while other variables (not included in this study) account for 89.5% of variables that 

influence an increase in firm value.  

CONCLUSION 

This research study showed that CSR disclosures, GCG proxy in the form of institutional 

ownership, independent commissioners, and the size of the audit committee do not affect 

the firm value. However, the GCG proxy in the form of the size of the board of directors 

has a positive influence on the firm value.  

Suggested Areas for Further Research 

For further research, it should also try to do CSR and GCG by using another approach, in 

order to produce better research results. 
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ABSTRACT 

The existence of digital technology in business world is like two sides of a coin. 

One side ruins the business of an established company, but on the other side opens 

opportunities for new players to replace the established companies. The same thing 

happened to the Telco’s industry in Indonesia. Some researchers have suggested that the 

company which is affected by disruptive innovation to be a disruptor. Another study has 

suggested finding a business model first before performing a disruptor. This journal 

intends to report the results of research related to the choices to become a disruptor to 

grow company’s business. The research also examines whether the implementation of 

business model on the disruptor, will be more effective to grow the company's business or 

directly becoming disruptor without going through the business model. The research 

method is performed quantitatively, through spreading questionnaire to the management 

function units of TELKOM INDONESIA. The results show that companies which 

implement disruptive innovation either directly or also implementing the business model 

both will grow business performance. Self-disruption is the solution to grow business 

performance, and the use of business model, will be far more effective to grow the 

company's business. 

Keywords: Digital Business; Self-Disruption; Business Growth.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

PT. TELKOM INDONESIA  is the biggest Telco’s company in Indonesia. 

TELKOM provides services in the form of Telecommunications, Information, Media and 
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Edutainment, also Telecommunication Infrastructure. TELKOM was established since 

1856, up to now remains survived and still becoming the largest one in Indonesia.  

TELKOM's business performance for telecommunication services is voice and will be 

delivered on table-1: TELKOM’s revenue from voice services.  

Table-1: TELKOM’s revenue from voice services 

Year 
TELKOM’s revenue from voice 

services *) 
Growth 

2009 14286 - 

2010 12940 -9.42% 

2011 11619 -10.21% 

2012 10662 -8.24% 

2013 9701 -9.01% 

2014 8881 -8.45% 

2015 7833 -11.80% 

                     *) Bn IDR 

                 Source : annual report of PT. TELKOM INDONESIA 

It is obviously seen on table-1 that since the year of 2009 the growth of voice 

services from year to year was never positively grow. At that period of time around the 

year of 2010, digital technology for voice service in the form of VOIP technology (Voice 

over Intern Protocol) has shaken the Telco’s operators in the world, including TELKOM 

in Indonesia. 

TELKOM then transformed the business and started to enter the digital business 

by developing the business arena. This new business is Telco business arena, run and 

managed by subsidiaries. Products and services which are developed by TELKOM's 

subsidiaries (based on TELKOM's annual report 2016) are as follow: 

(1) PT. Telkomsel manages all cellular phone business, either personal or 

corporate, and mobile based digital business. 

(2)  PT Telkom Access (Telkom Access) provides construction and management 

services for fixed-broadband access network infrastructure. 

(3)  Multimedia Nusantara (Telkom Metra) manages the network and multimedia 

business such as: data communication system services, portal services, online 

transaction services. 
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(4)  PT Patra Telekomunikasi (Patrakom) manages broadband satellite business in 

the business segments of Maritime, Energy, Telecommunication, Plantation, 

Banking and Government. 

 (5)  PT Graha Sarana Duta (GSD) which has four types of businesses, by the name 

of property management, property development, property lease and property 

facilities. 

(6) PT Dayamitra Telekomunikasi (Mitratel) manages the infrastructure of 

telecommunication towers. 

(7) PT Infrastruktur Telekomunikasi Indonesia (Telkom Infra) manages the 

business: Network Managed Services, Service Solutions, Power & 

Engineering Solutions and Submarine Cable. 

(8)  PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin) operates in international 

telecommunications informatics services;  

(9)  PT Jalin Pembayaran Nusantara (Jalin) manages the business of a non-cash 

payment system that supports the national payment gateway. 

(10) PT PINS Indonesia (PINS) manages the business portfolio of mobility 

services, CPE services, and IoT services / M2M solution 

(11)  PT Metranet (Metranet) manages mobile business and online media. 

 

Efforts that have been made through business transformation, as well as entering 

the digital business can be seen from the trend of TELKOM revenue in table-2. 

Tabel-2: Revenue of PT. TELKOM Consolidation 

Year 

TELKOM 

Revenue* Growth 

2013 82,967 - 

2014 89,696 8.1% 

2015 102,470 14.2% 

2016 116,333 13.5% 

*) Bn IDR  

Source : annual report 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 2013 Clayton M Christensen (2013) has presented the concept of sustainable 

innovation and disruptive innovation. This concept mentioned that established companies 

are more likely to use sustainable innovation strategies to improve their business 

performance. On the contrary, new players enter the business with disruptive innovation. 

The characteristic of disruptive innovation is undermining the order of business models 

developed by established companies. Disruptive innovation offers a business model that 

has never been previously thought by the established company. The new business models 

generally offer similar products that are available, but are offered in very low prices, even 

under the price cost of production in an established company. 

What is happening in the world also happens in Indonesia. TELKOM has been 

experiencing worst impact from disruptive innovation. Voice service revenue has been 

continuously declining since 2010 (table-1). 

Other researcher, McGrath, R. G. (2013) has offered the concept of transient 

competitive advantage. This concept recommends that company should develop new 

business in the business arena that they are involved in. The development of this business 

arena will be effective because of the encouragement of innovation. For company that want 

to remain exist in a rapidly changing environment, the innovation function becomes 

significant as the company power to increase business performance through entering new 

business (Ramdani et al 2017). With the concept of transient competitive advantage and 

innovation as its engine, TELKOM tries to create new business arena.  

TELKOM strives to grow the company's business. TELKOM developed the 

business arena with its subsidiaries as recommended by Mc Grath, R.G. (2013). 

TELKOM's business performance in consolidation with all subsidiaries, since 2013 tends 

to increase as shown in table-2: Revenue of TELKOM’s consolidation. 

However, The Digital Vortex studies which is delivered by Wade, M., Bradley, J., 

Loucks, J., Macaulay, J., & Noronha, A. (2015) becomes a serious concern. The study of 

Wade, M. et al (2015) puts the telecommunications industry close to the digital whirlpool 

(no. 5 of the vortex center). See figure-1: Digital Vortex. Any industry that is at the center 

of this vortex will lead to bankruptcy. 
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Figure-1: Digital Vortex 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

Diamandis, P. H., & Kotler, S. (2015) has described how the stages of digital 

economy is happening, as being delivered on figure-2: The (Exponential) Stages of Digital 

Economy 

Figure-2: The (Exponential) Stages of Digital Economy 
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Nowadays TELKOM is already at a disruptive stage. In TELKOM's annual report 

of 2015, The CEO of TELKOM has launched a disruptive spirit to all TELKOM 

employees. According to the CEO of TELKOM in the annual report of 2015 that "SMART 

ENOUGH IS NOT ENOUGH ... DISRUPTIVE IS A MUST!" Then in the annual report 

of 2016, TELKOM puts disruption as part of TELKOM's corporate strategy. For 

TELKOM, the stage of disruptive to demonetize is a critical stage because TELKOM is 

worried that the stages from disruptive to demonetize will decrease TELKOM's business 

performance. 

Hwang, J., & Christensen, C. M. (2008) delivered the concept related to disruptive 

innovation with business model. Disruptive innovation will successfully give benefit to the 

user, if only the disruptive innovation is in accordance with the business model that will be 

used. This concept suggests that not all-disruptive innovation will give benefit to the 

company. Disruptive innovation that is suitable to the business model, which will provide 

benefits to the company.  

The study is conducted based on this background. This study will test whether 

disruptive innovation is capable of growing business performance. Will disruption needs 

the business model as a medium to grow business performance or not.  

This Research paradigm refers to the study of Diamandis, P. H., & Kotler, S. (2015) 

as exponential stage of digital economy as seen on figure-2, that each stage will still grow 

business performance. Hwang, J., & Christensen, C. M. (2008) believe that the 

advantageous disruptive innovation must be in accordance with the business model that 

will be used. From these two studies, the research paradigm to be tested is as seen on 

Figure-3: The Research Paradigm. 

Figure-3: The Research Paradigm  

 

 

 

 

 

With the research paradigm as seen on Figure-3 above, then the interrelation 

between these variables can be formulated as follow:  

NEW_ STREAM_REVENUE  = k1 DISRUPTIVE_INNOVATION + k2  

BUSINESS_MODEL + error  (1)                     
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Formulation (1) gives two statistical hypotheses and two alternatives hypotheses as follow:  

 For the path of Disruptive Innovation  New Stream revenue  

Ho1  : The Effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation does not influence the 

growth of new stream revenue.  

H1 :      The Effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation influences the growth of 

new stream revenue.  

For the path of Disruptive Innovation  Business Model  New Stream revenue 

Ho2  : The Effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation through business model 

does not influence the growth of new stream revenue.  

H2 :      The Effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation through business model 

influences the growth of new stream revenue.  

The measurement model of variables for Digital Disruptive Inovation, Business 

Innovation, and New Stream Revenue is concluded as seen on figure-4: The Measurement 

Model of Variables. 

Figure-4 : The Measurement Model of Variables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dimension of xR1, xR2, xR3, xR4, xR5, and xR6 is reviewed on table-1: 

Dimension of Variables  
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Table-1 :  Dimension of  Variables 

No. Variables Dimension 

1 Disruptive Innovation xR1 = digital impact  

    xR2 = Free Services or low cost leadership 

2 Model business xR3 : e commerce business partnership of TELKOM  

    xR4 : transaction value of TELKOM’s e-commerce  

3 New Stream Revenue xR5 : Creating new revenue  

    xR6 : Closing the deficiency of revenue  

 

Dimensions of xR1 and xR2 measure the variable of Disruptive Innovation. xR1 

dimension indicates the influence of digital business on the existence of TELKOM’s 

business portfolio. While dimension of xR2 questions whether the policy service of 

TELKOM’s business portfolio that is free of charges or low cost leadership will harm 

TELKOM’s business.   

Business model variable is measured by xR3 and xR4 dimensions. Dimension xR3 

questions about business model which is developed by TELKOM. The business model to 

be developed is strengthening e-commerce business by multiplying business partners. 

While the xR4 dimension indicates whether there is a need for a policy to raise transaction 

value of TELKOM’s e-commerce that is considered reasonable by the customer. 

New stream revenue variable is measured by xR5 and xR6 dimensions. The xR5 

dimension indicates TELKOM's belief that the disruptive innovation policy will create new 

revenue. While the xR6 dimension indicates a belief in TELKOM that disruptive 

innovation can also close the deficiency of revenue from a certain product service that may 

experience deficiencies.  

METHODOLOGY 

This research method will use quantitative method. Each dimension on each 

variable will use 7 Likert scales, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). 

All variables and dimensions are packed in a questionnaire. 

The used statistical method is statistical PLS method. The parameters of PLS 

statistical method results that will become a concern of this research are: Loading Factor, 
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R square (R2) and f square (f2). The loading factor is used to validate the results 

measurement of research’s variables that is represented by their dimensions. Parameter R 

square (R2) is needed to validate the fit or absence of linkage structure of all variables of 

this study. While the f square (f2) parameter is required as a basis to select the best option 

from several possible alternative options. 

The advantage of this PLS statistical method is able to predict the interrelation 

between variables with the number of samples is under 200 respondents. In this study, there 

are 3 pieces numbers of variables, and the lines that are connected among variables are 3 

lines. Therefore, the needed samples are at least 30 respondents. In this study the number 

of samples is 31 managers. 

The number of respondents which are 31 people if it is compared to 24 thousands 

employees of TELKOM is about 0.1%. This number may be considered not representing 

TELKOM. However, if the 31 persons represent the management functions that TELKOM 

operates, then we can expect that their views can represent all the management functions 

of TELKOM. In this research, TELKOM's management functions that become respondents 

are: Human Resource, Operational, IT, Logistics, business performance, and marketing. 

RESULTS 

The result of PLS statistical measurement in this research is delivered as seen on 

figure-5: The Inner Model.  Fit of structure model research is shown with Table-2: R square 

(R2).  Reliability and validity of data can be shown with Table-3: Construct Realibility and 

Validity.  The level of confidence results can be shown in Tabel-4: Path coefficient and 

Tabel-5: Indirect Path. Coeficient k1 and k2 of formula (1) can be shown as Table-6 : 

Coeficient Total Effect. 

Figure-5: The Inner Model 
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The loading factor in every dimension on variable that it represents has a value 

above 0.7. According to Gozali, I. (2008) the loading factor with the value above 0.7 

indicates that the dimension measurement in this study is extremely valid, can represent 

the variable that is measured.  

Fit of structure model research that is represented by the Inner model structure has 

value of R square (R2) as follows. 

        Table-2: R square (R2) 

 

 

 

 

In accordance to table-2: R square (R2), the value of R square (R2) of this research 

structure is 0.653. According to Gozali, I. (2008) this value that is below 0.67 (which means 

strong relation), but above 0.33 (means medium). So R square (R2) of 0.653 can be 

interpreted that the interrelations between variables is strong enough. 

Realibilty and Validity of data analysis (respondents' answers) quite good as the 

following Table-3: Construct Realibity and Validity. 

Tabel-3 : Cosntruct Realibility and Validity 

The level of confidence of interrelations between variables and hypotheses can 

shown as Table-4: Path coefficient and Table-5: Indirect Path 

 

 

 

 

R Square

R Square
R Square 

Adjusted

Business Model 0.298 0.274

New Stream Revenue 0.653 0.628

Construct Reliability and Validity

Cronbach's Alpha rho_A
Composite 

Reliability

Average 

Variance 

Extracted (AVE)

Business Model 0.875 0.881 0.941 0.889

Disruptive Innovation 0.752 0.850 0.885 0.794

New Stream Revenue 0.970 0.972 0.985 0.971
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Tabel-4: Path coefficient 

 

Tabel-5: Indirect Path 

 

 

Tabel-6 : Coeficient Total Effect 

 

 

 

 

Equation (1) using Table-6: Coeficient Total Effects is as follow: 

NEW_ STREAM_REVENUE= 0.684 DISRUPTIVE_INNOVATION + 0.514 

BUSINESS_MODEL + error   

By using Table-4, so 

Pvalue Disruptive Innovation  New Stream revenue = 0.022 

The amount of Pvalue  = 0.022 < 0.05, so hypothesis Ho1 is rejected and hypothesis 

H1 is accepted , that is : 

H1 :  The effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation influences the growth of 

new stream revenue.  

By using Table-5, so 

Original 

Sample (O)

Sample Mean 

(M)

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV)

T Statistics 

(|O/STDEV|)
P Values

Disruptive Innovation -> Business 

Model -> New Stream Revenue
0.281 0.296 0.123 2.284 0.023

Original 

Sample 

(O)

Sample Mean 

(M)

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV)

T Statistics 

(|O/STDEV|)
P Values

Business Model -> New Stream 

Revenue
0.514 0.526 0.150 3.431 0.001

Disruptive Innovation -> Business 

Model
0.546 0.558 0.129 4.244 0.000

Disruptive Innovation -> New 

Stream Revenue
0.403 0.391 0.176 2.295 0.022

Business 

Model

Disruptive 

Innovation

New Stream 

Revenue

Business Model 0.514

Disruptive Innovation 0.546 0.684

New Stream Revenue
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Pvalue Disruptive Innovation  Business Model  New Stream revenu = 0.023 

The amount of Pvalue = 0.023 < 0.05, so hypothesis Ho2 is rejected, and 

hyphothesis H2 is accepted, that is: 

H2 :   The effectiveness of Disruptive Innovation through business model will 

influence the growth of new stream revenue.  

This test indicates that those two hypotheses are accepted. We want to identify 

which one of these hyphotesis is stronger. This hypothesis also guarantee when 

implemented will be a business’s growth.  This problem can be answer by analyzing the f 

square (f2) parameter as on table-7: f square (f2) Parameter.   

Table-7: f square (f2) Parameter 

 

By using Table-7, the f square (f2) value of Business Model = 0.534 and Value f 

square (f2) disruptive Innovation = 0.328. According to Gozali, I. (2008) the value of f 

square (f2) is greater than 0.35, so the influence is strong. Thus, the path of Disruptive 

Innovation   Business Model   New Stream revenue is stronger than the path of 

Disruptive Innovation  New Stream revenue. These entire paths are becoming the 

business growth. 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

The result of this study concludes that Disruptive Innovation through business 

model will create new stream. Although the structure between research’s variables gives 

statistical parameters of R2 is 0.653, which means the given conclusion is quite strong, but 

we need more assurance that it is valid. The validity can referring to the study of Hwang, 

J., & Christensen, C. M. (2008) which stated that disruptive innovation must be in 

accordance with the business model that is developed to gain benefit for both customers 

and companies. 

Managerial implication from understanding that disruptive innovation with 

develop business model more effect to create business growth can be explained by tracing 

thoughts as follows. Acording to Christensen, C., & Raynor, M. (2013) in the review of 

The Innovator's solution: Creating and sustaining successful growth, therefore the 

f Square

Business 

Model

Disruptive 

Innovation

New Stream 

Revenue

Business Model 0.534

Disruptive Innovation 0.425 0.328

New Stream Revenue
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company that wants business growth is suggested to become a disruptor. According to 

Kasali, R. (2017) before becoming a disruptor, the first thing to do is self- disruption. 

What does self-disruption do, in order for the company to grow its business? 

1) The improvement of company's ability to adapt itself to the character of digital 

business (Adaptive Capability). The improvement of company’s ability to 

anticipate business environment (regulation, advanced technology, 

competitor) which may give influence to the company (Absorptive 

Capability). The improvement of company’s innovation capability (Innovative 

Capability).  Also the ability to cultivate new things that becomes the added 

value for the company (new capability). All of these efforts refer to the concept 

of dynamic capability developed by Teece, D. J., Pisano, G., & Shuen, A. 

(1997). Then the company's capabilities: Adaptive Capability, Absorptive 

Capability, and Innovative capability are part of the dynamic capability 

developed by Wang, C. L., & Ahmed, P. K. (2007). While new capability 

developed by Winter, S.G. (2003), which is also part of dynamic capability. 

2) Performed, as the company’s backbone to provide products and services to the 

customers, is the supply chain management system. According to Cohen, S., 

& Roussel (2004) to increase business performance, it is recommended to 

perform 5 pillars. If these 5 pillars are referred to digital transformation, the 5 

pillars are as follow: (1) aligning supply chain management with the 

company's digital business strategy, (2) Digitalizing the design process of end 

to end, (3) Building collaboration with business partners (4) Operating a 

reliable supply chain management organization, (5) Using relevant key 

performance indicators to improve supply chain management performance. 

3) Improving company’s efficiency by conducting collaborative strategy with the 

competent parties in the digital business. Parties who become partners of the 

company should be more efficient than the company's internal resources. 

4) Implementing competitive strategy as suggested by McGrath (2013), which is 

a new business by developing business arena. This strategy will create a new 

market as Blue Ocean. In this blue ocean a company can apply comparative 

value strategy. 

 

After the company strengthens the dynamic capability, supply chain management 

in order to conduct self-disruption, then the company defines the product and serice as well 

as the business model that will be offered to customers. Companies can do a collaborative 

strategy to get more efficient partners. Then the company does a competitive strategy by 

showing the comparative value of a company that is better than a competitor.  

CONCLUSION 

The companies that performed disruptive innovation directly or by implementing 

business model, then both will grow business performance. A Disruptive Innovation by 

using business models will be far more effective for companies to grow their business. 
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Disruptive innovation initiated by doing self-disruption. Self-disruption conducted 

such as the strengthening of dynamic capability and the strengthening of supply chain 

management to provide product and serice with business relevant models. The companies 

should do collaborative strategy with work partners to gain efficiency and competitive 

strategy by highlighting comparative value of more than competitors. 
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SMART CITY AS SUPPORT DEVICES FOR CITY 

BRANDING: A CASE IN PINRANG 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Pinrang is one area that implements the smart city in the running of government activity. 

Smart city is a progressive innovation that can be exploited widely in various aspects of 

urban life, including the formation of city branding. However, as an innovation, keep in 

mind its use and role in city life.This study uses innovation diffusion theory in the use of 

smart city devices in the community and how its role in forming city branding strategy 

Pinrang. This research was conducted by descriptive qualitative case study method.The 

research results are useful as a reflection of Pinrang’s smart city management and as a 

recommendation for the planners and development managers as a whole. 

 

Keywords: Innovation, diffusion of innovation, city branding, Pinrang District 

 

INTRODUCTION 

City branding is a necessity in the present. City Brand is an identity, symbol, logo, 

or brand that is attached to an area. Likewise with the concept of tourism brands, with the 

potential for the implementation of regional autonomy as well as the widespread trend of 

globalization at this time, the regions must also try to win the market, especially tourists 

and investors to their respective regions. Therefore, the region needs a strong brand. The 

local government must build a brand for the region, certainly in accordance with the 

potential and positioning that is the target of the area. 

Various benefits will be obtained by implementing these strategies, including 

awareness, reputation and good perception of a tourist destination. The concept of "City 

Branding" can also encourage the investment climate, as well as an increase in tourist 

arrivals. Tourism is the spearhead for an area to attract investors to enter the area 

There are several terms that are thick city branding as the designation of several 

cities in Indonesia such as "Paris van Java" as the city of Bandung, "The Sunrise of Java" 

as the term Banyuwangi City, "Shinning Stone" as the term Batu City and other city 

branding terms which makes a strong positioning in the city marketing target. Clearly, city 

branding is made in accordance with or relevant to the conditions of the city concerned to 

be known regionally and globally. The same thing was also expressed by Kavaratzis (2004: 

66-69) who stated that city branding in the context of its influence on the image of a city is 

through three stages of communication namely primary, secondary and tertiary, according 

to him, city branding is no different from the brand of goods and Common services 

marketed to be a product identity that consumers will know. 
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Pinrang Regency has not implemented a city branding strategy. However, Eli 

Jamilah Mihardja's (2018) study found that there are various potentials that can be 

developed as city branding, including by utilizing the potential of smart city devices that 

they already have. Therefore, this study aims to describe the potential of smart city devices 

managed by the Informatics and Communication Service of Pinrang Regency in supporting 

the formation and implementation of Pinrang Regency city branding. 

SMART CITY AND CITY BRANDING 

Nam dan Pardo (2011) identify a smart city as one with a comprehensive 

commitment to innovation in technology, management and policy. Innovation for a smart 

city entails opportunities and risks at the same time. A smart city infuses information into 

its physical infrastructure to improve conveniences, facilitate mobility, add efficiencies, 

conserve energy, improve the quality of air and water, identify problems and fix them 

quickly, recover rapidly from disasters, collect data to make better decisions, deploy 

resources effectively, and share data to enable collaboration across entities and domains. 

 

They also define smart city innovation in terms of technology, organization, and policy as 

follows (Nam and Pardo, 2011: 187) 

1. Technology innovation: a mechanism to change and upgrade technological tools 

to improve services and create conditions where the tools can be better used. 

2. Organization innovation: a mechanism to create managerial and organizational 

capabilities for effective use of technological tools and conditions. 

3. Policy innovation: a mechanism to address institutional and non-technical urban 

problems and create conditions enabling for a smart city. 

 

Another definition says that smart city [a local to] entity - a district, city, region or 

small country - which requires a holistic approach to employing information technologies 

with real-time analysis that encourages sustainable economic development. (Albino, 

Berardi and Dangelico, 2011: 7). Therefore, the most common characteristics of smart 

cities emerging from this table are: 

1. a city's networked infrastructure that enables political efficiency and social and cultural 

development 

2. emphasis on business-led urban development and creative activities for the promotion 

of urban growth 

3. social inclusion of various urban residents and social capital in urban development 

4. the natural environment as a strategic component for the future. 

(Albino, Berardi and Dangelico, 2011: 13) 

 

Innovation refers to "novelty in action" and "new ideas that work". These short 

definitions generally emphasize not just a new idea but a new practice. Thus, the 

connotation of a smart city represents city innovation. The smart city points label for 

innovation for dealing. Associated with innovation, in Communication Science is known 

the Diffusion of Innovation Theory. Rogers (1995) defines the diffusion of innovation as a 

social process that communicates information about new ideas that are viewed subjectively. 

The meaning of innovation is thus slowly developed through a social construction process. 

The diffusion theory of innovation basically explains how new ideas and ideas are 
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communicated to a culture or culture. That this theory focuses on how a new idea or idea 

can and is possible is adopted by a particular social or cultural group. 

 

ESTABLISHMENT OF CITY BRANDING AND UTILIZATION OF POTENTIAL 

SMART CITY DEVICES IN PINRANG 

 

Berdasarkan data di lapangan, Pinrang sudah menerapkan perangkat smart city.Perangkat 

ini berada di bawah pengelolaan Dinas Informatika dan Komunikasi Kabupaten Pinrang. 

Kepala Bagian e-Government Dinas Komunikasi dan Informatika menuturkan bahwa 

Kabupaten Pinrang menandatangani kesepakatan MoU dengan Kota Tangerang untuk 

memanfaatkan teknologi smart city sebagai pedoman dalam melaksanakan alih 

pengetahuan dan pengalaman best practices antaraparatur pemerintah (city sharing). 

Tujuannya adalah mempercepat pembangunan daerah, peningkatan perekonomian dan 

daya saing daerah, serta peningkatan kesejahteraan masyarakat dengan memanfaatkan 

sumber daya.Selain dengan Kota Tangerang, Kabupaten Pinrang juga menjalin kerjasama 

dengan Kota Bandung dan Banyuwangi. 

 

Based on the data in the field, Pinrang already apply the smart city. This device is under 

the management of the Department of Information and Communication of Pinrang 

Regency. Head of e-Government Communications and Information Agency said that 

Pinrang signed a MoU with the Tangerang Municipal City to take advantage of smart city 

technology as guidance in implementing the transfer of knowledge and best practices 

experience government (city sharing). The aim is to accelerate regional development, 

increase the economy and regional competitiveness, and improve the welfare of the 

community by utilizing resources. In addition to the Tangerang, Pinrang Regency also 

cooperates with Bandung and Banyuwangi. 

 

Nah smart city sendiri itu konsepnya bagaimana memudahkan antara administrasi 

pemerintah karena pemerintah dengan pemerintah administrasinya menggunakan 

seperti e-office yang kita dikembangkan sekarang ini.  Cukup surat elektronik itu 

paper release lah bisa tanpa menggunakan kertas dan arsip terbaguslah 

dibanding terus transparan, kasih jujur orang tidak mungkin lagi kita buat surat 

yang mundur.(Well, smart city itself is the concept of how to make it easier 

between government administration because the government and the 

administration use it like the e-office we are developing now. E-mail is a paper 

release that can be used without using the best paper and archives rather than being 

transparent, loving honest people, it is impossible for us to make a backward letter) 

 

The form of the smart city device is delivered by the JendelaPinrang control room and the 

KemanaPinrang application on Android. Also web forms such as the Pinrang Regency 

Online Information and Complaint Service Center. 
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Pic. 1 

Application KemanaPinrang in android platform 

 
The form of the smart city device is delivered by the Windows Pinrang control room and 

the KemanaPinrang application on Android. Also web forms such as the Pinrang Regency 

Online Information and Complaint Service Center. Also, according to Passanrangi, Pinrang 

won the Best of Licensing Process in Indonesia. 

 

ya. Ini kami memiliki aplikasi perizinan terbaiklah bisa saya seindonesia lah 

aplikasi terbaik itu bisa kita brieving, bisa di  mendaftar online dan semua-

semuanya lah banyak sekali fitur yang bisa. (yes. We have the best licensing 

application, in Indonesia, the best application can be brieving, [all] can be 

registered online and a lot of features that can [operate] 

Best awards in the field of licensing it diperolah One Stop Services (OSS) Pinrang South 

Sulawesi became a Top 3 One Stop Services (OSS) districts / cities in Indonesia and 

awarded Investment Award 2018, Thursday (12/07/2018) in Jakarta. Investment Award is 

an award from the Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) given to provinces, districts / 

cities / Special Economic Zones (KEK) / Free Port and Free Trade Areas (KPBPB) which 

have the best PTSP. Award as the best PTSP organizer district in Indonesia after going 

through a joint selection of 416 regencies throughout Indonesia by BKPM and PT. 
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Indonesian Surveyor. This smart city device is used for various applications that make it 

easier for the public to access information from the government. 

Nah terus antara pemerintah dengan masyarakat nah ini ada beberapa termasuk 

aplikasi penyediaan kamar terus aplikasi pendaftaran kependudukan daftar online 

kependudukan misalnya kependudukankan meski daaftar ulang sekali walaupun 

inikan kami baru-baru bangun. Pembangunan itu butuh sosialisasi jadi pasti ini 

dalam tahap sosialisasi ini tahun depan lagi kalau tidak disosialisasi karena tahun 

lalu kita kembangkan infrastruktur itu, tahun ini konten aplikasi-aplikasi dan 

tahun depan itu sosialisasi. Tahapannya seperti itu.Well continue between the 

government and the community well, there are several rooms including the 

provision of applications continued residence registration application online list of 

residence for example kependudukankan daaftar despite repeated once despite our 

recent inikan wake. The development needs socialization, so it is certain that this 

socialization phase will be held again next year if it is not socialized because last 

year we developed the infrastructure, this year the content of the applications and 

socialization next year. The stage is like that. 

However, according to Pasannangi again, this program has not been effective because of 

the lack of socialization.  

belum.. belum sosialisasi secara massive. Sosialisasinya sih baru sebatas..belum 

massive lah belum massivelah nanti pasti saran dari temen-temen bahwa seperti 

ini seperti ini kita tampung semuanya karna bisa sosialisasi secara langsung bisa 

lewat media social dan sebagainya. Nah selanjutnya, dari yang ketiga tadi itu 

pemerintah pemerintah, pemerintah dengan masyarakat dengan pemerintah 

dengan pengusaha itu tadi ada semua aplikasi punya kita kembangkan.not yet ... 

yet massive socialization. The socialization is just limited ... it hasn't been massive 

yet, but it will definitely be suggestions from friends that like this we can 

accommodate it all because it can be directly socialized through social media and 

so on. Well then, from the third one, the government, the government and the 

community and the government and the businessman, there were all the 

applications we have developed. 

Based on the research data, the Department of Information and Communication use devices 

such as smart city applications and control room window KemanaPinrang Pinrang as a 

digital information center. However, the challenge for the use of this smartcities device is 

in the content. The Infokom party as the application provider has submitted to their 

respective SKPD (SAtuan Kerja Perangkat Daerah or Regional Work Unit). 

Nggak inikan kami telah serahkan sebenarnya ke pariwisata, kami sudah bahwa 

ini, silahkan kalian jadi admin, apapun kendala terhadap aplikasi ini, terkait 

aplikasi ini, mau dikembangkan, ada kekuranganya apa silahkan ke kami kami 

nanti kembangi tapi tidak ada diambil begitu saja. Slip upload-upload datanya juga 

masih itu-itu terus harusnya kan saya maunya ada fitur karna kita sudah ajarkan 

tambahkan fitur harusnya ada fitur tentang wisata kuliner, ada fitur tentang 
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kerajinan-kerajinan tangan..This is not what we have submitted to tourism, we 

already have this, please you become an admin, whatever the obstacles to this 

application, related to this application, want to be developed, there are 

shortcomings, please come to us we will come back but nothing is taken away. The 

upload-upload slip of the data is still that - it continues, I should want to have 

features because we have taught to add features there should be features on 

culinary tourism, there are features about handicrafts ... 

In fact, the use of the smartcity device opens up clear opportunities for marketing through 

social media. However, the problem according to the smart city device manager is the 

content.  

yang update data-data pariwisata harusnya dia, yang update-update potensi 

pariwisata harusnya dia. Harusnya. Kontennya harusnya yang kelola.Ini ini 

cuman kita tidak bisa saling berdebat disini masing-masing kenapa sampe seratus 

itukan bukan kesalah juga kami. Harusnya kan promosikan yang lain yang 

memungsikan itu. Siapkan ini aplikasinya.Janganlah kami yang kelola lagi tu 

aplikasi.Kami disana cuma berapa orang aplikasi banyak sekali.Nah sumber daya 

manusia kami sangat rendah bu. Sangat rendah disbanding kabupaten-kabupaten 

lain kami sangat rendah. Tapi, itukan siasati cara menyiasatinya adalah kami 

kerja sama dengan kabupaten kota yang telah mapan seperti kami MoU dengan 

Tangerang. Kami MoU dengan kota Madiun, kami MoU dengan kabupaten 

Banyuwangi, kami MoU dengan Surabaya, dan kami MoU dengan Universitas 

Hassanudin.   MoUnya aplikasi yang telah dikembangkan kita ambil secara gratis. 

Ini datang lagi nanti Tangerang ini hari minggu depan untuk mendampingi kami. 

Nah itu juga kami ini sudah FGD kemarin dengan pak bupati dengan dua kali 

FGD pertama FGD dengan pemangku kebijakan terus FGD dengan tim bisnis 

dengan IT apa yang harus dibikin. Nah sudah ada lima proposal itu yang kami 

telah rempungkan dan kabupaten setujui dananya kecil bu 70 juta satu 

aplikasi. Kami sangat membantu contohnya contoh kecil aplikasi dibidang 

pertanian dengan perkebunan itu ada berbasis android orang bisa foto apa apa 

apa hama tanamannya di-upload ada kita kerjsama dengan tim ahli sebagainya 

itu dia bisa jawab cara mengaplikasikannya seperti ini seperti ini seperti ini 

seperti ini.Updating of tourism data should be him, the updates of tourism potential 

should he. It should be. The content must be managed. This is only we can't argue 

with each other here, each of us, why until one hundred is not our fault. Should be 

promoting the other who evacuated it. Prepare this application. Let us not manage 

the application again. We are just how many applications there are. Now our 

human resources are very low, mom. Very low compared to other regencies we are 

very low. But, it is clear that the way to deal with it is that we work with established 

city districts like our MoU with Tangerang. We are an MoU with Madiun city, we 

have an MoU with Banyuwangi district, we have an MoU with Surabaya, and we 

have an MoU with Hassanudin University. The MoU application that we have 

developed is free. This is Tangerang's coming again next Sunday to accompany us. 

Well, we also had the FGD yesterday with the regent, with the first two FGD 

FGDs, with the FGD continuing with the business team with IT, what should be 

made. Now there have been five proposals that we have consolidated and the 
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district has agreed to a small fund, 70 million one application. We are very helpful, 

for example, a small example of an application in the field of agriculture with an 

plantation there is an Android-based person, what kind of photos can the plant pest 

be uploaded, we work together with a team of experts, so he can answer how to 

apply it like this like this like this 

Therefore, smartcities device is ready for use if there is a good coordination between 

SKPD. 

Kami harap juga seperti itu hanya kami memohon kepada dinas tolong bantu kami 

ini kebutuhan kami, kami siapkan latar karna sebenarnya kelemahan kita itu 

kadang-kadang kami tahu apa kita punya masalah. Nah itulah apa yang kami 

selalu cari tau apa masalahnya, apa bisa dipecahkan dengan aplikasi. Jauh 

sebelumnya kita sebar itukan dari tahun lalu. Kami sudah berpikir apa 

masalahnya ni, kami berharap ketika orang datang ke Pinrang di aplikasi itu dia 

mau apa, mau beli apa, semua terarah kesana. Dia mau cari masjid ada, dia mau 

cari bank ada, dia mau cari tempat belanja oleh-oleh ada, dia mau cari tempat 

makan warung-warung ada, mau makan apa ada. Itu semua dipikirkanWe also 

hope that just like that, we ask the service to help us with our needs, we prepare 

the background because in fact our weaknesses sometimes we know if we have a 

problem. Well that's what we are always looking to know what the problem is, 

what can be solved by the application. Long before we spread it from last year. We 

have been thinking about the problem, we hope that when people come to Pinrang 

in the application, what do they want, what do you want to buy, all directed there. 

He wanted to find a mosque there, he wanted to find a bank there, he wanted to 

find a place to shop there, he wanted to find a place to eat there stalls, want to eat 

anything. That's all thought about 

Institutionally, campaign efforts are needed to achieve the diffusion of innovation. The ease 

of e-Government services is innovation that also displays the novelty of "novelty in action" 

and "new ideas that work". The statement of Nam and Pardo (2011) that the smart city 

points to innovation for dealing label is carried out through a coordination process between 

SKPD within the Pinrang Regency regional government. 

In terms of the formulation of city branding, city smart device is a potential that can be 

seeded. When the blue print Pinrang city branding has been set, the next step in 

implementation is to use the device's smart city 

ya city branding itu tadi kami ini bangun city brand itu memang di kemana pinrang ini 

.Artinya begini ketika..gak ada..  belum belum agak sulit lagi kalo kami temukan di 

android. Nah itu di kemana pinrang itu ada juga kami tambahkan fitur chat yang bisa 

langsung komunikasi dengan adminnya sebenarnya. Saya mau kesini, apa bisa disediakan 

mobil, apa bisa begitu, ada. Ada chat sebenarnya tinggal dimanfaatkan sajayes, this city 

branding, we built this city brand, it is indeed where this is going. It means this when ... 

there isn't ... it hasn't been a bit difficult if we find it on Android. Well it was also the 
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Pinrang where we add a chat feature that can directly communicate with the actual admin. 

I want to come here, can a car be provided, can that be, there is. There is a chat actually 

just being used 

CONCLUSION 

The potential of smart city devices managed by the Informatics and Communication 

Service of Pinrang Regency is facilitating the flow of information and channeling the 

diffusion of innovations carried out by local governments, in this case to formulate a city 

branding strategy. Especially for regional tourism development as a city branding of 

Pinrang Regency, smart city devices that can be maximized are the KemanaPinrang 

application on the Android platform. However, the necessary coordination with relevant 

SKPD content within the application. 
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Abstract 

 In the last few years, the number of internet users in Indonesia was growing rapidly as 

many people started to use e-commerce sites. There are so many people used e-commerce 

but also many challenges faced by customers when they would like to do online shopping 

for sample negative reviews of product and cybercrime. Trust becomes the key of business. 

This research aimed to examine the influence of ability, benevolence, and integrity on trust. 

This research was conducted by taking sampling of Shopee e-commerce users in Indonesia. 

The main instrument of data collection was in the form of questionnaire measured in Likert 

scale. Questionnaires were sent to respondents using Google Form. Total respondents 

were 106 and the data was analyzed using is multiple linear regression with SPSS 

(Statistical Package for Social Science). The result shows that both partially and 

simultaneously,  ability, benevolence, and integrity are significantly influential on trust. It 

will contribute to growth of Online shopping/E_commerce in Indonesia, especially for 

sellers. 

Keywords:ability, benevolence, E-commerce, integrity, trust 

 

1. Introduction 

The rapid development of information technology in recent years has brought about 

changes in some aspects of human life. The changes not only occur on the political and 

macroeconomic aspects, but also have been referring to changes related to socio-cultural 

aspects that have changed the way people live in their daily activities and activities 

(Suhendro, 2007). The Internet is one result of the development of information technology. 

Since the influx of internet to Indonesia, the impact is great enough that Indonesia is ranked 

fifth with the world's highest internet user with 132,700,000 users or about 50.4% of total 

population in Indonesia (Internetworldstats.com, 2017). 

One impact of the Internet is e-commerce. E-commerce is part of technological 

developments that transforms trading and relationship activities with customers and 

business partners by involving digital media. In the company's most important activity is 
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sales where sales take a very significant role in the sustainability of the company. The goal 

of e-commerce increasing market share for the company and widening its reach with 

relatively low marketing costs. 

E-commerce transactions that occur using the Internet are classified as a real time 

accounting information system (Murhty, 2004). E-commerce has also had an impact in the 

processing of data that changes from the manual system to the computerized system. 

Paperless e-commerce environment brings its own benefits to business people. The need 

for physical evidence such as paper can decrease, so that it can reduce cost. Operational 

costs also can be reduced because most transactions that occur have been programmed 

through computerize. Declining operational costs such as store rental or showroom 

expenses, excessive salary expenses and equipment costs. Shortening production time is 

also one of the benefit of implementing e-commerce, because through online system and 

real time, time allocated for production will be efficient. 

The Biro PusatStatistik(2016) said that from the 2016 economic data shows that the 

Indonesian e-commerce industry over the past ten years has grown by about 17% with the 

total number of e-commerce businesses reaching 26.2 million units (coverage6.com, 2017) 

. The phenomenon of the use of e-commerce increasingly popular along with the 

development of facilities and infrastructure of internet technology in Indonesia. 

There are so many different types of e-commerce that facilitate online trading nowadays. 

One of the e-commerce with the type of customer to customer is Shopee. Shopee is one of 

the online shopping media that carries the concept of a marketplace where Shopee provides 

excellence in the form of subsidized postage, refund, return of goods and guarantee. By 

2017, there are 15 million total Shopee customers in Indonesia where Shopee currently 

reaches 515 regencies across Indonesia as well as in the first half of 2017. Shopee has 

scored US $ 3 billion worth of transaction or Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) 

(bisnis.com, 2017). However, despite scoring big deals, Shopee also get negative reviews 

from customers.It Shown on Table 1. 

Table 1 

Product ReviewsofShopee Customer 

 

Posting Date Name of User Posting/Comments 

15/07/17 @hanny4488 Low quality of the product. I was disappointed.  

05/02/18 @huisien0809 I give 3 stars because there are pants that are not 

sewn.Next time, please check again before sending it, 

to avoid customers disappointed. 

02/02/18 @nonipurba7 It spend along time, It arrived after a week 

 Resources: Shopee, 2018 
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The negative reviews of customers often occur due to dissatisfaction of the quality of goods 

received and also the delay of delivery. Lots of interesting promos offered by e-commerce 

entrepreneurs for various types of products that will certainly encourage visitors to transact. 

However, buyers often feel disappointed after receiving the product they bought, there are 

defects, incorrect size and also inappropriate colors and even the wrong items sent are 

complaints that are often filed by customers on e-commerce business actor. Easy sales 

returns in the process of return can be an added value for customers in assessing e-

commerce business actor. Basically, sales returns become one of the things that should not 

be expected by business actors because later products that are sent back will increase the 

existing inventory. The supply warehouse will also be needed by businessman to 

accommodate the products returned by the customers so that the business actor must spend 

more cost to cover the inventory burden. Supplies expenses that can occur such as 

maintenance expenses and also the burden of maintenance. 

The existence of accurate, detailed information, and in accordance with the products sold 

can minimize the occurrence of sales returns. The business actor who is reliable in 

providing information that is as clear as the description of the products sold can provide 

satisfaction to transact to customers where the customers are satisfied with the products 

they buy and do not make sales returns. The availability of products for sale is also one of 

the things that must be considered by business actors. Often customers see the product they 

want to buy out of stock. Businesses are expected to fulfill customers' wishes in the 

availability of merchandise so there is no reason for customers not to shop online. 

Not only customer dissatisfaction is a constraint in online transactions, but also there are 

some other obstacles that also become an obstacle in online transactions. According to the 

Directorate of Business Development of the Directorate General of Domestic Trade (2011) 

in the Academic Paper of Electronic Government Rules (EP-Commerce) define that the 

lack of security and reliability of the communication system is a problem faced by e-

commerce users. 

Yu et al., (2000) mentions three components in the internal control framework related to 

electronic data processing, the three components are real time online control, general 

control and application control. Lack of internal controls related to general controls and 

control of company applications may cause new problems in transaction authorization, 

transaction validity and security of company assets in the form of information, data, 

documents, reports and physical property of the company. 

In electronic commerce, the lack of internal controls relating to security and privacy 

guarantees may cause harm to the users of e-commerce especially in accessing the personal 

information of users. From the data reported by Deputy VII of the Coordinating Ministry 

for Political and Security Affairs (2016) in the presentation of Indonesia Challenge 

Towards Security And Resilience Cyberspace Future states that electronic crime increases 

where in the period 2012-2015 total losses caused by lack of security and privacy reached 

Rp.126 billion or $ 9.1 million USD is alleged to be a greater loss than the losses incurred 

from bank customer robbery crimes. 
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Not only seek to benefit from the use of e-commerce, e-commerce entrepreneurs are also 

required to be able to provide security and transaction satisfaction to consumers. When 

consumers get a sense of security and satisfaction in online transactions then this will 

increase consumer trust to keep doing online transactions. 

Trust is very important in the business world. Trust is also a key factor in business. In this 

study used the ability, benevolence, and entity integrity parameters in their influence on 

trust. Customers who begin to be interested in e-commerce will initially make the first 

transaction to see whether the business actor can deliver goods in accordance with his 

wishes or not. The ability of the entity to be important when the fulfillment of the promise 

and the ability to secure transactions conducted by the business actor can be considered by 

a customer in putting his trust in this e-commerce. 

Benevolence is an attitude of how business actors prioritize the interests of customers that 

are not for profit only. The high integrity of the business actor can also affect the trust of a 

customer where integrity shows that the business actor can be honest, consistent and 

reliable. 

The linkage between ability, benevolence and integrity to online trust is evidenced by 

Wong (2017) who conducted research on 200 respondents of e-commerce customers in 

Jakarta, Indonesia. Research conducted by Wong (2017) showed that there is a positive 

influence relationship between ability, benevolence, and integrity to trust. As with Wong's 

research (2017), a study conducted by Sumarto et al. (2012) that examines e-commerce 

customer trusts on 122 respondents e-commerce customers in Surabaya where in the results 

mentioned that the ability does not affect the trust and integrity have no positive effect on 

trust. This result differs from previous studies which suggest that ability, benevolence, and 

integrity can affect trusts. 

The objective of this research is to know and evaluate the influence of the ability, 

benevolence and integrity of entity to the trust of Shopee e-commerce customers in 

Indonesia, simultaneously and partially.  

2. Theoretical Review and Development of Hypotheses 

2.1. E-Commerce 

Definition of e-commerce according to Electronic dictionary is the purchase or sale 

transactions that is done through online media or through electronic systems. E-commerce 

is an electronic commerce where every trading activity involving the purchase or sale of 

goods or services is done by using electronic systems on computer networks (Triton, 2006). 

Chaudhury&Kuilboer (2002), Electronic commerce or commonly abbreviated as e-

commerce is a trading activity or facility of trade in goods or services using computer 

networks such as internet. 

Shahriari et al., (2015) states that e-commerce is a product or service trade that refers to 

the use of technologies such as mobile commerce, electronic funds transfer, supply chain 

management, internet marketing, online transaction processing, electronic data interchange 

(EDI) inventory management, and automated data collection systems. 
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There are several factors that drive the implementation of e-commerce. 

Desruelle&Burgelman (2001) describes that these factors include: 

a) The occurrence of trade liberalization and globalization; 

b) The high competition that occurred; 

c) Emerging technology; 

d) Physical reduction of objectives achieved; and 

e) Publication. 

There are several opinions that classify e-commerce. Laudon&Laudon (2010) states that e-

commerce transactions can be categorized by looking at the classification of participants 

in conducting transactions. The categories are: 1) business to consumer (B2C); 2) business 

to business (B2B); 3) consumer to business (C2B); 4) consumer to consumer 

(C2C)conducted by Shahriari et al. (2015). 

 

2.2. Trust 

Trust is an important key in business. Trust is not something that can be created directly 

among business actors with customers but trust must be built from the business started.It 

is the foundation of the business. Trust becomes a consideration in conducting transactions 

because it can influence decision making. 

Trust is a willingness to make itself sensitive to the actions taken by people they trust based 

on a sense of trust and responsibility (Gefen, 2000). According to Mayer et al., (1995) 

mentions, trust as the desire of a person to believe that the other party will perform actions 

in accordance with his expectations and in accordance with the promised without having 

to supervise and control it. Referring from several research results to achieve gain trust, e-

commerce business actors are required to provide satisfaction and convenience of 

transactions by maintaining some things such as ability, benevolence and integrity. (Wong, 

2017, Adiwijaya, 2015). 

H1: ability, benevolence and integrity of entities simultaneously affect the trust. 

2.3. Entity Ability 

The ability of an entity is based on the extent to which buyers believe that the seller has the 

capacity to fulfill their share of transactions effectively and reliably. These abilities are 

related to the pattern of stability, consistency, and control over the behaviors performed 

(Ganesan, 1994). This is related to how the business actor is able to keep the promise and 

secure the transaction from the interference of the other party. It means that consumers get 

a guarantee of security and satisfaction from business actors in making transactions. 

Consumers tend to have high trust if they think the business actor is competent. Ability is 

related to the extent to which a business actor is perceived to have a set of skills and 
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competencies that enable the business actor to influence performance in some particular 

domain (Mayer et al., 1995). 

The ability of the business actor may be related to certain specifications or may differ in 

certain areas (Mayer et al., 1995). Capability indicators include competence, knowledge, 

experience, and institutional attestation (Kim et al., (2003). 

The results of research by Alfina et al., (2014) and Adiwijaya (2015) stated that Ability has 

an influence on trust. 

H2: The ability of the entity to affect trust. 

2.4. Benevolence Entities 

Benevolence is the extent to which the willingness of business actors in providing high 

satisfaction to customers. It shows that the business actor is not only pursuing the maximum 

profit but also has a high attention to creating customer satisfaction. According to Mayer 

et al. (1995) benevolence is the willingness of the seller in providing mutual satisfaction 

between himself and the consumer. 

According to Ganesan (1994) benevolence is based on the degree to which consumers 

believe that a business actor has the benefit to motivate consumers of new situations arise, 

especially for consumers who have not previously made a commitment with the business 

actor. Benevolence also deals with the extent to which consumers believe that the 

trustworthy will do the best to them. 

Benevolence shows some special things related to business actors. This particular point 

refers to the business actor where he/she wants to help the consumer be disconnected or 

not asked to do so (Mayer et al., 1995). According to Kim et al. (2003) benevolence 

indicators include attention, willingness to share, and can be expected. 

The results of the study by Oliveira et al. (2016) and Wong (2017) suggest that beliefs are 

influenced by benevolence. 

H3: Benevolence of entities affects trust. 

2.5. Entity Integrity 

The integrity of the entity is related to the relationship between the business actor and the 

customer that involves compliance with morality principles acceptable to the customer. It 

is related to how the behavior of business actors in running their business, include the 

behavior of business actors in providing information.  

Integrity is defined as a complex concept with its relationship between standard morals 

applicable primarily in telling truth, justice, honest. Acceptable matters relate to the 
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consistency of business actors in communicating how business actors tell the truth to be 

reliable (Mayer et al., 1995). 

The belief that the business actor has a sense of justice, the things he has done and also all 

his actions are congruent with his words are the factors that affect the perceived integrity 

of the consumer where perceived integrity can be higher or lower. Kim et al. (2003) argued 

that the indicators of integrity in the form of fulfillment, candor, and reliability. In research 

conducted by Rahi et al., (2016) and Oliveira et al., (2016) states that integrity has an 

influence on trust. 

H4: The integrity of the entity affects trust. 

3. Research Methods 

3.1. Research design 

The research design is all the necessary process in planning and conducting research. 

Design components can include all research structures beginning when finding ideas, 

setting goals, then planning research that starts from the problem to test the hypothesis to 

get the results of research (Noor, 2011: 107). 

This study uses a type of causal study (causal study) where the level of intervention in this 

study is minimal intervention. The situation of this study is not regulated. Unit of analysis 

in this study are individuals who are Shopee customers and data collected in the form of 

data distribution of questionnaires to e-commerce customers Shopee in Indonesia. This 

research is cross-sectional studies. 

3.2. Resources and Data Collection Techniques 

This study uses primary data source in the form of questionnaire. Questionnaire is a data 

collection technique that is done by giving written questions to respondents in research to 

then be answered. Primary data taken in this study by submitting a written statement 

through a questionnaire with respondents of Shopee customer in Indonesiathrough a google 

form. The questionnaire in this study is to measure the effect on trust. Measurement 

dimensions and indicators or elements of this study using an interval scale (interval scale) 

that allows arithmetic operations to the data collected from the respondents. 

3.3. Variable Operationalization 

3.3.1. Dependent Variables 

Dependent variable in this research is trust (Y). Trust is the customer trust that arises 

because the customer is satisfied and comfortable for the fulfillment of the seller's 

responsibility on the transaction through e-commerce media (Rofiq, 2007). In this study, 

indicators used in measuring trust were convenience, security and responsibility (Mayer et 

al., 1995). 

3.3.2. Independent Variables 
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3.3.2.1. Entity Ability 

The ability of an entity is defined as a customer's perception of the ability of business actors 

through e-commerce media in providing goods and how business actors can provide a sense 

of security and convenience in transactions through e-commerce media (Mayer et al., 

1995). Indicators used to measure these variables, namely competence, experience, 

knowledge broad, and institutional endorsement. 

3.3.2.2. Benevolence Entities 

Benevolence entity is defined as the perception of the customer towards the good wishes 

of business actors through e-commerce media in providing transaction satisfaction and 

mutually beneficial relationship between both parties (Mayer et al., 1995). In this case the 

business actor is not merely pursuing the maximum profit but also has great attention to 

the customer to be able to create customer satisfaction. The indicators used in measuring 

these variables are attention, willingness to share, and can be expected. 

3.3.2.3. Entity Integrity 

The integrity of the entity is defined as the customer's perception of the commitment of 

business actors through e-commerce media in terms of preserving the values to best serve 

the customer (Mayer et al., 1995). The indicators used in measuring these variables are 

fulfillment, straightness, and reliability. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Description of Research Objects 

The data in this study is the primary data by using questionnaires as a means of data 

retrieval. Questionnaires are distributed online to Shopee customers with a total of 106 

respondents. 

Characteristics of respondents of this study are those who have made transactions in 

Shopee in the past year. Based on the results of questionnaires distributed to 106 

respondents, it can be explained that 41.5% are male respondents and female respondents 

58.5%. Characteristics of most aged respondents aged 19-25 years is 49.1%, and the age 

of 26-35 years is 39.6%. For the characteristics based on the highest level of education is 

the level of education strata I of 67.0%. Furthermore, for the characteristic based on the 

most types of employment is private employment of 34.9%. 

Intestines using Shopee in the most recent year is> 6 times with total respondents 38.7%. 

The reason for choosing Shopee is dominated by the reason for the cheaper price of 37.7%, 

the most frequently purchased product is clothing with a total of 30.2% of respondents. 

Respondent's domicile was spread in 34 provinces throughout Indonesia, with dominant 

respondents domicile is from Java Island, which reached 33% and 21% of the island of 

Sumatra. 
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Research has also been conducted data quality test that is test validity and reliability test, 

after that done data analysis using classical assumption test that is normality test, 

multicollonearity test, and heteroscedasticity test. Then, hypothesis test is tested t and also 

multiple regression analysis by seeing significant value at 0.05 (5%). 

4.2. Results of Multiple Linear Regression Testing 

SPSS output results (coefficients), shown by Table 2, can be obtained: 

Table 2 

Multiple Linear Regression Results 

                        Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .360 .138  2.602 .011 

Ability .468 .103 .485 4.535 .000 

Benevolence .219 .093 .235 2.355 .020 

Integrity .219 .079 .238 2.791 .006 

Model 
R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Squre 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 0,928a 0,862 0,858 0,32045 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Ability, Benevolence, dan Integrity. 

b. Dependent Variabel: Trust 

It shows the multiple regression equation (multiple regression) as follows: 

Y = 0.360 + 0.468X1 + 0.219X2 + 0.219X3 + e 

From the regression equation can be seen the results of each coefficient is to constants (a 

= 0.360), meaning that if the factors the entity's ability (X1), benevolence entities (X2), 

and the integrity of the entity (X3) are considered constant, then the amount of trust in 

Indonesia is 0.360. 

The regression coefficient of entity ability (X1) is 0.468. It means that there is an increase 

of one on the entity's ability variable, then the relative will increase the trust by 46.8%. 

Thus the greater the perceived ability of the entity will relatively improve the e-commerce 

of Shopee customers in Indonesia. 

The regression coefficient of benevolence entity (X2) is 0,219. It means that there is an 

increase of one on the variable benevolence entity, then relatively will increase the trust of 

Shopee customers in Indonesia by 21.9%. Thus, the greater the perceived benevolence, the 

relatively will increase the trust of Shopee customers in Indonesia. 
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The entity integrity regression coefficient (X3) is 0.219. It means that there is an increase 

of one on the entity's integrity variables, thus increasing the store's customers' trust in 

Indonesia by 21.9%. Thus, the greater the perceived integrity will relatively improve the e-

commerce of Shopee customers in Indonesia. 

Then from the output of SPSS also can know the closeness between independent variables 

(ability, benevolence, and entity integrity) with the dependent variable (trust). 

The correlation coefficient (R) of 0.928 shows that the degree of relationship (correlation) 

between independent variables with dependent variable of 92.8%. This means that e-

commerce customer trust in Indonesia Shopee nothing to do with the factors the entity's 

ability (X1), benevolence entities (X2), and the integrity of the entity (X3). 

Furthermore, the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.862, meaning that 86.2% of the 

trust is influenced by variables change the entity's ability (X1), benevolence entities (X2), 

and the integrity of the entity (X3) while the rest influenced by other variables that not used 

in research. 

Based on the results of the analysis described above can be seen that the entity's ability 

(X1), benevolence entities (X2), and the integrity of the entity (X3) has an influence on 

customer trust e-commerce Shopee in Indonesia with a coefficient of each variable of 

0.468, 0.219 and 0.219. 

4.3. Hypothesis testing 

4.3.1. The Influence of Ability, Benevolence, and Integrity of the Entities Together to Trust 

From the test results for entity ability (X1), entity benevolence (X2), and entity integrity 

(X3) shows F-count value of 212.358. While the F-table value of 2.699. This shows that F-

arithmetic> F-table so that simultaneously entity ability variable (X1), entity benevolence 

(X2), and entity integrity (X3) have significant effect to trustee (Y) of Shopee e-commerce 

customers in Indonesia. 

4.3.2. Influence of Entity's Ability to Trust 

Based on the value of t-count ability is 4.535, while the t-table value of 1.98. As mentioned 

before, if t-count> t-table with a significant level of 5% then h0 is acceptable. So it can be 

concluded from the table above, that h0 for entity ability variable is acceptable, because 

4,535> 1.98. That is, the ability of the entity has an influence on trust. 

This is in accordance with the hypothesis that has been made, namely the ability of entities 

affect the trust of e-commerce customers Shopee in Indonesia. The results of this study are 

consistent or in accordance with the results of previous studies that are used as references 

in this study, such as research conducted Alfina et al., (2014) and Adiwijaya (2015). In the 

study of Alfina et al., And Adiwijaya stated that the ability perceived by e-commerce 

customers will affect the trust in conducting e-commerce transactions. 
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The perceived capability of providing quality goods, having the experience of being able 

to deliver goods on time, possessing good knowledge in transactional security and its 

existence has been acknowledged by others. If great capabilities are perceived by 

customers, then it can encourage customers to conduct online transactions in Shopee e-

commerce. 

4.3. Hypothesis testing 

4.3.1. The Influence of Ability, Benevolence, and Integrity of the Entities Together to Trust 

From the test results for entity ability (X1), entity benevolence (X2), and entity integrity 

(X3) shows F-count value of 212.358. While the F-table value of 2.699. This shows that F-

arithmetic> F-table so that simultaneously entity ability variable (X1), entity benevolence 

(X2), and entity integrity (X3) have significant effect to trustee (Y) of Shopee e-commerce 

customers in Indonesia. 

4.3.2. Influence of Entity's Ability to Trust 

Based on the value of t-count ability is 4.535, while the t-table value of 1.98. As 

mentioned before, if t-count> t-table with a significant level of 5% then h0 is acceptable. 

So it can be concluded from the table above, that h0 for entity ability variable is acceptable, 

because 4,535> 1.98. That is, the ability of the entity has an influence on trust. 

This is in accordance with the hypothesis that has been made, namely the ability 

of entities affect the trust of e-commerce customers Shopee in Indonesia. The results of 

this study are consistent or in accordance with the results of previous studies that are used 

as references in this study, such as research conducted Alfina et al., (2014) and Adiwijaya 

(2015). In the study of Alfina et al., And Adiwijaya stated that the ability perceived by e-

commerce customers will affect the trust in conducting e-commerce transactions. 

The perceived capability of providing quality goods, having the experience of 

being able to deliver goods on time, possessing good knowledge in transactional security 

and its existence has been acknowledged by others. If great capabilities are perceived by 

customers, then it can encourage customers to conduct online transactions in Shopee e-

commerce. 

4.3.3. The Influence of the Entity's Benevolence to Trust 

Based on t-count benevolence value is equal to 2,355, while t-table value equal to 1.98. As 

mentioned before, if t-count> t-table with a significant level of 5% then h0 is acceptable. 

So it can be concluded from the above result, that h0 for the entity benevolence variable is 

acceptable, because 2.355> 1.98. That is, the benevolence of the entity has influence with 

trust. This is in accordance with the hypothesis that has been made, namely the benevolence 

of entities affect the trust of e-commerce customers Shopee in Indonesia. The results of 

this study are in accordance with previous studies conducted by Oliveira et al. (2016) and 
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Wong (2017). The results of the research by Oliveira et al., And Wong suggest that beliefs 

are influenced by benevolence. 

Benevolence perceived by customers can be a concern in the service provided, get 

wellbeing and also good faith to provide benefits to customers perceived by customers. If 

benevolence is met then this will increase customer trust. 

4.3.4. The Influence of Entity's Integrity to Trust 

Based on the value of t-count integrity is equal to 2,791, while the t-table value of 1.98. As 

mentioned before, if t-count> t-table with a significant level of 5% then h0 is acceptable. 

So it can be concluded from the above result, that h0 for entity integrity variable is 

acceptable, because 2,791> 1.98. That is, entity integrity has influence with trust. 

This is in accordance with the hypothesis that has been made, namely the integrity of 

entities affect the trust of e-commerce customers Shopee in Indonesia. The results of this 

study are consistent with previous studies conducted by Rahi et al. (2016) and Oliveira et 

al. (2016). In research conducted by Rahi et al., And Oliveira et al., States that integrity has 

an influence on trust. 

The perceived integrity can be the fulfillment of what is expected by the customers, not 

hide important information, as well as a reputation that is always awake. Integrity can affect 

a person to perform online transactions where the higher the perceived integrity it will be 

higher also the customers put their trust in online transactions at Shopee. 

5. Conclusions, Implications and Limitations 

5.1 Conclusions 

1. The ability, benevolence, and integrity of entities together have a significant effect on 

the trust of Shopee e-commerce customers in Indonesia. 

2. The ability of entities, benevolence, and integrity significantly and partially affect to 

thetrust of Shopee customers in Indonesia. It means the perceived ability of the entity, 

benevolence and integrity of the transaction in Shopee is good enough to affect the trust of 

customers. 

 

5.2 Implications 

1. In order that the research can be said to be more representative, it is expected that further 

research can enlarge the number of respondents and enlarge the scope of the research so 

that future research has wider scope and produce better research result. 
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2. This research uses a questionnaire in obtaining data, if possible further research can 

conduct direct interviews with e-commerce customers. 

3. Further research is suggested to add the object of research not only Shopee, but in other 

e-commerce such as Lazada, Tokopedia, and others. 

4. This research is expected to be an input for E_Commerce based business, so it can 

continue to improve business performance. Therefore, subsequent research can be done by 

examining matters related to entity performance reports. 

5.3 Limitations 

This research has several weaknesses that become limitation of this research, that is: 

1. This research limits its object to Shopee e-commerce customers, not examined on all 

types of e-commerce, so the results can’t be generalized to all types of e-commerce. 

2. This study uses a questionnaire in obtaining data, did not rule out that the perception of 

respondents is different from the actual situation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Research trends regarding sustainability reporting begin to increase gradually in Indonesia, 

as well as the increasing number of companies that publish sustainability reports. However, 

many of these studies still show inconsistent results. The aim of this study is to reexamine 

the relationship between sustainability reporting disclosure and financial performance. 

There are two things that distinguish this research from the previous ones. Firstly, this 

research uses companies that consistently publish sustainability report and secondly, this 

study uses of measures of financial performance, namely: asset management ratio, 

profitability ratio and market ratio. Samples consist of 40 firms, which is derived from the 

companies that consistently publish sustainability reporting period of 2014-2015. The 

results indicate that the sustainability report has no effect on the assets management ratio, 

while the other two variables indicate that sustainability reporting effect on the profitability 

ratio and market ratio. 

Keywords: Sustainability reporting, assets management ratio, profitability ratio, market 

ratio. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fahmi (2012:2) describes financial performance as a representation of company’s 

achievement or the result of company’s activities that have been done before. Meanwhile, 

according to IAI (2007), financial performance is the company’s ability to manage and 

control its own resources. These definitions shows a fairly close relationship with the 

assessment of health situation of the company itself. Back in 1987, United Nations for the 

first time formally defined sustainable development “... to meet the needs of the present 

generation without diminishing the ability to meet the needs for future generations” 

(Commission on Environment and Development (in GRI, 2006)).  

Sustainability report is a voluntary form of report to fulfil company’s social and 

environmental responsibility. Netherlands-based The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 

developed a sustainability report framework that guides companies which disclose their 

sustainability reporting, with G4 guidelines as the latest one. The high number of urgency 

and pressure on risks and threats to common sustainability leads to the importance of 
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transparency about economic, environmental and social impacts as a major component of 

effective relationships with stakeholders, investment policy, and other markets relations. 

To that end, theGlobal Reporting Initiative(GRI) in collaboration with theNational Center 

for Sustainability Reporting(NCSR) launches CSR reporting guidelines for Southeast 

Asia.TheCorporate Social Responsibility(CSR)reporting guidelinesfor the Southeast Asia 

region, called GRI G4, was first launched in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, on 22 May 

2013, coincided with the Global Conference on Sustainable Reporting, attended by 1600 

participantsfrom 70 countries, including 20 delegates from Indonesia. 

Dated back in 2000 when the first edition of the report is out, Sustainability Report 

Guidelines had been revised several times along with the development of the business 

world and the complexity of sustainability issues, with the latest one called G4, or the fourth 

generation of the report (HarianEkonomi, 2014). 

The Government of Indonesia has legally obliged companies incorporated as 

Limited Liability Company (PT) to prepare accountability reports pursuant to Law No.40 

of 2007.The Capital Market and Financial Institution Supervisory Agency (Bapepam-LK) 

also issued a similar regulation inBapepam-LK Rule Number X.K.6.These rules show the 

government's serious concern for social and environmental responsibility in the business 

world.(Wijayanti, 2016) Sustainability report is needed for stakeholdersincluding the 

community to understand all forms of corporate responsibility to the community and the 

environment.This happens with the consideration of many environmentally damaging 

cases that occur in Indonesia, such as the tragedy of mud volcano floods in Sidoarjo due to 

PT.LapindoBrantasInc and Buyat bay pollution in South Minahasa due to PT.Newmont 

Minahasa Raya (Walhi, 2010). 

Based on previously shown phenomena that encourage the importance of 

sustainability report disclosure and inconsistent results of previous researchers’ work, this 

study was conducted by analyzing the effect of sustainability reporting disclosure on the 

company’s financial performance as measured by asset management ratio using assets 

turnover, profitability ratio using return in asset, and market ratio using price to earnings 

ratio. This research was conducted based on previous research by Samuel and Tarigan 

(2014). The point of differences from the previous study is the usage of Asset Management, 

Profitability, and Market as indicators for financial performances and data source of the 

research. The objective of this study is to review the influence of sustainability reporting 

towards Asset Management Ratios, Profitability Ratios, and Market Ratios. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theory of Stakeholder 

Gray et al. (2001) definestakeholders as the parties which have interest in the 

company and may affect the company’s activities. These incudes communities, employees, 

government, suppliers, capital markets, and others.Ullman (in GhozalidanChariri, 2007) 

says that the organization will pick the most important stakeholders and take actions that 

can generate harmonious relationships between the company and its stakeholders.  

 

 

Theory of Legitimacy 
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Legitimacy is a recognition ofthelegality.An organization's legitimacy can be said 

to be a potential benefit or source for companies to survive (Asforth and Gibs, 1990; 

Dowling and Preffer, 1975; O'Donovan 2002; as quoted by Ghozali and Chariri, 

2007).According toDowling and Preffer(1975),company operates with the consent of the 

community, where this permit can be withdrawn if the public judges that the company does 

not do the things that belongs to their responsibility.The goal is to gain the legitimacy of 

the community and explain the social and environmental impacts of the company. 

 

Sustainability Report 

According to Elkington (1997), sustainability reporting means a report that 

contains not only financial performance information but also non-financial information 

consisting of social and environmental activities that enable the company to grow 

sustainably.Currently, the implementation of sustainability reporting in Indonesia is 

supported by government regulations such as the Law of Limited Liability Company (PT) 

Number 40 of 2007. 

The practice of reporting on social and environmental responsibility activities that 

disclosed through sustainability reports requires a guidance.One of the guidelines that 

could be used is the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).Benefits of sustainability report 

based on the GRI framework (2013) are as follows: 

1. as a benchmark of organizational performance with regard to law, norms, laws, 
performance standards, and voluntary initiatives; 

2. Demonstrate organizational commitment to sustainable development, and 

3. Comparing organizational performance every time. 

 

The concept of sustainability report stands on the triple bottom line developed 

Elkington.  

 

Triple Bottom Line 

 
Source: www.centerforsustainability.org, 2012 

 

 

When a company runs its activities in addition to pursuing profit, the company 

must pay attention to the welfare of people and the preservation of the environment or the 

planet.The financial performances studied in this research are as follows: 

1. Asset Management Ratio 
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According to Sugiama (2013: 15) based on the management of physical assets, 

definitivelyasset managementis the science and art to guide wealth management that 

includes the process of planning asset needs, obtaining, inventorying, performing legal 

audits, assessing, operating, maintaining, renewing or eliminating to transferring assets 

effectively and efficiently.Various notions of asset management say that asset management 

is a systematic process that maintains,upgrades, and operates assets in the most cost-

effective way through the creation, acquisition, operation, maintenance, rehabilitation and 

removal of assets related to (1) identifying what assets need, (2) identify funding needs, (3) 

acquire assets, (4) provide logistical and maintenance support systems for assets, (5) 

remove or renew assets to effectively and efficiently meet the objectives.The essence of 

this concept is that asset management deals with applying sound technical and financial 

judgments and management practices to decidewhatassets need to meet the business 

objectives, and then to acquire and retain assets over the life of the asset up to the disposal. 

2. Profitability Ratio 

Profitability is a measure used to determine the company's ability to generate 

profits.The higher the level of profitability, the more detailed information submitted by 

managers in providing information to convince stakeholders involved. Some studies reveal 

a relationship between profitability with corporate social responsibility disclosure. Jati 

(Suryono and Prastiwi, 2011) states that profitability is the freedom and flexibility given to 

management to conduct and disclose broad social responsibility to shareholders, which 

means the higher the level of profitability, the higher the extent of corporate social 

responsibility disclosure. 

3. Market Ratio  

According to Brigham and Houston (2013: 150), the market ratio relates to the 

firm's share price to its earnings, cash flow, and book value.This ratio provides an 

indication for management about how investors view the risks and prospects of the 

company in the future.This ratio provides information on how much the public (investors) 

or shareholders appreciate the company, so they want to buy shares of the company at a 

price higher than the book value of shares (Sutrisno, 2003: 256). 

 

Framework 

Based on literature review and some previous research, the framework of this 

research can be drawn as follows: 

1. Effects of sustainability reporting on asset management ratios. 

2. Effect of sustainability reporting on profitability ratios. 

3. Effect of sustainability reporting on market ratios. 

 

Hypothesis 

According to Sekaran (2013:83), hypothesis is a logically expected relationship 

between two or more variables expressed in the form of a testable statement. The 

hypothesis of this study are as follows:  

H1 = Sustainability reporting affects asset management ratios. 

H2 = Sustainability reporting affects profitability ratio. 

H3 = Sustainability Reporting affects market ratio. 
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METHODOLOGY  

Data and Research Design 

This research used simple regression analysis method, with hypothesis testing as 

the purpose of the study. The type of investigation in this study is a causal study. Causal 

studies are studies conducted to find the cause of one or more problems (Sekaran and 

Bougie, 2013: 98). This study looks at the effect of sustainability reporting based on global 

reporting initiative on the financial performance of sharia companies in Indonesia.The time 

horizon used in this research ispooling/panel data.Pooling data / panel datais a combination 

oftime seriesandcross sectional,where this study took samples at several companies and 

several different times (Gujarati, 2003: 363). 

 

Population and Sample 

The population in this study are 30 companies listed on the Stock Exchange and 

listed asshares in JII in 2014-2015 usingpurposivesamplingmethod.Thepurposive sampling 

techniqueis the selection of the sample with a specific goal or target with no random pick 

(Indriantoro and Supomo, 2013: 131).The type of data used in this study is secondary data 

in the form of financial statements of companiesregistered in JII (Jakarta Islamic Index) in 

2014-2015. 

Secondary data is data obtained through existing sources and does not need to be 

collected by the researchers themselves.Secondary data usually comes from government 

publications, company-published information, library documents, statistical 

bulletins,onlinedata,websites, and the internet (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013: 51).Data 

collection techniques used in this study is the documentation, which is collecting data in 

the form of annual financial statements that have been available on the Indonesian Stock 

Exchange website (www.idx.co.id). 

 

Variable Measurement 

Dependent Variables 
1. Asset Management Ratios 

Ratio of activity is the relationship between the levels of company operations (in 

form of sales) with assets needed to support the activities of the company’s 

operations(Hadiningsih,2007).This study uses total asset turnover which is a comparison 

between sales with total assets of company, where the ratio describes the speed of rotation 

of total assets in a certain period. Total assets turnover is a ratio that shows the level of 

efficiency on the overall use of company assets in generating a certain sales volume 

(Syamsuddin, 2009:19). 

Total assets turnover is calculated as follows: 

 

TAT =  
Sales

Total Assets
 × 1 times 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=id&prev=_t&sl=id&tl=en&u=http://www.idx.co.id
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2. Profitabilitas 

Profitability is a measure used by companies in generating corporate profits. There 

are several measures to determine the profitability of the company, namely: return on 

equity (ROE) (Heckston and Milne, 1996), return on assets (ROA) (Belkaoui and Karpik, 

1989; Heckston and Milne, 1996), earning per share (EPS) (Sembiring, 2005), and net 

profit margin (NPM) (Anggraeni, 2006). This study uses the size of ReturnonAssets 

(ROA). According to Brigham and Houston (2013: 148), ROA is the ratio of net income 

to total assets. This ratio could assess the performance of a company and try to be able to 

make appropriate decisions against the company.  

The formula used is as follows: 

ROA =  
Net Profit 

Total Assets
 × 100% 

3. Market Ratios 

The valuation ratio links the firm's stock price with earnings and book value per 

share.This ratio provides management guidance as to what investors think about past 

company performance and future prospects.To calculate this ratio, price to earnings ratio 

is commonly used.According to Moeljadi (2006: 75),Price Earnings Ratio (PER) shows 

how many investors are willing to pay for each dollar of reported earnings.By investors 

this ratio is used to predict the ability of the company to generate income in the future. 

Price To Earnings Ratio, or abbreviated PER is the main tool of calculating a 

company's stock price compared to its revenue.The formula for calculating PER Ratio is  

 

PER =  
Price per share

Earnings per share
 × 1 times 

Independent Variable 

The independent variable in this research is sustainability reporting of the 

company. Sustainability reporting variables are measured by the Sustainability Report 

Disclosure Index (SRDI). Based on GRI-G4, the disclosure of sustainability reporting 

includes 3 dimensions of economic, environmental, and social (Wijayanti, 2016).  

GRI G4 is used as an indicator of sustainability report disclosure. These 91 items 

disclosed in the report comprised of:  

a. 9 items of disclosure in the Economic Aspect  

b. 34 items of disclosure in the Environmental Aspect  

c. 12 items of disclosure in the Aspect of Human Rights  

d. 16 items of Disclosure in the Aspect of Labor Practices and Decent Work  

e. 9 items of Disclosure in Product Responsibility Aspect  

f. 11 items disclosure in Social Aspects.  
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              This variable is measured in accordance with SRDI (Sustainability Report 

Disclosure Index). SRDI assigns a value of 1 if the item is disclosed and otherwise gives a 

score of 0 if it is not disclosed. After scoring the entire item, the score is then summed to 

get the total score for each company. The formula for SRDI calculation is:  

SRDI =  
n

k
 

Details: 

SRDI = Sustainability Report Disclosure Index 

n = Number of items disclosed 

k = Number of expected items 

RESULTS 

Results of this study shows thattotal assets turnoverwhich is the ratioof asset 

managementhas no effect onsustainability reportingon companies registered in JII.Thus 

this study rejects the first hypothesis (H1).The results of this study are in line with research 

conducted by Suryono and Pratiwi (2011) thatsustainability reportingdoes not affect the 

asset management ratio. On the other hand, the results of this study are not in line with 

research conducted by Tarigan and Lesmana (2014), which states thatsustainability 

reportinghas an indirect effect on asset management ratios. 

Return on assetswhich is profitability ratioaffectsustainability reportingon 

companies registered in JII.Thus the results of this study accept the second hypothesis 

(H2).The results of this study are consistent with research by Suryono and Pratama (2011) 

that sustainability reportingaffect the profitability ratios.Price to earnings ratioas the market 

ratioaffectsustainability reportingon companies registered in JII.Thus the results of this 

study accept the third hypothesis (H3).These resultsare in line with research byGudry and 

Patter (2010)as well as Reddy and Gordon (2010)found thatsustainabilityreporting had 

aneffect on market ratios. 

 
 

CONCLUSION  

Based on the results and analysis of the research above, it can be concluded that:  

1) Total assets turnover (first variable) does not affect sustainability reporting on 

companies registered in JII in 2014-2015 

2) Return on assets (second variable) affects sustainability reporting on companies 

registered in JII in 2014-2015. 

3) Price to earnings ratio (third variable) affects sustainability reporting on companies 

registered in JII in 2014-2015. 
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Working Capital Management Analysis to Increase Company 

Performance 

Galuh Wulandari and Edward Tanujaya  
(Master of Management, Faculty of Economic and Business, University of Indonesia) 

 

ABSTRACT 

Working capital management is an important thing in assessing financial performance and 

the purpose of working capital management is to achieve company goals in terms of 

profitability and liquidity. This research aims to analyze the influence of working capital 

management on company’s financial performance and company’s business strategies and 

also policies of PT X, a construction company in Indonesia. Characteristics of working 

capital management explained through company’s performance measurement with 

financial ratio. This research is a case study which using two methods, namely literature 

review method and field review This study uses secondary data which is company’s 

financial statements for period of 2015-2017 with an attempt to investigate the relationship 

existing between working capital measured by financial ratios in obtaining sales targets 

for period 2018-2020. Good working capital management has an impact on the running of 

the company's operational activities and to support the company's financial independence. 
The company's performance in accordance with the plan generates profitability and 

increases the company's asset accumulation. The result of this research shows that working 

capital management affects to improve and increase company performance. 

Keywords: Working Capital Management; Financial Ratio; Financial Performance; 

Financial Statements; Construction Company. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Working capital is the basis of a business entity in maintaining business and management 

in order to survive. Research on working capital management has two discussions, which 

show that the higher the level of business capital, the higher the probability of the company 

to increase sales and get discounts from earlier payments, so as to increase the value of the 

company. And the higher the level of working capital will require funding so that the 

company will issue financing funding in a larger amount thereby increasing the likelihood 

that the company will go bankrupt (Kieschnick, LaPlante, &Moussawi, 2012). Working 

capital efficiency is needed to maintain company liquidity at a safe level. Therefore, the 

efficiency of working capital has important implications for the company's liquidity. The 

existence of sufficient working capital is very important for a company because with 

sufficient working capital it allows the company to operate economically and the company 

does not experience financial difficulties. In this study, will be discussed profitability 

ratios, liquidity ratios, activity ratios and working capital ratios of construction companies 

to steer the company's financial performance, so that companies can improve their 

performance better and more measurably. 

 
This research was conducted on one of the Indonesian private construction companies 

and this study will evaluate how working capital management affects the company's 
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performance, with the formulation of the problem of how effective the working capital 
management of the company is to improve the company's performance in the period 2018-

2020 and how the company's income statement projections  

The purpose of this final work is to assess the effectiveness of working capital 

management needed to improve company performance. This is necessary because with 
good financial conditions, the company can focus on its operations in accordance with the 

company's vision and mission and choose a strategy to compete with competitors. To 
improve company performance, there will be adequate working capital needs. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Pearce and Robinson (2015) define the external environment as factors that are out of 

control that influence the company's choice of direction and action, which ultimately also 

affects the organizational structure and internal processes. External environmental analysis 

needs to be done to identify opportunities and major threats faced by an organization 

against changes in the company's external environment so that managers can formulate 

strategies to take advantage of these opportunities and avoid or minimize the impact of 

potential threats that arise. David (2012), said the main external strength factors (external 

force) in carrying out an external environmental analysis can be divided into four categories 

that have important elements that must be considered by strategy decision makers in 

analyzing the company's external environment, namely (1) Politics, political stability , 

direction and government policy, is an important factor for a businessman in running his 

business in a country, (2) Economy, economic factors are the economic conditions of a 

country at present and in the future, which can affect the conditions and strategies of the 

company, (3 ) Social & Culture, the socio-cultural factors referred to here are centered on 

the values or attitudes of customers and employees that can affect the company's strategy, 

and (4) Technology, the power of technology describes the main opportunities and threats 

that must be considered in formulating a strategy. 
Analysis of the company's internal environment aims to identify a number of strengths 

and weaknesses contained in the company's internal resources and business processes. 

According to Pearce and Robinson (2015), SWOT analysis needs to be done because 

SWOT analysis is to match internal resources and external situations of the company. 

According to David (2012), SWOT analysis is a strategic planning method that serves to 

evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of a company. This process 

involves determining the specific objectives of business speculation and identifying 

internal and external factors that support and are not in achieving these goals. The analysis 

used to measure the ability of the company's internal resources is a SWOT analysis 

(Strength, Weakness, Opportunities, Threat). According to David (2011), to develop a 

strategy that considers the SWOT profile of the matrix (also known as TOWS Matrix) is 

shown in the following figure: 
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Strength 

  

Weaknesses 

 

     

       

     

Opportunities  S-O Strategies   W-O Strategies  

     

     

Threats  S-T Strategies   W-T Strategies  

       

 

FIGURE 1. TOWS Matrix 

Source: David, Fred R. Strategic Management. 2012 

Financial performance is a description of the company's financial condition in a 

certain period of both aspects of fund raising and channeling of funds, which is usually 
measured by indicators of capital adequacy, liquidity, and profitability (Jumingan, 2006). 

Financial performance will describe the financial condition of an organization that is 

analyzed using financial analysis tools so that it can be known the good and bad financial 

condition of an organization that reflects work performance in a certain period. According 
to the Indonesian Institute of Accountants (IAI, 2017) that corporate performance can be 

measured by analyzing and evaluating financial statements.  
The benefit of working capital according to Munawir (2010) is to protect the company 

against the crisis of working capital because of the decline in the value of current assets, 

allowing it to be able to pay all liabilities on time, allowing it to have sufficient quantities 

to serve consumers, allowing the company to provide a more favorable repayment period 
for customers, allowing companies to operate more efficiently because there is no difficulty 

in obtaining the goods or services needed.  

Financial statements are a very important tool for obtaining information regarding the 

financial position and results achieved by the company concerned. That way the financial 

statements are expected to help users (users) to make financial decisions that are financial. 

According to PSAK No. 1 concerning the Presentation of Financial Statements, an annual 
report consists of five financial statements, namely (1) Financial Position Reports, (2) 

Comprehensive Income Statement, (3) Equity Change Reports, (4) Cash Flow Reports and 

(5) Report Reports Finance.Financial report analysis is a company performance analysis 

instrument that describes financial indicators that are intended to indicate the financial 
condition or results of operational activities in the past and help illustrate the trend for these 

changes which then shows the risks and opportunities in the company concerned. 
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According to Horne and John (1995) that "to evaluate the financial condition and 
performance of a company, financial analysts need certain benchmarks. The benchmark 

that is often used is the ratio, index, which connects two parts of financial data with each 

other ". Financial ratios play an important role in analyzing the company's financial 

condition. Financial ratio analysis begins with basic financial statements, namely the 
statement of financial position, income statement and cash flow statement. The types of 

financial ratios that can be used to measure a company's financial performance are liquidity 

ratios, activity ratios, profitability ratios and working capital ratios. 

METHODOLOGY 

The discussion is a case study that uses two methods, namely a literature review method 
and a field review. The method of literature review is done by studying various books, 
articles or scientific journals related to research topics. 

 
While the field review is carried out by conducting direct observations at the 

company. The approach used is a qualitative descriptive case study. The data used in this 
study are company data, namely financial statements and other data relating to the 

management of working capital and financial ratios of the company. In this study, data 

processing is done by making financial ratio analysis, analyzing the liquidity of current 
assets that are expected to meet the company's liabilities, so that it can assess the 

appropriate working capital needs and provide alternatives to the management of working 

capital needed by the company and predict the risks that will be faced by alternative 

companies that.  
 

RESULTS 

Construction is an activity to build facilities and infrastructure. A construction is also 

known as a building or infrastructure unit in an area. Construction activities are carried out 

by construction companies or by special contractors of business units or individuals who 
carry out construction activities for their own use. Construction services are consulting 

services, construction work planning, construction work implementation services and 

construction work supervision supervision services. PT X is a private construction 

company in Indonesia which was founded in 1984, PT X is one of the leading general 
contractors in Indonesia, offering support services for civil engineering and integrated 

construction. 

Each project complies with the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 quality 
standards, namely by carrying out total integration at each stage of the development 

process, starting from studying design and planning to construction and maintenance. With 

the slogan "Turning Vision Into Reality", the company continues to make its promises to 

its customers. The company's vision is to become a customer-friendly and trusted 
contractor, best in the premium market segment to fulfill the wishes of stakeholders. The 

company's mission is to conduct business activities in the fields of construction, 

infrastructure and property, prioritizing growth through internal strength and market 
expansion. 

To support the effectiveness and performance of the organization, the company needs 

an organizational structure that is a place to achieve the goals and objectives of the 
company. The preparation of the Company's organizational structure has been studied in 
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depth which is aligned with the vision and mission and considers current needs. The 
following is the organizational structure of PT X: 

FIGURE 2. Organizational Structure PT X 

To find out how the strength of PT X in dealing with its competitors is through a SWOT 
analysis. The SWOT analysis for PT X is: 

1. Strength  

a. The company has ISO 9001: 2015 certification which is a quality management 
certification in accordance with international standards.  

b. The company has ISO 14001: 2015 certification, which is an internationally agreed 
standard in implementing requirements for environmental management systems. 

 
c. The company has OHSAS 18001 certification which is an international standard 

for occupational health and safety management systems that aims to manage 
occupational health and safety (K3) aspects in every work process in the company.  

2. Weakness 

a. The financial structure and bookkeeping system are still weak. 

b. Utilization of company assets that have not been used optimally. 

c. Not utilizing loan facilities from available financial institutions. 

 

3. Opportunity (Opportunity) 
a. Increase revenue from the market share of the construction services industry 

outside Jakarta. 
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b. Government policy regarding equitable development. 

 

4. Threats (Threats) 

a. Increasing competition. 
b. The existence of a BUMN company in the field of construction services as a 

competitor. 

c. The influence of the political climate in Indonesia. 

 
PEST analysis is a framework for assessing a situation and assessing strategy or 

position, direction of the company and marketing plan, as follows:  
1. Political Factor 

Some project owners are still waiting and seeing Indonesia's political development, 
delaying the procurement of tenders for the project construction work contract.  

2. Economic Factors 
In recent years there have been many challenges surrounding the Indonesian economy, 

such as increases in minimum wages, economic growth, interest rates, inflation rates 
to the weakening of the rupiah against the dollar which has resulted in an increase in 

raw material prices so that there can be an increase in construction costs.  
3. Social Factors 

Social factors include all factors that can affect the needs of customers and influence 
the size of the existing market share.  

4. Technology Factor 
Technological factors include all things that can help in facing business challenges and 
support the efficiency of business processes. The existence of good information system 

governance in a company, then the information carried out can run systematically and 
automatically, controlled and effective, and can even efficiently reduce operational 

costs and improve the competitiveness of the company. 

Based on the income statement states below, it can be seen that the value of company 

profits varies. In 2015 the company's profit was Rp. 45,865 million or equivalent to 2.17% 

of sales of Rp. 2,029,438 million. For profit in 2016 there was an increase of 90.17% from 
the 2015 profit of Rp. 45,865 million to Rp. 87,219 million. The decline in profit occurred 

in 2017 amounting to 33.07% of 2016 profit due to the decrease in sales amounting to Rp 

144,794 million and an increase in the total operating expenses of Rp 48,909 million. From 
the report, it is known that in 2017 there was an additional information of increase in 

outside business income by Rp. 47,088 million due to dividends obtained from subsidiaries. 
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TABLE 1. Income Statement PT X 

INCOME STATEMENT 

(in million Rupiah) 

 2017 2016 2015 

Revenue 2,167,567 2,312,361 2,029,438 

Cost of Goods Sold 

(1,855,579

) (1,968,352) (1,744,888) 

    

Gross Profit 311,987 344,009 284,550 

Operational Expense (279,780) (230,871) (217,781) 

    

Operating Profit 32,207 113,137 66,769 

Other Expenses and Income    

Other Expenses (6,052) (8,778) (224) 

Financial Expense (44,758) (48,042) (50,151) 

Other Income 70,947 23,859 23,558 

Financial Income 6,373 7,208 6,049 

    

Total Other Expenses and 

Income 26,509 (25,753) (20,768) 

Profit Before Tax 58,716 87,384 46,001 

Income Tax Expenses (342) (166) (136) 

    

Net Profit 58,374 87,219 45,865 

    

In the statements of financial position, it can be explained that the company's financial 
position in the five periods is getting better with the increasing number of assets owned by 
the company. 
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TABLE 2. Statements of Financial Position PT X 

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

                                                      (in million Rupiah)   

 2017 2016 2015 

    

ASSETS    

CURRENT ASSETS    

Cash and Cash Equivalents 316,157 176,714 291,355 

Trade Receivables 277,711 302,370 246,693 

Others Receivable 6,083 6,935 10,878 

Prepayments 81,546 12,035 7,861 

Prepaid Taxes - 14,854 21,151 

Projects Under Construction 891,729 674,175 605,663 

Total Current Assets 1,573,226 1,187,084 1,183,600 

NON CURRENT ASSETS    

Restrictive Deposit 34,448 17,200 21,750 

Investment 206,826 227,198 70,338 

Land 66,600 66,600 89,820 

Fixed Assets - - - 

Assets Book Value 442,800 382,562 302,700 

Accumulation Depreciation (182,223) (146,297) (115,313) 

Total Fixed Assets (nett) 260,577 236,265 187,386 

Non-trade Receivables 5,376 32,499 210,971 

Other Assets 110 106 106 

Total Non Current Assets 573,937 579,868 580,372 

TOTAL ASSETS 2,147,163 1,766,952 1,763,972 
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LIABILITIES AND EQUITY    

CURRENT LIABILITIES    

Trade Payables 267,113 305,139 209,455 

Tax Payables 12,914 19,930 14,775 

Unearned Revenue - current portion 528,587 459,126 291,369 

Finance Lease Liabilities 3,533 6,299 9,423 

Bank Loan 504,562 346,760 328,782 

Other Payables 4,959 131 8,828 

Total Current Liabilities 1,321,668 1,137,385 862,632 

Non Current Liabilities    

Unearned Revenue - long term 214,284 94,874 455,704 

Finance Lease Liabilities 10,930 8,875 4,010 

Bank Loan - 3,545 3,731 

Post-Employment Benefit 159,177 139,598 142,852 

Total Non Current Liabilities 384,391 246,891 606,298 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,706,059 1,384,276 1,468,930 

EQUITY    

Capital Stocks 200,000 200,000 200,000 

Additional Paid in Capital 26,775 26,775 - 

Retained Earnings 178,814 91,595 57,731 

Current Profit 58,374 87,219 45,865 

Other Comprehensive Income (22,859) (22,913) (8,553) 

TOTAL EQUITY 441,104 382,676 295,042 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 2,147,163 1,766,952 1,763,972 
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

To measure the level of liquidity of a company can be done by using the current ratio that 

is comparing the amount of current assets with current liabilities, quick ratio that is the 
ratio between the amount of current assets which has been reduced by inventory and 

divided by the amount of current liabilities, as well as cash ratio to measure the ability to 

repay long-term debt short with cash / cash equivalents. The following data shows the 

increase and decrease in current assets and short-term liabilities for the 2015-2017 period: 

 

TABLE 3. Increase (Decrease) Current Assets and Current Liabilities 

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

(in million Rupiah) 

 
Increase 

(Decrease)  
Increase 

(Decrease)   

 2017 & 2016  2016 & 2015   

 % Rp 2017 % Rp 2016 2015 

ASSETS        

CURRENT ASSETS        

Cash and Cash Equivalents 78.91% 139,443 316,157 -39.35% 

(114,640

) 176,714 291,355 

Trade Receivables -8.16% (24,659) 277,711 22.57% 55,677 302,370 246,693 

Others Receivable -12.28% (852) 6,083 -36.25% (3,943) 6,935 10,878 

Prepayments 

577.58

% 69,511 81,546 53.10% 4,174 12,035 7,861 

Prepaid Taxes 

-

100.00

% (14,854) - -29.77% (6,297) 14,854 21,151 

Projects Under Construction 32.27% 217,553 891,729 11.31% 68,512 674,175 605,663 

Total Current Assets 32.53% 386,142 1,573,226 0.29% 3,484 1,187,084 1,183,600 

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY        

CURRENT LIABILITIES        

Trade Payables -12.46% (38,026) 267,113 45.68% 95,684 305,139 209,455 
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Tax Payables -35.20% (7,016) 12,914 34.89% 5,155 19,930 14,775 

Unearned Revenue - current 

portion 15.13% 69,461 528,587 57.58% 167,756 459,126 291,369 

Finance Lease Liabilities -43.91% (2,766) 3,533 -33.16% (3,124) 6,299 9,423 

Bank Loan 45.51% 157,802 504,562 5.47% 17,979 346,760 328,782 

Other Payables 

3697.23

% 4,828 4,959 -98.52% (8,698) 131 8,828 

Total Current Liabilities 16.20% 184,283 1,321,668 31.85% 274,752 1,137,385 862,632 

 

If cash is lower than the company's current liabilities, the company can be declared 

illiquid because the available cash is unable to pay the company's current liabilities quickly. 

Therefore, to increase cash, companies should need to plan cash receipts and expenditures. 

Including in planning the sources of revenue that can be obtained if at any time experience 
a lack of cash and plan its use if experiencing excess cash by making a cash budget for 

certain periods. 

 

TABLE 4. Liquidity Ratio 

Tahun Current Ratio Quick Ratio Cash Ratio 

2015 137,21% 67,00% 33,78% 

    

2016 104,37% 45,10% 15,54% 

    

2017 119,03% 51,56% 23,92% 

    

 

It can be seen from the ratio of Total Assets Turnover that the company is not optimal 
because the company's asset turnover ratio is very slow and tends to decline. This proves 

that the management is not optimal in managing all of the company's assets to generate 
sales. 
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TABLE 5. Total Asset Turnover Ratio 

Year 

Revenue Total Assets Total Asset 

(in million rupiah) (in million rupiah) Turnover Ratio  

2015 2,029,438 1,763,972 1.15 

    

2016 2,312,361 1,766,952 1.31 

    

2017 2,167,567 2,147,163 1.01 

    

 

In 2016 the ratio was the highest compared to 2015-2017. From the TATO ratio data 

movement during the 2015-2017 period, in general this ratio can be said to be not good, 
because the TATO ratio has decreased in 2017. 

Whereas Gross Profit Margin shows the ability of the company to generate the gross 
profit obtained from each rupiah for several periods. Based on the results of the calculations 

in the table, it is shown that the Gross Profit Margin value of the company tends to be 
stable, which is in the range of 14%. Margin ratio was 14.02% in 2015, the highest ratio in 

2016 was 14.88%, but in 2017 it dropped to 14.39%. 

TABLE 6. Gross Profit Margin Ratio 

Year 

Gross Profit Revenue Gross Profit 

(in million 

rupiah) (in million rupiah) Margin Ratio  

2015 284,550 2,029,438 14.02% 

    

2016 344,009 2,312,361 14.88% 

    

2017 311,987 2,167,567 14.39% 
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So that the company's performance in terms of generating profits is relatively good 
and can be said to be healthy, but needs to be increased again by pushing the number of 
sales to be higher and minimizing the cost of goods sold. 

The Net Profit Margin condition in 2015 was 2.26%, in 2016 the ratio increased to 3.77%. 

In 2017 there was an increase in the cost of the company so that it had a direct impact on 
the company's profits. 

TABLE 7. Net Profit Margin Ratio 

Year 

Net Profit Revenue Net Profit 

(in million 

rupiah) (in million rupiah) Margin Ratio  

2015 45,865 2,029,438 2.26% 

2016 87,219 2,312,361 3.77% 

2017 58,374 2,167,567 2.69% 

 

From the 2015 NPM data to 2017, this ratio can be said to be not good because the value 

of the NPM ratio has decreased which means that the company's income has decreased, 

even though in 2016 it experienced an increase but not significant, which means the 

company did not generate huge profits. The higher this ratio, the better, because it is 

considered that the company's ability to gain profits is quite high. 

Return on Assets (ROA) of the company in 2015 amounted to 2.60%, meaning that 
each rupiah invested capital generated a profit of Rp. 0.026. In 2016 there was an increase 
in ROA from 2.60% to 4.94%. But in 2017 there was a decline back to 2.72%. 

TABLE 8. Return on Assets Ratio 

Year 

Net Profit Total Assets Return on 

(in million 

rupiah) (in million rupiah) Assets (ROA)  

2015 45,865 1,763,972 2.60% 

2016 87,219 1,766,952 4.94% 

2017 58,374 2,147,163 2.72% 

 

Assessment of ROA is reviewed by analyzing the management of working capital can 

be said to be good. The decrease in ROA is caused by one of them is working capital 
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turnover. Even though it has been improved every year, the working capital turnover is still 
not able to reach optimum figures and sales are not maximized so that the profits earned 

are also not optimal. Therefore management must work even harder so that the value of 
ROA improves. 

 

The value of the company's Return on Equity varies, in 2015 it was known that the ROE 

ratio was 15.55% while in 2016 it rose to 22.79%. The increase in the value of this ratio 
was due to the net income earned by the owners of the capital invested more than their own 

capital net profit. But in 2017, there was a decrease in the ratio to 13.23%. The higher the 

ROE, the higher the income that the owner of the company receives, which also means the 
better his position in the company. 

 

The ratio value above shows that the net profit owned by the company is used to cover 
investment costs of great value and it can be said that the performance of the company is 

in good condition, because the income or net income earned by the company for the 
invested capital is very high. This means that every fund spent on investment can generate 
a profit of 15.55% in 2015, in 2016 amounting to 22.79% decrease in the ratio in 2017 to 

13.23%. 

TABLE 9. Return on Equity Ratio 

Year 

Net Profit Total Equity Return on 

(in million 

rupiah) (in million rupiah) Equity (ROE)  

2015 45,865 295,042 15.55% 

    

2016 87,219 382,676 22.79% 

    

2017 58,374 441,104 13.23% 

    

 

Regarding working capital turnover, the analysis uses data from the company's financial 

statements for three periods, namely 2015-2017 where by calculating the working capital 

turnover so that it can be seen how the company's working capital turnover and the causes 

of changes in working capital levels. Working capital turnover at the latest in 2015 is 6 

times or 60 days. The slow pace of working capital turnover in 2015 was due to the slow 

acquisition of receivables that had an impact on sales. The fastest working capital turnover 

value in 2016 is 47 times or 8 days. The rapid turnover of capital in 2016 was due to the 
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fast collectability of receivables so that the amount of assets and liabilities smoothed a 

little. TABLE 10. Working Capital Turnover 

Year 

Revenue Current Assets Current Liabilities Working Capital Working Capital 

(in million (in million 

(in million rupiah) 

Turnover 

(times) 

Turnover 

 

rupiah) rupiah) Duration (days)    

      

2015 2,029,438 1,183,600 862,632 6 60 

      

2016 2,312,361 1,187,084 1,137,385 47 8 

      

2017 2,167,567 1,573,226 1,321,668 9 40 

      

 

Based on the results of calculations regarding working capital turnover and working 

capital turnover, it can be seen that the average value of working capital turnover for three 
periods is 20 times, which means that on the whole the company needs 18 days to turn its 

working capital on average. 

Regarding the analysis of corporate financing sources can be seen in the table above, 
where during 2015-2017 the company used short-term liabilities between 72.88% - 

95.81%, while the rest using their own capital. 

TABLE 11. Current Liabilities to Current Assets Ratio 

 Current Current Assets Current Liabilities 

Year Liabilities (in million to Current Assets 

 (in million rupiah) rupiah) Ratio 

2015 862,632 1,183,600 72.88% 

2016 1,137,385 1,187,084 95.81% 

2017 1,321,668 1,573,226 84.01% 
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The Company seeks to adjust the maturity date between its investment in current 
assets and its current liabilities. This shows that the company's policy in working capital 

financing uses the approach of own capital financing. However, the company is flexible in 

its working capital financing policy, especially if there is a discrepancy with the maturity 

of the current liability, then to cover the difference between the nonconformities, the 
company uses an approach with banking financing. 

Projections of financial statements prepared by the company in order to find out how 

much the company benefits the company in the coming year. The projected financial 
statements for the 2018-2020 period include projection of the income statement, projected 

financial position report and projected cash budget report (cash budget).In preparing the 

financial position report projection, the working capital adequacy ratio for 2018 with the 

projected asset growth of 16.39% is financed by 71.48% debt and 28.52% of own capital. 
For the projection of 2019, the portion of funding from debt fell to 41.80% and funding 

from own capital to 58.20% with asset growth of 8.97%. While the ratio for 2020, the 

projected asset growth is 8.92%, with the proportion of funding from bank debt decreasing 

to 25.95% and funding from own capital to 74.05%. 

 

Overall the company becomes more independent in financing its projects so that the level 

of profitability can be entirely enjoyed by the company because the share that must be 
shared with the bank is reduced.In preparing the cash budget statement projections, the 

company assumes cash income which consists of the assumption of an average receivable 
receipt of 74.75% per year, the percentage of increase is based on the company's historical 

collection data. Revenues from project advances are assumed to increase by 8% every 
year, along with the increase in new projects obtained by the company. And other revenues 

are current account service revenues which are assumed to have the same nominal value 
of Rp3,984 million. 
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TABLE 12. Income Statement Projection  
INCOME STATEMENTS PROJECTION  

(in million Rupiah) 
 

 2017 (audited) 2018 2019 2020 

 Rp % Rp % Rp % Rp % 

Revenue 

2,167,56

7 

100.00

% 2,642,935 

100.00

% 3,039,375 

100.00

% 3,495,282 

100.00

% 

Cost of Goods Sold 

(1,855,57

9) -70.21% 

(2,233,54

4) 84.51% 

(2,568,57

6) 84.51% 

(2,953,86

3) 84.51% 

         

Gross Profit 311,987 11.80% 409,391 15.49% 470,799 15.49% 541,419 15.49% 

Operational Expense (279,780) -10.59% (307,758) 

-

11.64% (338,534) 

-

11.14% (372,388) 

-

10.65% 

         

Operating Profit 32,207 1.22% 101,632 3.85% 132,265 4.35% 169,031 4.84% 

Other Expenses and 

Income         

Other Expenses (50,810) -1.92% (40,308) -1.53% (35,308) -1.16% (25,308) -0.72% 

Other Income 77,319 2.93% 3,984 0.15% 3,984 0.13% 3,984 0.11% 

         

Total Other Expenses and 

Income 26,509 1.00% (36,325) -1.37% (31,325) -1.03% (21,325) -0.61% 

Profit Before Tax 58,716 2.22% 65,308 2.47% 100,940 3.32% 147,707 4.23% 

Income Tax Expenses (342) -0.01% - 0.00% - 0.00% - 0.00% 

         

Net Profit 58,374 2.21% 65,308 2.47% 100,940 3.32% 147,707 4.23% 

         

Cash expenditure consists of site management costs and indirect cost costs which are 
projected to increase by 15% each year, in line with the increase in income. While the 

salary and general administrative costs are projected to increase by 10% each year 

following the potential for regional minimum wage increases and rising inflation. For bank 
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interest costs, the movement is assumed to decrease every year by Rp. 5,000 million due 
to the reduced projection of bank debt. 

 

TABLE 13. Cash Budget Projection  
CASH BUDGET PROJECTION 

 
(in million Rupiah) 

 
 2018 2019 2020 

CASH IN    

Cash Received from Customers 1,836,054 2,352,212 2,705,044 

Cash Received from Advance Payment 798,348 865,108 934,748 

Cash Received from Others 3,984 3,984 3,984 

TOTAL CASH IN 2,638,385 3,221,303 3,643,775 

CASH OUT    

Site Management Cost 202,738 222,100 255,415 

Indirect Cost 10,872 12,502 14,378 

Cash Paid to Employees 115,316 126,848 139,533 

Cash Paid for Other Operational Expenses 46,482 51,130 56,243 

Interest Payment 40,308 35,308 25,308 

Cash Paid to Suppliers 1,897,441 2,302,767 2,699,938 

Repayment of Bank Loan 150,000 75,000 100,000 

Payment of Financial Lease Liabilities 3,092 3,092 3,092 

Cash Paid for Taxes 93,175 91,181 104,858 

TOTAL CASH OUT 2,559,423 2,919,929 3,398,765 

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH 

EQUIVALENTS 78,962 301,375 245,010 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTSAT THE 

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 316,157 395,119 696,494 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END 

OF THE YEAR 395,119 696,494 941,504 
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TABLE 13. Statement of Financial Position Projection 

 

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION PROJECTION  
(in million Rupiah) 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 

ASSETS     

CURRENT ASSETS     

Cash and Cash Equivalents 316,157 395,119 696,494 941,504 

Trade Receivables 277,711 528,587 607,875 699,056 

Others Receivable 6,083 6,913 6,913 6,913 

Prepayments 81,546 76,558 76,558 76,558 

Prepaid Taxes - 23,015 23,015 23,015 

Projects Under Construction 891,729 916,674 797,273 741,212 

Total Current Assets 1,573,226 1,946,867 2,208,128 2,488,260 

NON CURRENT ASSETS     

Restrictive Deposit 34,448 50,418 50,418 50,418 

Investment 206,826 206,827 206,827 206,827 

Fixed Assets (nett) 327,176 290,519 253,306 216,093 

Non-trade Receivables 5,376 4,376 4,376 4,376 

Other Assets 110 110 110 110 

Total Non Current Assets 573,937 552,250 515,037 477,824 

TOTAL ASSETS 2,147,163 2,499,117 2,723,165 2,966,084 

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY     

CURRENT LIABILITIES     

Trade Payables 267,113 418,085 332,591 263,039 

Tax Payables 12,914 - - - 

Unearned Revenue - current portion 528,587 767,324 1,004,529 1,219,328 
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Finance Lease Liabilities 3,533 3,092 3,092 3,092 

Bank Loan 504,562 346,056 279,562 179,562 

Other Payables 4,959 10,425 10,425 10,425 

Total Current Liabilities 1,321,668 1,544,983 1,630,199 1,675,446 

Non Current Liabilities     

Unearned Revenue - long term 159,177 156,311 156,311 156,311 

Finance Lease Liabilities 214,284 239,504 259,532 280,424 

Bank Loan 10,930 8,317 5,225 2,133 

Post-Employment Benefit - 8,506 - - 

Total Non Current Liabilities 384,391 412,639 421,068 438,868 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,706,059 1,957,622 2,051,268 2,114,315 

EQUITY 

    

    

Capital Stocks 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 

Additional Paid in Capital 26,775 26,775 26,775 26,775 

Retained Earnings 178,814 272,326 367,095 500,200 

Current Profit 58,374 65,308 100,940 147,707 

Other Comprehensive Income (22,859) (22,913) (22,913) (22,913) 

TOTAL EQUITY 441,104 541,495 671,897 851,769 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 2,147,163 2,499,117 2,723,165 2,966,084 

 

CONCLUSION 

Regarding the effectiveness of working capital management can be seen from the results 
of the analysis of financial performance at PT X for the period 2015-2017, namely the 
policy taken by PT X in the management of net working capital to finance its operational 
activities. 

Based on the financial statement projection report above we can conclude that good 
working capital management affects the running of the company's operational activities 

and supports the occurrence of financial independence of the company. This can be 
achieved by means of working capital that can support company performance. 
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Company performance in accordance with planning results in the profitability of the 
projects handled and the accumulated profitability increases the accumulation of assets, 

then the accumulation of these assets as a whole makes the company more independent in 

financing working capital to support the performance of its projects and the company's 

operational activities (self financing). The effect of self financing is the level of 
profitability in the following years can be entirely enjoyed by the company because the 

part that must be shared with other parties (eg the Bank) is reduced. 

And in this case it shows that the company is good enough in preparing the financial 
statement projections for 2018-2020, but the company must further improve its operational 

performance, by increasing the operational efficiency of the company with indicators that 
decrease the percentage of inventory growth to total assets. 

SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the results of this research, it is advised that entrepreneurship develops a good 

model performance strategy. Net working capital which tends to decline must get attention 

from management, because it has a considerable risk. This is the ideal thing to do by 

analyzing the financial statements comprehensively every month so that management can 

find out the latest financial conditions or if there is an error in the financial statements the 

management will immediately get an early warning. In the case of the income statement, 

the company must increase profits every year, therefore the Company can focus on 

controlling project finances better so that the profitability per project will increase, among 

others by accelerating progress billing for all projects running in accordance with the 

percentage of completion of the work so that every project cost that has been issued by the 

company can be immediately billed to the employer to be recognized as revenue for the 

company. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study purpose to find the factors that influence bond yield. Because the yield of the 

bond can reflect the performance of a bond that will be useful as information in decision 

making by investors. The data used in this research is the bond data of banking sector 

companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2012-2016. The research variables 

used are the ratio of liquidity (Current Ratio), firm size (Ln Total Asset), BI-Rate, and yield 

of the bond (Yield to Maturity). The analysis technique in this research is panel data 

regression using Eviews 9. The result of research shows that the Fixed Effect Model used 

for the interpretation of the research with the details of the effect of each of the following 

variables: (1) The current ratio has negative effect significant, (2) Company size (Ln Total 

Asset) has significant negative effect, (3) BI-Rate has significant positive effect. 

 

Keywords: Bond yield, Liquidity Ratio, Company Size, BI-Rate, Panel data 

regression 

 

1. Introduction 

Bond yield is a measure of bond income that investors will receive based on interest 

rates and tend to be non-permanent (Tandelilin, 2010). Investors must consider the risks 

contained in a bond will affect the yield level obtained so that it is necessary to know the 

factors that are determinants of bond yields. According to Paisarn (2012), there are factors 

that can influence bond yields, namely external factors, internal factors of the company, 

and characteristics of bonds. Basically, economic conditions affect market conditions, so 

in turn market conditions will affect investors, making it difficult for investors to get 

investment returns that are reversed by market trends (Husnan, 2009). Securities gains are 

related to the risk that high profits will coexist with high risk. One type of bond that has a 

high risk is corporate bonds. The following statement is supported by the statistical data of 

one index that measures the total return of bonds in Indonesia, namely the Indonesian Bond 

Index (INDOBex). The following are the performance returns of the types of bonds below: 

Table 1.1 

Indonesian Bond Index (INDOBex) Total Return 

Period 
INDOBex Total Return 

Composite Government Corporate 

2014 175.8939 174.6143 178.8612 

2015 183.2792 180.3796 196.5327 

2016 208.4493 205.5032 221.2946 

Sumber : Indonesia Stock Exchange 2017 

 

 Based on Table 1.1, it is seen that corporate bonds have a higher rate of return 

compared to government bonds in the last 3 years. Corporate bonds can produce high 

returns due to a faster time period and the sensitivity level of corporate bonds tends to be 
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stable compared to government bonds. Based on the classification of the industrial sector 

in corporate bonds, banking is the highest number of sectors in issuing bonds, even 

increasing from year to year. The statement comes from the table below: 

Table 1.2 

Corporate Bond Classification Table 

Sector 

Number 

of 

Issuers 

Value 

Market 

(Billion) 

Banking 108 119,254.31 

Infrastructu

re 
28 14,697.07 

Financing 88 54,500.24 

Telecomun

nication 
38 24,418.65 

Other firms 85 59,363.15 

 

 Based on Table 1.2, it can be seen that the banking sector has the largest number 

of publishers, namely 108 issuing companies, then the non-bank financial sector is ranked 

second with 88 publishing companies. in other sector columns, it consists of various sectors 

so that they are not specifically classified into the type of sector of the company operating. 

Other sectors have an amount of 85 issuing companies. From the following data, it is 

known that the banking sector corporate bonds are the sectors that have the highest bid 

price in the bond market. Based on the problems and references of previous research, 

researchers are interested in knowing how much influence from internal factors of the 

company and external factors of the company on bond yields. therefore, the researcher 

intends to conduct research on the determinants of yield of banking corporate bonds listed 

on the Indonesian stock exchange for the period 2012-2016). 

 

2. Research Methodology 

  

2.1 Explanation Research 

Based on the type of expansion, this research is classified as associative research. 

According Sugiyono (2016) Associative research is research that aims to determine the 

influence or also the relationship between two or more variables. 

 

2.2 Research Variables 

According to Sugiyono (2016: 38), the research variable is everything that is shaped and 

applied by the researcher to be studied so that information is obtained about it, then the 

conclusions are drawn. In this study, there are 2 kinds of research variables including: 

1. Independent Variables 

Another name for the dependent variable is the independent variable. This variable is a 

variable that influences or causes changes or the emergence of a dependent variable. In this 

study the independent variables are liquidity, company size, and BI-Rate 

2. Dependent Variables 
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Another name for this variable is the dependent variable. This variable is a variable that is 

affected or that results from an independent variable. In this study the dependent variable 

is bond yield. 

 

2.3 Population and Sample 

Population is a combination of all elements in the form of events, things, or people who 

have similar characteristics that are the center of attention of the researcher, therefore are 

seen as a universe of research (Reza, 2010). The population used in this study are banking 

sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2012-2016 which trade bonds. 

While the meaning of the Sample is a subset of the population, consisting of several 

members of the population (Ferdinand, 2006). The sampling technique in this study uses a 

purposive sampling technique that is sampling which aims to take samples from the 

population based on certain criteria. The sample criteria in this study are as follows: 

1. A conventional banking sector company that issues bonds and trades during 2012-2016 

and is listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 

2. Bonds that are still in circulation or not yet due from 2012-2016 

3. Bonds that have complete data, namely prices, coupons, nominal, and maturity of bonds. 

4. Banking bonds registered in the Bond Rating issued by PT. PEFINDO. 

In accordance with the criteria to be examined, the following research samples obtained 17 

bond issuing companies from PT. Indonesia Stock Exchange from 2012 to 2016. The total 

observations in this study were 85 observations 

 

2.4 Selection of Panel Data Processing Models 

1. Chow Test 

Chow test is used to select one model in panel data regression, which is between the fixed 

coefficient model (CEM) or fixed effect model (FEM). The model selection hypothesis is 

as follows: 

H0: PLS model 

H1: FEM model 

The basis for rejecting the null hypothesis uses the consideration of the chi-square test 

statistic. Determination of the Chow Test results can be done as follows: if the probability 

of the Chow test is less than the signification level (a = 5%) then the null hypothesis is 

rejected and the FEM model is used. 

 

2. Hausman Test 

Hausman test is used to select one model in panel data regression, which is between the 

random effect model (REM) or fixed effect model (FEM). The model selection hypothesis 

is as follows: 

H0: REM model 

H1: FEM model 

The basis for rejecting the null hypothesis uses the consideration of the chi-square test 

statistic. Determination of the Hausmann test results can be done as follows: if the 

probability of the Hausmann test is less than the signification level (a = 5%) then the null 

hypothesis is rejected and the FEM model is used. 

 

3. Langrange Multiplier Test 

This test is done by choosing the REM and PLS methods. The model selection hypothesis 

is as follows: 
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H0: PLS model 

H1: REM model 

The basis for rejecting the null hypothesis uses the consideration of the chi-square test 

statistic. Determination of LM test results can be done as follows: if the probability of the 

LM test is less than the signification level (a = 5%) then the null hypothesis is rejected and 

the REM model is used. 

 

4. Research Results 

4.1 Panel Data Regression Analysis 

Regression analysis on panel data uses 3 estimation models namely Common Effect Model, 

Fixed Effect Model, and Random Effect Model. The model will then be tested again to 

determine the best model equation using the Chow Test, LM-Test, and Hausmann Test. 

Following are the results of the regression analysis of the panel data model attached: 

 

a. Common Effect Model 

Dependent Variable: YIELD   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     C 16.00198 2.515002 6.362613 0.0000 

CR -1.326799 1.437166 -0.923206 0.3586 

SIZE -0.395929 0.399395 -0.991321 0.3245 

RATE 0.353054 0.970147 0.363918 0.7169 

     
     R-squared 0.085672     Mean dependent var 10.29446 

Adjusted R-squared 0.051808     S.D. dependent var 1.102676 

S.E. of regression 1.073733     Akaike info criterion 3.026075 

Sum squared resid 93.38509     Schwarz criterion 3.141023 

Log likelihood -124.6082     Hannan-Quinn criter. 3.072311 

F-statistic 2.529879     Durbin-Watson stat 0.939003 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.062953    
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b. Random Effect Model 

Dependent Variable: YIELD?   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     C 12.57256 2.350512 5.348860 0.0000 

CR -0.554396 1.028278 -0.539150 0.5913 

SIZE -1.781761 0.345892 -5.151203 0.0000 

RATE 3.923459 0.810067 4.843373 0.0000 

     
        S.D.   Rho   

     
     Cross-section random 0.539917 0.3846 

Idiosyncratic random 0.682918 0.6154 

     
      Weighted Statistics   

     
     R-squared 0.192599     Mean dependent var 5.068472 

Adjusted R-squared 0.162696     S.D. dependent var 0.880941 

S.E. of regression 0.806099     Sum squared resid 52.63344 

F-statistic 6.440648     Durbin-Watson stat 1.091676 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000576    

     
      Unweighted Statistics   

     
     R-squared -0.076242     Mean dependent var 10.29446 

Sum squared resid 109.9222     Durbin-Watson stat 0.522721 

     
     c. Fixed Effect Model 

Dependent Variable: YIELD?   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     C 9.263017 7.013688 1.320706 0.1912 

CR 0.152508 1.234571 0.123531 0.9021 

SIZE -2.772972 0.639754 -4.334437 0.0001 

RATE 6.568899 0.953600 6.888525 0.0000 

     
     Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)  

     
     R-squared 0.703193     Mean dependent var 10.29446 

Adjusted R-squared 0.616434     S.D. dependent var 1.102676 

S.E. of regression 0.682918     Akaike info criterion 2.277439 

Sum squared resid 30.31446     Schwarz criterion 2.852180 

Log likelihood -76.79115     Hannan-Quinn criter. 2.508616 

F-statistic 8.105126     Durbin-Watson stat 1.757354 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
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4.2 Model selection 

From the three regression analysis results above, the model will be tested to determine the 

best model of the three selected as part of dividend policy determinants and obtained the 

following results: 

a. Chow Test (Common Effect Model vs. Fixed Effect) 

 

Redundant Fixed Effects Tests   

     
     Effects Test Statistic   d.f.  Prob.  

     
     Cross-section F 8.452218 (16,65) 0.0000 

Cross-section Chi-square 95.634080 16 0.0000 

     
      

Chow test is done to determine the regression model by comparing the common 

effects and fixed effects seen through the Chi-Square probability both. Based on 

Chow testtable, the results of the chow test show the fixed effect model. 

 

b. Hausmann Test (Fixed Effect Model vs Random Effect Model 

 

Correlated Random Effects - Hausman Test  

     
     

Test Summary 

Chi-Sq. 

Statistic Chi-Sq. d.f. Prob.  

     
     Cross-section random 34.856167 3 0.0000 

     
      

Hausmann test used to determine the regression model by comparing fixed effects 

and random effects that are seen through the probability of Chi-Square both. Based 

onHausmann testtable, the results of the hausmann test show that the probability 

of Chi-Square is 0.0000. Because the Chi-Square probability value is below 0.05, 

the fixed effect model is selected. 

 

4.3 Testing in the Model 

Based on the results of the model selection, the model used to examine the effect of each 

independent variable on the dependent variable is Fixed Effect Model. The basis for 

decision making in the t test if the significance level 5% then H0 is accepted and Ha for 

rejected. 
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Fixed Effect Model Table 

 

Dependent Variable: YIELD?   

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     C 9.263017 7.013688 1.320706 0.1912 

CR? 0.152508 1.234571 0.123531 0.9021 

SIZE? -2.772972 0.639754 -4.334437 0.0001 

RATE? 6.568899 0.953600 6.888525 0.0000 

     
     Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)  

     
     R-squared 0.703193     Mean dependent var 10.29446 

Adjusted R-squared 0.616434     S.D. dependent var 1.102676 

S.E. of regression 0.682918     Akaike info criterion 2.277439 

Sum squared resid 30.31446     Schwarz criterion 2.852180 

Log likelihood -76.79115     Hannan-Quinn criter. 2.508616 

F-statistic 8.105126     Durbin-Watson stat 1.757354 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    

     
     4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 The Effect of Liquidity on Bond Yields 

 Based on the results of statistical tests, it shows that liquidity has a negative 

effect on bond yields. This is seen from the regression coefficient value in the 

Current_Ratio t-test of 0.152508 with a significant 0.9021. Thus, if the liquidity value 

increases, the bond yield will increase and it states that the first hypothesis (Ha1) of the 

researcher is rejected. This states that the effect of liquidity on bond yields is not relevant. 

The liquidity variable does not affect the bond yield due to the low level of the company's 

average liquidity used for the sample, which ranges from 0.855516 (minimum) to 1.320686 

(maximum). In general, the level of liquidity ratio that is considered good is 2: 1 (Fahmi, 

2015). So that the level of liquidity that is still below 2 is still considered unable to influence 

bond yields. The company's liquidity also tends to pay off short-term debt, while the sample 

used is bonds with maturities of more than five years. 

 

4.4.2 The Effect of Company Size on Bond Yields 

Based on the results of statistical tests, it shows that liquidity has a negative effect on bond 

yields. This is seen from the regression coefficient value in the t-test Size of -2.772972 

with a significant 0.001. Thus, if the liquidity value increases, the bond yield will decrease 

and it states that the first hypothesis (Ha2) of the researcher is accepted. This states that the 

effect of firm size negatively affects bond yields. The size of the company shows the size 

of the company's ability as measured by total assets that can be an assessment for outsiders 

in providing loans. Companies that enter the scope of the capital market will include one 

of the information in the financial statements, one of which is total assets. The greater the 

total assets owned, the greater the company or vice versa. However, based on the risk-

return theory, the trade off states that the higher the rate of return of a high security will be 

accompanied by the same risk of height. Therefore, the larger a company, the smaller the 

level of risk because its assets can guarantee the sustainability of a company and this will 

affect the rate of return on securities held in the capital market, one of which is a lower 
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bond. Companies that tend to have low assets will have high risks and are accompanied by 

high returns. The size of the company can still be used as a reference for investors but its 

nature and influence are opposite. 

 

4.4.3 The Effcet of BI-Rate on Bond Yields 

Based on the results of statistical tests, the BI Rate has a positive effect on bond yields. 

This is seen from the regression coefficient value in the BI_Rate t-test of 6,568899 with a 

significant 0,000. Thus, if the BI Rate increases, the bond yield will increase and it states 

that the first hypothesis (Ha3) of the researcher is accepted. The BI rate affects the amount 

of bond yields, this is because the bond yield depends on the interest rate, one of which is 

the BI Rate. If the BI Rate has increased, it will be responded to by the increase in yield by 

investors because the bond price tends to fall due to the increase in the BI interest rate, in 

other words if the BI rate increases then the yield required by investors will also increase. 

This can occur in investment products that have a greater risk and longer tenors will provide 

higher returns. The characteristics of these investment products are clearly owned by 

bonds. This is also in line with the APT theory which states that macro factors possess 

influence on securities products which in this study use the reference of bond yields. 

 

5. Conclusions and Suggestions 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the test results from the analysis of yield determinants of bonds of banking 

corporations listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2012-2016), the 

conclusion is that this study found that the fixed effect is the chosen model to estimate the 

variables used as determinants of bond yields. As for the determinant variable, Liquidity 

does not affect the bond yield, while the Company Size and BI-Rate affect the bond yield. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

Based on the discussion and conclusions presented above, the authors suggest: 

1. Investors 

If investors are interested in buying bonds of banking companies listed on the Indonesia 

Stock Exchange, it is better to consider factors such as the size of the company and the 

condition of the BI Rate that can affect the bond yield that will be received by investors. 

2. Further Researchers 

For further research, it is better to add other independent variables that are predicted to 

have an effect on bond yields and it is recommended to conduct other testing tools in 

addition to panel data regression and expand the object to be studied. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of high performance working system on 

government performance which is mediated by government innovation capability. This research 

was conducted in Aceh Province, covering 23 regencies/cities. The sample size in this study is 120 

government employees. The sampling technique is based on Stratified Random Sampling 

technique. The data obtained were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively with Structural 

Equation Modeling (SEM) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) methods. The results showed 

that there is a significant effect between high performance working system on the performance of 

government and the capability of government innovation. Furthermore, this study also finds the 

role of government innovation capability in mediating the effect of high performance working 

system on government performance by partially. 

 

Keywords:High Performance Working System;Government Innovation Capability; 

Government Performance 

INDRODUCTION 

The Success in the implementation of good government can be measured by the capability 

of local governments to utilize their fiscal capabilities effectively, efficiently and 

economically in achieving their stated goals (Mattoasi and Samsuddin, 2015).The success 

of the government in carrying out its duties largely depends on the way the management 

of all its resources, which can then be viewed from the impact (outcomes) generated by the 

execution of the task.Managing human resources in government agencies, different and 

even more difficult than the private organization, which is caused by the complexity of the 

work area.Government employees are not only working to achieve the goals or success of 

the institution itself, but also the success of the overall development program. This is 

because government agencies have the duty and function to provide services to the 

community through the design of policies and the implementation of a very broad 

development program (Liff, 2011). 
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In general, the Indonesian government has issued constitution governing regional 

financial management that can guide the achievement of regional governance goals.The 

success in achieving the high performance of local government will be largely determined 

by the performance of the process of the implementation of programs and development 

activities, which in turn will contribute to the performance of the impact (outcome 

performance) that provide value at every penny of public funds spent (Basri and Nabiha, 

2014). However, the local government in Indonesia is still faced with the problem of the 

weakness of processes and poor quality of the preparation of Budget (APBD) which is 

characterized by two conditions, namely: the delay time of the establishment and delivery 

of the budget and the weakness of the budget in answering the question of development 

effectively. 

In the case of Aceh, the delay in the ratification Budget Aceh (APBA) has taken place 

every year for the last decade. Based on observations carried out in the field, the relations 

between the executive and the legislature in both Aceh and other regions in Indonesia are 

not good enough, which is indicated as a result of the lack of the ability of the parties to 

build mutual understanding. The APBD planning process should not only involve the 

executive and the legislative, but also must involve the community as a form of 

participatory planning. Despite the delay in the ratification of each year, but the 

Government of Aceh since 2012 has received numerous awards in development 

planning.The issue of delay in budget approval and conditions are inversely proportional 

to the awards obtained indicate problems in the planning and budgeting process. 

The problem of the slow determination and low quality of the APBD is indicated as a 

result of various complex problems. Basri and Nabiha (2014) state that delays in setting 

and low quality of APBD implementation are caused by the lack of commitment of the 

parties to fulfill the time set in accordance with the legislation, lack of responsibility for 

budget management, lack of consistency between planning, budgeting and implementation, 

the intervention of other parties, as well as the lack of capacity and capability of 

government employees. 

Governance in the context of regional autonomy requires local governments to 

mobilize resources, especially human resources, as well as improved governance of 

governance (government governance) because the central government has transferred 

almost a third of financial resources and two-thirds of the resources the apparatus to the 

local government ( Maher and Bedawy, 2014).Regional development planning currently 

only concentrates on financial resources and has not made human resources a strategic 

pillar to achieve its vision and mission. In fact, to produce quality and effective 

development planning, the local government not only requires human resources who are 

able to work hard, but also who can work intelligently, reliably, and professionally so that 

they can produce mature and systematic planning and can have an optimal welfare impact 

and sustainable. 

Innovation has not been entrenched in local government, where employee 

performance is only measured by productivity and efficiency, there has been no effort to 

develop all of its potential so that it can contribute to a very comprehensive governance 

performance. Alberti and Bertucci (2006)argues that innovations carried out by the 

government will be able to provide positive results for public services, including 

maximizing the use of resources, helping the government to gain the trust and legitimacy 
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of the community, providing opportunities to produce sustainable innovation, increasing 

self-confidence in serving community, and can encourage the establishment of institutional 

relations among government institutions. 

Optimizing the utilization of human resources and various other resources in 

governance, which is manifested in the form of the budget, it should be measurable impact 

on the welfare of the community. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the 

effect of high performance working system on government performance which is mediated 

by government innovation capability. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

GOVERNMENT PERFOMANCE 

Organizational performance is defined as the effectiveness of the organization as a whole 

to meet the needs of each group defined through systematic efforts and enhance the 

organization's capability continuously to achieve its needs effectively. Organizational 

performance is a complicated activity, as stated by Ben Zaied et al. (2015) performance 

measurement is a complex work and uses the concept of progress and multi-dimensionality. 

Organizational Performance Measurement can be done using financial or non-

financial dimensions or approaches. Kaplan & Norton (1996) stated that a company to 

achieve its strategic objectives so as not only depends on the financial aspects, but must 

pay attention to non-financial aspects. Kaplan & Norton (1996) introduced the Balanced 

Scorecard (BSC), which divides performance into two dimensions, namely the financial 

and non-financial dimensions. The non-financial dimension consists of three perspectives, 

namely; customer perspective, internal procedure perspective, and learning and growth 

perspective. These dimensions are known as the 4 Performance Measurement perspectives 

using BSC. 

BSC is the most popular and practical concept that can be used to measure innovation 

performance and overall organizational performance. The BSC concept aims to transform 

the vision and strategy of the company or organization into a set of comprehensive 

performance indicators that provide a framework to oversee the implementation of the 

strategy and their management system (Zizlavsky, 2014). 

Organizational performance measurement can also use other tools, namely; Baldridge 

Criteria for Performance Excellence. According to Soemohadiwidjojo (2015), the 

Baldridge Criteria for Performance Excellence consists of seven criteria, namely: (1) 

Leadership, (2) Strategic Planning, (3) Customer Focus, (4) Measurement , Analysis and 

Knowledge Management, (5) Workforce Focus, (6) Operations Focus, and (7) Results. 

The performance measurement system is a system used to measure, assess and 

systematically and continuously compare the performance of regional governance. 

Performance measurement and assessment itself is carried out using Key Performance 

Indicators (IKK), namely: key performance indicators that reflect the successful 

implementation of a government affair. 
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                                      HIGH PERFORMANCE WORK SYSTEM  

The High Performance Work System (HPWS) has become a topic of great interest in the 

management of organizations, both private and public, because its contribution is 

considerable in maximizing organizational performance (Garg and Punia, 2017).HPWS is 

considered to be able to contribute positively to improve organizational performance 

through improving employee performance which can be done in 3 ways, namely; increase 

employee capacity, increase employee motivation, and provide opportunities to increase 

employee potential (Boxall and Purcell, 2003; Garg and Punia, 2017). 

The application of HPWS in an organization is believed to provide benefits to both 

employees and organizations. Benefits for the organization, including; high productivity, 

high quality, high flexibility, and can provide satisfaction to customers (Cook, 2008). 

Implementation HPWS in a modern organization are very important today because the 

system can improve the level of trust in the workplace, increase employee motivation in 

working, and improve the relationship between superiors and subordinates so that it will 

contribute to improving organizational commitment, as Appelbaum et al. (2000) that 

HPWS is very important and contributes and benefits greatly to both the organization and 

its employees (Ozceliket al., 2016). 

The government as a large organization can implement HPWS in achieving High 

Government Performance. A research conducted by Yadav and Sagar (2013) found that 

companies in India have been expanding to implement HPWS as a tool to optimize both 

quantitative and qualitative performance. Furthermore, it is said that currently HPWS is 

considered as a revolutionary paradigm of performance excellence (Garg and Punia, 2017). 

Researchers suspect that the High Performance Work System (HPWS) will positively 

contribute to High Workforce Performance (HWP), which will then positively impact the 

achievement of High Government Performance (HGP). And the High Performance Work 

System (HPWS) contributes both incrementally and radically, and the capability to 

innovate from an organization. (Wang and Chen; 2013). 

H1: High Performance Work Systems Affect Government Performance 

H2: High Performance Work System Affects Innovation Capability 

 

INNOVATION CAPABILITY 

Wu and Sivalogathasan (2013) state that Innovation capability is as the ability to create 

new and useful knowledge based on previous knowledge. Furthermore, it is also said that 

"The innovation capability is a comprehensive set of characteristics of an organization that 

facilitates and supports innovation strategies. 

The use of the word capability to demonstrate the ability to manage various key 

organizational capabilities and resources that can stimulate the success of innovation 

activities. Damanpour (1991) in Ipek Kocoglu, et al. (2011) defines Innovation as adoption 

of internally generated or purchased devices, systems, polior services, programs, processes, 
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products, or services that are not necessarily new to the world but specifically for adopting 

organizations". 

Meanwhile, Kalkan (2014) said that It is widely accepted that an organization's 

capability to innovate is closely tied to its intellectual capital, or its ability to utilize its 

knowledge resources. 

However, learning from experience innovations of Gorontalo Province Local 

Government, Jembrana and Sragen, the government bureaucracy in Indonesia basically has 

the potential to perform a wide range of innovations in governance and development. The 

first thing they should know is the innovation capability of government bureaucracy, 

including: Vision and strategy, Gluing basic competence, Strengthening information and 

intelligence organizations, Market and customer orientation, Management ideas and 

creativity, Systems and organizational structure and management of technology 

H3: Influential Innovation Capability to Government Performance 

H4: High Performance Work System Affects Government Performance Through 

Innovation Capability 

 

PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

To achieve the objectives of this research, then we built a framework with High 

Performance Working System variables as exogenous variables that will affect the 

Government Innovation Capability and Performance Government. The Government 

Innovation Capability variable in this model also acts as a mediation variable. Each of the 

variables used in this study has a dimension that will explain each variable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Conceptual Model 
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Government and District/City.The location of this research is the province of Aceh, which 
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the Unit of Work Aceh (SKPA) in the Government of Aceh and Work Unit District/City 

(SKPK) in the Government of Regency/City. Meanwhile, the observation unit in this study 

was a structural official with the Aceh Equipment Working Unit (SKPA) and the 

District/City Equipment Unit (SKPK) as the executor of the development program.The 

sample area was determined by purposive sampling method using regional zoning, while 

the selection of respondents was done by probability sampling approach, especially with 

the Stratified Random Sampling technique to obtain a sample of 120 civil servants. This 

study uses interval scale measurement with Likert Scale technique which is stated in 5 

(five) scale points. In this study the data obtained were analyzed using quantitative 

methods. The design of the verification analysis in this study uses analytical techniques 

with Structural Equation Model (SEM) with the AMOS 22 program. 

RESULT 

Table 1.shows the demographic of respondent, including gender, rank/class, education and 

echelon position. Based on data obtained from the respondents, 65% were male and 35% 

were female. Then, for the most rank/class is III/b (31.7%). Furthermore, the most recent 

education is bachelor (51.7%). And the last, the most echelon position is echelon IV 

(66.7%). 

TABLE 1. The Demographic of Respondent 

Description Numbers Percentage 

Gender 

Male 78 65% 

Female 42 35% 

Rank/Class 

III/a 10 8.3% 

III/b 38 31.7% 

III/c 27 22.5 % 

III/d 21 17.5% 

IV/a 12 10% 

IV/b 7 5.8% 

IV/c 3 2.5% 

IV/d 2 1.7% 

Education 

Bachelor 62 51.7% 
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Master 47 39.1% 

PhD 9 7.5% 

Prof. 2 1.7% 

Echelon Position 

Echelon I 2 1.7% 

Echelon II 6 5% 

Echelon III 32 26.6% 

Echelon IV 80 66.7% 

Total 120 100% 

 

DATA ANALYSIS 

In this study, the data that has been collected will first be analyzed using the CFA method 

to see the value of loading factors generated by each indicator and dimensions. For 

indicators, based on the results of the first order in measurement model, the value of the 

loading factor generated by each indicator has fulfilled the requirement that is greater than 

0.60. Furthermore, based on the results of the second order at measurement model, the 

value of loading factors for each dimension has also met the specified criteria. Therefore, 

based on these results each indicator and dimension can be used later to build a structural 

model.The value of Goodness of measurement model isx2= 235,134 DF= 126, p= 0.002, 

CMIN/DF = 1.866, RMSEA= 0.048, GFI = 0.913, AGFI = 0.898, NFI = 0.936, CFI = 

0.977, TLI = 0.961, PNFI = 0.890 dan PGFI = 0.851. 

Before building structural models, we have also searched for SEM assumption values 

for each variable that will be used. First, the outlier assumption using the mahalanobis 

method, the cut of value value of mahalanobis is obtained from the number of indicators 

used, the number of indicators in this study is 59 so that the mahalanobis cut of value is 

87.166 (significant at = 0.01). After outlier testing, out of 120 data samples, 118 data 

samples were left to be analyzed. Second, the assumption of normality with the value of 

skewness and kurtosis, after testing normality, the results obtained show that the overall 

values are at -1.96 and +1.96 (significant at = 0.05) so that the overall data is considered 

normal. Third, the assumption of multicollinearity, based on the previous CFA analysis, 

the resulting determinant of covariance matrixvalue is 1,021, and this value can be accepted 

because it is far from zero. 

Furthermore, for more convincing results, we tested the validity with Average 

Variance Extracted (AVE) and Reliability with Cronbach Alpha (α) and Composite 

Reliability (CR). The results show that the value has met the requirements specified for 

each value, for AVE values ≥ 0.5, Cronbach Alpha values (α) ≥ 0.6 and Composite 

Reliability ≥ 0.7, for the overall results can be seen in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2. Normality, Validity and Reliability 

Dimension 
Skewness Kurtosis 

AVE α CR 
Value c.r Value c.r 

High Performance Working System (HPWS) 

SRR -0.224 -1.390 -0.457 -1.418 0.579 0.782 0.888 

CTD 0.249 1.545 -0.390 -1.210 0.512 0.802 0.891 

IDM -0.301 -1.867 -0.441 -1.368 0.601 0.753 0.862 

PMR -0.092 -0.571 0.156 -0.484 0.552 0.744 0.842 

Government Innovation Capability (GIC) 

OI -0.271 -1.681 0.083 0.257 0.531 0.810 0.833 

PI 
0.290 1.799 -0.087 -0.269 0.623 0.921 0.901 

PSI 
-0.177 -1.098 -0.215 -0.667 0.574 0.811 0.812 

Government Performance (GP) 

PTL 0.163 1.011 0.421 1.306 0.562 0.791 0.876 

PIL 
-0.230 -1.427 -0.510 -1.582 0.502 0.820 0.832 

FRL 
-0.051 -0.316 -0.096 -0.298 0.522 0.750 0.881 

 

After fulfilling the loading factor and multidimensionality test on each variable and 

dimension by using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), and next we will build the 

structural model. After constructing the structural model, the model has been considered 

as the final model for testing the hypothesis. The value of Goodness of measurement model 

isx2= 246,277 DF= 128, p=0.000, CMIN/DF = 1.924, RMSEA= 0.049, GFI = 0.902, AGFI 

= 0.890, NFI = 0.911, CFI = 0.969, TLI = 0.972, PNFI = 0.881 dan PGFI = 0.844. 

TABLE 3. The Results of Structural Model 

 Total 

Efect 

Direct 

Efect 
S.E C.R 

Indirect 

Efect 

Sobel 

Test 

S.E 

(Ind) 
P 

GPHPWS 0.504 0.261 0.101 2,684    0.001 

GICHPWS  0.528 0.134 3,991    0.000 

GPGIC  0.460 0.123 3.839    0.000 

GPGIC HPWS     0.243 2.668 0.091 0.007 
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The results of hypothesis testing show that all variable were significant with tvalue greater 

than ttable = 1,980 (n=120). First, the direct effect of High Performance Working System 

towardGovernment Performance (β = 0.261; tvalue = 2.684) is significant, with this 

resultthen hypothesis H1 in this study is accepted. Second, the direct effect of High 

Performance Working System towardGovernment Innovation Capability (β = 0.528; tvalue 

= 3.991) is significant, with this resultthen hypothesis H2 in this study is accepted. Third, 

the direct effect of Government Innovation Capability towardGovernment Performance (β 

= 0.460; tvalue = 3.839) is significant, with this resultthen hypothesis H3 in this study is 

accepted. Finally, for indirect effects, the role of Government Innovation Capability in 

mediating the effect of High Performance Working System on Government Performance 

is significantwith total effect 0.504 (β = 0.243, sobel = 2.668)andmediated partially.With 

this resultthen hypothesis H4 in this study is accepted. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSION 

After testing the research hypothesis, it can be concluded that each variable has a positive 

and significant influence. This is consistent with the results of previous studies which stated 

that a high-performance work system influences government performance in a positive and 

significant manner. Na Fu, et al. (2015: 2) stated that previous research found that HPWS 

had an effective impact on organizational financial outcomes, retention, productivity, 

efficiency and flexibility, as well as employee commitment. The government as a large 

organization can implement HPWS in achieving high performance (High Government 

Performance). The High Performance Work System (HPWS) will positively contribute to 

High Workforce Performance (HWP), which will then have a positive impact on achieving 

High Government Performance (HGP). The application of HPWS in an organization is 

believed to provide benefits to both employees and organizations. Benefits to employees 

include; more involved in the organization, experiencing growth and satisfaction, and 

having more value as contributors in the organization. Meanwhile, benefits for the 

organization, including; high productivity, high quality, high flexibility, and can provide 

satisfaction to customers (Charli Cook, 2010).  

As well as the High Performance Work System (HPWS) contribute both incrementally 

and radically, and the capability to innovate from an organization.(Wang and Chen; 2013). 

The empirical study conducted by Wu and Sivalogathasan (2013) found that Intellectual 

Capital components have a positive and significant relationship to Innovation Capability 

and Organizational Performance. This is in line with the results of research that has been 

tested that there is a positive and significant influence between the variables of capability 

innovation on government performance. Wu and Sivalangostan (2013) found in their 

research that "Intellectual capital positively affects innovation capability, and thus, leads 

to higher performance, which is in line with other researchers, organizations that need to 

develop their innovation capabilities beyond technical innovation" . 

Overall, the high work performance system variable influences government 

performance, mediated by the capability of innovation. The results show that the success 

of the creation of HPWS is very dependent on the role of leadership, starting from the top 

level of an organization. The High Performance Work System (HPWS) will positively 
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contribute to High Workforce Performance (HWP), which will then have a positive impact 

on achieving High Government Performance (HGP). Achieving government performance 

requires the innovation Capability of its leaders when running an organization. 
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APPENDIX 1:  Structural Equation Model 
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Strategy Formulation in Dealing with Business Competition - 
Case Study in MSME AG Food 

Henny Khaerunisa and Sisdjiatmo K. Widhaningrat  
(Master of Management, Faculty of Economic and Business, University of Indonesia) 

  

ABSTRACT 

Currently, one of the biggest challenge for MSMEs is how to increase sales and compete 

with other competitors. It is because the rapid development of information technology 

resulted to tighter business competition and requires the character of business players to 

be flexible and adaptive to such rapid changes. This study aims to formulate the strategies 

needed by MSME AG Food in increasing sales and dealing with business competition in 

Food Industry. The study is based on internal and external analysis and gap analysis 

between actual condition with expected condition at MSME AG Food. The method used in 

this study is qualitative. Data collection is done by interview, observation and 

documentation. The results of the study indicates that the strategy needed by MSME AG 

Food is development of entrepreneurial character of the owner through entrepreneurship 

training or joining the entrepreneurial community and the strategy of promoting the 

products to the consumer. Hence, widely known by the public through one of the internet 

social media, i.e Instagram as the owner is more familiar in using it than other social 

media and Instagram does not require a large cost for promotion. 

Keywords: Sales; Flexible; Entrepreneurial Character; Instagram; Promotion. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Food and beverage business is a profitable business because it will always get customers. 
Food and beverage have become a basic need of every human being. Food is a priority of 

the main products that are most bought by customers. These reasons make a business 
opportunity for MSMEs to enter the food and beverage business, with consideration of 
growth of Indonesian population year on year. 

One of food and beverage business that has become a trend in urban communities in 

Indonesia is the frozen food business. Some frozen food products that are most interest by 

Indonesian people are chicken nuggets, sausages, potatoes, meatballs, dumplings and so 

on. This product is known as a practical food, easy to serve because it only takes a few 

minutes to cook and becomes a mainstay menu for people who have a busy activity 

schedule, do not have much free time to cook food that can take hours. From this fact, 

frozen food provides a promising and appropriate business opportunity for sale in urban 

areas. This is what drives business owners of frozen food "AG Food" to take advantage of 

these opportunities by managing a frozen food business. This business began by selling 

imported frozen potatoes “Aviko” and SoNice brand products consisting of chicken 

nuggets, sausages, karage and chicken wings that were purchased directly from suppliers 

and then resell to constumers. 
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In running its business, one of the biggest challenges for AG Food is how to increase 

sales and compete with other competitors. The number of competitors similar to AG Food 

and the rapid development of information technology has made business competition more 

stringent and requires entrepreneurial character to be flexible, responsive and adaptive to 

changes in the era that are so fast and determine the right marketing strategy. Previously, a 

product purchase transaction could only be done face to face and by telephone, but now 

with the internet, purchase transactions are made easier so there is a shift in offline business 

transactions to online businesses. This shift must be utilized by business people in order to 

win business competition, because many consumers tend to choose to shop online and 

spend more time online. Therefore, an intenal, external and gap analysis is needed to find 

out the problems faced by AG Food. From these problems, strategies can be formulated to 

reduce the gap value between actual and expected conditon of AG Food in dealing with 

business competition. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Micro, Small, Medium and Enterprise 

According  to  Indonesian  Law  No.20  of  2008,  concerning  Micro,  Small,  Medium  

and 

Enterprise that:  

 Micro business is a business with a maximum asset of Rp.50,000,000 (excluding land 
and building) and a maximum annual sales of Rp.300,000,000.  

 Small Businesses, is a business with assets between Rp.50,000.0000 - up to 
Rp.500,000,000 (excluding land and buildings) and an annual sales between 

Rp.300,000,000 up to Rp.2,500,000,000  

 Medium Business is a business with assets of between Rp.500,000,000, - up to 

10,000,000,000 (excluding land and buildings) and an annual sales of Rp.2,500,000,000 
up to Rp.50,000,000,000. 

 

Porter’s Five Forces Analysis  
Analysis of the external environment is performed using Porter’s Five Forces Analysis. 

This analysis was first introduced by Michael Porter in 1979. This analysis model uses five 
factors that are considered influential in the competition in the industry that is the threat of 
new 
entrants, threat of substituted productss, the bargaining power of buyers, bargaining power 

of suppliers, and rivalry Among Existing Competitors. These five factors can define the 

structure of the industry, and form competitive interactions in the industry (Porter, 2008). 
It is expected that by knowing the dynamics of competition, the company is able to 

determine a strategy to be able to adjust to existing conditions and able to survive in the 

industry. According to Kodrat (2009), the purpose of Porter's five forces analysis is to 
determine the competitive advantage of a company.  

According to Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble and Strickland, (2018), there are five forces 
to diagnose competitive pressures in a market that is:  

5. Rivalry Among Existing Competitors describes the state of business 
competition intensity with its competitors, whether there are many competitors 
and tight competition or not.  
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6. Bargaining Power of Buyers describes how easy customers are to move to buy 
products from competitors and the purchasing power of customers for the 
products offered.  

7. Threat of Substitute Products describes the threat of substitute products or 
services that are capable of replacing the benefits of the products or services 
currently provided.  

8. Threat of New Entrants illustrates how easily a new competitor ventures into 

a business that is being carried out, viewed from the aspect of investment or 
capital needed, human resources, technology, knowledge and ability.  

9. Bargaining Power of Suppliers describes how many suppliers there are to 
supply raw materials in the production process. 

 

SWOT Analysis 

10.  
Internal analysis of MSME performed using SWOT analysis. SWOT stands for: 

Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat. According to Gamble, Peteraf, & Thompson 

(2015), SWOT analysis is a simply powerfull tool for sizing company’s strength and 
weaknesess, its market opportunities and the external threat to its future well being. SWOT 

analysis provides a basis for developing strategies that capitalize company’s strength, 

capturing company’s opportunities and defends againts the threats. 11.  
According to David (2011), SWOT Matrix is an important tool which external and 

internal factors are analyzed to develop four types of strategies: SO (strengths-
opportunities) Strategies, WO (weaknesses-opportunities) Strategies, ST (strengths-

threats) Strategies, and WT (weaknesses-threats) Strategies. SO Strategies use a 

company’s internal strengths to take advantage of external opportunities. WO Strategies is 

created by minimizing the company's weaknesses by taking advantage of external 
opportunities. ST Strategies use a company’s internal strength to avoid or reduce the 

impact of external threats. While the WT Stretegies are based on activities that are 

defensive and try to minimize internal weaknesses and avoid external threats. However, 
the four strategies are developed after completing company’s external and internal factor, 

labeled S,W,O,and T. 

 Strengts (S) Weaknesses (W) 

   

Opprtunities SO Strategies WO Strategies 

(O)   

Threats ST Strategies WT Strategies 

(T)   

 
FIGURE 1. SWOT Matrix 

Source: David, Fred R. Strategic Management. 2011 

Business Canvas Model 
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Business models describe how an organization can create, channel and capture the values 
of a business (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Clark, 2010). The concept of a business model is 

needed so that everyone can understand the direction and purpose of a business and can 

easily describe a business model to be a new alternative strategy. A tool to explain the 

business model is with a canvas model business. According to Osterwalder & Pigneur 
(2010), Business Model Canvas is a business model that describes the rationale for how 

organizations create, deliver, and capture value. Business Model Canvas describes 

business models through nine blocks which cover 4 main areas, namely customers, supply, 
infrastructure and financial sustainability. The nine blocks are:  
5. Customer Segment: This block describes a group of people who want to be reached or 

served by the company.  
6. Value Propositions: This block describes the combination of products and services 

that create value for customers.  
7. Channels: This block describes how companies communicate with customers and can 

reach customers by providing a value proposition.  
8. Customer Relationship: This block describes the various types of relationships that a 

company builds with customers.  
9. Revenue Streams: This block describes the money that the company produces from its 

customers.  
10. Key Resource: This block describes the most important assets needed for a business 

model to work.  
11. Key Activities: This block describes the important things that must be done by the 

company in carrying out its business model.  
12. Key Partnership: This block describes the network of suppliers and partners that make 

business models work. 

 

Gap Analysis 

Gap analysis is an analytical tool used to compare the differences between the results 

achieved with those planned, and determine the causes of nonconformities that occur 
between actual and planned conditions (Dmitreva, Ilinova, & Kraslawski, 2017). This 

analysis can help find out the problems that become obstacles for businesses to develop 

and identify the actions needed to reduce the gap or achieve what MSME owners expect in 
the future (future targets). The problems that have been identified at this time and that are 

expected to be completed will be given a scoring with a scale of 1-100 on the actual and 

ideal conditions. Assessment must consider the owner's readiness to resolve the problem. 

After that, it will be known the gap value between the actual and ideal conditions for each 
problem. Problems will be sorted based on the highest gap value. 

METHODOLOGY 

This research uses a qualitative method. According to Sugiyono (2011), qualitative 

methods will tend to direct research to descriptive types of research. Therefore, this 
research is a type of descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research draws data from 

various sources, both individuals and organizations, written documents, the environment, 
and uses in-depth interview techniques and direct observation (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). 
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Data collection techniques on AG Food are done by: 

 In-depth interviews with owner to gather information such as the current conditions of 

MSMEs, end to end business processes, target owners for their businesses, constraints 

faced in frozen food businesses and so on. With this data, the data reflects the truth 

based on what is seen and heard directly by the researcher. 
 Observation, the researchers come directly into the field. With these techniques, 

business conditions, business processes, and others can be observed in real terms by 
comparing the information obtained from the results of previous interviews with 
business owners. Observations made are only observing, there is no question of the 
activity being observed when the owner conducts business activities.   

 In addition to interviews and observations, data can be collected through documentation 
activities. According to Cooper and Schindler (2014), documentation is an analysis of 
historical data, confidential and open records for the public, reports and documents.  

 

Records of purchases, sales, inventories and lists of suppliers obtained from AG Food 
UMKM are documentation data. 

 

The research location is at AG Food kiosk that sells frozen food which located on the 

edge of a large highway, Jalan Dermaga Raya No.9 Klender, Duren Sawit, East Jakarta 

precisely in the "D & R Carwash" car wash business area. The research was conducted to 
Mr. Ricko, as a resource because he is the owner and person who is directly involved in 

running the frozen food business, making it easier to get information such as end to end 

business processes, conditions encountered in the field, problems faced by AG Food. In 
addition to supporting analysis data, researchers also use customer’s feedback data in 

Bukalapak and Tokopedia to see the satisfied customers of AG Food in buying of frozen 

food. The results of the data analysis are then used to conduct internal, external and gap 

analysis. 

RESULTS 

Based on research result, frozen food business "AG Food" is a micro, small and medium 
enterprises (MSME) because the asset of AG food is below Rp 20 million (excluding of 

land and buildings). This business sells frozen food products consisting of frozen potatoes 

with Aviko brand and SoNice SoGood brand products: chicken nuggets, chicken sausages, 
chicken karage, and chicken wings. AG Food made a simple financial record consisting of 

recording income, expenses and inventory stock on a daily basis. 

AG Food is a business that is used to earn a living family. It does not have employees 
because all business activities are carried out alone by the owner and assisted by his wife 

as an admin who receives orders for packaged frozen food products from costumers 
through the marketplace (Bukalapak and Tokopedia) and Whatsapp orders. It can be said 

that AG Food does not have a formal organizational structure like in the company. 

The process of frozen food business "AG Food" starts from the process of purchasing 

frozen food supplies, namely Aviko brand frozen potatoes and So Nice and So Good 

products. The purchase of Aviko brand frozen potatoes is done by the owner through 

whatsApp orders to suppliers of PT Argo Boga Utama. Purchasing frozen potatoes is at 

least above Rp1 million and free shipping. Payment is made in cash when the item is 

received and will receive the invoice and travel documents. While the purchase of So Nice 
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and So Good products is also the same through whatsApp orders to suppliers of PT So 

Good Indonesia. Product purchases are at least above two boxes with a price range of +/- 

Rp400 thousand and free shipping. Payment is made by transferring to the PT So Good 

Indonesia account after the item is received. 

 

After the supply of frozen food is available, the owner then markets frozen food products 
online at the marketplace, namely Bukalapak (www.bukalapak.com) and Tokopedia 

(www.tokopedia.com) with the name AG Food shop. When prospective buyers visit the 
Bukalapak and Tokopedia websites, prospective buyers can choose the product to be 
purchased, chat to the seller for the availability of goods and make payments via bank 

transfer. If the purchase is made before 13.00 and payment has been made, the product will 
be packaged and shipped on the same day using an online motorcycle taxi while still in the 

Greater Jakarta area. In addition to selling online, AG Food also sells offline at Dermaga 
Raya. Prospective buyers can see the goods in real time and pay for purchases directly and 

the product can be taken directly by the buyer himself. 

 

Five Porter's Forces Analysis 

Based on the results of interviews, observations, the five forces in AG Food are 

 

1. Rivalry Among Existing Competitors. Competition between existing competitors in the 

industry consists of several forms of competition, such as product discounts, new 

product introductions, promotional activities, and service enhancements (Porter, 2008). 

Competition in selling frozen food is very tight at Bukalapak and Tokopedia because 

there are many businesses that sell Aviko brand frozen potatoes, chicken nuggets, 

sausages, and karage brands So Nice & So Good. One of the most influential 

competitors in Bukalapak is Shakila Frozen. These competitors offer the same products 

such as Aviko brand frozen potatoes at a cheaper price. This price difference causes 

consumers to turn to Shakila Frozen. However, consumers in DKI Jakarta who consider 

shipping costs will choose AG Food UMKM because the location of the competitors is 

in Bekasi. Rainbow Girls Naget also offers the same product but the price offered is 

more expensive than AG Food with the same location in East Jakarta or the same price 

but in Bekasi (Nanos Corner). It can be said that UMKM AG Food provides competitive 

prices in the range of East Jakarta. From the description of the two competitors above, 

it can be concluded that the competitiveness of competitors entered the medium level 

(MODERATE). This is because AG Food can still compete with its competitors.  

2. Bargaining Power of Buyer. Consumers have high bargaining power because there are 
many choices to buy frozen food at any seller at a lower price or the same price. 

Examples: Frozen Shakilla shops and Nanos Corner. AG Food can actually set prices 

cheaper when buying supplies in tonnage quantities (1000 kilos) or 100 Aviko potato 
boxes, but these purchases cannot be done because of limited funds. Then with the many 

choices of frozen food sellers, consumers can easily delay the purchase of frozen food 

due to of price and quality of the product offered. Costs incurred to switch to other 

competing products can be said to be low. Therefore, bargaining power from consumers 
goes into high level (HIGH).  
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3. Threat of Substitute Products. Substitution products are products that provide the same 

function, but in different forms (Porter, 2008). Hubbard, Beamish, and Rice (2011), 

explained several factors that led to the emergence of threats from substitution products, 

namely switching costs to switch to substitute products, types of products produced by 

the industry, as well as consumer's interest in buying substitution products. AG Food 

sells frozen food products. There are many substitute products offered on these products 

such as instant food (Indomie, porridge, spaghetti, etc.), or foods that are only directly 

warmed in the microwave and ready for fast food or canned food. Buyers can easily get 

these replacement products at lower prices. The costs spent to switch to substitute 

products can be said to be low. So the threat of substitution products enters a high level 

(HIGH).  

5. Threat of New Entrants. Frozen food business is very easy to enter by new entrants 
because the capital needed is not too much, businesses can be done at home without 
having to rent a place, frozen food supply is very easy to obtain from suppliers because 

the minimum purchase order is still low, which is around 400 thousand to 1 million 
rupiah. Because consumers are looking for the cheapest prices and products that have 

long expiration dates, customer loyalty is low because some sellers offer lower prices 
compared to AG Food prices. Therefore, threat of new entrants enters the high level 

(HIGH). Bargaining Power of Suppliers. The supply of frozen food AG Food is highly 
dependent on one large supplier, namely PT Argo Boga Utama for the supply of Avico 

and PT So Good Food potatoes, therefore AG Food is very dependent on these two 
suppliers. Both suppliers have control over prices. So that it can be said that the 

bargaining power of the supplier goes to a high level (HIGH).  

From the analysis of the Five Porter's Forces above, AG Food's business competition 

conditions in the frozen food industry as a whole can be concluded HIGH because 

competition among competitors is moderate, new competitors are easy to enter, buyers 

'bargaining power is high, suppliers' bargaining power is high and the threat of high 

substitution products is a challenge which is hard for AG Food. Although competition with 

competitors was considered moderate, it caused the profit gained was not much because 

AG Food had to compete aggressively in pricing to win the competition. Considering that 

Indonesia's population is 258.7 million people and those using the internet reach 143.26 

million people (Setiawan, 2018) and the demand for frozen food is considered high, AG 

Food should increase sales channels and promotions through social media in order to 

market and promote products widely. 
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FIGURE 2. Porter's Five Forces Analysis “AG Food” 

SWOT Analysis 

 

SWOT Analysis is used to identify internal and external conditions on AG Food which will 

later be obtained by AG Food's strategy to improve business performance by minimizing 

weaknesses and anticipating threats. The following is a table of the results of the SWOT 

analysis on AG Food conducted through interviews, observation and documentation: 
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  TABLE 1. SWOT Analysis “AG Food” 

SWOT  Description 

Strengths 1. The cheapest frozen food prices in East Jakarta 

(S) 2. Frozen food products are halal and fresh products due to long expiration dates 

 3. 

Already have a marketplace namely Bukalapak and Tokopedia as an online 

sales tool 

 4. Good service from consumer feedback at Bukalapak and Tokopedia 

 5. Have four frozen box to keep frozen food products 

Weaakness 1. 

Unmotivated  owners  and  stop  taking  financial  records  due  to  

unpreparedness  in 

(W)  dealing with failure situations (decrease in sales) 

 2. 

Do not have a social media account as a channel for selling and promoting 

products 

  

because business owners only rely on the Bukalapak and Tokopedia 

marketplaces, 

  

without needing to follow the development of social media as a sales and 

promotion 

  channel. 

Opportunity 1. Urban lifestyle, people need practical food and easy to serve 

(O) 2. Edible for all ages, both women and men 

 3. Increasing the trend of online shopping and online marketplace. 

Threat 1. Health information related to frozen food 

(T) 2. 

Tight  competition  comes  from  similar  MSMEs  in  the  marketplace  due  to  

the competitive prices or relatively the same price 

 3. Low entry barries due to low capital needed 

 

The SWOT matrix by AG Food is used as an action in determining the strategy for 
the results of the SWOT analysis. Determination of the four strategies can be seen in table 

2. below: 

TABLE 2. SWOT Matrix “AG Food” 

SWOT 

Strategy 

Strengths (S) Weaknesses (W) 

Opportunity 

(O) 
 Adding the capacity of products sold by 

adjusting frozen box capacity 

 Become a Pelapak premium seller at 

Bukalapak to attract consumers' attention. 

 Create social media accounts – 

Instagram for an additional channel for 

selling and promoting products. 

 Join entrepreneur’s training or become 

members of entrepreur’s community 

Threats 

(T) 
 Discounts products on Bukalapak and 

Tokopedia to attract consumers' attention 

 Providing good services to consumers 

online and offline. 

 Join entrepreneur’s training or become 

members of entrepreur’s community 
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From the analysis table of the SWOT strategy, it appears that AG Food has not 
taken advantage of opportunities and minimize threats with its strengths. Therefore, it is 

necessary to make improvements to its weaknesses so as not to hinder the development of 

frozen food business and WO (Weakness Opportunity) strategy is chosen by opening 

channels of promotion through Instagram social media accounts so AG Food can sell and 
promote its products; and by joining entrepreneur’s training or become members of 

entrepreur’s community to develop entrepeneur’s characters. 

 

Business Canvas Model 

 

1. To understand the AG Food business model, the canvas business model is used. With 
nine business blocks, canvas models can map AG Food business models with data 

obtained from interviews with business owners, observations of AG Food business 
activities. Customer segment. AG Food targets the male and female segment aged 22-

45 years, has spending expenditures in the range of Rp1 million to 3 million more per 
month (SES AC), living in DKI Jakarta, people with a practical food lifestyle, saving 
time, and easy to serve, people who often cook frozen food (1-2 weeks are up).  

2. Value Proposition. AG Food offers added value to customers that the products they sell 

have a long expiration period, fresh products, halal for Muslims, providing fast service 
at Bukalapak and Tokopedia.  

3. Channels. The sales and distribution channels used by UMKM AG Food in conveying 

value propositions to customers are carried out offline and online. Offline sales channels 

are carried out through physical kiosks located in Dermaga Raya East Jakarta and word 

of mouth is carried out in the owner's residence. While the online sales channel is 

conducted through the marketplace, Bukalapak (www.bukalapak.com) with the name 

"AG Food" and Tokopedia (www.Tokopedia.com) with the name "AG Food" shop and 

through orders Whatsapp friends of the owner, or from existing customers. The channel 

that is not owned by AG Food is social media. Indonesia has 130 million active social 

media users. Social media with active users namely Youtube, Facebook, Instagram and 

Twitter. Instagram users from Indonesia reached 53 million users or 20%. of the total 

population (Ariyanti, 2018). By looking at these opportunities, if the AG Food AGME 

does not develop its marketing and promotion channels through social media it will be 

detrimental to its business to be able to grow. The social media that will be used by AG 

Food will be Instagram because the owners understand Instagram more than other social 

media.  

4. Customer Relationship. In bonding with customers, AG Food blast up-to-date 

information on existing customers through whatsApp orders related to product stock, 

promotions, prices and new products. In addition, AG Food also responded to questions 
from customers from Bukalapak and Tokopedia both before and after buying and asked 

whether the items purchased had arrived or not. The relationship run by owner is good 

or not, can be seen from the testimonials of customers at Bukalapak, Tokopedia, and 
the message WhastsApp from customers. This testimonial can show customer 

satisfaction with AG Food both from products and services provided. Through existing 
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testimonials can increase sales because prospective customers can find out the products 
and services provided by AG Food UMKM.  

5. Revenue Stream. AG Food earns revenue from the sale of potato products with brand 
Aviko and So Nice & So Good products at Bukalapak, Tokopedia and store.  

6. Key Resources. The physical resources that AG Food has are 3 x 3m kiosks, one 
showcase that is used to put drinks and four frozen boxes (two of their own and two of 
PT So Good's property. Frozen boxes are the key to the frozen food business and put in 

the kiosk While non-physical resources owned by AG Food are human resources, 
namely business owners and venture capital.  

7. Key Activities. AG Food's main activity is to purchase frozen food stocks, namely 

Aviko brand frozen potatoes and So Nice & So Good products (chicken nuggets, 
chicken sausages, chicken karage, and chicken wings). Stock purchases are carried out 

once a week when the stock of each frozen food product is thinning. Furthermore, when 

the stock of frozen food has arrived, the owner starts marketing and selling his products 

online and online at BukaLapak and Tokopedia, word of mouth and whatsApp orders 
to existing customers. In addition, AG food UMKM also conducts promotional 

activities within Bukalapak and Tokopedia by giving discounts on certain products.  

Key Partners. AG Food has a key partner, a frozen food product supplier, PT Argo 
Boga Utama as a supplier of Aviko and PT So Good Indonesia as a supplier of So Nice 

and So Good products. The owner only focuses on the two brands so that it is very 

dependent on the supplier. AG Food supplies frozen food directly to the supplier so the 
price obtained is lower. The type of partnership carried out by AG Food AGM is the 

buyer-supplier, which is a relationship between buyers and sellers to guarantee a 

reliable supply (Osterwalder et al., 2010), because AG Food only makes purchases 

when an order is made so that AG Food selects a supplier that can guarantee and reliable 
about the supply needed. In the product sales and distribution process, UMKM AG 

Food uses the Bukalapak and Tokopedia marketplaces. While the process of sending 

products to consumers, AG Food uses Gojek and Grab ride online as partners. The use 
of ride online depend on customer preferences. 

 

9. Cost structure. The cost structure contained in AG Food consists of the cost of 
purchasing frozen food stock, rental costs, internet subscription fees and electricity 
costs.  

From the description of the nine blocks above, AG Food's canvas business can be 
made as shown below 
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 Key Partners  Key Activities  Value Proposition     
Custome

r  Customer                           

  

Supplier PT So 

  

Purchasing of 

  

Standard price 

   
Relationshi

ps  Segments 

-  -  -              

  Good Indonesia   frozen food   with a long  - Blast information  - Demographic: 
  and PT Agro   stock, sales, and   expiration period   to existing   men and women 

  Boga Utama   marketing frozen  - Fast service   customers about   

aged 22-45 

years 

- Marketplace   food product.  - Fresh and halal   stock frozen food   SES A-C, 
  (bukalapak and        product (have           - Geographic: 

  tokopedia)  
Key 
Resources    halal certificate)  

Channel
s     DKI Jakarta 

- Gojek and 

 

- physical: store, 

     

- Store at Dermaga 

  (Indonesia 

        

territoty)   

Grab company 

        

    

stock frozen 

      

Raya 

    

              

- Psikographic:        

food, frozen box, 

     

- Marketplace 

 

              

people who like        

handphone 

       

             

(Bukalapak and 

  

to eat practical 

       

android, smooth 

        

             

Tokopedia) 

  

               

food and easy to 

       

internet 

        

                      

            

- Word of Mouth 

  

serve        

connection 

       

             

WhatsApp 

 

- Behavior: often       
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     -  

            

messages 
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- Variable cost: cost of purchasing frozen food stock  - Sales of frozen food (frozen potatoes 

- Fixed Cost: rental cost, internet subscription fees and 
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electricity costs. 

             

                       

                            

FIGURE 3. Business Canvas Model “AG Food” 
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GAP analysis 

 

Based on the results of interviews, observations and internal and external analysis tools, it 
was found that the problems faced and expected to be resolved by AG Food are: 

1. Promotional channels through social media. Currently AG Food has not utilized social 
media as a sales and promotion channel. Online business competition is already very 
tight, if you do not have it, AG Food can be defeated by other competitors, because 
internet users in Indonesia have as many as 130 million people who have used social 
media. This is a great opportunity for AG Food and a threat to AG Food if didn’t utilized 
social media. Currently, owner only relies on the marketplace. The product promotion 
in the marketplace is only known to people who want to shop for frozen food products 
by looking for the cheapest prices in marketplace. Using social media can make it easier 
for AG Food to sell, promote its products and provide information of products that sold 
at Bukalapak and Tokopedia and can promotes any ongoing products to attract 
consumers' attention (expected conditions). Therefore, the strategy that will be used to 
solve these problems is to make social media. The social media that will be used is 
Instagram with the consideration that the owner more understands than other social 
media.  

2. The owner focuses on business. Currently, the owners are not responsive in dealing with 

changing situations of the digital era. They should be flexible and adaptive to the 

changes that occur in order to survive and compete with other competitors. The owner 

is not eager to follow the development of social media as a promotional channel to 

promote the products. The owner assume that the marketplace is enough to run his 

business. By not being responsive in dealing with changing situations, the 

entrepreneurial character of the owner has not yet been formed so that the entrepreneur's 

character development strategy is needed by participating in entrepreneurship training 

or joining the entrepreneurial community. Both training and joining the community can 

increase motivation because all businesses that join can exchange ideas and share 

experiences in running their business so that they do not make the same mistakes that 

they have done and can develop their business better. According to Lupiyoadi (2016), 

the entrepreneurial community can help businesses get the latest information about 

marketing trends, consumers and so on; as a place to learn entrepreneurship and a place 

to add networks to both consumers and suppliers.  

3. Sale of fried fries and nugget. Currently, the owner only sells raw frozen potatoes. There 

is an opportunity for the owner to provide fried potatoes with a variety of sauces so that 

it can attract the attention of consumers, especially young people (expected conditions). 
Based on the Ansoff matrix, this strategy is included in the diversification strategy, the 

products offered and the intended market are new. To diversify requires new skills and 

techniques, as well as new facilities (Ansoff, 1957). This strategy sees the readiness of 

the owner, the implementation of this strategy will be postponed until the readiness of 
the owner  

4. Administration of business transaction documents. Currently, transaction documents 
such as purchase documents, sales and others are not stored properly. The owner has 

difficulty in arranging and storing documents because there is no time for the owner to 

do documentation because frozen food business is only done by the owner alone. As a 
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result many documents are lost. The condition expected by AG Food is to have 
employees as admin to manage all documentation and record business transactions. But 

because of the  

limited funds available to recruit employees, the implementation of this strategy will 
be postponed until the owner has enough fund to recruit the employee. 

 

The four problems that have been identified at this time and that are expected to be 
resolved will be given scoring with a scale of 1-100 on the actual and ideal conditions. 

Then the gap value will be known for each problem. 

TABLE 3. Gap Analysis “AG Food” 

No Problems Actual Ideal Gap % Cum Gap 

      

1 Promotion channels through 40 95 55 34% 

 Instagram     

      

2 Owner focus on business 50 95 45 63% 

      

3 Sale of fried fries and nuggets 0 40 40 88% 

      

4 Business administration 70 90 20 100% 

 employee     

 

Based on the above problems, there are two main problems that need to be improved: 
AG Food’s promotion channel, which is resolved by creating and utilizing social media 

accounts through Instagram; and entrepreneurial character through entrepreneurship 
training or joining the entrepreneurial community. 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

The use of Instagram can be used as a channel for selling and promoting products so that 
AG Food products will be better known to most consumers and are expected to increase 

sales performance and compete with other competitors. While the development of 

entrepreneurial character (owner) is through by training or joining entrepreneurial 

community. It can help owners focus on entrepreneurship and develop business better 
because the participants who attend training or members in the community can share their 

experiences in running their business, or as a place to learn entrepreneurship. 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of internal, external analysis and gap analysis between the actual and 

expected conditions of AG Food, it can be used to formulate the strategy in order to 

increase sales and dealing with business competition. The strategy are creating promotional 

channels through social media, Instagram because the owners understand the use of 

Instagram. compared to other social media. This strategy needs to be done because online 

business competition is more competitive. AG Food can be defeated by other competitors. 

Business owners are required to have flexible and adaptive entrepreneurial characters in 

dealing with changing situations of the digital age. This entrepreneurial character 

development can be done through entrepreneurship training or joining an entrepreneurial 

community where fellow entrepreneurs can share their thoughts and experiences in running 

a business, a place to learn entrepreneurship and obtain the latest information thus the 

owner can focus on business. 

SUGGESTION 

Researcher wants to provide useful advice for AG Food to be able to develop its business, 

 

1. AG Food should conduct an analysis of Instagram business accounts by using 
Instagram insights that can provide data and statistics to inform social media 
strategies.  

2. AG Food should immediately implement a product diversification strategy by selling 
fried potatoes or nuggets with variations of sauces to get an additional income. 
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ABSTRACT 

 This study aims to determine whether contagious interbank that caused by default 

risk in small banks will cause systemic risk in the banking system as a whole in Indonesia, 

as well as in large banks. Research method used descriptive verification. Data analysis 

method used Value at Risk (VAR) to assess risk of individual bank's default, and 

Conditional Value at Risk (CoVaR) as parameter for assessing the risk of individual 

banking linkages with the systemic risk of the banking system as a whole (Interbank 

Contagious). 

The results showed that CoVaR, as reflecting the risk of individual banking linkages 

with the systemic risk, influenced the magnitude of the contribution of systemic risk to the 

banking system as a whole. The results also indicated that the contribution of the individual 

small banks default risk did not have systemic impact to the overall banking risk, whereas 

for banks   with middle value assets had a systemic impact. Thus, interbank contagious due 

to the risk of individual small bank defaults on systemic risks to the whole banking system 

is less likely. However the Behavioral Finance Theory provides  to change the mindset 

above that sometimes economic actors behave irrationally. 

Keywords:  Systemic Risk, Default Risk, Interbank Contagious, the Behavioral Finance 

Theory 

INTRODUCTION  

Systemic risk in the banking system is a crucial factor in building the stability of the 

financial system in a country. Systemic risk is the potential instability of contagion in some 

or all of the financial system due to the interaction of size, business complexity and inter-

institutional linkages or financial markets and the tendency of excessive behavior of 

financial institutions to follow the economic cycle (Bank Indonesia, 2014). Failure of the 

bank in their performing role as a financial intermediary, in transforming of funds from the 

depositor as the owner of the funds to the debtor as the user, will bring systemic risks.  

The failure of one bank may propagate to the failure of another bank with the 

interconnection among them through interbank loans. If the failure of a bank can not be 

handled properly, it will arise the impact of transmission that trigger a systemic crisis in 

the economic system. This situation results in very high economic costs for a country. This 
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condition occurred in Indonesia in 1997 where the failure of several banks triggered the 

failure of the financial system. Those forced the Indonesian government to save the banking 

sector at a cost of more than Rp 500 trillion (Hadad, Santoso and Arianto, 2003), including 

the provision of Bank Indonesia Liquidity Assistance (BLBI). Until today the impact of 

polemic issues has not been resolved completely. 

Based on the experience of the 1997 financial system condition had made Bank 

Indonesia very cautious when deciding the default bank on Century Bank as the impact of 

the global crisis of 2008. The impact of the global crisis on the Indonesian economy was 

deep and wide for some important economic aspects of Indonesia, including banking in 

Indonesia (Somomoeljono, 2014). Debate over Century bank problems began when the 

Indonesian government declared that there was a potential systemic risk to banks if not 

bailed it out (Bustaman, 2013). The government in this case the minister of finance and the 

President Director of Bank Indonesia approved the grant of 6.7 trillion rupiah to Century 

Bank. The reason at that time Century Bank which experienced financial difficulties was 

not closed, due to it would have a systemic impact on Indonesian banks. The long 

controversy mainly related to disagreement with what is meant by systemic risk and how 

to measure the systemic risk. From the standpoint of  traditional economic theory, it is clear 

that Century Bank did not need to be saved. Because the fundamental data of this bank was 

very small, both in the amount of  assets and its role in the banking system, so it would not 

infect other banks. But in fact the Indonesian government continued to provide bailout 

funds. This government decision, although felt by conventional economic theory, is 

justified by the Behavior Finance Theory. It states that sometimes economic actors behave 

irrationally. In Century Bank case which was grouped by assets into small banks, would 

not have systemic impact if it was closed, just would only proper if the economy was in 

normal condition. In fact, when Century Bank problems occur, the economic condition in 

Indonesia is facing global economic crisis (not normal) (Somomoeljono, 2013). 

Based on the above description it is clear that measuring a default bank that will risk 

systemic or not to the overall system becomes very important. Therefore this article will 

examine how the effect of a bank's failure will have a systemic effect on the banking 

system, especially in small bank. Based on research by Adrian and Brunnermeier (2009) 

explaining that to conduct an institutional measurement contains systemic risk, it is better 

to identify whether there is a risk of individual banks connected to a system where the 

individual bank can cause negative spillover impact on individual bank others. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Systemic Risk in Banking 

De Bant et al. (2010) said that this systemic risk is a unique risk in the field of 

financial services industry, especially the magnitude of the impact caused macro, including 

the banking industry. The previous literature of De Bandt and Hartmann (2000), divides 
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the systemic risk into a broad and narrow sense based on the nature of its shock. Systemic 

risk in the broad sense is defined as the simultaneous failure of a number of institutions or 

firms resulting from the shock of macroeconomics, whereas the systemic risk in the strict 

sense is the risk derived from the shock on microeconomics that occurs in a company and 

then spread to other companies which called contagion effect. 

Within the narrower scope of an event, the emergence of bad news about the failure 

of a financial institution, caused by the collapse of financial markets that affect the collapse 

of one or several financial institutions De Bant et al. (2010). The transmission effects can 

be caused by the transmission of bank instability through the reaction of retail depositors, 

interbank markets, payment systems and settlements and other factors arising from 

endogenous risks  from within the bank. Research de Nicolo and Kwast (2002) found that 

the correlation among banks in increasing returns indicates an increase in systemic risk. 

Billio, Getmansky, Lo and Pellizon (2011) and Bisias, Flood, Lodan Valavanis (2012) said 

that the causes of systemic risk are leverage, liquidity, loss and linkage. If the leverage of 

the bank is too high to pursue high returns, the likelihood of  losses will be high. Under 

such conditions a small loss from one bank may turn into a liquidity problem through 

negative feedback on the financial system network. If there are negative rumors among 

depositors against bank losses, and distrust of other banks could lead to bank run. 

Bank Fragility 

According to Hadad, Santoso and Arianto (2003) banks are very easily affected by 

external factors, because banks are part of the payment system. The factor is that the 

amount of cash is very small compared to its immediate liabilities, and on the other side, 

bank capital is very low compared to its obligations, and the ratio of third-party funds is 

very short term. Similarly, De Bant et al (2010)  mismatche  maturity and complex 

interbank exposure due to payment system operational transactions, interbank lending and 

interbank derivative transactions. 

Bank Run 

The classical transmission risk model is a logical implementation model of a single 

run bank literature for a more complex banking system. Diamond and Dybvig (Lemmen, 

1983) examines that are designed to address the instability of a single bank with fractional 

reserve ownership. Banks can convert long-term deposits into longer-term investments, 

while customers face "consecutive service" constraints when customers want to withdraw 

their funds on deposits. When customers have difficulty in withdrawing funds, they will 

later decide to withdraw all funds deposited in the bank. An important element is that the 

fear of early withdrawal by a large number of customers can trigger a bank run. In this case 

the bank run model can also occur due to the existence of self-fulfilling propechy in a short 

period of time as a result of consecutive services constraints. When occur, these are a signal 
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from major long-term securities with large-scale deposits that lead to increases in interest 

rates. 

Asymmetric information has the potential to cause systemic risk. De Bant et al., 

(2010) states that it is because, firstly if there is negative information from the regulator 

against a bank, the rational depositors will withdraw all funds. Allan and Gale (2004) went 

on to explain that it resulted in the liquidation of bank assets in fulfilling its obligations. 

Second, if the condition information of the asset (unproductive loan), the inter-bank 

exposure is not obtained in full and the depositors only receive noisy information, then it 

is natural that the depositor then react to the information and make a withdrawal of funds 

resulting in failure of the bank (Chen, 1999 ). Finally, the presence of a capital market 

signal to the fundamental condition of one bank can make depositors coordinate. Rose and 

Hudgin (2010) stated the same thing that the signal from the market is the ultimate sign of 

the bank's health condition. The presence of bad signals resulted in the bank run. 

Systemic Risk Measurement 

In this research, to measure systemic risk used of Value at Risk (VaR) method. VaR 

is a method of measuring risk using statistical techniques. According to Jorion (2001), in 

general VaR is defined as a method used to measure the maximum possible losses due in a 

given period and level of confidence. Adrian and Brunneirmeir (2009) in his research using 

CoVaR, Value at Risk of a financial institution derived from conditional institutions that 

are experiencing distress. The concept is how value at risk of individual bank default may 

be affected others if other bank is in distress condition. Therefore, another parameter is 

needed to calculate CoVaR (A | B), which is CoVaR bank A which is conditioned on bank 

B that is experiencing distress. Furthermore Marginal contribution to systemic risk shows 

the difference between CoVaR and VaR of the financial system. Incremental Value at Risk 

(Elsinger et al, 2006) describes the contribution of individuals to the overall VaR of the 

banking system. 

The Behavioral Finance Theory 

In classical theory, the arbitrage principles of Miller and Modigliani, the portfolio 

principles of Markowitz, the capital asset pricing theory of Sharpe, Lintner, and Black, and 

the option-pricing theory of Black, Scholes, and Merton, state that economic actors are 

rational.  So, according to small banks default risk problem, investor  will react rationally. 

Due to fundamental data, both in terms of assets and their role in the banking system do 

not infect other banks. So, hence these small banks do not have a systemic impact.  

However, the Behavioral Finance Theory provides space to change this mindset, 

namely that sometimes economic actors behave irrationally (Meir Statman, 1999). The 

tools of behavioral finance include susceptibility to frames and other cognitive errors, 

varying attitudes toward risk, aversion to regret, imperfect self-control, and preferences as 

to both utilitarian and value-expressive characteristics.  That is to say, small banks that has 
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financial distress will not have a systemic impact only if the economy is in normal 

conditions. If the economic condition is in an abnormal condition, the act of financial 

distress that cause closing down the banks, no matter how small the banks, may be at risk 

of systemic impact. This is because negative news and sentiment will reduce the credibility 

of the monetary authority and banking system as a whole in the eyes of the public. 

METHODOLOGY 

This research used descriptive verification research based on explanation level with 

associative/relationship parameter. The population of this study is a banking company with 

total assets of at least 10 trillion rupiah and a maximum of  85 trillion rupiahs in 2009 to 

2016. There are 14 small banks in accordance with the order listed in Bank Indonesia. 

This research is exploratory reasearch in measuring systemic risk of individual bank 

to banking system. Phase of data processing (Sri Ayomi and Bambang Hermanto, 2013), 

as described below. The first stage is to calculate the market value of banking assets, 

especially for banks that go public. Cooperstein, Pennacchi and Redburn (2003) provide 

models to estimate market value and asset volatility using bank financial statements. In this 

paper, the estimated market value of bank assets is performed using profit and loss 

statement data. Return of assets of each bank and the return of assets of the banking system 

are expressed as: 

Xt
i = (

At
i −At−1

i

At−1
i )  dan Xt

sys
= (

At
sys

−At−1
sys

At−1
sys )    ............ (1) 

By At
sys

=  ∑ At 
i

i . Xt
sys

   shows the total assets of the entire banking system; and 

At−1
sys

  shows the total assets of the previous banking system. To obtain the time variation 

over the distribution between Xi and Xsys, this distribution is estimated as a function of a 

set of macro variables that can affect the amount of asset returns. The equation specification 

to estimate the return value of a bank asset is: 

Xt
i =  αi + βtM +  εt

i    ........................ (2) 

𝑋𝑡
𝑠𝑦𝑠

=  𝛼𝑠𝑦𝑠 + 𝛽𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑚 + 𝜀𝑡
𝑠𝑦𝑠

    ......................... (3) 

The second stage is to calculate the probability of default of individual banks and 

the banking system in general. Lehar (2005), and Adrian and Brunnermeier (2009) used 

the stock price to estimate this default probability value. In this study, we estimated the 

VaR values of individual and VaR banking systems using the following specifications: 

 

VaRt
i =  α̂i +  β̂

i
M  .............................................. (4) 
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VaRt
sys

=  α̂sys +  β̂
sys

 M ...................................... (5) 

VAR is value at risk of bank i in period t, and VARsys is value at risk banking system 

in period t. M is a vector of macro variables including BI-rate, JIBOR and IHSG; all three 

are calculated in their growth value. 

BIratet =  
BIratet−BIratet−1

BIratet−1
           ..................... (6) 

JIBORt =  
JIBORt−JIBORt−1

JIBORt−1
            ..................... (7) 

IHSGt =  
IHSGt−IHSGt−1

IHSGt−1
                ...................... (8) 

The third stage is to calculate the Conditional Value at Risk (CoVaR) parameter 

based on Value at Risk on individual banks and the entire banking system. The magnitude 

of CoVaR actually reflects systemic risk in terms of the influence of a bank on the banking 

system as a whole. Technically, the CoVaR estimation on t is performed using the 

estimated coefficients of bank system return and substituting the VaR t estimation on the 

Ysys coefficient: 

Xt
syd

=  α̂sysIi + β̂
sysIi

M + γ̂sysIiXt
i +  εt

sysIi
 .................... (9) 

𝐶𝑜𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑡
𝑡 =  α̂sysIi + β̂

sysIi
M + γ̂sysIiVaRt

i     .................... (10) 

Where ; CoVar i on t is the conditional value at risk of banking system at VaR bank 

i; while α sys | i, β sys | i, γ sys | i are parameters in estimation. The next step is to calculate 

the systemic risk contribution of the banking system of each individual bank in the form 

of: 

∆CoVaRt
i =  CoVaRt

i − VaRt
sys

   ...............................  (11) 

 

RESULTS 

1. Probability Default Analysis 

First is to calculate the market value of banking assets, using the bank's 

financial statements. To obtain the time variation over the distribution between 

Xi and Xsys, this distribution is estimated as a function of a set of macro 

variables that can affect the amount of asset returns. Next is to calculate the 

probability of default of individual banks and the banking system in general. In 

this study, we estimate the value of individual VaR and VaR banking systems. 
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  Table 1. VaR Individual and VaR systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : Processed data 

 

Based on the research result of average VaR individual bank reached 18.96%. 

Bank M is the bank with highest individual risk that is 33.28% and Bank A is the bank 

with the lowest individual risk that is 6.19%, while the risk of banking system is only 

0.21%. The average size of individual VaR is contributed by VaR M and Bank K, the 

two lowest performing banks are private commercial banks without internal 

government interference. 

 

2. Measuring the Individual Systemic Bank Risk 

Bank name Individual VaR Rate 

Bank A  6.19% 14 

Bank B  15.1% 12 

Bank C 16.41% 10 

Bank D 20.6% 4 

Bank E 16.58% 9 

Bank F 17.38% 7 

Bank G 18.65% 6 

Bank H 20.42% 5 

Bank I 16.16% 11 

Bank J 25.94% 3 

Bank K 29.48% 2 

Bank L 12.62% 13 

Bank M 33.28% 1 

Bank N 16.6% 8 

SISTEM 0.21%  

rata-rata 18.96%  
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Table 2. Individual Systemic Bank Risk (CoVaR) 

 

Source : Processed data 

From the result of the average CoVar calculation data is -0.06% and it can be 

concluded that each individual default risk of the bank (VaR), is different from the level 

of systemic risk of individual bank (CoVaR). Based on the above table, Bank M with 

30 trillion rupiahs assets had the highest individual default risk rating, but the lowest 

the individual systemic risk that was at -0.12%. Contrary to Bank B with an asset of 10 

trillion rupiahs had the 3rd lowest individual default risk level was at the highest 

individual systemic risk that was 0.06%. This means that banks with high probability 

of failure are not necessarily at systemic risk. We can see from the results of data above, 

Nama Bank Individual VaR Rate CoVaR Rate 

Bank A  6.19% 14 0.02% 5 

Bank B  15.1% 12 0.06% 1 

Bank C 16.41% 10 0.05% 2 

Bank D 20.6% 4 -0.2% 13 

Bank E 16.58% 9 -0.12% 11 

Bank F 17.38% 7 0.04% 4 

Bank G 18.65% 6 -0.35% 14 

Bank H 20.42% 5 0.01% 6 

Bank I 16.16% 11 -0.11% 10 

Bank J 25.94% 3 -0.05% 8 

Bank K 29.48% 2 -0.08% 9 

Bank L 12.62% 13 -0.04% 7 

Bank M 33.28% 1 -0.12% 12 

Bank N 16.6% 8 0.04% 3 

SISTEM 0.21% - - - 

rata-rata 18.96% - -0.06% - 
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the possibility of a low failure bank on 10 trillion rupiahs assets can impact systemic 

risk. 

3. Systemic Individual Bank Risk Contribution To Systemic Risk System Banking 

From the results of the data below shows the average system risk is -0.26%. 

Interesting to be observed at Bank B where the individual systemic risk is the highest 

but the contribution to the system is the lowest. Contrary to what happens to Bank D, 

where the individual default risk was the lowest, but its contribution to the system was 

the highest. 

Table 3. Individual Systemic Risk Contribution to the Systemic Risk of the Banking 

System 

Source : Processed data 

From the three data of the research above, explains that banks with 30 trillion 

assets have a low probability of Default but systemic impact (the contribution to the 

system) was low, as happened in Bank B. This means the failure of a bank (small bank 

category) has a systemic impact but the interbank relationship is low, then the 

transmission caused by its bank does not have systemic impact on the banking system. 

 

 

Bank Name 
Individual 

VaR 
Rate CoVaR Rate ∆CoVaR Rate 

Bank A 6.19% 14 0.02% 5 -0.19% 9 

Bank B 15.10% 12 0.06% 1 -0.15% 14 

Bank C 16.41% 10 0.05% 2 -0.16% 12 

Bank D 20.60% 4 -0.20% 13 -0.41% 1 

Bank E 16.58% 9 -0.12% 11 -0.33% 4 

Bank F 17.38% 7 0.04% 4 -0.35% 3 

Bank G 18.65% 6 -0.35% 14 -0.19% 10 

Bank H 20.42% 5 0.01% 6 -0.41% 2 

Bank I 16.16% 11 -0.11% 10 -0.16% 13 

Bank J 25.94% 3 -0.05% 8 -0.26% 7 

Bank K 29.48% 2 -0.08% 9 -0.29% 6 

Bank L 12.62% 13 -0.04% 7 -0.25% 8 

Bank M 33.28% 1 -0.12% 12 -0.33% 5 

Bank N 16.60% 8 0.04% 3 -0.17% 11 

SISTEM 0.21%           

rata-rata 18.96%   -0.06%   -0.26%   
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Table 4. Systemic Risk of Banks against Banking System Risk 

 

 

Source : Processed data 

Risk contribution of a bank to banking system can be categorized as having 

systemic impact if risk contribution has rank above 10 percent (referring to Sri Ayomi 

and Bambang H, 2013). The results in Table 4 show that Banks with total assets of 50-

80 trillion rupiahs are systemic (Bank D, E, F, H and M), while for banks that have no 

systemic impact are banks with total assets of 10-50 trillion rupiahs (Bank A, B, C, G, 

I, J, K, K, L and N).  

Further analysis found that banks would mutually condition each other. When a 

small bank is being distressed and declared bankrupt does not mean that the bank does 

Bank Name ∆CoVaR % ∆CoVaR Threshold 10% 

Bank A -0.19% 6.04% Not Systemic 

Bank B -0.15% 4.91% Not Systemic 

Bank C -0.16% 5.33% Not Systemic 

Bank D -0.41% 13.39% Systemic 

Bank E -0.33% 10.78% Systemic 

Bank F -0.35% 11.29% Systemic 

Bank G -0.19% 6.06% Not Systemic 

Bank H -0.41% 13.27% Systemic 

Bank I -0.16% 5.25% Not Systemic 

Bank J -0.26% 8.43% Not Systemic 

Bank K -0.29% 9.58% Not Systemic 

Bank L -0.25% 8.20% Not Systemic 

Bank M -0.33% 10.82% Not Systemic 

Bank N -0.17% 5.39% Not Systemic 

rata-rata -0.26% 8.48%   
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not have a large systemic impact. Theoretically, the failure of a bank will give a strong 

negative effect. Therefore, the bank will be encouraged to invest in the same industry 

in an effort to survive or will fail together. This strategy is called collective risk. The 

consequence of this strategy is that banks with assets that are highly correlated failed to 

lead a simultaniously bank failure or are called the existence of "negative externalities" 

Acharya (2001). The possibility of this failure depends on the size of the bank failed, 

the uniqueness of the bank failed, as well as failed banks case that are still not using 

and taking over these bank facilities. 

The spread of failed bank risks through institutional interconnection can come 

from coordination failure and liquidity difficulties. The spread of the crisis related to 

liquidity will have an impact on systemic transmission to the bank. Systemic risk caused 

by difficulties in the financial system will more severely hit other banks when shocks 

spread quickly.  

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

Based on the research results on the measurement of the bank's individual risk 

contribution to the risk of the banking system can be stated that the determination of a 

systemic to a small bank default risk for the banking system as a whole can not be seen 

from conventional economic theory alone (which states that small banks have no systemic 

impact), but also must be seen from the financial behavior theory that states that small 

banks do not affect systemic only under normal conditions. The results of the study are in 

accordance with traditional economic theory, which explains that small banks do not have 

a systemic impact.  These because in fundamental data, both in terms of assets and their 

role in the banking system do not infect other banks. However, the Behavioral Finance 

Theory still provides space to change this mindset, namely that sometimes economic actors 

behave irrationally (Meir Statman, 1999).  

That is to say, small banks that are closed due to financial distress will not have a 

systemic impact only if the economy is in normal conditions. If the economic condition is 

in an abnormal condition, the act of closing down the bank no matter how small the bank 

may be at risk of systemic impact. This is because negative news and sentiment will reduce 

the credibility of the monetary authority and banking system in the eyes of the public. It is 

more important for the authhority to maintain the stability of the financial system. 

CONCLUSION 

This study provides some interesting empirical conclusions that can be an opening 

discourse about the systemic risk of banking. Using commercial banks datas which have 

assets of 10-85 trillion rupiah as research samples, the empirical conclusions obtained: 

1. The average probability of bank defaults during the study periods (2009-2016) using 

Value at Risk is 18.96%, CoVaR analysis reflects the risk of individual banks with an 

average of -0.06% influencing the contribution to systemic risk of the banking system. 

The magnitude of the bank's individual risk contribution to system risk with an average 
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of -0.26% indicates that of the surveyed banks (small bank category) refers to the 

research of Sri Ayomi and bambang H, 2013 

2. Overall transmission caused by individual default risk among banks is very low where 

ΔCoVaR averages only -0.26% in whole system. This situation is caused by the object 

of research are the banks with a small bank category. 

3. The Behavioral Finance Theory provides  to change the mindset above that sometimes 

economic actors behave irrationally, so even small banks can have systematic risk. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect ofrelationship marketing consists of 

communication, conflict management, satisfaction, and trust to customer loyalty mediated 

by customer commitment. The population of the study was taken from privilege customers 

(have minimum daily balance of five hundred million rupiahs and fulfil other terms/ 

conditions as the banks concerned). The samples were 240 people selected by using 

proportionate stratified random sampling.Data analysis technique with WarpPLS was 

carried out with validity and reliability test, model fit, and quality indices, and hypothesis 

test. The hypothesis test indicated that there were positive and significant effect of 

communication variable and trust to commitment, and communication variable and 

satisfaction to loyalty, and also commitment to loyalty while the conflict management and 

satisfaction were insignificant to commitment as well as conflict management and 

satisfaction to loyalty. 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

Customer loyalty is one of the urgent problems faced by business people in terms of 

winning business competition. Likewise in the banking industry, each bank has to make 

every effort maximally to maintain and increase the number of its customers due to the 

tight competition. This can be done by implementing short term and long term marketing 

strategies. One short term marketing strategy commonly done is by offering a higher 

deposit rates from other banks. This strategy is categorized as high risky strategy with a 

tendency of disloyal customers. On the other hand, the example of long term goal is 

offering competitive deposit rates which relies on the customer’s loyalty. This kind of 

strategy demands a long period of process to obtain loyal customers, but it is assumed as 

cheaper and superior in competition. Research by Ndubisi (2007) in banking industry in 

Malaysia, and Alrubaiee& Al-Nazer (2010) in Jordan have shown that the construct 

dimension that forms relationship marketing can be used to build, maintain, and increase 

customer loyalty. 
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Mckenna (1991) in Tjiptono (2006) said that relationship marketing is a strategy where 

there is a continuous and sustainable exchange of transaction between seller and buyer; it 

is continued after sales completed. There is a mutual partnership with the customers 

continuously (Jackson, 1985 dalamSchnaars, 1991), and as a result it can initiate customer 

loyalty (repeat business). 

According to Gronroos (1994) in Ndubisi (2007), the purpose of relationship marketing is 

to build, maintain, and improve relationships with customers and other partners, to the 

advantageous stage so that the objectives of the parties involved can be fulfilled. 

Additionally, Arnett and Badrinarayanan (2005) in Alrubaiee and Al-Nazer (2010) state 

that the concept of relationship marketing competence is as a company's ability to identify, 

develop, and manage cooperative relationships with key customers characterized by trust, 

relationship commitment, and communication. 

RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

1. Is there any effect of communication, conflict management, satisfaction, and trust 

to the commitment of National Private Commercial Banks customer in Pontianak? 

2. Is there any effect of communication, conflict management, satisfaction, and trust 

to customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Banks in Pontianak? 

3. Is there any effect of customer’s commitment to loyalty at National Private 

Commercial Banks in Pontianak? 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Loyalty 

Customer loyalty based on behavioral size is defined as repurchase, proportion of purchase, 

series of purchases, and probability of purchase (Cunningham, 1966; Khan et al., 1986; 

Massey et al., 1970 in Dick and Basu, 1994). Customer loyalty is a psychological condition 

that can be learned through attitudinal and behavioral approaches. From the attitudinal 

approach, loyalty requires the consistency of the three psychological structures, namely 

thecognitive, affective, and conativeaspects (Tjahyadi, 2010). Cognitive aspect associated 

with informational determinants (i.e. brand beliefs) means that the brand information held 

should refer to superior focal brand. In this phase, loyalty is based on prior customer 

knowledge and information based on experience to a particular brand (Yi dan La, 2004 in 

Tjahyadi, 2010). Meanwhile, affective aspect associated with the feeling of the brand, 

namely the level of brand preference must be higher than the competitor’s brand so that 
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there is a clear affective preference for focal brands.The conative aspect is related to the 

disposition of behavior towards the brand.The conative aspect shows the intention to buy 

a focal brand when the purchase decision is made (Dharmmesta, 1999 in Tjahyadi, 2010). 

The conative aspect has experienced development, which is converted into action 

Commitment  

Commitment is commonly defined as an exchange partner that conceives continuous 

relationships with other partners as important as an effort to ensure maximum effort in 

maintaining it (Morgan and Hunt, 1994 in Tjahyadi, 2010). According to Udorn et al. 

(1998) in Irawati (2006), customer commitment is defined as affective bond and 

affectionate, and intention to establish and maintain relationships for a long period of 

time.Sheth and Mittal (2004) in Tjiptono (2006) also say that customer loyalty is a 

customer commitment to a brand, store, or supplier based on a very positive attitude and it 

is reflected in consistent repeat purchases. Meanwhile, customer loyalty in the context of 

marketing services is defined by Bendapudi and Berry (1997) in Tjiptono (2006) as a 

response closely related to pledges or promises to uphold the commitments that underlie 

community relations. This is usually reflected in the on-going purchase of service providers 

on the basis of dedication and pragmatic obstacles. 

Relationship Marketing 

Relationship marketing is a strong and effective marketing strategy to obtain, maintain and 

increase customer loyalty (Payne et al., 1995; Calgate& Danaher, 2000; Lacey & Morgan, 

2009; Ekiyor et al., 2010 in Abdullah and Kanyan, 2013). The success of relationship 

marketing activities can be translated into the quality of good relationships between 

customers and service providers, which leads to customer loyalty (Hennig-Thurau et al., 

2002 in Abdullah and Kanyan, 2013). Theron and Terblanche (2010: 384) emphasize that 

"the creation of long-term relationships with customers requires knowledge of dimensions 

that contributes to the formation and maintenance of relationships" whereas from a 

managerial perspective, understanding the dimensions of relationship marketing is very 

important because the dimension will ultimately support the power of developing 

relationships between service providers and customers (Ward & Dagger, 2007). 

Communication  

According to Abdullah and Kanyan (2013), communication plays a central role in 

providing an understanding of the exchange of partners' abilities and intentions so that it 
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becomes the basis for building trust among exchange partners. Additionally, Sin et al. 

(2002: 660) defines communication as "Formal and informal exchanging and sharing 

meaningful information and timely information between buyers and sellers". It is in 

accordance with Ndubisiwho states that (2007) that effective, reliable and timely 

communication is very important in creating and increasing customer loyalty. 

Conflict Management  

Dwyer et al. (1987) in Ndubisi (2007) define conflict management as the ability of service 

providers to avoid potential conflicts, resolve real conflicts before they become problems, 

and discuss their solutions openly when they arise into problems. How well the conflict 

handling is done by the service provider will affect the customer's commitment to loyal. 

The ability of service providers in handling conflict properly will also directly influence 

customer loyalty. 

Satisfaction 

The customer assesses satisfaction or dissatisfaction of a product by comparing the 

performance of the product to the level of its expectation. In this sense, satisfaction is 

defined as the overall customer evaluation of the performance of an offer (Gustafsson et 

al., 2005 in Tjahyadi, 2010). According to Tjahyadi (2010), satisfaction is also defined as 

the result of subjective evaluation of the customer that means the selected alternative entity 

has fulfilled or exceeded expectations (Bloemer& Kasper, 1995 in Lau & Lee, 1999). 

Trust 

According to Indarjo (2002), trust is a major determinant of commitment to relationships 

(Morgan and Hunt, 1994). It means that the greater the trust, the greater the intention to 

make a long-term relationship commitment (Gundlach and Mentzer, 1995). Similarly, 

Singh and Sirdeshmukh (2000) state that the role of trust as an adhesive leads to long-term 

relationships.Alrubaiee and Al-Nazer (2010) argue that trust exists when one party has 

confidence in the reliability and integrity of an exchange partner; it is a component center 

in all exchange relationships (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Furthermore, trust is also defined 

as the belief of one party that the needs will be fulfilled in the future by other parties’ action 

(Anderson and Weitz, 1989).Apparently if partners in a relationship has put trust in each 

other, they are more emotionally involved and put aside the profit and loss of the 

relationship (Wetzls et al., 1998). These ideas are supported by Mishra (1996) who state 
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that there are four dimensions of trust namely reliability, openness, competence, and 

concern. Communication is very important to show all aspects of trust (Mishra et al., 2008). 

Research Hypothesis  

Based on the literature review, empirical data, and background of the study, the formulated 

hypotheses can be seen as follow: 

1. H1-5 : Communication, Conflict Management, Satisfaction, Trust have positive 

and significant effect to customer’s commitment. 

2. H6-8: Communication, Conflict Management, Satisfaction, Trust have positive 

and significant effect to customer’s loyalty.  

3. H9: Customer’s commitment has positive and significant effect to customer’s 

loyalty. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This study employed causality research which means that the research intends to find 

explanations in the form of cause-effect relationships between several concepts or several 

variables or some strategies developed in management.The population in this study 

consisted of all privileged customers (having a minimum daily balance of five hundred 

million rupiahs, and fulfilling other terms/ conditions from the bank related) which is 

National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak Branches with 601 customers. The 

number of the samples is determined by using the Yamane formula approach (1993) in 

Ferdinand (2007: 226), namely: 

𝑛 =
601

1+601(0,05)²
= 240 samples 

The method of analysis is analysis with structural equation modeling (SEM) with WarpPLS 

approach. The result of testing the instrument showed that all items are categorized valid 

with the result of the validity test on combined loadings outputs and cross loading. The 

result showed that the load value of each factor is greater than 0.30 and p <0.001. The test 

results on output composite reliability and Cronbach's alpha of all variables have fulfilled 

the composite reliability. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The Characteristics of Respondents 

The highest number of respondents are male (57.50%). Based on the age of respondents, 

the ages are over 40 years old to 70 years old. Most jobs are entrepreneurs (60%). Their 
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work includes as merchants (shops/ similar), and business owners (companies or similar). 

The last level of education of respondents is partly high school/ equivalent (49.58%). 

Income of respondents per month is above IDR 50,000,000 (70.42%). Based on the period 

of time of the respondents as customers, some of them were between 2 years - 4 years 

(47.08%); the rest was over 4 years. 

Fit and Quality Indices Models 

The test results of the fit and quality indices model concluded that all models fit and quality 

indices were good, large and ideal. 

Hypothesis Testing Results  

The results of testing hypotheses can be explained as follows: 

1. The direct effect of X1 to Y1, X4 to Y1, X1 to Y2, X3 to Y2, and Y1 to Y2 is 

significant, while X2 to Y1, X3 to Y1, X2 to Y2, and X4 to Y2 is insignificant. 

2. The indirect effect of X1 to Y2 through Y1 and X4 to Y2 through Y1 is 

significant, while X2 to Y2 through Y1 and X3 to Y2 through Y1 is insignificant. 

3. The total effect of X1 to Y2, X3 to Y2, and X4 to Y2 is significant, while X2 to 

Y2 is insignificant. 

Discussion 

1. The Effect of Communication to Customer’s Commitment  

The findings indicated that there was an effect of communication to customer’s 

commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis 

testingshowed that communication has positive and significant effect to customer’s 

commitment which means that the increase of communication will increase the 

customer’s commitment. This study concluded that increasing customer’s 

commitment can be done by increasing the communication performance at National 

Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. These findings are in line with researches 

conducted by Indarjo (2002), Ndubisi (2007), Alrubaiee and Al-Nazer (2010), and 

Abdullah and Kanyan (2013). 

2. The Effect of Conflict Management to Customer’s Commitment  

   The findings revealed that there was no effect of conflict management to 

customer’s commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The 

hypothesis testing showed that conflict management did not significantly affect the 
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customer’s commitment. It means that the increase of conflict management did not 

increase customer’s commitment. These findings are not in accordance with Ndubisi’s 

research findings.  

3. The Effect of Satisfaction to Customer’s Commitment  

The findings indicated that there was no effect of satisfaction to customer’s 

commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis 

testing showed that satisfaction did not significantly affect customer’s commitment. 

It means that the increase of satisfaction did not increase customer’s commitment. The 

findings are not in line with research conducted by Tjahyadi (2010). 

4. The Effect of Trust to Customer’s Commitment  

The findings indicated that there was an effect of trust to customer’s 

commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis 

testing showed that trust has positive and significant effect to customer’s commitment. 

It means that the increase of trust will increase the customer’s commitment. This study 

concluded that increasing customer’s commitment can be done by increasing the 

performance of trust National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. These findings 

are in accordance with the research findings by Indarjo (2002), Ndubisi (2007), 

Alrubaiee and Al-Nazeer (2010), and Abdullah and Kanyan (2013). 

5. The Effect of Communication to Customer’s Loyalty 

The findings indicated that there was an effect of communication to customer’s 

loyalty  

at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis testing revealed 

that communication has positive and significant effect to customer’s loyalty. It means 

that the increase of communication will increase the customer’s loyalty. The 

calculation of indirect effect of communication to customer’s loyalty was significant, 

and it has become an additional value for the overall effect. As a result, it can 

strengthen the overall effect of communication to customer’s loyalty. This study 

concluded that increasing customer’s loyalty can be done by increasing the 

performance of communication at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

The findings are in line with the research findings by Ndubisi (2007), Alrubaiee and 

Al-Nazeer (2010), and Abdullah and Kanyan (2013). This study corroborates the 

collaborative communication concept by Mohr et.al (1996) which consists of 
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communication frequency, bi-directionality, formality, and influence activities. With 

comparable-mutual main discussion of interest and aim, collaborative communication 

can produce effort to fulfill willingness between partners so that it can encourage the 

performance of relationship (Mohr et.al., 1996, Farrelly& Quester, 2003 in 

Alrubaiee& Al-Nazeer, 2010). 

6. The Effect of Conflict Management to Customer’s Loyalty  

The findings indicated that there was no effect of conflict management to 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis 

testing showed that the conflict management did not significantly affect the 

customer’s loyalty. It means that the increase of conflict management did not increase 

the customer’s loyalty. The calculation of the indirect effect of conflict management 

to customer’s loyalty through customer’s commitment was insignificant. The findings 

are not in accordance with the research findings by Ndubisi (2007). 

7. The Effect of Satisfaction to Customer’s Loyalty 

The findings indicated that there was no effect of satisfaction to 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The 

hypothesis testing showed that satisfaction did not significantly affect the 

customer’s loyalty. It means that the increase of satisfaction did not increase 

the customer’s loyalty. These findings are in line with Alrubaiee& Al-Nazeer, 

2010). 

This study corroborates previous opinion that stated customer’s 

satisfaction is a crucial concept used as a means to create competitive 

advantage and customer’s loyalty.Customer’s asses satisfaction from 

dissatisfaction of a product by comparing the performance of product to its 

level of expectation. Customers’ behavior reflecting an overall evaluation of a 

certain object tend to direct customers’ behavior to the object (Fullerton, 2005a 

in Tjahyadi, 2010). This behavior is reflected in affective response formed by 

customers to ownership, utility, and consumption toward an entity (Tjahyadi, 

2010). 

8. The Effect of Trust to Customer’s Loyalty 
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 The findings indicated that there was no effect of trust to customer’s loyalty at 

National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The hypothesis testing showed that 

trust did not significantly affect the customer’s loyalty. The calculation of the indirect 

effect of trust to customer’s loyalty through commitment produce a positive 

(unidirectional) path coefficient, and become an additional value for the overall effect. 

It can strengthen the overall effect of trust to customer’s loyalty. This study concluded 

that increasing customer’s loyalty can be done by increasing the performance of trust 

at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

9. The Effect of Customer’s Commitment to Customer’s Loyalty. 

The findings indicated that there was an effect of commitment to 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. The 

hypothesis testing showed that customer’s commitment has positive and 

significant effect to customer’s loyalty. It means that the increase of customer’s 

commitment will increase the customer’s loyalty. This study concluded that 

increasing customer’s loyalty can be done by increasing customer’s 

commitment and the performance of communication, conflict management, 

satisfaction, and trust at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

These findings are in line with research findings by Irawati (2006). This study 

corroborates an opinion by Allen and Meyer (2006) in Tjahyadi (2010) that 

stated commitment is a constructive multidimensional consisting of three main 

components such as affective, continuance, and normative. The power as the 

basis of customers’ affective commitment to service providers is caused by 

willingness while continuance commitment is based on perceived cost. 

Commitment on a particular partnership appears when customers face a 

concrete switching cost or when the accepted usability cannot be replaced by 

other partners (Dwyerset.al., 1987). Normative commitment describes the 

power that bonds customers to service provider because of perceived 

obligation (Bansal, et.al., 2004) 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Conclusion 
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1. Communication and trust have positive and significant effect to customer’s 

commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak which mean 

that the increase of communication and trust will increase the customer’s 

commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

2. Conflict management, and satisfaction did not contribute significant effect to 

the customer’s commitment at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak 

which means that the increase of the conflict management, and satisfaction will 

not increase the customer’s commitment at National Private Commercial Bank 

in Pontianak. 

3. Communication and satisfaction contribute positive and significant effect to 

the customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak 

which mean that the increase of communication and satisfaction will increase 

the customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

4. Conflict management, and trust did not contribute significant effect to the 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak which 

mean that the increase of conflict management and trust did not increase the 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

5. Customer’s commitment contributes positive and significant effect to the 

customer’s loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak which 

means that the increase of customer’s commitment will increase the customer’s 

loyalty at National Private Commercial Bank in Pontianak. 

Recommendation 

1. In terms of improving the performance of communication at National Private 

Commercial Bank in Pontianak, it is recommended to the management of the 

Bank to focus on the improvement of delivering timely and reliable 

information, informing brand new service, being commitment to the promises, 

and providing accurate information. This can be done by implementing 

consistent collaborative communication accompanied by informal 

communication to the customers.  
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2. In terms of improving the performance of conflict management, it is advisable 

for the management of the Bank to focus on the improvement effort to avoid 

the potential conflict, overcoming the real conflict, and providing solutions of 

the problems with revolutionary and wise action. Improving public speaking 

and the same perception of the staffs toward some policies are seen beneficial 

to improve the performance of conflict management.  

3. In terms of improving the performance of satisfaction, it is suggested that the 

management of the bank should focus on the improvement effort to fulfill the 

customer’s expectations, maximizing the commitment, seriousness, and 

sincerity toward customers complain. Staff’s professionalism and perseverance 

must be taken into consideration by doing periodic and continuous evaluation 

to maintain the service quality. The management of the bank should also focus 

on finding out the strength of the competitors that can be adapted, and give 

debriefing to all of the staffs. 

4. In terms of improving the performance of trust, it is recommended to the 

management of the bank to focus on the improvement of bank integrity, bank 

good reputation, eligibility of trust, and transaction confidentiality, consistency 

in service quality, and reliability in priority service. These can be achieved by 

improving the skill of the staff as the team work from professional bank. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

University of Pembangunan Nasional “Veteran” East Java as a state institution of 

higher education continues to implement one of the changes in improving the system of 

planning and financial governance. Improvement efforts in UPN "Veteran" East Java is 

realized in the change from the use of traditional budgeting system (traditional budgeting 

system) into a system of financial budget-based information system (SIGARKU) UPN 

"Veteran" East Java. This study aims to determine whether self-efficacy and motivation 

have a positive influence on the readiness to change SIGARKU's executive staff. 

The research method used in this research using Structural Equation Modeling 

(SEM) with Partial Least Square (PLS) approach. The population in this study who was 

involved as SIGARKU executive staff UPN “Veteran” East Java which amounted to 89 

executive staff of SIGARKU as sample. 

The results of hypothesis testing in this study, (1) self efficacy has a significant 

influence with the positive direction of readiness to change; (2) motivation has a significant 

influence with a positive direction on readiness to change. It can be concluded that the 

higher level of self efficacy and motivation level will increase the readiness to change the 

executive staff of SIGARKU. 

 

Key word: Self Efficacy, motivation and readiness for change 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The importance of change in an organization is stated by Hussey (2000) that 

change is one of the most critical aspects for effective management. The East Java National 

Development University "Veteran" as a state higher education institution continues to 

implement changes one of which is in improving the financial planning and governance 

system. Aspects designed by organizational change have the main goal of increasing the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the organization. This is supported by (Cummings and 
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Worley, 2005; George and Jones, 2002) which states that organizational change is the 

movement of the organization towards the desired future situation in order to improve the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the organization. The improvement effort at UPN "Veteran" 

East Java was realized in the change from the use of traditional budgeting system to an 

information system-based financial budget system with the implementation of the financial 

budget information system (SIGARKU) UPN "Veteran" East Java. The information system 

aims to provide convenience in recording financial transactions, facilitate users in 

managing financial data and facilitate users in accessing financial information. The use of 

the financial budget system (SIGARKU) at UPN "Veteran" East Java is expected to be able 

to correct weaknesses in the traditional financial system before, so that it will encourage 

the realization of a responsive financial budget; effective; efficient and public service 

oriented. 

At this stage of change it is necessary to begin by preparing all human resources 

to accept change because humans are essentially subject and object of change and have 

resistance to change. This is supported by Armenakis et al (1993) where the factors that 

are very important for the success of an organizational change are human resource factors. 

Readiness to change is defined as employees' beliefs and attitudes about the extent to which 

changes are needed and the organization's ability to successfully resolve changes in 

Armenakis et al, (1993: 681). This is supported by Holt et al. (2007) discuss the 

development and evaluation of models of an instrument that can be used to measure 

readiness for organizational change at the individual level that is influenced by the belief 

among employees that (a) they are able to implement the proposed changes, (b) the 

proposed changes are appropriate for the organization (ie suitability), (c) leaders committed 

to proposed changes (ie management), and (d) proposed changes are beneficial to 

organizational members (ie personal valence). Based on the description, the title in this 

study is "Readiness Analysis to Change in the Implementation of the Financial Budget 

System (SIGARKU) at the" veteran "East Java UPN. 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Theory of Change 

Organizational change is an unavoidable and complex phenomenon about how to 

improve organizational performance. These changes are planned or unplanned 

transformations in the organizational structure, technology and or people (Greenberg and 

Baron 2003: 590). In line with Greenberg and Baron, Wibowo (2008: 1) states that change 

is a transformation from the present state to the expected condition in the future, a better 

condition (Wibowo, 2008: 1). Efforts in organizational change are expected to be able to 

achieve an improvement in organizational performance, but also have problems that must 

be faced with the rejection (resistance) of these changes. The model related to change is 

the Lewins Force-Field Theory of Change. Lewin's strength field theory can be shown in 

Figure 1 below: 
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   Figure 1. Force Field Theory Lewin’s 

 Source: Winardi, 2006, Change Management, Prenada Media Group 

  

 The Force Field Theory Kurt Lewin argues that an organization that is balanced 

between the forces for change and resistance to change has a perspective related 

to how managers can bring change to their organizations. 

 

Theory of Self Efficacy 

The broader and more precise definition of self efficacy for positive 

organizational behavior is given by Stajkovic and Luthans: "Self efficacy refers to 

individual beliefs about their ability to mobilize motivation, cognitive resources, and 

actions needed to successfully carry out tasks in a particular context" (Stajkovic and 

Luthans: 1998). 

Bandura (1977) proposed several dimensions of self-efficacy, namely magnitude, 

generality, and strength. Magnitude, related to the level of difficulty of a task performed. 

Generality, related to the field of duty, how wide an individual has belief in carrying out 

tasks. Strength, related to the strong weakness of an individual's beliefs.  

 

Theory of Motivation 

The definition of motivation according to Robbins (2003: 208) is a willingness to 

issue a high level of effort for organizational goals that are conditioned by the ability to 

meet individual needs. Gachter and Falk (2000) state that motivation is the driving force 

that exists in a person to act. Motivation in a person can trigger or move in meeting material, 

emotional, spiritual, or certain values or beliefs. 

In the theory of expectation, Vroom defines motivation as a process of regulating 

choices among alternative forms of voluntary activity. Most behaviors are considered to be 

under the control of people and therefore motivated (Gibson et al., 1997: 154). According 

to Victor Vroom (Gibson, 1997) motivation can be measured by:  

 

 

    

1. Instrumentality 

The instrumentality is the level of one's belief that an action leads to the second 

result and is the individual's perception that the first level results will relate to the second 

level. Since this reflects an association (relationship), it can be viewed in a measure of 

correlation (Gibson et al., 1997: 154) 

Motivation = Expectation X ∑ (Valence X 

Instrumentalitality) 
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2. Valence 

Valence is the power of one's desire to achieve certain results and with regard to 

outcome preferences as seen by individuals. A result has a positive valence when it is liked, 

and has a negative valence if it is not liked or avoided. A result has a zero valence if the 

valence for the individual is not valuable to be achieved or not achieved. The concept of 

valence applies to first and second level results. (Gibson et al., 1997: 154) 

3. Expectations 

Expectations relate to individual beliefs about the possibility or possibility of 

subjective (subjectif probability) that a behavior will be followed by certain results. 

Someone has a hope or a belief that there is an opportunity where a particular effort will 

lead to a certain level of achievement, expectations of achievement (Gibson et al., 1997: 

154). 

 

Theory of Readiness to change 

Readiness to change is a comprehensive attitude that is influenced simultaneously 

by what changes, how changes are made, the circumstances in which the changes will take 

place and the characteristics of people who are asked to make changes that are collectively 

reflected in the individual's positive and emotional aspects to tend to accept and adopt 

changes prepared to overcome current conditions (Holt et al .: 2007). Individual readiness 

to change is defined as a willingness to be open to change (Jones, Jimmieson, and Griffiths: 

2005; Eby et al. 2000), cognitive and emotional (Holt, Armenakis, Harris, and Feild: 2006). 

Individual readiness to change reflects the thoughts, feelings and intentions of individuals, 

which may or may not cause certain behaviors related to their attitudes (Desplaces: 2005). 

Readiness to change is a willingness to participate in organizational change activities. 

Indicators of readiness to change that refer to Piderit, S. K. (2000) include: (1) affective / 

emotional refers to things that are felt about change. (2) Cognitive refers to beliefs and 

thoughts in the face of change (for example about changes in benefits and losses). (3) 

Intentional or intentional refers to intentional behavior to the extent that it is ready to 

support the change process.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

Population and Research Sample 

The population in this study were lecturers and students of UPN "Veteran" East 

Java who were involved as 89 SIGARKU executors. The sample is part of a population 

that is carefully chosen to represent the population. Based on this, to meet the minimum 

sample requirements, this study will use the entire study population as a sample, namely 

89 SIGARKU executors using census sampling techniques by taking the entire population 

as a sample.  

Analysis Data Method 

 Data analysis method in this research uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

with Partial Least Square (PLS) approach. According to Ghozali (2004: 4) PLS is an 

alternative approach that shifts from a covariance-based SEM approach to a basis of 

variance, theory-based SEM generally tests causality / theory while PLS is more predictive 

in the model. 
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RESULTS 

In this study the structural model that describes the relationship between latent 

variables based on the substantive theory is formed based on the formulation of the problem 

and the research hypothesis can be shown in the figure as follows: 

 
Figure 1.  

Outer Model dalam PLS 

 

Outer model measurement evaluation in Partial Least Square (PLS) is to determine 

the validity and reliability of indicators that measure latent variables. Validity test criteria 

in a study refers to the outer loading magnitude of each indicator against the latent variable. 

An indicator is said to have good reliability, if the outer loding value is above 0.70 Jonathan 

Sarwono (2014). From the results of the analysis with PLS, the results above show that the 

outer loading between indicators and their constructs. In this study the overall outer loading 

size of each indicator on the latent variable has a value above 0.7 so that the bias is stated 

that the indicators measure valid latent variables. 

Table 1. Loading Factor of Indicator  

 

Loading Factor of Indicator 

Variabel Indikator Muatan 

Faktor 

P Value 

 

Self Efficacy 

(X1) 

Magnitude (X1.1) 0,845831 <0.05 

Generality (X1.2) 0,898605 <0.05 

Strength (X1.3) 0,842730 <0.05 

 

Motivasi (X2) 

Instrumen (X2.1) 0,842889 <0.05 

Valensi (X2.2) 0,822867 <0.05 

Expectation (X2.3) 0,721745 <0.05 

Kesiapan 

untuk Berubah 

(Y) 

Afective (Y1.1) 0,785847 <0.05 

Kognitive (Y1.2) 0,815361 <0.05 

Intentional (Y1.3) 0,751305 <0.05 

    Source: primary data 2018 

 

Based on Table 1, it can be explained that the biggest indicator load factor on the self 

efficacy variable is generality with a value of 0.898605. This means that the highest level 
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of self efficacy of SIGARKU implementers is formed by the level of generality, namely 

how broadly individuals have belief in carrying out their tasks. In the variable Motivation 

of charge the biggest indicator factor is the instrument with a value of 0.842889. This means 

that, the motivation of SIGARKU executing personnel is greatest by instrument indicators, 

namely the level of belief that an action leads to the second result and is the individual's 

perception that the first level results will relate to second level. In the readiness variable to 

change the charge the biggest indicator factor is the cognitive aspect with a value of 

0.815361. This means that the readiness to change SIGARKU executing personnel is most 

shaped by positive indicators, namely beliefs and thoughts in the face of change (for 

example about changes in benefits and losses). 

Hypothesis Test 

Hypothesis testing (β, γ and λ) is carried out using bootstrap resampling method 

developed by Geisser and Stone. The statistics used are t statistics or t tests. The results of 

Path Coefficient (Mean, STDEV, T-Values) in this study can be shown in table 2 as 

follows: 

 

TABLE 2  

Path Coefficients 

  

Original 

Sample 

(O) 

Sample 

Mean 

(M) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV) 

Standard 

Error 

(STERR) 

T Statistics 

(|O/STERR|) 

MOTIVASI X2 -> 

Kesiapan untuk 

berubah Y 

0,622282 0,606979 0,098060 0,098060 6,345958 

SELF EFFICACY X1 

-> Kesiapan untuk 

berubah Y 

0,264331 0,277710 0,119176 0,119176 2,217985 

Source: Data warpPLS 5.0 

 

Based on table 2 above, it can be explained that: 

1. Self Efficacy has a significant influence on the positive direction of readiness to 

change. This can be shown through the parameter coefficient for the variable self 

efficacy (X1) of (original sample) 0.264331 which means that there is a positive 

influence between self efficacy (X1) on readiness to change (Y). The relationship of 

self efficacy to readiness to change is significant, it can be shown by the t-statistic 

value of 2.217985 (t table of 5% significance = 1.96), because the value of t statistic 

is greater than t-table 1.96 (2 , 217985> 1.96).  

Self-efficacy in this study is self-belief of a SIGARKU executive staff regarding its 

ability to take the necessary actions to successfully carry out a task. The self-efficacy 

of SIGARKU executives is shown by the high level of self-belief about the ability to 

finish difficult work well and find solutions to work problems faced, belief in being 

able to master and carry out complex work fields well, belief able to survive in the 

face challenges of organizational change and managing organizational change to lead 

to organizational success which in turn will provide a sense of belief in one's ability 

to deal with change so that it has an effect on good readiness to change. In this study 
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the results of the level of Self efficacy of SIGARKU executing personnel in all 

indicators are at a high level with the highest mean indicator value in generality, 

namely the belief in being able to master and carry out complex work fields well. In 

this study self-efficacy has a significant effect on the readiness to change UPN 

"Veteran" East Java SIGARKU executives with a positive relationship. That is, with 

a high level of self efficacy, it can increase the readiness to change the SIGARKU 

executive staff. The results of this study are relevant to previous theories and studies, 

several empirical studies have examined self-efficacy as a precursor to change 

readiness for change. Cunningham et al. (2002) show that employees with high self-

efficacy have high readiness for hospital reengineering. Judge et al. (1999) examined 

generally self-efficacy in the context of change, and found that self-efficacy has a 

positive influence related to overcoming change. Self-efficacy, the perceived ability 

to successfully manage change provides a mediating effect on readiness for 

individuals (Prochaska et al .: 1997). Other research on readiness for change by 

Rafferty and Simons (2006) focuses on self-efficacy, trust in coworkers, logistics and 

support systems. Holt et al. (2007), examined employee belief, self-efficacy, 

suitability, management support, and personal valence. This research shows self-

efficacy has a positive impact on employee readiness. It means individual will make 

a change effort if the results of the first attempt have the desired expectations. 

2.      Motivation has a significant influence with a positive direction on readiness to 

change. This can be shown through the parameter coefficient value for the motivation 

variable (X2) for (original sample) 0.622262 which means there is a positive influence 

between motivation (X2) on readiness to change (Y). The relationship of motivation 

to readiness to change is significant, it can be indicated by the value of t - Statistics of 

6.345958 Significant (t table of significance 5% = 1.96), Because the value of t 

statistic is greater than t-table 1.96 ( 6,345958> 1,96).  

Motivation in this study is the driving force that exists within a person to act with 

the choice-setting process among the forms of voluntary activity of SIGARKU 

executives. The level of motivation possessed by SIGARKU executives in the high 

category consisting of instruments is the level of one's belief that an action leads to 

the second result; Valence is the power of one's desire to achieve certain results and 

with regard to outcome preferences as seen by individuals and expectations relating 

to individual beliefs regarding subjective possibilities (subjectif probability) that a 

behavior will be followed by certain results. Motivation as a driver can be a stimulus 

in the theoretical trans model of behavior change, where the trans-theoretical model 

conceptualizes behavior change as the development of five stages of change (pre-

contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance) (Prochaska et 

al., 1992; Norcross et al., 2011). According to Eby et al. (2000) individual readiness 

to change is readiness that refers to individual perceptions of certain aspects of the 

work environment, regarding the extent to which the organization feels ready to 

change. Holt et al. (2010) individual readiness to change consists of structural factors 

and psychological factors. Rafferty et al. (2012) also explained that in defining and 

measuring readiness to change, cognitive and affective aspects. Based on this 

understanding, motivation as an affective aspect can provide a positive influence on 

readiness to change. This study motivation has a significant effect on the readiness to 

change the UPN "Veteran" East Java SIGARKU executor with a positive relationship. 

That is, with a high level of motivation it can increase the readiness to change the 
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SIGARKU executive staff. The results of this study are relevant to previous theories 

and research, one of which is Rozala's (2017) research that motivation has a significant 

positive influence on readiness to change. 

 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

 

This research is expected to provide various benefits for the parties involved, including: 

1. For the University of Pembangunan Nasional “Veteran” East Java organization: 

a. The results of this study can be used as consideration and evaluation regarding 

self-efficacy, motivation and readiness to change along with relevant indicators 

in the improvement effort. 

b. It is expected to be able to identify various obstacles / problems faced by the 

organization, especially regarding readiness to change as a reference for 

improvement and improvement of organizational readiness in the future. 

c. Able to overcome obstacles to readiness to change SIGARKU executing staff, 

the organization (UPN "Veteran" East Java) can better support the implementing 

staff in an  effort to increase readiness to change the SIGARKU executive 

staff. 

2. For similar organizations that implement changes can be used as a comparison, so that 

various advantages and disadvantages can be known so that organizational 

improvements and development can be carried out in implementing changes. For parties 

of the Financial Budget System Implementers (SIGARKU), especially at UPN 

"Veteran" East Java: 

a. The results of this study can be used as literature to understand the readiness to 

change. 

b. Benefits in an effort to increase self-efficacy and motivation are expected to 

increase readiness to change 

c. The obstacles revealed in this study can also be used as a consideration in 

strategies to improve readiness to change and the successful implementation of 

SIGARKU, especially in UPN "Veteran" East Java. 

3. For academics, this research can be used to enrich knowledge and complete the 

literature on the effects of self-efficacy and motivation on readiness to change. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The conclusions in this study are as follows: 

1. The results of this study prove that Self Efficacy has a significant influence with a 

positive direction on readiness to change. This means that the higher the level of self 

efficacy can increase the readiness to change the SIGARKU executive staff. The 

results of this study are relevant to previous theories and studies, several empirical 

studies have examined self-efficacy as a precursor to change readiness for change. 

Cunningham et al. (2002) show that employees with high self-efficacy have high 

readiness for hospital reengineering. Judge et al. (1999) examined generally self-

efficacy in the context of change, and found that self-efficacy has a positive influence 

related to overcoming change. Self-efficacy, the perceived ability to successfully 
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manage change provides a mediating effect on readiness for individuals (Prochaska et 

al .: 1997).  

2. The results of this study prove that Self Efficacy has a significant influence with a 

positive direction on readiness to change. That is, with a high level of motivation it 

can increase the readiness to change the SIGARKU executive staff. The results of this 

study are relevant to previous theories and research, one of which is Rozala's (2017) 

research that motivation has a significant positive influence on readiness to change. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis research is in the form of Business Coaching conducted at new establish Small 

Medium Enterprise (SME) TokoDuniaKeramik, located in BantarGebang, Bekasi. The 

purpose of this study is to focus on the preparation of the Income Statement using a simple 

accounting application downloaded on the device and the promotion implementation for 

the DuniaKeramik Store to help the new establish company going sustain and will growth 

in a long run.  The data used using interview technique and then analyzed by Porter's five 

force analysis method, segmenting targeting positioning analysis, SWOT analysis, 

marketing mix analysis, financial statement analysis, and gap analysis. The achievement 

result of Business Coaching is DuniaKeramik Store has Income Statement, can be found 

by search engine google and Google Maps, have a Digital Catalog, and social media in 

the form of Instagram. After this coaching business is expected DuniaKeramik Store has a 

periodic profit and loss statement and has implemented a digital promotion so that the 

company can sustain the operation. 

 

Keywords: Income Statement, Small Medium Enterprise, Business,Promotion 

implementation, Business Sustainability  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The ceramic industry is closely related to the property business, especially the 

housing industry. With the issuance of Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 18/16 / PBI / 

2016 concerning Loan to Value Ratios for Property Loans, Financing to Value Ratios for 

Property Financing, and Advances for Motor Vehicle Loans or Financing will encourage 

the distribution of consumer loans in the Home Ownership Credit ( KPR) and Car 

Ownership Credit (KPM). Judging from the population growth the largest population 

growth rate is in Bekasi Regency with an average of 8.6% per year. Then followed by 

Depok City at 4.7% per year. The growth of the population in the Bekasi area and its 

surroundings triggers the need for housing construction 

Tabel0.1Population Growth in Jabodetabek 

 LajuPertumbuhan Rata-rata 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016  

DKI Jakarta 1,1% 1,1% 1,0% 1,0% 1,0% 1,0% 

Kota Tangerang 1,8% 2,4% 2,4% 2,3% 2,2% 2,2% 
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Kabupaten 

Tangerang 3,5% 3,4% 3,2% 3,2% 3,3% 3,3% 

Kota Depok 4,7% 3,3% 7,3% 3,5% 4,7% 4,7% 

Kota Bekasi 2,8% 2,7% 2,6% 2,6% 2,7% 2,7% 

Kabupaten 

Bekasi 5,0% 21,5% 3,9% 3,9% 8,6% 8,6% 

 

From the data that explains the banking strategy and population growth in the 

Jabodetabekarea, it is very supportive for the business development of the Ceramic Shop 

that sells ceramics used by residential housing (landed houses) around Bekasi.  

Ms. Gina has a strong believe to start the business because she had 10 years of experience 

in this industry and she followed of the parents' business which was located in the same 

area. Despite having experience selling but Mrs. Gina has poor managerial skills, for 

example inaccurate financial arrangements, and even has a bad experience that has a non-

current debt to the bank. Identification is obtained by interviewing the owner directly and 

making an assessment form that is directly filled by the business owner. Based on these 

results obtained problems, especially in the field of marketing and finance as follows: This 

case is about  

1. How to prepare a Profit and Loss Report to find out the cost structure in running a 

Ceramic World Store business? 

2. How to conduct promotional activities for the World Ceramic Shop business in order to 

utilize the existing market potential? 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Business analysis is done by mapping the current condition of the "World of Ceramics" 

store, analyzing this condition in several ways including 

 

1. Five Forces PorterAnalysis 

From the conclusion of the analysis using the five porters of the World Ceramic 

store business must balance the bargaining power to the supplier with the threat 

of new entrant so that with the current condition the DuniaKeramik Shop can 

foster its suppliers so that it can continue to supply the World Ceramic Shop 

business with terms and conditions adjusted to the conditions business. Likewise, 

the high bargaining power of buyers, DuniaKeramik Shop can highlight the 

services provided to its buyers so that buyers are dependent on the World 

Ceramic Shop. Service can be in the form of calculation services as needed, 

delivery of goods on time, cooperating with ceramic installers, and matching 

ceramic motifs 
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2. Analisis Segmenting Targeting Positioning 

Segmenting 

Based on observe the condition of the community and housing around the location 

of the DuniaKeramik Shop within a radius of 5 km, the appropriate target market 

target is the segment in groups C1 and C2 based on Nielsen classification, namely 

the upper middle and lower middle class. It is assumed that the people with this 

amount of expenditure have enough income to carry out renovations or the 

construction of a simple permanent house that has been using ceramics.Based on 

the results of Segmenting, Targeting, and Positioning analysis, the DuniaKeramik 

Store business targets the community segment market with expenditure levels C1 

and C2 and the community at the age of 27 years to 37 years, so that the 

implementation of promotions using internet marketing in it including digital 

marketing is suitable to do. The condition of the TokoDuniaKeramik business is 

an effort with quite price-sensitive customers, encouraging companies to be able 

to monitor the profits obtained by making a Profit and Loss Statement. 

Targeting 

The practical way to determine the target market is to choose the right market 

segmentation. The following are practical steps you can take to determine the 

target market: Geographical, Demographic, Psychological, Behavioral. 

 

Geographical Households in Jakarta, Bekasi, Karawang and surrounding 

areas 

Demographics People who will own their own house are aged 27-37years 

Psychological Household with middle income down 

Household Behavior that always wants to live in a neat 

house. 

 

Positioning 

Positioning performed by TokoDuniaKeramik is highlighting the cheapest place 

to buy ceramics compared to the surrounding competitors. Even though it wants to 

be known as the cheapest shop, Ibu Gina as the owner of DuniaKeramik Shop is 

not willing if the selling price of ceramics is to be published. This prevents 

competitors from easily knowing the price sold by the DuniaKeramikStore margin 

on sales. So that this positioning can still be maintained by the Shop of the World 
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of Ceramics suggested TokoDuniaKeramik implements marketing activities that 

help the World Ceramic Store have that image. 

 

Based on the results of Segmenting, Targeting, and Positioning analysis, the 

DuniaKeramik Store business targets the community segment market with 

expenditure levels C1 and C2 and the community at the age of 27 years to 37 years, 

so that the implementation of promotions using internet marketing in it including 

digital marketing is suitable to do. The condition of the World Ceramic Shop 

business is an effort with customers who are quite price-sensitive, the price 

difference can cause customers to move to their competitors. This also encourages 

companies to be able to monitor the profits obtained by making a Profit and Loss 

Statement. 

 
3. Marketing Mix 7P Analysis 

The marketing mix variables of several studies were developed from 4p theory to 

7P to adjust to the service sector consisting of (product), price (promotion), 

promotion, and place (people), physical means (physical evidece), and process 

(process). The character of the service industry shows the importance of physical 

facilities (physical evidence) influencing perceptions of quality including people 

(process) and process (process) to deliver services as an additional marketing mix 

(Booms and Bitner, 1981). 

a. Product 

The World Ceramic Shop is not a producer of the goods it sells, so this variable 

does not have much effect on the marketing activities of the World Ceramic Shop, 

but still pays attention to the availability and variety of products sold. 

b. Price 

In determining the selling price of the product, the DuniaKeramik Shop strongly 

considers the selling price of the competitor's shop around the shop. The World 

Ceramic Shop is recommended to use the cost leadership strategy, by 

implementing this strategy, the administration of financial records is needed as an 

ingredient in evaluating the profitability of the sales results. From the analysis 

carried out by the price determination authors used by the World Ceramic Shop 

has not taken into account the overall costs that should be borne by the company's 

profits 

c. Promotion 

Kotler and Keller (2012) explained that promotion is a means by which companies 

try to inform, attract attention and remind customers directly or indirectly about 

products and those sold. There are several elements of promotion to determine the 

best results from promotional activities by adjusting the most appropriate budget 

and activities, including: 

advertising (advertising), sales promotion, public relations (public 

relations),personal selling, direct marketing, digital marketing (internet 

marketing). 

d. Place 

The location of the World Ceramics Shop is on Jalan Raya BantarGebangSetu no. 

21, which is the main road in the BantarGebang area which is one of the advantages 

of the DuniaKeramik Shop. Besides that, because in a 2 km radius there are several 

housing including Vida Regency Housing, Vila Pedurenan Indah, Bekasi Harmony 
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Park, Gran Regency Housing, Margi Utami Housing. Another thing where the shop 

business is owned by Gina's mother's parents so that the risk of moving the place 

of business becomes small. 

e. People 

Variable people are directly related to business, company employees are very 

important in marketing because they are the ones who provide services, in the 

World Ceramic Shop business only has one employee who is in charge of 

delivering goods purchased by customers therefore the variable depends only on 

the business owner who doubles as almost all roles in his business. This limitation 

needs to be overcome by using tools to record transactions using devices. 

f. Physical evidence 

Physical facilities include building business premises, interiors in business 

premises, equipment, and spacious layouts which are important concerns and can 

affect visitor perceptions. The Business Coaching Process The World Ceramic 

Shop rearranges store layout so that it can influence buyers with a better view. The 

layout of the store layout is also as a preparation stage for the DuniaKeramik Shop 

in a better appearance that will be uploaded on the internet media. 

g. Process 

Services to customers, including in the World Shop Ceramics delivery service, 

always try to deliver on time, but this service does not have standard operating 

standards at the World Ceramic Shop. 

 
4. SWOT Analysis 

Here the summary of SWOT analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses 

- The location of a business store that 

is on a large road and around the 

housing 

- Has a network and is trusted to 

supply other stores 

- Experience from the owner that has 

been long and hereditary even 

though the DuniaKeramikStore has 

only been running for 3 months 

 

- Limited marketing activity 

- Lack of Administration records  

- Inefficient inventory management 

- Lack of capital 

- Highly dependent to key person 

Opportunities Threats 

- High population growth for the 

Bekasi area will cause increased 

housing needs. 

- Become a renovation supplier of a 

shop / shop / business building. 

- Utilization of digital promotion 

facilities in accordance with the 

target market. 

- Bank Interest increase for housing 

loan 

- Growth in residential apartment  

- New store establish as competitor 
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5. Gap Analysis 

Here is summary of gap analysis 

No Actual Condition Ideal Condition Gap 

1 Incomplete business 

financial administration 

records. Never 

recapitulated the results of 

business performance to 

find out how much profit 

was generated 

Financial recording in 

accordance with 

accounting rules and 

recapitulation and 

reconciliation for each 

period (eg monthly) 

Commitment from business 

owners to record and 

separate personal finances 

and do additional work to 

close books every period to 

find out the performance of 

their business 

2 Marketing that only rely on 

word of mouth and 

installing banners in front 

of the store 

Promote more and make 

digital identities like on 

social media so that they 

are easily searchable 

through search engines 

Enterprises have not made 

social media for the World 

Ceramic Store promotion 

either from the distribution 

of flyers and digital 

marketing 

3 The condition of the shop 

is less comfortable and the 

sample is less so that the 

impression of a ceramic 

shop is less variant 

The condition of the store 

must be comfortable and 

lots of samples and images 

that make the image shop a 

complete shop 

Requires additional capital 

to improve the convenience 

of shops and better 

showrooms 

4 Monitoring the value of the 

stock as well as the number 

of stocks from ceramics is 

not carried out periodically 

Business owners or anyone 

who replaces knowing the 

amount of stock at any 

time so that the 

arrangement of cash flows 

on the business can be 

more efficient 

Do not have a stock control 

card that can be monitored 

at any time 

5 Planning payments to 

suppliers is only recorded 

on the calendar and does 

not monitor performance 

results. 

Have a budget so that 

spending is more planned 

and can monitor targets for 

sales by monitoring the 

budget 

Do not have a budget and 

monitoring system for the 

budget 

 

RESULT 

Based on problem above Dunia Ceramic Store need: 

1. Preparation of the Profit and Loss Statement in device 

Based on analysis and considering convenience, price and features of several 

accounting application alternativesthen one application that will be used is the 

AKUNTANSI UKM application on an Android-based mobile phone application 
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Result of this implementation  

No Result Target Achievement % 

1 Preparation Business Owners have 

all sales and purchase 

records of Ceramics 

Achieved 100% 

2 Preparation Business Owners are 

able to operate the 

Akuntansi 

UKMapplication 

Achieved 100% 

3 Implementation Business owners know 

the cost structure of 

selling Ceramics 

Achieved 100% 

4 Implementation Improve store 

profitability 

Achieved 80% 

5 Implementation Business Owners 

know the details of the 

number and brands of 

ceramics available at 

any time 

Not achieved 

yet 

20% 

 Average Achievement  80% 

 
2. Promotion Implementation 

Implementation of promotion divided in two steps 
a. Preparation 

In this step, coach doing an observation, re-layout the store, location point in 

google map, improve the Store Logo.  

b. Implementation 

In this step coach make a promotion in google map, make a e-catalog, make 

an Instagram account. 
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Result of Promotion implementation  

No Result Target Achievement % 

1 Preparation: 

- Market identification 

- Improvement store layout 

- Google Maps 

 

- Know market condition 

- Store condition have good 

layout to upload in internet 

- Has adigital identity 

Achieved 100% 

2 Preparation: 

- New Logo  

- Social Media Account 

 

Store have a new branding  

Achieved 100% 

3 Implementation: 

Store already establish in 

Google Maps 

 

Store location can be search 

Google Maps and search 

engine 

Achieved 100% 

4 Implementation : 

E-Catalog 

 

 

Already have an E-Catalog to 

promote thru Chat application 

Achieved 100% 

5 ImplementationPromotion in 

Instagram Account 

 

Store has an Instagram 

Account 

Achieved 100% 

Account used as a catalog and 

visualization of inventory 

product  

Not achieved 

yet  

0% 

 Average Achievement 80% 

 

CONCLUSION 

The preparation of the Profit and Loss report for the World Ceramic Shop can be 

done with the help of devices and android-based applications called Accounting UKM. 

Applications can be downloaded for free on Google Playstore. This application makes it 

easier for business owners to input transactions that occur because each transaction is no 

longer needed by a book or paper as a place to record. Each store conducts transactions 

directly recorded on the application contained in the device, which the application will 

automatically process and issue the journal to the Profit and Loss Report, so that business 

owners can quickly monitor and monitor the conditions of business profitability. If there is 

a loss, the World Ceramic Shop can quickly change the sales transaction strategy. 

The implementation of promotional activities is done by creating a location point 

on Google Maps, creating a digital catalog and creating an Instagram account so that the 

market potential in the area can be utilized where the level of competition with other stores 

is high enough. With the implementation of this promotion it will make it more practical, 

easier, and faster to communicate business owners in order to communicate with their 

customers through digital visualization. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mergers and acquisitions are said to have a positive impact and synergy in the company's 

performance. Indirectly it provides a popular growth among organizations to undertake the 

merger and acquisition activities. Thus, Bank Negara Malaysia's has made a directive in 

the year 2000 for the consolidation and restructuring of Malaysian local banks with the aim 

to reduce the risk of insolvency at that time. This research paper revisits the case in order 

to investigate whether that objective has been achieved in a longer performance 

perspective. The sample in this research is 8 local Malaysian banks in with a pre-merger 

period of 1 year and the post-merger period up to 10 years according to the year of merger 

activities start. The indicator profitability, liquidity, market value, risk and solvency ratio 

are tested. The finding shows that the financial performances for Malaysian banks are 

significant in relation to the profitability and market value. However, the results fail to 

indicate any significant improvement in bank's liquidity, risk and solvency indicator. 

Keywords: Merger and Acquisition, Financial Performance, Malaysian Bank 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A merger is an agreement that unites two existing companies into anew company.On the 

other hand, an acquisition refers to a transaction in which a firm purchases another firm 

with the intention of increasing effectivityby using core competencies through establishing 

the procured firm as a subsidiary in its business portfolio.In year 2000, a merger order was 

implemented by the National Banks Malaysia (BNM) to consolidate and restructure the 

local banks in Malaysia (Table 1).The said order aimed to reduce the risk of smaller local 

bank insolvency and increase the capital and the strengths of local banks. Most banks in 

Malaysia have restricted lending policies after the financial crisis in Malaysia in 1997–

1998 due to weak financial performance and the increase of non-performing loans. 
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Table 1: Merger of 10 banks approved by BNM. 

Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) are the most popular and trusted strategies among large 

companies, such as multinational enterprises,to enhance the growth of organisational 

activities (Majid, 1995). After the global financial crisis, mergers and acquisitions rose 

significantly. A significant transformation in the business landscape has been brought about 

by companies that implement M&As not only for competitive advantage, but also to endure 

challenge in the industry (Tajali andShehzad, 2014). A merger is also defined as the 

invested assets of two different companies or their combined assets which will be run or 

controlled by one company (Weinberg and Blank, 1979;Gaughan, 2000). 

M&Asare processes that create value, improve efficiency and enhance market power by 

improving resource allocation for affiliated companies (Altunbas and Marques, 2008). In 

addition, several countries that implement mergers and acquisitions, such as China, Brazil 

and India, have proven that M&As improved the performance of their business units (Zahid 

and Shah, 2011).Daniya, Onotu andAbdulrahaman (2016) also note that M&As in the 

financial system have significantly improved the financial performance of most banks in 

Nigeria.On the contrary, Farhan, Anneta and Shafique (2018) concludes that M&Asof 

Anchor Bank  
Banking Institution in the Group 

Subsidiaries  Targets 

Alliance 

  Sabah  Bank,  International  Bank  Malaysia,  

  Berhad,  Bolton  Finance,  Sabah  Finance,  

  Bumiputra Merchant Bankers, Amanah  

  Merchant Bankers 

AmBank  

Arab Malaysian Finance 

Berhad 
MBF Finance Berhad 

Bumiputra  Commerce Finance Berhad Commerce International Merchant Bankers, 

Commerce   Bank Bumiputra 

EON Bank EON Finance Berhad 

Oriental Bank, City Finance, Perkasa Finance, 

Malaysia International Merchant 

    Bankers 

Hong Leong 

Bank 
Hong Leong Finance Berhad Wah Tat Bank, Credit Corporation Malaysia 

Malayan 

Banking  Maybank Finance Berhad 

PhileoAlied Bank, Pacific Bank, Sime 

Finance, Kewangan Bersatu, Aseambanker 

Group   Malaysia 

Perwira 

Affin Affin Finance Berhad, BSN Commercial Bank, BSN Finance, Asia 

Bank 
Perwira Affin Merchant 

Bankers 
Commercial Finance, BSN Merchant Bank 

Public Bank Public Finance Berhad Hock  Hua Bank,  Advance  Finance,  Sime 

    Merchant Bankers 

RHB Bank RHB   Sakura   Merchant Sime  Bank,  Bank  Utama,  Delta  Finance, 

  Bankers Berhad Interfinance Berhad 

Southern 

Bank   

Ban Hin Lee Bank, Cempaka Finance, Perdana 

Finance, United Merchant Finance 

    Perdana Merchant Bank. 
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banking sector in Pakistan are unsuccessful. Furthermore, they note that developed 

countries are more successful and gain more advantages in growth, synergy, market share 

and increased efficiency in utilising resources in comparison with developing countries. 

Thus, on the basis of the discussion above, this study would like to examinethe financial 

performance of Malaysian banks after they have undertaken the M&As activity.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

Kalimeris (2010) proved that companies involved in M&As could increase their share 

prices by using foreign investments. This finding was also supported by Nima (2015),who 

claimed that M&As generally improve financial performance of return on asset (ROA) and 

return on equity (ROE) of commercial banks in Kenya.As discussed above, Daniya, Onotu 

and Abdulrahaman(2016) discovered that M&As in the financial system significantly 

improved the financial performance of most banks in Nigeria. 

M&As are important as they lead to the fusion of corporate resources if it can generate 

competitive advantages. Additionally, this business activityallows for fast access of 

technology, products andcustomer,improved market positioning and a strongfinancial 

position. A consolidated company can also have a largeshare of the market, giving them a 

competitive advantage. According toStephen (2010), M&As also benefit companies who 

want to reposition themselves in the market. 

Conversely, Farhan, Anneta and Shafique (2018) affirmed that mergers and acquisition in 

Pakistan are unsuccessful in terms of the banking sector performance. Relative to 

developing countries like Pakistan, developed countries are more successful and obtain 

more advantages in terms of growth, synergy, market share and increased efficiency in 

utilising the resources. Furthermore, Burhan andNiaz (2017) and Muhammad Ahmed 

andZahid (2014) found a decline in the financial performance of banksin Pakistan after 

merger activitiesin terms of profitability on ROA, ROE, net income on assets and non-

interest income on total assets. However, the ratio of investment to total assets showed 

excellent improvement as synergies arising from the merger exert a beneficial impact on 

the banks’ asset investment. 

Mergers and Acquisitions in Malaysia 

According to Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) in 1999, a plan for mergers should be 

implemented in the banking sector because Malaysia has too many banks for a small 

economy and banks commonlysuffer from severe non-performing loans which may be 

partly due to inefficientmanagement. In addition, the increased pressure from the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) to open local financial markets to foreign banks also had 

increased the gravity for mergers. In this era of globalisation, international businesses have 

been pushing companies to seek competitive advantages around the world to meet different 

consumer demands. 
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According to Ahmad (2007), the merger activity in the banking industry in Malaysia has 

been largely implemented in the mid-2000 per the suggestion ofBNM. Public sector banks 

had driven consolidation processes among state-owned banks.Those are Maybank, Affin 

Bank, Alliance Bank, AmBank, Bumiputera Commerce, Eon Bank, Hong Leong Bank, 

Public Bank, RHB Bank and Southern Bank. 

Subsequently, Mohd Zaini, Mohd Ridhuan andGee (2009) examined the cost-efficiency 

and profitability for mergers and acquisitions of banks in Malaysia.They confirmed a 

relatively positive effect in terms of efficiency in cost and profit management which 

showed moderate growth for somebanks during the review period from 1995 to 2005. This 

finding is also supported by Fauzias, Rasidah andMohamed (2006) who established that 

banks are likely to show an increase in overhead efficiency. 

Ang et al. (2017) validatedthat the measurement of financial performance based on the 

financial ratio of some of the local banks. Their surveyed demonstrates the efficiency of 

banks financial performance after undertaking merger and acquisition activities as a result 

of the combinationof banking assets and services, business transactions, as well as technical 

competencies of the bank. 

Conversely, Khonget al. (2015) studied the financial performance of local banks before 

and after M&As by using the review periods 1999 to 2000 (before the merger) and 2001 to 

2010 (after the merger). They established thatthe financial performance of local banks in 

Malaysia after M&As did not show significant improvements in financial ratio. However, 

the researchers verifiedthat most banks had high scores on non-interest expense to total 

assets. 

In addition, Rasidah, Fauzias, Soo-Wah andAisyah (2008) established that the effects of 

performance in M&As for banking institutions in Malaysia have not caused a productive 

increase in the bank. Their study covered 1998 to 2004 for a 3-year pre-assessment and 3-

year assessment period after mergers and acquisitions. 

In conclusion, most M&As in Malaysia are focused on the banking sector as per the 

instructions from BNM in the interest of the country economy. M&As constitute a step that 

can stabilise the financial sector as well as enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of 

the Malaysian economyespecially during financial crisis. 

Risk Management and Financial Performance 

Risk management is critical in financial institutions because it must meet certain objectives 

to ensure that the business runs efficiently.Gallati (2003) defined risk as a situation 

involving exposure to adifficulty or circumstances with potential deviations from the 

outcome or objective to be achieved. Risk management is a process for identifying the loss 

of risk exposure faced by the organisation and selecting the most appropriate technique for 

dealing with such exposure. 

A bank faces various risks,including market risk, credit risk, balance risk, technology and 

operational risk, liquidity risk, insolvency risk and foreign exchange risk. Thosesituation 

can lead to a decline in banksperformance and jeopardize their objective to enhance 

shareholder performance, thus drive the banksto engage in risk management (Tandelilin, 

Kaaro, Mahadwartha and Supriyatna; 2007). 
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Adeusi et al. (2013) note thatthe banks with efficient risk management may have some 

advantages in (i) they can be in line with the functioning of the rules, (ii) can enhance their 

reputation(iii) opportunity to attract customers broadly in building portfolios and (iv) can 

improve their efficiency and profitability. 

Nor Asniza (2017) established that the liquidity risk in a bank's financial performance is 

extremely important as it demonstrates the ability of the asset to meet the need for funds. 

For instance, banks should be able to provide for and meet customer requirements. The 

shortfall in this requirement would adverse effects on banks as customers can switch to 

other banks to meet their needs. Therefore, banks mustwisely manage various risks to 

maintain quality and financial performance. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study utilizessecondary data collected from the Bursa Malaysia website as well asthe 

annual financial reports published by respective banks.Eight banking companies were 

selected as the sample,including Maybank, CIMB Bank, RHB Bank, Public Bank, 

AmBank, Hong Leong Bank, Affin Bank and Alliance Bank. Most merger activities for 

the banking industry in Malaysia have been implemented in mid-2000.Thus, we use 

indicators of one year prior to the merger and the following10 years after the merger for 

the comparisons of financial performancesbefore and after mergers and acquisitions. 

The analysis tool used in this study is the financial ratio, which is widely used to assess the 

overall financial performance of banks. Four categories of financial ratios are utilised: the 

ratio of profitability (ROA and ROE), liquidity ratio (total loans to total deposits), market 

value ratio (earnings per share and dividend per share) and risk and solvency ratio (debt to 

equity, debt to total assets and equity multipliers).For the comparison of the bank's financial 

performance before and after mergers and acquisitions, the three approaches employed in 

this study include the correlations, paired t tests and financial ratio analysis. 

RESULTS 

Table below shows the data tested using the financial ratios of each company and then 

analysed using paired correlations and t-tests to test if the company's performance improves 

against the company after mergers and acquisitions. 

Table 2.1 exhibits thatmost banks showed improved performance for ROA after mergers 

and acquisitions, except for Maybank which had a decrease of 0.16%. In Table 2.2, the 

bank's performance for ROA, on average,reveals a positive improvement after the merger 

and acquisition. Table 2.3 lists the comparison between banks and affirmsthat AmBank 

had the highest ROA,whereas Alliance Bank had the lowest ROA as a whole. A merger 

activity could also boost financial performance through ROA as indicated by the survey 

conducted by Nima (2015) because the banks’ income increased. 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 0.0393 0.0476 0.0311 0.0282 0.0287 0.0295 0.0149 −0.0312 

Post 0.0377 0.0816 0.0467 0.0315 0.0617 0.0308 0.0383 0.0287 

Table 2.1 
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Table 2.3 

Table 3.1 illustrates that all banks showed a positive increase in ROE after mergers and 

acquisitions. This trend can be seen in the performance of the bank for a satisfactory ROE 

indicator. It can also be attributed to the entire bank in Fig 3.2 which depictsan increase. 

Table 3.3 indicates the comparison between banks,wherein CIMB had the highest ROE 

and Alliance had the lowest ROE compared withother banks. However, the positive results 

obtained could arise from the fact that most banks that were trying to adjust to the merger 

system after the merger activity are well-managed in terms of equity capital in generating 

their income (Khong et al., 2015). 

  Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 0.4360 0.0582 0.0410 0.2635 0.0510 0.3156 0.0291 –0.0987 

Post 0.4453 0.2122 0.0744 0.3829 0.0698 0.3606 0.0548 0.0326 

Table 3.1 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. Of Mean 

0 8 0.1370 0.1802 0.0637 

1 88 0.2040 0.2043 0.0218 

All 96 0.1984 0.2024 0.0207 

     
     Table 3.2  

 

 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. of Mean 

0 8 0.0235 0.0240 0.0085 

1 88 0.0446 0.0363 0.0039 

All 96 0.0429 0.0358 0.0037 

     
  Table 2.2 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

      
       NAME Mean Median Max Min. Std. Dev. Obs. 

Affin 0.0363 0.0269 0.0950 0.0149 0.0249 12 

Alliance 0.0237 0.0223 0.0595 −0.0312 0.0295 12 

Am Bank 0.0589 0.0321 0.1946 0.0043 0.0606 12 

CIMB 0.0788 0.0738 0.1632 0.0223 0.0398 12 

Hong Leong 0.0307 0.0267 0.0499 0.0243 0.0081 12 

Maybank 0.0378 0.0368 0.0515 0.0324 0.0049 12 

Public 0.0312 0.0293 0.0473 0.0256 0.0059 12 

RHB 0.0454 0.0354 0.1675 0.0127 0.0413 12 

All 0.0429 0.0336 0.1946 -0.0312 0.0358 96 
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Table 3.3 

The total loans to total deposits (L/D) ratio determines the ability of banks in generating 

their income by comparing the amount of bank loans offered as well as the amount of 

deposits received by banks. Public Bank, AmBank and Alliance Bank show an increase in 

L/D after M&As (Fig. 4.1). Following the mergers, banks began to lend due to 

theirstrongfinancial condition to give additionalloans to the public to generate interest 

income on the merged banks. 

The rest showed a decline in L/D as other banks reduced lending to maintain cash and 

liquid assets after the merger. This trend is due to the avoidance of bank failure to provide 

cash forcustomers (Nor Asniza, 2017). The average bank L/D increases after the merger 

and takeover activities with a change of 11.23% (Table 4.2). Table 4.3 shows the ratio 

between banks. CIMB had the highest L/D, Alliance Bank had the lowest and an average 

L/D is found for each bank. 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 0.8331 0.9297 0.8292 0.4996 0.8102 0.6849 0.7341 0.0000 

Post 0.7902 0.8426 0.7911 0.7289 0.8108 0.5834 0.6825 0.7690 

Table 4.1 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. of Mean 

0 8 0.6664 0.2907 0.1028 

1 88 0.7498 0.1088 0.0116 

All 96 0.7429 0.1327 0.0134 

     
     Table 4.2 

 

 

 

       
       NAME Mean Median Max Min. Std. Dev. Obs. 

Affin 0.0526 0.0403 0.1306 0.0261 0.0346 12 

Alliance 0.0217 0.0229 0.0791 —0.0987 0.0476 12 

Am Bank 0.0682 0.0524 0.2166 0.0044 0.0644 12 

CIMB 0.1993 0.1031 1.2110 0.0492 0.3229 12 

Hong Leong 0.3568 0.3443 0.5148 0.2430 0.0674 12 

Maybank 0.4445 0.4373 0.5955 0.3425 0.0648 12 

Public 0.3729 0.4066 0.4995 0.2270 0.1016 12 

RHB 0.0716 0.0613 0.2166 0.0252 0.0540 12 

All 0.1985 0.1037 1.2110 −0.0987 0.2024 96 
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       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 0.6868 0.6824 0.8202 0.5830 0.0646 12 

Alliance 0.7050 0.7655 0.8395 0.0000 0.2306 12 

Am Bank 0.8108 0.8510 0.8989 0.3772 0.1404 12 

CIMB 0.8499 0.8462 0.9379 0.7559 0.0646 12 

Hong Leong 0.5876 0.6087 0.6624 0.4972 0.0644 12 

Maybank 0.7914 0.7940 0.8328 0.7291 0.0260 12 

Public 0.7173 0.7165 0.8774 0.5893 0.0725 12 

RHB 0.7943 0.7847 0.9070 0.6459 0.0759 12 

All 0.7429 0.7712 0.9379 0.0000 0.1327 96 

       
       

Table 4.3 

Table 5.1 below shows the increase of EPS in each bank after merger and acquisition 

activities, except for Affin Bank. The downturn in EPS for Affin Bank was because of a 

volatility in the company's net revenues in 2004 and 2008, thereby affecting the EPS. 

Meanwhile, the increase in EPS after the merger activity occurred because banks were able 

to generate enough income to cover expenses. HighEPS is a sign of highrevenue and a 

strong and reliable financial performance. According to Table 5.2 the overall after merger 

activity shows that EPS increasedcompared with the value before merging. Table 5.3 

provides a comparison between banks and exhibitsthat Maybank has the maximum and 

minimum EPS compared with the Affin Bank. 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 35.80 30.50 -15.18 26.20 5.90 38.50 23.50 4.70 

Post 51.75 54.87 29.55 47.29 12.78 42.89 8.61 12.32 

Table 5.1 

     
    Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. Of Mean 

0 8 18.74 18.56 6.56 

1 88 32.51 27.01 2.88 

All 96 31.36 26.61 2.72 

     
     Table 5.2 
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       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 9.85 19.36 32.70 -71.90 28.1591 12 

Alliance 11.68 15.70 26.70 -17.30 12.4834 12 

Am Bank 12.21 6.80 42.51 0.730 14.0676 12 

CIMB 52.84 51.60 83.90 30.50 16.6808 12 

Hong Leong 42.53 42.55 70.70 18.40 14.1596 12 

Maybank 50.42 49.45 104.10 -5.70 27.2428 12 

Public 45.53 41.80 87.20 16.50 24.8742 12 

RHB 25.82 21.85 66.00 -15.18 22.6175 12 

All 31.36 27.25 104.10 -71.90 26.6061 96 

       
       Table 5.3 

 

Table 6.1 shows that all banks had a positive increase in DPS after M&As activities. This 

assertion is also proven in Table 6.2, with the average increase in the bank's revenue on 

their DPS. This outcome is because a good investment yield can increase DPS and 

indirectly increase the shareholders' wealth at the returns received by the company. 

Additionally, Table 6.3 presents a comparison between banks. Maybank has the highest 

DPS in parallel with the maximum EPS versus the other banks, and Alliance has the lowest 

DPS because, before the Alliance merger, it did not have a DPS value. 

Table 6.1 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. of Mean 

0 8 4.39 3.3736 1.1928 

1 88 11.65 9.3103 0.9925 

All 96 11.04 9.1811 0.9370 

     
     Table 6.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 6.50 7.20 2.00 4.00 5.00 9.70 0.70 0.00 

Post 18.27 20.31 7.51 16.82 6.63 17.23 3.63 2.78 
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       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 3.39 2.50 9.00 0.36 3.1561 12 

Alliance 2.55 1.44 6.92 0.00 2.7493 12 

Am Bank 6.50 4.70 18.00 2.88 4.7630 12 

CIMB 19.22 19.90 29.20 7.20 6.3641 12 

Hong Leong 16.60 17.45 28.30 7.90 5.4662 12 

Maybank 17.29 13.50 43.20 5.00 12.661 12 

Public 15.75 16.58 29.60 4.00 8.9350 12 

RHB 7.05 6.75 17.45 2.00 4.6239 12 

All 11.04 7.90 43.20 0.00 9.1811 96 

       
       Table 6.3 

Table 7.1 indicatesan increase in D/E after the merger activities for Maybank, CIMB, RHB 

Bank, Public Bank and Alliance Bank. AmBank, Hong Leong and Affin Bank show 

adecline in D/E,suggesting that their financial performance is better than their equity 

financing. However, a high D/E implies that companies are aggressive in debt-financing 

growth, as proven Khong et al. (2015). Table 7.2 also shows that the average bank overall 

exhibited an increase of D/E of 15.66% after the merger activity. Finally, Table 7.3 presents 

a comparison between banks and reveals that CIMB has the maximum D/E and Alliance 

Bank has the minimum D/E. 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 7.2801 12.6124 11.8427 3.9212 17.8408 5.8238 13.1268 0.0000 

Post 7.4590 23.1091 11.9824 7.1023 11.8447 5.3434 7.7539 11.1041 

Table 7.1 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. Of Mean 

0 8 9.0560 5.8081 2.0535 

1 88 10.712 12.5788 1.3409 

All 96 10.574 12.1491 1.2400 

     
     Table 7.2 

       
       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 8.2017 7.7673 13.1268 5.3536 2.0946 12 

Alliance 10.179 10.0400 17.0901 0.0000 4.3090 12 

Am Bank 12.344 10.7096 20.5303 8.8314 3.8572 12 

CIMB 22.234 13.5143 122.9661 9.7352 31.7699 12 

Hong Le 5.3834 5.7941 6.2234 4.0211 0.7966 12 

Maybank 7.4441 7.4440 8.6334 5.9972 0.7692 12 

Public 6.8372 7.1707 10.3391 3.6307 2.8518 12 

RHB 11.971 11.7176 14.1691 8.9257 1.6477 12 

All 10.574 9.1579 122.9661 0.0000 12.1491 96 
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Table 7.3 

Table 8.1 shows that Public Bank, AmBank andAlliance Bank showed an increase in D/A 

after the merger and acquisition activities. Ahigh D/A indicates that the company uses debt 

for asset financing. However, Table 8.2 suggests that, on average, all banks still have good 

D/A because the ratio is not greater than 1 after the bank conducts merger activities 

although an increase in D/A by 11.43% on average was noted. The bank still controls every 

asset financing by using debt and equity. In Table 8.3, a comparison between banks is 

shown. Alliance Bank has the highest and lowest D/A from the listed banks. All banks also 

had different valueson their respective D/A companies. 

 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 0.6563 0.6086 0.6266 0.4198 0.6423 0.5443 0.5880 0.0000 

Post 0.6303 0.5974 0.5884 0.5518 0.6433 0.4455 0.5335 0.6174 

Table 8.1 

    Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. of Mean 

0 8 0.5108 0.2197 0.0777 

1 88 0.5759 0.0747 0.0080 

All 96 0.5705 0.0948 0.0097 

     
     Table 8.2 

 

 

Table 8.3 

According to Table 9.1, AmBank, Affin Bank and Alliance Bank had a decline in EM after 

the merger and acquisition activities. Generally, lowEMs are goodbecause the company 

has low leverage financing, indicating that the use of debt for financing against assets is 

low. At 9.2 on average, all banks have an increase in EM,thereby showing that banks are 

riskywhen their EM is high because they rely on debt to finance assets and risks to 

companies and shareholders. Table 9.3 reveals that Public Bank has themaximum EM, 

Alliance Bank has theminimum EM, and that each bank has a different EM average. 

       
       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 0.5380 0.5451 0.6138 0.4693 0.0451 12 

Alliance 0.5660 0.6118 0.7243 0.0000 0.1874 12 

Am Bank 0.6432 0.6417 0.6764 0.6056 0.0199 12 

CIMB 0.5983 0.6041 0.6492 0.5245 0.0334 12 

Hong Leong 0.4537 0.4416 0.5443 0.4227 0.0342 12 

Maybank 0.6325 0.6344 0.6690 0.5989 0.0235 12 

Public 0.5408 0.5621 0.6709 0.4198 0.0774 12 

RHB 0.5916 0.5965 0.6681 0.5168 0.0546 12 

All 0.5705 0.5993 0.7243 0.0000 0.0948 96 
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 Maybank CIMB RHB Public AmBank 

Hong 

Leong Affin Alliance 

Pre 11.0921 1.2237 1.3200 9.3409 1.7770 10.7001 1.9494 3.1633 

Post 11.8198 2.5010 1.7351 12.5387 1.1695 12.0537 1.4410 1.1852 

Table 9.1 

 

     
         Std. Err. 

PRE_POST Count Mean Std. Dev. Of Mean 

0 8 5.0708 4.4606 1.5771 

1 88 5.5555 5.5161 0.5880 

All 96 5.5151 5.4175 0.5529 

     
     Table 9.2 

 

Table 9.3 

 

Through financial ratio analysis, the Hong Leong bank is proven to have the best financial 

performance after mergers and acquisitions. This finding can be seen in terms of increasing 

profits in companies on ROA and ROE with rising net income holdings, where the 

company successfully manage those activities well. The increase in market value and good 

risk management can benefit companies and shareholders. The finding of this study was 

supported by Nor Asniza (2017) who confirmedthat the Hong Leong Bank has good 

liquidity, operations and market risk management. The Hong Leong Bank is very 

committed and strives to expand the company's profits by becoming competitive after the 

acquisition of the company (The Star Online, 2011). 

The CIMB bank also performed impressively after M&As activities. The CIMB has 

increased corporate profitability and market value after merger and acquisition activities. 

The increase in leverage is high, and the increase in market value is favourable for 

comparison before and after mergers and acquisitions. 

 

 

 

 

      
       NAME  Mean  Median  Max  Min.  Std. Dev.  Obs. 

Affin 1.4834 1.4651 1.9494 1.3227 0.1659 12 

Alliance 1.3500 1.1496 3.1633 1.0000 0.5980 12 

Am Bank 1.2201 1.1195 1.7770 1.0323 0.2423 12 

CIMB 2.3945 1.40814 12.943 1.2237 3.3313 12 

Hong Leong 11.941 12.9120 14.723 8.5514 2.0925 12 

Maybank 11.7592 11.7111 13.031 9.8347 1.0272 12 

Public 12.2723 11.8809 17.749 7.6671 3.9496 12 

RHB 1.7005 1.54210 2.4210 1.2348 0.4837 12 

All 5.5151 1.5724 17.749 1.0000 5.4175 96 
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  ROA ROE L_D EPS DPS D_E D_A EM 

 Mean 0.0429 0.1985 0.7429 31.36 11.04 10.5743 0.5705 5.5151 

 Median 0.0336 0.1037 0.7712 27.25 7.90 9.1579 0.5993 1.5724 

 Maximum 0.1946 1.2110 0.9379 104.10 43.20 122.9661 0.7243 17.7494 

 Minimum -0.0312 -0.0987 0.0000 -71.90 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 

 Std. Dev. 0.0358 0.2024 0.1327 26.61 9.18 12.1491 0.0948 5.4175 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.01 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0012 

Observations 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 

Table 10: Overall 8 Banks 

Table 10 shows the overall results for the8 banks surveyed.The maximum percentage of 

ROA obtained is 0.1946 with a minimum percentage of 0.0312 and an average of 0.0429. 

For ROE, the maximum percentage is 1.2210 and the minimum reaches a negative 

percentage of - 0.0987. Subsequently, the L/D ratio shows that the average bank obtained 

0.7429 with a maximum value of 0.9379. However, the EPS shows that the maximum value 

obtained is 104.10 with an average of 31.36. In addition, the DPS found 43.20 with a 

maximum of 11.04. Moreover, the D/E variable shows the maximum value of 122.97 with 

an average of 10.574. Furthermore, the average D/A shows approximately0.5705, and the 

maximum percentage is 0.7243. Finally, at the EM variable with a minimum value of 1 and 

a positive maximum of 17.7494 and the average turnover is 5.5151. 

  Pre Post SE Mean t-test Sig. 

Pair 1 ROA_Pre - 

ROA_Post 
0.0235 0.0458 0.0081 -0.0223 -2.758 0.028 

Pair 2 ROE_Pre - 

ROE_Post 
0.1386 0.2087 0.0226 -0.0701 -3.096 0.017 

Pair 3 LD_Pre - LD_Post 0.6664 0.7467 0.1007 -0.0803 -0.798 0.451 

Pair 4 EPS_Pre - EPS_Post 18.74 33.60 6.0751 -14.8575 -2.446 0.044 

Pair 5 DPS_Pre - 

DPS_Post 
4.39 12.15 1.8123 -7.7613 -4.283 0.004 

Pair 6 DE_Pre - DE_Post 
9.0560 

10.799

4 
2.3884 -1.7434 -0.730 0.489 

Pair 7 DA_Pre - DA_Post 0.5107 0.5746 0.0815 -0.0638 -0.783 0.459 

Pair 8 EM_Pre - EM_Post 5.0708 5.6376 0.5950 -0.5668 -0.953 0.372 

Table 11: Paired pair tests 

Table 11confirms that 4 out of the 8 variables have significant differences before and after 

the merger and acquisition activities. All of them experienced an increase in their financial 

performance before and after the merger as can be seen in the table. The large amount of 

change is on the EPSbecause EPS plays an important role in raising the company's profits, 

company income increases when they merge  according to their management and handling 

efficiency. Additionally, the ROE and ROE leverage ratios are significant after the merger 

and acquisition tests with values of p = 0.028 and p = 0.017 at the importance level of p 

<0.05. The findings of this study are consistent those of Ali (2015), possibly because banks 

can properly manage existing assets and equity to generate bank revenues. 

In addition, the L/D liquidity ratio had no significant occurrenceafter the merger and 

acquisition of the t test with a value of p = 0.451 above the level of p> 0.10. Regarding the 
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EPS and DPS, market value variables showed significant t test with p = 0.044 and p = 0.004 

at importance level less than p <0.05. In addition, the risk variables and solvency of D/E, 

D/A and EM show no importance in t test with p values of each p = 0.489, p = 0.459 and 

p = 0.372 at the importance level of p> 0.10. Mohammad and Zahid (2014) affirmed no 

significance for the leverage capital of D/E with significance levels greater than p> 0.10. 

In addition, the company has separate planning for managing its asset financing in terms 

of debt or equity use as it is insignificant for subsequent mergers and acquisitions. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Thisstudy examine performance before and after the M&As of local banks in Malaysia 

using profitability ratio, liquidity, market value, risk and solvency. 

Good profit ratios in ROA and ROE have provided a clear picture of the effectiveness of 

management in terms of assets and equity capital in generating their bank revenues that 

support the discovery of previous researchers like Nima (2015) and Yusuf Ali (2015). An 

increase in L/D for a liquidity ratio indicates that the bank generates interest income and 

less liquidity of assets by offering more loans. Furthermore, a satisfactory improvement is 

found through the income earned in a value ratio showing that the financial performance is 

in good condition after mergers and acquisitions. Conversely, risk ratios and solvency have 

shown an increase, indicating that companies are heavily using debt to finance their assets. 

The results of the survey confirm a change in activity before and after the merger and 

acquisition shown through the paired t test. A significant change occurs in the company's 

profitability. The results show a positive and significant improvement after M&As. This 

outcome is similar to that of Mohammad andZahid (2014). 

However, liquidity hada positive and insignificant relationship with the company after the 

merger and acquisition activity because the increase in the level of liquidity after the merger 

was due to a decrease in the ratio of the loans to the deposit (Khong et al. 2015). By contrast, 

market value had positive and significant results, an indication of the bank’s profitability 

and the increased market value of the company. In addition, risk analysis and solvency 

results indicate a positive but non-significant relationship with the company during mergers 

and acquisitions.CIMB bank seems to show an impressive financial performance after the 

company's merger and acquisition activities were implemented compared withother banks. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Internet has grown tremendously in the recent and many of its applications have been 

used by people all over the world. On-line shopping which is a recent phenomenon in the 

field of e-commerce is definitely going to be the future of shopping in the world. It seems 

that online shopping has been one of the ways that customers shop nowadays especially to 

the younger generations and working people. Most of the young working people have 

accessed to Internet and many have started to sell and buy online. Though online shopping 

is quite common now, its growth in Malaysian market is still not in line with the global 

market. The potential growth of online shopping has triggered the idea of conducting an 

exploratory study on online shopping in Malaysia. A survey was carried-out with 99 part-

time students who work in Klang Valley area and also currently study in UKM. The 

purpose is to find out how well they understand about online shopping and what factors 

contribute to their online shopping behaviors. The results of study reveal that customer 

satisfaction, motivation and influence from other buyers are among the critical factors for 

customers to shop online. In addition to the factors, this study also found demographic 

factors like age and income are also significant. The results of the study could be further 

used by the researchers and practitioners for conducting future studies in the similar area. 

 

Keywords – Internet, On-line shopping, Customer satisfaction, Motivation, Customer 

influence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the Internet started to be used commercially in the 1990s (Zwass, 1996), electronic 

commerce (e-commerce) has emerged as a significant topic in the literature (Hashim et al., 

2016). Many authors insist e-commerce has a significant and positive impact on businesses 

everywhere (Hashim et al., 2013). Policy makers as well as practitioners seem certain that 

e-commerce conveys benefits, insisting that companies which eschew e-commerce will be 

left behind in the global marketplace (Daniel et al., 2003; Hashim, 2017). 

Online shopping, process of buying goods and services, is a form of electronic commerce 

which allows consumers to directly buy goods or services from a seller over 

the Internet using an Internet browser. It is a shopping trends nowadays where online 

shoppers do not only buy in big online stores but also in hundreds of thousands of stores 

shipping products all over the world. Online buyers can visit web stores as they sit in front 

of the computer from the comfort of their homes or shop. They can buy anytime and 

anywhere online as long as they are connected to the Internet (Daniel et al., 2003) either 

using "search" features to find specific models, brands or items or by clicking the 

advertisement shown online. They can purchase just about anything from companies that 

provide their products online. Online sellers, on the other hand, just need to seek what to 

sell to people who surf the Internet and to study the trends on online shopping. Books, 

clothing, household appliances, toys, hardware, software, and health insurance are just 

some of the thousands of products that have been advertised from an online store. 

 

Online shopping has becoming popular, particularly to younger generations who have now 

accessed to many kinds of technologies (Bianchi and Andrews, 2012). Part of the reasons 

is because of the convenience and flexibility (Harn et al., 2006). In online shopping, buyer 

do not need to go to a brick-and-mortar store, drive to there, find a parking place, and walk 

throughout the store until she locates the products she needs and also queue at the cash 

register. They just need to be online and some sort of online payment systems. Despite 

these conveniences, not everyone chooses to purchase items and services online. Some are 

reluctant to shop online because they think it is not safe, the security is poor and in facts 

some think that to shop online is a waste of time. There is very limited knowledge about 

online shopping consumer behavior because it is a complicated socio-technical 

phenomenon and involves too many factors (Bianchi & Andrews, 2012). 

 

Thus, the goal of this study is to provide a clearer understanding of this socio-technical 

phenomenon by investigating the motives and insights of online shopping behaviour and 

the factors affecting this behaviour, particularly among university students. This paper is 

organized as follows. Section 1 presents the introduction of the paper, follows by the 

literature review in Section 2. Next section demonstrates the conceptual framework of this 

study, follows by the methodology of the study. Section 5 presents the findings and 

discussion of the study. Finally, the last section displays the conclusion and 

recommendations of the study. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

E-commerce 

E-commerce has been described in the large body of literature that has emerged since the 

explosion of Internet technology. Empirical research, especially at the technological 

innovator level, suggests that e-commerce has a significant and positive impact on 

businesses everywhere (Chuang et al., 2007; Hashim et al., 2013).  E-commerce, a process 

buying and selling over the Internet, is said to replace the traditional way that people do 

business. In fact, it has becoming an important ways of doing business among people 

nowadays.  

The growth of global ecommerce is tremendous. In 2017 it reached around $2.3 trillion and 

is expected to hit $4.5 trillion in 2021 (Statista, 2018). In the US alone, ecommerce 

represents almost 10 percent of retail sales - a figure that is growing by nearly 15 percent 

each year(Statista, 2018). In Malaysia, although e-commerce is in quite a recent 

phenomenon, the sector is one of the fastest growing and most attractive industries (Chew, 

2018). The latest estimate by Statista (2018) revealed that the e-commerce platform has 

garnered revenue of RM4.2 billion by the end of 2017. Part of the reasons is because there 

were 15.1 million active users in Malaysia, which is 47.9 per cent of the Malaysian 

population (Statista, 2018). With the introduction of more affordable Internet and 

broadband plans each year, the number of Internet users is expected to continually rise year 

on year. The e-commerce industry is expected to generate RM9.8 billion in revenue by 

2022 (Statista, 2018). The main factor that drove e-commerce’s rise in popularity was also 

due to the existence of attractive products and services that was once not available through 

conventional businesses (Yin et al., 2016). 

Online shopping 

The growth of the Internet and e-commerce as a shopping channel has developed since 

1994 (Zwass, 1995). Now days, online shopping have become very popular because of vast 

availability of Internet. It is a process of buying or selling products with the help of 

computerized business transactions electronically using the Internet (Hashim et al., 2013). 

Online shopping is different from brick-and-mortar shopping in many aspects. In 

traditional shopping, ones has to go to a store or shop, get into it, slowly walking from rack 

to rack, checking out the display and finally go to the check-out counter (Shambare, 2014). 

There is limited variety, limited choice of buyers and buyers can buy only those products 

which are available in local market. Online shopping, on the other hand, allows online 

buyers to shop wide range of products of multiple brands in unlimited time from his/her 

place. It has given the ability any customers to buy anything regardless of where its location 

as long as they are connected to Internet. For the purpose of this study, online shopping is 

defined as “a shopping and buying activity performed by a consumer via computer-based 
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interface, where the consumer‟s computer is connected to, and can interact with, a 

retailer‟s digital storefront” (Yin et al., 2016).  

Online shopping is a multibillion dollar growing market growing at 35 percent a year 

(Statista, 2018). 

It is not only impacted the economy but also culture and everyday routine. For example, e-

commerce reviews on blogs, websites, or social platforms – to get personal insights, 

perspective, and recommendations has led the way in generating retail lift from what 

current users think about brands they may want to buy (Debroff, 2017). As a result, there 

is an increasingly in consumer saying “no” to brand loyalty (Debroff, 2017). Consumers not 

only look a new brand in mind but also scan the shelves for the best price (Bourlakis et al., 

2008). The World Wide Web allows consumers to see different goods from different 

countries. Now shopping is no longer done in a limited area but can be done, nationwide and 

even worldwide (Bourlakis et al., 2008).  

Despite the advantages of online shopping, there are some drawbacks. Although many 

businesses are prospering, many non-Internet based businesses are suffering a great financial 

lost (Hashim et al., 2013), particularly businesses that act as intermediaries. The travel 

ticketing agent, for example, has been impacted quite tremendously. Most people now but 

ticket online rather than use the travel agent. More than twenty five percent of all travel is 

now booked online in the US, Western Europe and Asia Pacific,  and more than half a 

trillion dollars in global travel sales is still waiting to be booked online (Crnojevac et al., 

2010). In the same vein, many other businesses such as the movie and recording industries 

suffered as people can download movies and music at a cheaper price. In addition, online 

shoppers could also underwent shopping addicted because shops are available at any time. 

Thus, much of consumers’ time is wasted on searching what they wanted. 

Online shopping behaviors 

Study on UK consumer shopping behavior by Criteo (2016) reveal that 2/3 of UK shoppers 

browse online once a month or more and 1/3 of online purchases are impulse buys. They 

also found that more than 50% ought via mobile device and more that 75% online shoppers 

bought baby care products (Criteo, 2016). This study also found that shoppers browse 

multiple sites before they finally make decision to buy on a particular site. This is because 

they want more product information, want a better selection, and also what to compare 

shipping options (Criteo, 2016). In Taiwan, Wu and Tsai (2017) found that there are two 

types of consumers’ behavior. Those in “high-frequency online shopping group”, are more 

affected by the satisfactory website characteristics of an online shopping website and those 

of “low-frequency online shopping group are found to shop online only if the online 

shopping website is rich in content and good in design. 

In Malaysia, online shopping is still considered as a new phenomenon especially among 

older generation people in the country. In their study, Madahi and Sukati (2014) found that 

Malaysian consumers switched Internet channel to brick-and-mortar stores because they 

perceived that online shopping is complex and not easy to use. Malaysian consumers still 

preferred the brick-and-mortar ways of shopping because it is well suited with Malaysian 
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consumers’ culture and lifestyle (Madahi and Sukati, 2014). This reluctance to change 

behavior and culture-bounded are among factors that prevent many Malaysian to embrace 

online shopping (Harn et al., 2006; Jamil and Mat, 2011). Hence, to change the Malaysian 

consumers’ perception to e-store, online retailers need to maximize efforts in doing 

promotion and performing good customer services in order to raise the consumers interest 

in online shopping. Online retailers need to design their website in such a way to make 

them user-friendly and actively manage the social media marketing to channel traffic to 

their online website. To date, although there are studies conducted on online shopping 

behavior of consumers in Malaysia, many focus to the younger generations or different 

groups of people. Thus, understanding towards online shopping in Malaysia still deserves 

to be research. 

Students and online shopping  

There are strong evidences in the integration between younger generation, such as student, 

and online shopping (Narges et al,. 2009; Bouhnik and Deshen, 2014). Part of the reasons 

is because students nowadays have become so technologically and socially integrated. 

They were raised on social media and smart tech, and it is an integral part of their lives 

rather than something they have learnt to adapt to (Ryan, 2017). In their study in one of the 

region in India, Amit and Sailo (2013) found that customers age 18 to 33 (80%) dominate 

the online shopping behavior. Online shopping has become an emerging trend among this 

age group to most of the online shoppers. On contrary, study by Marketing Dive (2018) 

posits that students that are in Gen Z group (borned 1994 onwards), are likely to shop in-

store but turn to online just for convenience. Nearly 2/3 Gen Zers (65%) prefer being 

able to touch and feel products before making a purchase, and 67% use their phones 

in stores to research items they plan to purchase.  Store design, unique merchandise, 

displays showing products in use and having ways to try out products are the top 

motivators for getting Gen Z shoppers into stores. University students are one of the 

target markets by online retailers as most of them are owner of a connected computer or 

smart phone. Indeed, most of the university students have their own Internet connection 

lines as the service is getting cheaper nowadays. In addition, Wi-Fi is always available 

everywhere which make them easy to access to Internet. As they are doing their 

assignments, there is a big possibilities that they will browse the Internet and its 

applications and finally embark to online shopping. Prior studies have examined the 

benefits that encourage students to purchase through the Internet (Narges et al., 2009). 

However, studies on various factors that lead student to shop online, particularly Malaysian 

university students are still scarce and need to be addressed. 

Theories related 

Online shopping is a new way to shop or buy things. In order to find a suitable framework 

for this study, a list of literature review on technological diffusion, perception and 

psychology is reviewed Chang (2005). Among them are Roger’s (1995) diffusion of 

innovation theory (DOI), Azjen’s (1991) theory of reasons action (TRA), Davis’s (1989) 
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technology acceptance model (TAM), psychology and marketing theories. DOI is mostly 

used in the study of innovation diffusion in organisation. TAM and TRA models focus 

mainly on user acceptance to analyse automation processes in the early phases of 

innovation (Ordanini, 2006), psychology theory refers to the study of how humans think 

about each other and how they relate to each other, while marketing focus on the activity, 

set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 

offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large. 

DOI is a theory that seeks to explain how, why, and at what rate 

new ideas and technology spread (Rogers, 1995). Rogers argues that diffusion is the 

process by which an innovation is communicated over time among the participants in a 

social system. TRA posited that a person’s positive attitude together with the individuals’ 

thought constituted to the behavioral intention of one person. TAM is an adaption of the 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and was used to assess user’s computer acceptance, 

which is measured by the intention and the influence of attitude, perceived usefulness, 

perceived ease of use toward the intention to use (Davis et al., 1989). The psychology 

theories argue that one’s decision could be the influence of others on an individual's 

behavior (e.g. conformity, persuasion), and the formation of beliefs, attitudes, and 

stereotypes about other people, while marketing is a study 

and management of exchange relationships, which is used is used to create, keep and satisfy 

the customer. 

Many researchers have adopted some of the theories, hybrid them together and adapt to 

find factors that really influence one’s decision. Although findings are varies, they do 

contribute to some extent to the understanding of researchers, academicians and 

practitioners and each of them deserves an acknowledgment.  

 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

There are many factors that lead to online shopping. Based on the theories stated earlier, 

three variables were chosen to explore the factors that affect online shopping in this 

study. These are customer satisfaction, motivation and influence from other customers. 

Customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is when products and services meet the expectation of the consumers 

(Bourlakis et al., 2008). It is very important that consumers are content with the products 

and services provided by the particular website as satisfied customers are likely to be loyal 

and make repetitive purchases which will increase profitability of that particular e-

commerce company (Broekhuizen and Huizingh, 2009). Study by Al-Karim (2013) found 

that if customers satisfy with certain products that bought online from an online seller, there 

is a tendency that they will buy again with the same shop. In the same vein, 

Katawetawaraks and Wang (2011) posited that if customers are satisfy with the price and 

the availability of products and services, they are willing to buy online. Thus, this leads to 

the first hypothesis: 
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H1: Customer satisfaction significant positively influences online shopping.  

 

Motivation 

There are many reasons why people shop online. Katawetawaraks and Wang (2011) 

contend that online shopping allow consumers buy almost anything at any time without 

going to the store; they can find the same product at a lower price by comparing different 

websites at the same time; they sometime want to avoid pressure when having a face-to-

face interaction with salespeople; and also they can avoid in store traffic jam. These are 

some of the motivations that lead consumer to shop online (Bagdoniene and Zemblyte, 

2009).  

 

H2: Motivation significant positively influences online shopping. 

 

Influence from other buyers 

A study by Grahl et al. (2014) from Mainz University demonstrated that online purchasing 

behavior is heavily influenced by the recommendations made by other customers. In their 

study with a duration of almost four weeks that involved a toy and game mail order 

company, the display of social network endorsements such as the Facebook 'Like' thumbs-

up sign and the '+1' button in Google+ resulted in a 13 percent increase in sales in the test 

group in comparison with a control group. Kannan and Hongshuang (2017) stated that the 

digital environment has a growing effect on consumer's mind and buying behaviour. In an 

online shopping environment, interactive decision may have an influence on aid customer 

decision making. Each customer is becoming more interactive, and thus online reviews 

customers can influence other potential buyers' behaviors (Kannan and Hongshuang, 

2017). 

 

H3: Influence from other buyers significant positively influences online shopping. 

 

Based on the previous studies, and adapted some of the variables in the theories above, 

three hypothesis was then developed as in Figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework of the study  
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The framework in Fig. 1 is used in this study to investigate the usages and factors of online 

shopping among the part-time university students. The research questions are: 1) what are 

the extent online shopping among university students; and 2) what are the factors 

influencing the online shopping usages. 

METHODOLOGY 

The data for this paper is gathered through a group administered questionnaire. A 

questionnaire survey is a data gathering method that is utilised to collect, analyse and 

interpret the views of a group of people from a target population (Gratton and Jones, 2004; 

Leedy and Omrod, 2005). Surveys have been used in various fields of research, such as 

sociology, marketing research, politics and psychology. (Leedy and Omrod, 2005). Part-

time students were chosen in this study as they represent the group of people whose time 

are highly occupied with working and studying. They have less time to mingle around and 

also to do the traditional shopping. With the hectic work life and assignments make them 

less socialize with other people except their colleagues. Therefore, they are likely to 

become convenience shoppers and may opt to shop online.  

More than one hundred part-time business students who currently registered with Faculty 

of Economics and Management (FEP) at University Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) were 

identified to be the respondents of this survey. The researcher only gave the questionnaire 

to those who were present during the registration. If the respondents were unclear about 

the meaning of a question, they could ask for clarification. Each respondent was handed a 

questionnaire and asked to complete it while waiting (Patton, E. and Appelbaum, 2003). 

Once the respondents submit their questionnaire, short face-to-face interviews were 

conducted with respondents who are available and willingly for discussion. During this 

session, respondents and interviewer were freely to ask and to response to any questions. 

This method gathered more fruitful information for the interviewer. Any response from the 

interviews was jotted down on a notebook for further reference and future used. Most of 

the time, the session with the respondents took around 20 – 30 minutes.  

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Respondents’ Profiles99 students return back the questionnaire and were found to be 

useable. As expected most of the respondents who return back the questionnaire have 

experienced online shopping either through their computers or mobile phones. 

Interestingly, some of the respondents have more than one phone and some of them have a 

dedicated phone just for online shopping. Many respondents are above twenty-five years 

old (more than 50%), and as expected most of them are pursuing their Bachelor degree. 

One interesting finding is that most respondents in this survey that experience online 

shopping have a monthly household below RM4,000, which are considered B40 group of 

income. Part of the reasons is maybe there are searching for much cheaper items online 

that buying offline. Another interesting finding is that online shopping is much used by the 
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single and divorcee person which can drive our assumption that single people may have 

more ample time to shop online. Although many respondents have online shopping 

experience, only 75% stated that they have bought online before. Some bought from a 

friend, some bought from retailers and most of them refer to the advertising from Facebook 

and Instagram which they think are very convenient way to do so. Table 1 displays the 

respondent characteristics. 

 

Table 1.Respondents’ characteristics (N=99) 

Age 

25 and below 

26-30 

31-35 

Above 35 

 

12% 

44% 

32% 

12% 

Education (in 

pursuing) 

Diploma 

Bachelor 

Master 

PhD 

 

 

8% 

56% 

26% 

10% Gender 

Male 

Female 

 

75% 

25% 
Monthly household 

income 

Less RM1K 

RM1K-RM3K 

RM3001-RM4K 

More than RM4K 

 

 

 

 

 

8% 

47% 

27% 

8% 

 

Ethnicity 

Malay 

Chinese 

Indian and others 

 

52% 

25% 

15% 

Marital Status 

Single 

Married 

Divorce 

 

40% 

50% 

10% 

 

Time Usage 

Most of the respondents (65%) check on their online shopping for more than 10 times in a 

day and an accumulation of more than 4 hours a day. Surprisingly, 45% of the respondents 

said that they shop online more than 7 hours a day. Table 2 reports the number of hours 

respondents spent using online shopping per day. 

Table 2. Time spent for online shopping (N=99) 

Time  Frequency Percentage 

< 1 hour 9 9.1 

1-3 hours 18 18.2 

4-6 hours 27 27.2 

> 7 hours 45 45.5 

Some of the respondents shop online not only during their leisure time, but also during the 

class hours or working hours, which could divert their focus on their daily tasks. Most of 

the time, respondents have their phones with them and the tendency to access the Internet 
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is quite high since the Internet connection is ubiquitous. Thus, the more time a student 

spends on online shopping, the less likely that they are focused to the work and also 

academic work, which may also lead to difficulties for them at the end of the day to 

complete their tasks (Hashim, 2017). These may distract their attention from the main work 

and also lesson, and are not able to fully understand what is going on – i.e. he or she has 

less time to focus their work properly and to attend to academic matters such as class work, 

assignments, preparation for class test, and end of the semester’s examination. This may 

lead to both poor work and the student’s lower or poor grade points (Hashim, 2017). 

Website and Social Media Usages 

Table 3 displays the percentage of respondents usually visit and buy online. Most popular 

marketplace is Lazada, a Southeast Asian e-commerce company founded by Rocket 

Internet in 2012, and owned by Alibaba Group. This is expected because Lazada is a big 

marketplace which offers variety of items and it is among the first of its kind in Malaysia. 

Although Mudah.my and Lelong.com exist before Lazada, they have been less popular. 

This might be due to the promotion of these websites on media and the variations of 

products they sell.  Next after Lazada, follows by 11th Street, Mudah.my, Shoppe and 

Lelong.com. Some of respondents still shop in Amazon, but many are reluctant due to the 

exchange rate charged. 

Table 3. Respondents’ Online shopping group (N=99) 

Online shopping 

website 

Percentage Social Media Percentage 

Lazada 90 Facebook 80 

11th Street 70 Instagram 72 

Mudah.my 68 Blogs 55 

Shoppe 58 Twitter 45 

Lelong.com 20 WhatsApp 20 

Others 25 Others 20 

 

Among the social media, as expected, Facebook is the most popular. This might be because 

Facebook is among the first social networking sites that people get engaged to. It allows 

sharing of information including products and services. Due to the demand, Facebook 

offers commercial page which leads to a fanpage and now Facebook business. Instagram 

is another medium which is getting recognition among the younger generations. Instagram 

displays many pictures and short videos which meets the interest of these generations 

(Hashim, 2017). WhatsApp, although is among the densely used, it still not popular as an 

online shopping site. However, recently, occasionally WhatsApp users have been 

entertained with advertisements. 

Hypothesis Testing  

To explore the three hypotheses, the analysis used a five point Likert-type scale for 

measuring the relationships between the three factors and online shopping. The respondents 
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were asked about confirmation of customers’ degree of satisfaction, motivation and also 

influence from other buyers. This instrument had a reliability Cronbach Alpha of .71. The 

results, depicted in Table 4, support all hypotheses. The three factors were significantly 

correlated. 

 

Table 4: Correlation between Three Antecedents and Online Shopping 

Online shopping 

Customer satisfaction                                                          .423** 

Motivation                                                                           .241* 

Influence from other buyers                                                .247* 

* Significant at p = .05  

** Significant at p = .01 

 

From Table 4, consistent with other studies Al-Karim (2013) and Bagdoniene and 

Zemblyte (2009), we found that customer satisfaction is be the most important antecedent 

for online shopping. It may be also a very important antecedent for traditional marketing, 

but it appears to be more so for online shopping. Once customer feel satisfied with certain 

online seller, they will keep on buying from the same seller because the trust has been 

slowly built (Jamil et al., 2011; Madahi and Sukati, 2014). Influence from other buyers 

seem to be in the second important antecedent in this study. Customer would appreciated 

to have a testimonial and recommendation from other buyers before they proceed online 

purchasing. Part of the reasons is because they do not want to be cheated and afraid of 

fraudulent (Kannan and Hongshuang, 2017). Although motivation is the last important 

antecedent in this study, customer needs to be motivated to buy online. Some of the 

motivations found in this study include the ease of access of the website, the price offer 

and also the delivery service by the seller, which are similar to study by Topaloğlu (2012) 

and Yeboah and Ewur (2014).  

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Electronic commerce through online shopping is growing rapidly. Based on the experience 

of Internet growth in the recent years, it is expected that online shopping and buying will 

explode in the near future and will soon become a part of people’s life. Businesses and 

researchers as well as the government can no longer afford to ignore it, particularly to the 

younger generations, students in colleges and in this context part-time students. The present 

research is one of a very few attempts to deal with the subject and context. The discussion 

of antecedents in the literature is based toward traditional channels of shopping (Church 

and Oliveira, 2013) as well as the diffusion of innovations since online shopping involve 

the disruptive technology such as the internet. This paper contributes to this area by 

validating other studies but from a different context of study. Nevertheless, antecedents 

such as customer satisfaction, motivation, and influence from other buyer and online 
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shopping are found to be significantly correlated. Further research should explored in more 

details of each of the antecedents to provide more insight value.  

We discover influence from other buyer as an antecedent of online shopping is quite new 

and important for online shopping on the Internet. Potential customers need to get feedback 

on certain online seller in order to proceed to buy the item. Hence, online marketplace such 

Lazada, Shoppe and others need to make aware of this. The other two antecedents which 

are also applicable for traditional marketing seem to be relevant to online shopping. Since 

electronic commerce in Malaysia is still quite new and on the growing stage of product life 

cycle, it is difficult to conduct a sizeable scale of survey. Future researches may be 

conducted in two areas. First, the researchers need to include all types of consumers and 

lines of businesses for generalizing of the research model on online shopping. Second, 

samples of this study should be conducted on a larger scale and with a greater variety. 

Similar to most research, this paper has limitations that point to further opportunities. The 

author focuses on 99 part-time business students in only one university. Building on this 

research, there are opportunities for further work. The present research could serve as a 

starting point for more detailed studies. Additional studies on other tertiary institutions 

should provide further insights into the impact of online shopping on the performance of 

tertiary students in Malaysia. This research can be utilised to investigate the use of online 

shopping not only at university, but also at school, home, workplace, and various other 

settings, and for a variety of different audiences such as teenagers, young adults, the 

elderly, or families and should also focus on a bigger sample. For future research, it may 

be more helpful to examine how not only student’s but also customers’ psychological state 

and other buyers influences the motivations to perform online shopping.  
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Abstract  
Conventional business studiesneglect the role of religiousity, instead emphasize much on 

the roles of strategic orientations in responding to endless question in entrepreneurship 

literature “what we know and what we do not know about entrepreneurship”. Thus, the 

purpose of this paper is to discuss the role of Niyyat to do businessin influencing practical 

wisdom and in turn entrepreneurial success, from Islamic perspective. Based on purposive 

sampling, quantitative data were collectedfrom questionnaire survey involving 94 

established Malaysian entrepreneurs from diverse sectors and information was gathered 

from interviews with Islamic business entrepreneurship experts. Using SPSS to analyse 

data, the findings showed that Niyyat had significant positive relationship with practical 

wisdom and further, both Niyyat and practical wisdom were significantlyexplaining 

entrepreneurial success. Although findings from bootstrap of 1000 samples indicated a full 

mediation model,the statistics from indirect effect size analysis combined with theoretical 

justifications, the relationship between Niyyat and entrepreneurial success was partially 

mediated by practical wisdom. In other words, everything starts with a decision to do 

(Niyyat), deciding to do (Niyyat) business is a choice (fardhu kifayah) and doing good 

business wisely (practical wisdom) is compulsory in the religion, when doing business is 

understood as a calling (sunnah). By God willing we add to the body of knowledge towards 

recasting Islamic business entrepreneurship specifically or business entrepreneurship 

theory as a whole. 

Keywords: Niyyat, practical wisdom, Islamic business entrepreneurship, halal & toyyib, 

mediation hypothesis testing, partial mediation 

Introduction 
Entrepreneurship is a religious call and a wise response to it is an obligation, from Islamic 

entrepreneurship perpective. Doing business is an option but doing good business in good 

ways for good ends and finally paying zakat (islamic business taxes) is a transcendent 

obligation. In the religion i.e. Islam, doing business is a means to help society getting the 

needs for solving survival problems, besides making sufficient profitability. Yes, 

profitability because without profitability a transaction is not a business but donation. 

Business is a direct call from God of the universe to the human kind (Baqarah, verses 198, 

275; An-Nur, verse 37; Quraysh, verse 2) and God promises lucrative paybacks in heaven 

for entrepreneurs who do good business lawfully (Hud, verse 85; Al-Isra, verse 35) or to 

hell otherwise (Al-Mutaffifin, verse 1; Ash-Shuara, verse 182). Thus, doing business is a 

special kind of worship (fardhu kifayah) that it should start with a clear and neat intention. 
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In this study, intention is termed as Niyyat, which is theprerequisite to all worships and 

actions (al-Quran, al-Baqarah, 2:265),especially when the actions are purposeful by an 

adult doer.Taking thesepointsinto the context of business entrepreneurship,Niyyat to do 

business must be of virtuousintention, therefore, all products or services inclusively must 

be accredited with the islamic standards of safety and quality specifically termed as 

“HALAL&TOYYIB”. After all, the worldview of successful business and 

entrepreneurship is that all actions and activities there in should be ethical and for good 

purposes (Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Dunham, 2010; Juhdi, 2011).Thus, each action put forth 

in decision-making from business ideation to production, marketing and finally to 

commercialization ofproducts and services should begin with properly designated Niyyat. 

Doing business shall be understood as a religious engagement towards fulfilling 

the needs of society. Therefore, all entrepreneurship strategies and actions should be 

originated fromgoodNiyyat in the pursuance of opportunities. SuggestingNiyyat as a new 

business conceptmeans that this study rejected Separation Thesis, which argues that ethics 

can be studied later or separately from business entrepreneurship. We mean here to suggest 

that business schools and universities all over the world which are offering business and 

entrepreneurship studies to cover ethic courses not asseparate notion. In line withreligious 

values, doing business itself isan ethic for the betterment of society at large as well as for 

personal attainment of meaningful life (Clarke & Holt, 2009; Dunham, 2009). Most 

importantly for Muslim entrepreneurs, business is a mean of worshipto God or “ibadah”. 

All kinds of transactions in it must be ethical (syariah compliance).Gaining profit is 

allowed (halal) but must not burdensome to customers. Otherwise, a greed for profit or 

returnsbecomes unethical or “haram” and worse such greed could cause opression to 

customers then the returns becomes a “riba” which is strictly unlawful in Islam.It means 

that a business should potray a good image to the society besides providingall kinds of 

goods and services at acceptable standard of quality.At the same time,it is never wrong for 

business men to gainsufficient profitability and most importantly the blessing from Allah 

(Farahwahida Mohd Yusof et al. 2015, pg.. 5-6). 

In terms of lateral definition, Niyyat is similar with intention. However, Niyyat is 

more precise than intention but closer to motivation in the sense that a person would not 

do Niyyat if he is not motivated to do on anythingpurposively the soonest. From Islamic 

perspective, Niyyat is the prerequisite of all actions. Niyyat is an internal oath uttered by 

the mind, heart and soulconsiouslyand must be done before an intended action (amal), a 

definition agreed by thousands of Muslim scholars (Ibnu Taimiyah, pg. 213,  1966). 

Because intention is an established concept and Niyyat has all the characteristics of 

intention, in this study intention is the most appropriate concept to be adapted in 

operationalizing Niyyat.In scientific research framework, the role of intention is always as 

an antecedent to actions. In Islamic convention, however, Niyyat is thesole transcedental 

requirement before actual set of actionsput in place without other competing antecedents. 

In other words, Niyyat is the only antecedent that must happen first otherwise the whole 

set of actions is void (batal) or leads to less blessed ends. Most interestingly, Niyyat is the 

job of a heart but it reaches God before the amal(Umar S. al-Asyqar, 2005).For the first 

time in a scholarly research, Niyyat is here given an important role as the antecedent of all 

other possible variables, and it is defined as mental and soul utterance to express to Allah 

the self determination to act by specifying what, when, how, and why the act is executed. 

These are examples of Niyyat before a Muslim performs certain act: 
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This is a Niyyat before a Muslim performs a prayer: 

 

 

 

 

   

fThis is a Niyyat suggested for a Muslim before a business transaction or activity: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As such, the impact of Niyyaton the what-next is more compulsive than that of 

intention in behavioral theory. Once Niyyat is uttered consciously by the mind, heart and 

soul, series of predetermined actionsor “rukun”should be presentedin orderly manners as 

soon as possible without much of a time gap. In short, Niyyat is about to do things at present 

tense no future tense. Here are some examples of significant actions (fardhu) in Islam of 

which having their clarified specific orders (rukun): the 5 prayers (solah), 13 rukun; hajj, 

6; umrah, 5; marriage oath, 5; and tax payment (zakat), 4. Specific example ofrukun of 

zakat are 1) Niyyat, 2) muzakki – the present of the payer, 3) mustahik – the specification 

of the receiver(s), and 4) validity of assets owned. Whereas, intention does not always lead 

to initial steps of an actual action. The specifications of Niyyat, therefore, make it 

substantiallydifferent from intention but more similarly like “strong” intention. Therefore, 

this study operationalized Niyyatby expanding entrepreneurial intention (Linen & Chen, 

2009) parameter towards the religious edge for the purpose of accomplishing the current 

research objectives. 

More critical after Niyyat is the set of actions following it. Implementation of 

business strategies requires the combination of the wise men’swisdom and strong 

determination becausethe pathsof business entrepreneurship are full with winding and 

challenging roads of which all require balance. When doing business is an answer to a 

calling (fardhu), it is neither about trials and errors nor lucks. It should be like going for a 

war and the only motivation is victory. Thus, doing business in islamic perspective should 

be understood as “jihad” (Muhammad Ali Hashim, 2015). Sun Tzu called it “crafting” in 

the arts of war (Michaelson & Michaelson, 2015, pg. 21). Meanwhile, all other wise men 

said that strategy should be healthy and positive (the opposite of deception) thus, should 

be guided by wisdom in ensuring and justifying the virtous good ends (Afifi alAkiti, 2015). 

What 

“Hereby I perform Asarprayer now4 rakaat by my ownself for Allah Al-Mighty”. 

How 

Why When

wh 

What 

“Hereby I want to do (a business/transaction/work)from now and several years ahead by (sole 

proprietorship/partnership/company)for Allah and His blessing. 

How When 

Why 
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For example, the main concernin the Sun Tzu arts is ensuring everyone to get profit from 

victories (Michaelson & Michaelson, 2015, pg 18). From the perspective of the balance 

theory of wisdom, the ability to harmonize tactical effectiveness and ethical 

prudencedifferentiates a wise man than the rest (Dunham, 2010; Stenberg, 1990). Thus, the 

current study finally understands practical wisdom as a combination of moral imagination, 

kind hearts and conscious mind of a wise man in problem solving and making strategic 

decisions.  

Therefore in this paper, it is argued that business entrepreneurship is a religious 

response of an individual to the calling (fardhu) to serve the society (ibadah)by God’s wills 

with quality goods and services they need  at sufficient returns mostly the blessing from 

Allah. To this end, we propose Niyyat as the single determining factorto practical wisdom 

and subsequently to entrepreneurial success all at individual level. In a smaller 

framework,practical wisdom is about why and how entrepreneurs make strategic decisions 

and take actions in accordance to certain conditions (syariah). Finally, we suggest this 

framework so that the convention of entrepreneurship studies recognize Islamic business 

principles as an established body of knowledge, embedding all best business practices.  

Dunham (2010) proposed the concept of practical wisdom for exploring 

entrepreneurial decision making and strategic actions among entreprising business owners 

by emphasizing the importance of personal values and virtuous purposes. Similarly with 

Niyyat, practical wisdom is also an individual level concept and it is useful, therefore, to 

describe how entrepreneurs confrontchangesand solve challenges in carrying out action 

plans and how they keep the trade off between good-better-bestuniversal impacts in 

balance. For once in Islamic history, practical wisdom was believed to bethe strength 

among Muslim entrepreneurs during the Ottoman empire thousand years ago (700s -1470s 

century). Through Islamic business entrepreneurship and innovations, their practical 

wisdom resulted in outstanding creativity andinnovations like the alHambra in Spain, 

Generalife Garden in Granada, the great mosque in Cardoba, the AlCazar in Seville, 

Schwetzinger Moschee in Berlin and many more which some parts are still in existence 

until today. Unknown by many, Portugal is founded upon a vast entrepreneurial activity in 

orange (burtaqalin Arabic language means oranges) plantation by the Muslim imigrants 

around the years of 860s and it was how Portugal got her name. Many of man-made marvels 

could sustain popularity and become indications of the highest civilization of humankind 

in the region, all because when business are done wisely following the religious legitimacy 

(Julio Araujo Carneiro-da-Cunha et. al., 2015). The process of making all planned actions 

into reality efficiently and effectively in developing and sustaining competitiveness of 

business ventures today, however, isgetting even more critical due to increasing 

temptations and decreasing religiousity (Balog, Baker & Walker, 2013; Henly, 2016; 

Toledano & Karanda, 2017). Research has proven that whenever sustainablity is the main 

concern,there is not much choice for business entrepreneurs but to oblige with religious 

principles (Cornwall & Naughton, 2003). It means that entrepreneurs are highly expected 

to judge holistically and comprehensively to serve both individual and collective good ends 

without imposing detrimental effects on others regardless of diversity (Moberg, 2007; 

Roca, 2007; Juhdi & Juhdi, 2013; Toledano & Karanda, 2017). Unfortunately, wisdom is 

a rare survival competency among businessmen and entrepreneurs as of today when 

research has proven the otherwise due to lack of wisdom (Lerner, 2009), ethics and 

religiousity (Balog et. Al., 2013).  

Therefore, the main research objectives of the current study are: (1) to evaluate the 

significance of Niyyat in relation to practical wisdom and entrepreneurial success; (2) to 
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examine the importance of practical wisdom in making business ventures into success 

stories; and (3) to examine the role of practical wisdom as a mediator in the relationship 

between Niyyat to do business and entrepreneurial success. 

 By framing the theoretical framework under the balance theory of wisdom, we 

refresh an avenue of discussion on why and how Islamicbusiness entrepreneurship could 

be more comprehensive and transparent in explaining sustainability of business success. 

The paper begins with literature review to explain Niyyat and practical wisdom. Then, the 

segment is followed by explanations and justifications on how Niyyat is correlated to 

practical wisdom; subsequently, how Niyyat and practical wisdom aredetermining 

entrepreneurial success from methodological rigor of mediation theory. Finally, the paper 

describes the method, mediation hypothesis and testing,findings, and discussion of the 

study. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Niyyat and Entrepreneurial Success 

The theory of planned behavior has been relying on intention as an established concept to 

reason an action (Ajzen, 1991). Since then, intention becomes a fundamental guide in 

explaining a person’s mental inclination for actions in numerous social psychological 

models of human behavior (Sheeran, 2002). In business and entrepreneurship context, 

however, mere intention is not sufficient to explain a decision made or action. According 

to Bird (1988), strongintention of the individual entrepreneur could explainthe initial stage 

of new-firm creation. He summarized that entrepreneurs have strong intention, focus, 

experiences, and planned actionsto set the form and direction of organization at their 

inception. The strong intention can be acquired from the personal characteristics of the 

entrepreneur and also from the influence of contextual factors (Robinson et al., 1991). 

Thus, personal characteristics should mean faith (iman) of entrepreneurs and contextual 

factors could be the religion (Islam) of the entrepreneurs. Meanwhile, the entrepreneurial 

event theory also explains entrepreneurial intention based on the perception of individual 

desirability, social structure,perceived feasibility, financial support and significant others 

(Shapero & Sokol, 1982.The roles of both theories are complementary in the development 

of Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaires (Linen & Chen, 2009). This article focuses 

more on the individual push factor because in Islam each individual is responsible and 

accountable for his intended (by Niyyat) actions and the outcomes of the actions.Within the 

context of entrepreneurship and business venture, NIYYAT would be a prerequisite before 

any particular actions and business strategies because all activities in doing business are 

“ibadah” (Farahwahida Mohd. Yusof et al., 2015, page 43). Without a precise NIYYAT, 

the “ibadah” is void and may not result in sustainable fortune. A Niyyat to be successful 

in business entrepreneurship is a religious mission,following the path of Rasulullah and the 

caliphates, ultimately for seeking blessing from Allah. 

Entrepreneurial success is multi-dimensional from Islamic perspective since Islam 

advocates prosperity and successful life not only in this world but also hereafter (akhirat). 

Business entrepreneurship has been mentioned in Quran and Hadith many times as to be 

way of quality life. According to Seligman and Csikzentmihalyi (2000), entrepreneurial 

success is a set of positive outcomes from the utilization of internal human strengths guided 

by virtue. The power and strengths are embedded deep within the psychology of individual 

entrepreneurs (Hmieleski & Carr, 2007). Thus, it is not surprising when entrepreneurs 
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perceive success not only financially, psychologically (Gorgievski et al., 2011) and 

virtuously (Cornwall & Naughton, 2008). Among good entrepreneurs, non-monetary 

incentive is more fulfilling, while monetary gains do not always bring the greatest 

satisfaction (Alstete, 2008; Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Cornwall & Naughton, 2008). 

Meanwhile, career success literature highlights that people appreciate more subjective 

success than objective measures of performance, given their full commitment to their work 

(Poon, 2005). In other words, successful entrepreneurs often feel more satisfied after all 

hardship and much more satisfied after sharing the abundance of money or wealth with the 

society in the forms of charity, donations, sponsorship etc. and at the same time, 

transmitting the feeling of gratitude to the society for being successful (Csikzentmihalyi, 

2000). Thus, entrepreneurial success is highlighted to comprise not only financial gains but 

also psychological measures of success, such as satisfaction, feeling of gratitude, and 

preparedness (Sisodia et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2010).  

Entrepreneurial success is dynamic because it depends on the fluctuation of 

psychological states, which determine behaviors amidst uncertainties, difficulties, changes, 

and challenges in the environments. Satisfaction is a higher level state of being successful 

relative to what the entrepreneurs have tried to achieve (Cooper & Artz, 1995; Davidsson, 

2005). Although satisfaction is relevant, it per se provides an incomplete description of 

entrepreneurial success (Gorgievski et al., 2011; Judge et al., 2001). Therefore, this study 

proposed a couple of other psychological aspects such as feeling of gratitude and 

entrepreneurial preparedness. Feeling of gratitude is a positive emotion as a result of the 

belief in achievement after hard work (Weiner, 1985). As a mental state, feeling of gratitude 

is a high level of personal ability which means a very meaningful achievement (Anderson 

et al., 2007; McCullough et al., 2002; Sisodia et al., 2007). Lastly, entrepreneurial 

preparedness is an entrepreneurial standard quality in making evaluation and judgment 

whether to exploit on opportunities based on available information (Judge et al., 2001; 

Tang et al., 2010). Thus, financial performance, satisfaction, feeling of gratitude, and 

preparedness together are deemed relevant as four criteria of entrepreneurial success in this 

study. That being said, we test the following hypothesis: 

 

H1: Niyyat has positive effect on entrepreneurial success. 

 

Practical Wisdom 
Professor Robert Stenberg (1990) suggested that wisdom is one of the essential 

psychological capital for the development of successful life. In the Erikson’s life-cycle 

model of personality, however, wisdom only starts to emerge at the old age (Carr, 2011, pg 

210). The resolution of hope, will, purpose, competence, love, and care are pillars of 

positive psychology that take long time to develop in one self and that should be embedded 

in the psychology of a wise man in the process of making wise decision. Erikson 

summarized wisdom as below: 

 

Wisdom is the acceptance of imperfection in one’s self, one’s parents, 

and one’s life. Meaning, wisdom is an acceptance of oneself with all 

one’s achievements and failures, without major regrets; acceptance of 

one’s parents as people who did their best; and so deserve love but were 

not perfect; acceptance of one’s own life as the best one could have 

lived; and acceptance of the inevitability of death. 
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A man of wisdom hasexceptional level of of cognitive ability, intuition, and potential to 

convey implicit knowledge with patience and passion(Greaves et al., 2012).Such 

competence is the result of a successful integration of failures, disappointments, conflicts, 

incompetencies and frailty into a coherent life story (Carr, 2011, pg 213). Thus, the 

calculation of daily activities in this world full of changes and challenges will be confusing 

if it is not based on Practical Wisdom (Baltes & Staudinger, 2000). They viewed wisdom 

as involving both personality and cognitive processes and defined wisdom as an expert 

knowledge system concerning the pragmatics of life that links mind and virtue.In short, 

Baltes and Staudinger (2000) concluded that wisdom is a rare positive psychology in 

people which could appear in early adulthood and could be learned but only few people 

progress beyond the level of practical wisdom. Thus, this research only involved 

entrepreneurs of certain age of experiences and neglected the young start-ups as limitation. 

There are many faces of wisdom. It can be sought from the view of practical wisdom, 

benevolent wisdom, and philosophical wisdom. These three can be differentiated based on 

the extension of the rationality and emotionality access to wisdom-relevant situations. A 

person that practice practical wisdom usually has high rationality and is more pragmatic 

whereby benevolent wisdom person is emphasizing emotionality and balance between 

pragmatic and transcendent (Weststrate et al., 2016). The current study focused on practical 

wisdom because taking into consideration that the only constant factor in business 

environment is change and to manage change succesfully requires practical intelligence 

and creativity. 

In the effort in recasting theories of entrepreneurship, Dunham (2010) argued that 

entrepreneurship is an inherently ethical enterprise, that ethics and values are embedded as 

business routine. Further she pointed that entrepreneurs are rational actors, guided by well-

ordered sets of preferences, and driven by utilitarian calculations. Thus, her points seem to 

be based on an assumption that entrepreneurs are head and minds oriented. When doing 

business is understood as the calling from God, the rational choice theory could not suffice 

to discuss practical wisdom because practical wisdom is much more complex concept. It 

isabout balancing between aqli and naqli (Imam al Ghazali), head and heart (Aristotle), 

implicit and explicit knowledge, formal and informal conducts. However, later Dunham 

(2010) concluded that business by virtues (she admired Anita Roddick, founder of Body 

Shop and Howard Shultz, founder of Starbucks) could sustain longer because they are 

driven by heart not only head. Even Cornwall and Naughton (2008) believed that four 

cardinal virtues (prudence, justice, courage and temperance) will help entrepreneurs build 

a better business and better life. In sum, morally good entrepreneurship rise and roar rather 

slowly but steadily and that is exactly the characteristic of practical wisdom.  

Venturing into business is based on Fardhu Kifayah, with Niyyat to serve the 

society with goods and services they need while no others could do it better. The Niyyat 

must guide the actions afterward. In Islamic business entrepreneurship context, the Niyyat 

to do business venture is to ensure the blessing from Allah regardless the efforts. Hence, 

wise entrepreneurs should understand that all means justify the ends, starting with the 

embracement of good values as self branding. By the way, true wisdom is referred to the 

people who use creativity to fulfill his deeds guided by moral conscientiousness (Anwar et 

al., 2013). Thus, in the pursuit of entrepreneurial opportunities, wise entrepreneurs combine 

analytical intelligence with practical intelligence and creative intelligence in value creation 

process (Hannafey, 2003). By adopting the balance theory of wisdom, ethics has been 

placed at the heart of entrepreneurial decision making (Dunham, 2010) throughout the 

process of value creation.  
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The check-and-balance between Niyyat, ethics and decision making is important 

in ensuring business success as it is a manifestation of Maqasid Syariah,which is strongly 

addressed in Islamic business entrepreneurship context. Therefore, doing business should 

be in teams (jemaah) because business is jihad and jihad could not be single handed. In line 

with Balte and Staudinger (2000), higher order of wisdom occurred in grouping condition.  

In short, Niyyat by the heart and soul to do ventures should guide the mind in choosing 

between what is right and wrong, i.e. practical wisdom.Therefore, we propose the 

following hypothesis to be tested: 

H2: Niyyat has positive effect on Practical Wisdom. 

Practical Wisdom and Entrepreneurial Success 

Hence, the interpretation of goals and missions of wise organization should integrate social 

benefits and well-being (Bierly et al., 2000). According to Bierly et al. (2000), the 

organizations that strategically utilize their knowledge to the utmost impact on organization 

and to the society at large regards as successful organization rather than the organization 

that has the knowledge alone. A strategy can be shaped from one’s commitment towards 

the future direction including the ability to understand the external and internal causes, and 

mutually understand within organizational members. Hence, strategic management can be 

associated with the success of business. In addition, an effective strategic management 

should be embedded with wisdom in which the practice is to pursue collective virtuousness 

(Nonaka & Toyama, 2007). To ensure organization members support the direction set 

ahead, rules and incentives play an important roles. However, in the process achieving the 

goals, practical wisdom imparted as crucial elements to ensure the success of the business. 

Conventionally, ethics acts as the determinants of people intention. However, ethics alone 

does not confirm the action. They are willing to perform in a good way, but without the 

skill, it will not happen. That was when a practical wisdom comes in sense in which moral 

skill maneuver moral will (Schwartz, 2011). 

In management, wisdom contributes as a key resource. It is a vitally sensible way 

in dealing with a complex and dynamic nature of the business world. It is almost impossible 

to any of us to become fully wise, however wisdom does exist in people with certain extent 

(Rooney & McKenna, 2007). The judgment and selection in making decision and the 

expected outcomes is a key to recognize an organizational wisdom. It is an action-oriented 

construct whereby requires the organizational actors to have ability to simplify the complex 

situation with the best action should be taken. The development of organizational wisdom 

is through experience, a passion to learn, and spirituality (Bierly et al., 2000). It is aligned 

with Rothberg's (1993) idea of “socially engaged spirituality”, which refers to the 

incorporation of current practical lives with augmented spiritual lead to understanding in 

responding to the dynamic nature of business. 

In Islamic business approach, there are more than the worldly objectives. Islam as 

a ‘Syumul’ or comprehensive religion is merging business success with religious values. 

Business will not only be a source of sustenance to make a living but is a special way of 

worship to get closer to Allah, mentioned many times in the Quran and Hadith. Similarly, 

In practice, business success is easily assumed as the ultimate goal of business venturing. 

However, business success as an area of study is complex and yet under-researched 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Dvir et al., 2010; Shane, 2008; Sisodia et al., 2007). Business 

success needs to be re-conceptualized because it has been suggested to be more than just 

financial terms (Cooper & Artz, 1995; Dess & Robinson, 1984; Gorgievski et al., 2010; 
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Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1986). Conversely, most entrepreneurship research has 

applied strategic management view for which financial performance is the measure of 

effectiveness at organization level. Such knowledge gap warrants more research to improve 

comprehension on entrepreneurial success. 

 Taking financial performance as means of assessing success, the critical success 

factors would be limited to personal characteristics and traits (Zhao et al., 2006; 2010). 

Meanwhile, when elements of decision making and strategic orientations are projected on 

business success (Zhao et al., 2008) even through the interventions of personal traits (Zhao 

et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2010), the studies reach the inconclusiveness (Zhao et al., 2010). 

Hence, in the early years of 2000, another stream of entrepreneurship literature began to 

highlight the importance of further specification of subjective measures of success (Dess 

& Robinson, 1984; Gorgievski et al., 2010; Hall & Chandler, 2005; Rauch & Frese, 2000; 

Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1986). 

The convention of strategic business management understand financial 

performance and wealth creation as established measure of business success. However, 

strategists begin to realize that money cannot buy happiness and therefore financial success 

should not the only basis for measuring business success. Recent observations find that 

growing numbers of successful entrepreneurs choose to involve in social business 

(profitable business without dividends to owners). This is because at the individual 

entrepreneur perspective, general well-being of society, sustaining humanity values, giving 

back to society, and moderate life style of the founders are more satisfying measures of 

business success (Swift, 2007). Further examples in Malaysia, successful businessmen or 

businesswomen are given high social status by the rulers. They are awarded with “Datuk” 

by the Sultans as an exclusive recognition of being highly successfully responsible 

entrepreneurs.  

Confucius Entrepreneurship’ also agree that practical wisdom is the highest 

standard of morality but recent research show that only limited number of entrepreneurs fit 

into this category (Cheung and King, 2004; Young and Corzine, 2004). Confucius 

proposed Ren-Yi perspective on how Chinese Entrepreneurs making wise decisions with 

the deliberation of affective dimension in which often overlooked by western scholars. The 

most important Confucian ethics virtue is ren (love and compassion) which fall under 

affective dimension (deliver the positive emotions toward others). In the other hand, yi 

(righteousness) is the foundation of affect, morality, & rationality. These two virtues of 

Ren-Yi perspective act as a wisdom-stand point in applying the role of qing (positive 

emotions) which complement li1 (rationality) in Chinese entrepreneurs’ decision making 

(Zhu, 2015). In other words, doing business with rationality (li1) alone does not make one 

as a wise entrepreneur but must be complemented by positive emotion (qing). 

Swift (2007) has presented two sets of measurements of well-being to study the 

determinants of happiness which is Subjective Well-being (SWB) and Psychological Well-

being (PWB). According to Ryan and Deci (2001), SWB is defined as subjectively 

determined happiness or hedonic pleasure (momentary pleasure) and it can be connoted as 

short term measurement related to feeling good. Ryff (1989) uses Psychological Well-

being (PWB) term which measures perceived prosperous in relation to the existential 

challenges of life. Waterman (1993) alternatively uses the Greek word eudaimonia well-

being to define PWB in which it occurs when people’s life activities hold deeply within 

and being fully functioning (Rogers, 1963). Thus, it can be connoted as long term 

measurement of well-being. Therefore, by associating and integrating affective or positive 

emotional and practical wisdom towards decision making by entrepreneurs, it is closely 
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related to Psychological Well-being (PWB) on how they give meaning to the business 

success. 

 A wise decision need to be prudent and ethical (Dunham, 2009). By adopting the 

Balance Theory of Wisdom, ethics is placed up front of entrepreneurial decision making. 

As viewed by Confucius and  Ren-Yi, wisdom acts as a stand point in applying the role of 

qing, and doing business should be with positive emotion to complements li1, that is, doing  

business should consider wise rationality in contrast to bounded rationality. Similarly in 

Islamic perspective, the concepts like “hadhari” and “wasyatiah” are a guide to prudence 

and ethics (Anwar et al., 2013). Islam considers four approaches of ethics: al-Quran, 

Hadith, Ijmaa’ Ulama, and analogy (Qiyaas), to encourage practical wisdom in business 

practices. 

An assumption in strategic management literature is that the more information and 

knowledge an organization has, the more successful the organization becomes (Bierly et 

al., 2000; Nonaka & Toyama, 2007; Anwar et al., 2013). However, having lots of 

information and knowledge is not an indicator of wise organizations because wise 

organization should utilize the information and knowledge into strategic practices (Bierly 

et al., 2000). The strategic practices mean doing things right which require moral skills. 

Moral skills means a skill that enables people to discern into treating others in their 

everyday social activities (Schwartz, 2011).According to the Islamic perspectives, truly 

wise organizations utilize information and knowledge to gain competitive advantage 

towards fulfilling the organizational goals and missions (Anwar et al., 2013). Wise 

organizations prioritize society well being and environment in their missions. In line with 

Schwartz (2011), such moral skills would result in moral wills, which mean inclusiveness 

of goals and missions. 

 

H3: Practical wisdom influencesentrepreneurial success. 

 

Practical wisdom mediates relationship between Niyyat and entrepreneurial success 

The study was driven to examine the possibility that the relationship between Niyyat and 

entrepreneurial success is mediated by practical wisdom, based on the logic of the balance 

theory of wisdom.In this study, Niyyat was positioned as the only independent determining 

factor of entrepreneurial success, based on the philosophy of ibadah in the religion as 

narrated by Al-Bukhary as this hadith: “Innamal a’maalu bin niyyah...” narrated from 

Amirul Mu’minin, Abi Hafs Umar bin Al Khattab radhiallahuanhu, he said, “I heard 

Rasulullah shallahu`alaihi wa sallam said: “Every act depends on his intention...”. 

Compared to intention,  Niyyat is more legitimate for an immediate action not for future 

ones. Therefore, all decision making and executions in the business organization 

management (resourcing, operation and production, financing, marketing, research and 

development) should be series of immediate actions as the manifestations of capability to 

balance the matrix among strengths and weaknesses in one side, and opportunities and 

threats on the other. If not pivoted by Niyyat, an action may slip toward the lure of vice 

easily especially during the days of temptations currently. By the way, entrepreneurial 

success is only a dream even with Niyyat, without prompt wise actions. Previous research 

in business ethic literature show that practical wisdom mediates the relationship between 

individual resources and desired outcomes in various settings (Moberg, 2007; Swift, 2007; 

Schwartz, 2011).That being described in line with the notions of the earlier sections as well, 

the following mediation hypothesis was finally derived:  
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H4: Niyyat influences entrepreneurial success through practical wisdom. 

 

The conceptual framework in this study is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 

METHOD 

This is a full research applying quantitative approach. However, due to the nature of topic, 

which is intensively religious, in-depth interviews were also conducted involving high-

rank status informants namely (belated) Tan Sri Muhammad Ali Hashim, the President of 

Dewan Perdagangan Islam Malaysia and Tan Sri Irwan Serigar Abdullah, (former) the 

Secretary General of Treasury of Malaysia to help the study configuring the ideal definition 

of business success, thus in turn to confirm the match between their definitions and the 

concept of entrepreneurial success used in this study. The cross-sectional survey were 

conducted among Muslim business owners using purposive sampling. The researchers’ 

assumption was that Muslim business men should know what and for whom their business 

is (intention driven) and understand whether their business transactions are all in virtue 

with Islamic standard, Halal-and-Toyyib. Moreover, conducting survey with highly 

occupied respondents like the entrepreneurs is time consuming and stressful. Thus, 
purposive sampling was sought to sufficiently serve the research objectives. 

Sampling 

Data were collected using questionnaire survey forms that contained items that measured 

the studied variables. The founders or owners of the enterprises were used as key 

informants in assessing all three research constructs. According to Tabachnick and Fidell 

(2001), their rule of thumb’s formula (50 + 8m; m is the number of independent variables) 

indicated that 66 was sufficient for the purpose of answering research questions of this 

study. However, given the research objectives, the respondents must meet certain criteria. 

Respondents were among those with relevant characteristics such as aged above 35 years 

and who have directored business more than 5 years from various business sectors. This 

was because the theory of wisdom has explained that the wise are among aged people with 

ample experiences. Through the personal assistance of the enterprise, the researcher set an 

appointment with the owner-manager, founder, or top manager of each enterprise to meet. 

In cases where the owner-managers, founders, or top managers did not have any personal 

assistance, the researcher telephoned them directly to affirm their availability to meet and 

to inform about the research interests, for the purpose of completing the questionnaire set 

face-to-face. However, in many instances, the respondents requested answering the 

questionnaire via mobile phone because it was more convenient for most of them. Of 150 

targeted respondents, only 94 (62.7%) provided voluntary supports and completed the 

Practical  

Wisdom 

Niyyat 

(Strong Intention) 

 

Entrepreneurial  

Success 
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survey. Non-response bias was found unlikely to be a concern of this research. We feel so 

grateful to Allah.  
 

Measures 

The survey form was divided into two sections. Section A contained demographic 

questions. Section B contained items that measured the three research constructs. 9 items 

measured Niyyat, adapted from Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaires (EIQ) that was 

developed by Liñán& Chen (2009). An example of item is “I am determined to become an 

entrepreneur to earn a meaningful life”. Two items (#3 and #4) were the expansions of the 

second item in EIQ by which they could capture deeper meaning of Niyyat (refer to 

Appendix B). 7 items measured practical wisdom, extracted from Westrate, Ferrari, & 

Ardelt (2016). An example of item is “My focus is directed at optimizing my life, the life 

of others, and the society in general”.15 items measured entrepreneurial success, adopted 

from Juhdi (2013). An example of item is “I am highly satisfied with the success I have 

achieved”.All itemswere measured on a 7-point Likert’s scale, which ranged from 1 (total 

disagreement) to 7 (total agreement).  
 

FINDINGS 

The raw data was entered and transformed based on the three variables. Of the 94 

respondents in this research, 53 were female entrepreneurs in majority (56.38%), 41 were 

male; 75 were Malay in majority (79.79%), 19 were Chinese, Indian, and others; 67 were 

married in majority (71.28%), 27 were single; 63 were aged between 35-45 in majority 

(67.02%), 23 were aged between 46-55, 8 were aged 56 above; 42 were sole-enterprise in 

majority (44.68%), 38 were companies, 14 were partnership; and 62 were 5-10 in majority 
(65.96%), 13 were 11-15, and 19 were 15-20years in business.  

 Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics. Most of the respondents strongly agreed 

that having good Niyyat to do business is important (mean = 6.461). They perceived that 

they were wise in making business decisions and actions (mean = 5.743). They also 

expressed themselves as successful entrepreneurs financially and non-financially (mean = 

5.696).  

Table 1: Variables, Means and Standard Deviations 

 Mean Std. Deviation 

Niyyat  6.461 .5712 

Practical Wisdom 5.743 .6439 

Entrepreneurial Success 5.696 .6978 

 

Table 2 shows the Pearson’s correlations among the three variables and the Chronbach’s 

reliability values. The bivariate correlations between them are significant at the 0.01 level 

(2-tailed) and each of the three variables meets an acceptable standard of reliability as a 

research construct.   
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Table 2: Correlations and Chronbach’s alpha of Constructs 

 Correlation   

 1 2 3 Chronbach’s 

Alpha 

Niyyat  1 .401** .356** .804 

Practical Wisdom  1 .617** .730 

Entrepreneurial Success   1 .904 

 

Table 3 presents results of structural model analysis for the purpose of the study. The 

hierarchical regression analysis shows that entrepreneurial success could be explained 

better by an intervention of Niyyat and practical wisdom (R2 = .395, p < 0.000). It means 

that the overall model was significant (F = 40.323, p < 0.00) and explained approximately 

39.5% of the variance in entrepreneurial success. Also findings indicate that the effect size 

of both predictors (f2) ranged from low to large (0.188, 0.443). In addition to the mediation 

effect of practical wisdom, the relationship between Niyyat and entrepreneurial success is 

no longer significant, suggesting a full mediation. 
 

Table 3: Regression results for simple mediation 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B  Beta 

1 (Constant) 2.425   2.701 .008 

Niyyat .506  .356 3.656 .000 

2 (Constant) .989   1.261 .211 

Niyyat .184  .129 1.455 .149 

PWisdom .612  .565 6.350 .000 

    R2  Adj R2  F               p 

2  .395   .382                    40.323        .000 

 Bootstrap results for indirect effect with 1000 samples 

2Niyyat    B=.184       Sig. (2-tailed)= .136   95% confidence interval -0.051 (L), .415 (U) 

  PWisdomB = .612     Sig. (2-tailed) = .001   95% confidence interval 0.390 (L), 

.867 (U) 
 

However, to address the research objective in examining the effect of Niyyat on 

entrepreneurial success via practical wisdom as mediator, a more rigor analysis is required. 

The results of the structural relationships among Niyyat, practical wisdom and 

entrepreneurial success are depicted in Figure 2. With all path coefficients are significant 

at p = 0.01, the strongest effect (beta = .565, sig. = 0.000) shows path b which linking 

practical wisdom and entrepreneurial success (hypothesis 3). Findings also show that 

Niyyat has some moderate effects(beta = .401, sig. = 0.000) on practical wisdom 

(hypothesis 2)and significant direct effect (beta = .356, sig. = 0.000) on entrepreneurial 

success (hypothesis 1). However, the direct effect path c from Niyyat to entrepreneurial 

success is weaker than the direct effect path b from practical wisdom to entrepreneurial 

success. Thus, this far the findings not only indicate that entrepreneurial success is 
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determinedsubstantially by practical wisdom but also practical wisdom depends 
substantially on good Niyyat to do ethical business. 

Figure 2: Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Mediation Effect 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

To address hypothesis 4, the mediating effect of practical wisdom was analyzed. Firstly, 

the indirect effect a x b has to be significant. To test significance of indirect effect, the 

Sobel’s z-statistic must result in z-value at p < 0.05 (exceeds 1.96, no indirect effect, yes 

direct effect; or less than 1.96, yes indirect effect, no direct effect). The formula for z-value 
is: 

  z =                      a x b 

√(a2 x sa
2) + (b2 x sb

2) + (sa
2 x sb

2) 

  In this study,  

z =      0 (less than 1.96 at p < 0.05) 

Since z = 0, there is a significant positive indirect effect of Niyyat on entrepreneurial 

success via the construct of practical wisdom.Furthermore, since there is a significant effect 

of Niyyat onto practical wisdom (0.401, p < 0.000) as well as of practical wisdom onto 

entrepreneurial success (0.565, p < 0.000), practical wisdom is confirmed as a partial (not 

a full-) mediator. The resultsalso show that Niyyat has a moderate direct effect on 

entrepreneurial success as well as an indirect effect via practical wisdom at significant 
level.  

Secondly, the magnitude of the indirect effect where Iacobucci and Duhacheck 
(2003) use the VAF (variance accounted for) value, which is estimated as follows: 

 VAF =                    a x b 

        a x b + c 

  VAF = (0.401 x 0.565) / (0.401 x 0.565 + 0.356) = 0.3889 

A VAF value of 38.89% indicates that less than half of the total effect (c) of Niyyat onto 

entrepreneurial success is explained by the indirect effect of practical wisdom. Thus, 
hypothesis 4 is supported. 

Beta = 0.565 

(sig.= 0.000) 

Beta = 0.356 

(sig.= 0.000) 

Beta = 0.401 

(sig.= 0.000) 

path a 

path b 

Niyyat 

Practical Wisdom 

R2 = 0.188 

 

Entrepreneurrial 

success 

R2= 0.443 

 

path c 
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DISCUSSION 

The context specific of this study by involving entrepreneurs aged above 35 years old is 

necessary because we agree with the previous studies who say that wisdom presents 

selectively only among the old and experienced people. By the way, we do not want to 

conclude that entrepreneurial success of business ventures by the wise is a free flow. Hard 

work, struggles, frustration, failures, feeling of ups and downs are natural stories for 

entrepreneurs. While wise-managers are assumed to be unemotional and carefully being 

ethical in making decisions, we could focus on the important role of having clear vision, 

mission, goals and intention, which altogether we structured them into a new concept called 

Niyyat. Even though doing business is optional (fardhu kifayah) but to do business ethically 

is mandatory in the religion and all must begin with Niyyat or the business and actions are 

illegitimate otherwise. From Islamic perspective, Niyyat has the most substantial role in 

each and all actions by a Muslim.Interestingly in Islam, without Niyyat an act is void or 

leads to meaningless success in business sense.Entrepreneurial success in this study means 

all about virtue and God blessing, not at all being merely millionaires, billionaires, or 

awarded with high social rank and status. Indeed, this study has provided the first empirical 

evidence that Niyyat as a business concept is well understood among Malaysian 

entrepreneurs though they are the believers of different religions(Islam, Buddha, Hindu, 

Christian). Unlike intention, which research has proven the inconsistency in predicting 

performance, Niyyat has significant influence on entrepreneurial success. 

In this study we described why Niyyat matters in earning a meaningful business 

success.This is proven where significant positive correlations were found in the 

relationships among Niyyat, practical wisdom, and entrepreneurial success, indicating that 

good Niyyat is responsible for guiding wise decisions and in turn resulting in meaningful 

business success. In a Niyyat there must be “lillahitaala...” deeply uttered in the hearts of 

an entrepreneur because God is the ultimate stakeholder. Thereby, Niyyat guides the 

attitudes and behaviors of entrepreneurs along the way from business ideation to 

commercialization of products regardless the environmental situations. With clear Niyyat, 

entrepreneurs confine their decisions into the frame of ethics, laws, legitimacy, social 

responsibility, and general well-being. Business success is part of Niyyat to do business. 

In constructing entrepreneurial success, financial element is clearly an essential motive 

because without it a transaction becomes non-business matters. In that case, the transaction 

has different Niyyat, e.g. “this is a charity sale for raising funds for the poor with the 

blessing from Allah”. Even though, our statistics suggested a full mediation model where 

the role of Niyyat was not significant in predicting entrepreneurial success, we confirm it 

was a partial mediation with bootstrapping of 1000 samples. From Islamic entrepreneurship 

view, Niyyat has no complementary as guidance to an end.  

 Business firms are not built to last but more often to extinct. Thus, this study does 

not want to over claim that simply by having clear Niyyat and practical 

wisdomentrepreneurial success is guaranteed. The findings confirm this phenomena when 

the structural model shows only a moderate size of relevance (0.188 < R2 < 0.443) for 

Niyyat together with practical wisdom in predicting entrepreneurial success.Thus, this is 

another contribution to the body of knowledge in entrepreneurship theory. Less than half 

variance of entrepreneurial success is explained by the focal variables of this study. Even 

with the two predicting variables, the results of structural regressions highlight that the 

mechanism towards entrepreneurial success is very challenging and complicated. Niyyat 

indeed has direct effect on practical wisdom and in turn on entrepreneurial success. At 
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some point, the initial good Niyyat may be forgotten by an entrepreneur and he would 

divert all decisions toward somewhere else except virtue. That being said, Niyyat as a 

business concept should require restatements over times and every time before it lose 

significance in explaining certain success and before research conclusions go back to 

square one why need to study business entrepreneurship at all. In sum, this study provides 

an empirical proof that entrepreneurial success is pivoted to internalfactors and also 

challenged by external factors, especially nowadays with all kinds of technological 

advances available. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study is suggesting a new concept, Niyyat,and an optional lens in understanding 

business entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial success. Business entrepreneurship is 

viewed as an ethical response to the religious call to serve the needs of society with some 

kind of returns in exchange from religious perspectives (Christian, Jew, Hindu, Buddhist, 

and Islam). Recent business ethics researches begin to realize that religiousity and business 

sustainablity are having significant relationship and the discussions are welcome by 

entrepreneurship body of knowledge. Therefore, business actions are underpinned 

bymorality, truthful relationships and virtous performance are more pleasurable and 

satisfying. However, increasingly Muslim entrepreneursneed to go beyond such 

understanding by which the main mission of their business is not only answering religious 

calls(ibadah) but should also seek for eternal blessing from Allah, with that all of their 

actions must start withNiyyat. Niyyat in this research framework is solely mandatory 

before every action with no other competing factors. Although Niyyat is similar to 

intention, it differs in terms of philosophical origin and role in business framework. In the 

religion, Niyyat is so crucial in the life and activities of all Muslim entrepreneurs that 

without it an action is only a means for non-lasting temptations butnothing for eternal 

blessing. For a business to be meaningful to the life of a Muslim entrepreneur, Niyyat has 

to be specifically embedded in the minds and conducts. Additionally, practical wisdom is 

another complementary aspect that bring all strategic efforts initiated with the Niyyat 

towards entrepreneurial success. In short, an entrepreneur with good Niyyat to serve the 

needs of society and with practical wisdom should focus on achieving good ends that 
support both personal and collective goodness. 

Note: This study was funded by FRGS grant by the Ministry of Higher Education through 

the treasury of Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia(2014-2017). 
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Appendix A 

Research Questionnaire 

SECTION A – DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

Instruction: Kindly tick (/) at the relevant boxes.  

1. Gender : 

           Male            Female 

 

2. Age : 

 

            35 - 40 years           51 - 55 years 

            41 - 45 years         56 - 60 years  

            46 – 50 years                            61 years and above 

 

 

3. Race : 

             Malay                  Chinese                Indian               Others:  

 

4. Religion : 

             Muslim                Buddha                 Hindu              Christian         Others:  

 

5. Marital Status : 

             Single                  Married                 Others:  

 

6. Type of  Business:        7.  Sectors : 

   Enterprise                 Manufacturing                    

   Partnership                                            Services 

   Sdn.Bhd.                                               Manufacturing &  Services 

                           Bhd.                            Agriculture 

                   

Healthcare & Beauty Product 

                                                Textile & Fashion 
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Sports 

Years in Business:  

6.  
5 – 10 years                          

                           11 – 15 years                 15 – 20 years                                        Others:  

  

SECTION B- NIYYAT 

Instruction: Please tick (/) the level of agreement most appropriate to you for each of the 

following statements. Indicate your level of agreement from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 

(total agreement). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

1. I am determined to become an 

entrepreneur to earn a meaningful life. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

2. I set myself to become an entrepreneur 

who produces and provides things 

which are good for the well-being of 

myself,my family, others, and the 

whole society.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

3. My ultimate goal is to become a 

blessed entrepreneur. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

4. This business and every effort in this 

business are my worships (to Allah). 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

5. I make every effort in establishing the 

firm competitive advantage without 

relying much on others. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

6. I am determined to lead an accountable 

firm (by following the syariat).  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

7. I have the strong intention to expand 

my business ventures. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
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 SECTION C- PRACTICAL WISDOM 

Instruction: Please tick (/) the level of agreement most appropriate to you for each of the 

following statements. Indicate your level of agreement from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 

(total agreement). 

 

   

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

1. My focus is directed at optimizing the 

quality of my life, the life of others, and 

the society in general. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

2. My entrepreneurial ventures aim to 

alleviate economic crisis in local and 

global.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

3. I have the personalities of wise person 

(deep insight, knowledgeable about 

life, ability to balance multiple 

interests, foresight, creative, strategic, 

skilled at communication, or 

charismatic).  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

4. I am highly curious and inquisitive 

about human well-being. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

5. I am very compassionate to help the 

poor and those in need locally and 

globally. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

6. I am committed to participate in any 

welfare program of humanity. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

7. I always involve in decision-making, 

advice giving, or problem solving in 

difficult situations at community level.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

8. I always receive invitations and offers 

to become business advisor from 

business firms and entrepreneurship 

institutions.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

9.  I strongly believe that the ultimate 

source of my knowledge, intelligence, 

prudence, and compassion come from 

the super power (Allah).  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

 SECTION D- BUSINESS SUCCESS 

Instruction: Please tick (/) the level of agreement most appropriate to you for each of the 

following statements. Indicate your level of agreement from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 

(total agreement). 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. I perceived having high income for the 

last few years. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

2. I expect to earn high income for the 

next following years.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

3. I am satisfied with the success I have 

achieved. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

4. I am satisfied with the progress I have 

made toward meeting my overall goals 

in business. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

5. I am satisfied with the progress I have 

made toward meeting my financial 

goals.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

6. I am satisfied with the progress I have 

made toward meeting my goals for 

self-advancement. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

7. I am satisfied with the progress I have 

made toward meeting my goals for the 

development of new skills. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

8. I have so much in life to be thankful 

for that I give back a lot to others and 

the society. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

9. If I have to list everything that I 

own/possess, it would be a very long 

list of which I allocate some to others 

or the society (waqaf/infaq and 

sadaqah).  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

10. As an expression of feeling gratitude, 

I give away helps and donations to the 

needy.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

11. As I get older I find myself more able 

to appreciate everything that has been 

part of my life history. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

12. I have a gut feeling for potential 

opportunities. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

13. I can distinguish between profitable 

opportunities and not-so-profitable 

opportunities. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

14. I have a knack for telling high-value 

opportunities apart from low-value 

opportunities. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

15. When facing multiple opportunities, I 

am able to select the good ones. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
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Appendix B 

 

Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaires (EIQ) 

Source: Liñán& Chen (2009). 
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2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

1. I am ready to do anything to be an 

entrepreneur. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

2. My professional goal is to become an 

entrepreneur.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

3. I will make every effort to start and 

run my own firm. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

4. I am determined to create a firm in the 

future. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

5. I have very seriously thought of 

starting a firm. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

6. I have the firm intention to start a firm 

some day.  

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Brand extension is one of the most effective strategies for the introduction of a new product. 

This study aims to investigate the effect of credence and personal factors in brand extension 

evaluation. A total of 447 respondents were collected from consumers via mall intercepts. 

PLS-SEM analysis involving a two-step approach was used to test the proposed 

hypotheses, with a sample of 421 respondents in five major malls in Selangor. The result 

shows that country of origin, brand credibility, and consumer innovativeness have a 

positive effect on brand extension evaluation. The contribution of this study is obvious as 

the resulting outcomes can be capitalized as guidelines for managers to design successful 

brand extension strategy. 

 

Keywords: Brand credibility; country of origin; consumer innovativeness; value 

consciousness; brand extension; Malaysia 

INTRODUCTION 

Brand extension involves the application of a reputable brand name to a new product to 

capitalize on equity of the original brand name and to capture new market segments (Dutta 

& Biswas 2005;  Kerin et al. 1996). The extension may be in a different or new category 

to the firm. A large number of well-known brands (e.g. Virgin, Nike, Adidas, Coca-Cola, 

and Samsung) have extended their brand over time to different product under their more 

popular brand names (Huang, Jia & Wyer Jr 2017). Coca-Cola, a multi-billion dollars brand 

has extended its brand to diverse categories, classical, diet and regular version of their cold 

drinks.   

A credible brand offers the consumer the assurance that the extended brand will 

carry the same characteristics and quality. It helps the company to avoid any financial risks 

attached to the complete failure of a new brand. Additionally, it improves consumers' 

perception about the new product based on core brand equity. Companies also regard it less 

expensive to launch a new product under a well-known brand than to launch an entirely 

new brand. In view of the low costs and higher success rates associated with brand 

extension, more than 80% of the companies choose brand extension to market their new 

product in the marketplace (Keller 2003). Several studies were carried out to investigate 

the effect of brand credibility on purchase intention (Baek et al. 2010), and customer loyalty 

(Doraiswamy & Watchravesringkan 2016). 
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Although brand extension carries several benefits, however, there are many risks 

attached to such practices. Sometimes, the extended brand may not be as effective to satisfy 

the expectation of customers. It is reported that there is 84% failure rate of brand extension 

in some categories (Ernst & Young 1999) and only 50% or half of all the brand extensions 

in the market cannot survive after three years. Similarly, several researchers found that 

extension may also negatively affect the parent brand as it might dilute its image, and affect 

the credibility of the parent brand (Serrao & Botelho 2008). Given the potential risks 

involved in the brand extension, experts even propose that brand extension should be 

avoided as a product introduction strategy (Ries & Trout 2001). 

Despite potential risks with the brand extensions, most of product developers are 

inclined towards brand extension to realise the success likelihood of new product (Smith 

& Park 1992). Possibly, the preponderance for the belief is that most of consumers have a 

good response to the brand extension as compared to a totally new brand that they don’t 

have any acquaintance or interaction. Some scholars contend that country of origin plays a 

central role in consumer product evaluation and decision making processes (Josiassen & 

Harzing 2008; Magnusson Westjohn & Zdravkovic 2011). In contrast, based on a recent 

study, Samiee (2011) and Usunier (2011) argue that country of origin does not have a 

crucial role in consumer decision making and product evaluation processes. A careful study 

of the literature reveals that country of origin has not been thoroughly investigated in brand 

extension evaluation because there is still a lack of extensive study that consider country 

of origin as a key determinant in the evaluation of the brand extension evaluation model. 

Furthermore, according to Aaker (1996) and De Chernatony et al. (2000), the association 

process of branding must link directly with consumers’ preferences, including group 

affiliation. Keller (1993) and Taute and Sierra (2014) argued that consumers’ belief is not 

only derived from the company’s brand but could possibly influenced by other 

associations, consumer personality, attitude and credence factors. 

Based on the aforementioned gaps, this research aims to examine the effect of 

brand credibility, country of origin, consumer innovativeness and value consciousness on 

brand extension evaluation. Brand extension has grown as an area of research (Keller, 

2002). This study aims to provide valuable data and analysis for those who wish to explore 

brand extension strategy. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Brand extension is one of the main strategies used by the consumers to grow from the 

success of its brand by introducing a new product with their established brand name. Based 

on the categorization theory (Sujan 1985) consumers’ brain tends to sort and classify an 

extended product, according to the parent brand image. The process may be one way or 

two ways where sometimes consumer tends to transfer his perception about parent brand 

to the extended brand or may transfer his experience with the extended brand to the parent 

brand (Fiske & Pavelchak 1986). This practice does not only include consumers’ 

knowledge about a particular brand, but the evaluation of an extended brand also depends 

on overall attitude towards parent brand and its level of involvement (Nedungadi & 

Hutchinson 1985; Cohen & Basu 1987). The theory of categorization suggests that how 

individuals integrate the brand family information with the extended brand information and 
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create a belief about the new brand and update their overall perception about the brand 

family. Sujan (1985) suggested that brand extension evaluation primarily depends on 

consumer attitude towards the parent brand, and the overall transfer of affection between 

the parent brand and the extended brand, which is the basis of positive brand extension 

evaluation. 

Credibility is defined as “the believability of an entity's intention at a particular 

time and is posited to have two main components: the willingness (i.e., trustworthiness) 

and the ability (i.e., expertise)” (Erdem & Swait 2004; Swait & Erdem 2007). 

Trustworthiness refers to the belief that the firm is willing to deliver on its promise while 

expertise means that the firm has the capabilities to meet the promises it has made. The 

credible relation was further elaborated as the exchange partner is trustworthy if he/she 

does not exploit the vulnerabilities of the other exchange partner (Huff & Kelley, 2005). 

Prior studies suggested credible brands are related to overall customer satisfaction, 

commitment, word of mouth (WOM) and purchase intention (Jeng 2016; Sweeney and 

Swait 2008). 

Country of origin refers to the particular country or region from which the brand 

or the products originated or where they are endorsed (Thakor 1996). Past studies suggested 

that products that originate from developed countries have a more significant impact than 

those from developing countries (Josiassen & Assaf 2010; Magnusson et al. 2011). A study 

in Bangladesh involving the effect of image of the developed country on quality perception 

of durability and non-durability of goods concluded that the product originating from the 

developing countries are graded as low-quality as compared to the product originating from 

the developed countries (Kaynak et al. 2000). Likewise, product origin has a positive 

impact on brand assessment (Thøgersen et al. 2017) and product attributes (Hong & Wyer 

1989). 

Consumers with different personality traits have different behavioral intentions 

(Gountas & Gountas 2007). Consumer innovativeness is defined as the propensity to 

purchase new products more often and more quickly than other people (Roehrich 2004). 

Consumer innovativeness is basically associated with an inherent novelty-seeking trait in 

individuals. Hirschman (1980) in his seminal work on consumer innovativeness put 

forward distinctive conceptualizations of innovativeness and the way it affect the 

acceptance of newly introduced products. Goldsmith & Hofacker (1991) and Völckner & 

Sattler (2007) found empirical evidence that consumer innovativeness is related to the 

adoption of extended brands and the success of brand extension. 

Value consciousness has been defined as “a concern for price relative to quality 

received” (Lichtenstein et al. 1993). According to Sharma (2011), value-conscious 

customers tend to be concerned equally about low prices and product quality. The 

consumers that are more value consciousness are more likely to be motivated to enhance 

their acquisition and transaction values than consumers with low-value consciousness. 

Whereas in the case of more value consciousness, the consumer will be more averse to risk 

and people with high-risk aversion are inclined to feel threatened by risky and ambiguous 

situations (Hofstede 1991). These individuals will try not to take a risk with a product that 

may expose them to the risk in terms of the quality of the product against the price they 

have paid to try that new product unless something assures them that the new product they 

are trying will expose them with less risk. Past studies suggested that value consciousness 
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is related to purchase decisions (Cho et al. 2006). However, there are also studies that found 

value consciousness is negatively related to brand loyalty, mainly in price-competitive and 

dynamic marketplaces (Garretson et al. 2002; Ismail & Ismail 2017). 

From the rationale presented above, we have the following hypotheses: 

H1:  Brand credibility of the parent brand relates positively to brand extension 

evaluation.  

H2:   Country of origin relates positively to brand extension evaluation. 

H3:  Consumer innovativeness relates positively to brand extension evaluation. 

H4:  Consumer value consciousness relates positively to brand extension evaluation.   

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Sample and Procedures  

 

The unit of analysis for this study are individual consumers who have experience using or 

consuming different brands and have knowledge about the brands. This study used 

purposive sampling and the data were collected by using mall intercept method distributed 

via self-administered questionnaires technique. Five major shopping malls were selected 

at random for the data collection procedure; these include Sunway Pyramid, IOI Mall, 

Mines Shopping Mall, Tropicana City Mall, and Empire Shopping Mall. The study chooses 

Selangor because it is the most populous state in the country, with a population of 5.46 

million people (Department of Statistic 2012). Moreover, the state represents a melting pot 

of entailing citizens from various backgrounds and regions across Malaysia. To increase 

the reliability of information, data was collected through different times of the day and 

different days of the week, including both weekends and weekdays (Aczel & 

Sounderpandian 2009; Malhotra 2010). This method has the benefit of attaining an 

adequate number of respondents in a short period of times, apart from enabling the 

researcher to elucidate the importance of the research to respondents (He et al. 2012).  

Four companies that are established and well-known in Malaysia – namely Apple, 

Lenovo, Nestle, and F&N – served as our focal brand for this study; we considered both 

durable and nondurable goods (Euromonitor International, 2017). The countries of origin 

of these companies include both developed and developing countries, which enabled us to 

achieve variation in the credence and image of the country of origin construct. 

Additionally, to attain external validity, two brand extensions for each focal brand were 

determined through a pre-test. Each respondent was given a questionnaire asking about one 

brand. In the questionnaire, respondents were given a short introduction to the company 

with an extension scenario to allow them to reflect on the questions asked. For example: 

“Nestlé is planning to introduce a new line of juice machines. These machines are multi-

purpose juicers and blenders. Company tests show that juice machines from Nestlé Juicers 

are reliable and durable. The juicers have a high capacity of extracting maximum nectar 

from the fruits. Nestlé Juicers will be available in different power watts.” 
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For this study, questionnaires were distributed to 550 shoppers. The reason for 

targeting a large sample is because, larger samples are generally better than smaller 

samples; it tends to minimize the probability of errors, maximize the accuracy of population 

estimates, and increases the generalizability of the results (Comrey & Lee 2013). A total 

of 447 responses were returned from the respondents, with a response rate of 81 present. 

After removing incomplete responses, the total sample was further reduced to 421 

questionnaires, which was used for data analysis. 

 

Measures  

 

All the constructs were measured on pre-established scales and construct items were 

anchored on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly 

agree). Brand credibility was measured by a seven-item scale from Erdem & Swait (1998). 

A sample item is “This brand reminds me of someone who is competent and knows what 

he/she is doing”. Country of origin credence was measured by the seven-items scale 

adapted from Yasin et al.( 2007). A sample item is “The country from which this brand 

originates is a country that has a high level of technological advancement”. Value 

consciousness was measured by the four-item scale adapted from Burton et al. (1998). A 

sample item is “I am very concerned about low prices, but I am equally concerned about 

product quality”. Consumer innovativeness was measured by the four-item scale adapted 

from Pina et al. (2010) and Roehrich (1995). A sample item is “I am usually the first to try 

new products”. Extension evaluation was measured by four-item scale adapted from Park 

et al. (1991). A sample item is “I will be pleased with the introduction of this product”. 

Furthermore, for demographic information, the questionnaires specify the respondents’ 

information on gender, age, number of years using the service, ethnicity, and marital status. 

As suggested by Fraenkel and Wallen (2009), the researcher carefully included information 

on demographic and other characteristics of the sample studied. The majority of the age 

group (40 %) was in the category of 25–35 years old and the majority of the respondents 

(60 %) were single. Females (54.40 %) outnumbered the males (45.60 %). In terms of 

educational background, out of all the respondents, 235 (55.8) respondents have a diploma 

or bachelor degree, and 145 (34.4) hold master’s degree. As the data of this study were 

self-reported and collected from a single source (customers) via self-reported 

questionnaires, Harmon’s single factor test was used to assess the threat of substantial 

common method bias (Podsakoff et al. 2003). With a result of 25.3%, the first factor did 

not account for a substantial amount of common method variance.  

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Measurement model analysis 

The research model was analysed using the Partial Least Square-Structural Equation 

Modelling (PLS-SEM) using SmartPLS 3.0 software. We opted for using PLS-SEM as a 

tool that is useful for developing and extending existing theory in marketing research (Hair 

et al. 2017). In order to evaluate the validity and reliability, the measurement model was 

tested before we proceeded to assess the structural model (Anderson & Gerbing 1988) (as 

illustrated in Table 1). In the measurement model, the reliability and validity of the 

constructs and the indicators were assessed using Cronbach’s alpha, factor loadings, 

composite reliability (CR), and average variance extracted (AVE). First, the Cronbach 

alpha for all the variables was evaluated and found that all were above the threshold value 
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of 0.7, indicating acceptable reliability (Hair et al., 2017). Second, we examined the 

loadings and cross-loadings values. We set a cut off value for loadings to be significant at 

0.6 (Chen & Myagmarsuren 2011). After the screening process, three items were deleted. 

Third, was to check the convergent and discriminant validity of the scales (Venkatesh et 

al. 2010). The composite reliability (CR) of all the constructs exceeds 0.70 (Hair et al., 

2017) and the average variance extracted (AVE) all exceeded the cut-off level of 0.50. 

Finally, the assessment of the discriminant validity of the measured constructs was 

inspected by comparing the square root of the AVE construct with the inter-construct 

correlation (Fornell & Larcker 1981). As depicted in Table 2, the square root of the AVE 

for each construct was greater than its correlations with other constructs, indicating 

discriminant validity had been achieved.  

TABLE 1. Result of measurement model 

Latent Variable MV SD 

Std 

Loadings 

Cronbach's 

alpha CR AVE 

Brand Credibility    0.886 0.913 0.637 

BC2 5.21 .052 0.829    

BC3 5.13 .053 0.827    

BC4 5.34 .052 0.815    

BC5 5.59 .057 0.815    

BC6 5.14 .058 0.765    

BC7 5.58 .058 0.734       

Consumer Innovativeness    0.862 0.935 0.878 

CI3 4.00 .078 0.929    

CI4 3.59 .080 0.945       

Country of Origin    0.897 0.919 0.619 

CO1 5.22 .057 0.715    

CO2 5.38 .052 0.804    

CO3 5.09 .052 0.812    

CO4 5.19 .048 0.845    

CO5 5.14 .050 0.771    

CO6 5.08 .051 0.793    

CO7 5.37 .055 0.763       

Brand Extension Evaluation    0.865 0.908 0.712 

EE1 5.35 .060 0.84    

EE2 5.23 .057 0.861    

EE3 5.07 .059 0.871    

EE4 4.62 .067 0.802       

Value Consciousness    0.739 0.833 0.556 

VC1 6.18 .049 0.718    

VC2 6.23 .048 0.816    

VC3 6.22 .048 0.72    

VC4 6.31 .042 0.723       
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Structural model 

To test the structural model and hypotheses, a bootstrapping procedure (1000 samples) was 

applied in this study to estimate, using t-values, and the significance of the path 

coefficients. The values of R2 for brand extension evaluation is 0.268. According to Chin 

(1998), R2 values at 0.67, 0.33 and 0.19 are respectively considered as substantial, moderate 

and weak. Based on the above mentioned results, the model has a moderate explanatory 

capability (Chin, 1998) (refer to Figure 1). 

TABLE 2. Discriminant validity analysis 

  BE BC CI COO VC 

Brand Extension 

Evaluation(BE) 0.843     

Brand Credibility (BC) 0.412 0.798    

Consumer Innovativeness (CI) 0.265 0.058 0.937   

Country of Origin (COO) 0.379 0.415 0.149 0.786  

Value Consciousness (VC) 0.153 0.212 0.016 0.238 0.745 

Note: Diagonal (in bold) represent the average variance extracted while the other entries 

represent the squared correlations 

In line with our theorizing, brand credibility (β = 0.305, t = 5.082, p < 0.001), positively 

influenced brand extension evaluation; thus H1 is supported. Moreover, the results indicate 

that country of origin (β = 0.212, t = 4.316, p < 0.001), and consumer innovativeness (β = 

0.215, t = 4.976, p < 0.001) have significant positive effects on brand extension evaluation. 

As such, this study concludes that H2, and H3 were supported. In hypothesis four, we assert 

that value consciousness will have a significant positive effect on brand extension 

evaluation. As depicted in Table 3 the results, however, suggest that value consciousness 

does not have a significant effect on the evaluation of brand extension (β = 0.034, t = 0.792, 

p > 0.001). Therefore, H4 is rejected. 

 

TABLE 3. Direct effect results 

Hypothesis Relationship 
Std 

Beta 

Std 

Error t-value Decision 
R2 

H1 

BrandCredibility -> Brand 

Extension Evaluation 0.305 0.060 5.082*** Supported 0.268 

H2 

CountryOrigin -> Brand Extension 

Evaluation 0.212 0.049 4.316*** Supported  

H3 

ConsInnova -> Brand Extension 

Evaluation 0.215 0.043 4.976*** Supported   

H4 

ValueConscious -> Brand 

Extension Evaluation 0.034 0.043 0.792ns 

Not 

Supported   
† p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001, ns not supported 

Note: Significant levels shown are one-tailed for hypotheses testing variables 
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FIGURE 1. Structural model results 

 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study investigated the effect of brand credibility, country of origin, consumer 

innovativeness and value consciousness on brand extension evaluation. It was found that 

both brand credibility and country of origin significantly positively predict brand extension 

evaluation. This suggests that promoting a country’s image and its credibility can indeed 

help brand extensions succeed. Therefore, the findings support previous studies that 

suggested that product country of origin has a positive impact on brand assessment 

(Thøgersen et al. 2017). In addition, the result is also consistent with past studies that found 

the relationship between brand credibility and brand extension evaluation. For examples, 

Swait and Erdem (2007) found the empirical effects of brand credibility on consumer 

choice and choice set formation. Similarly, Erdem and Swait (2004) also found that brand 

credibility can exert a positive influence on consumers’ brand consideration and choice.  

Moreover, this study attempted to assess the impact of key personal factors on the 

evaluation of brand extension. The two main factors that are more related to consumer 

behaviour in the context of this study are value consciousness and consumer 

innovativeness. From the result, it was found that the first factor that was value 

consciousness does not significantly affect brand extension evaluation. Although we had 

anticipated, the consumer who is more value consciousness tends to trust a product 

launched with a name of the brand that is already in the market, to which they have some 

acquaintance or interaction. The possible reason may be that consumer with high- value 

consciousness may still feel uncertain towards a new product, the one they have not used 

before and that they would prefer to use the product they previously used. As Hem et al. 

(2003) suggested that for many consumers, a brand extension is a risky choice while trying 

a new product. Moreover, the second personal factor that we have assessed is consumer 

innovativeness. The result of the study shows that individuals who are more innovative in 

nature tend to evaluate a brand extension more favourably. These result are consistent with 

the results of  (Hem et al. 2003) who studied this in the context of services. They suggested 
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that consumer innovativeness can have a positive influence on consumer perception toward 

an extended brand. 

This study offers vital managerial contribution, that is of relevance for the 

executives, who look after product development and are responsible for developing 

branding strategies. This study identifies credence factor as one of the key role player in 

the positive evaluation of brand extension and its success. The results suggest that country 

of origin credence have a positive effect on the success of brand extension. So the manager 

must consider highlighting the country credibility features through their marketing mix 

while introducing a new assortment through brand extension. An advanced country image 

is supposed to recommend positive attributes of the country attached to the product 

including used of advanced technology and highly skilled human force. Favourable country 

perceptions are known to lead to favourable perceptions of associated attributes such as 

product quality (Kinra 2006) for example, Japan is associated with electronics product and 

Sweden are known for its high-end cars. Companies while promoting their product in 

international markets, should develop such strategies that will also promote their country 

of origin, which can be an appropriate competitive strategy over their competitors. Another 

key implication of this study is that while introducing an extension, manager should 

identify the target market and the personal traits of their prospective target market. Because 

the target market of the extended brand may differ from the parent brand. Consumers with 

innovative nature are also suggested to contribute to the success of brand extension while 

introducing a new brand extension, the extension should be innovative and catch the 

attention of the consumer. 

 

LIMITATIONS 

This study is not without limitations. First, the study selected a sample size of 421 

Malaysian consumers in selected business complexes using purposive non-probability 

sampling method, therefore, the sample population may not be representative of the overall 

Malaysian population. Thus, the validity and generalizability of this finding may be 

limited. It is also not possible for us to generalize the findings beyond the studied 

population. Second, the current study is a cross-sectional study. A longitudinal study is 

required to conclude a causal relationship between the variables. Third, the study was 

limited to the Malaysian market which has a different profile as compared to more 

developed countries. Therefore, conducting this study in Europe and US market may give 

a different perspective. Future research studies in different samples that compliment 

questionnaire surveys with interviews are necessary to validate the links proposed in this 

study. We also suggest in future researcher may study the key moderating influences to 

gain a sound understanding of consumer behaviour in relation to brand extension 

evaluations.   
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ABSTRACT 

Non-cognitive predictors of academic performance such as ethics has been widely 

recommended to the attention of researchers. Ethics can be assessed in a variety of contexts 

in relation to performance. Individuals who have ethics will provide the best solution, 

suitable and sustainable. Therefore, ethics education is essential to be presented at the 

university.This study aims to examine the influence of ethics on ethical sensitivity and 

academic performance. total of 100 students became respondents in this study. Data 

obtained by questionnaire and analyzed by Path Analysis. The results showed that ethics 

had a positive and significant effect on ethical sensitivity, ethics had a positive and 

significant effect on academic performance, ethical sensitivity had a positive and 

significant effect on academic performance and ethical sensitivity mediated the 

relationship between ethics and academic performance. 

Keywords: ethics; ethical sensitivity; academic performance. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Researchers have called for the need to increase non-cognitive predictor studies of 

academic performance such as work ethics to be presented in various contexts in relation 

to effort and performance (Duckworth, 2009; Blau and Ryan, 1997). Individuals who have 

a work ethic will provide the best, right and sustainable solutions Bielefeldt et al. (2016). 

Therefore ethics education is important at universities in various perspectives (Akinleke, 

2012); (Arshad, Zaidi and Mahmood, 2015). Through ethics students have self-esteem and 

ethical sensitivity that will make students successful. 

Traditionally, the Student Achievement Index or Grade Point Average (GPA) is a criterion 

for assessing student academic performance. GPA is generally used as a requirement to get 

scholarships and jobs. Karakoc (2016) stated that students' academic performance plays an 

important role in career selection and business performance, therefore it is important to 

investigate the determinants of student academic performance at this time. 

Determinants of academic performance have become a topic that has been widely discussed 

in research for many years. This problem caught the attention of the Ministry of Higher 

Education, lecturers, and policy makers at the faculty and university level. Knowing the 

determinants of student performance can help lecturers design learning methods and the 

Ministry of Higher Education in allocating resources. In the right way it is expected that 
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efficiency in the field of education and quality of graduates will have high GPA and have 

high competitiveness in the labor market (Abbasi and Mir, 2012). 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Work ethics is defined as a set of beliefs and attitudes that reflect the basic value of work 

(Meriac, Woehr, and Banister, 2010). According to Bruhn (2009) ethics can serve as a 

guide in solving behavior problems and is a determinant of academic performance 

(Furnham, 1990). Meriac (2012) states that besides being a determinant of academic 

performance, it is also the best concept as a multidimensional construct. 

Educational institutions such as universities must guarantee that the entire academic 

community uses high ethical standards in behavior. Therefore, it is important for 

universities to uphold a code of ethics. Through the code of ethics of the entire academic 

community, it will behave according to standards. Mureithi, et al. (2013) stated that student 

morale is generally determined by the integrity of the lecturer. Therefore it is important for 

organizations to pay attention to work ethics (Vitell and Singhapakdi, 2008; Groisman and 

Godard, 2016). Gilbert and Sarah, 2003; Babin, Griffin, and Bioles (2004) states that 

organizations that can manage work ethics will produce an ethical reputation, this will 

affect consumer confidence. 

Behavior is basically influenced by the ethical sensitivity of the academic community to 

ethical issues (Namagembe and Ntayi, 2012). Ethical sensitivity is an important factor in 

fair decision making. High or low ethical sensitivity is influenced by the environment in 

which decisions are made in addition to personal variables (Hunt and Vitell, 1993). Fatt 

(1995) states that the quality of personal ethics is important and can increase students' 

ethical sensitivity in ethical behavior. Sanders and Hoffman (2010); Namagembe and Ntayi 

(2012) stated that ethical sensitivity is the ability to recognize and identify ethical problems. 

According to Sparks and Hunt (1998), students who have low ethical sensitivity tend to 

allow ethical issues, while students who have good ethical sensitivity tend to be sensitive 

to ethical issues. The orientation of individual ethics and ethical sensitivity determines the 

professional behavior of employees (Namagembe and Ntayi (2012). 

1. The Effect of Ethics on Ethical Sensitivity 

Sparks and Hunt (1998); Zulhawati (2013) found that students who have good ethics tend 

not to allow ethical issues compared to students with low ethics. The study of Valentine 

and Kidwell, (2008) states that the response to ethical issues depends on ethical orientation. 

According to Frisque and Kolb (2008) employees who take ethics training have a positive 

attitude towards identifying and handling ethical situations in the workplace and can 

improve ethical sensitivity. The results of the above study differed from the Yeom and Kim 

(2017) study of nurses in Korea, where ethics education found no effect on ethical 

sensitivity and critical thinking of nurses. Family environmental factors are recognized as 

a cause of ethical sensitivity. 
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2. The Effect of Ethics on Academic Performance 

A Meriac (2012) study of 221 students at the Midwestern US University found that the 

higher the ethics, the more cheating behavior. Ruf and Radosevich, (2009) finding high 

student abilities is not always followed by strength in moral considerations. Meriac (2014) 

found that the dimensions of work ethics are significantly related to academic performance, 

but the relationship is not strong, this shows that work ethics will not function as a substitute 

for traditional test standards as academic performance forecasters. Narvaez (1993) 

indicates that high achievers may have a high average moral assessment score, whereas 

low achievers cannot have high moral values. The results of Namagembe and Ntayi's 

(2012) study of 300 academic staff at Ugandan universities stated that ethical orientation 

would determine behavior. 

3. The Effect of Ethical Sensitivity on Academic Performance 

Karakoc (2016) found that ethical sensitivity is a variable that mediates the relationship of 

self-esteem and academic performance. Fischer and Rosenzweig (1995) stated that ethical 

sensitivity is important because it will affect success. Namagembe and Ntayi (2012) found 

ethical sensitivity to influence professional attitudes.The results of Afifah's research (2015) 

show that ethical sensitivity affects performance which leads to attitudes, behavior, and 

actions. 

Study Jagger (2011) shows that the level of ethical sensitivity has a significant impact on 

the development of moral values. The results of Meriac's (2014) study found a positive 

relationship between morality and external motivation and satisfaction with GPA. Another 

study by Meriac (2012) states that ethics plays an important role in predicting academic 

performance, especially when considering counterproductive behavioral performance. 

Based on the previous review of the literature, four hypotheses are proposed as follows:  

Hypothesis 1: Ethics have a significant effect on ethical sensitivity . 

Hypothesis 2: Ethics have a significant effect on academic performance. 

Hypothesis 3: Ethical Sensitivity have a significant effect on academic performance. 

Hypothesis 4: Ethical sensitivity mediates the relationship between ethics and student 

performance.  
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 Figure 1 

 Conceptual Framework Research  

   

METHODOLOGY 

Based on literature review, this study builds a conceptual framework as shown in Figure 1. 

Three variables in the conceptual framework are ethics, ethical sensitivity and academic 

performance. Ethics, ethical sensitivity, and academic performance are measured by five, 

four, and one indicator. The definition of variables and indicators can be seen in Table 1. 

This research was conducted at the Faculty of Economics and Business, Tanjungpura 

University. Samples were taken as many as 100 regular year 2014 students from three 

departments namely Accounting, Management and Islamic Economics. 

This study uses primary data and secondary data. Primary data was obtained directly from 

respondents using questionnaires and in-depth interviews with several respondents. 

Secondary data sources were obtained by researchers from the Academic Section of the 

Faculty of Economics and Business, Tanjungpura University. Respondents' answers were 

given a score with reference to the Likert Scale which was very agree score of 5, agree 

score 4, quite agree score 3, disagree score 2 and strongly disagree score 1. Path analysis 

is used to analyze the pattern of relationships between variables with the aim of knowing 

the direct effect or indirectly. 

 The definition of the research variables is explained in the following Table 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethical 

sensitivity 

Ethics  

 

Academic 

Performance 
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TABLE 1 

Definition Operational Variables and Indicators  

Variable Definition of Variable Indicator Definition of Indicators 

Ethics  The work ethic is 

critical and rational 

reflection on the value 

and commonly 

accepted norm (Keraf, 

1998). 

1. Care 

2. Code of Ethics 

3. regulation 

4. achievement of 

the target 

5. Time efficiency 

(Victor and Cullen, 

1988; Ali, 1998) in 

Komari and Djafar, 

2013) 

1. Matter is the attitude of students 

to all members in good campus 

environment while on campus 

or off campus. 

2. Codes of ethics are the official 

rules that govern the behavior 

of students on campus. 

3. Regulations are the values that 

must be obeyed by students. 

4. Achievement of the target is 

the attitude of students toward 

achievement is guided by self-

esteem. 

5. The use time efficiently is a 

student attitudes toward time. 

 

Ethical 

sensitivity 

Ethical sensitivity is 

the ability of students 

to realize the values of 

ethics or morals in a 

decision (Trevino 

1986; Jones 1991) in 

(Zulhawati, 2013). 

1. Moral conscience 

(moral 

awareness).  

2. Moral decisions 

(moral judgment). 

3. Moral intention 

(moral intent). 

4. Moral action 

(moral action).  

(Hunt and Vitell, 

1986) 

 Moral natural moral 

consciousness is a student on 

the situation in the campus. 

 Moral decision is morally 

correct decision.  

 Moral intent was the decision 

to place a value in the moral 

norm than other norms. 

 Moral action is involved in the 

act of moral behavior of 

students. 

Student 

Performance   

Student performance is 

the achievement of 

results during the 

period. (Wirawan, 

2012). 

Grade Point 

Average (GPA) 

GPA is the average value of all 

the courses you have taken by 

students.  
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RESULTS 

The results of data analysis showed that the average value for the ethics of 4.26, sensitivity 

4.63 ethical, and academic performance 3. It shows that the average respondent has an 

ethics and ethical sensitivity is excellent and good academic performance.Table 2 shows 

the results of the validity of all items are valid indicators and Table 3 shows reliability test 

results . 

 

TABLE 2 

Validity Test Results 

Research 

variable 
Indicator 

Item-Total 

Correlation 
limit Values Information 

Ethics (X) X1 .439 0.3 valid 

X2 .434 valid 

X3 .696 valid 

X4 .681 valid 

X5 .650 valid 

X6 .444 valid 

X7 .538 valid 

X8 .556 valid 

X9 .718 valid 

X10 .624 valid 

X11 .696 valid 

X12 .625 valid 

Ethical 

Sensitivity 

(Y1) 

Y1.1 .630 0.3 valid 

Y1.2 .670 valid 

Y1.3 .515 valid 

Y1.4 .816 valid 

Y1.5 .746 valid 

Y1.6 .737 valid 

Y1.7 .644 valid 

Y1.8 .716 valid 

Y1.9 .677 valid 

Y1.10 .676 valid 

Y1.11 .616 valid 

Y1.12 .585 valid 

 

 

TABLE 3 

Reliability Test Results   

Research variable Cronbach Alpha Information 

Ethics (X) .747 reliable 

Ethical Sensitivity (Y1) .762 reliable 
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Substructure First Line Analysis 

 

TABLE 4 

Hypothesis Test Results 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Coefficients unstandardized 

standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error beta 

1 (Constant) 4.689 5.131  .914 .363 

Ethics .910 .100 .677 9.105 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: ethical sensitivity 

 

Substructure Second Line Analysis 

 

TABLE 5 

Hypothesis Test Results 

Data processing results show that ethics have a positive and significant effect on students' 

ethical sensitivity, this is indicated by the coefficient of .677 with a significance value of 

.000. This means that hypothesis 1 is accepted. The results of this study prove that concern, 

code of ethics, regulation, hard work and time utilization affect ethical sensitivity. Positive 

coefficient value means if ethics increases then ethical sensitivity also increases. This 

research is in line with Zulhawati's (2013) study which shows that ethical orientation 

influences the ethical sensitivity of students. Sparks and Hunt (1998) who find students 

who have good ethics tend not to allow ethical issues compared to students whose ethics 

are low. 

The influence of ethics on academic performance produces a coefficient of .210 with a 

significance value of .036. These results indicate that ethics have a positive and significant 

effect on student performance and this means that hypothesis 2 is accepted. Positive 

coefficient value means that if ethics increases then academic performance also increases. 

Students' understanding and awareness of ethics in the form of attitudes, behavior, and 

actions affect the performance of students. 

The effect of ethical sensitivity on academic performance produces a coefficient of .278 

with a significance value of .005. These results indicate that ethical sensitivity has a 

Model 

Coefficients 

unstandardized 

standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error beta 

1 (Constant) 2.539 .330  7.689 .000 

Ethics .014 .006 .210 2.123 .036 

ethical sensitivity .014 .005 .278 2869 .005 

Dependent Variable: Academic Performance 
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positive and significant effect on academic performance and this means that hypothesis 3 

is accepted. Positive coefficient value means if ethical sensitivity increases then academic 

performance also increases. The results of path analysis on the influence of the mediation 

of ethical sensitivity on the relationship between ethics and academic performance obtained 

t value of 3.25 is greater than t table 1.66 with a significance level of .05 and a mediation 

coefficient of .013. This means that hypothesis 4 is accepted. 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

This study can be input for the Faculty of Economics and Business to design and enforce 

good ethics. The existence of ethics is expected to cause sensitivity to ethical issues for 

students so that when faced with ethical issues they can make the right decisions. Finally 

academic performance will be good and students will succeed. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was to examine the ethical influence on ethical sensitivity and 

academic performance. The results of this study found that ethics had a positive and 

significant effect on students' ethical sensitivity. This study is in line with Sparks and Hunt 

(1998) which found that students who have good ethics tend not to allow ethical issues 

compared to students with low ethics. Frisque and Kolb (2008) state ethical employees 

have a positive attitude towards identifying and handling ethical situations in the 

workplace. This study is different from Yeom& Kim (2017) in nurses in Korea, where 

ethics education is found to have no effect on ethical sensitivity. Family environmental 

factors are recognized as a cause of ethical sensitivity. 

Ethics has a positive and significant effect on academic performance. This study is the 

same as Meriac Study (2012) in 221 students at the Midwestern US university who found 

that ethics were negatively related to cheating behavior. Students who spend a lot of time 

having fun have a negative and significant relationship with the GPA. Narvaez (1993) 

indicates high achievers may have high average moral assessment scores, whereas low 

achievers cannot have high moral values. This study is different from Guney (2009) which 

states that the quality of learning and the structure of the exam are important factors in 

determining academic success. Cognitive is an effective predictor in predicting academic 

performance compared to work ethics. According to Ruf and Radosevich, (2009) the high 

ability of students is not always followed by strength in moral considerations. 

Ethical sensitivity has a positive and significant effect on academic performance. This 

study is in line with Karakoc (2016) which found that ethical sensitivity is a variable that 

influences academic performance. Fischer and Rosenzweig (1995) stated that ethical 

sensitivity in the profession is important because it will affect success. The Namagembe 

and Ntayi (2012) study at universities in Uganda found ethical sensitivity to influence 

professional attitudes. 

Conclusion, this study shows that ethics are very important, good ethics can make students 

comply with academic and non-academic rules. Ethics will increase ethical sensitivity so 
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as to facilitate students in making the right decisions when experiencing problems related 

to ethics and academic performance. 

This study recommends maintaining ethics in the campus environment through regulations 

that are socialized and enforced so that students have behaviors that are in accordance with 

applicable norms. The next researcher needs to study ethics in other universities and 

explore various factors related to academic performance such as motivation, gender and 

student residence. However, the findings in this study need to be carefully interpreted due 

to the small sample size, and the fact that the respondents are only from one faculty. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main theme of this research regards the recent fiscal term changes in the Indonesia oil 

and gas industry. Indonesia is not a rich oil or gas country, but the consumption level is 

increasing sharply compared to the production rate. One of the main issues for the 

government is the low rate of exploration activity. In January 2017, the Ministry of Energy 

and Mineral Resources officially announced Minister Regulation No.08/2017, with 

revision No.052/2017 in August 2017, which is intended to boost oil and gas investment in 

Indonesia by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the production share between 

the government and contractors. The research goal of this paper is to provide information 

on whether Gross Split is better than Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs) from 

contractors’ perspectives. The research was conducted in the Tango Block, which is run 

by PT Tango Indonesia; it assesses the economic evaluation of contractors’ and 

government shares and also examines the qualitative comparative for both types of 

petroleum contracts fiscal terms.. In conclusion, PSC Gross Split is favourable for the 

government, while the excessive risks regarding profitability resulting from risk sharing is 

unfavourable for contractors. 

Keywords: Indonesian PSC; Indonesian Gross Split; Oil and Gas 

 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past decades, the upstream oil and gas industry has become the driving force 
for the Indonesian economy; the high level of government income from the sector has 

helped development to take place. The oil and gas industry is able to create many jobs, both 

directly and indirectly. In 2015, the Indonesian Petroleum Association estimated that there 
were around 200 to 300,000 workers in the industry, consisting of permanent employees, 

contract employees and employees working in subcontractor companies. Most are trained 

personnel who come from vocational or technical schools. 

The growth and development of the upstream oil and gas sector also has a positive effect 

on other industries, as can be seen from the high utilization of domestic components, which 

has been on average above 50% over the past 5 years. Governance of the oil and gas 

industry in one country will be very different from that in another (Ghandi & Lin, 2014; 

Kellas, 1988; Lubiantara, 2012) because there are differences between the regulation of the 

roles and responsibilities of at least three functions, namely policy, which is the 

responsibility of the ministry; regulation, which is the responsibility of the directorate; and 

commercial functions, which are responsibility of the national and international oil and gas 
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companies. Norway and Brazil separate these three functions: in these two countries the 

policy functions are handled by the Ministry of Oil and Energy; the regulation functions 

by the Directorate of Petroleum; and the commercial functions is carried out by the national 

oil companies, together with private companies. However, in some countries such as Saudi 

Arabia and Malaysia, there is no strict separation between the three functions; the state oil 

and gas company plays a very dominant role, so that besides being responsible for 

commercial functions, it is also responsible for the regulatory functions. In developing 

countries, the commercial role or function is generally carried out by the state oil and gas 

companies. On the other hand, in countries such as Australia, the United States, Canada 

and the United Kingdom, the state is not directly involved in the upstream oil and gas 

business; these countries do not have state oil and gas companies, so all commercial 

functions are completely carried out by the private sector. 

The world oil price plummeted in 2014, forcing oil and gas contractors to reduce their 
production and exploration activities. This situation has clearly disrupted the government's 

efforts to fulfill the domestic needs for energy. The Satuan Kerja Khusus Pelaksana 

Kegiatan Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi (SKK Migas) annual report of 2017 stated 
that Indonesian oil and gas potential reserves lie in remote areas which are hard to reach, 

with the current oil and gas prices helping to decrease investors’ interest in investing in 

Indonesia (SKK Migas, 2017). During the period 2014 to 2017 there are only 11 working 

areas had been successfully contracted (Komite Eksplorasi Nasional, 2017. Aside from 
price issue, the Survey Policy Perception Index 2017 found that Indonesia has several other 

obstacles to handle. Based on the survey, Indonesia ranked 79 out of 96 countries, or was 

the lowest in the Southeast Asia region (Stedman & Green, 2017), as the least attractive 
country for investors to invest. 

The Indonesia government is trying in various ways to improve the oil and gas investment 
climate and to make it attractive again. One of these ways is changing the cost recovery 
contract sharing scheme into a gross split sharing scheme. Oil and gas contractors also need 
to improve their organizations by increasing the efficiency of exploration and production 
activities through robust work planning, with rapid implementation and utilization of the 
appropriate technology available. On the other hand, the community must be wiser 
whenusing oil and gas fuels with this synergy in order to achieve Indonesia's energy 
security and independence in the future. 

 

The breakthrough by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources by formalizing the 

Gross Split scheme expected to be the best solution and an improvement on the PSC 
scheme. This scheme is the most significant change since Indonesia started using 

production sharing contracts back in the 1960s. The government also promises that its 

implementation will be easier and that it will reduce bureaucracy, which was one of the 

main obstacles to the previous scheme, because it took a very long time to go from 
exploration to the production stage (BUMI Buletin, 2017). 

Whether the launch of the Gross Split scheme will spur industrial investment in Indonesia's 

upstream oil and gas industry will certainly depend on the ability of oil and gas PSC 

contractors to manage costs well by taking into account factors such as cost and risk 

management, and obtaining the best technology at the best price. Bulletin Bumi also 

reported that the goal of Gross Split is to encourage exploration and exploitation efforts 
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that are more effective and faster, and expected to encourage oil and gas contractors and 

oil and gas supporting industries to be more efficient, so that they will be able to deal better 

with periodic oil and natural gas price fluctuations. From the point of view of the business 

process, this mechanism encourages upstream oil and gas contractors and SKK Migas to 

be more simple and accountable, thus the bureaucratic and time-consuming procurement 

system can be simplified. But the most important goal is to encourage oil and gas upstream 

contractors to manage their operating costs and investments. 

This research compares the standard PSC and the gross split PSC, in order to demonstrate 
which of these regulations is better and more beneficial to both government and 

contractors. The findings will be useful to oil and gas investors, policymakers and other 

stakeholders within or outside the government. It is hoped that the research will provide 
valuable information from the comparative analysis of the fiscal terms, and will make a 

positive contribution to the industry, stimulating future improvements that will eventually 

increase the sustainability of the Indonesian oil and gas environment. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The oil and gas industry has a unique business model; in general this is differentiated by 

two service contract systems: the production sharing contract and the service contract. With 

regard to these two basic differences, their application differs from one country to another 

(Yúnez & Chapa, 2017). Indonesia utilized Production Sharing Contracts from 1966 (Rinto 

Pudyantoro, 2015). One of the major differences in the Indonesian PSC model was the 

“First Tranche Petroleum” concept; no similar model has been found in any other oil or gas 
producing country. Beside the agreement between the government and the contractors, 

another integral part of oil and gas contracts is the accounting mechanism; how the 

accounting procedure is specifically regulated in contracts (Lubiantara, 2012). Gross split 

officially replaced the PSC model on 16 January 2017 (Menteri Energi Dan Sumber Daya 

Mineral, 2017); however, there are still some areas that are unclear for both SKK Migas 

and contractors (Roach & Dunstan, 2017). 

Ryan Patricia A and Ryan Glenn P (2002) concluded that the views of academics and senior 

financial managers of Fortune 1000 companies on basic capital budgeting techniques are 

in stronger agreement (Ryan & Ryan, 2002), since it is possible to survey in absent of 

expensive technology. Another surveys conducted in different countries and across 
industries (Batra & Verma, 2014; Block, 2005; Kester et al., 1999; Tomasz Wnuk-Pela, 

2014; Truong, Partington, & Peat, 2008) also support this argument. Investment in the oil 

and gas industry requires a substantial investment (Sabet, Agha, & Heaney, 2018). 
Investors have to calculate all the risks, therefore it is common that the oil and gas industry 

also calculates uncertainty factors, such as policy uncertainty, whose level is very high in 

Indonesia. Therefore, investors will minimize risk by undertaking an investment selection 

process, especially under current conditions (Tang, Zhou, & Cao, 2017). Sensitivity 
analysis is therefore required to minimize the errors that might occurs from evaluation 

based on the traditional capital budgeting method (Sabet & Heaney, 2017). 

Project management also plays a vital role in the financial growth of the oil and gas 
industry; successful project management will influence the succees of the corporate 

financial performance (Salazar-Aramayo, Rodrigues-da-Silveira, Rodrigues-de-Almeida, 
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& de Castro-Dantas, 2013). If the application of Gross Split is clear from the aspects of 
regulations, tax, asset rent and asset ownership, amonst others, then this new scheme will 

surely attract new investors and rejuvenate the oil and gas industry in Indonesia (Daniel et 

al, 2017), and reverse the declining economic trend in the country (Iswahyudi, 2016). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

All the qualitative data were collected from Tango Indonesia with regard to Tango PSC in 

Indonesia. These data were selected due to the fact that the government is giving all oil and 

gas contractors under the PSC regime the freedom to choose to continue with PSC cost 

recovery or to join the new PSC Gross Split fiscal regime. The Tango exploration stage 

project started in 2014, and expected to sign their first Production on Development (POD) 
in 2018. After gathering all the data, then the economic valuation progress started; this was 

to obtain the net present value, the internal rate of return and the payback period. These 

three criteria are the main indicators of economic feasibility in the Tango Block. To 

strengthen the results a scenario analysis will be added regarding the volatility of the 

commodity price and the production profile. Finally, it will be established whether PSC 

Cost Recovery or PSC Gross Split is better, based on results, and which is the more 

economically feasible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE1. Research Methodology 

 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The POD project will commencement in 2018, with a 5 year development period, and is 
expected to end in 2037, because the contracts for Tango Indonesia will then be ending. 

The revenue projection for Tango Indonesia on upstream oil and gas investment activities 

in its working area comes from oil and gas sales. The calculation of petroleum sales is 
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based on their weight in barrel units, while sales of liquefied natural gas are sold on the 

basis of the units of energy that can be produced. Related to the production projection for 

the Tango working area during the PSC contract until 2037, it is planned to drill 3 wells. 

And expected a peak production period in 2024 and 2025, but will then see a significant 

decrease in production year on year. Based on the analysis of the related departments, due 

to the natural processes in the Tango Work Area yields are predicted to start to decline after 

3 years of plateau period, together with reserves and declining reservoir pressures resulting 

from the drilling activities of sources from various wells, as can be seen in Figure 2. 

Petroleum production is express in BOPD and gas unit in million standard cubic feet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Production Profiles 

The data gathered from Tango Indonesia, together with additional assumptions, are as 
follows: 

a. First POD in 2018 

b. First production in 2023 

c. Production phase until 2037 

d. Oil price flat at $63/barrel; gas price flat at $5.28 

e. DMO holiday 5 years 

f. Effective tax of 44% 

g. Working area offshore (h>1000m) 

h. Reservoir (>2500m) 

i. New frontier infrastructures 

j. Conventional reservoir types 

k. CO2 between 10% and 20% 

l. H2s between 100 and 300 

m. Specific oil gravity over 25 

n. Local content between 50% and 70% 

 
Primary production phase Indonesian PSC As explained earlier, geological and fiscal 
concerns are the most important aspects of how attractive this industry is to a country, 
because both aspects are the main influences on the profitability prospects for investors. 
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The main components of the standard PSC regime are taxes, profit oil and cost recovery 
(Johnston, 2017). Indonesian standard PSC has evolved from 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation 
versions (Lubiantara, 2012); this paper focuses on the 3rd generation. In this generation of 
Indonesian PSC, both the government and contractors have the right to receive 20% of 
gross revenue immediately before the cost recovery calculation; this mechanism of first 
tranche petroleum (FTP) differs from the mechanism that adopted by several countries that 
using royalty payments. The split between the government and contractor based on their 
oil split percentage. 

The Indonesian government has to ensure that domestic energy consumption is fulfilled; 

therefore, they the introduced the domestic market obligation (DMO), which guarantees 
supply to the domestic market. Contractors have to sell their oil at the price that has been 

determined in the PSC contract; usually, the government grants 5 years DMO holiday, 

which means it will pay the DMO at market value. DMO also stipulated under Indonesian 

Law of Oil and Gas No.22/2001. 

According to Government Regulation No. 79/2010, the effective tax for oil and gas 
contractors who signed a PSC contract after 2010 is 40%. The Indonesian PSC scheme is 

available in appendix A. 

Indonesian Gross Split The most distinctive difference between PSC and Gross Split is that 

the cost recovery mechanism no longer exists, and the split shared from gross production. 
The base split for the government and contractors is 57:43 for oil, and 52:48 for gas. The 

Gross Split regulation was made official under Ministry Regulation No. 08/2017 on 16 

January 2017, but on 29 August 2017 the government revised this under Ministry 
Regulation No. 052/2017. With regard to the regulation applied, the split can be increased 

or decreased depending on variable or progressive split. There are 10 components of 

variable splits which will adjust the split, based on field status, field location, reservoir 

depth, infrastructure availability, reservoir type, carbon dioxide content, hydrogen sulfide 
content, oil specific gravity, local content and production stage, as can be seen in appendix 

B. 

Another splits adjustments in Gross Split scheme is according to the progressive split 
mechanism, such as commodity price and accumulative production, this splits reviewed 

annually. The government has the right to increase or decrease any gross split contract 
through the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, without any limitation. The gross 

split scheme shown in appendix C. 

Previous Research Since the regulation was newly inaugurated in 2017, few studies have 
compared Indonesian PSC with gross split. Research by Giranza and Bergmann (2017) 

(Giranza et al, 2017) concluded that gross split is no superior to the previous fiscal regime, 
even though it promised the government a better structure of fiscal progressivity, and for 

contractors it promised a much simpler administrative process. Since the risks for the 
contractor are greater, it has created a risk imbalance. 

The idea of excluding the cost recovery mechanism has been open to discussion, since it 
caused negative image to the business model (Lubiantara, 2012; Rinto Pudyantoro, 2015; 

Sidik, 2009).  
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RESULTS 

The calculation of the government and contractor shares, based on the Indonesia PSC and 
gross split schemes, are summarize in tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1. Government Economic Results 

 Indicator Unit PSC Cost Recovery Gross Split 

 Gross Share M $ 882,029 1,042,722 

 DMO M $ 36,911 52,664 

 Tax M $ 635,626 557,989 

 GOI Take M $ 1,554,566 1,653,376 

 % Gross Revenue % 31.49 33.49 

 

The Gross Split mechanism provides better results for the government. But similar to the 
contractors’ results, this economic valuation from the government perspective also did not 

show any extreme comparative results. The economic results for contractors’ summarized 
in table 2 below. 

Table 2. Contractors’ Economic Results 

 Indicator Unit PSC Cost Recovery Gross Split 

 Contractor NPV 2018 forward M $ 67,980 50,731 

 Contractor IRR 2018 forward % 13.39 12.34 

 Contractor Payout Ratio  7.92 8.21 

 

Contrary to the government results, in those of the contractors it is found that PSC with the 
cost recovery mechanism is a better offer compared to the PSC Gross Split model. But 

none of the indicators show any extreme results compared to each other, and the payback 
period is different by only 0.29 years, in other words between 3 and 4 months. 

Sensitivity analysis was conducted and examined the implications of changes in 

commodity prices, since these are beyond contractors’ and government power, and are 
volatile. The only commodity price calculated is the oil price, since that of gas cannot be 

determined because no buyers are as yet projected, and in line with the PSC Gross Split, 

the split only covers f the oil price. In this paper the gas price is indexing 6% to the oil price 
were taken from the similar contract in Tango Indonesia; details are available in appendix 

D. There are slight differences in the results between PSC Cost Recovery and PSC Gross 

Split. The PSC Cost Recovery results from the contractors’ side show the NPV in negative 
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figures if the price falls to $50/barrel, while for PSC Gross Split a negative figure is already 
shown when the oil price is at $55/barrel. 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

One managerial implication from these preliminary findings is that the cash flow of 

contractors in early production stages will be negative. Due to large amount of capital spent 

on ways of discovering new potential fields, no profits will be made at this stage. For both 

PSC with cost recovery and Gross Split, any losses within the first 5 years could be carried 
forward in order to deduct the taxable income. From the government perspective, it still 

receives revenue from contractors in the form of a certain proportion of investments. The 

government also receives funds from the signature bonuses that must be paid prior to the 
contract execution or award process. The Gross Split mechanism allows contractors to 

obtain higher revenue compared to PSC cost recovery. This is because, as explained earlier, 

the government will grant an additional contractor split for certain field conditions. 

Indonesian government will not be burdens anymore to cover the cost recovery mechanism. 
Another benefit for the government is that its income will become more certain compared 

to PSC with the cost recovery mechanism. If contractors accept the gross split mechanism, 

it should be considered as cost effective, and an efficient way to exploit potential fossil 
fuels. 

Administration improvements should be considered by contractors, since time efficiency 

is also important in potentially raising revenues. The number of formalities required in the 

previous regime was up to 373 upstream-related permits, divided into four business stages. 
The survey and exploration stages required 117 permits, the development and construction 

stage 137 permits, the production stage 109 permits, afterthe productions stage only 10 

permits were required. Gross Split, on the other hand, only requires a total 16 permit 
formality processes, which consist of four permits at each stage. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the new Gross Split mechanism is not favorable to contractors, in line with 

the case study of Rokan PSC by Giranza and Bergmann in 2017 (Giranza et al, 2017). The 

study also obtains similar results to those in relation to Offshore North West Java (ONWJ), 

furthermore in Bergmann reported that Sanga Sanga and South East Sumatera, in a study 
conducted by Wood Mackenzie (2017). The calculation of each block or working area will 

be different, due to the characteristics of the fields. This study did not consider ministerial 

discretion, since it was unable to define it. 

Although the government has succeeded in reducing the formality processes. The gross 

split regulator is still at ministry level. The government should upgrade this regulation to 
a higher level, learning from the long process of the Masela case. If the regulation is upgrad 

into a higher level, it will not only solve the overlapping issues, but will also provide 
assurance to potential investors to invest in Indonesia, specifically in the oil and gas 

industries. 
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APPENDIX B 

Base Split 

 

 

 

 

Variable Split 

 

 Reservoir Depth Contractor Split  

 > 2500 1%  

 <=2500 0%  

    

 Infrastructure Contractor Split  

 New Develop 0%  

 

New Frontier 

Onshore 4%  

    

 

New Frontier 

Offshore 2%  

    

    

 H2S (ppm) Contractor Split  

 < 100 0%  

 100 <= x < 1000 1%  

Field Status Contractor Split 

POD I 5% 

POD II dst 3% 

No POD 0% 

 Field Location  Contractor Split  

 Onshore  0%   

 
Offshore 

(0<h<=20m)  8%   

 

Offshore 

(20<h<=50m)  10%   

      

 

Offshore 

(50<h<=150m)  12%   

      

 Offshore  

14% 

  

 

(150<h<=1000m) 

   

     

 Offshore (h>1000m)  16%   

      

 Reservoir Condition Contractor Split 

 Conventional 0%   

 Non Conventional 16%   

      

 CO2 (% mole) Contractor Split 
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 1000 <= x < 2000 2%  

 2000 <= x < 3000 3%  

 3000 <= x < 4000 4%  

 <= 4000 5%  

    

 Local Content Contractor Split  

 30% < 0%  

 30% <= x < 50% 0,50%  

 50% <= x < 70% 1%  

 70% <= x < 100% 1,50%  

 <= 5%  0%   

 5% < x <= 10% 0,50%   

 10% < x <= 20% 1%   

 20% < x <= 40% 1,50%   

 40% < x <= 60% 2%   

 x <= 60 4%   

      

 
Oil Specific 
Gravity  Contractor Split   

 < 25  1%   

 > 25  0%   

     

 Production Stage  Contractor Split   

 Primary  0%   

 Secondary  6%   

 Tertiery  10%   
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Progressive Split       

 
Cummulative 

Prod  
Contractor 

Split 

     

 

(MMBOE) 

  

Gas Price Contractor Split 

 

Oil Price      

 < 30  10%  
< AS$ 7 

MMBTU 

   

 

30 <= x < 60 

 

9% 

    

       

 60 <= x < 90  8%  
AS$ 7 <= price 
< 10 

0% 

  

     

MMBTU 

 

 

 

90 <= x < 125 

 

6% 

  

      

       

 125 <= x < 175  4%  

>= AS$ 10 

MMBTU    

 > = 175  0%      
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Analyze Impact of Changes in Reserve Requirement to Banking 

Performance in Indonesia 

Ridwan Adi Pramanto; Ruslan Prijadi 

Department Master of Management 

Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Indonesia 

 

ABSTRACT 

Indications of banking performance that have a tendency to be less stable, seen from the 

profitability of the up and down of net income, it is feared will continue that can cause the 

growth of the company. CRR (Cash Reserve Ratio) is a macro prudential instrument that 

can increase or decrease a bank's liquidity level. This study was conducted in conventional 

banking sector throughout Indonesia, using quarterly data from 2012 to 2017 to determine 

the effect of CRR changes on bank performance as measured by net income. The research 

method used is panel data regression analysis which finally concludes that the change of 

CRR has negative and significant effect on the categories of Book 1, Book 2, and Book 3, 

while for Book 4 category is not too affected by CRR change. 

Keywords: Cash Reserve Ratio, Banking Performance, Net Income, Macro Prudential 

Instrument 

INTRODUCTION 

Indonesian banking in carrying out its functions based on prudential principles. The main 

function of Indonesian banking is as a group of community funders and distributors and 

aims to support the implementation of national development in order to increase the 

distribution of development and its results, economic growth and national stability, towards 

the improvement of the standard of living of the people. 

Under the law, the banking structure in Indonesia, comprised of commercial banks and 

BPRs. The major differences between commercial banks and BPR (Bank Perkreditan 

Rakyat) are in terms of their operational activities. BPR  can not create currencies, and 

have limited operational coverage and activities. Furthermore, in its business activities, 

dual bank system, that is, commercial banks can conduct conventional bank business 

activities and / or based on sharia principles. While the principle of BPR activities is limited 

to only conducting conventional banking business activities or based on sharia principles. 

The banking net income is instability, marked by the rise and fall of banking net income 

from month to month. In December 2015, the profit of commercial banks experienced a 

very significant decline with the previous month, but in the following month net profit of 

commercial banks increased significantly. This indication indicates that many elements can 

affect the rate of increase in profits in the company. This indication must be minimized by 
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the bank, in order to keep the desired profit increase. One indication that can be measured 

is macroeconomics, such as changes in Cash Reserve Ratio, and the reference interest rate 

issued by Central Bank of Indonesia. 

According to Nababan, in the first quarter of 2016, bank's profit declined compared to the 

first quarter of 2015 which fell by 2.29%, while net interest margin grew 0.25%. Based on 

data released by Financial Service Authority, banking has decreased profits due to an 

increase in operational expenses by 37.5%. The number of banks in Indonesia decreased 

from year to year, in 2012 there were 120 banks operating while in 2016 decreased to 116 

due to mergers in some banks, making the competition in this industry quite competitive, 

every bank must innovate in providing the best  servicesfor the customer to stay float. 

Total assets, total loans and third party funds managed by banks, are increasing year by 

year, due to increasing public confidence in Indonesia's banking industry, given that the 

banking industry is actually monitored by Central Bank of Indonesia and  Financial 

Services Authority. With the guarantee by other institutions such as LPS 

(LembagaPenjaminSimpanan) makes people feel safe to save money in the bank. Lending 

is always increasing from year to year can be seen from industry size of SME (Small 

Medium Enterprise) development in Indonesia. 

Fintech industry (financial technologies) lending began to stretch in Indonesia  to have an 

impact on the banking industry because it has a business segment similar to the bank, 

namely in lending to customers.Improved macroeconomic stability, particularly controlled 

inflationary pressure, provides room for monetary policy easing. Challenges from the 

external side are primarily derived from a possible increase in the Federal Funds Rate. The 

US economic recovery that has not been solid resulting in an increase in the Federal Funds 

Rate forecasts shifted backwards with a lower rate of increase. Along with these conditions, 

the risks that may arise from the diversity of global monetary policy is also weakened 

considering the global economic recovery is expected to be slow. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Cash Reserve Ratio is the minimum amount required to be maintained by a bank with the 

amount based by Central Bank regulations of a certain percentage of Third Party Funds of 

the Bank like savings account, current account and deposit account.Monetary policy based 

on required reserves has not significant effect to excess liquidity, inflation or control the 

increase of loan (Pan, 2012). Another reasearch (Bianchi and Rebucci, 2017) examines that 

monetary policy have significant impact to credit development, the effectiveness of the 

policy is a real chalangge for country. 

According to (Ishfaq, 2015) the increasing development of the banking sector and the low 

volume of non-traditional activities tend to increase the profitability of commercial banks 

in Pakistan. Inflation has a positive relationship with profitability in banks in Pakistan as 

measured by ROA and NIM.According to (Uremadu, 2012) LR (Liquidity Ratio) and CRR 
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(Cash Reserve Ratio) have a significant and positive influence on the profitability of banks 

in Nigeria, but LR has a higher influence than the CRR, this indicates that banks can already 

utilize liquidity via investment to increase profits. 

Other studies according to (Rao, 2006) regarding the impact of monetary policy on bank 

profitability, especially in the Indian financial sector by studying the monetary policy 

industry, interest rates on loans have been found to have a positive relationship with bank 

profits as indicated by an increase in lending rates. Gunji& Yuan (2010) analyzed the 

impact of a smaller monetary policy for banks with higher profitability, while for banks 

that have low profitability will feel a very pronounced impact. Monetary policy regarding 

the minimum reserves required does not have a significant influence in facing excess 

reserve, preventing inflation or controlling the increase in loans (Pan, 2012).  

(Sehrish Gul, 2011) investigates the impact of bank specific characteristics and 

macroeconomic indicators on bank profitability in Pakistan during the period 2005-2009. 

This study investigates the impact on the main profitability indicators namely return on 

assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), return on capital employed (ROCE) and net interest 

margin (NIM), loans, equity, savings, inflation, economic growth, capitalization market 

and has found strong evidence that internal and external factors have a strong influence on 

bank profitability. Thus the macro factor also shows a significant positive relationship with 

bank profits.Bianchi and Rebucci (2017) analyze that the level of interest rate tightness has 

a different impact on financial stability (defined as the probability that collateral boundaries 

are binding) depends on signs that can affect economic improvement. Macroprudential 

policy can have a significant influence on credit development, policy effectiveness and 

policy tightening (Ceruttiet all, 2017). 

According to (Abid, 2015) the change in Reserve Requirement has a negative effect on 

banking profitability, this study has limitations that only uses 17 banks in a 10-year period, 

using the ROA and ROE variables as variables used to measure banking 

profitability.Naceur&Omran (2011) found that bank capitalization and credit risk have a 

positive impact on Net Interest Margin, cost efficiency and profitability. Macroeconomic 

variables have an insignificant influence on Net Interest Margin, except inflation which has 

a significant effect. 

(Zarafat, 2014) studying macroeconomic variables including inflation,interest rate and 

GDP (gross domestic product) that affectbank profits and find that for the profitability of 

the bank andGDP growth is mutually influential because it can help loan activity,while the 

interest rate has a direct relationship with profitabilitybank. This study examines the 

relationship and dynamic linkages between profitabilityMalaysian commercial bank, 

which is shown through return on assets (ROA) andmacroeconomic variables that include 

GDP growth, inflation and ratesinterest rate. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Data and Sample 

The research uses data from quarterly report of commercial banks in Indonesia. Sample 

data obtained from Financial Service Authority website that is balance sheet and profit and 

loss. Data to be processed is data with the time series between 2012 to 2017. For newly 

registered bank in Bank Indonesia in 2012 and above will not be included in this research.In 

addition to the quarterly financial statements have complete data related to the variables 

required in the study, reserve requirement ratio, net income, total asset, total credit, interest 

rate bank central.As the purpose of the study is to evaluate the effect of changes in reserve 

requirement. The dependent variable is profit after tax, and the independent variable is 

Reserve Requirement Ratio,bank size describe as total asset, total credit, interest rate bank 

central describe as BI Rate, and the output is  there any affect if requirement reserve ratio 

changes from bank central. 

In this study examines bank category into four category : 

- Bank category book 1 (core capital under Rp 1.000.000.000.000) which consists 

of 25 bank. 

- Bank category book 2 (core capital between Rp 1.000.000.000.000,00 and 

5.000.000.000.000,00) which consists of 47 bank. 

- Bank category book 3 (core capital between Rp 5.000.000.000.000,00 and 

30.000.000.000.000) which consists of 25 bank. 

- Bank category book 4 (core capital above Rp 30.000.000.000.000) which consists 

of 5 bank. 

 

Measurement 

Dependent Variable 

Net income, total net income of the bank is derived from operating income minus operating 

expenses, in which operating income is derived from interest income and operating income 

minus interest expense plus operating expenses. 

 

Independent Variable 

CRR Ratio, is the minimum percentage required to be maintained by a bank with the 

amount based by Central Bank regulations of a certain percentage of Third Party Funds of 

the Bank like savings account, current account and deposit account, following is the 

changes in the Cash Reserves Ratio by Central Bank of Indonesia from 2012 to 2017: 
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Table 1 : Reserve 

Requirement Changes 

Total Asset, consists of loans and receivable, securities, fixed asset, placement to Central 

Bank, placement to other bank and others.Total loans, based on approval lending or 

borrowing agreement between bank and debtor (individual or non individual sector), there 

are  many types  of loans provided by bank, like available for sale, hold to maturity, loans 

and receivables, but in this research only uses loans and receivables as independent 

variables. 

Interest rate bank central, is a policy rate reflecting the stance of monetary policy stipulated 

by Indonesian banks and announced to the public, there are several changes in BI Rate, 

which are described in the table below : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 : Interest Rate Bank Central Changes 

 

Central Bank Regulations  Date Percentage 

No. 15/ 15 /PBI/2013 

 

24 – 12 -2013 8 % 

 

PBI No.17/21/PBI/2015 1 – 12 -2015 7.5 % 

 

No.18/3/PBI/2016 16 – 03 – 2016 6.5 % 

 

No. 19/6/PBI/2017 01 – 07 – 2017 5 % 

PERIODE Rate 

2012Q1 5.75 

2013Q2 6 

2013Q3 7.25 

2013Q4 7.5 

2014Q4 7.75 

2015Q1 7.5 

2016Q1 6.75 

2016Q2 6.5 

2016Q3 5 

2016Q4 4.75 

2017Q3 4.25 
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Empirical Model 

Research model will be define in this research : 

PAT = α + β1(GWMt) + β2(TAt) + β3(TCt) + β4(IRt) + ε 

Variable will describe in this research : 

 CRR ratio, describe as GWM 

 Bank size, describe as TA 

 Total loans, describe as TC 

 Interest rate bank central, describe as IR 

 Profit after tax, describe as PAT  

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Table 3:  Model Result 

From the Figure above can be concluded that the bank category 1 and bank category  4 

using the Fixed Effect model while the bank category 2 and 3 using the Random Effect 

model. The results of chow test and Hausmann.The bank category 1 has cross section 

results of chi square = 0 in Chow test, while cross section of chi square = 0.0036 on 

Hausmann test, due to chi square cross section <0.05 on Hausmann test and chi square 

cross section on Chow test <0.05 then most appropriate for book bank category 1 is using 

Fixed Effect model. 

The bank category 2 has cross section results chi square = 0 in Chow test, while cross 

section of chi square = 0.8635 on Hausmann test, due to chi square cross section> 0.05 on 

Hausmann test then the most appropriate model for book bank category 2 is model Random 

Effect.The bank category 3 has cross section results chi square = 0 in Chow test, while 

cross section of chi square = 0.2421 on Hausmann test, due to chi square cross section> 

0.05 on Hausmann test then the most appropriate model for book bank category 3 is using 

model Random Effect. 

Banking Category Chow Test     Cross 

section Chi Square 

Hausmann Test 

Cross section Chi 

Square 

Model 

Book 1 0.0000 0.0036 Fixed Effect 

Book 2 0.0000 0.8635 Random Effect 

Book 3 0.0000 0.2421 Random Effect 

Book 4 0.0000 0.0000 Fixed Effect 
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The bank category 4 has cross section results chi square = 0 in Chow test, while cross 

section of chi square = 0.0000 in Hausmann test, due to chi square cross section <0.05 on 

test then the most appropriate model for book bank category 4 is using Random model 

Effect. 

From the results of the research, the hypothesis of this study is as follows: 

H0: There is a negative and significant influence between the reserve requirement on 

corporate profits in book bank 1. 

H1: There is a negative and significant influence between the reserve requirement on 

corporate profits in book bank 2. 

H2: There is a negative and significant influence between the reserve requirement on 

corporate profits in the book bank 3. 

H3: There is a positive and insignificant influence on the company's profit in the book 

bank 4. 

CONCLUSION 

For the category of bank book 1, book 2 and book 3 have a negative and significant 

influence on the bank's performance as measured, while for the bank category book 4 has 

a positive and insignificant effect due to the level of liquidity that is quite good. This is in 

line with research conducted by Gunji& Yuan (2009) which states that the impact of 

monetary policy is smaller for banks with a higher level of profitability while for banks 

that have low profitability will feel a very pronounced impact. 

With the increase in Statutory Reserves tends to make bank profits fall, therefore banks 

must be more careful in collecting deposits (Third Party Funds), because if DPK is too 

much, but cannot be channeled to customers, it can make an increase in Statutory Reserves 

that must be kept at Bank Indonesia. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Category Bank Name Code 

1 PT BANK AMAR INDONESIA AMAR 

 PT BANK ARTOS INDONESIA ARTOS 

 PT BANK BISNIS INTERNASIONAL BISNIS 

 PT BANK DINAR INDONESIA DINAR 

 PT BANK FAMA INTERNASIONAL FAMA 

 PT BANK HARDA INTERNASIONAL HARDA 

 PT BANK MITRANIAGA MITRANIAGA 

 PT BANK OF INDIA INDONESIA, Tbk INDIA 

 PT BANK OKE INDONESIA OKE 

 PT BANK ROYAL INDONESIA ROYAL 

 PT BANK SBI INDONESIA SBI 

 PT BANK YUDHA BHAKTI YUDHABHAKTI 

 PT BPD BENGKULU BPDBENGKULU 

 PT BPD JAMBI-UUS BPDJAMBI 

 PT BPD KALIMANTAN BARAT - UUS BPDKALBAR 

 PT BPD KALTENG BPDLKALTENG 

 PT BPD LAMPUNG BPDLAMPUNG 

 PT BPD MALUKU DAN MALUKU UTARA BPDMALUKU 

 PT BPD NUSA TENGGARA BARAT - UUS BPDNTB 

 PT BPD NUSA TENGGARA TIMUR BPDNTT 

 PT BPD SULAWESI TENGGARA BPDSULTENGGARA 

 PT CENTRATAMA NASIONAL BANK CENTRATAMA 

 PT PRIMA MASTER BANK PRIMA 

 PT.  BPD SULAWESI TENGAH BPDSULTENG 
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 THE ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND N.V. SCOTLAND 

 

PT. BANK AGRIS 

AGRIS 

 

ANTARDAERAH  

PT BANK ANTARDAERAH  

AMERICA  

BANK OF AMERICA, N.A  

DEUTSCHE  

DEUTSCHE BANK AG.  

HONGKONG  THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING 

2 

JP. MORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. MORGANCHASE 

PT BANK INDEX SELINDO INDEX 

 

PT BANK JASA JAKARTA 

JASAJAKARTA 

  

 PT BANK SAHABAT SAMPOERNA SAMPOERNA 

 BPD SUMATERA BARAT - UUS BPDSUMBAR 

 PT BPD DAERAH ISTIMEWA YOGYAKARTA BPDYOGYA 

 PT BPD KALIMANTAN SELATAN - UUS BPDKALSEL 

 PT BPD SULAWESI UTARA GORONTALO BPDSULUT 

 PT BANK ARTHA GRAHA INTERNASIONAL, Tbk ARTHAGRAHA 

 PT BANK BNP PARIBAS INDONESIA PARIBAS 

 PT BANK BUMI ARTA, Tbk BUMIARTA 

 PT BANK CAPITAL INDONESIA, Tbk CAPITAL 

 PT BANK CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK  

 INDONESIA, Tbk CHINA 

 PT BANK COMMONWEALTH COMMON 

 PT BANK CTBC INDONESIA CTBC 
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 PT BANK GANESHA GANESHA 

 PT BANK ICBC INDONESIA ICBC 

 PT BANK INA PERDANA INAPERDANA 

 PT BANK JTRUST INDONESIA, TBK JTRUST 

 PT BANK KESEJAHTERAAN EKONOMI EKONOMI 

 PT BANK MANDIRI TASPEN MANTAP 

 PT BANK MASPION INDONESIA MASPION 

 PT BANK MAYORA MAYORA 

 PT BANK MESTIKA DHARMA MESTIKA 

 PT BANK MNC INTERNASIONAL, Tbk MNC 

 PT BANK MULTIARTA SENTOSA MULTIARTA 

 PT BANK NATIONALNOBU NOBU 

 PT BANK NUSANTARA PARAHYANGAN,Tbk NUSANTARA 

 PT BANK QNB INDONESIA, Tbk QNB 

 

PT BANK RABOBANK INTERNATIONAL 

INDONESIA RABOBANK 

 PT BANK RESONA PERDANIA RESONA 

 PT BANK SHINHAN INDONESIA SHINHAN 

 PT BANK SINARMAS - UUS SINARMAS 

 PT BANK VICTORIA INTERNATIONAL, Tbk VICTORIA 

 

PT BANK WOORI SAUDARA INDONESIA 1906, 

Tbk WOORI 

 PT BPD BALI BPDBALI 

 
PT BPD KALIMANTAN TIMUR DAN 
KALIMANTAN  

 UTARA BPDKALTIM 

 PT BPD PAPUA BPDPAPUA 

 PT BPD RIAU DAN KEPULAUAN RIAU BPDRIAU 
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 PT BPD SULAWESI SELATAN DAN BARAT - UUS BPDSULSELBAR 

 PT BPD SUMATERA SELATAN DAN BANGKA  

 BELITUNG - UUS BPDSUMSEL 

 PT BRI AGRONIAGA, Tbk AGRONIAGA 

3 PT BANK ANZ INDONESIA ANZ 

 PT BANK KEB HANA INDONESIA HANA 

 
PT BANK PEMBANGUNAN DAERAH JAWA 
TENGAH  

 - UUS BPDJATENG 

 PT BPD SUMATERA UTARA - UUS BPDSUMUT 

 PT BPD DKI - UUS BPDDKI 

 PT BANK BUKOPIN, Tbk BUKOPIN 

 PT BANK DANAMON INDONESIA TBK - UUS DANAMON 

 PT BANK DBS INDONESIA DBS 

 PT BANK HSBC INDONESIA HSBC 

 PT BANK MAYAPADA INTERNATIONAL, Tbk MAYAPADA 

 PT BANK MAYBANK INDONESIA, Tbk MAYBANK 

 PT BANK MEGA, Tbk MEGA 

 PT BANK MIZUHO INDONESIA MIZUHO 

 PT BANK OCBC NISP, TBK - UUS OCBCNISP 

 PT BANK PERMATA, Tbk - UUS PERMATA 

 PT BANK SUMITOMO MITSUI INDONESIA SUMITOMO 

 PT BANK TABUNGAN NEGARA (PERSERO), Tbk -  

 UUS BTN 

 

PT BANK TABUNGAN PENSIUNAN NASIONAL, 

Tbk BTPN 

 PT BANK UOB INDONESIA UOB 

 PT BPD JAWA BARAT DAN BANTEN, Tbk BPDJABAR 
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 PT BPD JAWA TIMUR - UUS BPDJATIM 

 PT PAN INDONESIA BANK, Tbk PANIN 

 STANDARD CHARTERED BANK STANCHART 

 THE BANGKOK BANK COMP. LTD BANGKOK 

 THE BANK OF TOKYO MITSUBISHI UFJ LTD TOKYO 

4 PT BANK CENTRAL ASIA, Tbk BCA 

 PT BANK CIMB NIAGA, TBK - UUS CIMB 

 PT BANK MANDIRI (PERSERO), Tbk MANDIRI 

 PT BANK NEGARA INDONESIA (PERSERO), Tbk BNI 

 PT BANK RAKYAT INDONESIA (PERSERO), Tbk BRI 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The choice between using bank debt and / or bonds requires an authentic reference basis 

before a strategic decision is made. Therefore, this research further analyzes the influence 

of debt type selection on firm value, using Tobin's Q ratio as the proxy, especially on public 

companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The panel data formed of 34 companies 

is taken as research objects using information from their auditted financial statements 

during a period of five years (2012 - 2016). The data is then processed in the multiple 

regression test method using fixed effect model and it has been concluded that companies 

with greater bank debt structure than bonds have a better and significant company value. 

Keywords: bank loan, bond, Tobin’s Q  

INTRODUCTION 

For the sake of raising capital from external funding, companies are faced with the 

choice between getting debt and issuing shares. The choice of debt also consists of whether 

the company should move to the bank or to the debt market. The use of debt by firms to 

finance investments and operations is common in order to buy new assets to grow the 

business and generate greater profits. In line with the needs of expansion, the more 

aggressive the company, the higher the level of external financing will be. Which will cause 

the cost of capital, especially the cost of debt to multiply. The principle of developing with 

this debt also adopts trade off theory, which is the reason for elevating firm value to get the 
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annual income tax deductions within one year of operational period. (Myers and Myers, 

1984) 

The choice of a firm's debt source is influenced by the orientation of a country (Kang, 

King and Nguyen, 2014). A country's orientation affects the mix of public versus bank debt 

in the company's capital structure in the country. Companies in a bank-oriented economy 

will have a larger proportion of bank debt. 

Mačí and Valentová Hovorková (2017) in his research mapped the differences of debt 

markets in developed and developing countries. The use of bonds is more prevalent in 

developed countries due to high income levels and large corporate assets, high demand for 

investment portfolio diversification, good corporate credit ratings and low levels of 

information asymmetries. 

The capital structure, especially debt, will vary by company. Colla, Ippolito, & Li 

(2013) define the type of corporate debt and get the data: as much as 85% percent of 

companies borrow mostly with one debt type. Large companies diversify sources of debt 

in different types of debt whereas small firms have fewer diversification options. 

Companies that use fewer types of debt are linked to bankruptcy costs, poor prospects and 

lack of access to some segments in the debt market. 

One of the major external funding source is bond. The reason why companies issue 

bonds debt as an alternative source of funding in addition to bank debts, according to 

Renaud (2018), is the existence of restrictions by banks and the fact that bank debt is 

considered more expensive than selling debt on the open market through bonds. The debt 

market becomes the represent of a perfect supply and demand pattern so that companies 

can make decisions depend on the market mechanisms. 

According to Lioudis (2018), some finance directors view banks as a last-choice lender 

due to restrictions on the bank's indebtedness to direct corporate borrowings. On the other 

hand, issuing bonds gives the company significantly greater flexibility in running the 

appropriate operations, regardless of the restrictions that are often imposed on bank loans. 

For example, banks often grant a condition to the company to agree on various conditions, 

such as the borrowing company  may not extend the debt or conduct corporate action 

merger and acquisition, until their loan is paid off. This limitation on their operational 

choices is a factor that inhibits the company's ability to expand its business and make 

breakthrough steps. Issuing bonds allows companies to collect unconditional money. In 
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other words, limitations placed on bank debt agreements only protect the interests of the 

bank. 

Several previous studies on the comparison between debt of banks or bonds express 

the advantages and disadvantages of each. According to Arena (2011), companies with 

high credit quality generally prefer bond offerings. In addition, firms with good credit 

quality, who are not sufficiently able to overcome barriers caused by flotation costs and 

information asymmetry, are more likely to increase capital through traditional private 

offerings. Most firms characterized by moderate credit quality generally take advantage of 

bank loans, while high-risk firms with poor credit quality, have a preference for issuing 

junk bonds with yields higher than the average corporate bond yields. 

If a company publishes public debt for funding it will potentially lead to leakage of 

important company information. Therefore, companies that have a lot of valuable 

information for competitors will prefer bank loans in order to keep the company's strategy 

confidential from competitors. When managerial action creates added value for the 

company, then bank debt will be preferred over public debt (Kale & Meneghetti, 2011).. 

In addition, Ailis & Bauers (2013) confirmed the results of research that the issuance 

of bonds by large corporations is associated with increases in corporate value, indicating 

that bank monitoring for large and publicly listed companies has decreased and is relatively 

smaller than that of private companies or mid-level companies and start ups. 

In this paper the authors aim to explore the theoretical options between bank debt and 

debt markets from the perspective of borrowing companies. 

The previous research results that are quite surprising, according to Rajan & Petersen 

(1994), is that the level of debt or leverage in developed countries incorporated in the G-7 

group (Canada, France, Germany, Japan, United States, Britain and Canada) is not 

influencedby the orientation of company source of debt in each of these countries. America 

is a country that relies on debt markets while German companies are the market of bank 

loans. Further research is needed on the interests of the money market or banks in a country 

does not see the level of corporate leverage but a combination of bank debt and public debt 

(Kale & Meneghetti, 2011). Empirical research by Hong (2017) show that firms that use 

more corporate bond debt have better corporate value than companies that use more bank 

debt. This also explains the previous research by Ailis & Bauers (2013) that bonds issued 

by big companies have an effect on the increase in the value of the company. It also 
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indicates that bank monitoring in large and public companies is not as big as private 

companies. 

Although there are several studies that address various aspects of public debt versus 

private decisions, as far as the authors are concerned, there has been no scientific paper on 

similar topics specific to companies in Indonesia. Ailis & Bauers (2013), who did research 

on Nordic countries, also suggested further research on each country to know the specific 

influence of the state on the selection of corporate debt. For this reason the authors 

conducted this research to present the main theoretical and empirical findings on the 

decision of large companies in Indonesia to choose bank loans and bond debt as the main 

source of financing that has a significant effect on the value of the company. 

Public companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and issuing bond debt are selected 

as the representatives of large companies in Indonesia with low information asymmetry 

and better credit ratings among similar industries. In addition, market participants can 

assess the company's performance and growth prospects from credit ratings and audited 

financial statements released regularly. Among the selected sample companies are 

members of LQ45 stocks index that also have greater stock liquidity and market 

capitalization among members of the Indonesia Stock Exchange. With these supporting 

factors, the theories resulted by previous researchers will provide an alternative source of 

debt to companies in Indonesia to use bonds or bank debt. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bank Loan Vs Public Bond 
According to Altunbaş et al. (2009), debt is the largest source of external funding for 

large corporations. Since the introduction of syndicated loans and corporate bonds in 

Europe, they have become a major source of large debt financing: in both markets, 

companies can raise large amounts of funds in the medium and long term. Today, many of 

the largest companies inEurope use corporate bonds and syndicated loans extensively, and 

often simultaneously to finance their investments. How corporate financial characteristics 

influence their debt choice between raising funds in the syndicated loan market and raising 

funds directly through the corporate bond market. 

This is one of the first attempts to consider the determinants of financing options 

including syndicated loans as separate asset classes and direct competitors against 
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corporate bond financing. Despite the extensive literature on bank loans and direct bond 

financing, most studies consider financing instruments separately. Alternatively, they offer 

the option of public debt (ie corporate bonds) to bilateral bank loans, but not larger, more 

profitable, more high-profile syndicated loans, with a higher proportion of total fixed assets 

and lower growth options more choosing a syndicated loan than bond financing. Based on 

the pecking order theory of debt, syndicated loans are the instrument of choice at the 

extreme end where the company is very large, has high credibility and profitability, but 

fewer growth opportunities. 

Several evidence for discussion on whether recent developments in the syndicated loan 

market (such as the development of a significant secondary market) have sparked a 

convergence between lending markets and syndicated loans from the perspective of 

corporate debt options. The results presented show that, in the European region, the 

characteristics (and possibilities of motivation) of very large companies to utilize this 

market are not the same. However, when considered as part of the spectrum of debt options 

for all firms (regardless of size), the characteristics of firms using these two alternative 

markets are found to be similar (Altunbaş et al., 2009) 

Although there have been reform programs in the debt markets in the last decade, based 

on the studies that Subramaniam & Umakrishnan (2004) have made, most banks and 

internal sources remain the most important source of financing. The uniqueness of bank 

loans is evident in many flexible loan schemes and credit sanctions as well as existing 

options that facilitate appropriate debt regulation. The research tries to understand 

specifically the role of banks as a source of debt capital for various groups of companies in 

India. Even as the company continues to rely on banks for funding, the research discusses 

the determinants of various forms of bank finance - short-term, long-term and overall bank 

debt. 

Theoretical and empirical studies based on the context of developed countries have 

brought the characteristics of firms that determine their direct financial and bank financial 

composition. Bolton et al. (2000) through their theoretical work shows that riskier 

companies prefer bank loans, while companies with "investment grade" status choose bond 

markets, and some prefer to spend equities and bonds. Dominant bond financing is in  

established companies while bank financing is the main source of start up funding (Rajan 

& Petersen 1994). Houston & James (1996) reported an inverse relationship between bank 
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financing and firm size stating that publishing costs restricted smaller companies' access to 

public debt markets. This is because the cost of producing information required for public 

debt financing is too high for small firms [Fama, 1985 on (Subramaniam and Umakrishnan 

2004)]. According to Krishnaswami, Spindt, & Subramaniam (1999), companies that have 

favorable information but have high levels of information asymmetry tend to increase their 

bank lending rates. On the other hand, firms that have favorable information and are facing 

low levels of information asymmetry tend to increase their finances with bonds or equities. 

Other theoretical works [Leland & Pyle 1977; Campbell and Kracaw 1980; Ramakrishnan 

and Thakor 1984] at (Subramaniam and Umakrishnan 2004) also predicted that borrowers 

with the problem of 'information asymmetry' borrow from banks. Diamond (1991) modeled 

the role of monitoring and reputation in the company's decision to borrow directly or 

through the bank. The conclusion is that while companies with high credit ratings choose 

to go directly to the market, borrowers with a lower middle-ranking spectrum rely on bank 

loans. 

Tobin's Q Performance Measurement  

Measuring company value can also be done by using market value. The measurement 

method used in measuring market value is remarkable Tobin's Q method. Tobin's Q method 

is a company performance measurement tool discovered by James Tobin of Yale 

University, a Nobel laureate in economics. Tobin's Q, also known as Q ratio, measures the 

opportunity to grow a company by dividing the market value of a company's assets by 

replacing the value of its assets. Tobin's Q is the market value ratio of a company's assets 

(measured by the market value of the outstanding shares and its debt) to the replacement 

cost of the company's assets. (Tobin 1969) 

Tobin's Q plays an important role in various aspects of corporate finance to explain 

various corporate phenomena, such as cross-sectional differences in investment and 

decision diversification (Jose, Nichols and Steen, 1986 and Malkiel, Furstenberg, and 

Watson, 1979), the relationship between managerial equity ownership and firm value 

(McConnell and Servaes, 1990) and (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988), the relationship 

between managerial performance and tender offer gains (Lang, Stulz, and Walking, 1989), 

and financing, dividend, and compensation policies Smith and Watts, 1992). Nevertheless, 

the use of Tobin's Q in the analysis of decision-making in firms is small. This is because 
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the use of Tobin's Q is less familiar and the availability and accuracy of the Q data is very 

limited compared to other financial variables such as beta (Pruitt and Stephen 1994). 

Basically Tobin's Q is the market value of the outstanding shares and the company's 

debt to the replacement cost of the company's assets. However, due to difficult corporate 

data, some researchers attempt to formulate Q by performing some important calculations, 

such as Linderberg and Ross (1981), Lang and Litzenberg (1989), and Pruitt and Stephen 

(1994). 

The formula for this study is adjusted to the conditions of financial transactions of 

companies in Indonesia, so the formula used to measure Tobin's Q using the following 

formula : 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇′𝑇 𝑇 =
𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
                  (1) 

According to Brigham & Einhardt (2011), the value of the firm is the price that the 

prospective buyer or potential investor wants to pay if the company is sold. The value of 

the company is one of the investors consideration in choosing investment situations. 

Company value can be reflected through the stock price, the higher the stock price of a 

company, the higher the value of the company (Mussato & Mayne, 2014). Estimating the 

value of a company can be done by way of valuation. In this study, firm value reference is 

the value of Tobin's Q or Q ratio. 

Hypotheses 

If large companies in developed countries more commonly use bond debt than bank 

debt then what are the debt source decision of indonesia larger and public companies listed 

in Indonesia Stock Exchange. Whether the use of bank debt and bond debt in companies in 

Indonesia has an effect on corporate value. 
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Conceptual Framework 

Source : Developed by author (2018) 

Based on the above conceptual framework, the alternative hypotheses can be 

formulated to answer the aforementioned research question. 

H1:  Bank debt has significant effect to elevate firm value and not the bond 

H2: Bond has significant effect to elevate firm value and not the bank loan 

METHODS 

The author uses secondary data, to support this study, derived from Bloomberg 

Terminal and company reports from the Indonesia Stock Exchange website. In addition, 

other information related to this research is obtained from various books, articles or 

previous studies. 

The data population entry in this study consists of companies that are still registered, 

until last accessed date on May 15, 2018, as a public company on the Indonesia Stock 

Exchange (BEI) and among others included in the LQ45 index. Sampling is done by 

purposive sampling with the following criteria:1. Non-Industrial companies financial 

services due to the differences in ratio calculations. 2. Having a structure of debt of banks 

and bonds in the balance sheet in their  annual financial statements from 2012 to 2016. 

The study aims to explain the effect of selecting the type of debt to the value of 

companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange until 2018. 

Model Equation 1 : 

Tobin’s Qit or MTBit = α + β1Loan_Dit + β2SGit + β2ROAit + β2SIZEit + β2DARt + β2RISKit 

+ εit           (2) 

Model Equation 2 : 

Tobin’s Qit = α + β1Loan_Dit                                                    (3) 

The model formula above represent Tobin’s Q as (Market Value of Equity + Book 

Value of Debt) / Book Value  of Total Assets. MTB is Market to Book Value is Market 

Value of Equity / Book Value of Equity. Loan_Dit is dummy variable, score 1 If the loan 

value is greater than the bond, otherwise 0. SG is Sales Growth. ROA is Return on Asset. 

SIZE represents natural logarithm of total asset. DAR is the abbreviation of Debt to Asset 

ratio and RISK represents EBIT estimation to sales value. 

1. Data and Variables 

Financial data collected from the 34 companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 

as the sample of this study were collected in cross section and followed in the five-years 
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period from 2012 to 2016 combined into a panel data. Financial institutions such as banks 

and investment companies were excluded from data samples. With this panel data, the 

value of debt of banks and bonds and the change of portion per year to the total debt of the 

company can be seen. There is also a set of size value ratios of the company's profitability 

from year to year during the research period. 

Panel data is called cross-sectional time series, where observations are made over two 

or more time periods indicated by the use of time series data. Panel data can explain two 

kinds of information: cross-section information on differences between subjects, and time 

series information that reflects changes in time subject. When both information is available, 

panel data analysis can be used. The combination of date time series and cross section can 

improve the quality and quantity of data with an unlikely approach by using only one of 

these data (Gujarati, 2003). 

2. Summary Statistics 

Descriptive statistical analysis of this study, describes the minimum and maximum, mean 

(average) and std / deviation (standard deviation). Descriptive statistical test results can be 

seen in the following table : 

Table 1 : Summary of Descriptive Statistics 

 
Source : Bloomberg terminal, data processed (2018) 

Based on the above table, it can be seen that the Loan variable (Bank Debt) has a maximum 

value of 54902.72 and a minimum value of 0.000000. The mean value obtained is 6636.235 

with a standard deviation of 10718.59. Variable Bond (Bond) earns a maximum value of 

26367.00 and a minimum of 0.000000. The mean value obtained is 3279.135 with a 

standard deviation of 4953,218. 

Max Min  Mean  Std. Dev Unit

LOAN 54902.72 0.00000 6636.24 10718.59
Miliar 

IDR

BOND 26367.00 0.00000 3279.14 4953.218
Miliar 

IDR

DAR  355.5636  10.46304  42.28786  40.11090 %

RISK  0.363697 -2.07468  0.067398  0.244714 Ratio

ROA  18.15197 -48.1457  2.935133  8.434397 %

SG  72.80855 -98.2543  10.54644  22.63290 %

SIZE  12.47555  6.929239  9.559294  1.286699
Miliar 

IDR

TOBIN'S 

Q
 6.243956  0.645186  1.589600  0.739416 Ratio
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Meanwhile, the DAR earned a maximum value of 355.5636 and a minimum of 

10.46304 with a mean of 42.28786 and a standard deviation of 26.21349. ROA variable 

get a maximum value of 17,14772 and a minimum of -48,14567 with a mean of 3,121253 

and a standard deviation of  40.11090. 

The RISK variable obtains a maximum value of 0.363697 and a minimum of -

2.074675 with a mean of 0.067398 and a standard deviation of 0.244714. For the ROA 

variable the maximum value obtained is 18.15197 and the minimum is -48.14567 with a 

mean of 2.935133 and a standard deviation of 8.434397. 

For the SG variable (Sales Growth), it is known that the maximum value is 

72.80855 and the minimum is -98.25427 with a mean of 10.54644 and a standard deviation 

of 22.63290. The SIZE variable obtained a maximum value of 12.47555 and a minimum 

of 6.929239 with a mean of 9.559294 and a standard deviation of 1.286699. 

Meanwhile, the Corporate Value (Tobin's Q) has a maximum value of 6.243956 

and a minimum value of 0.645186 with a mean value of 1.589600 and a standard deviation 

of 0.739416. The highest valued company is PT Nippon Indosari Corpindo, Tbk (ROTI) in 

2012 had a higher trend of firm value compared to 33 other companies in this study. The 

company's high average value was achieved when the company used bond debt greater 

than bank debt, except in 2012 when bank debt is bigger than bond debt. 

The lowest valued company is PT Aneka Tambang Tbk (ANTM) in 2015. At that 

time, the amount of bank debt was also higher than the bond debt but gave an opposite 

effect to that experienced by PT Nippon Indosari Corpindo, Tbk. Greater bank debt did not 

make this company better. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

1. Fixed Effect Model Regression 

From the three tests of regression panel data selection model that has been done (Chow 

test, Hauman test and Langrage Multiplier), each generated different results which can be 

seen in the table below : 

Table 2 : Data Panel Regression Model Selection 

Nama Uji Keterangan Hasil 

Chow-Test CEM Vs FEM 
Fixed Effect 

Model 
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Uji Langrage 

Multiplier 
CEM Vs REM 

Random 

Effect Model 

Hausman-

Test 
REM Vs FEM 

Fixed Effect 

Model 

 Source : Data processed using eviews 9 (2018) 

The results obtained from the selection of the best panel data regression model above 

shows that the Chow-test test follows the Fixed Effect Model. The Langrage Multiplier test 

follows the Random Effect Model and the Hausman test follows the Fixed Effect Model. 

Thus, for the method of data testing, the Fixed Effect Model method as a panel data test 

will be used in this study. 

The best model in this research is Fixed Effect Model (FEM), in spite of 

heteroscedasticity problem. To answer the hypothesis in this research, FEM uses 

countermeasure through White cross-section method which can be done to cure 

heteroscedasticity. These results can be seen in the following table. 

Table 3 : Fixed Effect Regression 

 
Source : Data processed using eviews 9 (2018) 

 

2. Significant Variable Test (T Test) 

An independent variable is said to have a significant influence on the dependent variable if 

the value of tarithmetic > ttable, or if the probability value of each independent variable (p-value) 

< α. Based on the test results with panel data analysis, the results of testing hypothesis in 

this study are as follows: 

Variable LOAN_D has value of tarithmetic equal to 2,385146 and significant equal to 0,0185. 

These results show that tarithmetic is greater than ttable (2.385146> 1.9740) and the value is 

significantly smaller than the error rate α = 5% (0.0922> 0.05). These results indicate that 

LOAN_D has a significant effect on the value of public companies in the Indonesia Stock 

Exchange. These results indicate that the composition of the ratio between the amount of 
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debt and bonds in public companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange affects the value of 

the company. And the result of coefficient value, which is positive sign, means the bigger 

bank debt than bond can elevate firm value. Big bank debt will give bigger funding ability 

to company, which means that management can do investment activity so as to increase 

company return. The results of this study do not support Hong, and College (2017) which 

found that the composition of larger bank debt from bonds has a significant negative effect 

on the value ofthe company, which means that the larger the company's bank debt, the 

lower the value of the company will be. 

The results also showed that without control variables, LOAN_D obtained tarithmetic 

value of -0.198768 and significant of 0.8427. The result shows that tarithmetic is smaller than 

ttable (1.094044 <1.9740) and significant value is greater than error rate α = 5% (0,2755> 

0,05). These results indicate that LOAND has no significant effect on the value of public 

companies in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. Thus it can be concluded that the control 

variable consisting of sales growth, ROA, Size, DAR, and Risk proved to not affect the 

relationship between LOAN_D and the value of public companies in Indonesia Stock 

Exchange. 

Variable Sales Growth (SG) obtained a tarithmetic of 1.119162 and significant of 

0.0886. The result shows that tarithmetic is smaller than ttable (1,119162 <1,9740) and 

significant value is greater than error rate α = 5% (0.2651> 0,05). These results indicate 

that Sales Growth (SG) has no significant effect on the value of public companies in 

Indonesia Stock Exchange. 

ROA variables get tarithmetic value equal to 1.444430 and significant equal to 0,0057. 

The results show that tarithmetic is greater than ttable (1.444430 <1.9740) and the value is 

significantly smaller than the error rate α = 5% (0.1510> 0.05). These results indicate that 

ROA has no significant effect on the value of public companies in Indonesia Stock 

Exchange. 

SIZE variable got tarithmetic value equal to -4,236180 and significant equal to 0,0000. 

The results show that tarithmetic is smaller than ttable (-4.236180 <1.9740) and the value is 

significantly smaller than the error rate α = 5% (0,000 <0.05). These results indicate that 

SIZE has a significant negative effect on the value of public companies in Indonesia Stock 

Exchange. The larger the size of the company in terms of assets, the lower the value of the 

company. 
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DAR variable got tarithmetic equal to 0,317774 and significant equal to 0,7512. The result 

shows that tarithmetic is greater than ttable (0,317774> 1,9740) and significant value greater 

than error rate α = 5% (0,7512> 0,05). These results indicate that the DAR has no 

significant effect on the value of public companies in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. As 

Eugene F. Brigham & Houston (1998) and Ross et al. (2015) studied that leverage also 

negatively affects the value of the firm because of the high leverage ratio, indicating a high 

risk that will be charged to shareholders and lower their stock returns. 

RISK variable get t value counted 2,593532 and significant equal to 0,0106. These results 

show that tarithmetic is smaller than ttable (2.593532> 1.9740) and the value is significantly 

greater than the error rate α = 5% (0.0106 <0.05). These results indicate that the RISK has 

a significant effect on the value of public companies in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The 

higher the risk of the company, the greater the expectation of abnormal return which results 

in the company being better valued. 

1. Model 1 and Model 2 Result Comparison 

To test whether the independent variable Loan_D has a different effect on the value of the 

company, a simple regression model without control variables has been tested. The 

comparison of the results can be seen in the table below : 

Table 3 : Two Model Regression Result 

 
Source : Data processed using eviews 9 (2018) 

The two models above are different from the hypothesis and the results of previous 

research. In model 1 Loan_D has a significant positive effect which means that bank debt 

actually has a significant influence to the value of the company, while model 2 states that 

there is no significant influence by the company's debt source selection policy to the rise 

and fall of the value of public companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange. 
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2. Robustness Check 

To overcome the weakness of categorical data analysis, the researcher performs 

robustness check. Robustness check is done by categorizing the research sample based on 

manufacturing and non manufacturing sector :  

Table 4 : Robustness Check 

 Source : Data processed 

using eviews 9 (2018) 
The results of this robustness check equally indicate that there is no effect of selection of 

sources of debt, be it bank debt or debt market, to the increase in the value of companies.  

CONCLUSION 

By considering the analysis and discussion that has been done, the following 

conclusions, among others, are drawn: 

The selection of bond debt greater than bank debt has no significant effect on the value 

of publicly listed companies as bond issuers in Indonesia Stock Exchange period 2012-2015. 

This means that the portion of debt / loan from banks larger than bond debt still has a larger 

contribution to the value companies than if the company prefers the bond debt portion. 

Based on the results and conclusion of the research, the following suggestions to the 

financial managers of public companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange and for the 

government as regulator can be proposed: 

a) For Corporate Management : As part of the strategy to minimize the cost of capital and 

elevate the value of the company, public companies in Indonesia is currently better off using 

the option source of debt from bank loans until further researches that develop research 

models with new variables are able to prove that the bond debt has significant influence on 
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the improvement of company value. 

b) For Investors : Investors who intend to set an investment portfolio in securities better give 

more weight in the stock investment. The reason is because it has been proven that the 

prospect of corporate development as bond investment object in Indonesia is not as good as 

if the company uses more bank debt. Investors need to pay more attention to the company's 

debt structure as an object to invest. Return expectations will increase in companies that do 

not use bond debt greater than bank debt. 

c) For Academics : The results of this study are comparable to previous studies in different 

countries. The benefits of bond debt as an instrument to minimize the cost of debt does not 

necessarily make the company's value in Indonesia better. 

Given that the debt market in Indonesia will continue to grow, it is suggested that the 

next researcher test the research model of the composition of debt of these banks and bonds 

by taking samples of at least 100 public companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange, issuing 

bonds with a period of 10 years, to see the Indonesia macroeconomics effect on the election 

sources of corporate debt in order to create a significant reference for indonesia companies  

to elevate firm value. 
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The Role of Risk Management on Budget Quality and Slack 

 
ROBINSON 

 

ABSTRACT 

There are two puposes of this study, first, to examines some effects of budget 

qualities of goal clarity, evaluation and accuracy on budget slack.  Second, this research 

was tested effect of  risk management as moderating variable on relation between budget 

qualities and slack of budget.  In practice, the results of this study contribute for local 

parliamentarian and local government when they prepare the budget.By purposive 

sampling method, this study used 89 data that being collected from members of budget 

committee.  The statistical analysis based on linier regression to test first hypothesis and 

interaction analysis or moderated regression analysis (MRA) was used for second 

hypothesisanalysis. The results show that goal clarity, evaluation, and accuracy tend to 

have negative effects on budget slack.  The interaction analysis result show effect of risk 

management on relation between budget quality and slack of budget were found to be weak 

or insignificant. Risk management, furthermore, were found to have negative influence on 

budget slack. 

Keywords: budget quality; budget slack; risk managenent 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The business plan (i.e. budgeting) can help an organization arrive at a nice balance 

between reach and realism by developing a written summary of what the organization 

hopes to accomplish and how it intends to organize its resources (Benjamin et al., 

2006).Slack existence in the budget due to distorted information in the planning and 

budgeting process (Belkaoui, 2002). Distortion of such information comes from the 

existence of understatement and overstatement in the budgeting process. Distortion of 

information and slack in the budget is also a strategy for the organization or negative 

behavior of individuals involved in the budgeting process. 

Previous research has concluded about budget slack from different angles. Some 

researchers conclude that budget slack is common in organizations (Merchant, 1985; 

Merchant and Manzoni, 1989), while Merchant (1989) concludes that budget slack is useful 

in anticipating future uncertainty. In addition, budget slack is also seen to have negative 

implications such as low managerial effort, resource allocation and bias in performance 

evaluation of managers (Dunk and Nouri, 1998; Kren and Liao, 1988). In addition to testing 

the phenomenon of budget slack with the old paradigm as described above, some 

researchers also explore personal and contextual factors, such as reputation and ethics 

(Stevens, 2002), while Chen (2009) uses manager behavior as an individual factor. In 

exploring the above-mentioned factors, Davila and Wouters (2005) argue that there are 

different ways to understand the phenomenon of budgetary slack to understand that the 

budget slack described as a negative behavior phenomenon needs to be revisited as a risk 

management strategy (Elmassri and Harris, 2011). Thus budget slack is one of the issues 

that is still a debate in budgeting.  
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This study differs from previous research by Stevens (2002) and Chen (2009) who 

explored personal and individual factors to examine the phenomenon of budgetary slack, 

so in this study used the characteristics of budget quality in relation to budgetary slack. 

According to Kenis (1979), the quality of the budget based on its characteristics 

(participation, clarity of objectives, feedback, evaluation, and difficulty level of budget 

targets) as a whole plays an important role in the development or behavior of the budget, 

including the behavior of making budgetary slack. Increased participation in strategic 

planning leads to poor budgeting creation, in addition, budgetary participation that is one 

of the characteristics of budget quality also decreases the trend of budgetary slack 

(Baerdemaeker and Bruggeman, 2015). The phenomenon of budgetary slack can be 

reduced through improving the quality of the budget, so that efforts are needed to improve 

the quality of budget preparation. The allocation of resources in the budget is expected to 

be more effective and efficient when the budget slack tendency is reduced. 

To improve the quality of the budget should take into account the criteria of good 

planning, among which are continuous, flexible and accurate, to meet these criteria in 

planning should ensure that between long-term strategic planning and short-term planning 

that is more operational have a link or synergy (Blumentritt, 2006). In addition to the 

integration of long-term / strategic planning with short-term / operational planning, in the 

planning process should also consider the factors of uncertainty that contain elements of 

risk. This is in accordance with the definition of risk from The International Federation of 

Accountants (1999), the risk is uncertainty of future events that will affect the achievement 

of objectives. Therefore, a systematic approach is needed to determine the best course of 

action under conditions of uncertainty through the identification, understanding, action, 

and communication of a risk, in other words risk management is required. 

Based on the above explanation and suggestions from Collier and Berry (2002) 

and (Baerdemaeker and Bruggeman, 2015) that it is important to research the risks in 

budgeting as well as understand how budgetary slack occurs, the purpose of this study is 

to empirically test how risk management roles in the relationship between budget quality 

and budgetary slack. Conceptually it is expected that the results of this study provide a new 

perspective in assessing the existence of slack in budgeting, which is reviewed based on 

the characteristics of budget quality. Practically, the findings of this study are also expected 

to provide consideration in the implementation of risk management in the budgeting 

process, with the aim of reducing the slack trend in the budget. 

To answer the purpose of the research above, will be used primary data obtained 

through questionnaire instrument with the respondents of budget agency members in local 

government. Data were tested by regression analysis for hypothesis 1 and moderated 

regression analysis (MRA) for hypothesis 2. In the next chapter will describe literature 

review and hypothesis development, research methods, results and discussion, conclusions, 

limitations and suggestions. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEWAND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

 

The goal-setting theory was pioneered by Edwin Lock (1978), which states that the 

important determinant for the individual about how he exerts his efforts is the individual's 

own goal and the extent of his responsibility to that goal. Edwin Locke points out that the 

intentions to work toward a goal are a major source of work motivation. That is, the purpose 

of telling someone what needs to be done and how much effort will be spent, so it can be 

said that specific goals will improve performance (Robbins, 1998). 
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The implications of this theory on the budgeting system are that the targets within 

the budget can ideally be achieved. So basically the concept of goal setting theory is that 

someone who understands the purpose (what the organization expects for him) will affect 

his work behavior. The same is true for the party making the budget, that a good 

understanding of the goals listed in the budget will affect the effectiveness of budgeting 

done. According to the theory mentioned in this theory that the determining factor for a 

person in how he exerts effort in the individual's own ends and to what extent his or her 

responsibilities are to them, the preparation of the budget is responsibility as the party 

authorized for it. 

BUDGETING AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

The budgeting process is a formal method when a plan is created for a future period 

of time. This process implies there are considerations about risk and uncertainty. However, 

risk assessment is a conceptual problem with reference to the existence of internal or 

external events; information about events (i.e. their visibility); managerial perceptions of 

events and information (i.e. how they are perceived); and how organizations form systems, 

informal (or explicit and formal) as a way to deal with risk (Collier and Berry, 2002). Thus, 

the existence of risk in any budgeting is a necessity. 

Political bargaining and top-down approaches to budgeting are frequent activities 

in the budgeting process, which can result in political and lagging risks in the budget 

(Covaleski and Dirsmith, 1986; Elmassri and Harris, 2011). Political risk in budgeting can 

be in the form of a fight between the legislature and the executive in fighting for their 

respective political interests, this leads to a mutually agreed budget negotiation. The impact 

of the struggle of various interests in the preparation of the budget will make these parties 

attempt to harmonize these interests. In the practice of budgeting in the Indonesian regional 

government, the relevant parties actively try to harmonize the various interests that exist 

(Utomo, 2015). 

Magner and Johnson (1995) state that those involved in the budget preparation 

process have a tendency to maximize their respective interests through the allocation of 

resources within the budget set. The executive or agency that is the budget proposer and 

also the implementer or user of the budget seeks to maximize the amount of the budget 

(Smith and Bertozzi, 1998). In this case each actor plays his own role, according to the 

strategy or his own way in an effort to determine the outcome of the policy. 

The direct impact of conflict of interest in budgeting is that the effectiveness of 

resources allocation in the budget is low. Garamfalvi (1997) argues that politicians use the 

influence and power to determine the allocation of resources which will then benefit them 

personally or in groups, further politicians can take advantage of their position to gain 

economic advantage, political manipulation of public policy causes allocation of resources 

in the budget uneffective and inefficient. 

In addition to political risks, Collier and Berry (2002) also categorize budgetary 

risks based on budget processes and contents. Based on the budgeting process, the risks are 

possible if the budgeting process is done with a top-down approach or established with a 

negotiated approach. Budgeting that using a top-down approach can lead to budgetary 

slack. The existence of slack in the budget is due to the planning and budgeting process of 

distorting information (Belkaoui, 2002). Distortion of such information comes from the 

existence of understatement and overstatement in the budgeting process. 

Based on the above argument, it can be concluded that in the budgeting process there is at 

least political and operational risk. Political risks are battles of interest and political 
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bargaining, so there is negotiation or harmonization of interests in budgeting that can 

impact on ineffective allocation of resources (Fernandez, 2004; Collins et al., 1987; Utomo, 

2015; Abdullah, 2012; Magner and Johnson , 1995; Garamfalvi, 1997). Operational risk is 

the risk that arises when the budget is prepared by participation or top-down approach, 

resulting in budget slack either caused by distortion of information or due to negative 

behavior of the parties involved in the preparation of the budget (Belkaoui, 2012, Schein, 

1977) . To minimize the impact of these risks, systematic steps are taken to manage those 

risks. Therefore a structured approach is needed to determine the best action under 

conditions of uncertainty or in other words a management approach is required in managing 

of risk. One of the objectives to be achieved through a good budgeting process is the 

allocation of resources in the budget to be effective and efficient. So the effort that can be 

done to realize the goal is through risk management. The success of achieving goals and 

objectives depends on how the risks and uncertainties are managed optimally (Tummala 

and Leung, 1996). 

 

BUDGET QUALITY AND BUDGETARY SLACK 

The budget becomes one of the important things in ensuring the implementation 

of an organization's strategy and program effectively and efficiently. This is the main 

requirement to achieve the goals and objectives of an organization, it can be concluded that 

how well the achievement of goals and goals of an organization will depend on how good 

the quality of the budget.The next important effort in achieving the goals and objectives of 

an organization to match what has been planned is the existence of control mechanisms in 

budgeting, in anticipation of slack. In accordance with the mentioned in goal setting theory, 

that the determinant factor for a person to how he exert effort is located on the individual's 

own goals and the extent of his responsibility to the goal, then for him the preparation of 

the budget is a form of responsibility as the party who is authorized therefore. 

Research that examines the quality of the budget based on its characteristics is 

undertaken by Kenis (1979) where the results show that overall the characteristics of the 

budget objectives (participation, clarity of objectives, feedback, evaluation, and difficulty 

level of budget targets) play an important role in developing or behavior toward the budget.  

Collins (1978) examined the interaction between budget characteristics (accuracy, estimate 

certainty, controllability and participation) and variable personality to budgetary response 

attitudes concluded that overall budget characteristics were positively and significantly 

correlated with response attitude.  Increased participation in strategic planning leads to 

lower budgertary slack creation, in addition, budget participation decreases the creation of 

budgetary slack (Baerdemaeker and Bruggeman, 2015).  

In contrast to previous studies as described above, which examined the effect of 

budget quality (based on its characteristics) on the various variables in terms of the party 

making up and executing the budget, this study attempted to examine the effect of the 

quality of the budget on the parties to the discussion and oversight of the budget is a 

member of the budget committee, with this consideration the quality of the budget is 

measured through the characteristics of clarity, evaluation and accuracy of the 

budget.Therefore, the research hypothesis are stated as follows: 

H1: Budget quality (budget clarity, budget evaluation, and budget accuracy) 

negatively affects on budget slack. 

THE ROLE OF RISK MANAGEMENT: CONTINGENCY APPROACH 
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The concept of risk management was originally developed and practiced in the 

private sector, especially the concept developed by COSO that is Enterprise Risk 

Management (ERM). Based on these concepts, risk management is defined as a process 

that is influenced by all elements of the organization (directors, management and other 

elements) in implementing a defined strategy to ensure the achievement of organizational 

goals (Moeller & Robert, 2007). 

The inevitability of any risk in a planning becomes the basis of the relevance of 

risk management implementation in budgeting to be important. Such application shall be 

absolute and shall be carried out, for the accuracy of the assessment of the risks of the 

relevant government agency, so that such risks or barriers may be overcome and the 

objectives of the government agency can be realized. 

When there is political manipulation of budget policy, as stated by Magner and 

Johnson (1995), the parties involved in the budgeting process have a tendency to maximize 

their interests through allocation of resources within a defined budget. So it is one of the 

potential risks in budgeting, because it causes one of the budgeting objectives of the 

allocation of effective and efficient resources to be not achieved. In addition, perceptions 

of organizational politics will also influence the tendency to make budgetary slack (Yilmaz 

et al., 2014). 

The use of a contingency framework allows for other variables as a moderating or 

intervening factor affecting the relationship between budget quality and budgetary slack. 

Murray (1990) explains that moderating variables are variables that affect the relationship 

between two variables. While the intervening variable is a variable that is influenced by a 

variable and affect other variables. The intervening variable is an intermediary variable 

between two variables. 

In this study a contingency approach will be adopted to evaluate the relationship 

of budget quality on budgetary slack. The contingency factor chosen in this study is risk 

management, in which the factor will serve as a moderating variable in the relationship 

between budget quality and budgetary slack. In other words, risk management will affect 

the relationship between budget quality against budget slack. 

H2: Risk management affects the relationship between budget quality and 

budgetary slack 

From the description of the theoretical study and the development of the hypothesis 

described above, the relationship between variables can be described in terms of theoretical 

framework as follows: 

 

FIGURE.1 

Influence ofBudget Quality on Budget SlackModerated by Risk Management Model 

 

Independent Variable       ModeratorVariable Dependent Variable 
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Budget Quality: 

1. Clarity  

2. Evaluation 

3. Accuracy 

Budgetary Slack 
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

The data was used in this study is the primary data, were obtained directly through 

the submission of questionnaires to the respondents at the Regional House of 

Representatives in Bengkulu Province, Indonesia.  The data of this research collected by 

sending the questionnaire directly to the respondent, as well as the return was taken to the 

respondent according to promised.  The population of this study is all members of 

parliament in 9 (nine) districts and cities throughout the province of Bengkulu. By using 

purposive sampling method, the sample selected in this research is all members of budget 

committee in Regency of Bengkulu Province which amounted to 128 people. 

VARIABLES 

The variables in this research consist of independent variable, moderating and 

dependent variable.  Independent variable are budget quality (budget clarity, budget 

evaluation and budget accuracy), risk management as moderating variable, while the 

dependent variable is budget slack. 

QUALITY OF BUDGET 

To measure the quality of the budget refers to the characteristics of the research 

budget by Kenis (1979) and Collins (1978), but in this study to measure the quality of the 

budget, both the characteristics and the instruments used will be an adjustment and 

modification, given the differences in the objects to be studied. In consideration of the 

respondents in this study were members of parliament (legislative) parties outside the 

government (executive) that make up the budget, as well as considering various regulations 

related to the budget, then the characteristics of the budget that will be used to measure the 

quality of the budget are (1) the clarity of the budget (2 ) evaluation of the budget, and (3) 

the accuracy of the budget.  From the results of modification and development of 

instruments, to measure the clarity of the budget target using 8 item questions, the 

evaluation of the budget items used 7 questions, and for the accuracy of any budget item 

used 5 questions. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

Measurement instruments is done by asking the risk management and 

understanding of the knowledge of legislators about the proposed budget / budget in the 

context of performance-based budgeting. This variable by using 10 item questions refers 

to COSO concept by Moeller and Robert (2007) based on the results of investigation, 

observation of legislators and legislative documents, government regulations and 

ministerial decrees related to the budget. The whole question items were scored from 1 to 

5 Likert scale. 

BUDGETARY SLACK 

Slack of Budget was measured by using a questionnaire developed by 

Baerdemaeker and Bruggeman (2015) with reference to the Regulation on supervision, and 

considering the functions of supervision at preparation and discussion stage of budgeting. 

This instrument used 10 items that asked the question of surveillance activities conducted 

by each member of budget committee at every stage of budgeting, using measurements 

with a 5-point Likert scale score of 1 for the choice never to point 5 for state control 

activities are always done. 
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STATISTICAL TEST 

There are two statistical models was used to test each hypothesis in this study: 

1. Multiple regression analysis was used to test the hypothesis 1 (H1), the regression 

equation can be formulated as follows: 

Y = a + b1X1+ b2X2 + b3X3 + e  

Description:  

a : constant (intercept) 

Y : budget slack  

X1 : budget clarity  

X2 : budget accuracy 

X3 : budget evaluation  

b1, b2, b3: regression coefficient 

2. Interaction test, which is used to test the hypothesis 2 (H2) 

Interactions Test, or often called the Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA) is a 

special application of linear regression where the regression equation contains elements of 

the interaction (multiplication of two or more independent variables) (Priest, 2005).To test 

the influence of risk management variables in the relationship between the quality of 

budget and budgetary slack, then the regression equation can be formulated as follows: 

Y = a +  b1X1+ b2X2+ b3X3  +  b4X4+ b5X1X4+ b6X2X4  + b7X3X4+ e 

Description:  

Y : budgetary slack  

X1 : clarity of budget 

X2 : the accuracy of the budget 

X3 : evaluation of the budget 

X4 : risk management 

X1X4 : X1 and X4 Interaction 

X2X4 : X2 and X4 Interaction 

X3X4 : X3 and X4 Interaction 

a : constant (intercept) 

b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7 : the regression coefficient 

Multiplication variables between X1 and X4, X2 and X4, X3 and X4 is a moderating 

variable that describes the influence of moderating variables on the relationship X4 X1, 

X2, X3 and Y. While the variables X1, X2, X3 and X4 is the direct influence on Y variable. 

Criteria for determining the risk management variable as a moderating variable in relation 

to the quality of budgeting and budget slack, if the coefficient b5, b6 and b7 significant at 

0.05 or 0.10 level. 

RESULTS 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

To provide an overview of the research variables (budget quality, risk mangement 

and budgetary slack) used descriptive statistics table to shows the number range of 

theoretical and actual range, on average, and standard deviations in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. Descriptive Statistics 

Variabel n 
Theoritical 

Range 

Actual 

Range 

Average Deviation 

Standart 

Budget Clarity (X1) 89 8 – 40 11 - 40 30,69 5,52 

Budget Accuracy (X2) 89 5 – 25 12 - 25 18,66 2,87 

Budget Evaluation (X3) 89 8 – 40 8 - 40 34,35 4,65 

Risk Management (X4) 89 10 – 50 25 - 50 38,87 4,66 

Budget Slack (Y) 89 8 – 40 19 – 40 31,06 3,94 

 

Based on the above descriptive statistics, the clarity of the budget according to the 

respondents is clear, that can be seen from the average value of 30.69 which shows that the 

average respondent to answer with the answer "agree" statement about the clarity of each 

budget. With an average of 18.66 for the variable accuracy of the budget, according to the 

respondents indicate that the budget is quite accurate. In addition to the above two 

variables, the benchmark set by the variable quality of the evaluation budget, for this 

variable is the average value of 34.35 this suggests that the evaluation activities undertaken 

by respondents  proposed budget is good enough. 

Furthermore, for the risk management variable about the budget figures show an 

average of 38.87 that means risk management in budgeting process is a good. Slack of 

budget variable have an average of 31.06 indicated that the effectiveness of surveillance 

conducted by the respondents to the  budget has been quite effective. 

DATA NORMALITY 

Testing the normality of the data is done using Kolmogorof-Smirnof Test at alpha 

5% degree. If the significance of the test-Smirnof Kolmogorof Test is greater than 0.05 

means that the normal data. Summary of test results can be seen in table 2 below: 

 

Table 2. Normality Test Results 

  UNSTANDARDIZED RESIDUAL 

N  89 

Normal Parameters Mean .0000000 

 Std. Deviation 3.09387064 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z  1.079 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)  .195 

 

From the results of normality test of the data above, it is known that the 

Kolmogorov-Smirov is significant in 1.079 and significance value is 0.195, that means  the 

p-value was greater than the confidence interval (0.05) and this indicates the data are 

normally distributed residuals. 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING AND DISCUSSION 

Hypothesis 1 examine the direct effect the quality of budget on slack of the budget 

which is expressed as follows: The quality of the budget (the clarity of the budget target, 

the evaluation of the budget, and the accuracy of the budget) have a negative effect on the 

budget control.  Statistical model used to test this hypothesis is  a multiple regression. The 

results of data processing by regression analysis can be seen in Table 3 below:  
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TABLE 3. Regression Analysis Results 

Variabel Beta 

Coeffisient 

Coeffisient 

value 

Standar 

error 

t-

value 

Probability 

Constanta (a) 13,717 3,512 3,906 0,000 

Clarity (b1) (0,054) 0,091 0,606 0,546 

Accuracy (b2) (0,474) 0,166 2,862 0,005 

Evaluation (b3) (0,198) 0,085 2,333 0,022 

R² = 0,241 ; n = 89; F= 8,999; Sig. = 0,000 

 The results of regression analysis in Table 3 above shows the value of the 

coefficient for each independent variable that are of clarity the budget, budget evaluation 

and the accuracy of the budget in a row for (0.054), (0.474) and (0.198) with a significance 

level of each are 0546, 0005, 0022. Thus when viewed from the level of significance for 

the clarity of the budget variables had no significant effect on the budget control 

(Prob.Sig.> 0.05). As for the variable accuracy of the budget and budget evaluations have 

a significant effect on the budget slack (Prob. Sig. <0.05). 

In Table 3 also can be seen that from the ANOVA test or F test, F value obtained by 

calculating the probability of 8.999 with P.value 0.000. Because the probability is  smaller 

than 0.05 then the regression model can be used to predict the budget slack variables, or in 

other words that the variable budget clarity, accuracy of the budget and budget evaluation 

jointly affect budgetary slack. Thus the results of this study received a hypothesis which 

states that the quality of the budget (the clarity of the budget, budget evaluation, and the 

accuracy of the budget) has a negative effect on the budget control. It also said the problem 

while meeting the first objective in this study.  

The study also examined the effect ofrisk management on the relationship between 

budget quality with budget slackwere expressed as follows: risk management effect on the 

relationship between the quality of budgeting and budget slack.  As mentioned earlier, to 

examine the effect of risk mangement in the relationship between quality of budget and 

budget slackwas done by testing the interaction, while the interaction between the variables 

of test results as a whole can be seen in table 4 below: 

TABLE 4. Interation Test Results 

Variabel Beta 

Coefficient 

Coefficient 

Value 

Standar 

Error 

t-Value Probability 

Constanta (a) 45,738 20,067 2,279 0,025 

Clarity (X1) (b1) - 0,513 0,473 -1,083 0,282 

Accuracy (X2) (b2) - 0,131 1,019 0,129 0,898 

Evaluation(X3) (b3) - 0,518 0,439 -1,178 0,242 

Risk Mgt (X4). (b4) - 0,657 0,546 -1,203 0,233 

X1*X4 (b5) 0,013 0,013 0,989 0,326 

X2*X4 (b6) 0,003 0,026 0,133 0,895 

X3*X4 (b7) 0,017 0,013 1,362 0,177 

 

 The Interaction test results above, has obtained value of coefficient of 

determination of 0.422 which means that 42.2% variation in budget slack can be explained 

by variations in the independent variables (clarity, accuracy, evaluation and knowledge of 

the budget) and the interaction between the knowledge of the budget with clarity, accuracy 

and evaluation of the budget. While the rest, amounting to 57.8% discribe by other factors 

outside this model. 
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 Furthermore, from Table 4 above also note that the results of Anova test or F test 

has calculated F value  8.444 with a significance level  0.000. Because the probability of 

significance is  smaller than 0.05 then the regression model can be used to predict the 

effectiveness of budget control, or it can be said that taken together all the independent 

variables significantly influence on the budget control.  

Based on individual parameter significance test (t test), seven variables included 

in the regression, all of them have no significant effect (p> 0.05), including the variable X1 

* X4, X2 * X4, X3 * X4 is an interaction between clarity , accuracy and budget evaluation 

of the knowledge of the budget. Therefore we can conclude that the variable risk 

management is not a moderating variable. Variables of risk management can be considered 

as moderating variable if the probability level of significance of each X1 * X4, X2 * X4, 

X3 * X4 is smaller than 0.05.  

The  conclusion is at once rejected the notion that risk mangement as a moderating 

variable in the relationship between the quality and budgetary slack, so the results of this 

study do not accept hypothesis 2. Hair (1998) states if the interaction effect was not 

statistically significant, the influence of these variables are independent. Because the 

interaction of the test results do not prove to be moderating variables, the variables of 

knowledge about appropriate or possible budget consistent with a previous study by Rini 

(2002) that is as independent variables.  

Although the results of this study indicate that risk mangement proved to act as a 

moderating variable in the relationship between the quality of budgeting and budget slack, 

but in practice the increase in risk management is still important because the results of the 

regression in testing of hypothesis 2 suggests that the risk management have a significant 

direct effect on both the quality of the budget and budget slack. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The results of testing the hypothesis 1 shows that the quality of the budget (clarity, 

and accuracy of evaluation) had a negative significant effect on the budget slack. This study 

thus accept the hypothesis 1, which means the quality of the budget affect (decrease) 

creation of budgetary slack carried out by members of budget committee on the budget. 

Based on the analysis of the interaction test in testing hypothesis 2, the theoretical 

results of this study support the hypothesis that high-quality budget will have a negative 

impact on the budget slack if it is supported by a good risk management. This is evidenced 

from the results of direct regression between the variables of risk management to the budget 

slack variables, where the results indicate a negative and significant influence. Although 

there is a relationship and influence gained risk mangement in the relationship between 

budget quality and  budget slack, but the relationship was not significant. So that the results 

of this study concluded that the variables risk mangement are not as a moderating variable 

in the relationship between the quality of the budget to budgetary slack.  

IMPLICATION 

This study provides several contributions to both management accounting 

research and practice. First, our study extends the budgetary slack literature by 

recognising an important influencing factor: budget quality. In particular, this 

research shows that Budget Quality decreases budgetary slack creation through affective 

risk management. Second, we believe that this study contributes to the growing 

amount of research recognising that the budgeting process cannot be studied in 
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isolation, as budgeting and risk management are both part of the organisational 

planning process (e.g.Covaleski et al., 2003). Based on our study, it appears that risk 

management directly related with creation of budgetary slack, but that it is not indirectly 

decreases budgetary slack through the moderating effect of budget quality. It is 

therefore important to study the effect of both parts of the planning process 

simultaneously to understand what exactly drives budgetary slack. Third, this study 

also has some implications for the practice of management accounting. In 

particular, our results demonstrate the importance of organisational variables such 

as risk management to understand  budgeting behaviour. It is not the formal 

management control systems in itself but also the effects on these organisational 

variables that are important to understand budgetary slack creation. Moreover, our 

study gives practitioners an understanding of how budgeting and risk management 

can be related. Hence, it illustrates the importance and the benefits of managing the 

strategy and budgeting processes in an integrated way. 

 

 

LIMITATIONS 

There are still some limitations in this study, firts, the number of samples is 

relatively small, and due only conducted in 9 (nine) districts only, so to generalize the 

results of this study should consider many other factors or assumptions.  Second, the 

existence of other variables suspected to have an effect on budget slack but not yet covered 

in this study, such as transparency and accountability policies, and the role of other 

supervisory and auditing institutions. 

 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

Based on the limitations of the research, it is necessary to do further development 

and improvement for the better subsequent studies. Some recommendations for further 

research are: This research needs to be reexamined with a wider population and sample so 

that the results can generalize to a wider condition.  For further research it is necessary to 

add other variables such as legislation, transparency and accountability policies, and the 

role of other supervisory and auditing institutions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The success of many businesses relies on their employees’ creativity. In fact, many 

organizations considered creative employee as their greatest assets. To produce a highly 

creative thinker among employees, require their participation in creative-relevant process. 

However, nowadays forms of employee’s participation may beneficial the organization 

differently. Mainly, researchers agreed on the three forms of participation namely as full-

autonomous or discretion over individual work tasks, semi-autonomous team-work and 

consultative participation in organizational decisions. Thus, this study expect that the 

different forms of employee participation may engage differently in the creative-relevant 

process and contribute to the different levels of creativity. Although a number of studies 

have revealed that employee’s participation is positively effects organization practices and 

performance but noticeably missing from research attention in examining the different 

forms of employee participation in creative-relevant process. Therefore, the main objective 

of this study is to test the different forms of employee participation in creative-relevant 

process towards creative thinking. The output of this study will assist management in 

organizations to identify the best form of employee participation that will extent the level 

of their employee creativity. 

Key Words: Employee Participation, Creative-relevant Process, Creative Thinking 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Given a very competitive and uncertain dynamic environment, service sectors need to be 

more flexible to acquire and adapt new knowledge, new technologies and to introduce new 

services. Management teams are coming to realize that organization’s performance is 

depending on the employee creativity (Zhang & Bartol 2010). Thus, employee creativity 
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is necessary for organization to gain the flexibility and competitive advantage. The process 

of thinking creatively can only be done with the participation of employees in their daily 

operation. Researchers have pointed out that employee participation can improve the 

performance of the organization in some way and may also lead to creative thinking that 

triggers innovation in organizations (Zhou, Hirst & Shipton 2012). 

 

Employee participation is the process in which an employee are allow to exercise 

some control over their work and involved in the decision making process (Strauss 2006), 

rather than just acting on orders. In other words, employee participation is part of the 

process of empowerment in the workplace. Employees are central to idea generation, 

therefore, they should be encouraged to participate in decision making (Zubair, Bashir, 

Abrar, Baig, & Hassan 2015). Participation can increase social interactions, discussions 

and support innovation; hence, employee’s participation in decision making will have 

positive relationship with their creativity. It is agreed by previous researchers that 

participation in decision making will affecting not only worker productivity, job 

satisfaction, motivation and commitment (Bhatti 2013) but also creativity (Zubair et al. 

2015). 
 

To produce a highly creative thinker among the employees, require them to engage 

in the creative-relevant process. The creative-relevant process includes (1) problem 

identification, (2) information searching and encoding, and (3) ideas and alternative 

generation (Zhang & Bartol, 2010). When employees put effort to fully identify the 

problem, obtain as much information as possible, and generates numerous ideas and 

alternatives, will leading to produce the novel and useful solutions. Thus, the level of their 

creativity thinking is expanded. 
 

Previous research mainly focused on the participation of employees in general Bhatti 2013; 

Julien & Tjahjono 2009; Zubair et al. 2015). Still fewer studies that look at the different 

forms of employee participation which can be categorized as (1) full-autonomous or 

personal involvement, (2) semi-autonomous participation through group work, and (3) 

involvement through consultation or consultative participation. Although there are a 

significant relationship between employee participation as whole with organizational 

practices and performance, but the different forms of employee participation have given a 

different outcome (Gallie 2013; Kalleberg, Nesheim & Olsen 2009). We believed that 
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these forms of employee participation may engage differently in creative-relevant process 

and producing a multi-level of employee creativity. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is 

to determine the forms of employee participation namely full-autonomous, semi-

autonomous and consultative participation that engage most in the creative-relevant 

process and producing a multi-level of creative thinking. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEWS 

 

Forms of Employee Participation 

Japanese often consider employees as assets of the organization as they are the one who 

execute the process every day, know the weaknesses and improvement opportunities at 

first hand. According to George (2003), "…. no one knows the job better than those who 

do it" 

 

which means that employees who are experienced in their work have a better understanding 

of their work compared to others (Julien & Tjahjono 2009). Thus, organizations should 

encourage their employees to participate in the process of making decisions, which have a 

direct impact on the success of the organizational practices (Dombrowski, Mielke & 

Schulze 2011). 

 

The widespread application of employee-participation practices usually resulted 

in positive outcome such as in quality improvement (Julien & Tjahjono 2009), workers’ 

well-being and health (Knudsen, Busck & Lind 2011), quality of work (Gallie 2013), 

organizational commitment (Bhatti, Nawab & Akbar 2011) and others. However, 

nowadays forms of employees participation may beneficial the organization differently 

(Litwin & Eaton 2018). For example, a study found that participation through team was 

positively correlated with stress, whereas other forms of participation, job autonomy and 

consultation tended to reduce stress (Kalleberg et al. 2009). Mainly, researchers agreed on 

the three forms of direct participation namely (1) full-autonomous or personal 

involvement, (2) semi-autonomous participation through group work, and (3) involvement 

through consultation or consultative participation (Gallie 2013; Kalleberg et al. 2009; 

Knudsen et al. 2011). 
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The full-autonomous is a direct participation through individual task discretion and it is 

the highest degree of autonomy granted to individual employee (Gallie 2013). Employees 

given this autonomy are responsible for designing and executing their work. As a result 

they be able to produce a high quality work and possibility of self-development (Gallie 

2013). Semi-autonomous refers to the extent to which workers cooperate with other co-

workers in a relatively stable group (Osterman 2000). In formal organization, teamwork 

may expand more capacity for problem solving (Osterman 2000). This is because more 

ideas could be generatedfrom a group of employee in a team. Meanwhile, consultative 

participation refers to practices where management encourages employees to share their 

opinions regarding work-related concerns, yet retains the right to make all final decisions. 

Examples of consultative participation include regular meetings with supervisors, 

employee suggestion plans (Bhatti 2011), and problem solving groups or quality circles 

(Gallie 2013) such as small group activity (SGA), think-tank group and others. Davis and 

Lansbury (1996) explained that the importance of management-employee consultation at 

the workplace lies in the opportunity for employees to discover more about workplace 

issues and to influence their determination. 

 

Creative-relevant Process and Creative Thinking Skills 

For a creative response to emerge, employee needs to engage in the process that eventually 

leads to creative outcome namely, creative-relevant process. Creativity-relevant process is 

a process which includes (1) problem identification, (2) information searching and 

encoding, and (3) idea and alternative generation (Amabile 1983; Reiter-Palmon & Illies 

2004). Previous researcher believed that when employees are given empowerment to make 

a decision, they are most likely will dedicate all their effort to the problems they encounter 

(Gallie 2013). Hence, the employees will engage in a creative-relevant process. 

 

The degree of employee engaging in the process are varies (Zhang & Bartol 2010) 

and depends to the level of empowerment given. Some employees may pay little attention 

to a problem, they will minimally engage in solving the problem and as the result, the 

solutions may not be creative and useful. In contrary, employees may generate a creative 

solutions if they commit substantial attention to a problem and choose to fully engage in 
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the creative process (Zhang & Bartol 2010). Furthermore, once employee engaged in the 

creative-relevant process, they will restructured the existing problem and in turn will help 

them to generate alternative solutions (Mitchell & Wallinga 2017). 

 

Creativity can be defined as the production of ideas or outcomes that are both novel and 

appropriate to some goal (Amabile 2012). Employee creativity involves the development 

of practical and new solutions to workplace challenges, hence providing useful outcomes 

for the organization (Amabile 1983). Creativity can lead to continuous improvement of the 

organizations’ operations, and critical to sustain a market advantage. From Islamic 

perspective, human beings can be differentiated with other creation of ALLAH through the 

mind and intellect. According to Sternberg (2003), the human mind has three main 

potential that is intelligence, creativity and wisdom. All three have the potential to be 

shaped, nurtured and stimulated so that man can use his mind properly and think creatively 

and innovatively. 

 

Creativity at work typically is not just a process of generating new ideas but as 

importantly involves in problem analyzing and problem solving in order to develop 

practical solutions to workplace challenges. In addition, given autonomy and authority to 

the employee to make a decision may also enhance their creative thinking (Jaiswal & Dhar 

2017; Saray, Patache & Ceran 2017). Therefore, this study believed that employees that 

engaged in creative process activities has an influence on individual creative behaviors. 

Hypotheses 

On the basis of the preceding argument and indirect empirical evidence, this study 

hypothesize the following: 

H1a: There is a positive relationship between full-autonomous and creative-relevant 

process 
 
H1b: There is a positive relationship between semi-autonomous and creative-relevant 

process 
 
H1c: There is a positive relationship between consultative participation and creative-

relevant process 
 
H2: There is a positive relationship between creative-relevant process and creative 

thinking skills. 
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Research Framework 

 

Figure 1 shows the hypothesized relationship among study variables. As shown in the 

figure, the three forms of employee participation; full-autonomous, semi-autonomous and 

consultative participation have a direct relationship with creative-relevant process. Then, 

creative-relevant process is being examine as a predictor to the critical thinking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Research framework of the relationship between employee participation, 
creative-relevant process and creative thinking. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted using quantitative study approach and cross-sectional among 

employees working in a public/private service organization. Convenience sampling was 

employed in this study because the name list of all employees in the organization were not 

easily accessible. Self-reported questionnaire were distributed to elicit responses from the 

participants and it is appropriate and justifiable because the constructs examined are self-

referential respondent perceptions. This design is chosen because the current study intends 

to find out the contribution of different forms of employee participation on the creative-

relevant process which require information from employees. Besides those information, 

this study would like to know how much the employees’ engagement in the creative-

relevant process will influence the degree of critical thinking. The survey questionnaire 

was developed by adapting previous validated measurement scales. 
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The measure for forms of employee participation derived of 14 items adapted from Gallie 

(2013), Respondents were asked series of questions such as “How much influence doyou 

personally have on… deciding how you are to do the task?” and “How much you can 

express your views…in the issues of training and career development”. To measure the 

creative-relevant process, an 11 items scale was used for this study on the basis of the 

conceptual work of Amabile (1983) and Reiter-Palmon and Illies (2004). Respondents 

answered on a five-point scale ranging from (1) never to (5) very frequently. “I think about 

the problem from multiple perspective” and “I generate a significant number of alternatives 

to the same problem before I choose the final solution” are representative items. The items 

assessing creative thinking skills reflect employees’ experience and perception on their 

level of skills. Creative thinking skills was measured using three items developed by 

Amabile (1996) and improved by Hoegl and Parboteeah (2007). Respondents will be asked 

to indicate the agreeableness to the given statements using a five–point scale ranging from 

(1) disagreed to (5) agreed. “I had the ability to come out with the original solutions” is a 

representative item. 

FINDINGS 

Data analysis 

Data were analyzed using 250 cases obtained from the survey. Of these numbers, only 247 

cases were usable for further analyses. To test the model and the hypotheses, partial least 

squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) approach was used with the aid of 

SmartPLS 3 (Ringle, Wende & Becker, 2015). PLS-SEM involves two stages of 

assessment, which are measurement model assessment and structural model assessment. 

Specifically, this study has first examined the indicator reliability by checking the indicator 

loading. Hair, Hult, Ringle and Sarstedt (2014) suggested an indicator loading of 0.70 or 

higher as the cut-off value so that a reliability of 0.50 is obtained when the indicator loading 

is squared. Next, is to identify the internal consistency reliability by examining the 

composite reliability and the Cronbach’s alpha value. The suggested cut-off value for 

internal consistency reliability is 0.70 for both approaches. To examine the model’s 

convergent validity, this study assessed the average variance extracted (AVE). The 

suggested cut-off value is 0.50, which indicates that at least 50% of the variance in an 
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indicator’s variance is explained by the construct to which it is assigned (Henseler et al. 

2009) 

 

The last criterion used in assessing our reflective measurement model is discriminant 

validity. This criterion is assessed at two levels. At the indicator level, the cross-loadings 

were examined. An indicator should load highly on its respective construct to which it is 

assigned to than on any other constructs in the model; hence, indicating discriminant 

validity at the item level (Henseler, Ringle & Sinkovics 2009). At the construct level, the 

Fornell-Larcker criterion was used to compare the square root of a construct’s AVE against 

its correlations with other constructs. Results should indicate that the square root of AVE 

is higher than the construct’s correlations with other constructs in the model; thus, 

establishing discriminant validity at the construct level (Hair et al. 2014). 

 

Once a reliable and valid measurement model is established, one should proceed 

with assessing the structural model. There are four assessment criteria of a structural model, 

which include determining the size and significance of path coefficients, assessing 

coefficient of determination (R2), assessing predictive relevance (Q2), and identifying f 2 

effect size (Henseler et al. 2009). Bootstrapping procedure with 5,000 resamples was used 

in our study to identify significance of the paths. The blindfolding procedure, on the other 

hand, was used to determine model’s predictive relevance. If the result shows a value above 

zero, then predictive relevance of the model is established (Hair et al. 2014). 

Results 

Five constructs were used in this study, which are full-autonomous, semi-autonomous, 

consultative participation, creative-relevant process, and creative thinking. The indicator 

reliability of the measurement model was accepted as the indicator loadings for each 

construct shows 0.70 and above. The summary of internal consistency reliability results is 

shown in Table 1. The internal consistency reliability of the constructs is well above the 

cut-off value of 0.70. That is, the highest obtained composite reliability is 0.968 for creative 

thinking and the lowest obtained composite reliability is 0.839 for full-autonomous. 

Cronbach’s alpha values also show good reliability, ranging from 0.742 to 0.964. All AVE 

values are above 0.50, with the lowest AVE value of 0.568 for full-autonomous. Therefore, 

convergent validity is established in this study. Table 1: Constructs, internal consistency 

reliability, and average variance extracted 
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Construct Cronbach’s Composite Reliability AVE 

Alpha 

 

 Full-autonomous 0.742 0.839 0.568 

 Semi-autonomous 0.865 0.908 0.712 

 Consultative 0.892 0.918 0.651 

 Creative-relevant 0.936 0.945 0.612 

 process    

 Creative thinking 0.964 0.968 0.701 

     

 

 

Having established a valid and reliable measurement model, this study continued 

with structural model assessment. Three procedures were used to obtain results for 

structural model assessment, which are the PLS algorithm procedure, the bootstrapping 

procedure (with 5,000 resamples), and the blindfolding procedure. Figure 2 shows the 

results of structural model. The coefficient of determination, R2 for the first direct 

relationship between the three forms of employee participations and creative-relevant 

process is 0.172, which indicates that 17.2% of the variance in creative-relevant process 

construct is explained by the predictors of the model. 
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Out of the three forms of participation, the path coefficient for full-autonomous 

and consultative participation are significant with the path linking full-autonomous to 

creative-relevant process having a larger size and is more significant than the path linking 

consultative participation to creative-relevant process. Meanwhile, the path coefficient 

for semi-autonomous is not significant. For the second direct relationship, the coefficient 

of determination, R2 is 0.535, which indicates that 53.5% of the variance in creative 

thinking skills is explained by the creative-relevant process. The path coefficient for 

creative-relevant process is significant as shown in Figure 2. 

Note. FA=full-autonomous, SA=semi-autonomous, CP=consultative 
participation, CRP=creative-relevant process, CT=creative thinking skills 
(** z-score > 1.645) 

Figure 2. Results of the structural model. 

 

In PLS-SEM, one has to assess a model’s predictive relevance using Stone-

Geisser’s Q2 (Hair et al., 2014). By using blindfolding procedure, this study evaluated how 

accurately PLS-SEM model predicts the data points of indicator in a reflective endogenous 

constructs (i.e., 1st: creative-relevant process and 2nd: critical thinking). Results show that 

the Q2 value for the 1st direct relationship is 0.096 and the Q2 value for the 2nd direct 

relationship is 0.343. Because these Q2 values are greater than zero, both models exhibit 

good predictive relevance. 
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Other important criteria to be evaluated in PLS-SEM model is the effect sizes, f 2. 

The effect size, f 2, is calculated to assess the relative impact of a predictor on the outcome 

variable (Hair et al. 2014). According to Hair et al. (2014), results of the effect size could 

be large (i.e., 0.35), medium (i.e., 0.15) or small (i.e., 0.02). Table 2 shows the results of 

the effect sizes, f 2 for both direct relationship. The f 2 effect size for all the predictors are 

ranging between small to medium (i.e. 0.05 to 0.07) except for semi-autonomous which is 

less than small effect size (< 0.02). 

Table 2: Summary of effect sizes results 

 

 Latent variables/effect size f
2 

Creative-relevant Process Creative Thinking 

    

 Full-autonomous 0.071  

 Semi-autonomous 0.006  

 Consultative participation 0.036  

 Creative-relevant process  0.050 

    

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Organizations have put their full effort in enhancing creative thinking throughout their 

employees. Many formal and informal practices are being conducted every day among 

employees in order to become a creative thinker. This study’s essential attempt is to 

examine the employee creativity through different forms of employee participation and 

their engagement in creative-relevant process. Even though previous researchers have 

recognized the importance of employee participation in organization efficiency, lack of 

empirical evidence that examine the different beneficial of the three forms of 

participation. 

However, the impacts of different forms of employee participation in creative-

relevant process on creativity thinking was tested using two direct relationship. The first 

direct relationship is between the three forms of employee participation; full-

autonomous, semi-autonomous and consultative participation with creative-relevant 
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process. The second direct relationship is between the creative-relevant process and 

employee creative thinking. 

 

As expected, different form of employee participation has engaged in the 

creative-relevant process at a different level. The hypotheses on forms of employee 

participation, H1a and H1c are supported. There are a positive relationship between full-

autonomous and consultative participation with creative-relevant process, whereby full-

autonomous most strongly associated with creative-relevant process. On the other hand, 

hypothesis H1b was not supported. The study found that semi-autonomous, that is the 

employee participation through teamwork was not significantly engaged in creative-

relevant process. The findings for hypotheses 1 (H1a, H1b and H1c) is consistent with 

Gallie (2013) that specifies among the three forms of employee participation, the 

strongest and significantly associated with quality of work are full autonomous and 

consultative participation rather than semi-autonomous. 

This study also found that there is a significant direct positive relationship between 

creative-relevant process and employee creative thinking (H2 was supported). According 

to Zhang and Bartol (2010), creative process engagement is crucial in explaining employee 

creative outcomes. For a creative response to emerge, employee need to engage in creative 

process activities such as problem identification, information searching, and idea 

generation (Amabile 1983; Reiter-Palmon & Illies 2004). These process will explore the 

employees’ cognitive pathways to be more flexible in findings a solution in a creative way. 

Therefore, the finding of this study support previous research on the importance of 

creative-relevant process. 

 

Finally, the results of this study suggested that it is worth to investigate the three 

forms of employee participation (i.e. full-autonomous, semi-autonomous, and consultative 

participation) that beneficial the creativity differently. Organizations now days are craving 

for the employees who have the higher level of creative thinking to foster innovation for 

their organization. Thus, by identifying the different forms of employee participations and 

their level of engagement in creative-relevant process, we are making a contribution to the 

understanding of the drivers that need to be emphasized by organizations in order to 

enhance the creativity of their employee. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to analyze financial performance in PT Pelayaran Nasional 

Indonesia within the period of 2013 to 2017 using Economic Value Added method. The 

analysis was conducted in order to know whether the performance of the company has been 

managed efficiently before and after the government program. The program given by the 

government such as cattle ship, pioneer ship, and tol laut ship. The result of this research 

indicated that the company has the negative value during the period of year. Moreover, it 

indicates that the negative EVA value result tends to be smaller if there is no additional 

capital given by the government. It is because the cost of equity is greater than the cost of 

debt.  

 

Keywords: EVA; Financial Performance; Performance Measurement; Shipping; Pelni 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Indonesia is an archipelagic country that has a large areas of land and oceans. The land area 

is about 1.9 million km2, whereas the ocean area is about 5.9 million km². (Directorate 

General of Sea Transport, 2011). Therefore, the total territory of Indonesia's oceans is three 

times larger when compared to its land area. The marine sector will add contribution to the 

state as a foreign exchange. Because of that, it is necessary to utilized marine sector 

properly, especially in the shipping industry. Indonesia's shipping industry plays an 

important role, especially in terms of distribution of goods and as a transportation to carry 

passengers all over regions. 

 Economic conditions in Indonesia have increased in 2017 compared to previous 

years. Indonesia's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth increased from 5.01% by the end 

of 2014 to 5.04% by the end of 2015, according to Central Bureau of Statistics data. In 

2016 GDP growth declined by 4.94% and then began to increase again in the year 2017 of 

5.19%. Increasing the value of GDP in Indonesia can show positive conditions for shipping 

growth in Indonesia.  

 PT Pelayaran Nasional Indonesia (PELNI) is a state-owned enterprise in the  

shipping industry. The company existence will provide great input to the shipping industry 

and to also the state. Nowadays, In the globalization era, the entire industries including the 
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shipping industry must be able to compete globally and to increase its competitive 

advantage. Therefore, PT PELNI must be able to improve its competitiveness and quality, 

and also prioritize customer satisfaction in order to maintain and increase its market share. 

 

Source: Central Bureau of Statistic Data 

 Throughout the year of 2015 the government is promoting the Tol Laut project for 

shipping companies in Indonesia. With the project, the government expected Indonesia to 

be the central of a maritime axis. This supported by the fact that Indonesia is having 

strategic geographical position as a lane for the world sea trade. To be the central of 

maritime axis in the world, Indonesia need the variety of facilities and also adequate 

infrastructure and required a reliable marine infrastructure. Thus, economic activities in the 

marine sector can grow. 

 Referring to Presidential Regulation No. 106 of 2015 concerning the 

implementation of public obligations for sea freight transport, and the Minister of 

Transportation Regulation No. 4/2016 on the amendment to the Minister of Transport 

Regulation No. 161 of 2015 on the implementation of public service obligations for the 

transportation of goods at sea , PT PELNI as State-Owned Enterprise is responsible for 

maintaining the territorial sea by taking the projects of pioneer ship, tol laut ship and cattle 

ship which sometimes not only to gain profit for the company, but also to provide public 

services. 

 As the condition mention above, PT PELNI should immediately increase its 

competitive advantage by increasing efficiency, capacity, and quality. The highly 

competition requires companies to be able to develop and improve its ability to increase its 

quality. Therefore, PT PELNI will not lose its market share compared to their competitors. 

Moreover, company also needs a change of business strategy to increase the 

competitiveness of the company. 

 In relation to a state-owned enterprise with all shares owned by the government, PT 

PELNI is granted a subsidy to run its business in accordance with government programs for 
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the public  welfare. Therefore, the government also has an interest in the company's 

performance information to assess whether the subsidy has been properly used. In addition, 

consumers are also interested in PT PELNI performance improvement, because it is 

expected to maximize its function as a company that serves the public interest (public 

service obligation). 

 Performance improvements need to be done to give contribution for company to be 

better. Because of that, evaluation is needed to assess and improve company performance. 

Management can also measure achievement target in company. In addition, management 

can ultimately take strategic steps relating to efficiency and effectiveness in operations. 

Performance measurement tools that commonly used by a lot of companies is with financial 

ratios. These calculations generally include measurements using the financial ratios of 

Return on Investment (ROI), Price to Earning Ratio (PER), Return on Equity (ROE), and 

Return on Assets (ROA). However, performance measurement by using financial ratios is 

considered unfavorable because it does not take into account the inherent costs for each 

fund acquisition. The components of capital costs need to be taken into account, since the 

cost of capital acquired should be worth less than the rate of return on investment. Therefore, 

a concept of Economic Value Added (EVA) method is considered appropriate to assess 

company performance. The EVA method was developed by Joel Stern and G. Bennett 

Stewart III in 1982. This method is used to measure the profit of a company by reducing 

Net Operating Profit After Tax (NOPAT) over the cost of capital from debt or equity (Grant, 

2003 ). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Economic Value Added (EVA) Introduces by the founder of Stern Stewart & Co, 

Joel Stern and G. Bennett Stewart III in 1982, who proposed performance evaluation 

systems that encourages managers to undertake only projects that will increase shareholder 

wealth. They suggested that managers should consider to  raise EVA value than increasing 

profits. They also encourage the use of EVA for assessing performance, maintaining goals, 

settling bonuses, interacting with investors, and for capital budgeting and valuations of all 

sorts (Stewart,1991). The formula to calculated EVA is (Al Ehrbar,1998): 

EVA = NOPAT – (Cost of Capital x Capital)  (1) 

EVA estimates the organization performance on the site whether the NOPAT (Net 

Operating Profit After Tax) beyond the cost of capital (Tsuji,2006). It is amplified that it 

is economic profit and not the value-added which is central to the explanation of EVA 

(Poornima et al,2015).  

 The first step in computing EVA is  calculating the firm’s return on capital by 

adjusting NOPAT (Net Operating Profit After Taxes) which divided by adjusted capital. 

NOPAT is the operating profit of the company, net of tax, and calculate the profits that has 

been generated from the company on going operations (Young, 2001). The adjustment of 
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net operating income and capital figures needed to provide incentives in order to create 

wealth. Next, subtract the cost of capital items from the return on capital. This difference 

is multiplied by the extraordinary amount of capital to get in EVA. Companies that have 

some positive results indicate that they have invested in value-enhancing projects, while 

negative results show the overall projects did not cover the cost of capital. 

 The EVA measurement is considered to be superior than any other metrics. It is 

because EVA needed managers to run through a long-term planning and giving obvious 

signals to maximize shareholder value. The indicator of EVA is trying to describe the real 

economic profit of the enterprise faithfully (Jakub, Viera and Eva, 2015). Its advantage 

over conventional approaches are the economic performance of the company combination 

become understandable and the risk degree that is needed to attain this performance  

(Koller et al,2014). The EVA concept is passing through into the practice of financial 

managers in less developed economies than the origin country of this indicator evaluation. 

However, the original concept of EVA and some various constructions forms needed 

comparatively large adjustments to the data in accounting comes from the accounts of 

various national economies, even though there are still some different aspects in 

accounting harmonization in the world (Kiestik et al,2014). The EVA model is described 

as follows: 

 

 

 EVA measures a form of economic profit that show whether the firm has enclosed 

all its expenses. It is also included the economic cost of supplying the funds for equity. If 

the weighted cost of capital of the dollar value is divided into its two of element cost (debt 

and equity). Moreover, EVA can be stated as NOPAT-(WACC x capital employed), where 

the WACC is stated by a percentage cost. The NOPAT is taking out all financing costs and 
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needs adjustments for some items, such as: reserves and provisions, the deferred tax 

provision, extraordinary items, and interest income or expense.  

 Eventhough EVA is considered as superior measure of performance, it suffers 

from certain limitations. One major limitation of EVA is that it is over reliant on financial 

metrics like the amount of capital invested, profit margins, cost of capital etc. Empirical 

studies have shown that these metrics are often incapable of indicating future performance 

(Fletcher & Smith, 2004). The computation of EVA relies heavily on revenue realization 

and expense recognition. For getting better financial results, managers of the companies 

can manipulate these financial numbers (Homgren, Foster &Datar, 1997). Moreover, EVA 

is based upon the accounting profits and it is often as a bad proxy in determining profit in 

economic. Thedifference between accounting earnings and economic earnings is aggravate 

by inflation. (Villiers, 1997).  

 The results of the performance appraisal with the EVA method can be interpreted 

with the value of EVA> 0, reflecting that the company has a good performance, due to the 

value added process that was successfully created by management in that period. The value 

of EVA = 0, indicates that the breakeven condition occurs in the company in the calculation 

period. The value of EVA <0, reflects management's failure to generate added value for 

the company 

METHODOLOGY 

The method of this research is using literature study conducted by reading journals, 

articles, and books related to financial performance measurement analysis using EVA 

method. The data analyzed were obtained from the company's financial statements. The 

following research schemes are conducted: 

 
The data used are secondary data obtained from PT Pelni and further processed which then 

analyzed to evaluate company performance. Data in the form of financial statements of PT 

PELNI within the period of 2012-2016. Furthermore, the SBI rate data is obtained from 

the official website of Bank Indonesia and risk premium data obtained from the damodaran 

website. 
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 The data analysis using EVA method with the equation as follows (Al 

Ehrbar,1998): 

EVA = NOPAT – (Cost of Capital x Capital) 

Data collection is gathered from Company Profile, Annual Report of the Company, 

Management Report, and SBI Rate.  

 The steps in determining data processing are: 

 Net Operation Profit After Tax (NOPAT) and adjusted NOPAT calculations 

(Young,2001): 

NOPAT =  Operating Profit + interest income - income taxes - (tax rate x interest 

expense)     (2) 

  

 Calculation of Cost of Debt & Cost of Equity. The equation for Cost of Equity is 

calculated by (Bodie, Kane & Marcus, 2008): 

CAPM= Rf+(Rm-Rf)*β (3) 

 Cost of Debt, is calculated by (Brigham & Houston, 2001): 

Ki = Kd (1-T  (4) 

 Invested Capital Calculation (Young,2001): 

Invested Capital = excess cash + working capital requirement+ fixed asset (5) 

         

  

 EVA calculations 

EVA = NOPAT – (Cost of Capital x Capital) (6) 

 

RESULTS 

 This EVA calculation requires several components, namely Net Operating Profit 

after Tax (NOPAT), the cost of capital that can come from debt and capital, as well as the 

amount of Invested Capital or investments invested during the current year period. 

Performance measurement with EVA can assess the economic profit for the company. 

Thus, the value of the calculation can be used as an assessment indicator for investors in 

seeing the success of management to be able to increase value for shareholders. 

 Net Operating Profit After Tax (NOPAT) is the profit obtained from the 

company's operating activities after deducting taxes. The profits generated from daily 

operational activities that are tax-exempt plus the expense account seen from economic 

profit are not included in the expense. Adjustments to NOPAT need to be made because 

of differences in accounting policy standards used by each company. PT Pelni's adjustment 

to its financial statements is on deferred income tax, intangible assets amortization and 

equity equivalent. The intangible assets account must be adjusted because the value 

remains in the balance sheet. This value will be embedded in the company within a period 

that cannot be limited. While for LIFO reserve account there is no adjustment because PT 

Pelni is a service company. Calculation of NOPAT Adjusted is presented in the table 

below: 
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TABLE 1- Adjusted NOPAT PT PELNI  

 

Source: Annual Report PT Pelni processed by authors 

 The calculation results from Table 1 show the value of Adjusted NOPAT in 

2013 is negative, which is Rp. 588,354 million. This is because the value of operating 

income is negative and of considerable value. The losses suffered due to an increase in 

other expenses compared to the previous year. Other expenses are in the form of non-

business expenses, which are foreign exchange loss and spin off tax expense. Where spin-

off costs occur due to a PPH tax underpayment by a subsidiary of PT Pelni, namely Pelni 

Hospital. In 2014 the value of Adjusted NOPAT increased from the previous year 

amounting to Rp67,779 million. This is because the value of operating income has been 

positive. Compared to the previous year, the revenue generated this year has also increased. 

The following year, in 2015 the NOPAT value also increased from the previous year which 

was worth Rp. 125,187 million. The increase was quite significant at 84.69% compared to 

the previous year. Positive operating income and income that is also higher than the 

previous year is a factor that causes the NOPAT value to be positive. For 2016, the NOPAT 

produced was positive at Rp. 256,673 million. This positive value is due to the increase in 

profits generated this year compared to the previous year. The last is the year 2017, the 

year when the NOPAT value generated experienced the highest amount, which is worth 

287,610 million. In this year the income generated experienced the highest increase 

compared to previous years. 

 Invested capital is calculated by searching for net operating assets. Where this 

net operating asset is the difference between current assets and current liabilities. The result 

of the deduction is then deducted from the fixed assets which has been reduced by the 

accumulated depreciation. Furthermore, the calculated capital invested value is also 

adjusted to the equity equivalent element. The calculation of the invested capital value is 

presented in the table below: 
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TABLE 2- Invested Capital PT PELNI 

 

Source: Annual Report PT Pelni processed by authors 

 In the table it can be seen that the highest invested capital value was generated 

in 2017. This is due to an increase in net operating assets in the year, also an increase in 

net plant, property and equipment compared to the previous year. The increase in invested 

capital in 2017 reached 5.10% compared to the previous year. In 2014 there was a decrease 

in invested capital value compared to 2013, although the decline was not significant 

enough at 2.52%. Throughout 2014 to 2017 it can be seen that there is an upward trend for 

investment capital in PT Pelni. 

 In calculating the cost of debt, the calculation is to use the company's long-term 

and short-term debt components. This calculation uses a tax rate of 25%, in accordance 

with the corporate PPH charged on company income. The table below shows the 

calculation of PT PELNI's cost of debt. 
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TABLE 3- Cost of Debt PT PELNI 

 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Short term debt 766,797 862,624 802,673 590,326 526,146 

Long term debt 488,512 366,612 402,568 155,439 202,271 

Total Debt 1,255,308 1,229,236 1,205,242 745,765 728,416 

Income tax rate 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 

Interest expense 21,028 24,866 27,310 25,338 7,059 

Cost of debt 1.68% 2.02% 2.27% 3.40% 0.97% 

After tax cost of 

debt 1.26% 1.52% 1.70% 2.55% 0.73% 

Source: Annual Report PT Pelni processed by authors 

 From the table above it can be seen that the highest total debt was in 2013, which 

was Rp. 1,255,308 million and the smallest was in 2017 with a value of Rp. 728,416 

million. The biggest long-term debt was in 2013, amounting to Rp 488,512 million to 

finance the procurement of passenger ships and procurement of spare parts for passenger 

ships with loans to KFW (Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau). 

 The cost of debt obtained from the distribution of interest expense with total 

debt in the same period will then be reduced by the applicable tax rate. While the highest 

cost of debt is 3.40% and the smallest is 0.97% in 2016 and 2017. The value of PT Pelni's 

cost of debt has a small percentage because the company experienced a downward trend 

in its total debt. In addition, the value of its expensing interest also tends to decrease so as 

to produce a small value of the cost of debt. This indicates that PT Pelni made a lot of 

interest payments which caused a reduction in the amount of interest. 

 In calculating the cost of equity, the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) 

formula is used with the formula: 

 

CAPM = Rf + (Rm-Rf) * β 

 

Where: 

Risk free rate: is the average in each period of the SBI interest rate within one month 

Risk premium: a country risk premium in Indonesia taken from the damodaran website. 

Beta: is a market risk, calculated using the beta formula. 
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TABLE 4- Beta Value PT PELNI

 

Source: Pefindo processed by authors 

 The beta value is calculated by the beta formula using the beta value of the listed 

shipping industry in Indonesia. The company's beta value refers to the beta results from 

Pefindo's data. The results of the beta calculation for 2013-2017 are worth 0.505236, 

0.433155, 0.737088, 0.383381, and 0.48546. 

 

TABLE 5- Cost of Equity PT PELNI

 

Source: BI Rate, Damodaran Risk Premium, processed by authors 

 The risk free rate value for 2013 - 2017 comes from the BI website, namely the 

SBI rate which is averaged over 1 year with the resulting value of 6.5%, 7.5%, 7.54%, 

5.8% and 4.6%. The cost of equity has increased from 2013 to 2015. While in 2016 the 

cost of equity was smaller than the previous year. The highest value for cost of equity is in 

2015, which is 8.99% and the lowest is in 2017. WACC is a weighted average cost based 

on the proportion of financing instruments from a company. The existence of different 

risks for creditors and investors will affect the value of weighting. WACC is generated 

from the proportion of debt and equity to total capital after adjustments have been made in 

the calculation of table 4.7. These results will then be multiplied by the cost of debt and 

the cost of equity. So, the capital cost of PT PELNI is calculated by adding up the cost of 

capital component multiplied by the proportion of its weighting. 

 

TABLE 6-WACC 

 

Source: Annual Report PT Pelni processed by authors 
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 Table 6 indicates that PT PELNI uses more capital from equity than using debt. 

This is reflected in the results of the proportion of capital that is greater than the proportion 

of the debt. The resulting WACC experienced a percentage increase from 2013 to 2016. 

However, in 2017 WACC experienced a decrease in percentage due to a decrease in the 

proportion of debt to be less than in previous years. It can be illustrated that PT PELNI 

uses greater capital by calculating an average of 77% compared to using a proportionate 

debt of 23%. After obtaining the results of the EVA components above, the EVA value 

can be obtained. The table below shows PT Pelni's EVA calculation results from 2013-

2017. 

 

TABLE 7-EVA VALUE PT PELNI 

 

 
Source: Annual Report PT Pelni processed by authors 

 

 In 2013 PT Pelni's EVA value was negative. This value is also the biggest 

negative value resulting from the calculation of EVA. This is because the company 

suffered a significant loss of Rp. 634,297 million. The losses suffered due to an increase 

in other expenses compared to the previous year. Other expenses are in the form of non-

business expenses, which are foreign exchange loss and spin off tax expense. As a result 

of this loss, the value of EVA produced is of negative value, which is quite large, namely 

Rp. 826,430 million. For 2014 and 2015, the value of EVA produced was also negative, 

valued at Rp. 196,843 million and Rp. 233,429 million. This condition is caused by the 

fact that even though the company experienced a profit in the second year, which was 

valued at Rp. 11,429 million and Rp. 59,511 million, the calculation of invested capital 

resulted in a value higher than the NOPAT value 

 In 2016 the company experienced the highest increase in profit, namely Rp. 

183,312 million. Therefore, the negative value generated from EVA calculations is lower 

than in previous years, which is worth Rp 113,062 million. Adjusted NOPAT calculations 

for 2016 also produce a high positive value, which is valued at Rp. 256,672 million. 

Furthermore, in 2017, EVA produced by PT PELNI is still negative, which is valued at 

Rp. 66,150 million. This is because even though the net income in the year indicated a 

profit that was Rp. 183,312 million and resulted in the highest adjusted NOPAT value of 

Rp. 287,610 million but the invested value of the capital was greater, which was Rp. 

5,838,272 million. Thus the value of EVA produced becomes negative. From the 

calculations and figures above it can be seen that the value of EVA produces a negative 

value from year to year. Although it can be seen that the negative value is getting smaller 

and the smallest value is in 2017. EVA results that are negative indicate that the added 

value for the company has not been successfully created by management performance. 

EVA calculation results before running the government program in 2013 to 2014 were 
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negative Rp 826,429 million and Rp 196,843 million. Meanwhile, the results of EVA 

calculations after implementing the government program in 2015 to 2017 have a smaller 

negative value which is worth Rp. 233,429 million, Rp. 113,062 million, and Rp. 66,150 

million. EVA value in the shipping industry sector in most companies indicates a negative 

value. Following are the results of EVA values generated by shipping companies listed in 

Indonesia. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 There are several conclusion based on the result. The results of the company's 

EVA calculation from 2012 to 2016 resulted in a negative value. This indicates that the 

performance of management has not been able to create added value for the company. 

EVA calculation value before doing government program that is in year 2013-2014 

indicate negative value that is equal to Rp 826.429,- millions and Rp 196.843,- millions. 

The value is negative because the company suffered losses in the year of 2013. In 2014 

despite already recorded profit, but profit can not produce positive value for EVA. The 

value of EVA calculation after the government program that is in 2015-2017 indicates a 

negative value of Rp 233,429,- millions and Rp 113,062,- millions for the year 2015-2016, 

and in the last year of 2017 recorded the smallest negative value worth Rp 66,150,- 

millions. Although the company's EVA calculation results are negative, but the value 

moves smaller. That way, it can be concluded that the government programs that run give 

a good contribution to the performance of the company. 

 The EVA value of shipping companies listed in Indonesia also shows negative 

values dominance. This indicates that the shipping sector in Indonesia is still largely unable 

to create added value for the company. The EVA value of the shipping industry in the 

Emerging Market also showmany negative results for the period of 2013 up to 2017. It can 

be concluded that the EVA value of the industrial sector in Indonesia is almost equal to the 

average EVA value in emerging market which also recorded the negative value. 
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Abstract 
This study aims at investigating the influence of financial self-efficacy and internal 

locus of control on the personal finance; and to analyze the differences in personal finance 

level of FEB and non-FEB students. The number of samples taken as much 109 samples of 

FEB students and 95 samples of non-FEB students. The sampling technique used in this 

research is purposive sampling. The obtained data was analyzed by employing Smart PLS 

3. The results reveal that the financial self-efficacy affect on the personal finance of FEB 

and non-FEB students. However, the internal locus of control has no effect on the personal 

finance. This study also indicates that the internal locus of control has no effect on the 

financial self-efficacy of FEB and non-FEB students. 

 

Keywords: Personal Finance, Financial Self-Efficacy, Internal Locus Of Control 

 

Introduction 

Students tend to think short-term often having financial problems even if they get 

enough pocket money from their parents. This can occur due to irresponsible financial 

behavior. Though the college period is the first time for most young people to manage 

finances independently without the full supervision of parents. (Amanah, 2015). 

The best way to improve behavior in adulthood is to teach good behavior from 

childhood, including personal financial management (Xiao, 2012). Personal financial 

management is closely related to individual or community consumption behavior. 

Individuals or communities with large income may not be able to manage their expenses 

properly, because financial management is less responsible and tends to make individuals 

think short-term and identical to impulsive spending practices. So that often individuals 

with substantial income still experience financial problems. In general, if someone 

increases his income, then his expenses increase, sometimes exceeding the increase in 

income (Kholilah, 2013). 

Personal financial management is very important in supporting the realization of 

individual goals and is part of financial literacy. By managing personal finances, each 

individual will know the goals to be achieved, and utilize the management of financial 

resources optimally to achieve these goals. In addition, individuals responsibly will be able 

to plan and realize their future (Farrell, 2015). 

mailto:sri.wahyuni1379@gmail.com
mailto:chai050379z@gmail.com
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An individual also needs to have a sense of self-confidence in their own abilities 

or what is also called financial self-efficacy (Farrell, 2015). The concept of financial self-

efficacy applied in the context of personal financial management can be predicted that 

individuals who have a higher sense of self-assurance in their financial management 

capacity will tend to regard any financial difficulties as a challenge to face. The individual 

does not consider it a threat to avoid. Such an attitude has a good impact on personal 

financial management (Bandura, 1994). 

Another factor is the internal locus of control as a concept that refers to individual 

beliefs about the events that occur in his life. Internal locus of control describes how far a 

person views the relationship between the actions he does with the results (Rotter, 1996). 

In order to have good financial behavior, it must be based on a good locus of control. 

Internal locus of control tends to believe that the ability and willingness of self determines 

what is the success of life. Individuals who control their own financial destiny will be able 

to manage their finances well (Robbins, 2008). 

 

Literature Review 

Personal Finance Management 

Personal financial management is a set of behaviors carried out through planning, 

implementing, and evaluating which includes cash transaction activities, credit, 

investment, insurance and retirees, as well as inheritance planning (Parrotta, 1998). 

Financial management is divided into three dimensions, namely budgeting, spending and 

saving. The concept of financial self-efficacy applied in the context of personal financial 

management can be predicted that individuals who have a higher sense of self-assurance 

in their financial management capacity will tend to regard any financial difficulties as a 

challenge to face. These individuals do not consider it a threat to avoid (Bandura, 1994). 

Such an attitude has a good impact on personal financial management. 

 

Financial Self-efficacy 

Self-efficacy in finance has the understanding that individuals who have a sense of 

self-confidence in financial management consider every financial difficulty faced as a 

challenge that must be mastered rather than responding to it as a threat that is avoided 

(Bandura, 1994). The research results prove that individuals who have higher financial self-

efficacy prefer financial products such as investments, mortgages and savings. Meanwhile, 

individuals with low financial self-efficacy prefer financial products such as credit cards 

and loan products (Farrell, 2015). 

 

Internal Locus of Control 

Individuals who are oriented towards internal locus of control are more convinced 

that the events experienced in their lives are primarily determined by their own business 

capabilities. Someone who has good financial knowledge will form good self-control 

(tends to have an internal locus of control) so as to form more responsible financial 

behavior (Kholilah, 2013). The results of this study are in accordance with previous 

research which states that internal locus of control has an influence on personal financial 

management. If it is associated with existing indicators, then someone who knows how and 

the benefits of preparing a financial budget plan will form better self-control in the form of 

confidence in being able to solve everyday financial problems so as to try to do good 

financial management, for example setting aside money to save and pay bills on time. From 

the description, it can be concluded that a person's financial knowledge will not be useful 
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to him, unless the individual realizes that the daily financial fate is determined by each of 

them (internal locus of control) (Perry, 2005). 

 

Research Methods 

Population and Sample Selection 

The population used in this study were all active students of the University of 

Bengkulu undergraduate students totaling 14,762 people. The sampling technique used in 

this study is a quota sampling method for non-FEB students. Quota sampling is carried out 

by taking 1% of samples from each population per faculty to obtain 128 respondents from 

non-FEB students. 

Table 1.  Number of Samples of Non-FEB Students 

No Faculty Total 

Samples 

Taken 

(number x 

1%) 

1. FKIP 3.324 33 

2. FH 1.276 12 

4. FISIP 2.185 21 

5. FP 3.553 35 

6. FMIPA 1.137 11 

7. FT 1.413 14 

8. FKIK 251 2 

Total 14.672 128 

Source : https://www.unib.ac.id/data-statistik-unib/ 

 

Sampling technique for FEB students with judgment sampling method. The 

population of FEB students is 1,533 people. The criteria for sampling FEB students are as 

follows: a) students are at least semester five; b) have taken financial management I and 

financial management courses II. There were 60 incomplete non-return questionnaires. In 

addition, there were outliers in the FEB sample of 11 samples in non-FEB as many as 25 

samples. So that the sample that can be processed is 109 samples from FEB 95 samples 

from non-FEB. 

 

Data Analysis Methods 

Processing of data testing will be carried out using the SPSS 16.0 program Smart 

PLS3. The tests carried out in this study are as follows: 

a. Identify Outiers 

PLS does not allow to identify outliers through the principle of normality, so in 

this study the data obtained are then analyzed using AMOS to filter data and identify 

outliers. Outliers evaluation is done to see the observation conditions of a data that has 

unique characteristics that look very different from other observations and appear in 

extreme forms (Hair, 2010). Identifying outliers through mahalanobis distance seen from 

the value of p2, with the provision if the probability value> 0.05 then the observation data 

is said to not experience outliers. If it is less than this value, it means there are problems 

with outliers (Ferdinand, 2006). 

https://www.unib.ac.id/data-statistik-unib/
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Tabel 2.  Mahalanobis Distance Observation 

Program non-FEB Program FEB 

Observation 

number 
p2 

Observation 

number 
p2 

10 0,001 33 0,019 

52 0,000 108 0,021 

9 0,000 44 0,004 

1 0,000 13 0,003 

62 0,000 94 0,004 

103 0,000 62 0,004 

8 0,009 3 0,001 

42 0,014 116 0,045 

13 0,048 18 0,039 

44 0,029 92 0,045 

77 0,024 11 0,040 

20 0,015 

3 0,009 

2 0,007 

23 0,009 

81 0,004 

55 0,010 

108 0,010 

59 0,039 

16 0,026 

34 0,016 

40 0,013 

82 0,016 

117 0,023 

116 0,018 

 

Evaluate the PLS Model 

The measurement model for reliability validity testing can go through three outer 

model assessment criteria, namely Convergent Validity, Discriminant Validity, Composite 

Reliability (Abdillah 2015). The measurement model for testing the reliability of reliability, 

the coefficient of determination of the path coefficient model for the equation model, can 

be explained in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below: 
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Description: N= 109, loading factor value>0,50. EDK         PKP = 0.847.       I LC         

PKP= -0,032. 

ILC        EDK = -0,132 

Figure 1. The measurement model for the FEB 

 

 

 
Description: N= 95, loading factor value>0,50. EDK         PKP = 0,952.  

ILC        PKP= 0,021. ILC         EDK = -0,070 

Figure 2. The measurement models for non-FEB 

 

 

Validity Test 

The construct validity consists of convergent validity and discriminant validity which are 

explained as follows: 
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Table 3. Results from the FEB Outer Loadings 

Constr

uct 

Financi

al Self-

Efficacy 

Internal 

Locus of 

Control 

Personal 

Finance 

Explanati

on 

EDK1 0.851   Valid 

EDK2 0.872   Valid 

EDK3 0.619   Valid 

EDK4 0.501   Valid 

ILC1  0.939  Valid 

ILC2  0.828  Valid 

PKP1   0.850 Valid 

PKP2   0.864 Valid 

PKP3   0.578 Valid 

PKP4   0.522 Valid 

PKP5   0.757 Valid 

PKP6   0.760 Valid 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 

Description: N= 109, loading factor >0,50declared valid. *PKP= Personal finance> 

0,50. *EDK= financia self-efficacy> 0,50. *ILC= Internal Locus of Control> 0,50. 

 

In Table 4 for the results of the outer loadings of non-FEB programs using 

SmartPLS 3 shows that all loading factors have a value of> 0.50. Where the value of outer 

loadings or correlation between constructs and variables in this study has met the 

convergen validity criteria because the value of AVE communality> 0.50. Thus, the outer 

loading value meets the convergen validity requirements. 

 

Table 4.  Results from Non-FEB Outer Loadings 

Constr

uct  

Financial 

Self efficacy 

Internal Locus 

of Control 

Personal 

Finance 

Explanat

ion 

EDK1 0.857   Valid 

EDK2 0.686   Valid 

EDK3 0.945   Valid 

EDK4 0.947   Valid 

ILC1  0.949  Valid 

ILC2  0.881  Valid 

PKP1   0.880 Valid 

PKP2   0.899 Valid 

PKP3   0.511 Valid 

PKP4   0.944 Valid 

PKP5   0.953 Valid 

PKP6   0.914 Valid 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 
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Description: N= 109, loading factor >0,50declared valid. *PKP= Personal finance > 

0,50. *EDK= financia self-efficacy > 0,50. *ILC= Internal Locus of Control> 0,50. 

 

Table 5. Results from the FEB Cross Loadings 

Construct 
Financial Self 

Efficacy 

Internal Locus of 

Control 

Personal 

Finance 
Explanation 

EDK1 0.851 -0.123 0.691 Valid 

EDK2 0.872 -0.135 0.815 Valid 

EDK3 0.619 -0.109 0.407 Valid 

EDK4 0.501 0.012 0.455 Valid 

ILC1 -0.145 0.939 -0.145 Valid 

ILC2 -0.075 0.828 -0.102 Valid 

PKP1 0.809 -0.202 0.850 Valid 

PKP2 0.857 -0.174 0.864 Valid 

PKP3 0.405 -0.026 0.578 Valid 

PKP4 0.274 0.086 0.522 Valid 

PKP5 0.559 -0.034 0.757 Valid 

PKP6 0.563 -0.108 0.760 Valid 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 

 

Description: N = 109. PKP = personal financial management. EDK = Financial Self-

Efficacy. ILC = Internal Locus of Control. All values of loading factor to the intended 

latent construct> the value of loading factor on other constructs are declared valid. 

In Table 5 shows that the loading factor value for each indicator of each latent 

variable has a higher loading factor than the value of the loading factor with other latent 

variables. Where an indicator can be declared valid if it has the highest loading factor to 

the intended construct compared to loading factor to another construct. 
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Table 6.  Results from the Non-FEB Cross Loadings  

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 

 

Description: N = 95. PKP = personal financial management. EDK = Financial Self-

Efficacy. ILC = Internal Locus of Control. All values of loading factor to the intended 

latent construct> the value of loading factor on other constructs are declared valid. 

An indicator is declared valid if it has the highest loading factor to the intended 

construct compared to loading factor to another construct. Table 7 shows that the loading 

factor value for each indicator of each latent variable has a higher loading factor than the 

value of the loading factor with other latent variables. This means that each latent variable 

has good discriminant validity based on cross loading. 

The second method used to assess discriminant validity is by looking at the AVE 

(Average Variance Extracted) value of the root value of AVE for each construct with a 

correlation between the construct and the other constructs in the model. A good model is 

required, that is, if the AVE root value for individual constructs is greater than the 

correlation value between constructs and the other constructs in the AVE value model, each 

construct must be greater than 0.50. The AVE value can be seen in the following Table 7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construct 
Financial 

Self Efficacy 

Internal 

Locus of 

Control 

Persona 

Finance 
Explanation 

EDK1 0.857 -0.046 0.870 Valid 

EDK2 0.686 -0.089 0.560 Valid 

EDK3 0.945 -0.057 0.900 Valid 

EDK4 0.947 -0.063 0.902 Valid 

ILC1 -0.081 0.949 -0.039 Valid 

ILC2 -0.040 0.881 -0.048 Valid 

PKP1 0.839 -0.059 0.880 Valid 

PKP2 0.828 -0.077 0.899 Valid 

PKP3 0.459 -0.022 0.511 Valid 

PKP4 0.934 -0.036 0.944 Valid 

PKP5 0.921 -0.019 0.953 Valid 

PKP6 0.850 -0.033 0.914 Valid 
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Table 7. Results of AVE (Average Variance Extracted) 

Construct Communality 

Average 

Extracted 

Variance (AVE) 

Explanatio

n 

 AVE (Average Variance Extracted) on FEB 

PKP 0.537 0.537 Valid 

EDK 0.530 0.530 Valid 

ILC 0.784 0.784 Valid 

 AVE (Average Variance Extracted) on Non- FEB 

PKP 0.747 0.747 Valid 

EDK 0.749 0.749 Valid 

ILC 0.838 0.838 Valid 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 

Description: N FEB program = 109. N non FEB program = 95. AVE> 0.50. 

Communality> 0.50. 

Based on Table 7, it can be seen that the value of Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE) communality in both education programs for all latent variables was> 0.50, this 

indicates that all indicators were able to explain each construct well. The lowest value of 

Average Variance Extracted (AVE) in the two study programs is found in the construct of 

financial self-efficacy that is equal to 0.530 for the FEB construct program of interaction 

between personal financial management that is equal to 0.747 for non-FEB programs. 

Table 8. Results of Latent Variable Correlations 

Construct EDK ILC PKP Keterangan 

Correlation of Latent Variables in the FEB Program 

EDK 1.000 -0.132 0.851 Valid 

ILC -0.132 1.000 -0.144 Valid 

PKP 0.851 -0.144 1.000 Valid 

Correlation of Latent Variables in the non-FEB Program 

EDK 1.000 -0.070 0.951 Valid 

ILC -0.070 1.000 -0.046 Valid 

PKP 0.951 -0.046 1.000 Valid 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2017) 

Information: N FEB program = 109. N non-FEB program = 95. PKP = personal financial 

management. ILC = Internal Locus of Control EDK = Financial Self-efficacy. 

Based on Table 8, the results of the correlation of latent variables in both education 

programs, show that for each variable correlation coefficient of each construct has a high 

correlation value between constructs and other constructs in the model. Table 9 also shows 

that each bold number is the root value of AVE (Average Variance Extracted) from each 

construct. Where the AVE root value for individual constructs is greater than the 

correlation value between constructs and other constructs. So, it can be concluded from the 
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output in the 9th, all the indicators (indicators) for all constructs have met the criteria for 

discriminant validity (Abdillah 2015). 

Realibility Test 

Reliability can be measured by looking at the values of Cronbach's alpha and 

Composite Reability. Cronbach's alpha measures the lower limit of the reliability value of 

a construct, while Composite Reliability measures the true value of the reliability of a 

construct (Abdillah 2015). In this study the reliability test method used is Composite 

Reliability because it is better to estimate the internal consistency of a construct. Rule of 

thumb alpha value or Composite Reliability must be greater than 0.7 even though the value 

of 0.6 can still be accepted in exploratory studies (Hair, 2010). 

Based on the results of SmartPLS 3 output in Table 10, it can be seen that all 

constructs of both education programs have cronbachs alpha values above 0.60 composite 

reliability values for all latent constructs above 0.70. So, it can be concluded that from the 

results of cronbachs alpha composite reliability all constructs have met the reliability test 

criteria or it can be said that the gauge (indicator) used in this study is reliable. 

 

Table 9. Results from Cronbach's Alpha Composite Reliability 

Construct Cronbach's Alpha Composite Reliability Explanation  

Cronbach’s Alpha  Composite Reliability pada Program FEB 

 

PKP 0.830 0.871 Reliable 

EDK 0.772 0.811 Reliable 

ILC 0.862 0.878 Reliable 

Cronbach’s Alpha  Composite Reliability pada Program non FEB 

PKP 0.925 0.945 Reliable 

EDK 0.884 0.922 Reliable 

ILC 0.814 0.912 Reliable 

Source: Data processing results with SmartPLS (2018) 

Information: N FEB program = 109. N non FEB program = 95. PKP = personal financial 

management. EDK = Financial Self-Efficacy. ILC = Internal Locus of Control. Cronbach's 

alpha> 0.60 composite reliability> 0.70 then the indicator is declared reliable or reliable. 

Inner Model Testing 

Table 10. R-Square Variable Research 

study program 
Dependent 

Construct 

Independent 

Construct 
R Square 

FEB Personal finance 

Financial self efficacy 

andinternal locus of 

control 

72,6% 

Non-FEB Personal finance 

Financial self efficacy 

andinternal locus of 

control 

90,4% 
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This study uses 1 dependent variable which is influenced by other variables, 

namely the Personal Financial Management variable (PKP) which is influenced by the 

Internal Locus of Control (ILC) financial self-efficacy variable (EDK). Table 10 shows the 

value of R-Square for the construct of personal financial management in the FEB program 

obtained at 0.726. That is, that the variability of constructs of personal financial 

management behavior can be explained by the construct of internal financial self-efficacy 

locus of control with an influence of 72.6%. While the value of R-Square for the construct 

of personal financial management in non-FEB programs is obtained at 0.904. That is, that 

the variability of constructs of personal financial management behavior can be explained 

by internal financial self-efficacy locus of control with an influence of 90.4%. 

After conducting a review through the interview process to some non-FEB FEB 

students it is known that although non-FEB students do not get financial management 

education in their courses, they can get information about financial management through 

various means such as using internet media, attending financial economics seminars 

financial management taught by parents. This was followed by my previous research which 

stated that family financial management education had a significant direct effect on 

financial management (Widayati, 2014). These factors are likely to cause non-FEB 

students to have higher R-Square scores than FEB students. 

 

Hypothesis testing 

Testing the hypothesis in this study using multiple linear regression analysis. This 

analysis is used to determine the effect of several independent variables (X) on the 

dependent variable (Y). Multiple linear analysis is carried out by partial hypothesis testing 

(t test). Regression partial testing is intended to see whether the independent (independent) 

variables individually have an influence on the dependent variable, assuming other 

independent variables are constant. (Gujarati, 1999). 

 

Table 11. Output Total Effect (Mean, STDEV, T-Values) 

Construct 

original 

sample  

(O) 

Sample Mean 

(M) 

Standar 

Deviasi 

(STDEV) 

T Statistik (| 

O/STDEV |) 
P Values 

Output Total Effecton FEBProgram 

EDK -> 

PKP 
0.847 0.853 0.020 41.817 0.000 

ILC -> PKP -0.032 -0.031 0.111 1.188 0.527 

ILC-> EDK -0.132 -0.139 0.124 0.564 0.235 

Output Total Effecton  non-FEBProgram 

EDK ->PKP 0.952 0.954 0.011 90.625 0.000 

ILC -> PKP 0.021 0.016 0.042 0.493 0.622 

ILC-> EDK -0.070 -0.085 0.124 0.564 0.573 

Source: Data processing with SmartPLS (2018) 

Description: N FEB program = 109. N non-FEB program = 95. α = 0.05. The FEB program 

table ≥ 1.96. Non-FEB program table = 96 1.96. 

Provisions of testing in this study is that if the probability (significance)> 0.05 (α), 

the independent variables individually do not affect personal financial management, if the 
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significance value <0.05, the independent variables individually affect personal financial 

management. 

Average Comparative Descriptive Analysis 

In the descriptive analysis of the average comparison of financial behavior, it will 

illustrate how the financial management of non-FEB FEB program students at the 

University of Bengkulu. Comparison of average financial behavior can be seen in Table 12 

below: 

 

Table 12. Comparison of Average Personal Financial Management, Internal Locus  

of Control Financial Self-Efficacy in Non-FEB FEB Students 

Construct 
Study Program 

FEB Non-FEB 

Personal finance 3,22 3,07 

Financial sef efficacy 3,33 3,12 

Internal Locus of Control 4,80 4,85 

Total 11,35 11,04 

Source: Primary data processed (2018). Description: N FEB program = 109. N non-FEB 

program = 95. 

 

Discussion 

The results of hypothesis testing indicate that the first hypothesis is proven in this 

study, namely financial self-efficacy has a significant effect on personal financial 

management in non-FEB FEB students at the University of Bengkulu. This result is 

supported by the opinion of several researchers who state that the better financial self-

efficacy, the better is the management of personal finances, and vice versa, the worse the 

financial self-efficacy, the worse the personal financial management will be. 

In the results of testing the second hypothesis shows that this hypothesis is not 

proven in non-FEB FEB students at the University of Bengkulu, namely the internal locus 

of control has no effect on personal financial management. This is because the construct of 

interaction between internal locus of control of personal financial management does not 

have a significant influence or p> 0.05. These results indicate that internal locus of control 

does not strengthen or weaken personal financial management. Where students who do not 

have a high internal locus of control can still have good personal financial management, 

this means that the presence or absence of internal locus of control will not affect someone 

to have good financial self-efficacy they can still do financial planning for the future ahead 

through the financial experience that has been experienced by financial knowledge that is 

owned as a consideration in making financial decisions. 

In the results of testing the third hypothesis shows that this hypothesis is not proven 

in non-FEB FEB students at the University of Bengkulu, namely the internal locus of 

control has no effect on financial self-efficacy. This is because the construct of interaction 

between internal locus of control and financial self-efficacy does not have a significant 

effect or p> 0.05. These results indicate that the internal locus of control does not strengthen 

or weaken the effect of financial self-efficacy. Where students who do not have a high 

internal locus of control, they can still have good financial self-efficacy, this means that 

the presence or absence of internal locus of control will not affect someone to have good 

financial self-efficacy they can still do financial planning for the future through financial 
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experience that has been experienced by financial knowledge as a consideration in making 

financial decisions. 

The results of descriptive analysis show that financial self-efficacy of FEB and 

non-FEB students at the University of Bengkulu is still not good enough. Where students 

still cannot manage their finances consistently, they cannot solve their own financial 

problems. This is because students get pocket money or monthly money from their parents 

so that if students have financial problems, the student will ask for help from their parents. 

In addition, the majority of students are also not yet financially independent because they 

do not have a job so they do not have other income apart from giving parents. This 

dependence has caused students at the University of Bengkulu to not have sufficient 

financial self-efficacy. 

Through an average comparison analysis, it can be seen that the personal financial 

management of FEB program students is better than non-FEB program students because 

the majority of non-FEB program students do not get sufficient financial knowledge. this 

is supported by the research of Mahdzan Tabiani (2013) showing that with the amount of 

financial knowledge that is owned, it will tend to be more effective in financial behavior 

and better in financial decision making, also someone with higher financial knowledge is 

better able to prepare themselves by increasing better savings again or insurance plan. 

Based on Beal Delpachtra (2003) someone will know how to handle the financial affairs 

they have, how to be financially responsible. 

In addition, the average FEB program students also have higher financial self-

efficacy than non-FEB program students. In research Horgarth (2002) shows that financial 

knowledge has been described as an understanding of the basic knowledge of financial 

concepts the ability to plan to manage financial decisions. However, the average FEB 

program student has a lower internal locus of control than non-FEB program students. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of the discussion in the previous section, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The results of the first hypothesis test show financial self-efficacy affects personal 

financial management. 

2. The results of the second hypothesis test show that the internal locus of control has 

no effect on personal financial management. 

3. The results of the third hypothesis test show that internal locus of control has no 

effect on financial self-efficacy. 

4. The results of the average comparative analysis show that the FEB program has a 

higher level of financial self-management financial management than non-FEB 

programs. However, FEB has a lower level of internal locus of control than non-

FEB. 

Recommendation 

1. For students of the Faculty of Business Economics, they should be able to manage 

their finances well because they have gained financial management knowledge 

from courses on campus. Financial management can be done by making records of 

financial expenditures for every income expenditure organized so that all income 

and expenses can be managed properly. Doing financial recording can not only be 
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done manually through books because there are now many applications that can be 

downloaded on mobile phones (android) that can help in the management of 

personal finances so that it is easier like Money Lover, Money Manager, Monefy, 

and others. 

2. For non-FEB students even though they do not get formal financial knowledge, 

students should also learn about financial management because it is very important 

to have good organized financial planning. 

3. For the next researcher, they can use this research as a reference basis for further 

research so that the research on internal locus of control financial self-efficacy in 

personal financial management can be further developed such as adding external 

locus of control factors and expanding the research sample. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Managing knowledge well is one of the key competitive advantages of a higher educational 

institution. In many themes discussing knowledge management, knowledge sharing is one 

of the most important themes, knowledge management occurs only when knowledge is 

shared and flows between members within an organization. The importance of knowledge 

sharing makes the importance of knowledge-sharing behavior in organizational members. 

This study aims to examine the effects of person-job fit on knowledge sharing behavior 

among lectures at higher education institutions. The populations in this study were all 

lecturers of higher education institutions in the Province of West Kalimantan, Indonesia, 

amounting to 2,686 people. The number of research samples was 160. The hypothesis test 

used was linear regression. Based on the results of regression test, it can be concluded that 

there is an effect of person-job fit on knowledge sharing behavior. From the result of T test, 

it can be concluded that there are significant differences in person-job fit and knowledge 

sharing behavior between public higher education lecturers and private higher education 

lecturers. 

Keywords: knowledge sharing behavior, person-job fit, higher education, lecturer, west 

kalimantan
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Lecturers are one of the elements that determines the success of the educational 

process and is the spearhead of a higher educational institution. In the hands of qualified 

lecturers, students can be prepared to become intelligent human beings who serve as an 

element that improves the quality of human resources. 

Managing knowledge well is one of the key competitive advantages of a higher 

educational institution. Effective higher educational institutions are able to consistently 

generate new knowledge, disseminate it and implement it in new technologies or 

knowledge. Created knowledge will mean nothing if it is not shared, but the phenomenon 

that exists in higher education in the province of West Kalimantan, Indonesia, that many 

lecturers who do not have the willingness and action to share knowledge possessed in the 

form of written and oral. 

The phenomenon is explained by the development of different learning methods 

between universities due to differences in mastery of learning methods and the ability to 

respond to the issues of learning method development, low learning material updates by 

faculty, the ability of classroom management by different teaching staff, faculty, 

differences in research opportunities (competition grants), and less intensive lecturer 

interaction. this is also explained by information showing the publication of articles in 

Indonesia which is still lower than some other countries such as Singapore, Malaysia and 

Thailand (Scopus, 2017). 

In many themes discussing knowledge management, knowledge sharing is one of the 

most important themes, knowledge management occurs only when knowledge is shared 

and flows between members within an organization (Costa and Monteiro, 2012). 

The knowledge of the members of the organization will mean nothing if the 

knowledge is only kept in mind. Knowledge will be useful if shared with other members 

of the organization. Knowledge shared will complement each other so that will create a 

synergy to create innovation. 

The importance of knowledge sharing makes the importance of knowledge-sharing 

behavior in organizational members. Knowledge sharing consists of the behavior of giving 

and receiving knowledge. However, not all members of the organization are willing or 

familiar with knowledge-sharing behavior. 

According to the theory of person job fit, the conformity between the characteristics 

of the job and the individual's ability to perform the task, will strengthen the employee's 

commitment to his work (Allen & Meyer, 1997). Person-job fit is defined as the suitability 

of labor required in doing a job. Referring to self-concept job fit (Scroggins, 2008) workers 

tend to try to adapt themselves to fit the requirements of workers. 

Robbins (2013) states that the theory of person-job fit is based on the idea of 

conformity between individual characteristics and work environment. The conformity to 

be achieved is the appropriateness of individual knowledge, skills and skills with work; and 

suitability between the individual personality, for example, his needs, interests, and values 

he /she embraces with the firm's climate.  

A lecturer should be an educator who has passed various selection that ensures the 

compatibility of knowledge, skills and abilities with his work. The phenomenon that occurs 

in higher educational institutions in the province of West Kalimantan, especially at private 

higher educational institution is less attention to the suitability between individuals and the 

job. This is due to the lack of interest of individuals to be lecturers at private higher 

educational institutions, thereby minimizing the opportunities of higher educational 

institutions to recruit appropriate lecturers. Many lecturers who teach in the field of science 

that is not actually mastered, which is important to have a post graduate qualification, 

college would accept to be a lecturer without prioritizing the field of science and other 

capabilities that should be owned by a lecturer. In addition, many lecturers, especially in 

private higher educational institutions who doubt their competence for not passing 

certification of professional lecturers. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Person-Job Fit 

According to Holland as cited by Robbins (2013) the theory of person-job fit is based 

on the idea of the fit between the characteristics of an individual with his work environment. 

Furthermore, Holland presented six types of individual characteristics and suggested that 

the satisfaction and tendency to leave a job depends on a work environment. While 

Chatman (1989) stated that the person-job fit is a fit between the norms and values of the 

organization with the values adopted by someone. Different individual characters have 

different types of job fit (Sims & Galen Kroeck, 1994). 

Person-job fit can be interpreted as the fit of the individual's ability with the demand 

of a job (Edwards, 1991). Kristof-Brown (2007) defined person-job fit as the fit between 

individuals and the work they do in the workplace which includes the fit based on the 

employee's needs and job equipment available to meet those needs, as well as job demand 

and the ability of employees to meet the demand. So person-job fit is the fit between the 

knowledge, expertise and skills of the employee with a particular job or task. With the fit, 

it is expected that the human resources can carry out their work well without significant 

constraints. 

Cable and DeRue (2002) explained that there are two dimensional approaches to 

Person-job fit, namely Supply-Value Fit (S-V fit) and Demand-Abilities Fit (D-A fit). In 

the supply-value fit (S-V fit) the individual determines for themselves which environment 

or work is perceived to fit their needs or motifs. According to Boon (2016) individuals want 

the fit of values, goals and interests. The value is the fit to each given job. The goal is the 

understanding of the goal of the given job. Physiological needs are the physical needs of a 

person needed for working on a job which consists of the level of security of the working 

environment. Interest is how an employee can focus on the work being done and enjoy the 

work and understand the tasks and consequences of work done. While demand-abilities fit 

(D-A fit) is the extent to which individual skills meet the demand for work. In the D-A fit 

approach, it requires knowledge, skills, expertise, and other personalities to see how well 

the individual is able to accomplish the task for their job. 

 

Knowledge Sharing Behavior 

 Knowledge is an important asset for the company to win the competition. While 

other resources easily imitated by competitors, not so with the knowledge resources, as 

outlined in innovation. Knowledge is conceptualized as codified information, including 

insight, interpretation, context, experience, and wisdom (Davenport & Volpel, 2001) that 

increases the value of the company and support the achievement of goals, mission and 

vision of the organization. Job-related knowledge is an important element that determines 

the success of an employee's career, in addition to the skills and abilities (Fong, 2011). 

Knowledge Management has four main processes: capturing, storing, sharing and 

using knowledge (Lee, 2001). Sharing knowledge is a major barrier to transform individual 

knowledge into organizational knowledge (Xue et al., 2012; Shanshan, 2014). Knowledge 

sharing is a process that allows the knowledge possessed by individuals and groups will be 

transferred to the level of the organization, which can be applied to the development of new 

products, services and processes (Van den Hooff & Ridder 2004). Knowledge sharing is 

important for new knowledge creation and innovation, core capability, and competitive 

advantage (Nonaka, et al., 2000; God et al., 2001;Wu & Cavusgil, 2006). 

 

Correlation between Person-job fit and Knowledge Sharing Behavior 

Person-Job fit is defined as the relationship between individual characteristics and 

tasks at work(Kirstof-Brown, et. al., 2005). The two basic assumptions of person-job fit are 

demand-abilities and need-supplies (Edwards, 1991; Kristof-Brown, et. al., 2005). 
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Demand-abilities occur when the knowledge, skills, and abilities of employees fit the needs 

of doing the job. While need-supplies occur when the needs, desires and preferences of 

employees are met by the work they do (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). These two basic 

assumptions contribute to predicting employee-related employee behavior.  

Studies on the impact of person-job fit on knowledge-sharing behavior are limited. 

Guan (2010) conducted a study on the Asian context, some organizations in Beijing, China. 

The study concluded that person-job fit had a significant effect on work attitude and 

behavior. The relationship is relatively stronger than previous studies in the western context 

(Cable & DeRue, 2002). 

Knowledge-sharing behavior is a work-related positive attitude, which will improve 

the performance of human resources (Ram, 2011). Previous studies mentioned the positive 

and significant effect of person-job fit on positive work behaviors that can improve the 

performance of human resources (Farzaneh, et. al., 2014; Lu, et. al., 2014; Afsar, et. al., 

2015; Tzu, et. al, 2015; June & Mahmood, 2011). 

 

 

Difference between public higher education institutions and private higher education 

institutions in Province of West Kalimantan. 

 Higher education institutions in Indonesia are generally divided into two 

categories, namely public higher education institutions and private higher education 

institutions. Public higher education institutions receive funding from the government 

while private higher education institutions rely on consumers and stockholders for their 

funding. 

In West Kalimantan province there are 8 public higher education institutions and 66 

private higher education institutions, where public higher education institutions are more 

developed compared to private higher education institutions. With a poor economy in this 

province it is not possible for private higher education institutions to charge high tuition 

fees to students, whereas the costs incurred in lecturing are quite high. It has an impact on 

the low chance of private college management choosing qualified lecturers to teach at the 

institution due to the low compensation that can be provided. Thus, the lecturers employed 

tend to have less person-job fit. Based on the previous discussion, the hypotheses in this 

study are: 

 Hypothesis  1: Person-Job fit affects knowledge sharing behavior. 

 Hypothesis 2: There is a significant difference between knowledge sharing behavior of 

public higher education institution lecturers and private higher education institution 

lecturers. 

 Hypothesis 3: There is a significant difference between person-job fit of public higher 

education institution lecturers and private higher education institution lecturers. 

The theoretical framework of this research is described in figure 1. The dependent 

variable is knowledge sharing behavior, while the independent variable is person-job fit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical framework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Person-Job Fit Knowledge sharing 

behavior 
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METHODOLOGY 

Data collection 

The populations in this research were all lecturers of Higher Education Institutions in 

the Province of West Kalimantan, Indonesia, amounting to 2,686 people. The number of 

research sample is 160, with the composition of 80 lecturers of state higher education 

institutions and 80 lecturers of private higher education institutions. The sample criteria are 

the lecturers who have the national lecturer number and have worked for at least 3 years at 

a higher education institution. 

 

Measurement 

The indicator of the research variables is measured with the Likert scale of 5 points; 

namely 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4= agree and 5= 

strongly agree. The indicators of the variables used to measure job-person fit are: fit of job 

demands and worker's abilities, fit of worker's ability with job requirements, fit of work 

discipline, fit of skill with job requirements, ability to use talent, skills, and competence in 

working, fit between what is obtained from the job and the needs of the workers and the 

fulfillment of worker satisfaction in carrying out the work. While the indicators used to 

measure knowledge sharing behavior are: knowledge donating and knowledge collecting. 

 

Data Analysis Method 

Data Analysis Technique used Regression Analysis. T-test is used to examine the 

differences between public higher education institutions and private higher education 

institutions. 
 
 

RESULTS 

 

Characteristics of Respondents 

 The respondents consisted of lecturers of several different higher education 

institutions in West Kalimantan Province, Indonesia, with composition of 50% from state 

higher education institutions and 50% from private higher education institutions. The 

average age of the respondents was 41 years old. and 80% of respondents had a master’s 

degree, 15% had a doctoral degree , and 5% had a undergraduate degree. 

 

Validity test  

To determine the validity of the question items used in the research implementation, 

the validity test is used. Corrected Item-Total Correlation value compared with r table value 

with significance of 5%, that is 0.3610. If the coefficient of Corrected Item-Total 

Correlation> 0.3610 then the instrument is regarded as valid. Based on the validity test 

results conducted, all questions in the questionnaire are valid.The validity test of all 

research variables are as follows: 
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Table 1. Validity Test 

Variables Indicators 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Standar

d 
 

1. Person-Job Fit (X) 
PJF 1 0,7812 0,3610 Valid 

PJF 2 0,8241 0,3610 Valid 

 PJF 3 0,8053 0,3610 Valid 

 PJF 4 0,6581 0,3610 Valid 

 PJF 5 0,7346 0,3610 Valid 

 PJF 6 0,8044 0,3610 Valid 

 PJF 7 0,6905 0,3610 Valid 

2. Knowledge Sharing 

Behavior (Y) 

KSB 1 0,7583 0,3610 Valid 

KSB 2 0,7958 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 3 0,7767 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 4 0,4788 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 5 0,7360 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 6 0,7479 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 7 0,7859 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 8 0,7583 0,3610 Valid 

 KSB 9 0,7957 0,3610 Valid 

 

Reliability Test 

Reliability test was conducted with Cronbach coefficient alpha test on both variables. 

This is done to determine the consistency of test instruments used. The value of Cronbach 

alpha coefficient is described in table 2. All Cronbach alpha values are greater than 0.7, so 

it can be concluded that the test instruments are reliable (Hair et al., 2006). 

 

 Table 2. Reliability Tests 

Variables  Cronbach Alpha Values 

Person-Job Fit 0.8177 

Knowledge Sharing 

Behavior 

0.9388 

 

Descriptive Statistics and Analysis 

Table 3 shows the mean values, standard deviations and correlations between both 

dependent and independent variables. The results of descriptive statistics generally indicate 

that the person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior among lecturers in West Kalimantan 

province are positive. The correlation value of 0.9899 shows a strong correlation between 

person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior. 

 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics 

Variabel Mean SD Correlate 

1 Person-Job Fit 3,7625 0,6322  

2 Knowledge sharing 

behavior 

3,7528 0,6084 0.9899 
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Regression Analysis 

To test the hypotheses 1, a regression analysis was performed. While T-test analysis 

is used to test the hypotheses 2 and 3. Regression analysis test results are presented in Table 

4. 

 

Tabel 4: Regression result on the effects of Person-Job Fit and Knowledge 

Sharing Behavior 

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept 0.1682 0.041413701 4.0605 7.68552E-05 

Person Job Fit 0.9527 0.010855735 87.7621 5.768E-136 

R2=0,9799, F=77,02, Sig=0,0000; **<0,05, (N=160) 

 

Based on the results of regression test in table 4, it can be concluded that there is an 

effect of person-job fit on Knowledge Sharing Behavior. This answers hypothesis 1. R2 

value is 0.9799 which shows that 97% variation of Knowledge Sharing Behavior is 

explained by person-job fit, while the rest equal to 3% affected by other factors. 

T-Test 

T-test is used to examine the differences between public higher education institutions 

and private higher education institutions. Based on table 5, p <0.05, it means there are 

significant differences in person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior between lecturers 

of public and private higher education institution lecturers. This supports hypothesis 2 and 

hypothesis 3. 

 

Table 5. T-Test 

Variabel Education Sector Mean ⍴- value 

Person Job Fit 
Public 4.266071429 

0.000** 

Private  3.258928571 

Knowledge sharing 

behavior 

Public 4.226388889 
0.000** 

Private 3.279166667 

 
 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

 

This research aims to examine the effects of person-job fit on knowledge sharing 

behavior among lecturers at higher education institutions in West Kalimantan province, 

Indonesia. Furthermore, it also examine whether there are differences between lecturers 

working in public higher education institutions and lecturers working in private higher 

education institutions in terms of person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior. In 

general, lecturers at higher education institutions in the Province of West Kalimantan, 

Indonesia, have a fit with their job, as well as knowledge sharing behavior in high category. 

However, both person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior between public higher 

education institution lecturers and private education institution lecturers have significant 

differences. 

Person-job fit level of public higher education lecturers is higher than person-job fit 

lecturers of private higher education. This is because the recruitment and selection process 
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of lecturers in public higher education institution is more strict than the recruitment and 

selection process in private higher education institution. Selection processes of  most 

organizations have traditionally focused on achieving person-job fit (Werbel & Gilliand, 

1999). In addition, the limited ability of private higher education institution to perform 

human resource maintenance functions, including compensation and career development, 

leads to competent applicants not wishing to become lecturers in private higher education 

institution. According to Sekiguchi (2004), applicant self-selection and employee selection 

practices are the major antecedent of person-job fit. 

Knowledge sharing behavior of public higher education institution is higher than 

knowledge sharing behavior of private higher education institution. Public higher education 

institution lecturers do more publications, research, community service and exchange 

information among lecturers than private higher education institution. 

This study has several limitation. The research object is limited to public and private 

higher education institutions in West Kalimantan province, where the education sector is 

still less advanced than some other provinces in Indonesia, so it can not generalize the 

conclusions about the influence of person-job fit on knowledge sharing behavior of 

lecturers in Indonesia. in addition, to measuring the influence of person-job fit on 

knowledge sharing behavior, does not distinguish between public and private university 

lecturers. Future research is expected to expand the research object and add other variables 

that are expected to affect knowledge sharing behavior, such as human resource 

management function and lecturer personality factor. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In general, lecturers at higher education institutions in the Province of West 

Kalimantan, Indonesia, have a fit with their job, as well as knowledge sharing behavior in 

high category. Person-job fit and knowledge sharing behavior between public higher 

education institution lecturers and private education institution lecturers have significant 

differences. Future research is expected to expand the research object and add other 

variables that are expected to affect knowledge sharing behavior, such as human resource 

management function and lecturer personality factor. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is merely a theoretical study on the influence of bridge employment as an intervening 

variable in the relationship between unresolved responsibilityand readiness for retirement. The author 

studies some previous research which described the relationship between those variables.  

There are some reasons why the author is interested in studying the relationships between these 

variables. Firstly, 9 out of 10 employees in Indonesia are not ready to face retirement. Secondly, 

approximately 70% of retirees who are debt-ridden experience a decrease in living quality, become 

less independent, and have difficulty in adapting in their new lives.  

This study observes the influence of unresolved responsibilityas an exogenous latent variable, 

bridge employment as an intervening variable, and readiness for retirement as an endogenous 

variable. It is proved that readiness for retirement is determined by financial planning and problems, 

health, pension fund, family support, aging experience, and debt rate.  

This study draws several conclusions. First, unresolved responsibility is proved to weaken 

readiness for retirement and encourage senior workers to stay within workforce. Bridge employment 

is proved to minimizepre-retirement anxiety among employees, increase personal control, and 

improve health, economic status, and personal growth, as well as restore social contact and sense of 

being supported.  

Furthermore, this study poses a further opportunity for future research, because bridge 

employment does not always positively influence readiness for retirement and is not always capable 

of being a predictor for retirement satisfaction and adaptability to retirement.  

Keywords:Unresolve Responsibility, Bridge Employment, Readiness to Retirement 

INTRODUCTION 

Global phenomena has predicted that world population is declining, yet the number of gray 

population is increasing (OECD, 2013). Based on international regulation, gray population is categorized 

in middle-aged (45-59 years old), elderly (60-74 years old), old (75-90), and very old for those more 

than 90 years old (WHO, 1999). Indonesia categorizes its gray population as pra-elderly for 60-69 years 

olds, mid-elderly for 70-79 years old, and elderly for 80-89 years old (BPS, 2014).  

It is predicted that in 2025, the number of world population which entering pension age shall 

increase by 414%, compared to 1993 (Bureau Of The Sensus, 1993). Assuming that life expectancy rate 

in Indonesia is 70.1 years, then there will be 55.539.564 people entering pension age in 2025, because 
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currently they were more than 40 years old as per August 2015 (BPS, 2015). If the increase of aging 

population is not supported by adequate resources, it shall decrease life quality and welfare and amplify 

government burden.  

Financial and psychological preparation and adjustment of marital situation (Turner, 1995) are core 

strengths in facing retirement. These preparations are necessary, as it influences one’s behavior and 

performance at the end of his/her career. Someone who’s ready to retire shall see this phase as an 

opportunity to view retirement life as enjoyment and freedom to do things she/he could not do during 

their career. Conversely, those who are not ready perceive it as a daunting phase of life, which later can 

be related to post-aging inadaptability (Turner, 1995), health deterioration (Yujie Zhan, 2009), income 

deterioration, saving dependency (Marshall, 2011a), and loss of activities, routines status, income, self-

dignity, pride, and relationships. 

Employees who are not ready to retire usually face more stress and performance decrease, put 

strenuous effort to stay working, and even pass away prior to retirement(Ross M. Stolzenberg, 2016 ). 

Several issues are believed to be the factors why people are not ready to retire, namely pension plan and 

weak family support (Mariappanadar, 2013), low pension fund (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007), bad financial 

plan (Feldman, 2000; Hiscott, 2013), unfinished economic issues (Özlem Çakır 2014) like debts (Craig 

Copeland, 2014; Hiscott, 2013), and unfinished family-related issues (Hiscott, 2013). 

Meanwhile, bridge employment refers to an employment chosen before someone is fully retired. 

This job can function as an income source (M. W. Ulrike Fasbender, Jan-Bennet Voltmer,  Jürgen Deller, 

2016), source of enjoyment (Dingemans, 2016), minimalize the loss of resources, maintain one’s role 

and identity (Zhan, 2016), decrease ageing effects (Muler, 2013), maintain financial stability, social 

contact, physical activities, identity and status (Beehr, 2015), minimalize stress, improve wealth, 

(Dropkin, 2016), enhance life satisfaction (Dingemans, 2014), and maintain mental health (Zhan, 2009).  

Research on bridge employment is essential, as it is related to readiness for retirement. Retirement 

is frequently indicated to weaken access to resources; thus, 9 out of 10 employees in Indonesia are not 

ready to face it (Kompas, 25 April 2011). Some resources which are needed to improve retirement 

welfare are physical, financial, social, emotional, conitive, and motivation (Wang, Van Solinge, 2011). 

If there is no solution to gain those, it could trigger anxiety and inability to adapt socially and 

deterioration of friendship and working network (Cook, 1995), as well as increase of stress, social, and 

psycological stress among senior workers (Özlem Çakır 2014) due to financial, physical, social, and 

psycological dependency (Fletcher & Hansson, 1991). Financial dependency frequently occurs to 

women, because they are unable to fulfill their needs materially (Marcia Keegan, 2012).  

Furthermore, debt-ridden retirement shall put one into a weak position, which triggers life-threatening 

depression, guilt, shame, insomnia, and nightmare (Brett, 2004). It can also cause a decline in living 

standard post-retirement (Craig Copeland, 2014; Marshall, 2011b; Tamborini, 2009). These conditions 

potentially shape a negative attitude toward retirement. Therefore, in order toturn such negative attitude 

to positive one, the author observes the role of bridge employment as an intervening variable between 

unresolved responsibility and readiness for retirement.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Influence of Unresolved responsibility on Readiness for Retirement  

Unresolved responsibility encompass child support (Hiscott, 2013) or unpaid debts prior to 

retirement (Mann, 2011). Debts or unresolved responsibility prior to retirement shall influence one’s 

readiness for retirement and increase one’s insistence to keep working (Mann, 2011).  

Debt during working period can be derived from low saving, low economic growth, consumption 

expectation, income growth, consumers’ loan trends (Margaret M. McConnell, 2003), credit card’s debt 

trap (Brett, 2004), mortgage, difficulty in changing lifestyle (Craig Copeland, 2014), and re-financing 

activities (Margaret M. McConnell, 2003). Consumption loan is frequently derived from credit card’s 

misuse which often occurs and make problems for people with low income, yet benefits high income 

groups (Brett, 2004).  

Working period’s debt tends to be inversedly related to age (Mann, 2011) and wealth, yet it is tightly 

related to education (Campell, 2006); (Craig Copeland, 2014), financial knowledge, and increase of 

family income keluarga (Marshall, 2011; Craig Copeland, 2014).  Working period’s debt can be 

productively categorized as mortgage and consumption. These two kinds of debt have different 

tendency. Mortage tends to increase, yet consumption debt tends to decline along with the addition of 

working period (Craig Copeland, 2014). 

An increase of debt shall add to the burden, although it does not significantly influence the 

problems. Additional productive debt positively influences family income instead (Marshall, 2011), 

namely mortgage and re-financing to improve asset values (Disney, Bridges, & Gathergood, 2009) and 

total assets which would be left behind when someone passes away (Sebastian Barnes, 2003). However, 

consumption debt puts someone at risk (Margaret M. McConnell, 2003).   

Some risks related to such debt are difficulties in fulfilling life necessities (Mann, 2011), increase 

in consumption credit (Brett, 2004), potential loss of main asset (Craig Copeland, 2014)due to inability 

to pay debt (Mann, 2011), decline in saving, asset accumulation, delay in pension age, anxiety (Craig 

Copeland, 2014), decline in life expectancy (Craig Copeland, 2014), increase of debt ratio to 

income(Sebastian Barnes, 2003), and decline of one’s conviction on his/her independence post-

retirement. All of these risks are culminated to one’s negative perception on retirement and relate it to 

all kinds of losses, namely financial, social, and psycho-social. Previous research proved that 

approximately 70% of debt-ridden retiree face some problems and difficulties to maintain their living 

standards (Craig Copeland, 2014; Marshall, 2011b; Tamborini, 2009) 

Readiness for retirement is influenced by perception and belief in independency (financially, 

physically, socially, and psychologically) during retirement. Low perception on independency is 

signaled by the emergence of guilt and shame which trigger stress, depression, insomnia, nightmare, and 

personal or family problems (Brett, 2004). Perception on independency is determined by maturity in 

financial planning, which influence freedom from debt and other burdensome obligations, capability to 

fulfill life necessities, and dependency on others after retirement. 
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2. Role of Bridge Employment in Enhancing Readiness for Retirement  

Bridge employment refers to any paid jobs as a transitional activity prior to retirement (Ruhm, 

1990). It is an interesting topic to be linked with aging workers phenomena in developed countries and 

per capita income in developing countries. Increase in life expectancy rate (J. D. Ulrike Fasbender, Mo 

Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014) and low birth rate (OECD, 2013) impact the scarcity of young 

workers at 18 years old (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007) and enlarge government expense for health care (Patricia 

Drentea, 2002 ). These phenomena encourage the improvement of bridge employment role (J. D. Ulrike 

Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014) for corporations, employees (Mariappanadar, 2013) 

and government. Senior workers who are financially ready tend to fully retire and fill their time with 

more flexible activities (Mariappanadar, 2013) or merely work in their spare time (Feldman, 2000). 

However, some of them try to fully retire, yet return to workforce after less than a year (Luong, 2008). 

They consciously return to workforce not for material aspects, but to pursue feeling of being 

acknowledged (Zhan, Yujie, 2016), satisfaction for work’s intrinsic meaning (Dingemans, 2016), and 

life satisfaction, which are derived from non-financial aspects.  

Bridge employment might be motivated by either financial and non-financial aspects. Financial 

aspects usually aim to seek re-employment as a source of income (Beehr, 2015), advance career 

development (Zhan, 2015), maintain way of life, add access to various resources (Yujie, 2016), and seek 

comfortable life and autonomy (Dropkin, 2016). If both aspects are compared, non-financial aspects are 

more dominant in determining one’s decision to enter bridge employment. Non-financial aspects refer 

to a way to make use of time, arrange life, maintain social contact, stabilize physical activities, maintain 

status and identity (Beehr, 2015), maintain one’s role and identity, manage self-activity and self-dignity, 

improve self-development, enhance work satisfaction (Yujie, 2016), enhance life comfortability and 

autonomy, minimalize psycho-social stress (Dropkin, 2016), maintain loyalty and capabilities (Hwanjin, 

2016), increase self-dignity, maintain social contact, widen opportunity to participate, increase sense of 

belonging, enhance self-development, maintain one’s role and identity (Zhan, 2016), seek working 

satisfaction (Fasbender, 2016), maintain health (Zhan, 2009; De Vaus, 2007), and enhance social welfare 

(M., 2007 ), need of affiliation, growth, and status (Zhan, 2015). 

Social meaning of work encourage someone to stay at the job and get involved in bridge 

employment (Mariappanadar, 2013) as a transitional period (Luong, 2008). It happens because social 

involvement encourage someone’s sense of belonging and acknowledgement within their social 

contacts, as well as encourage the development of such senses to his/her groups, colleagues, or 

organizations (M. W. Ulrike Fasbender, Jan-Bennet Voltmer,  Jürgen Deller, 2016). Such involvement 

is proven to enhance someone’s adaptability to his/her retirement(Topa, 2009) and life satisfaction 

(Dingemans, 2014). It can minimalize decrease in social welfare (M., 2007 ), maintain his/her health 

(Zhan, 2009), elicit sense of being acknowledged (Zhan, 2016), and avoid negative impacts of retirement 

(Dingemans, 2014).  

A decision to enroll in bridge employment is significantly influenced by retirement plan and family 

support (Mariappanadar, 2013), available pension fund(Kevin E. Cahill, 2007), financial plan (Feldman, 

2000; Hiscott, 2013), health condition (Susanne Wurm, 2007), economic issue (Özlem Çakır 2014), 

economic status, self-development, previous working status, experience in ageing (J. D. Ulrike 
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Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014), pension age, education level at the end of career 

(Grant Schellenberg, 2005; Hiscott, 2013), financial consideration, intrinsic aspects of current job (Grant 

Schellenberg, 2005), and debt rate prior to retirement (Craig Copeland, 2014; Hiscott, 2013). Besides, 

spouse’s working status and health condition are also considered as obscuring factors to enter bridge 

employment (Hiscott, 2013). 

Each employ may face one or more ageing issues, namely physical disadvantage, social 

disadvantage, personal development, and process to obtain personal knowledge (Nardi Steverink, 2001). 

Different experiences result in different motivations (J. D. Ulrike Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. 

Wiernik, 2014) when entering bridge employment. Employees with negative ageing employment shall 

make use of bridge employment to avoid retirement; while those with positive ageing employment shall 

consider it as an approach to retirement period (J. D. Ulrike Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 

2014). Retirees who consider ageing process aspersonal development and experience social 

disadvantage have more driving factors to enter bridge employment, compared to those who obtain 

knowledge and physical disadvantage during their working periods (Susanne Wurm, 2007; J. D. Ulrike 

Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014). Ageing experiences determine whether bridge 

employment shall increase or decrease someone’s life satisfaction. People who experience negative 

ageing process tend to forcefully enter bridge employment and later decrease their own lives’ satisfaction 

(Keith, A. Bender, 2012). 

Bridge employment be a mutually symbiotic relationship between three parties, namely senior 

workers, companies, and states (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007). It can also be a win-win solution for ageing 

population (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007) and workers’ scarcity. Hiring retirees back means maintaining and 

making use of people’s capabilities, expertises, and experiences (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007; Mariappanadar, 

2013). It may be a positive energy (Kevin E. Cahill, 2007)and an encouragement to increase 

professionalism for junior workers (Grant Schellenberg, 2005). It may even lessen the needs for job 

orientation and training (Mariappanadar, 2013). From senior workers’ point of view, entering bridge 

employment successfully minimalize pre-retirement anxiety(Mariappanadar, 2013), increase self-

control(Patricia Drantea, 2002), and improve health, economic status, self-development, social contacts, 

and support (J. D. Ulrike Fasbender, Mo Wang,  Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014). It can also obtain more 

positive results (Susanne Wurm, 2007). Benefits in life satisfaction shall be felt by retirees when they 

enter bridge employment (Keit A. Bender, 2012). 

The number of population entering bridge employment keeps increasing (Hiscott, 2013) for every 

income level (Hiscott, 2013). The most significant increase is recorded for jobs in education, public 

administration, professional, scientific service, techniques, transportation, and warehouse service 

(Hiscott, 2013) averagely 2 or 3 years (Luong, 2008) before someone decides to fully retire. However, 

significant increase in involvement is not supported by a significant influence in the improvement of life 

satisfaction and self-image (De Vaus, 2007). 

Bridge employment’s choices are comprised of Flexible Work Arrangement (FWA), shared job, 

part-time jobs, and contract-based jobs (Mariappanadar, 2013). Highly-paid retirees who are not ready 

to retire tend to choose contract-based jobs to maintain their previous income level; while lowly-paid 

retirees tend to choose part-time jobs (Mariappanadar, 2013). However, compared to opening a business, 
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bridge employment is considered less profitable in terms of welfare, autonomy, social participation, 

family intimacy, social relationship, and mental stress (Özlem Çakır 2014). 

A transitional job during bridge employment can be totally different from retirees’ previous careers 

(Kevin E. Cahill, 2007; Monika E. Von Bonsdorff, 2009). This choice is influenced by their career 

experiences. An attractive career experience drives an individual to maintain a bridge job within the 

same field of career (Wöhrmann, 2013).   

The role of bridge employment remains debatable if it is related to gender, age, education level, and 

personal knowledge in developed countries. Previous research proved differences in deciding to enter 

bridge employment, which are cause by gender (Özlem Çakır 2014), pension age (Kevin E. Cahill, 

2007), and education level (Grant Schellenberg, 2005). However, some other research stated that gender, 

age (Barbara Griffin, 2008), education, and personal knowledge (J. D. Ulrike Fasbender, Mo Wang,  

Brenton M. Wiernik, 2014) are not good predictors to explain such differences. Involvement in bridge 

employment is not a good predictor variable for life satisfaction and self-image. On the contrary, 

retirement which is conducted in several stages can trigger a bad retirement period (De Vaus, 2007). 

Financial motivation to enter bridge employment decreases life satisfaction and it is different from 

intrinsic motivations which improve life satisfaction (Dingemans, 2016). 

Financial aspects of a job indeed fail to a consistent predictor on why people enter bridge 

employment (M. W. Ulrike Fasbender, Jan-Bennet Voltmer,  Jürgen Deller, 2016), particularly in 

developed countries with adequate level of saving and supportive ageing policy from government 

(namely providing subsidies for 70% of its elderly population to live in nursing houses). For them, 

income is not the main determinant for them to enter bridge employment (Bender, 2012). However, the 

same factor is considered as a significant predictor on why people in lower per capita income get 

involved in bridge employment. It is believed that such employment can be a solution to maintain 

someone’s living standard, particularly in Indonesia with USD 3,125.2 per capita income per 

year(World-Bank, 2016). Bridge employment is believed to be a solution for pre-retirement workers 

who are not ready for retirement due to unresolved responsibilities. 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

This study tried to describe theoretical relationship between latent variables which are considered 

influencing readiness to retirement. Those latent variables were “unresolved responsibilities” as 

independent variable, “bridge employment” as intervening variable (or Dependent 1), and “readiness to 

retirement” as dependent variable 2. This study was conducted using personal fund and took less than 3 

months, starting from proposal writing, submitting related articles, studying articles in depth, and writing 

final report.  

 

Research Variables and Its Operational Definitions 

1. Research Variables 

Causal research referred to analysis on causal relationship between one exogenous variable and 

one/two endogenous variable(s).  

a. Exogenous variable: a variable which caused change or emergence of endogenous variable. 

Exogenous variable in this research was unresolved responsibility.  
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b. Intervening variable or mediator or endogenous variable 1 referred to mediating variable 

between exogenous variable and endogenous variable 2. The intervening variable in this 

research was bridge employment.  

c. Endogenous variable referred to an influenced variable as the impact of exogenous variable’s 

existence. The endogenous variable in this research was readiness to retirement.  

d. Operational definitions of variables: 

Variables Definition Indicators 

Exogenous 

Variable: 

Unresolved 

Responsibility 

Unresolved obligations 

before someone enters 

retirement period. 

Responsibility as parents, consumption 

debt, mortgage, investment, or other 

unresolved debts which burden 

someone prior to his/her retirement.  

Intervening 

variable:  Bridge 

Employement 

Each paid employment 

which serves as a transitional 

work prior to full retirement 

period.  

Thoughts and actions which illustrate 

one’s insistence to stay as a 

workforce, either by keeping his/her 

current job or taking other jobs as a 

source of income to prepare a full 

retirement period.  

Endogenous 

Variable:Readine

ss to retirement 

Mental-spiritual state which 

illustrates positive attitude 

and readiness for retirement.  

Employees with low stress level, stable 

performance, positive influence toward 

juniors, harmonious family 

relationship, and readiness to depart 

from workforce.  

 

Relationship between variables can be illustrated as follows:  

 

RESULTS 

Previous studies did state that unresolved responsibilities would weaken retirement readiness and 

encourage senior workers to survive in the labor market. This involvement should be appropriate to 

improve financial, health and psychosocial readiness. However, the findings are still debating the results 

of involvement in bridge employment. From 

the results show that bridge employment requires further study to prove its role in improving retirement 

preparedness for employees who still have unresolved responsibilities. 
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

For future research, this study needs to be deepened by involving similar variables in order to 

observe the role of intervening variable in changing behavior and readiness for retirement among 

senior workers who have unresolved responsibilities prior to their retirement. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on this study, the author draws several conclusions, namely:  

1. Unresolved responsibility weakens someone’s preparedness to face retirement.  

2. Unresolved responsibility encourages senior workers to stay in workforce by entering bridge 

employment.  

3. Some senior workers take advantage of bridge employment as career advancement or career 

development, financial adaptation resources, social contact, role/identity maintenance, status 

maintenance, access to various pension resources, personal growth, ability maintenance, and 

loyalty.  

4. Bridge employment is proven to enable senior workers to maintain their identity/role. They feel 

more comfortable in facing retirement, gaining more autonomy, having less psycho-social stress, 

maintaining better health and welfare, obtaining more life satisfaction, gaining more income (than 

merely pension wage), and gaining better personal development. 

5. Some arguable things are found in this research. First, influence of bridge employment on life 

satisfaction and adaptability to retirement. Second, reasons to enter bridge employment and its 

impacts on retirement satisfaction. Lastly, influence of income on determining bridge employment. 
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ABSTRACT 

The capital market is an investment activity, by investing excess funds in the capital market. Investors expect 

to benefit from dividends and capital gains. Investment decisions are based on risk considerations and 

returns. Investors of this market also have different levels of risk tolerance which influences their investment 

decision making. Age, gender, and experience are some of the demographic factors related to making 

decision in capital market. The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of demography on risk 

tolerance and its impact on investment decisions on the capital market in the Indonesia Stock Exchange 

(IDX). The study made use of questionnaires to collect data used in this research work. Data was collected 

from 40 investors who became security customers in Surabaya. In addition to this, the regression analysis 

was also used to examine the hypothesis. The result of the analysis proved age factor to being a determining 

factor which influences the investors’ risk tolerance and also has a significant effect on long-term 

investment decision. It can be concluded that risk tolerance determines investor behavior in investment 

decisions. This study also analyzes some previous inconsistent research works. It is useful for capital market 

actors to determine trading strategies through fundamental analysis, by considering the risk demographics 

and factors. 

Keywords: Investment; Risk Tolerance; Demography; IDX 

INTRODUCTION  

Investment can be defined as the act of investing a certain amount of money in order to amass lots of 

profits over a specific period of time. According to the Indonesian Central Securities Depository (KSEI), 

capital market investment recorded an increased number of investment throughout 2017. The number of 

investors’ growth, grew from 894,116 in 2016 to 1,118,913 in 2017. (http://ekonomi.kompas.com).This 

is indeed a welcome development. However, in order to develop other regions, individuals, companies 

and the various government agencies must work together. Universities in Surabaya, also help in creating 

investment awareness by providing educational courses tailored to teach students good capital 

investment strategies. Surabaya city can be a good prospect for capital market investors. 

 Several factors influence the process of selecting an investment plan by individuals. These factors 

are: demographic factors such as age, experience, gender, education, and investor's decision making. 

http://ekonomi.kompas.com/
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Investors should endeavor to put these factors into consideration in order to make huge profits with little 

or no risk. Gender, marital status, age, occupation, and level of education are also some of the factors 

that could determine an investors investment plan. This ideology, has been proven by several studies 

conducted by Bernasek and Shwiff (2001). However, the research conducted by Grable and Lytton 

(1999) opines that there are several demographic factors which have no effect on risk tolerance. 

According to Barber and Odean (2001), women are at a higher risk of losing out when it comes to making 

investment plans. Several studies have been conducted to ascertain the various demographic factors 

associated with risk tolerance and in investment decision making. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to conventional financial theory or standard finance, offenders are considered to be rational 

as they tend to increase the profits earned by the capital investment market. The finance standard 

approach depends on a series of assumptions one of which is; emotions and psychology sometimes 

influence a decision that causes unpredictable or irrational behavior (Ackert and Deaves, 2010). Hence, 

the evolution of a new paradigm known as the behavioral finance which combines the behavioral and 

cognitive psychology theory using the conventional and financial economics as an alternative. It explains 

why market applicants make irrational financial decisions. 

Every economic decision making contains risks, especially those associated with the capital 

market. Analyzing individual differences when it comes to investment is essential in risk taking it can 

help predict real economic behaviors. Some empirical and experimental studies show that people try to 

avoid risk. When decision makers make do with the rational thinking patterns which emphasizes 

normative procedures, they tend to enter a new state in the decision making process. One model of 

irrational decision making based on risk factors is explained by the Prospect Theory proposed by 

Kahneman and Tversky (1979). According to this theory, people tend to avoid making risk decisions 

when enjoy profits and seek for risk advisers when they suffer losses. This implies that when someone 

has to choose in an uncertain situation, he tends to make choices on minimize risk and avoid regret. 

In the financial sector, investors are sometimes willing to accept risks of uncertainty conditions 

called risk tolerance. According to an Indonesian researcher, Yohnson (2008), risk tolerance has a 

significant effect when associated with investment decision making. Most capital market players in 

Indonesia have a high risk tolerance in stocks investment, while those with low risk tolerance invest in 

instrument deposits, mutual funds, bonds, gold or real estate. Some empirical evidences have proven that 

the risk-taking affects trade and the financial industry. Fellner and Maciejovsky (2007) in their 

experiment describe the relationship between market activity and attitude risk. They concluded that the 

higher investors avoid risk, the lower their market activities. Suhari et al., (2011) found that investors 

who take risk, tend to make investments frequently with more profits. This is because most often, they 

tend to invest on products with high - risk investments. On the contrary, investors who 

maintain safety, tend to invest in low risk investment, and they rarely make any transaction. Michailova 

(2011) level risk aversion theory, measured as a number of safety choice with no significant effect to 

intensity individual involvement inside trading activities. 
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DEMOGRAPHY AND RISK TOLERANCE 

Risk is not only influenced by attitudes but also by demographic factors. Grable (2000) stated that 

demographics affect individual risk tolerance behavior. He further stated that risk tolerance is influenced 

by gender, age, income and formal education. According to his research, the older a person gets, the 

lesser his risk tolerance. More so, higher income increase risk tolerance. In addition, the level of formal 

education is affected by risk tolerance. Every economic decision making certainly contains risks, each 

individual is likely to come across risk will face risks because of the uncertainty of the 

situation. Finucane et al (2000) carried out a research in the United States, in which he realized that 

risk tend to be low assessed on white men and women compared to light skin or black people. Prince 

and Schwartz (1998) found gender and people’s status as factors affecting investment. He beamed that 

people with low self-esteem and power, as well as men are more vulnerable and more competent in 

managing money. Grable and Lytton (1999) added that women generally have a lower risk tolerance 

than men. Similarly, Olsen (2010) concluded that women do not have the possibility to invest in high 

risk assets. 

Age is one of the important factors that determines an investor's attitude to risk, because a person's 

attitude towards risk and investment will certainly change with age, experience and maturity. It will 

change one's attitude towards the risks taken and their investments. Some investment experts say that 

young investors (under 40 years old) are more aggressive towards risk than older investors. Bernasek 

and Shwiff (2001) in their study, found that there was a negative relationship between investors age and 

the rejection of investment risk (risk aversion). Women who are 30 years old and below, tend to avoid 

risk unlike men. This statement is also supported by Grable and Joo (1997), Grable and Lytton (1999), 

Wang and Hanna (1997) which states that there is a negative relationship between age and risk 

tolerance.  Older investors tend to avoid investment risk tolerance compared to young 

investors. Korniotis and Kumar (2005) studied the trade-offs between the benefits of investment 

experience and the problem of cognitive maturation processes. The more experience investors tend to 

be, the less risk they tend to come across. Moreover, they are diversified and do not trade frequently. 

Based on previous theories and previous research, it can be hypothesized: 

H1: Age affects the risk tolerance of capital market investors 

H2: Gender affects the risk tolerance of capital market investors 

H3: Experience affects the risk tolerance of capital market investors 

 

RISK TOLERANCE AND INVESTMENT 

Research conducted over the past few decades has analyzed investors’ behavior and has also tried 

to educate people on ways to manage investment differently. The risk tolerance of each person varies, it 

also determines the investment behavior of investors. According to Sartono (2010), three groups of 

individuals are usually at risk, the first individual can be defined as those who like risk, the risk seekers 

or those who are happy with risk. For instance, if an individual or investor is faced with two investment 

choices that provide the same level of profit with different risks, they will choose to opt for an investment 

with a high risk, or they will ask for some additional benefits for each additional risk faced. The second 
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group of individual are those who do not like or avoid risk (risk averter), they are known as individuals 

who prefer smaller risks same choice of benefits. The final group of people are those, who do not take 

risk. These set of individuals will ask for the same level growth of profit for each increase in risk. 

Fellner and Maciejovsky (2007) in their experiment explored the relationship between market 

activity and risk attitude. They concluded that the higher the risk an investor avoids, the lower their 

trading activity. Similar research was conducted in Indonesia by Suhari et al. (2011). It was found 

that investors with strong risk taking and those who choose to invest on the high risk products, tend 

to make transactions/investments frequently. On the contrary, investor who maintain safety, tend to 

invest in low risk investment and rarely transact. Michailova (2011), beamed that the level risk 

aversion measured as number of safety choices, hasthere is no significant effect on 

intensity involvement on individuals through trading activities.  

H4: Risk tolerance affects the investment decision making in the short and long term. 

 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

The population used in the analysis of this research work is the capital market investors located in 

Surabaya. The sampling technique carried out in this research work is the purposive sampling. This 

sample aims at subjectively with purposive sampling type that is judgment sampling. The criteria used 

are stock investors and have been members of securities for at least 1 year. 40 respondents were used in 

carrying out this research work and in collecting data. 

The risk tolerance measurement was obtained using a questionnaire form. This was used to also 

obtain statements about risk tolerance perception as opined by Hoffmann and Pennings (2012) Each 

statement is measured by a Likert scale with five answer choices. The answers options provided include: 

Strongly disagree (value 1), disagree (value 2), strongly agree (value 3), agree (value 4), and strongly 

agree (value 5). Gender measurement was also used with 1 for men and 0 for women was used to analyze 

and test this study. However, before testing was done, the classical assumption was first tested, so that 

the regression models are not biased and fullfill the Best Linear Unbiassed Estimator (BLUE). 

From the survey conducted, we obtained the following data from respondents in Surabaya as shown 

in table 1 
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TABLE 1.  Respondent Characteristics 

No Respondent chracteristics Criteria Frequence Percentage (%) 

1 Gender Man 22 55 

  Woman 18 45 

2 Age 22 – 32 years old 21 52,5 

  32 - 43 years old 7 17,5 

  44 – 55 years old 12 30 

3 Education < high school 4 10 

  Diploma 4 10 

  S1 24 60 

  >S2 8 20 

4 Status Married 25 62,5 

  Single 15 37,5 

5 Exprience < 5 years old 25 62,5 

  5-10 years old 7 17.5 

  >10 years old 8 20 

 

The table shows that male respondents or investors are more than 55% compared to female respondents 

which is approximately 45%. This shows that investors who invest in the Indonesia Stock Exchange are 

dominated by men. In terms of age, investors at the age of 22 to 32 years is 52.5% and aged 32 to 43 

years is 17,5%, 44 years to 55 years is 30%. This shows that most investors between the age of 22 to 32 

years, are productive. Educational analysis obtained has it that investors were predominantly 

undergraduate and graduates. This means that investors are highly educated on the basis of capital 

investment which will help them transact properly. The dominant respondents experience in investing 

in the capital markets is under 5 years 25 respondents 62.5%. Investor status is dominated by married 

investors 62.5% and this can be seen in the table 1. 

CLASSIC ASSUMPTION TESTING 

Normality testing was done using Kolmogorov-Smirnov technique which obtained a research value 

above 0.05. The research variables used were normally distributed. The result analysis of the variables 
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studied had normal distribution. It can be concluded that all of these data fulfill the assumption of 

normality. The results of multi-collinearity testing for the variables of age, gender and experience do not 

show any symptoms of multi-collinearity where the VIF value on the variable is smaller than 10. 

From the Residual Scattered Plot graph, we noted that the points do not form a particular pattern and 

there is no clear pattern. Furthermore, the points spread above 0 on the Y axis. It can be concluded that 

Heteroscedasticity failed to occur. Durbin Watson's value obtained is 2.029.  This number according to 

autocorrelation detection there are areas that show no negative auto-correlation and no positive auto-

correlation, so the variables in this study are free from out-correlation. 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

 

The analysis model used in this study is multiple linear analyses. This analysis is used to determine the 

direction and magnitude of the influence between independent variables and dependent variable. It 

analyzed the influence of age, gender and experience in the risk tolerance of capital market investors. 

The regression model used is: 

Y 1 = α + β 1 X 1 + β 2 D 2 + β 3 X 3 + ei                                                                  (1) 

Where Y 1 is risk tolerance obtained based on questionnaires distributed to investors, X 1 = age, D2 = 

gender and X3 = experience 

However, to find out the direction and magnitude of risk tolerance towards investor decision making 

obtained from the questionnaire we make use of the following formula: 

Y 2 = α + β 1 Y 1 + ei                                                                                         

               (2) 

Where Y 2 = investment decision, while Y 1 = risk tolerance. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the results of the study which using multiple regression analysis to determine the effect of 

demography on risk tolerance. The results obtained is interpreted in table 2. 
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Table 2. Hypothesis Test Results 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 17.974 1.847  9.732 .000 

Age .027 .050 .103 .535 .596 

Gender -2.166 1.087 -.339 -1.993 .054 * 

Experience  -.082 .126 -.126 -.654 .517 

Note: Dependent Variable: risk tolerance; P* < 0.10 

Based on table 2, it obtained the multiple linear regression equation models as follows: 

Y 1 = 17,974 + 0,027 X1     - 2,166 D 2 - 0,082X 3  

X1 is the age variable. This theoretically means that the older an investor is, the lower his risk tolerance. 

This is solely owing to the fact that they tend to avoid risk and by investing in a safe investment.  Based 

on the test, a significance level of 0.596 was obtained. These results obtained has it that age has no 

significant effect on risk tolerance. The results of this study do not support Grable and Lytton (1999) 

research, as well as Grable and Joo (1997) research which states that there is a negative relationship 

between age and risk rejection, which tends to reduce risk tolerance compared to young investors. The 

difference is owing to the fact that most respondents between the ages of 22 years to 32 years are less 

experienced and stand the chance of acquiring more risk. 

  Gender shows a significant influence on risk tolerance, according to the Worthington 

(2006) research, gender plays an important role in avoiding risk. From the results obtained showed a 

negative coefficient which means that men have a lower risk tolerance than women. This analyses do 

not support Prince and Schwartz (1998) research which argues that men are more prepared to take risks 

to build wealth, and are more competent in managing finances. As Grable and Lytton (1999) states 

women stand a lower risk than men. This shows that women who invest in the Surabaya capital market 

have high risk tolerance, although investment in the capital market has high uncertainty risk. This is also 

supported by the high level of investor education, with an average education of S1. They pay attention 

to theories that will reduce the level of error in decision making. In general concludes that gender does 

play an important role in risk avoidance. 

The variables of experience in research have no significant effect on risk tolerance. Theoretically it 

is said that if someone is experienced, the risk of tolerance is lower. This is because, the person has 

grown to know the ins and outs of the capital investment market.  This study is suitable with Korniotis 

and Kumar (2006) who studies the relationship between investment experience and cognitive maturation 
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processes, investors who are more experienced usually hold a portfolio that is less risky, choose a 

diversified investment and do not trade frequently. 

The second test is to examine the effect of risk tolerance on short-term and long-term investment 

decision making. The test results are as follows: 

Table 3. Results of Risk Tolerance Regression on Short-term Investments 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 15.206 2.440  6.233 .000 

Risk tolerance .153 .139 .176 1.102 .278 

Note:  Dependent Variable: short term 

Testing the risk tolerance for short-term investment decision making shows insignificant results. The 

research put forward by Mayfield, Perdue and Wooten (2008) shoes that the greater the level of 

individual risk avoidance, the lower their possibility of making short-term investments. However, for a 

risk tolerance relationship and long-term investment, the higher the risk tolerance, the more possible it 

is to invest in long term investment schemes, see table 4, the results of this study support the research of 

carried out by Wulandari and Iramani (2014) which proves that there is a positive relationship between 

risk perception and investment decision making. Investors in this study can be classified as risk-seeking 

investors. Positive coefficient results indicate that their high risk tolerance tends to invest in the long 

term investment schemes rather than short term schemes. All respondents in this study are respondents 

who invest in stocks – an investment plan that does contain a high risk.  

Table 4.  Results of Risk Tolerance Regression on long-term Investments 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 14.985 2.231  6.716 .000 

Risk tolerance .293 .127 .351 2.308 .027** 

Note: Dependent Variable: long term; P**<0.05 
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CONCLUSION 

This study aims at examining and analyzing the influence of demographics on risk tolerance as well as 

its influence on investment decisions in the capital market. The vital findings obtained from the statistical 

findings shows that women are at a higher risk when they invest in the capital market compared to men. 

The first and third hypotheses which states that age and experience have no significant effect on risk 

tolerance is unacceptable. 

The limitations in this study are variables limited to gender, risk tolerance and short-term/long-term 

investment decisions. However, it is essential that variables such as personality of the investor and 

respondents be added to the next research work on capital investment schemes.  
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Servqual Methods. 
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Abstract 

The objectives of this research are: (1) To analyze the level of academic service quality of FEB-

Unib, through conventional Servqual methods, and the integration of Fuzzy and Servqual methods. (2) 

To find out whether there are differences in the results of the two methods of analysis, (3) To analyze 

the strategies for improving the quality of academic services of FEB-Unib, by using the integration of 

Fuzzy and Servqual methods. The results of the gap analysis between the perceived performance and 

expectations of students on the academic services of FEB Unib with servqual method and Fuzzy-

Servqual method, all showed negative results. This result proves that FEB Unib's academic service 

quality is not satisfactory. There is no difference between the results of the Servqual method analysis 

and the Fuzzy-Servqual method analysis. In order to improve the academic quality of FEB Unib in the 

future, improvements need to be made. Improvements can be started from the criteria that get the biggest 

gap (rank 1), namely the comfort of classrooms to the criteria with the smallest gap (rank 23), namely 

clear and scheduled academic service time. 

Keywords: Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance, Empathy, Servqual Method, Fuzzy 

Method. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background  
Based on the pre-survey through interviews (May 8, 2017) of 6 FEB-Unib students, problems 

were found including services that were not responded quickly, Academic Information Systems (SIA) 

which were often jammed during the schedule for filling out Kartu Rencana Studi (KRS) and employees 

who are less friendly in serving students. Based on this, the need for understanding and research is to 

find out how students perceive the quality of academic services of FEB-Unib.  

There are two methods used in this study, namely Servqual method and Fuzzy-servqual method. 

In assessing consumer perceptions and expectations on the SERVQUAL method, respondents' 

assessments are subjective and biased (Mauliddya et al, 2014). As for Tsaur, et al (2002) states that 

research using the SERVQUAL method ignores the benchmark of someone's assessment of the quality 

of services provided and to know the benchmark of a person's assessment of the quality of services 

provided can be done by integrating the fuzzy method and SERVQUAL. This method is able to 

accommodate the uncertainty and inaccuracy of a person's assessment that is qualitative / subjective, 

can help capture the bias and subjectivity that occur in data collection through questionnaires, given the 

differences in a person's assessment of a research language so that the measurement of perceptions and 

expectations of customers can be measured correctly .  
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The objectives of this research are:  

(1) To analyze the level of academic service quality of FEB-Unib, through conventional Servqual 

methods, and the integration of Fuzzy and Servqual methods,  

(2) To find out whether there are differences the results of the Servqual method 

 

analysis and the Fuzzy-Servqual method analysis.(3) To analyze the improvement strategy of 

FEB-Unib academic service quality, by using the integration of Fuzzy and Servqual methods. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Definition of Service Quality 

Good product quality is a consumer expectation that must be met by the company, because good 

product quality is the key to the development of company productivity. Service quality is more difficult 

to measure than the quality of manufactured goods because services are abstract but can be felt (Bestari, 

2004: 120). Service quality as a measure of how well the level of service provided is able to materialize 
according to customer expectations (Lewis & Booms in Tjiptono and Chandra, 2011: 180). The same as 

stated by Tjiptono (2011: 157), the quality of service itself is determined by the company's ability to 

meet customer needs and desires in accordance with customer expectations. 

According to Lukman (2000: 7), basically the quality of service refers to the basic meaning; (1) 

Quality consists of a number of product features, both direct privileges, and attractive features that meet 
the customer's desires and thus provide satisfaction with the use of the product; (2) Quality consists of 

everything that is free from all deficiencies or damage. 

2.2. Service Quality Dimensions 

According to Berry and Parasuraman (Nasution, 2015: 4) gap / gap arises due to not fulfilling 

expectations of the services provided, while it can be measured through the characteristic dimensions 

used by customers in evaluating service quality. The five characteristics of service quality are; (1) 

Tangibles (direct evidence), which includes physical facilities, equipment, employees, and means of 
communication; (2) Reliability, namely the ability to provide services immediately and satisfactorily 

and in accordance with what has been promised; (3) Responsiveness, which is the desire of staff to assist 

customers and provide services responsively; (4) Assurance, which includes the ability, politeness, and 
trustworthiness of the staff, free from danger, risk or doubt; (5) Empathy, which includes ease of 

relationship, good communication, and sincere attention to customer needs 

2.3. SERVQUAL Methods 

SERVQUAL (Service Quality) is a service / service quality gap measurement model developed 

by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry. The model known as Gap Analysis is closely related to the model 

of customer satisfaction based on the approach of discounting (attribute performance) increases greater 
than expectations on the attribute concerned, then the perception of the quality of service / service will 

be positive and vice versa (Tjiptono and Chandra, 2011: 215) 

The SERVQUAL model includes calculating the differences between the values given by 

customers for each pair of statements of each dimension of quality of service that is related to the 

expected service and perceived service. Measurement with SERVQUAL model is better known as 
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SERVQUAL score term. SERVQUAL scores for each pair of statements for each customer can be 

calculated based on the equation (Zeithaml, et al in Fandy Tjiptono 2011:349): 

SERVQUAL Score = Perception Score - Hope Score 

The results of this SERVQUAL score can be categorized into three categories, as follows: 

 Very satisfied, if the results of SERVQUAL score show positive results (+) 

 Satisfied, if the results of SERVQUAL scores show zero results (0) 

 Not satisfied, if the results of SERVQUAL score show negative results (-) 

 

2.4. Fuzzy Methods 

The word "Fuzzy" generally refers to situations where there are no limits to activities and 

assessments that can be precisely defined. The creator of the fuzzy idea is L. A. Zadeh from California 
University (Kusumadewi, 2002: 1). Zadeh modifies the set theory where each member has a 

continuous degree of membership between 0 and 1. This set is called Fuzzy Set. 

There are several stages in using the fuzzy method, the first step in the fuzzy method is 
determining the fuzzy set value. This stage divides the 5 classifications which are very bad, not good, 
good enough, good and very good into 12 scores, as follows: 

as follows:  

Category 1 (Very bad) = 1,2,3,4. Category 2 (not good) = 3,4,5,6. 

Category 3 (Good enough) = 5,6,7,8. Category 4 (Good) = 7,8,9,10. 

Category 5 (Very good) = 9,10,11,12. 

Input from the defuzzyfication process is a fuzzy set obtained from the composition of fuzzy 

rules, while the output produced is a number in the domain of the fuzzy set. So if given a fuzzy set in a 

certain range, then a certain crisp value must be taken (Kusumadewi 2002: 97). 

 

The second stage is carried out by the next fuzzyfication process with the formation of 
Triangular fuzzy Number perception values and customer expectations with the overall effectiveness 
measure (oem) which can be seen in the following equation: 
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Upper limit (ai) =  b1*nj1 + b2*nj2+ b3*nj3+.....+ b(k)*njk 

  nj1 + nj2 + nj3 +.....njk    

Middle value (bi) =   b1*nj1 + b2*nj2+ b3*nj3+.....+ b(k)*njk 

         

 
 nj1 + nj2 + nj3 +.....njk    

Lower limit (ci)   =  b1*nj1 + b2*nj2+ b3*nj3+.....+ b(k)*njk          

 
 nj1 + nj2 + nj3 +.....njk    

Information:         

n = number of scores for each linguistic variable i = criteria (1,2,3, ...., k) 

b = average fuzzy value set per level of importance j = linguistic variable 

 

Where the value taken for the average fuzzy set value per level of importance (b) is:  
1. The upper limit, taken the highest value from each category, namely category 1 to category 5 

(4,6,8,10,12).  
2. Middle value, one median value from each category is taken, namely category 1 to category 5 (2.5; 

4.5; 6.5; 8.5; 10.5)  
3. The lower limit, taken the lowest value of each category, namely category 1 to category 5 

(1,3,5,7,9) 

 

The third stage is determining value of defuzzyfication. The average ai, bi, and ci values are 

fuzzyfication values (to get a single representative value) by using Mean Arithmatic so that the 

defuzzification value can be known by formulated as follows: 

Defuzzification = ai + bi + ci 

      3 

The fourth stage is comparing the perception scores and customer expectations obtained from the 

defuzzification stage. If it shows positive results (+) it can be concluded that the customer feels very 

satisfied. If it shows zero results (0) it can be concluded that the customer feels satisfied. If it shows 

negative results (-) it can be concluded that the customer feels dissatisfied (Maruvada & Bellamkonda, 

2010). 
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13. RESEARCH METHODS 

3.1. Research design 

The research design used in this research is quantitative descriptive. Quantitative descriptive 

research is research that uses numerical data in statistical analysis, this research method is a scientific 
way to obtain valid data with the aim of being found, proven, and developed by a knowledge so that in 

turn it can be used to understand, solve, and anticipate problems (Sugiono, 2011),. Quantitative methods 

can be interpreted as measurements of objective data and statistics through scientific calculations derived 
from samples of people or residents who were asked to answer a number of questions about the survey 

to determine their frequency and percentage of responses. 

3.2. Population and Research Sample 

The population in this study were all FEB-Unib students. Sampling in this study is using 

accidental sampling. Accidental sampling technique is a sampling technique on the basis of coincidence 

that the respondent is in the same place at the time of the research (Kriyantono, 2006: 158). The sample 

in this case were students of the Faculty of Economics and Business (FEB) of the University of Bengkulu 

at the time of the research, which totaled 105 respondents. 

3.3. Data collection technique  

Data collection techniques are one aspect that plays a role in the smoothness and success of a 
study. Data collection techniques used in this study are using questionnaires. According to Sugiyono 

(2012: 137) the questionnaire is a data collection technique that is done by giving a set of questions or a 

written statement to the respondent to answer. As well as an efficient data collection technique if the 
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researcher knows with certainty the variable to be measured and knows what is expected of the 

respondent. The questionnaire is also suitable for use if the number of respondents is large enough and 

spread over a wide area. 

3.4. Validity and Reliability  
To measure the validity of an instrument (questionnaire) is done by correlating the scores of 

each item with the total score in one variable. An item is valid if the item score correlates significantly 
with the total score (Sugiono, 2008). Validity test is done using sig.2-tailed values. This test is done by 

comparing the value of Sig.2-tailed with the critical value α = 0.05 or α = 0.01.  

Table 3.1: Validity and Reliabilitas Test Results 

 

In table 3.1 it is seen that all statement items in the study are valid. This is indicated by the number of 
correlations between the scores of each item with a significant total score at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels. 

Reliability testing was carried out using Cronbach Alpha Formula technique and using SPSS 20 

program. A variable is said to be reliable if it gives the value of Cronbach Alpha> 0.60 (Nunnally in 

Ghozali, 2005: 42). In Table 3.1. The results of the testing of all research variables on performance 
(perception) have a value of Cronbach Alpha> 0.60. Thus it can be concluded that all instruments of 

statements about tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy are reliable so that they 

are feasible to be used in research. 

3.5. Data Analysis Tool 

3.5.1. SERVQUAL model 

The assessment using the SERVQUAL model includes calculating the difference between the 
values given by customers for each pair of statements for each dimension of quality of service related to 

expected service and perceived service. Measurement with SERVQUAL model is better known as 
SERVQUAL score term. SERVQUAL scores for each pair of statements for each customer can be 

calculated based on the equation: 
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SERVQUAL Score = Perception Score - Hope Score Source : Zeithaml, at all. (in Fandy Tjiptono 

,2011: 349) 

3.5.2. Integration of the Fuzzy Methods-SERVQUAL Methods 

Integration of Fuzzy Methods-SERVQUAL Method includes membership membership 
formation with Triangular Fuzzy Number to measure customer perceptions and expectations, calculation 

of customer perception and expectation values, calculation of service quality gap value, weight 

calculation, weighted servqual value calculation and assessment of importance of a criterion. The first 

step is to determine the fuzzy set value. This stage divides the 5 classifications which are very bad, not 
good, good enough, good and very good into 12 scores (see figure 2.1) 

 

IV. RESULTS AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY 4.1. 

Data Analysis Results 

Based on the results of the questionnaire answers, it can be seen that the respondents' assessment 

of the five dimensions of quality of FEB Unib Academic services consists of Tangibles, Reliability, 

Responsiveness, Assurance, and Emphaty based on their level of expectations and perceptions. Through 
the average rating so that a score is obtained for each research variable. In determining customer 

assessment criteria, it can be done at the following intervals: 

1. Servqual methods 

SERVQUAL scores for each pair of statements for each customer can be calculated based on the 
equation: 

SERVQUAL Score = Perception Score - Hope Score 

Whereas to evaluate respondents' perceptions and expectations of the quality of academic services 

of FEB-Unib, namely by using the following measurement scale: 

The lowest perception score is: 1 The highest perception score is: 5 

Interval (5 - 1) / 5 = 0,80  

So that obtained five SERVQUAL assessment categories as follows: 

1.00 - 1.80 = Very bad / Very low 3,41 - 4,20 = Good / High 

1,81 - 2,60 = Not good / Low 4,21 - 5,00 = Very Good / Very High 

2.61 - 3.40 = Enough  

2. Integration of the Fuzzy Methods- Servqual Methods 

Defuzzification = ai + bi + ci 

3 

Information: 
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ai = Upper limit bi = Middle value ci = Lower limit 

 

Category 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4. Category 4 = 7, 8, 9, 10. 

Category 2 = 3, 4, 5, 6 Category 5 = 9, 10, 11, 12. 

Category 3 = 5, 6, 7, 8. 

The lowest perception score is: (4 + 2.5 + 1) / 3 = 2.5 

The highest perception score is: (12 + 10.5 + 9) / 3 = 10.5 

 

Interval: (10.5 - 2.5) / 5 = 1,60 

So that obtained five categories of Fuzzy-Servqual assessment, namely as follows: 

2.50 - 4.10 = Very bad / Very low 7,31 - 8,90 = Good / Height 

4,11 - 5,70 = Not good / Low 8,91 - 10,50 = Very Good / Very High 

5.71 - 7.30 = Enough  

4.1.1. Analysis with SERVQUAL Methods 

Assessment of service quality by using the SERVQUAL model includes respondent's 

assessment of perceived service quality of FEB-Unib academic services, and also the respondents' 

assessment of expected service quality. Furthermore, it is calculated the difference between the 

perceived service and expected service. The results of perceived service recapitulation are divided into 
5 (five) categories from very bad, to very good, while the expected service is from very low to very high, 

as seen in Table 4.1. 

In Table 4.1 shows that the average rating of respondents (students) on the quality of academic 
services FEB-Unib as a whole can be said to be good. However, if viewed per criteria, especially in the 

Responsiveness and Emphaty dimensions, the average score is in the neutral position, this means that 

the level of FEB-Unib academic service quality has not been maximized, while the respondents' 

expectations of all the academic service criteria of FEB-Unib are very high. 

The results of the gap analysis between performance (perception) and expectations of each criterion, 

all show negative results as listed in Table 4.1. This proves that respondents (students) are not satisfied 

with the academic services of FEB-Unib. As explained by Zeithaml, et al in Fandy Tjiptono (2011: 349), 

that dissatisfaction come up if the results of SERVQUAL score show a negative (-), and it can be 

concluded that customer perception is smaller than customer expectations of the service provided in this 

case is meaningful the customer feels dissatisfied. If the customer feels dissatisfied, then the service can 

be ascertained not effective and efficient. 
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4.1.2. Calculation with Integration of the Fuzzy Methods and SERVQUAL Methods The 
value taken for the average fuzzy set value per level of importance (b) is: 

1. The upper limit is taken by the highest score from each category, namely category 1 to 
category 5 (4,6,8,10,12). 

2. Middle value, one median value from each category is taken, namely category 1 to category 5 
(2.5; 4.5; 6.5; 8.5; 10.5) 

3. The lower limit, taken the lowest value of each category, namely category 1 to category 5 
(1,3,5,7,9)  

Source: Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2010) 

Calculating the fuzzyfication value of the performance questionnaire (perception) and the 

expectations of the respondent where the value of defuzzyfication is the average value of the values of 

a, b, c. The calculation of the fuzzyfication value of the questionnaire data is done by the overall 

effectiveness measure (OEM). For example the calculation of performance appraisal for the first 

criterion on the tangible dimension, can be seen in the following equation 

 
The next step is to find the value of defuzzyfication using Arithmatic Mean, an example of the 

calculation of defuzzyfication in criteria 1 (one), namely: 

Defuzzyfication = (8.51 + 7.01 + 5.5) : 3 = 7.01 Same as the middle value (b) 
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The following are Table 4.2. which displays the results of each fuzzyfication and defuzzyfication value. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the results of the gap analysis, the difference in the score of customer perception and 

expectations obtained from the defuzzification stage (see Table 4.2) where all dimensions and criteria 
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of academic quality get a negative gap value. This means that overall the quality of FEB-Unib academic 

services is not satisfactory. 

4.1.3. Servqual Method VS Fuzzy-Servqual Method 

Quoting the opinion of Mauliddya et al. (2014) which states in the assessment of consumer 

perceptions and expectations on SERVQUAL method produces respondents' ratings that are subjective 

and biased. As for Tsaur, et al (2002) states that research using the SERVQUAL method ignores the 

benchmark of someone's assessment of the quality of services provided and to know the benchmark of 

a person's assessment of the quality of services provided can be done by integrating the fuzzy method 

and SERVQUAL. This method is able to accommodate the uncertainty and inaccuracy of a person's 

assessment that is qualitative / subjective, can help capture the bias and subjectivity that occur in data 

collection through questionnaires, given the differences in a person's assessment of a research language 

so that the measurement of perceptions and expectations of customers can be measured correctly . 

Referring to some of the opinions above, in this study try to analyze whether there are 

differences in the results of the analysis of service quality measurement with servqual method and fuzzy-

servqual method. Table 4.4 bellow is a comparison of the results of the analysis of the two methods, 
servqual method and fuzzy-servqual method.To find out whether there are differences in the results of 

the analysis of the two methods that have been used, namely Servqual and Fuzzy-Servqual methods, it 

can be seen in the following Table 4.3 bellow. 

In Table 4.3 shows that the results of the analysis of the two methods namely Servqual Method 

and Fuzzy-Servqual Method get results with the exact same category, both for perceived quality, 

expected level of quality and the level of respondents' satisfaction with the quality they receive. So it 

can be concluded that the results of this study do not fully support the opinion which states that, the 

SERVQUAL method ignores the benchmark of a person's assessment of the quality of services provided 

and to know the benchmark of a person's assessment of the quality of services provided can be done by 

integrating the fuzzy method and SERVQUAL (Tsaur , et al., 002). Also the opinion that states the 
SERVQUAL method produces respondents' judgments that are subjective and biased (Mauliddya, et al: 

2014), has not been fully proven. 

The results of this study also showed that the gap value between performance (perception) and 

expectations of students on the academic service quality of FEB Unib, both the calculation with 

SERVQUAL (Gap) method and the calculation of the FUZZY-SERVQUAL (Gap) method (see Table 

4.3), turned out to give results with the exact same category. This can be seen from the ranking results 

starting from the most dissatisfied criteria with the biggest gap (rank 1) to the criteria with the smallest 

gap (rank 20). The results of this gap ranking can be one of the guidelines for FEB-Unib to find out what 

needs to be improved immediately in order to improve the quality of its academic services. 
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4.2. Improvement Strategy 

Tjiptono and Diana (2003) state that service quality is the expected level of excellence and 

control over the level of excellence to meet customer desires. So service quality is centered on efforts to 

meet customer needs and desires and the accuracy of delivery to offset customer expectations. The 

success of the Faculty as a work unit in a university is very much determined by the quality of services 
provided, and it can be identified to what extent the user's expectations in this case are that the student 

has been fulfilled. 

From the results of processing performance data (perception) and expectations using 

conventional SERVQUAL methods as well as data processing performance (perception) and 
expectations that have been defuzzyfied, it is known that the SERVQUAL value or the overall gap shows 

a negative value. Tjiptono (2011: 349) argues that if the results of SERVQUAL score show a negative 

result (-) it can be concluded that the quality perceived by the customer is smaller than the customer's 
expectation of the service provided, in this case means that the customer feels less satisfied. If the 

customer feels dissatisfied with a service provided, then the service can be ascertained not effective and 

efficient. 

In order to improve the academic quality of FEB Unib in the future, it is necessary to know what 
criteria need to be addressed immediately so as to further improve the quality of its services. 
Improvements can be started from the criteria that get the biggest gap (rank 1), namely the comfort of 

classroom until the criteria with the smallest gap (rank 23) are clear and scheduled academic service 
times. 

In accordance with the opinion of Tjiptono (2011) that in good service quality, there are several 

types of service criteria, such as (1) Timeliness of service including the time to wait during the 
transaction and the payment process; (2) Service accuracy, namely minimizing errors in service and 

transactions; (3) courtesy and friendliness when providing services; (4) Ease of obtaining services, such 

as the availability of human resources to help serve consumers, as well as supporting facilities such as 
computers; (5) Consumer comfort, such as location, parking space, comfortable waiting room, 

cleanliness aspects, availability of information and so on. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the research and discussion that has been done, some conclusions from this study 
can be taken, including: 

1. The results of the gap analysis between the perceived (perceived) performance and 

expectations of students on the academic services of FEB Unib with servqual method and 
Fuzzy-Servqual method, all of which show negative results. This result proves that FEB 
Unib's academic service quality is not satisfactory. 

2. There is no difference the results of the Servqual method analysis and the Fuzzy-Servqual method 
analysis.  

To improve the academic quality of FEB Unib in the future, improvements need to be made. 

Improvements can be started from the criteria that get the biggest gap (rank 1), namely the comfort of 

the class, then the improvement continues to the smallest gap criteria (rank 23), which is a clear and 

scheduled academic service time. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to test and analyze the influence of product knowledge, brand awareness and 

trust upon consumer’s decision in using original digital product of Pontianak city. This is a quantitative 
study. Populations of the research were consumers that had used Angkuts, Tripy, and Gurukite.com 

services. A total of 100 respondents were obtained using purposive sample method, with sample criteria 

as follows: 17 years old or older, recognize and have used Angkuts, Tripy and Gurukite.com services. 
Double linier regression analysis was used as data processing technique. 

 

The study findings proved that each variable has different effect on purchasing decision. Product 

knowledge and brand awareness variables have significant effect while trust variable is insignificant to 

consumer’s decision on using Angkuts. All three hypotheses are significant on Tripy and Gurukite.com. 
Product knowledge value was negative on Tripy and brand awareness value was negative on 

Gurukite.com. These findings suggest different recommendation for each digital product. 

Keywords: product knowledge, brand awareness, trust, purchasing decision 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The highly developed urbanization induces various problems in the city, making it urgent to solve the 

issues caused by the high population. In facing those urban problems while keeping its performance, 

several construction concepts and city managements are being developed, one of  which is through 

smart city  concept; a city  management and development based on 

information and communication technology. The big company of IBM, one of the pioneers of this 

concept, used this concept to promote its innovation product promotion, the Big Data, in Smart Planet 

concept in 2008 (Cocchia, 2014). 
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The development of Smart City concept encourages the youth of Pontianak City to do some 

innovations by creating a digital products that benefit Pontianak residents. 

Table 1.1 Data of Original Digital Product of Pontianak City Year 2015-2017 

 

Year of Est. Digital Product Offered Services 

   

2015 Bujang Kurir Any couriers or delivery services 

   

2015 Angkuts Garbage pickup 

   

2016 Travella Taxi order and online transportation services 

   

2016 Tripy Passenger and other services 

   

2016 Gurukite.com Online private teacher provider 

   

2017 Belanjedapok Online buyig for food daily product 

   

2017 Gencil Pontianak Update Info 

   

Source: www.pontianakdigitalstream.id 

Consumers’ decision in using a product is based on positive reviews of the product. Lin and Chen 

(2004) proved that when a consumer makes a decision, they will find further information in advance 

before making any purchase. They consider the local image, country of origin and product knowledge as 

important elements when purchasing. Primary sources of product knowledge include a consumer’s 

experience with the actual product and advertising aimed at affecting a consumer’s decision to select a 

product (Rao and Monroe, 1988). Product knowledge consistently ranks among the most important 

influences regarding consumer purchase behavior (Burton et al., 2009), and product value and purchase 

risk determinations can be made based upon such knowledge.besides, the company should establish brand 

awareness, when consumer can recall a brand, so they can distinguish a product with another or among 
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its product competitors. Brand awareness is the ability of a potential consumer to recognize or recall that 

the brand belongs to certain product category (Dyan, 2010). Creating a strong brand image in the 

consumer’s mind depends on create an optimistic brand assessment, reachable brand approach, and a 

reliable brand representation (Farquhar, 1989). The importance of brand awareness in the mind of the 

customers can be evaluate at various stages e.g. recognition, recall, top of mind, brand dominance (they 

only call that particular brand), brand knowledge (what brand means to you) (Aaker D.,1996). Brand 

awareness is very important because if there will be no brand awareness no communication and no 

transaction will be occur (Percy,1987). 

The more popular an application or website, the higher the consumer trust in the product offered. 

Researchers have shown that trust is key to interpersonal and commercial relationships (McKnight and 

Chervany, 2001). The consumer trust on a brand is defined as the willingness of a consumer to rely on a 

brand with all its risks, because they expect the product will give positive outcomes (Lau and Lee, 1999: 

344). Digital products that have just established for no more than five years are considered as unpopular in 

people. This study aims to investigate the role of product knowledge, brand awareness and trust in the 

consumer’s decision in using the original digital product of Pontianak City. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Product Knowledge 

Product knowledge is defined as a consumer’s awareness of specific information concerning a given 

product (Brucks, 1985). Primary sources of product knowledge include a consumer’s experience with the 

actual product and advertising aimed at affecting a consumer’s decision to select a product (Rao and 

Monroe, 1988). Product knowledge consistently ranks among the most important influences regarding 

consumer purchase behavior (Burton et al., 2009), and product value and purchase risk determinations can 

be made based upon such knowledge. Product knowledge has been measured in terms of both subjective 

and objective knowledge, which can sometimes be difficult to separate (Rao and Monroe, 1988). 

 

Product knowledge is the various information of the product. This knowledge includes product category, 

product terminology, product attribute, product price and product trust. Peter & Olson (2010) in Nur 

Hidayat (2016) divided product knowledge into three categories, which are: 

1. Product Attribute Knowledge 
A consumer will consider a product based on its characteristic or attribute of the product. Product 

attribute is classified to physical attribute and abstract attribute. Physical attribute is the physical 

characteristics of the product while abstract attribute is the subjective characteristic of the product based 

on consumer’s perceptions. 
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2. Product Benefit Knowledge 
 

Benefits the consumer gets after using a product are functional benefit and psychosocial benefit. 

Functional benefit is the benefit consumer gets physiologically. As example, the using of mobile phones 

improves communication with others. Psychosocial benefit is the benefit consumer gets after 

consuming a product. As example, a consumer wears perfume to feel more confident. 

 

3. Product Satisfaction Knowledge 
 

It is the knowledge on product’s value that may satisfy consumer’s needs. The consumer has their own 

knowledge of personal and symbolic value that the product and the brand will give them satisfaction. 

Brand awareness 

Brand awareness is defined as the ability of a person, which is a potential buyer, to recognize or recall a 

brand as a part of product category (Aaker, 1991:61). To get brand awareness, both recognition and recall 

phase, two tasks are needed which are getting the Brand identity and relate it with the product category 

itself (Aaker, 1991:72). When the Brand is new, those both tasks need to be accomplished by the company, 

even when on some cases the product name of the Brand has described the product category. There are four 

indicators used to measure the consumer’s awareness on a brand, which are (Kriyantono, 2006:26): 

1. Recall, how far a consumer can recall the brands they remember. 

2. Recognition, how far a consumer can recognize that the brand belongs to certain 

category 

3. Purchase, how willing a consumer add that product as alternative option when 

purchasing a product/using a service 

4. Consumption, how far a consumer remember a brand when using the competitor’s 

product 

Trust 

According to McKnight, et. al (2002), trust is built among parties that have not known each other well both 

in interaction and transaction process. McKnight et. al (2002) stated that there are two dimensions of 

consumer’s trust, which are: 

1. Trusting belief 
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Is how far someone trust and believe in another person in a situation. Trusting belief is a perception of 

the trusting party (consumer) to trusted party (the online shop seller) in which the seller have tendency 

to benefit the consumer. McKnight et, al (2002) stated there are three elements that build trusting belief, 

which are benevolence, integrity, competence 

 

2. Trusting intention 
 

Trusting intention is the intended situation when a person is ready to rely on the other person in a 

situation. This situation happens personally and directly aimed at the other person. Trusting intention 

is based on cognitive belief of a person to another person. McKnight et, al (2002) stated that there are 

two elements that build the trusting intention, which are willingness to depend and subjective 

probability of depending. 

Decision to Purchase 

Kotler and Keller (2009:240) stated that, “Decision to purchase is when a costumer has an intention to 

purchase a brand they like the most.” Kotler and Armstrong (2012:176-178) described the decision process 

as follows: 

1. Need recognition, a process when consumer recognizes an issue or needs. The marketers 

should identify a situation that urges certain needs by collecting information from some 

consumers. 

2. Information search, a process when consumer is encouraged to find further information. 

Consumer’s information sources are divided into 4 (four), which are: 

a. Personal source, which are family, friends, neighbors, acquaintances 

b. Commercial source, which are advertisements, salesperson, distributor, website, 

packaging, display 

c. Public source, which are mass media, organization that determines consumer’s rank, 

internet searcg 

d. Experience source, which are the management, review, and using of the product 

3. Evaluation of alternatives, a process when consumer uses information to evaluate the decision 

making. 

4. Purchase decision, a process when a consumer has preference on brands on evaluation phase. 

5. Post purchase behavior, a process when consumer will get satisfaction or dissatisfaction on 

the purchase. 
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Based on the description above, the hypotheses of this research are as follows: 
 
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Product knowledge has significant effect on the purchase decision 
 
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Brand awareness has significant effect on the purchase decision 
 
Hypothesis 3 (H3): Trust has significant effect on the purchase decision 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This is a quantitative research that aims to describe an empirical phenomenon with statistic data, 

characteristic, and relationship pattern between variables. Based on its characteristic, this research is 

classified as causal-comparative study, which is a research type with problem characteristic about causal 

relationship between two variables or more. 

The objective of causal comparative study is to find out the basic answer about the causality and 

investigate the causal relationship. On this research, the dependent variable is the Purchase Decision (Y) is 

affected by independent variables which are Product Knowledge (X1), Brand Awareness (X2), and Trust 

(X3). 

Populations of this research are the consumers that have used Angkuts, Tripy and Gurukite.com 

services. A total sample of 100 respondents were selected using purposive sampling with sample criteria as 

follows: respondent is 17 years old or older, recognizes and has used Angkuts, Tripy, and Gurukite.com 

services. The data processing technique used was double linier regression analysis. 

STUDY FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

Data distribution was done for 2 months through online plarform using social media such as Facebook 

and Whatssapp. Filled questionnaire were 120 questionnaires, and after they going through administrative 

checking, only 100 questionnaires could be processed. Respondents were the users of three digital services, 

which are 32 Angkuts users, 34 Tripy users, and 34 Gurukite.com users. 

 

Validity test result showed that it was valid on all indicators, which ranged from 0.377 until 0.801. 

According to Sugiyono, if the correlation value is under 0.3, it can be concluded that the point of instrument 

is invalid so it needs to be corrected or eliminated. 
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Reliability test was processed using Cronbach Alpha, a test in which a data is reliable if significance 

level > 0.6. The data processing result showed that all variables were reliable on X1 (0.736), X2 (0.787), 

X3 (0.759) and Y (0.776). 

 

Coefficient determinant value (R2) of Angkuts, Tripy and Gurukite.com were 0.752; 0.771 and 

0.519, respectively. This finding explained that the ability of product knowledge (X1), brand awareness 

(X2), and trust (X3) variables in describing their effect on the purchasing decision is above 50%, while 

others are affected or described by other variables that were not included in this research model. 

 

Table 4.1 

Partial Test Results (t Test) of Angkuts, Tripy, and Gurukite.com 

Angkuts  Beta Sign Hypothesis Notes 

 X1 0.401 0.007 H1 accepted 

 X2 0.686 0.001 H2 accepted 

 X3 -0.162 0.275 H3 rejected 

     

Tripy  Beta Sign Hypothesis Notes 

 X1 -0.436 0.008 H1 accepted 

 X2 0.713 0.000 H2 accepted 

 X3 0.563 0.001 H3 rejected 

     

Gurukite.com  Beta Sign Hypothesis Notes 

 X1 0.266 0.005 H1 accepted 

 X2 -0.353 0,017 H2 accepted 

 X3 0.360 0,037 H3 accepted 

     

Source: processed data, 2018    
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

Angkuts 

Product Knowledge and Brand Awareness affect the purchasing decision/decision to use. Trust is 

negative and insignificant to the purchasing decision/ decision to use Angkuts in Pontianak City. This 

implication is based on the regression coefficient value of X3, which is -0.162 with significance value 

0.275 which is above 0.05. Analyzed from its research setting, Angkuts is a garbage pickup service, so 

the consumer’s purchase is the garbage service, in which the trust element is not really considered by the 

consumer. Consumer is more focused on the problem and solution of the household or company waste, 

which of course, is different in trust consideration when purchasing things online.  

Tripy 

Product Knowledge, Brand Awareness and Trust affect the purchasing decision/decision to use, but the 

Product Knowledge value was negative. This is because the Tripy respondents are dominated by males, 

about 62%. Tripy is a transportation service, and male costumers pay more attention to brand and trust 

without having to know or have detailed information on the product. For example, they only use Gojek 

apps for Go-food service without having to find out the overall Gojek product. This study finding supports 

the previous research by Setiawan and Soenhadji (2010) that stated that product knowledge has negative 

effect yet significant toward the purchasing decision/decision to use the product. 

Gurukite.com 

Product Knowledge, Brand Awareness and Trust affect the purchasing decision/decision to use, but the 

Brand Awareness value was negative. Analyzed by its research setting, Gurukite.com is a private teacher 

service, so this service prioritize product knowledge, in this case is the teacher (the person and their 

education background) and trust (is competent to teach and master the subjects) that makes brand awareness 

of Gurukite.com is not a main consideration. Whether the brand is popular or not is not an issue for 

Gurukite.com, as long as the teacher masters the subject well. This study supports the previous research by 

Najib, Soesanto and Sukresna (2016) who stated that brand awareness has negative effect yet significant 

toward the costumer’s purchasing decision. 

CONCLUSION 

1. Product knowledge and brand awareness have positive effect and significant while trust does 

not affect the decision to use original digital product of Pontianak city. 
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2. Product knowledge, brand awareness and trust affect the decision to use original digital product 

of Pontianak city, but product knowledge value is negative.  

3. Product knowledge, brand awareness and trust affect the decision to use original digital product 

of Pontianak city, but brand awareness value is negative. 

 

Angkut, Tripy and Gurukite.com to improve the factors that can influence the decision to use the original 

digital products of Pontianak City. 

Angkuts, Tripy and Gurukite.com can also innovate by producing other features that are more attractive 
according to community needs. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This research purpose is to analyze student motivation in learning activities increases because of 

the influence of (1) self-efficacy and flipped classroom media learning; (2) the result will be shown 

that the using of flipped classroom media learning as one of a tools that able to motivate student 

to be more active especially in economics. This research will use Anova test analysis using quasi 

experiment from one-group-pretest-posttest design model data primary with the analysis tehnique 

of quantitative descriptive. Flipped classroom started a strategy in a media learning for lecturers 

and students to be more active. This research time schedule will be done in one semester and from 

our respondents there will be a measure data result about the influence of self-efficacy and the 

usage of media learning of flipped classroom able to increased student’s motivation in learning 

and understanding their lectures inside and outside the class. This research result hopefully able 

to describe other option that enrich the learning proccess for college students due to the study of 

economic and business issues worldwide. 

Keywords: motivation, flipped classroom, learning media, self-efficacy 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Research Background 
 

In the learning process, students are required to understand the material and complete the 

lecture tasks well. With these demands, a student must have confidence in the competencies in 

completing a task or high self-efficacy. According to Prayitno (2002: 62) one of the determinants 

of student success in college is the extent to which the student is able to complete with both the 

assignments given by the lecturer well and on time. According to Whipple in Hamalik (2009), 

learning activeness is a teaching and learning process that emphasizes the activeness of students 

physically, mentally, intellectually and emotionally in order to obtain learning outcomes in the form 

of a combination of cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects in the classroom. The 

understanding of learning activity is only limited to the scope in the classroom, so that through 

active learning by utilizing digital technology or e-learning and supported by the "flipped 

classroom" method is expected to be able to create active learning for students in the classroom and 

mailto:wilma.izaak.mnj@upnjatim.ac.id
mailto:Hestyprimarini.mnj@upnjatim.ac.id
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outside the classroom. The problems faced in creating active learning the first is the mastery of 

lecturers in interaction patterns, learning situations, media and technology. The second problem is 

the ability of students to empower themselves to learn facts; concept; principle; law; theory; and 

other innovative ideas by using technology to find; interpret; assess and use information so that 

students are able to produce creative ideas or ideas to solve problems and determine attitudes in 

decision making. The importance of learning activities of the students of the management 

program of UPN "Veteran" East Java in the success of the learning process, one of which is 

influenced by internal factors inherent in students (talent, interests, and IQ), one of which is 

shown by the level of self-efficacy. According to Bandura (1986: 25) Self-Efficacy refers to 

beliefs about one's ability to organize and carry out actions to achieve the results of self-efficacy 

is a key factor in the source of human action, "what people think, believe and feel influence 

them in acting ". In the context of student learning processes, the notion of self-efficacy in this 

study is self-assessment beliefs with regard to the competence of students in management study 

programs to achieve success or success in their learning activities at UPN "Veteran" East Java. 

 

In the results of previous studies with the title of the relationship between students' academic 

self-efficacy and procrastination in completing lecture assignments, it can be concluded that the 

relationship between self-efficacy and academic procrastination has a significant negative 

relationship. These results mean that the higher the self-efficacy of a student, the lower the level of 

academic procrastination (Damri, et al: 2017). In this regard, the student's behavioral tendency in 

the learning process can be predicted through the level of self-efficacy that is possessed so that the 

importance of the role of student self-efficacy is able to create student learning activities in the 

management study program in the learning process both inside and outside the classroom. In this 

study using self-efficacy and learning activeness as variables to be studied before and after the 

application of Flipped classroom learning media. The novelty in this study was to use the variable 

self-efficacy and student learning motivation as a variable to be measured the level of difference 

before and after the application of flipped classroom learning media using a quasi-experimental 

method with a one-group-pretest-posttest design model. and description of the problem, this 

research aims to determine the differences in the level of self-efficacy and learning motivation of 

students with the use of the flipped classroom method. So the title in this study is the Implication 

of the Application of Flipped Classroom Learning Media Against Self-efficacy and Student 

Learning Motivation 

 

Research problem 
 

Based on the background, the problem can be formulated is whether the application of 
flipped classroom learning media affects the self-efficacy and learning motivation of students 
in the Management Study Program of the Faculty of Economics, UPN Veterans of East Java. 

 

Research purposes 
 

This study aims to determine the increase in learning motivation and the application of 
flipped classroom learning media strategies to students' self efficacy and learning motivation 
in the Faculty of Economics Study Program of UPN Veteran East Java, so as to identify the 
influence of flipped classroom learning strategies on student self efficacy and motivation and 

analyze the most influential attributes in their learning process for one semester. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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A. Learning Media 
 

The word "media" comes from a Latin word which means intermediary or "medium". 
While in the world of education the word 'media' is called learning media. Arsyad (2013: 10) 
said that learning media is everything that can be used to convey a message or information in 
the teaching and learning process so that it can stimulate students' attention and interest in 
learning. 

B. Flipped Classroom 
 

According to Graham Brent (2013) flipped classroom is a strategy that can be provided by 

educators by minimizing the amount of direct instruction or direction in their teaching activities 

while maximizing interactions with each other. Another flipped classroom opinion is a method 

that asks students to watch videos, read books or read power point slides of subject subjects or 

courses, then study at their homes and then do projects or activities in the classroom (Agustina, 

2015) 

C. Self Efficacy 
 

Bandura (1977) proposed several dimensions of self-efficacy, namely magnitude, 
generality, and strength. Magnitude, related to the level of difficulty of a task performed. 
Generality, related to the field of duty, how wide an individual has confidence in carrying out 
tasks. Strength, related to the strong weakness of an individual's beliefs. 

D. Motivation 
 

Vroom in Koontz (1990) suggests that people will be motivated to do certain things in 
order to achieve goals if they believe that their actions will lead to the achievement of these 
goals. This expectation theory is based on: 
 

 Expectancy, is an opportunity given due to behavior or an assessment that the possibility of 
an effort will lead to the expected performance.  

 Value (Valence), is the result of certain behaviors having certain values / dignity (power / 
motivational value) for each individual concerned. In other words, Valence is the result of how 
far someone wants the rewards / significance associated with the individual about the expected 
results.  

 Linkage (Instrumentality), is the perception of the individual that the results of the first level of 

expectations are something that exists in the individual that occurs because of the desire to achieve 

results in accordance with the goals or beliefs that performance will lead to rewards. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

Road Map Research 
 

This study was to determine the implications of the application of a flipped classroom 
learning media strategy on student activity. The results of this study is a learning media strategy 
that is able to influence student self-efficacy and activity, so that on the next research 
opportunity can be developed an information technology-based learning media that has 

competitiveness in the days of digital learning. 
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To fulfill the purpose of this research, a research method is needed. In this study the authors 

chose to use a quasi-experimental method with a one-group-pretest-posttest design model. Which 

means that the author will only use one group of subjects so that the author can find out the effects 

that will result from the treatment (treatment) given to the class as the subject group. The researcher 

is a lecturer in the management study program, where this research will be carried out in two 

assessment cycles, namely the first cycle in the period before the Flipped Classroom learning media 

strategy is carried out after 7 initial meetings after the UTS so before UAS. Data collection 

techniques used in this study are using documentation, questionnaires, observations and interviews. 

This research process is carried out cyclic as suggested by Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) with 

regard to plan, implementation, monitoring, and reflection. Researcher hopes that by distributing 

questionnaires, direct observation and interviews can show the level of student motivation through 

self-efficacy and flipped classroom learning media strategies. This study uses a survey method to 

students of Management Department of UPN Veteran East Java force 2015-2016. By applying the 

flipped classroom learning media strategy to the intended class by the next author, students as 

respondents answered the questionnaire the researchers asked. Stages of research were carried out 

starting from preliminary surveys, identification of variables, preparation of questionnaires, 

distribution of questionnaires before UTS and before UAS, conducting research, collecting 

research sample data, Anova test and SPSS analysis. 

 

Types and Data Sources 

The data collected in this study are: 
 

1. Primary data, namely data obtained from the results of the data tabulation questionnaire, 
direct observation and interviews of students.  

2. Secondary data, namely data obtained from the results of literature studies, research 
journals, publication materials and related parties that are related to this research. 

 

Respondent Determination Technique 
 

The technique of determining Respondents is done intentionally (purposive judgment 

sampling). The population in this study were all students of Management Study Program at the 

Faculty of Economics and Business, UPN East Java Veterans. Samples according to Margono 

(2002: 121) are as part of the population taken by using certain methods. The sample in this study 

were students of Management Department UPN Veteran Jatim 2015/2016 class as an experimental 

class with a total of 30 people. The sample was chosen by purposive technique which then selected 

30 parallel A students as the experimental class where classroom action research is an experimental 

research because of the relationship between attributes in it. Then a combination of stimuli is done 

to get the respondents / panelists' ratings as consumers towards the best combination of attributes 

based on consumer preferences. 

 

Operationalization of Variables 
 

The variable used in this classroom action research is a flipped classroom learning media 

strategy that is given through the experimental class for 7x meetings after the mid-test (UTS). 

Student self-efficacy and activity analysis are indicators that shape well or not the implications of 

the flipped classroom learning media strategy. for shredded fish products in the form of product 
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attributes. Product attributes are product elements that are considered as important by consumers 

and used as a basis for good decision-making to purchase (Tjiptono, 2008). 

 

Analysis Framework 

 

The formation of combination stimuli is done by combining the level attributes into a 
stimuli or profiles that are formed in carrying out the flipped classroom method. After the 
operationalization of the variable is then carried out by collecting data with the stages of 
determining the research sample. The assessment is done with a Likert scale as in the table 
below: 
 

Table 1. Likert Scale 

 No. Statement Score 

    

 1. Very Agree 5 

 2. Agree 4 

 3. Fair 3 

 4. Dissagree 2 

 5 Very Dissagree 1 

    

 

 

Respondent's assessment on a combination of attributes is the material for analyzing class 

actions using the flipped classroom method. Likewise, combination stimuli are processed using 

conjoined method, so that it will produce motivation values for each attribute and student 

self-efficacy as respondents. 

 

Learning motivation and self efficacy are values that result from students' assessment of 
flipped classroom learning media with positive values that indicate a high level of consumer 
preference for a product level / level and a negative value that indicates a low level of consumer 
preference towards product level / level. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Reliability and Validity Test 
 

Validity and reliability are important in a measurement. A scale or measuring instrument 
can be said to have high validity if the instrument performs its measurement function, or 

provides a measurement result that is in accordance with the purpose of doing the measurement. 
While tests that have low validity will produce data that is not relevant to the purpose of 
measurement. According to Aritonang R. (2007) the validity of an instrument relates to the 
ability of the instrument to measure or reveal the characteristics of the variables intended to be 
measured. In research, reliability is the extent to which measurements of a test remain 
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consistent after repeated repetition of the subject and under the same conditions. Research is 
considered reliable if it provides consistent results for the same measurement. Based on the 
results of Corrected item-total corralation shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2, where the corrected 
item-total corralation value is shown higher than the table r product moment value of 0.349 

with the number n = 30 and the significance of 5%. Thus, it can be stated that all measurement 
indicators used in this study have validity and reliability well, so that further analysis can be 
done at the treatment stage using flipped classroom learning media. 
 

To find out the relationship between learning motivation and self efficacy used Correlation 
Test of significance value before the action and after action. Test results can be seen in table 2 
and table 3 below. 

Table 2. Pretest Correlation Test 

 Scale Mean if  Scale Corrected Item- Cronbach’s 

 Item delected  Variance if Total Alpha if Item 

   Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

Self-efficacy      

Magnitude 4.2333  0.737 1.0000 -0.599 

Generality 4.1333  1.361 1.0000 0.547 

Strenght 7.5000  1.776 1.0000 0.570 

Learning Motivation    

Expectation 4.5333  1.430 1.0000 0.531 

Value 8.0000  1.034 1.0000 0.138 

Instrument 4.7000  2.355 1.0000 0.668 

(Source: Primary Data 
2018)    

   Table 3. Posttest Correlation Test  

 

 Scale Mean if Scale Corrected Item- Cronbach’s 

 Item delected Variance if Total Alpha if Item 

  Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

Self-efficacy     

Magnitude 8.7333 1.444 1.0000 0.885 

Generality 8.3000 1.183 1.0000 0.466 

Strenght 9.2333 0.599 1.0000 0.415 
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Learning Motivation 

Expectation 8.7667 1.430 1.0000 0.799 

Value 8.0000 1.034 1.0000 0.138 

Instrument 7.9333 1.651 1.0000 0.819 

(Source: Primary Data 2018) 

 

T Test Results 
 

In the T test results obtained the average value of pretest Self-efficacy and student learning 
motivation is 28.833, while for the posttest value, the average self-efficacy and learning 
motivation is 50.9667 with the number of respondents 30 students as samples. These results 

stated that there was an increase in the level of self-efficacy and student motivation after the 
application of flipped classroom learning media. 

 

T-Test Self-efficacy and Student Learning Motivation 
 

The relationship between the two data is pretest (initial data) and posttest (data after 
treatment) the application of flipped classroom learning media has a correlation value of 0.450 
with a significance of 0.013 (<0.05) 

 

  Paired Samples Statistics  

     

Std. Error      

  Mean N Std. Deviation Mean 

Pair pretest 28,8333 30 2,76784 ,50534 

1 

posttest 50,9667 30 3,01128 ,54978 
 

 

 

 

 

 Pa ired Sample s Correlations   

  

N 

 

Correlation 

 

Sig.     

Pair 1 pretest & posttest 30  ,450  ,013 

 

 

Through paired sample tests it can be seen that the probability value or sig. (2-tailed) 
<0.05, then there is a significant difference between the results of treatment at pretest and 
posttest, which means that there is an effect of using learning strategies in improving learning 
outcomes by applying flipped classroom media to student. 
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 
 

This research took place at the Faculty of Economics and Business UPN "Veteran" 
East Java, the meeting was held in 2 cycles, namely before and after the Midterm Examination. 
The learning method is a tool in the teaching and learning process in the process, not all students 
can immediately understand and digest the visualization of the material delivered by the teacher 
or in this case the lecturer. Through self-efficacy and the use of the flipped classroom method, 
it makes a solution to increase student learning activeness. Based on the results of 

questionnaires, the following results were obtained: 

 

Application of flipped classroom learning media on student self-efficacy. 
 

Self-efficacy refers to individual beliefs about their ability to mobilize motivation, 
cognitive resources, and actions needed to successfully carry out tasks in a particular context, 
with indicators: (1) magnitude, namely the ability to complete work with certain difficulties, 
 

2. Generality, namely ability to carry out tasks with a variety of task fields, (3) Strength 
(Strength) is the strength or weakness of an individual's beliefs. The results obtained when the 
flipped classroom has not been applied (pretest) can be seen in Figure 1 as follows: 

 

Figure1: Self-efficacy Pree Test dan Post Test Chart
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 (Source: Primary Data 2018) 

 

From the chart above, it can be seen that the level of self-efficacy before the use of flipped 

classroom learning media (pree test) has a relatively low mean value with an average value of 
less than 3, namely the magnitude indicator (mean = 2.1167) and generality (mean = 2.0667) 
but only on the tool indicator which has a high enough value (mean = 3.75). During post test 
or after using flipped learning learning media, a high level of self-efficacy is obtained, namely 
magnitude (mean = 4.3667); generality (mean = 3.85) and strenght (mean = 3.9667). So that it 
can be concluded that there is an increase in student self-efficacy after being given treatment 
using flipped classroom learning media, this is in line with the opinion of Angraeni (2016), 

which means that the more strong or high self-confidence of students, the higher the interest in 
learning. 

 

Application of flipped classroom learning media to student motivation. 
 

The motivation of students or students in their learning varies according to the character 
of each student or student, this can be explained by (Sudjna, 2010) some indicators of learning 
activeness, namely: paying attention and reading (Visual), discussion, asking, solving problems 
(Oral), doing problem or task (writing). The level of student activity before the use of flipped 
classroom learning media (pree test) has a relatively low average value with a value (mean 
<2.5) that is in the visual indicator (mean = 2.2667) and oral (mean = 1.8667) and writing 
(mean = 2.35). This is consistent with the opinion of Sahputra and Hadi (2017) that 
conventional learning processes that emphasize the delivery of knowledge from teachers to 

students and the activities of students during the learning process mostly only listen to all the 
information conveyed by the teacher, thus causing a lack of student participation in the process 
learn how to teach. 
 

At the time of the post test or after the use of flipped learning learning media, a high level 
of activity (mean> 2.5) is visual (mean = 3.7167); Oral (mean = 3.4) and Writing (mean = 

3.383). So it can be concluded that there is an increase in student activity in the learning process 
after being given treatment using flipped classroom learning media. This is in line with the 
opinion of Bergman and Sams (2012) that the application of Flipped Classroom learning media 
makes students more motivated in completing their work in the form of reports and practice 
questions. In addition, the flipped classroom learning media is used by teachers to reduce the 
amount of direct instruction in learning, so that the time spent in class is more efficient and 
more focused on the execution of assignments and report writing of group discussions in class 
as Bergmann and Sams (2012) argue. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the results of research conducted the influence of the use of flipped classroom 
learning media on the self-efficacy and activeness of students in the management program of 
the Faculty of Economics and Business UPN "Veteran" East Java are as follows: 
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1. The use of flipped classroom learning media proved to have a significant difference in 
student self-efficacy before and after treatment using flipped classroom learning media. This is 

indicated by an increase in the mean self-efficacy value of the pree test to the post test after 
being given treatment using flipped classroom learning media. This is caused during 
conventional learning (pretest) students experience self-confidence in understanding the 
material, overcoming difficulties and doing assignments on lectures. So using the flipped 
classroom learning media is able to train students to explore their potential which is optimally 
owned in the learning process and becomes confident in the ability of the self to complete the 
college assignment. This is in accordance with the results of Nurhayati's research (2015) where, 
the learning process with the application of active learning can improve academic self efficacy 

and student learning outcomes.  

2. The use of flipped classroom learning media proved to have a significant difference in student 

activity before and after treatment using flipped classroom learning media. This is indicated by an 

increase in the mean pree test to the post test after being given treatment using flipped classroom 

learning media on all student activeness indicators. This is because the emergence of students' 

desire to be more active in using learning media because students feel it is very interesting and not 

boring, and is able to provide a clear picture of the work done. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Fabric products of Sasirangan is a typical small industrial handicraft product of South 

Kalimantan. The purpose of this research is to examine the factors that influence consumer 

behavior, characterize dominant factors and input marketing policies that can be carried 

out by the Sasirangan Industry in accordance with the behavior of consumers in purchasing 

Sasirangan fabric products. This research is explanatory with a quantitative approach. The 

unit of analysis are respondents who buys for Sasirangan fabric products and have income. 

Variable measurements using Likert scale, data collection techniques by distributing 

questionnaires to respondents, the collected data were analyzed by SEM (structural 

equation Method). The results showed that the location had a positive effect on consumer 

behavior with regression weight values of β=0,409, S.E.=0,097, C.R.=4,196, p=0,000. 

Salaries have a significant and positive effect on consumer behavior with a regression 

weight value of β=0,133, S.E.=0,049, C.R.=2,732, p=0,006. Promotion has a significant 

and positive effect on consumer behavior with regression weight values of β = 0.474, S.E. 

= 0.114, C.R.= 4.165, p=0,000. While prices and services do not significantly influence 

consumer behavior. The dominant factor influencing consumer behavior towards the 

purchase of Sasirangan fabric products in Banjarmasin is promotion. Marketing policies 

that can be carried out by the Sasirangan Industry by considering promotion as a dominant 

factor influencing consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products, improving 

services, innovating Sasirangan fabric products motifs, establishing cooperation with 

related parties in preserving regional culture. 

 

Keywords: Consumer Behavior, Location, Promotion, Salaries, Price, and Service. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  

A. Background   

Indonesia is known as one of the archipelagic countries which has various cultural 

characteristics. This is a potential wealth for the people of Indonesia. Each island has its 

own characteristics and has a very interesting culture. Existing culture can be in the form 

of language, dance, musical instruments, and handicrafts, typical of each region, such as 

regional clothes, ethnic fabrics that symbolize the characteristics of each region. 

As we know in the province of South Kalimantan, it has very interesting cultural 

wealth and potential tourist attractions such as Floating Market, Martapura gemstone and 

Sasirangan handicrafts from Banjarmasin. 
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Sasirangan fabric as well as batik that has been known from the Java region, has 

also grown quite rapidly in Banjarmasin. The Sasirangan fabric itself can be interpreted as 

a cloth that is sew to the brim and wrinkled or pulled until it is tight and strong. Sasirangan 

fabric has certain characteristics that can distinguish from other regions in Indonesia, 

especially its colors and motifs. Yellow, green, red and purple colors are characteristic of 

Banjarmasin. While the original motifs include Naga Balimbur, Puteri Menangis, Kembang 

Tampuk Menangis, Kembang Kacang and Jeruk, Bintang Bahambur and other motifs. 

Sasirangan fabric is one of the cultures of South Kalimantan that has been passed 

down from generation to generation. This fabric is used by local people to make traditional 

clothing, namely clothes that are used by Banjar people both among ordinary people and 

nobility to carry out traditional ceremonies. 

The first value of Sasirangan is believed to be the sacred fabric of the XII century 

inheritance when Lambung Mangkurat became Patih Negara Dipa. The public's belief that 

the cloth was first made by Patih Lambung Mangkurat to fulfill the request of Putri Junjung 

Buih as a prerequisite for showing themselves, this shows that Sasirangan has a 

Supernatural value. Second, these fabrics have cultural values. Sasirangan is a form of 

cultural achievement of the people of South Kalimantan. Third, this fabric also has 

economic value. Along with the times, people are increasingly aware of the economic 

potential contained in the Sasirangan. 

The increasing number of requests for Sasirangan products turned out to encourage 

the growth of small and medium enterprises in South Kalimantan. In South Kalimantan a 

small industry of Fabric Sasirangan has been established in various places. There are at 

least 65 Sasirangan companies that joined the Sasirangan Handicraft Industry Cooperative. 

Every consumer must have different behaviors in making a purchase, consumers 

generally first determine why, what, where and how to buy a product that later in answering 

these questions every customer has a different answer. And these questions need attention 

from companies and marketers so that their products can be well received by consumers. 

According to Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda (2013) the promotional mix carried out 

significantly affected the decision process of purchasing TelkomFlexi Prime Number in 

Banjarmasin in the amount of 78% while the influence of other variables outside this study 

was 22%. The highest direct influence comes from direct marketing which is 26% while 

the influence of public relations is 21%. Advertising, Sales promotion, Personal Sales 

carried out by PT Telkom Tbk, does not have a significant influence on the TelkomFlexi 

Prime Number consumer purchase decision process in Banjarmasin. 

Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda (2014) explain that the implementation of the 

promotion strategy and the price of sasirangan fabric simultaneously and partially affect 

the image of the sasirangan fabric industry in South Kalimantan, the biggest influence is 

obtained from the price strategy (0.38), this indicates more competitive prices dominantly 

determines the image of Sasirangan's industry compared to the promotion carried out. The 

implementation of the promotion strategy and the price of sasirangan simultaneously and 

partially affect the sale of Sasirangan in South Kalimantan, the biggest influence is obtained 

from the price strategy (0.57), this proves that the Sasirangan sales results are 

predominantly determined by competitive prices compared to the promotions made. The 

image of the sasirangan industry influences the sale of Sasirangan in South Kalimantan in 

the amount of (0.38), this shows that Sasirangan's industrial image must always be 
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maintained because a good image in the eyes of the customer shows the quality of the 

sasirangan product sold, and directly determines the size of the sale. 

Therefore, in this study the author tries to examine the factors that influence 

consumer behavior. Several factors that influence consumer behavior in purchasing 

Sasirangan products. Sasirangan industry can further increase the sale of Sasirangan 

products and can take steps in marketing policies concerning the behavior of its consumers 

in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products. 

 

B. Problem Formulation 

The formulation of the problem in this study are: 

1. Are factors such as service, price, income level, promotion and location influencing 

consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products in South Kalimantan? 

2. Which factor among these factors has a dominant influence associated with consumer 

behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products in South Kalimantan? 

3. What marketing policies are preferred if they are related to consumer behavior? 

 

C. Research Purposes 

In general, this study aims to examine the factors that influence consumer behavior 

towards Sasirangan Fabric products in South Kalimantan. 

 

The specific purposes of this study are:  

1. Assessing the factors that influence consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric 

products in South Kalimantan. 

2. Characterizing the dominant factors in influencing consumer behavior towards the 

purchase of Sasirangan fabric products. 

3. Determine the marketing policy that can be carried out by the Sasirangan Industry in 

accordance with the behavior of its consumers in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Consumer-oriented marketing strategy. This policy is intended to meet customer 

satisfaction, therefore understanding of consumer behavior is very important for the 

marketing success of a company or organization. In analyzing, planning, implementing and 

controlling marketing efforts, company needs information about consumers. 

Consumer behavior is one information that is useful for a company, by studying 

consumer behavior, the company can find out what consumer wants. In addition, the 

company can also anticipate consumer behavior in the future through the implementation 

of the right marketing strategy. 

Kerin, Hartley, and Rudellius (2015) states that consumer behavior is the actions 

taken by a person in the purchase and use of goods and services, including the thought 

processes and social processes that precede and follow these actions. 

Solomon (2014) states that consumer behavior is a process that involves a person 

or group to choose, buy, use and utilize goods, services, ideas, or experiences to meet needs 

and desires. 
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Kotler (2012) states that consumer behavior is the study of how individuals, 

groups, and organizations select, buy, use, and position their goods, services, ideas, or 

experiences to satisfy and desire them. 

Based on the above definition it can be concluded that consumer behavior is actions 

carried out by individuals, groups or organizations that are related to the decision making 

process in obtaining, using goods, services or ideas that can be influenced by the 

environment. Consumer behavior is influenced by several factors, including cultural 

factors, social, personal and psychological factors. All of these factors influence consumers 

in determining their choices. Therefore, marketers must understand the factors that 

influence purchasing decisions from these consumers. 

Understanding buying behavior from the target market is an important task of 

marketing management, because consumers are very diverse according to age, income, 

level of education, mobility, and taste. It is beneficial for marketers to differentiate 

consumer groups, and develop products or services that are tailored to the needs of those 

consumers. 

Schiffman and Wisenblit (2015) identify a simple model of decision making by 

consumers. This model consists of three components, namely input, process, and output. 

The conditions that must be met by the company to succeed in competition is trying 

to achieve the goal of creating and maintaining customers. According to Tjiptono (2010), 

to achieve the objectives, each company must try to produce and deliver goods and services 

that are desired by consumers at reasonable prices. Thus every company must be able to 

understand the behavior of consumers in the target market, because the survival of the 

company as an organization that seeks to meet the needs and desires of consumers, the 

management of the company can develop the right strategies and programs in order to take 

advantage of existing opportunities and outperform its competitors. Consumer behavior 

here includes the process of purchasing decisions experienced by consumers. 

A good company will examine the purchasing decision process that involves their 

product categories. They will ask consumers when they first get to know the company's 

product and brand categories, what brands they choose, how far the brand engages their 

products, how they make choices about the brand and how satisfied they are after the 

purchase. 

To facilitate the company in examining the consumer purchasing decision process, 

the "stage model" of the purchase process is used. According to Kotler (2012) and Zeithaml 

& Bitner (2012) consumers go through five stages of the purchase decision process, 

namely: 

1. Need recognition  

2. Information Search  

3. Evaluation of Alternatives  

4. Purchase Decision  

5. Post-Purchase Behavior  

Kotler (2012) states the attitude, cognitive, affective, or behavioral response 

component are a sequence of stages in the attitude formation step shown in the response of 

hierarchy model. This model emphasizes that if the target market and its characteristics 

have been determined, the company must decide the response expected from its customers. 

The main response is of course the act of purchasing and customer satisfaction. But this 

response is the end result of a consumer decision-making process that last long enough. 
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Therefore the company must be able to change consumer attitudes and bring it at the highest 

stage, the purchase action. 

The AIDA model implies that a form of promotional tool must attract Attention, 

get and encourage Interest, generate Desire, and generate Action. 

Engel; Blackwell, and Miniard (2006) explain that adoption is a process that has 

been understood by marketing experts for a long time. The initial conceptual of this process 

is called AIDA (Awareness, Interest, Desire, Action). Alternative conceptualization of this 

process uses different terminology, but it is an attempt to describe the same process. 

Adopting a new product is a decision process, in many ways similar to the general 

decision process. Not only individual consumers who moves through the stages of product 

adoption with the passage of time, but consumers also moves through the process, perhaps 

at different speeds and with different starting points in time. So, the adoption of new 

products must be understood in a temporal context. Avoid any illusion that acceptance 

takes place instantly, both for individuals and society. 

Understanding the temporal process of adoption is very important. A company 

might introduce a product, advertise it on a large scale, and devote enormous resources to 

the project, only to see it "fail". In reality, the product may not have enough time to move 

past the initial stages which must be avoided before purchase action desired by the 

marketer. 

Understanding the time and process needed to make adoption possible helps 

explain why so many new products fail, especially when the product in question is a broken 

innovation. Too many companies seems to believe that if they really develop a new product 

that matches the important needs that are recognized by consumers and promotes it, sets 

prices and distributes them well, then the sales will be successful. Unfortunately it doesn't 

work. 

 

D. Previous Research 

  

Previous research related to the analysis of factors that influence consumer 

behavior can be seen below: 

According to Kotler (2012), buying behavior is influenced by cultural, social, 

personal and psychological factors. 

Furaiji, Łatuszyńska and Wawrzyniak (2012) states several independent variables, 

such as cultural, social, personal, psychological and marketing mix factors, influence 

consumer behavior in the electric equipment market. 

Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda (2012) explain there is a simultaneously significant 

effect between factors of income level, service, price, promotion and location on 

Sasirangan fabric consumer behavior in Banjarmasin. The factor of income level has a 

significant influence, while service, price, promotion and location do not have a significant 

(insignificant) influence on consumer behavior of Sasirangan fabric in Banjarmasin 

According to Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda (2014) the influence of subjective norms 

on interest is positive and significant at 63.70% and the remaining 36.30% is influenced by 

other factors not included in the model, for example perceived sensory control developed 

by Dharmmesta such as income that forms purchasing power, far or near the location of 

the sale, the existence of vehicle support to reach the location of the sale, or the purchase 

costs incurred outside the price. 
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Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda (2015) also describe that the social environment and 

psychological aspects of individuals simultaneously have a positive and significant effect 

of 33.1% on student decision making in choosing a Business Administration Department. 

The social environment partially has a positive but insignificant effect, and the 

psychological aspects of the individual partially have a positive and significant effect on 

student decision making in choosing a Business Administration Department.  

 

E. Research Framework 

 

The framework of this research is shown below: 

 
Based on the framework above, the author tries to explain about several factors that 

influence consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products in South 

Kalimantan. Actually based on the theoretical foundation of consumer behavior there are 

many factors that can influence consumer behavior. But to facilitate the writer in making 

an assessment of consumer behavior, the writer only takes several factors that can influence 

consumer behavior, which will later be used as variables in this study, namely price, 

income, service, promotion and location factors. 

 By conducting an analysis of several factors that influence consumer behavior it is 

expected that the Sasirangan industry can take an effective policy in dealing with consumer 

behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products, which will greatly affect the 

achievement of the company's goals. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This research is explanatory with a quantitative approach. Data taken in 

Banjarmasin. The unit of analysis is respondents who buys Sasirangan fabric products and 

have income. Variable measurement is uses a Likert scale, data collection techniques by 

distributing questionnaires to respondents with sample size 211. 
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SEM (Structural Equation Model) is use as data analysis techniques to determine 

several factors that influence consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Instrument testing in this research is CFA (Confirmatory Factor Analyze). Then 

continued to the goodness of fit model of the research criteria, which aims to measure the 

suitability of the observation input with predictions from the proposed model. To explain 

the relationship between the hypothesized variables is use SEM as hypothesis testing tools. 

 

F. Research Data Analysis 

SEM assumption is consist of sample adequacy, normality, and outliers that 

fulfilled in this study. Before testing the hypothesis, the first step is to assess the suitability 

of goodness of fit. The evaluation results of the goodness of fit value of the research model 

can be seen in the following figure. 
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The evaluation results of the goodness of fit value of the research model in the 

figure above can be seen in table 1 below 

 

TABLE 1. Goodness Of Fits 
Goodness Of Fits Value Standard Conclusion 

CMIN/DF 2,03 < 2,00 Not fitted Model 

TLI 0,89 ≥ 0,9 Not fitted Model 

CFI 0,90 ≥ 0,9 Fitted Model 

RMSEA 0,07 ≤ 0,008 Fitted Model 

Source: Data processed 2018. 

 

Table 1 shows two values that have not met the criteria for goodness of fit from 

the research model. CMIN/DF is the value obtained from the division of Chi Square values 

against degree of freedom. This index measures the relationship between the goodness of 

fit model and the number of estimated coefficients expected to achieve a level of 

conformity. The CMIN/DF value in this model is 2.03 indicating that the research model 

is not fitted. The Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) is an incremental suitability index comparing 

models tested with null models. Recommended value ≥0.90. The TLI value in this model 

is 0.89 indicating that the research model is not fitted. 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) is an incremental suitability index comparing models 

tested with null models. The magnitude of this index is in the range 0 to 1 and values close 

to 1 indicate the model has a good level of suitability. This index is highly recommended 

to use because this index is relatively insensitive to the size of the sample and is less 

influenced by the complexity of the model. By considering the recommended value ≥ 0.90, 

the CFI value of 0.90 indicates that this model has a good suitability. 

The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is a measure used to 

correct the tendency of chi-square statistics that are sensitive to large sample sizes. The 
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recommended acceptance value ≤ 0.08, the RMSEA model value of 0.07 shows a good 

level of suitability. 

From the evaluation of the criteria for goodness of fit, it is indicated that the 

proposed model has not been accepted. The next step is to modify the model. The goal is 

to get a better result of goodness of fit. 

From the results of the table above it is necessary to modify the Research Model. 

Through the output modification indices value can be known whether there is a possibility 

of modification to the model that can be proposed. To get the acceptable model criteria, the 

researcher estimates the correlation relationship between error terms which do not require 

theoretical justification and which has the value of modification indices ≥ 4.0. This method 

is done to get the goodness of fit that meets the requirements. The results of the modified 

goodness of fit model. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Modified Research Model 

 

TABLE 2. Goodness Of Fits Modified Research Model 

Goodness Of Fits Value Standard Conclusion 

CMIN/DF 0,96 < 2,00 Fitted model 

TLI 1,00 ≥ 0,9 Fitted model 

CFI 1,00 ≥ 0,9 Fitted model 

RMSEA 0,00 ≤ 0,008 Fitted model 

Source: Data processed 2018. 

  

 Based on the overall measurement of the goodness of fit model of the study after the 

modification process is carried out, all the index fit values have shown the value of Cut-off 

Value as expected, so it can be concluded that the model proposed in this study can be well 

received. 
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G. Hypothesis Test and Discussion of Results 

 Analysis of the relationships between constructs in the hypothesis is shown by 

regression weights values in the text output. Table 3 shows the regression weights value of 

the variables tested for their causality relationship. 

 

TABLE 3. Regression Weights 

Regressioon Weight Estimate S.E. C.R. P 

Price Consumer Behavior -0,027 0,091 -0,300 0,764 

Location Consumer Behavior 0,409 0,097 4,196 *** 

Salary  Consumer Behavior 0,133 0,049 2,732 0,006 

Service Consumer Behavior -0,151 0,087 -1,729 0,084 

Promotion Consumer Behavior 0,474 0,114 4,165 *** 

Source: Data processed 2018. 

 

Based on Table 3 above, it shows that:  

1. Price influence Consumer Behavior 

Hypothesis 1 states that the result shows Price does not significantly influence 

consumer behavior, that shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of          

β=-0,027, S.E. = 0,091, C.R. = -0,300, p=0,764.  

2. Location influence Consumer Behavior 

Hypothesis 2 states that result shows Location has a positive effect on consumer 

behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of β = 0.409, S.E. = 

0.097, C.R. = 4,196, p = 0,000. This value indicates hypothesis 2 is supported at a 

significance level of α = 5%. Research shows that the more strategic the location, the 

higher consumer behavior in buying products. 

This is in accordance with the consumer behavior control developed by 

Dharmmesta, among others, far or near the sales location, the existence of vehicle 

support to reach the sales location. (Rofi'i, 2014). 

3. Salary influence Consumer Behavior 

Hypothesis 3 states that result shows Salaries have a significant and positive 

effect on consumer behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of 

β = 0.133, S.E. = 0.049, C.R. = 2.732, p = 0.006. This value indicates hypothesis 3 is 

supported at a significance level of α = 5%. 

This is in accordance with the results of research by Rofi'i, Huwaida, and Imelda 

(2012) that income level factors have a significant influence on consumer behavior of 

Sasirangan fabric in Banjarmasin.  

4. Service influence Consumer Behavior. 

Hypothesis 4 states that result shows Service quality does not significantly 

influence consumer behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of 

β = -0.151, S.E. = 0.08, C.R. = -1,729, p = 0,084. 

5. Promotion influence Consumer Behavior. 

Hypothesis 5 states that result shows Promotion has a significant and positive 

effect on consumer behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of 

β = 0.474, S.E. = 0.114, C.R. = 4,165, p = 0,000. This value indicates hypothesis 5 is 

supported at a significance level of α = 5%. Research shows that the better the 

promotion, the higher the behavior of consumers in buying Sasirangan products.  

Consumer buys Sasirangan Products because of attractive promotions. 

Sasirangan products contribute to the development of typical fabrics in the region. 

Sasirangan products sponsor typical activities in the area. Sasirangan products sponsor 

regional events. 
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The dominant factor in influencing consumer behavior towards the purchase of 

Sasirangan fabric products in Banjarmasin is promotion. Next are successive locations and 

salaries affecting consumer behavior towards the purchase of Sasirangan fabric products in 

Banjarmasin. 

 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION 

 

Marketing policies that can be carried out by the Sasirangan industry are as follows: 

1. Consider the promotion factor because it is the dominant factor that influences 

consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products. Promotion and Go 

International. 

2. Consider other factors such as location and salary. This is done to make buyers or 

consumers feel their needs are met in buying Sasirangan fabrics. 

3. Providing good and friendly service to consumers, paying attention to the layout and 

design of the Sasirangan Fabric. 

4. Innovate the motif of Sasirangan fabric following trend/modern with good quality. 

5. Establish cooperation with related parties. This effort can also help the regional 

government in preserving regional culture. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Based on discussion above, can be concluded as follow: 

1. Factors that influence consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products in 

South Kalimantan are location, salary, and promotion. Location has a positive effect 

on Consumer Behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of β = 

0.409, S.E. = 0.097, C.R. = 4,196, p = 0,000. Salaries have a significant and positive 

effect on consumer behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight values of 

β = 0.133, S.E. = 0.049, C.R. = 2.732, p = 0.006. Promotion has a significant and 

positive effect on Consumer Behavior, shown in the acquisition of regression weight 

values of β = 0.474, S.E. = 0.114, C.R. = 4,165, p = 0,000. While prices and services 

do not significantly influence consumer behavior. 

2. The dominant factor influencing consumer behavior towards the purchase of 

Sasirangan fabric products in Banjarmasin is promotion. Next in a row are locations 

and salaries affecting consumer behavior towards the purchase of Sasirangan fabric 

products in Banjarmasin 

3. Marketing policies that can be carried out by the Sasirangan Industry in accordance 

with the behavior of consumers in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products include: 

a. Consider the promotion factor because it is the dominant factor that influences 

consumer behavior in purchasing Sasirangan fabric products. Consider other 

factors, such as location and salary. 

b. Improve service to consumers by taking into account the layout and design of 

Sasirangan Fabrics. 

c. Innovating the motif of Sasirangan fabric following trend/modern with good 

quality. 

d. Establish cooperation with relevant parties in preserving regional culture. 
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Abstract 

The objective of this study is to give empirical evidence regarding firm’s financial 

characteristic on dividend payout ratio of State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) in Indonesia 

during 2004-2015.This study concludes that SOE’s size, profitability, and liquidity affect 

positively dividend payout ratio. Meanwhile, SOEs’ growth have negativeimpact.Because 

public-listed SOEs have dispersed ownership that makes the agency cost greater, the 

characteristics that affect dividend payout ratio of SOEs non-listed and public-listed may 

be different. This study found that profitability have stronger effect ondividend payout ratio 

when SOE is a public company. 

 

Keywords: SOE, financial characteristic, public-listed, dividend payout ratio 

 

1. Introduction  

Indonesian Government has two sources of revenue: Tax Revenue and Non-Tax 

Revenue. One source of Non-Tax revenuesas stated in the Indonesia’s State Budget 

(APBN) is share of profit from State-Owned Enterprise as explained in UU Nomor 20 

Tahun 1997 or better known as dividends from SOEs. 

The decision to distribute dividends in a company is a choice between the decision 

to distribute profits to shareholders, using the profits as retained earnings, or both. Some 

financial theory that became the basis of the company's decision to pay dividends include 

agency theory and signalling theory. Based on agency theory, the company distribute 

dividends to reduce the agency cost between managers and shareholders becausemanagers 

have more reliable financial information than shareholders regarding the financial 

performance of the firm. Signaling theory states that dividend distribution may be 

aninformation signal the firm provides to shareholders related to the company's growth 

prospects. 

Research in Indonesia by Baker and Powell (2012) found that there are three 

factors that related to dividend policy in Indonesia: stability of earnings, current earnings, 

and expected earnings in the future. These studies describe that larger, better liquidity, 

lower leverage, and more profitablecompanies tend to pay higher dividend while growing 

firm tends to pay lower dividend. 

Another researches in Indonesia that discusses distribution of dividend done by 

SOE was made by Difah (2012) and Ernanto (2015). Difah (2012) studied 10 SOEs listed 

on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX)for the year 2004-2009 and concluded thatsize 

and growth of affect positively on the dividend payout ratio, while SOE’s profitability has 

mailto:frenda05@gmail.com1
mailto:dwimartani@yahoo.com2
mailto:hudaauliaarifin@gmail.com3
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no significant effect on dividend payout ratio (DPR). Ernanto (2015) analyzed listed and 

nonlisted SOEs from 2009 to 2013. This research expandsErnanto (2015) by using sample 

with longertime frame, which is 2004 to 2015. By using longer time frame sample, result 

of this study is expected to be more reliable.  

The objective of this studyis to give evidence about factors that determine the 

dividend paymentdone by SOEs, either listed or not. Samples used in this research are 

various companies in different industry classification. Hence, the analysis can be more 

comprehensive and can be generalized.By using OLS regression analysis, this study finds 

that SOE size, profitability, andliquidity rate affect dividend payout ratio positively, 

meanwhile SOE’s growth gives negative effect and leverage have insignificant effect on 

dividen payout ratio. 

This the paper is divided by four sections. Section 2 presents the literature review 

and hypothesis development. Description of variables and samples in Section 3 then 

analysis the results in Section 4. The conclusion is availablein Section 5. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1.  Dividend Policy Theory 

Dividend policy can be explained by two theories: agency theory and signalling 

theory. 

Based on the agency theory, the agent (manager) is an insider partyof the company so they 

have moreinformation about the company. But, investors or shareholders, who are outsider 

party of the company, have limited access to company’s financial information. This caused 

the emergence of agency cost. Agency cost can be reduced from distribution of dividends 

(Easterbrook. 1984). Dividend payments makes the manager obtain sufficient funds from 

the capital markets which is one way forthe owner to supervise the manager performance. 

Therefore, dividend payments prevent managers to perform unfavorable action to the 

company and the shareholders. 

Size of the company identifies the agency theory. Larger the size, greater the 

potential conflict due to increasing difficulty to supervise the manager’s performance. 

Moon, Lee, and Dattilo (2014) larger companies pay dividends consistently becausethey 

have better access to capital markets and have sufficient funds 

Agency theory can also be identified from the firm growth. Amidu and Abor (2006) 

states that the rate ofdividend is decided after the investment and corporate funding needs 

fulfilled. Hence, decision to pay dividend can not be detached from the company's 

investment decisions. Dividend payment is one of the efforts to control the performance of 

managers to reduce inefficiencies in investments that managers decide.  

Another variable that may reflect agency theory on dividend payout is leverage. 

The company's efforts to reduce costs between managers and shareholders through 

payments can create new conflicts between the company and its creditors. Creditors have 

the right to get interest on the funds they lend to the company first rather than shareholders. 

Dividend payments cause reduced availability of company cash, which worries creditors 

about paying off their funds. 

Signalling theory states that the level of dividend payments and increasing amount 

of the dividend are a signal to the investors. (Baker, Powell, and Veit, 2002) explains that 

managers have a tendency to give the signal through dividend payment when the manages 

believe that the company's stock market value is lower than its intrinsic value. Because of 
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the asymmetric information between the company and the market, dividend payments can 

be considered as a way to reduce the information asymmetry. Therefore, the announcement 

of dividend payments can assist investors or shareholders in understanding the financial 

condition. 

Company growth, leverage, profitability, and liquidity can identify signalling 

theory. Rozeff (1982) argued that the investment decisions have connection with the 

dividend policy. Growing companies tend to pay lower dividends. In contrary, more 

profitable company tend to pay a higher dividend (Al Najjar and Hussainey, 2009). Thus, 

a low dividend payout could give both positive information to investors that the company 

is experiencing growth and negative information about decreasing company’s profit. 

Liquidity and leverage reflect the financial position of the company. The 

shareholders cansee the dividend paymentas the company thathas sufficient cash levels and 

the company whichis able to manage its leverage well. Deshmukh, Goel, and Howe (2013), 

found that company’s divideden payout is lowered by the high level of leverage. 

Furthermore, companies increase their dividend payout when they have adequate cash (Lie. 

2005) 

 

2.2.  Hypothesis Development 

Variables tested in this study include firm size, firm growth, profitability, leverage, 

and liquidity as variables that describe characteristics of the company. 

Larger firms easier to enter the capital market and such has easier funding sources. 

The reason larger companies paying higher dividends higher than small size companies is 

because the availability of cash. There is a positive effect of size on level of dividend 

(Gaver and Gaver (1993), Fama and French (2001), Chay and Suh (2008), Eije and 

Megginson (2008), Thanatawee (2013), and Moon, Lee, and Dattilo (2014).  

H1: Size have positive impact on dividend payout ratio. 

 

Profitability identifies firm’s performance. Profitability expressed as profit from 

the company relative to the resources they have. Based on signalling theory, 

profitablecompany tends to pay higher dividends as a signal to investors that the company 

has performed well. Amidu and Abor (2006), Al Najjar and Hussainey (2009), Kim and 

Gu (2009), and Baker and Powell (2012) reported that dividend levels affected positively 

by profitability.  

H2: Profitability have positive impact on dividend payout ratio. 

 

Growing companies need more funds to maintain and increase their growth, thus 

they maintain they profit. Lower dividend payments can be a positive information for 

investors that the company is experiencing growth, according to signalling theory. Amidu 

and Abor (2006), Abreu and Gulamhussen (2013), and Deshmukh, Goel, and Howe (2013) 

concluded the existence of a negative effectof firm growthon level of dividends. So, the 

third hypothesis isSOE growth negatively effect SOE dividend level. 

H3: Growth have negative impact ondividend payout ratio. 

 

Creditors have a higher position than shareholders in terms of claim of company’s 

asset, so the company is prioritizing debt and interest payments rather than dividend 

payments to shareholders. Basedon agency theory, interest payment means reducing the 
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availability of cash that can be used by companies distriute dividend. by Lie (2005), 

Thanatawee (2013), and Deshmukh, Goel, and Howe (2013) concludes that leverage gives 

negative effecton dividend levels. Thus, the fourth hypothesis is the SOE leverage level 

hasnegative effect on the SOE dividend level. 

H4: Leverage have negative impact on dividend payout ratio. 

 

In order to distribute the dividend, companies must have sufficient funds. Low 

dividend payments can be a signalthat the company is experiencing tight financial position. 

Based on signalling theory, low dividend can indicate that company's liquidity position is 

under pressure. Research done by Lie (2005) foundthat there is existence of a positive 

relationship between the cash availability and the dividend level. Amidu and Abor (2006) 

also found that cash flow positively affect the level of dividends. So, the fifth hypothesis 

isSOE liquidity positively affectthe SOE dividend level. 

H5: Liquidity have negative impact on dividend payout ratio. 

 

Public-listed SOE may pay dividend larger than non-listed SOE. According to 

agency theory, public-listed SOE have dispersed ownership and larger asset thus increase 

agency cost. Agency cost can be reduced by dividend payment. Thus, the sixth hypothesis 

is 

H6: Public-companies SOE pay larger dividend payout ratio than non-listed SOE. 

 

Public-listed SOE have different characteristics compared to non-listedSOE. 

Shares and bonds of listed SOE are traded on the exchange so the demand of transparency 

and accountability to the public are also higher.Size of public-listed SOEs arelarger than 

non-listed SOEs. Furthermore, ownership oflisted SOE are more dispersed than non-listed 

SOE so that the payment of dividends can be used as an instrument toreduce the agency 

cost. Thus, the seventh hypothesis is 

H7: Public-listed strengthens interaction between size and dividend payout ratio. 

  

Generally, listed SOE is a leading company that operate at efficient level due to 

larger size. Listed-companies also have better reputation thus can accomplish greater 

projects than the non-listed. According to agency theory, public-listed company have 

dispersed ownership that can avoid any unprofitable transaction.Hence, the eighth 

hypothesis is 

H8: Public-listed strengthens interaction between profitability and dividend payout ratio. 

 

Commonly, companies pay dividend when they are experiencing high profit. But, some 

public shareholders may prefer to rise the company’s plowback ratio instead of dividend 

payout ratio. This is caused by the shareholders may benefit not only from dividend, but 

also from increasing share price, thus they mayenjoy higher profit from increasing share 

price. So, the ninth hypothesis is 

H9: Public-listed strengthens interaction between growth and dividend payout ratio. 

 

In practice, public-listed companies not only issue shares but also bonds. Non-

listed companies only have debt from loans, public-listed have both loans and bonds which 

caused agency cost to be even greater. Larger debt means larger interest expense and may 
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affect company’s debt covenants that restrict the company to distribute dividend. So, the 

tenth hypothesis is 

H10: Public-listed strengthens interaction between leverage and dividend payout ratio. 

 

Public-listed companies also have better access to capital market thus can obtain 

fund easier than non-listed SOEs.Furthermore, public-listed SOE also gives signal to the 

public that they have sufficient enough fund to settle their short-term liabilities. Therefore, 

the eleventhhypothesis is 

H11: Public-listed strengthens interaction between liquidity and dividend payout ratio. 

 

3. Research Method 

Analysis in this study starts with descriptive analysis first and then hypothesis 

testing using panel data regression. The first model to perform testing on first hypothesisto 

fifth hypothesis can be written as follows: 

 

Model 1 

𝑫𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒕 = 𝑎 + 𝛽1𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹𝑖𝑡+ 𝛽3𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊𝑖𝑡+  𝛽4𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽5𝐿𝐼𝑄𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽6𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡

+  𝑒𝑖𝑡 

 

For the sixth hypothesis,to examine the factors that influence dividend payout from listed 

SOE is different from non-listed SOE, this study tests the interaction with the second model 

as follows: 

 

Model 2 

𝑫𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒕 = 𝒂 + 𝛽1𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹𝑖𝑡+ 𝛽3𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊𝑖𝑡+  𝛽4𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽5𝐿𝐼𝑄𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽6𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡

+  𝛽7𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽8𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽9𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡

+  𝛽10𝐿𝐸𝑉 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽10𝐿𝐼𝑄 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐾𝑖𝑡 + 𝑒𝑖𝑡  

 

Sample data used in this study are 52 SOEs from 2004 to 2015from all sectors, 

except financial sector SOEs.This research uses data published Indonesia Stock Exchange 

(IDX) for listed SOEs, Central Government’s Financial Statement, and SOE Performance 

Report published by Ministry of State-owned Enterprises. 

 

4. Result and Analysis  

4.1.Descriptive Statistics 

Based onTable1, there’s negative dividend payout ratio caused by the company 

still distribute dividend although it suffered loss.Average of LEV is 0.832 indicating 

interest risk imposed by the SOE that may affect dividend payout ratio. By looking at 

average LIQ, SOE in Indonesia is liquid enough to pay its current liabilities.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 2004-2015 

  DPR SIZE PROF GROW LEV LIQ TBK 

Skewness 1.091 0.126 -0.020 1.193 1.128 1.734 1.347 

Average 0.207 14.564 0.093 0.153 0.832 2.066 0.221 

Max 0.959 20.258 0.383 1.213 20.833 10.144 1.000 

Min -0.533 9.954 -0.449 -0.553 -21.374 0.084 0.000 

Median 0.180 14.531 0.078 0.130 0.519 1.593 0.000 

Stdev 0.238 1.869 0.086 0.246 1.929 1.385 0.415 

Obs 617 617 617 617 617 617 617 

DPR: dividend/net income, SIZE: ln(total assets), PROF: (EBT/ Total Asset),GROW: (Sales 

Revenue Y1 – Sales Revenue Y0 / Sales Revenue Y0)LEV (debt-to-equity ratio), LIQ: current asset 

s/current liabiltiy, TBK: dummy ‘1’ if a public-listed SOE. 

source: by author 

 

4.2.Regression Result and Analysis 

4.2.1. Firm Characteristics and Dividend Payout Ratio 

Table 2 shows that SOE’s size postiively affect the dividend payout ratio (DPR). 

This supports previous studies conducted by Gaver and Gaver (1993), Fama and French 

(2001), Amidu and Abor (2006), Al Najjar and Hussainey (2009), Kim and Gu (2009), 

Thanatawee (2013), and Moon, Lee, and Dattilo (2014), and Jabbouri (2015). This study 

supports agency theory that greater the size of the SOE, higher agency cost bore by the 

agent. Also, bigger company have more funds avaiable. Furthermore, bigger companies 

can operate more efficienct rather than smalller companies. Indonesian Ministry of Finance 

through Central Government’s Financial Statement report dividend received from ‘biggest 

companies’ separately. In conclusion, size does matter to dividend payout ratio 

High profitabilty means that the company is experiencing good performance. By 

having a good performance, according to signalling theory, the company gives signal to the 

external party that they are having so through distributing dividends. Consistent with 

Amidu and Abor (2006), Al Najjar and Hussainey (2009), Kim and Gu (2009), Baker and 

Powell (2012) and Jabbouri (2015), SOE’s profitability positively affect SOE’s dividend 

payout ratio.  

Company which is experiencing high performance does not always pay dividend. 

Some companies prefer to retain the profitability to use the profit generated as their capital 

rather than distributing their profit to the shareholders. It is proven by GROWthat have 

negative effect the dividend payout. This finding is consistent with Abreu and 

Gulamhussen (2013), and Deshmukh, Goel, and Howe (2013). 

Liquidity also have positive effect on dividend payout. According to signalling 

theory, higher liquidity gives signal that the company have sufficient fund to distribute 

dividend. This research is consistent with Jabbouri (2015). 

Nevertheless, leverage does not affect negatively significant as expected. It can be 

interpreted that although the SOE was high-levered, it did not affectdividend payout ratio. 

The result is inconsistent with previous research done by Kaźmierska-Jóźwiaka (2014) that 

found leverage have negative impact on dividend payout ratio. 

Public-companies dummy variable also have insignificant result. This can be 

caused by there are several firm characteristics that may inversely related or does not have 

any impacton the dividend payout ratio. Further discussion is done to uncover what 
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characteristics that is difference between public-listed SOE and non-listed SOE. The results 

is shown given in Table 3.  

 

Table 2. OLS RegressionResult 

Variable Coefficient  P >|𝐭| 
Expected 

SIgn 
Conclusion 

SIZE   .038626*** 0.000 (+) H1 Accepted (+) 

PROF .2828926** 0.018 (+) H2 Accepted (+) 

GROW -.0595197** 0.042 (-) H3Accepted (-) 

LEV -.0003988 0.889 (-) H4 rejected 

LIQ .0167107*** 0.007 (+) H5 Accepted (+) 

TBK .0205232 0.268 - H6 rejected 

C -.4106985 0.000   

N 614 

Prob > F 0.0000 

R2 16.99% 

DPR: dividend/net income, SIZE: ln(total assets), PROF: (EBT/ Total Asset), GROW: 

((Sales Revenue Y1 – Sales Revenue Y0)/Sales Revenue Y0), LEV: (debt-to-equity 

ratio), LIQ: current assets /  current liabiltiy, TBK: dummy variable ‘1’ if the company 

is a public-listed SOE. 

***) significant at 1%, **)significant at 5% *) signifcant at 10%. 

source: by author 

 

4.2.2. Public-listed characteristic as Moderating Variable 

Further analysis was conducted to determine the factors that influence the dividend 

level differences between listed and non listed SOE. The results are presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Regression Result  

Public-listed Characteristic Dummy as Moderating Variable 

Moderating Variable Coefficient P >|𝐭| Conclusion 

(…) (…) (…) (…) 

SIZE*TBK -.0160297 0.195 H7 rejected 

PROF*TBK .9699373*** 0.001 H8 accepted 

GROW*TBK -.0058059 0.742 H9 rejected 

LEV*TBK .0190449** 0.021 H10 rejected 

LIQ*TBK .0024421 0.894 H11 rejected 

N 614 

Prob > F 0.0000 

R2 19.26% 

This tableshows thetest result of factors thatinfluence thedifferences in DPR betweenlisted and non 

listed. DPR*TBK: (dividend / net income)*TBK, SIZE*TBK: ln(total assets)*TBK, 

PROF*TBK: (EBT/ Total Asset)*TBK, GROW*TBK: (Sales Revenue Y1 – Sales Revenue Y0 / 

Sales Revenue Y0)*TBK,LEV*TBK: (debt-to-equity ratio)*TBK, LIQ: (current assets/current 

liabilty)*TBK. 

***) significant at 1%, **)significant at 5% *) signifcant at 10%. 

source: by author 

 

Based on the results shown in Table 3, the factors that differentbetween listed and 

non-listed SOE in distributing dividendsare Profitability and Leverage. Interaction between 

profitability and dividend payout is strengthen by the dummy variable of listed companies. 
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Higher profitability of public-listed companies affect payout stronger. It can be explained 

that according to signalling theory, the company signals the shareholders that they have 

high performance so they pay dividend more to build good reputation. 

Nevertheless, public-listed company variable (TBK) weakens the interaction 

between leverage and dividend payout ratio and turns the direction become positive effect 

on dividend payout instead of the non-listed SOE, where leverage has no significant effect. 

It can be explained that all public-listed SOE samples data used in this study only issuing 

shares, also issuing bonds to the market. So, public-listed SOEs have both dividend payout 

ratio and leverage bigger than non-listed SOE. Meanwhile, non-listed SOE have lower 

leverage and dividend payout than the listed ones. Table 4 shows the characteristic of the 

sample listed and non-listed. 

 

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics 

Characteristics of Listed and Non-listed SOE 

 DPR SIZE PROF GROW LEV LIQ 

 Non-

Listed 

Listed Non-

Listed 

Listed Non-

Listed 

Listed Non-

Listed 

Listed Non-

Listed 

Listed Non-

Listed 

Listed 

Avg 0.188 0.273 14.150 16.000 0.092 0.095 0.150 0.164 0.756 1.096 2.165 1.721 

Max 0.959 0.959 15.712 20.258 0.378 0.366 1.213 1.213 8.307 6.629 9.456 5.499 

Min -0.341 -0.533 9.954 13.159 -0.449 -0.079 -0.546 -0.344 -4.415 0.000 0.486 0.327 

Stdev 0.215 0.198 1.440 1.450 0.112 0.084 0.253 0.260 1.628 1.400 1.353 0.910 

source: by author 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper found that size, profitability, and liquidity affect positively Indonesian 

SOE’s dividend payout ratio based on signalling and agency theory. While, leverage affect 

negativelyinsignificant on dividend payout ratio. Public-listed dummy variable also have 

insignificant impact on dividend payout ratio. 

To analyze why public-listed variable does not have significant impact on dividend 

payout ratio. this paper alsoconcluded that there are different factors that affect the level of 

SOE’s dividend payout ratio in listed SOEs and non-listed SOE using moderating 

variable.First, public-listed variable affect profitability on dividend payout ratio stronger 

than non-listed companies. It strengthen the interaction between profitability and dividend 

payout ratio. Second, public-listed variable also weaken SOE’s leverage affect divident 

payout ratio. Furthermore, public-listed variable turns the direction of leverage become 

positive. It can be explained that this happen due to all of our public-listed SOE sample 

have high level of leverage and also have high dividend payout ratio.  

Although this paper long period of research (2004 to 2015), this paper uses only 52 

state-owned enterprises as the sample and excluding financial sector. For further research, 

this paper recommends to use larger sample and include financial sector (like banks, 

insurance, fund management, etc) as the sample. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study aims to find out how the auditor's perception of audit quality at Public 

Accounting Firm (KAP) in Surabaya Indonesian based on the indicator guidance 

set by the Indonesian Institute of Public Accountants with the Center for Financial 

Professional Development, Ministry of Finance, in 2016. The underlying reason of 

this research is a rampant public offense cases of public accountants in the world 

that led to decreased audit quality. The method used qualitative interpretive, this 

research is expected to dig the information and reveal the understanding of the 

meaning of indicators forming audit quality. The research data used is primary 

data, with the method of in-depth interview to key informant that is partner auditor 

and supervisor who already have certificate of competence of Public Accountant. 

The results of this study indicate the guidelines of audit quality indicators are 

believed to be able to increase the knowledge and understanding of auditors to 

maintain audit quality, thereby increasing public confidence in the practice of the 

public accounting profession in Indonesia. The external and internal quality review 

result indicator, especially the external review of the Center for Professional 

Financial Development, effectively promotes compliance and improvement of the 

audit process of the Firm, with the sanction of freezing up to the revocation of the 

practice license for the Public Accountant. The role of managerial control and skill 

of the managing partner and partner in a KAP is a form of commitment and 

consistency for all parties within the Firm to implement the Quality Control of 

Engagement and Governance Organization of the Firm. 

 

Keywords: Audit Quality Indicators, Auditor Behavior, Intepretive Approach 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Public Accountant Professional Standards (SPAP) in 2013 based on 

International Standards on Auditing (ISA), emphasizing risk, principle-based 

standards, using professional wisdom, applying professional vigilance, internal 

control, and communication with parties responsible for governance (Tuanakotta, 

2013). The consistent and full application of integrity for this emphasis will 

certainly improve the quality of audits produced by the auditor. In accordance with 

the laws of the Republic of Indonesia No. 5 of 2011 concerning Public Accountants, 

states that the focus of the responsibility of the Public Accountant lies in the opinion 

mailto:madesatyawan@unesa.
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or statement of opinion concluded (assurance) of the financial statements or 

financial information, while the presentation of financial statements or financial 

information is the responsibility of management. Therefore, Public Accountants 

(AP) have an important role in improving the quality and credibility of financial 

information or entity financial statements, so that the Public Accountant profession 

contributes to driving a healthy and efficient national economy through efforts to 

increase transparency, accountability and quality of information in the financial 

sector. 

In each of its services, the Public Accountant must apply the SPAP and the 

code of ethics for the Public Accountant profession established by the Indonesian 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants (IAPI), as well as the provisions of the 

prevailing laws and regulations. Besides this rule, there is also the International 

Federation of Accountants (IFAC) describing key elements at the engagement level, 

KAP level, and national level relevant to audit quality. IFAC also underlines that 

the key elements of audit quality are at the engagement level and the level of the 

Public Accounting Firm which includes input, process and output. IFAC also 

emphasizes that audit quality is influenced by interactions and understanding of the 

importance of audit quality among various parties, namely: auditors, management, 

audit committees, those responsible for governance, users, and regulators. 

 The motivation of this research is based on the rampant irregularities 

committed by Public Accountants to be sanctioned as a result of violations of SPAP, 

code of ethics, and related legal regulations, namely, in 2013 there were 7 (seven) 

Public Accountants (AP) who were subjected to administrative sanctions; in 2014 

rose significantly to 133 APs that were subjected to administrative sanctions and 1 

(one) AP received freezing sanctions (source: PPAJP, 2013 & 2014), and in 2015 

until 2016 there were 7 (seven) APs that received sanctions for revocation of 

permits as a public accountant (source: IAPI Directory, 2016), lastly in the early 

semester of 2017 there were 8 (eight) Public Accountants who were sanctioned by 

freezing licenses with a span of time ranging from 3 months to 12 months not 

providing insurance services and 1 (one) Public Accountants get sanctions for 

revocation of professional practice licenses (source: P2PK, 2017). 
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Violations or irregularities of public accountants are influenced by many 

trigger factors based on the results of empirical research conducted by (Yan & Xie, 

2016) which tests the effect of auditor work pressure on audit quality using a sample 

of Public Accountant Firm that audits companies listed in category A on the 

Chinese capital market and The results show that there is a significant relationship 

between job pressure and audit quality when the auditor receives an initial audit 

assignment for a new client.  

(Espinosa-Pike & Barrainkua, 2016) found the same results for professional 

auditors in Spain where auditor behavior that is detrimental to audit quality aspects 

is caused by pressure from within the public accounting firm itself. Other factors 

that can influence audit quality based on the results of testing are known as 

professional ethics, accountability, competence, and professional due diligence 

(Mustikawati & Kurnia, 2013).  

The same research from (Futri & Juliarsa, 2014) for 36 samples of auditor 

respondents who work in KAP in Bali, Indonesia shows the results of the level of 

education and professional ethics affect audit quality. Researchers from China 

(Wang & Dou, 2015) test results found that changes to policies and rules within the 

KAP organization have a positive effect on improving audit quality, where the 

policy can urge auditors to provide high-quality services.  

The variety of audit quality indicators has resulted in the publication of 

recommendations from the Public Accountants Professional Committee (KPAP) to 

the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia (represented by P2PK) and 

various parties, especially IAPI as a forum for professional associations to 

participate in formulating criteria in improving the quality of public accountants as 

outlined in letter number: S-005 / KPAP / 2016 dated April 15, 2016, to further 

disseminate the guidance on audit quality indicators to relevant parties including 

academics and researchers. The recommendations for the development of audit 

quality indicators are also IAPI's commitments as a member of IFAC to follow the 

A framework for audit quality issued in 2014, essentially the audit quality 

framework contains guidelines for its members to always encourage improved audit 

quality globally. IFAC also emphasizes that audit quality is influenced by 

interactions and understanding the importance of audit quality among various 
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parties, namely: auditors, management, audit committees, parties responsible for 

governance, users, and regulators. The parties are expected to encourage audit 

quality improvement through their respective roles and functions. Based on this 

background, the formulation of the problem to be raised in this study is how the 

quality control of the engagement, the results of the quality review or inspection of 

external and internal parties, and the organization and governance of KAP are 

perceived by the auditor to improve audit quality. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Limperg T (1985) developed the Theory of Inspired Confidence with regard 

to audit service demand and supply functions. The emergence of demand for audit 

services is carried out by third parties who are parties outside the company's 

stakeholders who demand corporate management accountability. Because the 

information submitted by management has the potential to be biased due to 

differences in interests between management and outside stakeholders, an audit of 

the information is needed. Regarding the audit services requirements, the auditor 

offers an adequate level of insurance to meet reasonable public expectations, and 

does not disappoint where the measure is in accordance with the auditor's 

responsibility to provide confidence to the public that the information from the 

management is free from material misstatement and possible fraud. The theory 

developed by Limperg in line with the Agency Theory originally proposed by Watts 

and Zimmerman (1975) states that audit contributions provided by auditors to the 

public or stakeholders outside the company are basically determined by the 

probability that the auditor will detect errors in the financial statements done 

inadvertently (error) or other deliberate irregularities (fraud) and the auditor's 

willingness to report these errors both in the modification of opinion, even though 

the auditee did not agree on the auditor's report. The terminology of expectations 

or the contribution referred to by the two audit theories essentially shows that the 

auditor is obliged to produce a quality audit that is able to meet public expectations 

in his contribution to improving the quality of reliable, relevant and reliable 

financial report information.    

Audit Quality 
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Audit quality is considered as a complex concept that cannot be reduced to 

a simple definition (Financial Reporting Council, 2008; Bonner 1990; Knechel et.al 

2013; Francis 2011), to date a single definition of audit quality by standard boards 

and the regulator has not agreed on which one can be used as a "standard" for 

measuring the assessment of the actual performance of a public accounting firm. 

DeAngelo (1981b) defines audit quality as market-value probability, that 

financial statements contain material errors, the auditor will find and report material 

errors. DeAngelo (1981b) agrees with the opinion that audit quality must be viewed 

from two sides: demand or input or relating to the client and supply or output or 

relating to the auditor. However, in the analysis, he ignores, for the purpose of 

simplifying analysis, the demand or input side. Thus, the results of the audit are an 

independent verification of financial data prepared by management that is equipped 

with opinions in accordance with the quality dimension. Because the auditor is 

tasked with verifying financial data prepared by management, audit quality defines 

"the market-assessed joint probability that a auditor will both (a) discover a breach 

in the client's accounting system, and (b) report the breach" 

This is also supported by Mr. Donald's statement from Disney & Partners 

KAP who stated as follows: 

"Audit quality will be influenced by many factors, one of which is 

audit risk. At this time the risk-based audit standard, which emphasizes 

audit risk more, auditors in carrying out the audit will look at the 

greatest risk to each account. As we know, the higher the audit risk, 

the smaller the audit quality, the more audit evidence is needed. " 

 

In an effort to contribute to defining audit quality, the Center for Audit 

Quality (The Center for Audit Quality, 2013) highlights two comprehensive 

concepts for the definition of audit quality: (1) quality process-driven (system or 

input-based); and (2) quality-based (results-based) results. Process-driven quality 

is the level of compliance of the process or outcome while results-based quality is 

the level of perceived value reported by people who benefit from the process or 

outcome (https://www.thecaq.org/policy-issue/audit-quality-indicators). 

 Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) defines audit 

quality as a form of meeting the needs of investors regarding financial statements, 

independent auditors and a good communication process with the audit committee, 
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such as: (1) financial statement disclosure; (2) guarantees regarding internal 

control; and (3) business continuity (PCAOB, 2013). However, there is a need for 

a generally accepted definition that audit quality is a prerequisite for the 

identification, classification, measurement and disclosure of a Qualities 

Information System (AQIS) Audit. The Committee recommends that PCAOB use 

three categories of AQIS to develop the definition of audit quality. The definition 

of audit quality must be a reference, can be used, and reflect every aspect of the 

audit: audit professional, audit process, and audit results. In addition, good and 

actual audit quality references reflect the importance of using audit quality 

indicators. Such audit quality definitions will be more useful for informing or 

discussing audit quality and quality indicators that can signal audits and audit 

findings.  

The International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) in 

2013 has developed an audit quality framework that aims to contribute to improving 

audit quality. This framework describes a number of factors (input, output, 

interaction, and contextual factors) that contribute to constantly improving the 

quality of audit by a public accounting firm.  

 

Image: A Framework for Audit Quality 
Source: IIASB, 2013 

 

Audit Quality Indicator 

Audit quality indicators are a key indicator that allows a quality audit to be 

carried out consistently by a Public Accountant through KAP in accordance with 

professional standards and applicable legal provisions. Based on the letter of the 

Public Accountant Professional Committee (KPAP) Number: S-005 / KPAP / 2016 

dated April 15, 2016 regarding the consideration of the governance of the public 
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accounting profession in order to improve audit quality, it was presented to IAPI 

and P2PK who worked together to establish audit quality indicator guidelines on 

KAP. This collaboration is a manifestation of IAPI's commitment as an associate 

member of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) to implement the A 

Framework for Audit Quality issued in 2014 which is a guide for its members in 

order to encourage audit quality improvement globally. The framework explains 

that IFAC calls attention to the pattern of relationships and understanding the 

importance of audit quality among auditors, management, those charged with 

governance, and regulators. These parties are expected to encourage audit quality 

improvement through their respective roles and functions.  

The relationship pattern and understanding of the importance of audit 

quality are also influenced by contextual factors, including: audit regulations and 

financial reporting, the legal and cultural environment, corporate governance, 

business law and practices, practices and the basic financial reporting framework 

used, and world synergy profession and education or academia. Audit quality 

indicators at the level of KAP that include audit engagements on financial 

statements carried out by public accountants are as follows: auditor competency, 

auditor ethics and independence, time use of key engagement personnel, 

engagement quality control, quality review results or external and internal party 

inspection, the range of KAP control, organization and governance, and service 

compensation policies. Audit quality indicators for Public Accounting Firms in 

Indonesia will be able to provide benefits to minimize the occurrence of 

irregularities in the audit process, prevent audit failures, and encourage audit quality 

improvement. The audit quality indicator is a key indicator that allows a quality 

audit to be carried out consistently and full of integrity by auditors or Public 

Accountants through KAP in accordance with professional standards and 

applicable legal provisions. This research will produce an analysis of the views and 

understanding of auditor level informants who have CPA certification in KAP in 

Surabaya, Indonesia for several audit quality indicators. There are several reasons 

why audit quality is important in any audit services and other related services 

provided by KAP, namely, to protect the public interest, provide satisfaction to 

service users / clients, deliver value of money, ensure compliance with professional 
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standards and codes of conduct, and develop and maintain a professional reputation 

(Tuanakotta, 2013). 

The purpose of this indicator guide is to encourage audit quality 

improvement through the establishment of relevant audit quality indicators at the 

level of KAP in Indonesia and determine the appropriate form of communication to 

these indicators to stakeholders. This is also supported by a statement from Mr. CPA 

from KAP XYZ which has a Foreign Affiliated Public Accountant Office (KAPA) 

from the United Kingdom, which states:  

 

"This indicator guide will help improve audit quality. This guide is 

very important for auditors, in carrying out audit programs. Although 

each KAP already has guidelines for audit programs and has been 

supervised in stages, this guide will still help auditors in carrying out 

audits. Moreover, in affiliated KAP, they will have two guidelines in 

conducting the audit. "  

 

While the benefits of this indicator guide, among others: for service users 

of course in making decisions to appoint KAP that is appropriate to the needs, for 

public accountants in order to improve the quality of insurance services and other 

services in accordance with the Public Accountant Professional Standards, code of 

ethics, and statutory provisions In effect, for KAP in order to improve the quality 

of governance, the regulator plays a role in fostering and supervising so that the 

quality of financial information is always increasing, and for the general public who 

need information about KAP. 

METHODOLOGY 

The approach used in this study is a non-positivitic approach to the 

interpretive paradigm in approaching real reality. The determination of the 

interpretive paradigm is based on the method that will be taken by the writer in 

collecting data in the field. Burrell and Morgan (1979) describe the interpretive 

nature as a paradigm that has characteristics to understand and explain the social 

world that is inseparable from the personal perspective that is directly involved in 

a social process. The interpretive approach methodology seeks to find an 

explanation of social or cultural events based on the perspective and experience of 

the person being studied. This approach is a social system that describes the 
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behavior in detail directly observing (Neuman, 1997: 68). Neuman (2003) argues 

that the interpretive approach research method used is a specific case study with 

intensive use of qualitative tools, including interviews, observation, and document 

analysis, where the reason for conducting research is to understand and explain 

human actions in context the behavior of the public accounting profession at work. 

The purpose of using the interpretive approach is to analyze social reality in which 

the public demands the public accounting profession to always maintain its audit 

quality and how social reality is formed from the situation of increasing freezing 

sanctions up to the revocation of the permission of the public accountant by the 

P2PK authority.  

The data used is taken from the Directory of Public Accountants in 2016 

published by IAPI. The information extracted during the in-depth interview was in 

the form of information that focused on the perception of key informants in 

interpreting the components of the audit quality in the Public Accounting Firm. The 

indicator determined in this study is the Quality Review or Inspection of External 

and Internal Parties, Quality Control Systems and KAP Organizations and 

Governance. The selection of these indicators is based on the mapping of previous 

research where other indicators such as: Auditor Competence, Ethics and Auditor 

Independence, Time Use of Engagement Key Personnel, Engagement Control 

Range, and relative Service Rewards Policy have been widely used as research 

variables that are related to KAP audit quality. The selection of key informants is 

done carefully and pay attention to ethical clearance rules, namely the names of 

auditors and firms of public accounting firms disguised to safeguard the reputation 

and privacy of the informant.     

                      

                    Internal Quality Review by KAP              Engagement Quality Control                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

                   External Quality Review by P2PK       KAP Organization & Governance 

Image: Flow Chart (Fishbones) Research 

 

Auditor 

quality 

indicator  

The auditor's 

in-depth 

interpretation 

of audit 

quality 

indicators 
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RESULTS 

Public accountants have a significant role in supporting a healthy and 

efficient national economy, as well as improving transparency and quality of 

information in the financial sector so that public accountants are required to always 

improve their quality both in terms of competence and professionalism of their 

work. The practice of good and reliable public accountants is expected to meet the 

needs of service users, be trustworthy and promote independence and 

professionalism so that Indonesian industries become more reliable and create a 

healthy and efficient economy. Correspondingly, the role of supervision or external 

review conducted by P2PK and coaching activities is directed at the aim of 

contributing to creating a public accounting profession and a public accounting firm 

that is always trustworthy and has reliable quality. 

The public accounting profession is currently entering a phase of 

development followed by a growing number of rules and regulations that regulate 

how public accountants behave professionally and responsibly in carrying out their 

roles and functions to encourage an increase in the quality of financial report 

information. Higher regulated public accounting profession has a significant impact 

on changes in auditor behavior in carrying out their professional services.   

Auditors' perception in interpreting quality review indicators or inspections 

of external and internal parties  

The 2011 Public Accountants Act gives authority to the Ministry of Finance 

c. Q. The Center for Financial Professional Development (P2PK) to carry out audits 

to Public Accountants / Public Accountant Offices on a regular basis or according 

to the Minister's consideration needs to be done. Likewise in the Act, it was stated 

that IAPI was authorized to review the quality of members. Periodically both P2PK 

and IAPI have conducted an inspection or review of quality to AP / KAP. In 

addition, there are several other regulatory agencies that also sometimes conduct 

checks on AP / KAP such as: the Financial Services Authority (OJK) and the 

Supreme Audit Agency (BPK). This is also supported by Mr. Dr. Akiana CPA., 

CA., BKP from KAP Merdeka & Partners as follows: 

"At present the quality review mechanism is already very good done 

by parties outside public accounting offices such as: P2PK, IAPI, and 
OJK. Each of these institutions will have their own authority. P2PK 
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will periodically conduct quality checks on our Auntan Public and 

Public Accounting Firm. P2PK and OJK will announce the results of 

the quality review. If there is a violation committed by the AP / KAP, 

the sanctions that will be issued to the AP / KAP will be stipulated in 

the Decree of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia. " 

 

Implementation of inspection by P2PK, review of quality by IAPI will 

encourage audit quality to be better. AP / KAP that shows unfavorable results when 

examined by P2PK will get sanctions in the form of warning sanctions, freezing 

sanctions, fines, and sanctions for revoking AP / KAP permits. The purpose of the 

quality review of IAPI is to encourage audit quality improvement. However, the 

results of the quality review can be stated that the work of members is not in 

accordance with the professional standards of public accountants, the code of ethics 

and IAPI provisions, IAPI members can be penalized from warnings, freezing, 

including being excluded from membership at IAPI. The imposition of increasingly 

stringent sanctions by these authorities increases the work risk of the auditor, this 

condition is recognized by Mrs. Riani CPA, one of the public accountant partners 

of KAP Prasetio & foreign affiliated partners who expressed their opinion, 

"The big risks felt by our public accountant partners in KAP, the 

possibility of a non-conformity of the auditor's work with the 

professional standards of public accountants, violations of the 

principles of professional codes and other related regulations resulted 

in auditor work behavior change, there are auditors who feel it 

intimidates the process auditor work, some feel that compliance with 

these provisions is absolutely met by people who are auditors. 

Everything depends on the level of understanding of the auditor on 

the function of KAP quality control. " 

 

In Quality Control Standard Number 1 concerning "Quality Control for 

KAP Providing Assurance and Non-Insurance Services", each KAP must carry out 

an internal monitoring and inspection function on periodic engagement papers. 

Inspection of working papers is carried out by personnel in KAP who are not 

involved in the engagement or review of engagement quality control. Weaknesses 

and findings from monitoring and internal inspections are evaluated for adequate 

follow-up. The requirement to implement SPM No.1 is supported by a statement 

from Mr. Wiwin, CPA, a public accountant partner from KAP Erfian & 

Rakhmanian who expressed his opinion, 
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"We do have to have quality standards for performance as auditors, the 

existence of these quality control standards, provides a definite 

measure of how public accounting firms instill a sense of 

responsibility for the overall quality of each audit engagement 

assigned to the auditor. The hope of quality control has an impact on 

increasing the user's trust in audit services. " 

 

The obligation to supervise at each level of KAP shows the running of the 

quality control system in the internal scope of KAP. Public accountant associates 

cannot just dismiss the audit process as the responsibility at the manager and senior 

auditor level but must monitor and provide direction to all engagement personnel to 

always meet the professional standards of public accountants, codes of conduct, and 

other IAPI provisions. The review mechanism carried out by internal KAPs was felt 

by Mr. Dr. Akiana CPA., CA., BKP from KAP Merdeka, who argues, 

"Provisions to conduct an internal review of each KAP assignment 

have become a work guideline written on the KAP rules that must be 

fulfilled by all KAP members. As far as I know, each KAP runs 

Quality assurance, which is the part that functions to carry out internal 

inspections and monitor the quality of audit implementation. " 

 

In the context of the audit of financial statements, SPM 1 together with SA 

220 concerning quality control for auditing of financial statements has developed a 

framework for quality control in two specific dimensions, namely at the level of 

KAP and audit engagement engagement. Both of these standards address various 

areas where the auditor and KAP together can take specific actions to develop and 

maintain audit quality.   

Auditor Perception in interpreting the Engagement Quality Control indicators 

Each KAP is responsible for establishing and implementing a quality 

control system in each engagement. The quality control system in a KAP aims to 

provide confidence that KAP has established policies and procedures that are 

possible: Each personnel and KAP comply with the requirements of the 

requirements of the standards of the Public Accountant profession, the code of 

ethics, and the provisions of the applicable regulations in carrying out each 

engagement; and the engagement report issued is appropriate in accordance with 

the conditions. 
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To encourage consistency in the implementation of the engagement, the 

KAP established an audit guide that was always updated to provide assurance that 

audit work was in accordance with the Public Accountant Professional Standards 

(SPAP), the code of ethics, and other related regulations. The Guidelines contain 

policies and procedures for the implementation of audit stages, which begin with 

the acceptance of the client and evaluation of the relationship of sustainability, risk 

assessment and response, evaluation of material misstatement and reporting, and 

communication to the entity. The guidelines also cover policies related to direction, 

review, supervision, and review of engagement quality control. The guidelines also 

regulate audit policies and procedures. The audited financial statements have been 

issued by the entity and have been approved by the head of the entity and signed 

according to the applicable provisions. The name and identity of KAP are only 

included on the auditor's opinion page. This is in line with the statement from Mr. 

Kanto CPA., PhD, managing partner at ABC & Partners KAP as follows: 

"Every KAP will always be consistent in the implementation of the 

engagement, and KAP will always set audit guidelines that will 

always be updated with the aim to provide assurance that the 

existing audit is in accordance with SPAP. Because for us who work 

as a Public Accountant, SPAP and SPM 1 are holy books in 

conducting audits. " 

 

Auditor's Perception in interpreting Organization and Governance (OTK) 

indicators 

The organization and governance of an adequate KAP allows the 

implementation of audits and fundamental activities of the KAP that are 

fundamental in order to improve audit quality can be clearly managed and 

organized. KAP with a very high and complex number of engagement and 

personnel requires an organizational structure, division of tasks and responsibility, 

and a clear procedure system. However, for KAP, the relatively smaller number of 

engagement and personnel may require simple organizational support that can be 

managed by one or several Public Accountant colleagues. A KAP also needs 

support in the form of adequate facilities and infrastructure, including office 

facilities with a measure that allows auditors to work properly.  
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The owner of the Public Accountant Office in carrying out operational 

services in the field of insurance and other non-insurance services as a business 

organization in general to be able to be carried out professionally and sustainably 

must have gone through the process of organizational development and corporate 

governance of KAP in order to always maintain its function of maintaining public 

trust in services offered by encouraging improvement in audit quality aspects. This 

is in line with the opinion of Mrs. Riani CPA, one of the public accountant partners 

of KAP Prasetio & Partners with foreign affiliations who expressed their opinions, 

"The KAP leader is a central figure in building the organization and 

governance of an independent public accountant office by 

developing an internal culture known as tone at the top, this is 

necessary so that KAP's independence is maintained." 

 

Furthermore, it was added by Mrs. Riani regarding a KAP that has adequate 

structure and governance which regulates the regulation, leadership, performance 

and remuneration assessment system, and partnership mechanism among partners 

of public accountants who demonstrate a commitment to support audit quality, 

which in his view said that,  

"The audit quality in my opinion is highly correlated with how the 

work mechanism and work atmosphere in KAP are conducive and 

transparent so that it can be felt by all members within a KAP 

organization, a healthy and quality organization can only be achieved 

if the people in in getting proper career opportunities and 

remuneration as an auditor who chooses to work for KAP. "    

 

KAP has established an organization within the KAP that functions to 

handle and implement aspects related to quality control, namely: Risk management, 

ethics, and independence, namely the part that functions to monitor compliance 

with requirements for ethical and independence provisions, SPAP, and regulatory 

provisions apply; Training, learning and development, which is a part that functions 

to handle and manage training to maintain and improve personnel knowledge and 

competence; and Technical Inquiry, which is a part that serves to facilitate the 

availability of consultation for the engagement team regarding audit and accounting 

issues.  

Managing partner of a public accountant is obliged to allocate sufficient 

time to handle the Organization and Governance, which is certainly expected to 
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encourage the improvement of the performance of the auditors and the reputation 

of KAP to be better, so that ultimately it can improve the quality of the existing 

audit, this was stated by Mr. Wiwin, CPA a public accountant partner from KAP 

Erfian & Rakhmanian, 

"This OTK is expected to be able to improve the performance of the 

AP / KAP. All KAP will have an organizational structure with the aim 

of facilitating supervision and they will carry out their respective 

functions and tasks. AP will always improve understanding and 

deeper knowledge by following ongoing training. Besides 

participating in extensive room training, it will also make a real 

contribution to the performance of AP ". 

 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the analysis, it can be seen the positive response of 

the public accountant informants in Surabaya on the issuance of the KAP audit 

quality indicator guide with the consideration that the need for such guidelines is 

urgently needed so that all levels of good KAP affiliated (KAPA) up to small-scale 

KAP only led by a public accountant who is able to continuously maintain his 

professional reputation and continuously improve the quality / quality of the audit 

assignment services he does. For this reason, the results of this study will be an 

input for the IAPI regulators and professional associations in ensuring that the draft 

guidelines for audit quality indicators are important and immediately ratified as 

guidelines for the public accounting profession or KAP to maintain and improve 

audit quality. Supervision of the implementation of audit services and other related 

services by public accountants and KAP is not always able to reach the total number 

of AP / KAP registered in IAPI, therefore P2PK and IAPI limitations in reviewing 

AP / KAP work results can be dealt with by AP / KAP to report in its annual report 

the fulfillment of audit quality indicators applied by each AP / KAP as a form of 

professional transparency and accountability and increase public confidence in this 

profession.   
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APPENDIX A.  

Research Instruments 

SEMI-STRUCTURAL INTERVIEW 

AUDITOR PERCEPTION OF KAP AUDIT QUALITY INDICATORS IN 

SURABAYA 

No. Question Topic Answer 

1 In your opinion, how important is it to maintain audit 

quality in every audit assignment  

 

2. In your opinion, what factors shape audit quality  

3. From answers 1 and 2, what do you think is the 

definition of audit quality 

 

4. Are you aware of the ED Audit Quality Indicator Guide 

published by IAPI in October 2016 

 

5. If the answer is yes, what has been done by the KAP 

where you work in addressing the rules 

 

6. If the answer is no, what is the KAP where you have a 

guide / guideline that maintains the quality of the audit 

 

7.  Do you think that the instruction is sufficient enough to 

assess an audit fulfilling quality audit criteria 

 

8. Continued points 6. Exposure Draft Guidance Indicator 

KAP explains several Audit Quality indicators such as: 

1. SPM 

2. OTK KAP 

3. REVIUW PIHAK INTERNAL & 

EKSTERNAL 

Have you ever heard and understood the meaning of the 

indicator 

 

9.  SPM indicator: 

9.1. Agree to you that each engagement contains 

documents showing the responsibility of personnel to 

comply with the SPAP, CODE of ETHICS and other 

applicable provisions 

9.2. In your opinion, how to control so that the 

reporting report is in accordance with the conditions 
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10. What is your perception regarding guidelines and 

documentation related to the process starting from 

client acceptance, audit planning, evaluation of 

misstatements, formulation of engagement reports and 

TCWG communication owned by KAP in maintaining 

audit quality 

 

11. OTK KAP indicator: 

11.1 What do you think about the existence of a formal 

organizational structure & governance guidelines in 

KAP 

11.2. What do you think of the pattern of 

communication between fellow public accountants in 

decision making 

11.3 What do you think about the ratio of the area of 

the room to the number of KAP personnel 

11.4 Frequency of time the AP partner handles the KAP 

OTK 

 

12.  External and Internal Review Indicators: 

12.1. what do you think P2PK reviews in encouraging 

audit quality improvement 

12.2. do you think that a P2PK review in a year is 

needed to encourage the improvement of the audit 

quality of KAP 
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Abstract 
 

Disclosure of Islamic reporting (ISR) is a special framework of social 

responsibility disclosure in accordance with Islamic principles. Islamic social reporting 

index (ISR index) is a social responsibility disclosure index consisting of 50 items and is 

divided into 6 themes. This study aims to examine the effect of the size of the board of 

commissioners, the size of the syariah supervisory board, the sharia securities, and the 

institutional ownership of the disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

 The population in this research is all sharia commercial banks in Indonesia, 

amounting to 12 banks. Sampling method used is purposive sampling. Total sample 

amounted to 11 banks. The data used is the annual financial statements of banks for the 

period 2013-2015 obtained from the sites of each bank. Data analysis used with classical 

assumption test and hypothesis testing, this research use multiple linear regression method. 

 The results of this research showed that simultaneously all independent variables 

affect the dependent variable. Partially test shows the result that the size board of 

commissioner, sharia securities, and institusional ownersip affect the disclosure of islamic 

social reporting. While the size of the Sharia supervisory board have no effect on the 

disclosure of Islamic social reporting. 

 

Keywords: Islamic social reporting, size board of commissioner, sharia securities, 

institusional   trackownersip  
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1. Introduction 

The annual report should include some social information and environmental 

responsibility reports. CSR is mandatory due to the existence of Law Number 40 of 2007. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) disclosure is generally defined as seeking profit by 

maintaining harmony to the surrounding environment through enhancement of local 

community life and the company's commitment to not only make a profit. 

 

Islamic Social Reporting Index (index score of ISR) is an index divided into six 

corporate social responsibility disclosure themes consisting of 50 items of social 
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responsibility disclosure. Fitria and Hartanti (2010) argue that the ISR index is believed to 

be an early foothold in terms of CSR disclosure standards that conform to Islamic 

standards. In particular the concept of the ISR index is an extension of the social 

performance reporting standards that are not only about the company's role in the economy, 

but also the role of the company in a spiritual perspective. 

 

The theory of legitimacy of one theory has a rationale of CSR reporting research. 

The theory of legitimacy explains the relationship of GCG structure to CSR reporting. 

Legitimacy itself is important to the company, the limits emphasized by norms and social 

values, and reactions to these constraints encourage organizational behavioral analysis with 

regard to the environment (Chariri & Ghozali, 2007). In this case the board of 

commissioners, syariah supervisory board, and institutional ownership, as part of the GCG 

factor can encourage the disclosure of CSR report within a company so that BI regulation 

can function well as a Shariah bank that prosper the economy of the wider community. 

 

Shariah enterprise theory explains that everything that exists in man and the whole 

universe is centered and back to Allah SWT. Thus, man as the holder of mandate has an 

obligation to obey the law of God in creating prosperity for humankind and the whole of 

nature. Companies and banks, especially Sharia-based ones should disclose CSR reports 

on the performance of the company considering the theory of sharia enterprise back to the 

obligation of human to obey Allah SWT. 

 

Shariah enterprise theory explains that everything that exists in man and the whole 

universe is centered and back to Allah SWT. Thus, man as the holder of mandate has an 

obligation to obey the law of God in creating prosperity for humankind and the whole of 

nature. Companies and banks, especially Sharia-based ones should disclose CSR reports 

on the performance of the company considering the theory of sharia enterprise back to the 

obligation of mausia to obey Allah SWT. 

 

The size of the syariah supervisory board is the second variable of this study that 

allegedly influences the disclosure of Islamic Social Reporting (ISR). Sharia supervisory 

board is an important component of the company because it can only be found in companies 

that run their activities in accordance with Islamic sharia. The size of the Sharia 

Supervisory Board is the number of members of the Sharia Supervisory Board within a 

company. The syariah supervisory board is an independent body responsible for directing, 

consulting and supervising Islamic banking activities in order to ensure that the sharia 

bank's business activities comply with the sharia principles as determined by the fatwas 

and Islamic Shariah (Ali Syukron, 2013). Sharia supervisory boards have the authority to 

oversee corporate compliance with sharia principles, such as overseeing the distribution of 

zakat, infaq, and alms funds that can be recognized as ISRs. The more the number of 

supervisory boards the more effective the oversight of sharia principles and can increase 

the level of corporate social responsibility disclosure (Khoirudin, 2013). 

 

Institutional ownership is defined as share ownership of companies owned by 

institutions / institutions (insurance companies, banks, investment companies, pension 

funds, and other companies). Larger shareholding can emphasize levels of supervision in 
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management and encourage disclosure of corporate social responsibility (Ningrum, 2013). 

Institutional ownership not only encourages the disclosure of social responsibility but also 

can improve the quality and quantity of social and environmental responsibility disclosure 

reports (Ningrum, 2013). 

Islamic securities are some of the securities owned by the company used to finance 

the activities of companies such as islamic securities and mutual funds. Disclosure of 

information is made when the security is about to be issued or as long as it is still a source 

of funding for the company. Therefore, voluntary disclosure is expected to eliminate the 

doubt of potential investors, creditors, and consumers in making decisions. If the sharia 

banking issuing securities then the banking will also more reveal its social responsibility. 

Therefore, the issuance of securities allegedly affects the disclosure level of Islamic Social 

Reporting. Hossain et al. (2006) in stating that securities issuance has a significant effect 

on the level of voluntary disclosure. The results are different from research conducted by 

Raditya (2012) which states that the issuance of islamic securities does not affect the level 

of corporate social responsibility disclosure. Based on the results of the research which still 

show the inconsistency, this research will test the influence of issuance of Islamic securities 

with the level of ISR disclosure in sharia banking in Indonesia. The more types of securities 

held by a bank, the ISR disclosure rate will be high. 

 

2. Theoretical Framework and Development of Hypothesis 

2.1. Theory of Legitimacy 

The theory of legitimacy implies that the activities of corporate social 

responsibility are an effort with respect to pressure from the surrounding environment. The 

theory of legitimacy can be used to explain the relationship between good corporate 

governance structure and the disclosure of social responsibility of sharia banking. In this 

case, structure of good corporate governance is the board of commissioner, sharia 

supervisory board, and institutional ownership. The use of legitimacy theory has the effect 

that CSR program is done in hopes of getting positive value from the society then the 

company will continue to survive and develop in society and gain profit in the future.   

2.2.  Syariah Enterprise Theory 

Syariah Enterprise Theory according to Triwuyono (2006: 335) is the most 

important axiom that must be underlying in every determination of the concept is Allah 

SWT as the creator and sole owner of all resources in the world. Resources for 

stakeholders are limited to the mandate of God in the form of a responsibility to be used 

in ways and objectives that conform to the Qur'an and Hadith. 

 

Triyuwono (2006: 357) states that in the shariah view of enterprise theory, the 

distribution of wealth or value-added applies not only to participants who are directly 

related or participants who contribute to the operations of the company, such as 

shareholders, creditors, employees, and government, but other parties that are not directly 

related to the business ie the community and the environment. Given the Shariah concept 

of enterprise theory is back to the responsibility of Allah SWT, the Islamic banking must 

perform social responsibility disclosure of its performance which is one form of the bank 

responsible for the trust given by Allah SWT. 
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2.3. Good Corporate Governance 

Saptia (2012) defines corporate governance in the perspective of Islam as a system 

that directs and controls the company by pursuing the goal of the company through the 

protection of the rights and interests of all stakeholders. 

GCG principles that embrace the principles of transparency, accountability, 

responsibility, objectives and independence and always pay attention to stakeholder 

interests in relation to social responsibility due to GCG factors proxied through the size of 

the board of commissioners, the size of the syariah supervisory board, and institutional 

ownership play a role in directing and controlling the company in reporting its social 

responsibility. 

 

2.4. Islamic Social Reporting 

According to AAOIFI (Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic 

Financial Institutions), corporate social responsibility (CSR) in Islam is all activities 

undertaken by Islamic financial institutions to meet the interests of religion, economics, 

law, and ethics. The index of Islamic Social Reporting (ISR) is a specialized framework of 

corporate social responsibility reporting in accordance with Islamic principles (Khoirudin, 

2013). The ISR framework is not only useful for management but also useful for the 

company in fulfilling responsibility towards Allah SWT. 

Regulation on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for Islamic banking is 

contained in Law Number 21 2008 regarding sharia banking, in chapter II article 4 

paragraph (1), paragraph (2), and paragraph (3). In Article 4 paragraph (1) stated that sharia 

banks and Sharia Business Unit (UUS) must perform the function of collecting and 

channeling public funds. Furthermore, paragraph (2) explained that sharia banks and 

Islamic business units (UUS) can perform social functions in the form of baitul mal 

institutions, which receive funds derived from zakat, infak, alms, grants, or other social 

funds and channeled to zakat management organizations. Then paragraph (3) mentioned 

that Islamic banks and Sharia Business Unit (UUS) can collect social funds derived from 

money waqf and channeled to the manager of wakaf (nazir) in accordance with the will of 

the donor. 

 

2.5.  Size of Board Commisioner  

The size of the board of commissioners is the number of members of the board of 

commissioners within a company (Khoirudin, 2013). The size of the board of 

commissioners is measured by calculating the number of boards of commissioners 

disclosed in the company's financial statements. Based on Bank Indonesia Regulation 

number 11/33 / PBI / 2009 concerning the implementation of good corporate governance 

for syariah commercial banks and sharia business unit, the board of commissioners is the 

organ of the company responsible for supervising publicly or specifically to advise the 

directors as referred to in Law no. 40 of 2007 on limited liability company. The authority 

of the board of commissioners is to supervise and provide guidance and direction to the 

manager of the company. The board of commissioners can exert a strong enough influence 

to pressure management in the disclosure of social responsibility with its authority. The 

more the size of the board of commissioners, the better the supervision will be. 
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Based on Limited Liability Company Law no. 40 of 2007, Article 108 paragraph 

(5) is explained that for a limited liability company, it must have at least 2 (two) members 

of the board of commissioners. Therefore, the number of boards of commissioners in each 

company is different in number because it must adjust to the size of the company and 

remain effective in decision making. 

 

2.6.  Size Of Sharia Supervisory Board 

The size of the Sharia Supervisory Board is the number of members of the Sharia 

Supervisory Board within a company (Khoirudin, 2013). The size of the syariah 

supervisory board is measured by calculating the number of Sharia supervisory board 

members present in the company disclosed in the financial report of the company. Based 

on Bank Indonesia Regulation No.11 / 33 / PBI / 2009 on the implementation of good 

corporate governance for sharia commercial banks and syariah business units, syariah 

supervisory board (DPS) is a board in charge of providing advice and advice to directors 

and oversee bank activities to comply with principles of sharia. 

The number of members of sharia supervisory boards based on the provisions 

(PBI) No.11 / 33 / PBI / 2009 is at least as much as two people. Bank Indonesia Regulation 

No.11 / 33 / PBI / 2009 article 48 states that members of the syariah supervisory board 

(DPS) shall provide sufficient time to perform their duties and responsibilities optimally. 

Article 49 Paragraph (1) states that Sharia Supervisory Board (DPS) meetings must be held 

at least 1 (one) time in 1 (one) month. 

Sharia supervisory boards have an important role and contribution in the disclosure 

of ISRs of sharia banking. This is because the Sharia supervisory board has the authority 

to oversee the company's compliance with sharia principles, such as overseeing the 

activities of distributing zakat funds, infak, alms already recognized as a form of Islamic 

Social Reporting (ISR). There is also a fund of virtue (qard) that can be categorized as an 

ISR component. 

 

2.7.  Sharia Securities 

Sharia securities or sukuk are securities (bonds) issued by the government of the 

Republic of Indonesia based on the principles of Islamic sharia. The indicator used in 

measuring Islamic securities is the number of types of securities issued, either in the form 

of Sharia shares, Sukuk, and Sharia mutual funds. With how different the number of types 

of securities issued, it is suspected to affect CSR disclosure. 

 

2.8.  Institutional Ownership 

Ownership of an enterprise may consist of institutional ownership or individual 

ownership of shares, or a mixture of both of them with a certain proportion. Institutional 

ownership is the ownership of shares of companies owned by institutions (insurance 

companies, banks, investment companies, pension funds, and other companies). 

Institutional ownership is measured by adding the number of shares owned by the 

institution divided by the number of shares of the company outstanding. 

Institutional ownership has significance in management control. Supervision 

mechanisms can be done by placing an expert board that is not financed by the company 

so that it is not under the supervision of the manager so that the expert council can perform 

its function effectively to control and oversee all manager actions. The number of shares 
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held by institutional ownership will result in improved supervision being more effective as 

it can control the manager's opportunistic behavior and reduce agency costs. 

 

2.9.  Framework and hypotesis 

Sembiring (2005) suggests that the proportion of the size of the board of 

commissioners in the company has a significant effect on the level of CSR disclosure. The 

Khoirudin study (2013) also has the same result that CSR disclosure is influenced by the 

size of the board of commissioners in the company. 

The size of the Sharia Supervisory Board is another factor that allegedly influences 

ISR DPS in ISR disclosure plays an important role. This is because it must supervise the 

activities that are in accordance with the principles of sharia which is its authority. Islamic 

governance research indicates that Good Corporate Governance proxy or the syariah 

supervisory board in Syariah bank proves to have a positive effect on the level of social 

responsibility done by Farook & Lanis (2005). 

Hossain et al (2006) suggest that securities relating to social responsibility reports 

have an influence. Different results in the can by Raditya (2012) which states sukuk not 

affect the ISR because banks do not make sukuk as the main source of funding. 

Based on the theory used and the frame of thought, the hypothesis in this study are 

as follows: 

H1: The size of the board of commissioners,the size of the syariah supervisory board, sharia 

securities, and institutional ownership have an effect on the ISR disclosure. 

H2: The size of the board of directors is influential to the ISR disclosure. 

H3: The size of the Shariah supervisory board effect on ISR disclosure. 

H4: Institutional ownership is influential to the ISR disclosure. 

H5: Issuance of Islamic securities affect on ISR disclosure. 

 

3. Analysys Method 

3.1. Research of Design and Analysis Method 

 

 This study aims to examine the effect of the size of the board of commissioners, 

the size of the syariah supervisory board, sharia securities, and institutional ownership in 

Indonesia. The data used in this study is the population data of financial statements of all 

Syariah banks in Indonesia. 

This study uses purposive sampling method in determining the sample where the 

entire population is sampled when appropriate criteria of the researcher. The population in 

this study are all sharia commercial banks in Indonesia, amounting to 12 units of banks by 

analyzing bank financial statements. Sampling technique is purposive sampling. Here is 

the sample selection table 3.1 
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Sample Research 

Number of sharia commercial banks in 

Indonesia 

12 

Sharia commercial banks that do not 

publish annual reports in the observation 

period are the National Sharia Savings 

Bank Tabunganunan (established in 

2014) 

(1) 

Total Bank 11 

Total Unit Analysis (total bank x 3 

years) 

33 

 

The method used in this study is multiple linear regression analysis is a method 

that aims to test the influence between the dependent variable with some independent 

variables. This analysis aims to examine the effect of the size of the board of 

commissioners, the size of the syariah supervisory board, institutional ownership, and the 

issuance of Islamic securities against the disclosure of Islamic reporting. Other analytical 

methods used are: 

 

3.2.1. Descriptive statistics 

According to Sugiyono (2012: 206) descriptive statistics are statistics used in 

analyzing data by describing or describing the data as is without aiming to make 

conclusions that apply to the public or generalization. Descriptive statistics can be used if 

the researcher only wants to describe the sample data. Included in descriptive statistics 

include presentation of data through tables, graphs, pie charts, pictograms, mode 

calculations, medians, mean (measurement of central tendency), decile calculations, 

percentiles, calculation of data dissemination through average calculations and standard 

deviations 

 

3.2.2. Classic Assumption Test 

Prior to hypothesis testing, a classic assumption test is used to ensure that the 

research data is valid, unbiased, consistent, and the regression coefficient is efficient 

(Gujarati, 2003: 65). The classical assumption test that is performed is as follows: 

 

3.2.2.1 Normality Test 

 The normality test aims to test whether in the regression model, the intruder or 

residual variable has a normal distribution. Normality test tool used is statistical analysis 

using non-parametric test Kolmogorov-Smirnov and histogram graph analysis and normal 

probability plot(Ghozali, 2013: 85). 

Testing criteria Kolmogorov-Smirnov if p-value> 0,05 then data is normally 

distributed, whereas if p-value <0,05 then data not distributed with normal. The basis of 

the decision on the histogram graph is if the point spreads around the diagonal line and or 

follows the direction of the diagonal line or the histogram graph shows the normal 

distribution pattern, then the regression model satisfies the assumption of normality. 
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3.2.2.2 Test Multicolonierity 

 Multicollinearity test is needed to test whether there is a correlation between 

independent variables. According to Ghozali (2013: 91), to detect multicollinearity in a 

regression model can be seen from the tolerance and VIF (variance inflation Factor), 

namely: 

1. If tolerance values> 0.10 and VIF <10, then it can be interpreted that there is no 

multicollinearity, and 

2. If tolerance values <0.10 and VIF> 10, then it can be interpreted that there is 

multicollinearity. 

 

3.2.2.3 Heteroscedasticity Test 

 Heteroskedasticity test aims to test the occurrence of residual variance inequality 

of a period of observation to another period. If the variance of residuals between 

observations remains, then it is called homoscedasticity and if different is called 

heteroscedasticity. A good regression model does not occur heteroscedasticity (Ghozali, 

2007). 

To know the existence of heteroskedastisitas can by using Park Test. The park test 

is done by regressing the logarithmic result of the quadrat of the independent variable to 

the absolute residual value. If the probability is significant> 0.05 (5%), then the regression 

model does not contain heteroscedasticity. Besides using Park Test, heteroscedasticity test 

can also be done by using scatterplots graph, by looking at the presence or absence of 

certain patterns on the Scatter Plot chart with the following conditions: 

a. If there is a certain pattern, such as the points that exist form a certain pattern that 

regularly indicates there has been heteroscedasticity. 

b. If there is no clear pattern, as well as dots spread above and below the number 0 on the 

Y axis, no heteroscedasticity occurs. 

 

3.2.2.4 Autocorrelation Test 

 The autocorrelation test aims to test whether in the linear regression model there is 

a correlation between the confounding error of period t and the t-1 anniversary error 

(previous year). If there is a correlation it is called autocorrelation. Autocorrelation arises 

because consecutive observations over time are related to each other. A good regression 

model is a regression independent of autocorrelation (Ghozali, 2013: 103). 

The Durbin-Watson (DW) test can be used to determine whether or not an 

autocorrelation is present. DW test is done by making a hypothesis: 

H0: There is no autocorrelation (r = 0) 

Ha: There is autocorrelation (r ≠ 0) 

Decision-making guidelines: 

1) 0 <DW <dl, no positive autocorrelation, H0 rejected, Ha accepted. 

2) dl ≤ DW ≤ du, no positive autocorrelation, no decision. 

3) 4 - dl <DW <4, no negative correlation, H0 rejected, Ha accepted. 

4) du d DW ≤ 4 - dl, no negative correlation, no decision. 

5) du <DW <4 - du, no autocorrelation, positive or negative, H0 is accepted. 
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4. Result and Discussion  

4.1. Statistic Descriptive 

Description of the data there is this study can be seen in table 4.1 

Tabel 4.1 

Statistic Descriptive 

        Descriptive Statistics 

 N Min

imu

m 

Maxi

mum 

Mean Std. 

Dev

iatio

n 

Ratio ISR 
33 ,52 ,86 ,7097 ,089

60 

Islamic 

securities 

33 1,00 2,00 1,333

3 

,478

71 

Size of the 

board 

comissioner 

33 3,00 6,00 3,727

3 

1,06

867 

Institutional 

Ownership 

33 45,0

2 

100,0

0 

92,46

36 

16,1

347

3 

Size of the 

sharia 

supervisory 

board 

33 2,00 3,00 2,363

6 

,488

50 

Valid N 

(listwise) 

33     

 

 Sumber : Output SPSS 

Table 4.1, can be seen the lowest, highest, average, and standard deviation of the 

variables studied in sharia banking in Indonesia. The dependent variable in this research is 

the disclosure of islamic social reporting. In Table 4.1, it is shown that the average value 

of Islamic reporting is 0.7097. This indicates that the level of disclosure of social 

responsibility in sharia banking in Indonesia is high. 

The independent variable (X1) is the size of the board of commissioners, which is 

the number of members of the board of commissioners to the company (Khoirudin, 2013). 

Based on Table 4.1, the lowest score is 3 and the 6th highest. The average value of the 

board size is 3.72 or rounded 4 because it shows the number of people. This shows the 

average board of commissioners in sharia banking in Indonesia amounted to 4 members. A 

standard deviation value of 1.06 that is smaller than the average indicates that the variation 

in complexity data on average is low. 

The independent variable (X2) is the size of the syariah supervisory board. Table 

4.1, explaining that the minimum value of the size of the syariah supervisory board is 2 and 

the maximum value is 3. The average value of the size of the syariah supervisory board is 
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2.36. This shows that the average sharia supervisory board in sharia banking in Indonesia 

amounts to 3 people. The standard deviation score of 0.48 is smaller than the average 

indicating that the data variation in Shariah supervisory board size on average is low. 

The independent variable (X3) is a sharia securities. In table 4.1, the lowest value 

of Islamic securities is 1, and the highest value is 2. The average value of Islamic securities 

is 1.33 which indicates that sharia banking in Indonesia on average issued 1 syariah 

securities. The standard deviation score of 0.47 is smaller than the average indicating that 

the variation of Islamic sharia securities data against the average is low. 

The independent variable (X4) is institutional ownership. In table 4.1, the lowest 

value of institutional ownership is 45.02 and its highest value is 100. The average value of 

institutional ownership is 92.46 which shows that the ownership of sharia banking shares 

in Indonesia owned by the institution is very high. The standard deviation value of 16.13 

is smaller than the average indicating variations in institutional ownership data against low 

average values or having homogenous data variations. 

 

4.2. Classical Assumption Testing Results 

The classical assumption test in this study using normality test, normality test was 

done by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the test result on 11 samples showed that the data had 

been normally distributed which showed asymptotic significance value of 0.200 greater 

than 0.05. The second classical assumption test is multicollinearity test using correlation 

matrix table between independent variables, the result shows no correlation between 

independent variables, so the research is free from multicollinearity. The third classical 

assumption test is the heteroscedasticity test. Heteroskedasticity test was done by park 

method. The test results show that all independent variables have a probability value greater 

than 0.05, this indicates that the regression model did not experience symptoms of 

heteroskedasticity. The last classical assumption test is an autocorrelation test. The 

autocorrelation test used Durbin-Watson statistics. The result showed DW 2,112, so dU 

<DW <4- dU was 1,7298 <2,112 <2,200. Since the DW value is greater than the upper 

limit (dU) and is smaller than 4-dU, then there is no positive or negative autocorrelation. 

  

4.3. Coefficient of Determination (R2) 

Coefficient Test Results from Determination in this study can be seen in table 4.2 

 

Tabel 4.2 

Uji Koefisien Determinasi 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Summaryb 

Mo

del R 

R 

Squar

e 

Adjuste

d R 

Square 

Std. 

Error of 

the 

Estimate 

Durbin-

Watson 

1 .959a .919 .908 .10066 2.112 

a. Predictors: (Constant), UDK, UDPS, SBS, KI 

b. Dependent Variable:  ISR 
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The value of coefficient of determination on multiple linear regression models is 

shown by R Square. In table 4.2, the value of R Square is 0.919. It shows that variability 

of dependent variable which can be explained by independent variable is 91,9% while the 

rest equal to 8,1% explained by other variables outside research model. 

 

4.4. Hypothesis Testing Result 

4.5.1. Simultaneous Statistics Test 

 Simultaneous stastical test results in this study can be seen in table 4.5 

Table 4.5 

Simultaneous Statistics Test 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 3.226 4 .806 79.585 .000b 

Residual .284 28 .010   

Total 
3.510 32    

a. Dependent Variable: ISR 

b. Predictors: (Constant), UDK, UDPS, SBS, KI 

Testing the influence of independent variables simultaneously to the dependent 

variable in the study can be seen in table 4.5, the value of significance is at the value of 

0.00. This value is smaller than the level of significance (α) 0.05 or 5% where this means 

H0 which states that all independent variables simultaneously have no effect on the 

disclosure of Islamic reporting is rejected. Thus it can be concluded that the first hypothesis 

(H1) which states that the size of the board of commissioners, the size of the supervisory 

board of sharia, sharia securities, and institutional ownership simultaneously affect the 

disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

 

4.4. Partial Statistics Test 

Partial Statistic Test Result in this research can be seen in table 4.3 
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Table 4.3 

Partial Statistics test 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardi

zed 

Coefficie

nts 

T Sig. B 

Std. 

Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .037 .068  .539 .006 

Size of 

board 

comissione

r 

.076 .026 .222 2.895 .007 

Size of 

sharia 

supervisor

y board 

-.060 .047 -.126 -1.268 .215 

Islamic 

securities 
.464 .106 .671 4.365 .000 

Institutiona

l 

ownership[ 

.002 .001 .260 2.505 .018 

a. Dependent Variable: ISR 

Sumber: Output SPSS 

 Size variable of the board of commissioner (X1) has regression coefficient value 

or β 0,076 with significance level 0,007 smaller or equal from level 0,05. This shows that 

the variable size of the board of commissioner influences the disclosure of Islamic reporting 

on Islamic banking in Indonesia. Thus the second hypothesis (H2) which states that the size 

of the board of directors influences the disclosure of Islamic reporting acceptable. 

Shariah supervisory board size variable (X2) has value β -0,60 with significance 

level 0,215 bigger than level 0,05. These results indicate that syariah supervisory board 

size variables do not affect the disclosure of Islamic reporting. Thus it can be concluded 

that the third hypothesis (H3) which states that the size of the supervisory board of sharia 

affect the disclosure of Islamic reporting is rejected. 

The variable of sharia securities (X3) has a value of β 0.464 with a significance 

level of 0.000 lower than the 0.05 level. This shows that Islamic securities variables affect 

the disclosure of Islamic reporting on Islamic banking in Indonesia. Thus the fourth 

hypothesis (H4) which states that Islamic securities affect the disclosure of Islamic 

reporting acceptable. 

The institutional ownership variable (X4) has a value of β 0.002 with a significance 

level of 0.018 smaller than the 0.05 significance level. This indicates that institutional 
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ownership variables affect the disclosure of Islamic reporting. Thus the fifth hypothesis 

(H5) which states that institutional ownership affects the disclosure of Islamic reporting 

acceptance. 

Based on the results of statistical calculations as contained in table 4.3, then 

obtained the regression equation as follows: 

 

Y = 0,037 + 0,076 X1 - 0,060 X2 + 0,464 X3 + 0,002 X4 + e 

 

 Based on the regression equation, it can be seen that the value of constant (α) is 

0.037, that is, if the variable size of the board of commissioner (X1), the size of Sharia (X2) 

Sharia (X3) Sharia Supervisory Board (X3), and institutional ownership (X4) are fixed or 

constant there will be a decrease in disclosure level of Islamic reporting by 0.037. The 

coefficient of regression variable size of the board of commissioner (X1) equal to 0,076 

indicates that every 100% increase of board commissioner size hence disclosure of islamic 

social reporting increased equal to 7,6% with assumption other independent variable 

constant. The regression coefficient of the syaria supervisory board (X2) of -0.060 means 

that every 100% increase in the syaria supervisory board size variable will reduce the 

disclosure of 6% Islamic reporting with the assumption that other independent variables 

are constant. The coefficient of syaria securities regression (X3) of 0.464 indicates that 

every 100% increase in syaria securities variable will increase the disclosure of Islamic 

reporting by 46.4% assuming other independent variables are considered constant. The 

coefficient of institutional ownership regression (X4) of 0.002 indicates that any 100% 

increase in institutional ownership variables will increase the disclosure of Islamic 

reporting by 0.2% assuming that other independent variables are considered constant. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

4.6.1  Size The Board of Commissioners, Size of Sharia Supervisory Board, Sharia 

Securities, and Institutional Ownership of Islamic Social Reporting 

Disclossure 

 The size of the board of commissioners (X1), the size of the Sharia (Sharia) Sharia 

(X3) supervisory board (X3), and institutional ownership are said to have an effect 

simultaneously on the disclosure of Islamic Social Reporting. This is supported by testing 

using F test conducted by researchers to test the influence of independent variables 

simultaneously or together to the dependent variable. 

 

4.6.2  Size The Board of Commissioners  of Islamic Social Reporting Disclossure 

 Size variable of the board of commissioner (X1) expressed effect on the disclosure 

of islamic social reporting. This is evidenced by the partial test described above where the 

greater the number of boards of commissioners the more effective the disclosure of Islamic 

Social Reporting. 

The results of this study are in line with research Khoirudin (2013) which states 

that the size of the board of directors can direct the company to disclose information 

corporate social responsibility through its duties and authority. 
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4.6.3  Size of Syaria Supervisory Board of Islamic Social Reporting Disclosure 

 Shariah supervisory board size variable (X2) is stated not to have an effect on the 

disclosure of Islamic reporting refers to the partial test that has been done by the researcher. 

These results indicate that the Shariah supervisory board owned by sharia banks in 

Indonesia is still limited and still focusing on its tasks and responsibilities in sharia banking 

operational activities, such as approval of new products, monitoring whether the contract 

is in accordance with sharia principles and the task of review of financial statements Islamic 

Bank. 

The results of this study contradict the research of Farook & Lanis (2005) which 

examines the transparency of social disclosure of Islamic banking responsibility 

worldwide. The study found that islamic governance (as a proxy for corporate governance 

in Islamic banks) proved to have a significant positive effect on the disclosure of social 

responsibility. But the results of this study are in line with research conducted by 

Rizkiningsih (2012) which shows the result that the Islamic governance score has no 

significant effect on the disclosure of Islamic reporting, the result of the research shows the 

lack of attention of syaria supervisory board to the disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

 

4.6.4  Syaria Securities of Islamic Social Reporting Disclossure 

 The variable of Islamic securities (X3) is stated to have an effect on the disclosure 

of Islamic reporting referring to the partial test that has been done by the researcher. Islamic 

securities are one of additional information needed for stakeholders or shareholders in 

monitoring a bank. Therefore, banks that issue Islamic securities will provide much 

information and disclose their social responsibility. 

The results of this study are in line with the results of research Hossain et al (2006), 

which shows that Islamic securities have a significant positive effect on the disclosure of 

Islamic reporting. This is supported by the stakeholder theory which states that the 

company also operates to benefit its stakeholders (Chariri, 2007: 159). This result is 

different from the research conducted by Marharani (2015) which shows the result that 

Islamic securities have no effect on Islamic reporting, his research shows that entities in 

Indonesia have not made sukuk as their main source of funding (Raditya, 2012).  

 

4.6.5  Institutional Ownership of Islamic Social Reporting Disclossure 

The variable of Islamic securities (X3) is stated to have an effect on the disclosure 

of Islamic reporting referring to the partial test that has been done by the researcher. This 

is because institutional investors with large shareholdings have an incentive to monitor and 

oversee decision making so as to force management to disclose information of its social 

responsibility. 

The results of this study are supported by Ningrum (2013) which examines the 

effect of institutional ownership, financial performance, and the size of the syariah 

supervisory board on the disclosure of Islamic reporting whose results indicate that 

institutional ownership affects the disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

Companies with large institutional ownership are better able to oversee 

management performance. Institutional investors have the keynote and responsibility in 

applying the principles of good corporate governance to protect the rights and interests of 

investors and to demand the company is transparent and can communicate. Thus, 

institutional ownership can improve the quality and quantity of Islamic reporting disclosure 

through their large holdings (Ningrum, 2013). 
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5. Conclusion, Limitations, and Suggestions 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the discussion of research results described in the previous chapter, it can 

be concluded that: 

1) The size of the board of commissioners, the size of the syaria supervisory board, the 

sharia securities, and institutional ownership together have a significant effect on the 

disclosure of Islamic reporting on Islamic banking. 

2) The size of the board of commissioners has a significant effect on the disclosure of 

Islamic reporting on Islamic banking in Indonesia. The board of commissioners of 

responsible and oversight companies can put pressure on the management to 

implement the disclosure of social responsibility to sharia banking in Indonesia. 

3) The size of the syaria supervisory board has no significant effect on the disclosure of 

Islamic reporting. Shariah supervisory board members in sharia banking in Indonesia 

still tend to focus on their duties and responsibilities in bank operations such as new 

product approval, supervision of syaria-compliant contracts and review of sharia bank 

financial statements, so the disclosure of Islamic reporting on sharia banking is not 

considered. 

4) Sharia securities have a significant effect on the disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

Islamic securities are one of the additional information required by investors and 

shareholders in monitoring a bank. Therefore, sharia banking issuing sharia securities 

will provide more information to shareholders and improve corporate social 

responsibility disclosure information. 

5) Institutional ownership significantly influences the disclosure of Islamic reporting. 

This is because institutional investors with large shareholdings have an incentive to 

monitor and oversee decision making so as to force management to disclose its social 

responsibility information. 

 

 5.2 Limitations 

This study has several limitations that can be considered for further research to be 

improved so that obtained better results in the future. Limitations contained in this study 

include: 

1) Horizon research time is only three years that result in the small number of companies 

who become the sample research. 

2) This study uses only four independent variables. Some other factors that may influence 

Islamic reporting are not included in this study. 

 

5.3 Suggestion 

 To examine the reference of further research, there are several suggestions that can 

be put forward, among others: 

 

5.3.1 Academic Suggestions 

1) This research is only conducted on sharia banking, for further research is expected to 

expand the object of research so that the population has taken more representative and the 

results of his research can be generalized to all types of companies. 

2) It is expected in subsequent research to add other variables that are expected to influence 

the islamic social reporting such as an islamic factor of social governance, firm size, stock 

return, and others. 
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5.3.2 Practical Tips 

1) For banks should pay more attention to the disclosure of Islamic reporting. In order to 

raise social responsibility more effectively and broadly. 

2) For investors should be able to put pressure on management to disclose information of 

social responsibility according to Islamic principles, in order to gain trust from the public. 
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Perceptions of Public Accountants on Professional Skepticism, 

Competence, Independence. Integrity, and objectivity to audit 

quality 

NI NYOMAN ALIT TRIANI 

ni.nyoman.alit-2016@feb.unair.ac.id 

ABSTRACT 

Audit quality  indicatesperformance level of Public Accountant (AP) and Office of Public 

Accounting (Kantor AkuntanPublik/KAP). The purpose of this study is investigate 

perceptions of AP in Surabaya about professional skepticism, competence, integrity, and 

objectivity of audit quality. This study applies survey method, by distributing 

questionnaires on 64 AP from 19 registered KAP. List of AP is based on KAP directory 

year 2017 in East Java areas. Data isanalyzed with Ordinary Least Square (OLS) technique.  

The preliminary resultsindicate that skepticism and integrity has a positive effect on audit 

quality.  This study also conducted additional tests regarding impact of AP’s individual 

characteristics on audit quality. WE focus on individual characteristics such as: gender, 

work experience, age, position in office, length of education and training. Regarding 

individual characteristics, this study find that female accountant public, having longer work 

experience, and being mature in age have positive influence on audit quality. Test on 

simultaneous effect indicate that being female, skeptics and having integrity have positive 

effect on audit quality. 

Keyword: Skepticism professional, integrity, competence, audit quality 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Client such as stockholders and stakeholders need high quality of information regarding 

which Public Accountant (KAP) to be chosen as a partner.  Perceptionsabout service quality 

among KAP become an important indicator for clients as well as strategy for competition 

among KAP (Hackenbrack& Hogan, 2005). Duff (2009) states that the current issues of 

business globalization, commercial practices, and dissatisfaction from stakeholders are 

about audit quality, and the focus only how to improve the quality of public accountant 

services. Morton and Scott (2007) state that client's perception of service quality is 

associated with the intention or decision to use the other services of a public accountant or 

the same Public Accounting Firm (Butcher, Harrison, & Ross, 2012).  

There are many factors affecting audit quality. Among such factors, auditor 

competence is one of the important factors in improving audit quality (Al-khaddash, 

Nawas, & Ramadan, 2013). Abbott, Daugherty, Parker, & Peters(2016)states personal 

competence can encourages auditors' ability to perform tasks diligently and in accordance 

with professional standards (e.g, IAASB [2013]). Personal independency and competence 

caninfluence audit quality simultaneously or differently. Independence is sometimes 

framed with objectivity or as a means of protecting from biases, conflicts of interest, or 

undue influence of others that would override professional judgment.  

On the other hand, skepticism has an important aspect for improving audit quality. 

Awareness on public skepticism has increase since the occurrence of Enron and WorldCom 

cases. Both corporates employ high standard auditors for supervising their financial 
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performance. The collapse of both corporate after issuing qualified financial report as alarm 

for paying attention on audit quality. To improve auditor skepticism, the regulator has 

issued section 206 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX) 2002) to governs the provision of 

Public Accountant services. KAP is not allowed to provide attestation and non-attestation 

services simultaneously which will create the independence of an auditor. 

Auditing standards indicate professional skepticism as an attitude that includes the 

mind and awareness of possible fraud (AICPA 2011c), while Nelson(2009) defines 

professional skepticism as a "high risk assessment". In practice, auditors choose whether 

they will evaluate their managers in terms of their honesty or dishonesty (eg, Peecher, 1996; 

AICPA 2007; and COSO 1992). Some studies show that auditors are sometimes skeptical, 

but sometimes focus on client honesty  (Peecher, David Piercey, Rich, & Tubbs, 2010). 

Regulators suggest that auditors use a professional skepticism approach (Nelson 

2009).According to this approach, by maintaining the attitude of skepticism  will improve 

auditor competence. 

Personal competenceplay an important role on audit quality, through skill and 

intelligent of auditors. Rai (2008) argues that competence is a qualification that is required 

by the auditor to improve audit quality. Auditor should have good personal qualities, 

sufficient knowledge, and specialized expertise in the field to ensure their work proferly. 

An auditor has a role as a controller and safeguard for satisfying public interest that 

associated with finance. In carrying out the audit role, they are responsible for planning and 

conducting audits to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free 

of material misstatement, the auditor should be supported with sufficient competence. In 

addition to the independence competence of the auditor will also improve the quality of the 

audit. 

Public Accountants are also required to maintain their independence in providing 

audit services to their clients. The issue of auditor independence begins when the auditor 

uses their audit experience as a means of getting engagement with clients in transition or 

simply looking for opportunities to re-engage. Lennox (2005) states that concerns about 

collusion with audit clients occur before the auditor completes the engagement with the 

client. In this cases auditor and the client may negotiate for lucrative employment contract. 

This practices cause the auditor unable to confront management with the problems they 

discovered during the audit process. 

Government of Indonesia in 2016 through IAPI has published the draft of quality 

audit exposure. The issuance of this draft exposure are for improving audit quality in 

Indonesia. IAPI also conducts supervision on Public Accountants and Public Accounting 

Firm through the Center for Professional Financial Development (P2PK). P2PK conducts 

annual supervision on Public Accountant and Public Accountant Office, which is 

announced through online. Therefore,Public Accountant and their users of information can 

observed which Public Accountant is getting sanctioned and which one is not. This 

announcement has specific purposes, i.e to give deterrent effect to Public Accountant. 

The number of sanctions given to the Public Accountant (AP) and Public 

Accounting Firm (KAP) is an indication of the low quality of existing audit. AP may be 

subject to sanctions in the form of administrative sanctions and criminal sanctions. The 

heaviest administrative sanctions imposed on Public Accountant is sanction for revocation 

of permits. When an AP is sanctioned for revocation of their license, then the concerned 

can no longer apply as a public accountant. 

Based on the P2PK report, the announces sanctions for the AP in a number of years, 

indicated that in 2015 P2PK through the Minister of Finance announces an numbers of AP 
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being revoked.In 2016 there are 8 APs closed or frosened by the Minister of Finance. The 

larger the number of sanctions imposed by P2PK imply the lower quality of audit. The 

number of cases that hit AP, indicates the low quality of audits in Indonesia. In Indonesia 

there are two supervisors for AP and KAP namely Financial Services Authority (OJK) and 

P2PK. OJK and P2Pk as supervisors will announce sanctions for AP and KAP to the public 

in every year. Data in Indonesia shows there are still many cases that befall AP and KAP 

it shows still low quality audit. Audit quality shows a performance of AP and KAP. 

Altintas(2010) shows factors that affect auditors'and managers' perceptions of 

audit quality in Turkey. Altintas defines audit quality as auditor compliance with 

"professional agency rules", "auditor competency level", and "audit firm has its own work 

standards." The audit standards are expected to make an important contribution to the 

quality of the audit (Beattie, Fearnley& Hines, 2013). According to these researchers, there 

are about 36 factors that influence audit quality. However, among these factors, probably 

only nine factors can be implemented in Indonesia, due to data limitation.  

New regime that focuses on compliance process is being introduced. This regime 

is supported with high cost conditions but for limited profit.This regime is consistent with 

over-reaction rules, in over-reaction will see the information available to predict prediction 

error by using the information available at the time the forecast is made (Bordalo, 

Gennaioli, Ma& Shleifer, 2018) .The better audit qualities the higher probability to find 

violations in the client's accounting system and report the violation, reported in the study 

(DeAngelo, 1981). 

Studies of Butcher et al.,(2012) show considerable research on the perceptions of 

audit quality attributes (eg, Schroederetal., 1986; Carcello et al., 1992; Aldhizer, Miller 

&Moraglio 1995; Davis 1995; Behn et al. 1997; Chen, Shome& Su, 2001;, Kilgore, 2010). 

The differences in this study used the audit quality variables issued by the Indonesian 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants (IAPI) in the draft exposure of the 2016 audit 

quality indicator guidelines. The audit quality is proxied by 6 indicators including: timely; 

concise; contains the main points; not excessive; not misleading; as well as containing 

reliable information, this indicator is derived in a questionnaire designed on a likert scale. 

The latest literature from Baah&Forgarty(2016) uses the auditor's survey responses 

on their perceptions of audit quality in the audit industry.  This study shows the audit quality 

literature to report what they actually do in the audit. 

This study shows that audit practitioners' perceptions of the factors that determine 

the quality of the audit should be strongly considered to achieve the desired audit. This 

study aims to examine perceptions of AP in Surabaya on professional skepticism, 

competence, integrity, and objectivity on audit quality. Our research methodology used 

survey method.This study uses data during  2017 and the reason for the decision in 2017 is 

to see the perception of AP and KAP against the exposure draft issued by IAPI in 2016 in 

improving audit quality in Surabaya. This study uses 11 attributes that are derived into 

questionnaires.This study uses data retrieval in 2017 and the reason for the decision in 2017 

is to see the perception of AP and KAP against the exposure draft issued by IAPI in 2016 

in improving audit quality in Surabaya. This study uses 11 attributes that are derived into 

questionnaires. Selection of the questionnaire attributes referring to the study conducted 

(Butcher, 2013). Survey method is chosen by distributing questionnaires at 69 APs from 

19 KAPs registered in KAP directory in 2017. The reasons for the selection of Surabaya or 

East Java in Surabaya the second largest city in Indonesia and the second largest number 

of KAPs in Indonesia after Jakarta. From the main examination of this study shows skilled 

positive professional skepticism on audit quality, the application of professional skepticism 
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should be applied by the AP in every task as an auditor. Integrity also shows a positive 

influence on audit quality, integrity is a fundamental character set for professional 

recognition that demonstrates the quality of public trust. In the supplementary stage of this 

study, gender has a positive effect on audit quality. Gender is measured by variable dummy 

1 if the auditor is female, female auditor will be more careful in conducting audit 

examination. Work experience shows a positive influence on audit quality, work 

experience will be very influential for AP in implementing audit. The more experienced 

the AP will have a deeper and more thorough understanding of the audit. Age shows a 

negative effect on audit quality, the older age of AP will decrease the quality of audit. This 

result contradicts the existing theory, the results supported by the data obtained from the 

questionnaire of 69 AP. From a number of questionnaires, 14 percent of total APs with an 

age range between 30-35; 54, 62 and 67 who have less than 40 hours of training hours that 

mostly have senior audit positions and come from local KAP. 

The organization of this paper will be structured as follows. Firstly, it 

willdiscussing the review literature and the development of hypotheses. Secondly, it will 

discusses methodologies, focusing on presentation data and analyzing results, conclusions 

and suggestions. 

 

THEORYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND HIPOHESIS REGARDING 

 

AUDIT QUALITY 

 

The term of audit quality is more emphasized on audit quality communication as indicated 

by audit quality transparency report. The Audit Quality Transparency Report is ratified in 

accordance with the mechanisms and governance of decision making applicable in the 

Firm. The audit standard implies that audit quality is achieved by issuing an audit report 

"in accordance" with generally accepted accounting principles. Audit quality is a complex 

concept and cannot be defined simply (Financial Reporting Council 2006; Bonner, 1999). 

Francis(2011) argues that there is a gradation of audit quality across the whole set of low 

quality and high quality audits, and that quality is influenced by every element within the 

framework. 

The Audit Quality Transparency Report here will be explained in accordance with 

the draft of audit quality indicator guidelines issued by IAPI in 2016. Transparency Audit 

quality consists of: 

1. Information about general explanation of KAP including legal form of business 

license of KAP, name and number of public accountant license holder, number of 

professional and support staff, general information, organizational structure and 

name of person in charge, establishment, office address of branch location if any, 

branch. 

2. Information on the name, type and form of international cooperation if any, 

including the date of approval of registration at the Minister of Finance and the 

management structure 

3. An explanation of the fulfillment of the quality indicators set forth in the audit 

quality indicator guidelines issued by IAPI in 2016. 

4. Explanation of principles of remuneration system for Public Accountant colleagues 

5. List of names of audit clients of other financial or assurance reports issued in the 

current year for clients which are subject to the legal provisions of the audited 

financial statements are obliged to be published 

6. An explanation of the authentication of the Audit Quality Transparency Report and 

the date of grant. 

In preparing the Audit Quality Transparency Report, KAP needs to consider good reporting 

principles such as: 
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a. On time 

b. Compact, interesting, easy to understand, and adequate 

c. Loading key points 

d. Not misleading, and contains reliable information 

The quality of the audit in this study is defined as a quality audit report. This is 

demonstrated by the timely submission of financial reports, summary reports, interesting, 

easy to understand and adequate, containing key points and not misleading, and containing 

reliable information. 

 

THE CONCEPT OF PROFESSIONAL SKEPTICISM 

 

The application of professional skepticism by auditors is based on a variety of reasons, 

including large-scale accounting scams that are the catalyst for regulatory reform, such as 

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act; increased transaction complexity; use of subjective estimates and 

fair value in expanded accounting, which require a deeper assessment to estimate and 

evaluate the value reported in the financial statements; inspection findings that deem the 

lack of an audit of the lack of professional skepticism; and increasing demand by users for 

reliability and confidence in financial reporting. (Glover &Prawitt, 2014) 

The academic literature describes various perspectives of skepticism, referring to 

the view of doubt, which assumes the level of carelessness, incompetence, or dishonesty of 

financial statement makers. This complies with the requirements in the audit standards to 

assume significant risks in revenue recognition, regardless of previous company 

experience. Nelson(2009a) suggests regulators should take a perspective of doubt in their 

inspections, referring to the lack of professional skepticism as a contributing factor to audit 

failure. Nelson (2009a) uses an allegedly skeptical approach to the overall audit. Auditing 

standards take a neutral perspective. For example, '' the auditor does not assume that 

management is dishonest or assumes unquestionable honesty '' (see PCAOB 2003, AU 

230.07-09; AICPA 2012, AU 200.A26). 

Skepticism does not end by itself and is not meant to encourage conflicting micro-

management.This is an important element of professional objectivity required in the supply 

chain of financial reporting. Skepticism not only increases the likelihood of fraud being 

detected, but also the perception that cheating will be detected, which reduces the risk of 

cheating. The International Audit Standard establishes professional skepticism as an 

attitude that includes thinking and critical assessment of audit evidence. They explicitly 

ask the auditor to plan and conduct an audit with professional skepticism recognizing that 

the circumstances causing the financial statements to be materially misstated. 

There are three elements of professional skepticism. These include:  attributes, 

actions and mindsets in the audit process and are an integral part of audit quality. This 

professional skepticism element interacts dynamically as the auditor responds to the 

conditions and pressures that change or arise during the audit. Attributes (knowledge, skills 

and abilities) during doing audits should be conducted by people who have adequate 

technical training and capacity as auditors. Auditors should be assigned and supervised 

commensurate with their level of knowledge, skills and abilities so they can evaluate the 

audit evidence they are examining. Mindset (attitude) - the auditor does not assume that 

management is dishonest or considers honesty without question. In exercising professional 

skepticism, the auditor should not be satisfied with persuasive evidence because of the 

belief that management is honest. The auditor must engage in a mindset that recognizes the 

possibility of material misstatement because fraud can occur, regardless of any past 

experience with the entity and regardless of the auditor's beliefs about management's 

honesty and integrity. Action (critical assessment) - collecting and evaluating objectively 

audit evidence requires the auditor to consider the competence and adequacy of the 

evidence. Because evidence is collected and evaluated during the audit, professional 
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skepticism should be conducted throughout the audit process. (Glover &Prawitt, 2014). 

The proposed hypothesis is: 

 

H1: Professional skepticism affects audit quality 

 

AUDIT COMPETENCY 

 

Demands competence in auditing and accounting, including adequate training and 

experience in all aspects of the auditor's work. Currently the auditor profession has 

increased the emphasis on auditing and accounting on professional education programs for 

auditors to ensure that they follow the latest ideas and techniques in auditing and 

accounting. Gul et al. (1994) states "audits should be conducted and prepared 

professionally because people who have adequate training, experience and competence in 

the audit". Auditors are expected to have academic training in accounting, taxation, 

auditing, and other fields related to their profession. In addition they must receive further 

training, both formal and informal, throughout their careers. Hermanson et al. (1993) states 

that Public Accountants must pass the CPA exam, they must keep up with current 

accounting, auditing and taxation developments. In fact, more jurisdictions now require the 

CPA to continue education to retain their right to practice. According to Noor (1996) the 

success of any profession may depend on three main things as follows: Further information 

such as continuing professional education, and minimum professional qualification level. 

Mautz and Sharaf (1986) show the wise auditor quality, which states that wise 

practitioners are assumed to have knowledge of philosophy and audit practice, have the 

level of training, experience and skills common to the average independent auditor. Public 

Accountants must have the ability to recognize indications of irregularities, and to keep 

abreast of developments in preparation and detection of irregularities. The second 

hypothesis in this study as follows: 

 

H2: Competence of auditor impinges on audit quality 

 

INTEGRITY 

 

Two prominent business ethicists, Solomon (1993, 1999) and Richard DeGeorge (1993) 

developed the concept of virtue (including integrity) as the foundation of abandoned 

business ethics. (Mintz (1995) shows a brief explanation of the theory of virtue and its 

application to accounting), while Solomon (1993, 1999) emphasizes the notion of integrity 

as wholeness: 'wholeness of virtue, wholeness as a person, wholeness in the sense of 

becoming an integral part of something greater from that person '' (Solomon, 1999). 

Integrity is a characteristic that people possess (ie, people have or do not have integrity), 

as a unity or coherence of personality. Thus, integrity is closely related to virtue, but it is 

not a virtue, not in the same sense as honesty, trust, and other virtues (Solomon, 1999). 

DeGeorge (1993) focuses on the actions of people, so the concept of operative is a person 

acting (or failing to act) with integrity, not whether a person has the nature of integrity. 

Acting with integrity means a person acting in accordance with the highest accepted norms 

of conduct and imposing the norms demanded by ethics and morality. Solomon (1993, 

1999) and DeGeorge (1993) declare the rules have a legitimate role (Gaa, 2007) 

Integrity is a rejection of the compliance approach, as it requires behavior above 

minimum morality. The adherence approach is to see how closely the minimum of morale 

(often regarded as a legal limit) a person can stop, but still act with integrity requires 

todetermine how to exceed the minimum that should be done in certain situations. Acting 

with integrity is different from the compliance approach by other means, because the norm 

applies, not imposed by outsiders, such as legal authorities (Gaa, 2007). 
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Bouhawia, Irianto&Baridwan (2015) show that integrity exists between the cause 

and effect of the hypothesis by the method and its size. If the test results are not appropriate, 

the exact cause-effect relationship described in the hypothesis does not exist. 

Thunabat(2010) indicates the auditor must be honest and honest in all of his professional 

relationships; this requires that its name should not be associated with a report or distorted 

or misleading information or accounts prepared with omission, incomplete or some kind of 

ambiguity leading to misleading. To maintain the auditor's trust by public opinion, the 

auditor must perform all professional responsibilities with the highest integrity 

(Arens&Loebbecke, 2000:83). The ethical criteria require integrity in winning customers, 

maintaining the dignity of the profession in addition to cooperation with its peers in all 

matters (Muhammad, 2011:218). 

AICPA (2016) defines Integrity is a fundamental character set for professional 

recognition, which demonstrates the quality of public trust. Service and public trust should 

not be subordinated for personal gain and profit. Integrity is measured in terms of what is 

right and fair. Integrity requires a member to observe both the form and spirit of technical 

and ethical standards; the circumvention of those standards is subordinated to the 

assessment (Jelinek, 2018). 

The autonomous choice is essential for integrity, so it is necessary to consider the 

question of the extent to which the auditor is capable of acting with integrity. There are two 

aspects to this problem.Firstly, it is what auditors like as individuals. It is assumed that they 

are not much different, as a group. That is, some have high integrity, some have none, and 

most are in between. This means that, in a group, they act with integrity on many occasions, 

but are also capable of acting in accordance with minimum morale (and less than some 

time). Secondly, sometimes acting with integrity will be a worse agent, at least in the short 

term, because doing so may require the interests of others regardless of their impact on 

themselves. This suggests that institutional structures can make it difficult for people to act 

with integrity on certain occasions if necessary. Actually, the main reason for the 

independent rule; meaning they define the institutional structure that limits the temptation 

to the auditor by raising the minimum morale. With weaker regulation, situations where 

investor interests can be compromised require a measure of integrity, whereas a 

corresponding set of rules sets the appropriate ethical standards that do not need them (Gaa, 

2007). The third hypothesis test proposed in this study is: 

 

H3: Integrity affects audit quality 

 

 

ADDITIONAL HYPOTHESES TEST 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

Work experience as a process of learning and behavioral development, both in terms of 

formal and non-formal education. Work experience will be very beneficial to AP in 

improving their performance and will have an impact on KAP's reputation 

(Singgih&Bawono, 2010). Experience will provide a better teacher who may not get from 

formal and nonformal education. This is supported by statements from 

(Purnamasari&Chrismastuti, 2006) states that an employee with high work experience will 

have an advantage in detecting, understanding, and looking for the cause of the error. This 

is also in line with the study of (Sukriah, Akram&Inapty, 2009) also found that the work 

experience, independence, objectivity, integrity and professional competence of auditors 

simultaneously have an effect on audit quality. The same is also supported by the study 

(Carolita&Raharjo, 2012) stated that the working experience and experience of the auditor 

can improve the audit quality. The hypothesis for the proposed additional tests is as follows: 
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H4: Work experience affects audit quality 

 

 

GENDER 

 

Gender in the study was measured by dummy variable 1 if the AP was female and zero the 

other. There are several studies showing that women's AP will be more ethical, supported 

by a study of (Abed & Al-Badainah, 2013) that asks female auditors to encourage ethical 

and ethical conduct in professional code and assessed for honesty, integrity and trust. On 

the other hand (Gold, Hunton, &Gomaa, 2009) emphasizes that female auditors are more 

at risk in audit assessments and emphasize moral development (Bernardi& Arnold, 1997); 

(Schubert, 2006). Recent studies of (Al-Dhamari&Chandren, 2017) demonstrate a valuable 

contribution to the positive effect of the signing of a female audit partner of the Big-4 audit 

firm on the relevance of the value of accounting information. The proposed supplementary 

hypothesis is as follows: 

 

H5: Gender affects audit quality 

 

 

 

KAPSIZE 

 

(Francis, Yu, Francis, & Yu, 2009) found that larger firms are predicted to have higher 

quality audits for SEC registrants due to greater internal experience in managing these 

employees. These findings control the client's risk factors and to control the characteristics 

of other auditors. On the other hand (Choi, Kim, Kim, &Zang, 2010) provide a larger 

example of KAPs tend to have a larger collection of audit personnel who can share their 

understanding and knowledge of existing and potential business operations and internal 

control systems they spend the audit resources more efficiently. The proposed 

supplementary hypothesis is as follows: 

 

H6: KAP size affects audit quality 

 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND SOURCE OF DATA 

 

The research method used in the study used survey method with questionnaires distribution 

at 19 KAP and 64 AP in Surabaya. The survey questionnaire (designed following Dillman's 

Famous Design Methods (2000)) consists of two parts. The first part of the questionnaire 

contains demographic questions about respondents (e.g., Education level) and certifications 

owned by auditors (eg, A-CPAI, CPAI or CPA). The final question asks respondents: 'the 

auditor will maintain its competence by following continuing professional education in 

accordance with established standards (eg<40 hours a year or 40 hours of training in one 

year). The second section gives the respondents a list of 14 attributes that are derived in 17 

questions. The questionnaire in this study used a five-point linkert scale ranging from 0 to 

five. In this study audit quality is measured by the draft exposure derived by IAP in 2016 

which is elaborated with three questionnaire questions. Some of the questionnaire question 

attributes are referenced from some of the sources shown in Table 1 below 
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Table 1 Variable Use in this Study 

 

No Audit quality attribute Literature / source 

1 The last level of education owned by the audit 

team 

Common standards 

2 Audit team has certification such as A-CPAI / 

CPAI / CPA 

Carcello et al., (1992), 

Aldhizer et al., (1995) 

3 Auditors will follow continuing professional 

education and have a standard training hour of 

at least 40 hours per year or equivalent to 40 

SKP 

UU AkuntanPublikdananggota 

IAPI 

Schroeder et al., (1986); 

Carcello et al., (1992) 

4 The team audit should not assume management 

to be completely honest (maintain professional 

skepticism) 

Carcello et al., (1992); Behn et 

al (1999); Pandit (1999); Chen 

et al., (2001) 

5 The auditor performs an audit engagement 

having an adequate understanding of the 

accounting and auditing standards 

UU AkuntanPublik 

Carcello et al., (1992); Davis 

(1995); Behn et al., (1999); 

Pandit (1999) 

6 KAP will not provide consultant services when 

they conduct an audit engagement with clients 

Carcello et al., (1992); Chen et 

al., (2001) 

7 The engaging audit staff will always use their 

professional ethics at work 

Carcello et al., (1992); Davis 

(1995); Behn et al., (1999); 

Pandit (1999); Chen et al., 

(2001) 

8 Each team member will always maintain an 

independent attitude 

Behn et al., (1999) 

9 The size of KAP will show the performance 

and number of employees owned 

Chen et al, (2001) 

10 KAP has strict guidance on procedures to be 

completed on procedures that must be 

completed before signing the audit report 

Schoeder et al., (1986); Chen et 

al, (2001) 

11 The number of hours spent by the audit team 

for audit (from the start of fieldwork to the date 

of the audit report) is commensurate with the 

quality audit 

Aldhizer  et al., (1995) 

12 Auditors in delivering audit reports on time Darft exposure IAPI 

13 The audit report will be short, interesting, easy 

to understand and adequate 

Darft exposure IAPI 

14 The auditor in preparing the report contains the 

main points, not misleading and contains 

reliable information 

Darft exposure IAPI 

15 Auditor's working period, and position Experience 

 

This study used a questionnaire survey of 64 APs and returned only from 19 KAPs 

registered in the 2017 KAP directory. Surabaya, Surabaya (East Java) is the second largest 

city in Indonesia and the second largest number of KAPs after Jakarta. Time used to collect 

this data for 1 month is August of 2017. In the dissemination of questionnaire survey in 

this study using the character of a certain position. In this study limited the survey fillers, 

among others senior audit, Ass. Manager, Manager, supervisor and partner / associate. 

Table 2 below shows the category names and attributes used in this survey. 

 

Table 2 audit quality category 
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Category name Sub-category Sub-category 

name 

Survey attribute 

no 

Competence 1 Reputation 1 

2 

3 

Skepticism  2 Capability  4 

5 

6 

7 

Independent  3 Integrity 8 

9 

10 

4 Objectivity  11 

12 

Audit quality  5 Experience  13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

 

The OLS analysis test here to determine the variable factors affecting audit quality 

is also the main test model performed on model 1. While additional testing is done in model 

2, and simultaneous testing for models one and two are shown in the analysis model below. 

  objectcomptSceptAQ 43210 int ….(i) 

  TraiEduPosAgeWEGenAQ 6543210  …….(ii) 









ObjectInt

ComtSceptTraiEduPosAgeWEGenAQ

98

766543210

…(iii) 

 

Where: 

 

AQ  : Audit quality  

Scept  : Scepticsm; 

Compt  : Competency; 

Int  : Integrity;  

Object  : Objectivity;  

Gen  : Gender;  

WE  : Work experience;  

Age  : Age;  

Pos  : Posisi;  

Edu  : Education;  

Trai  : Training.  

 

 

RESULT  AND ANALYSIS 

 

Table 3 shows the results of the statistic description. The dependent variable is audit 

quality. The independent variables are competence, integrity and skepticism. The 

competencies of each AP are seen from the number of hours of Professional Continuing 

Education (PPL) training. In the exposure draft issued IAPI the number of hours of 
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minimum training followed by each AP for 40 hours in a year. Mean value of competence 

of 0.688, SD value of 0.4671 with minimum value of 0 and maximum 1. Certification 

owned by the AP is assessed from three certifications held by AP including A-CPAI; CPAI; 

and CPA. The highest certification of the profession of public accountants in Indonesia is 

a CPA which is an individual-based certification. This certification is based on the law 

number 5 of 2011 concerning Public Accountant and the implementation regulation 

through the Minister of Finance Decree No. 443 / KMK.01 / 2011 on the establishment of 

the Indonesian Institute of Certified Public Accountants as the Association of Public 

Accounting Professionals as referred to in the law number 5 of 2011, and Regulation of the 

Minister of Finance No. 17 / PMK.01 / 2008. Certification of public accountant is one of 

the requirements required for the issuance of an individual practice license by the 

Accounting and Appraisal Center of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia. 

The mean value of the certification is 65,234 and the elementary school is 14,514 the 

minimum is 0 and the maximum is 75. Professional skepticism is the core of audit quality 

and is essential from all aspects of the audit of planning and risk assessment to the critical 

assessment of audit evidence in making conclusions. the mean value of skepticism is 

79.938 SD of 10.01 the minimum value is 56 and the maximum value is 100. Integrity 

implies deep honesty, internal consistency and sound moral principles in the workplace 

(McFall, 1987), its mean value is 79.5 its minimum value is 58 and its maximum value 

100. Objectivity will reduce the influence of past personal experiences, idiosyncratic world 

views or opinions of the data of its time (eg, Fiss 1982). Objectivity will not eliminate the 

role of assessment, they will demand a fairly clear ground in fact for all key audit decisions. 

Mean objectivity value 76.688; the primary value of SD 10,291 is the minimum value 50 

and the maximum value is 100. From the descriptive statistic results show if the larger 

mean value will occur heteroscedasticity, and vice versa if the mean value is smaller than 

this SD will show more homogeneous data. 

In this descriptive statistic, there are several variables. The gender variable is 

measured by dummy where 1 = female and 0 male, KAPA variable is also measured by 

dummy variable 1 = foreign affiliated KAP and 0 if KAP is not affiliated with foreign KAP. 

Study of education level owned by Public Accountant is Strata 1 and Strata 2. Certification 

of Public Accountant is CPAI and CPA percentage of AP number who have CPAI 

certification equal to 0,32 and who have CPA certification equal to 0,67 from total sample 

used. 

 

Table 3: statistical result description of each variable 

Variable Dependent Variable Audit Quality 

Obs Mean Std.Dev. Min Max 

            

Gender 64 0.438 0.5 0 1 

Works Experience 64 5.742 5.388 1 35 

Age 64 31.75 10.071 22 69 

KAPA (firm audit Afialiasi with 

BIG N) 

64 0.25 0.436 0 1 

Position  64 25.938 20.985 0 100 

Education 64 28.125 8.333 25 50 

certified (A-CPAI, CPAI, CPA) 64 65.234 14.514 0 75 

Competency 64 0.688 0.4671 0 1 

Skepticsm 64 79.938 10.01 56 100 

Integrity 64 79.5 10.549 58 100 

Objectivity 64 76.688 10.291 50 100 

Quality 64 78.656 9.169 50 100 
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Table 4 below shows the corresponding results of multiple APs and KAPs for the 

six category attributes. OLS test for first model for gender testing, work experience, age 

(year), position, education and training. On testing this model shows Gender significant 

value on audit quality of 3,778; work experience with value 0.691; Age measured by years 

with a value of -0.336. with a R2 value of 0.174 or 17% 

While column 2 for the second OLS test for testing the one model for four test 

attributes are competence, skepticism, integrity, and objectivity. In this second OLS testing 

shows skepticism with value 0.305 and integrity with value 0.467 with value R2 equal to 

0.690 or 69% 

The third column for the third OLS model 3 test which is for the ten test attributes 

include: Gender, Work experience, Age, Position, Education, training, competence, 

skepticism, Integrity, and objectivity. In this test model shows Gender with a value of 2544. 

skepticism with a value of 0.292. integrity with value 0.504 and value of R2 equal to 0.71 

or 71%. 

Table 4: T test regression results for each variable 

Independent Variables 
Dependen Variable Audit Quality 

Model 2 Model 1 Model 3 

Constant 75.38*** 11.91* 13.62 

  -7.005 -6.376 -8.282 

Gender (1 if women 0 others) 3.778*   2.544* 

  -2.248   -1.402 

Work Experience 0.691**   -0.0445 

  -0.333   -0.218 

Age (Year) -0.336*   -0.0604 

  -0.176   -0.112 

Position 0.0728   0.0159 

  -0.0578   -0.0363 

Educatioan 0.0508   -0.0466 

  -0.149   -0.0955 

Training (Kompetency) 0.0766   0.0213 

  -0.0796   -0.0517 

        

Competence   -1.707 -1.464 

    -1.499 -1.536 

Scepticism   0.305*** 0.292*** 

    -0.0841 -0.0896 

Integrity   0.467*** 0.504*** 

    -0.0846 -0.0985 

Objectivity   0.0842 0.0419 

    -0.0762 -0.0853 

Observations 64 64 64 

R-squared 0.174 0.69 0.719 

Standard errors in parentheses, Notation *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study is to examine perceptions of AP in Surabaya on professional 

skepticism, competence, integrity, and objectivity on audit quality by issuing a draft 

exposure from IAPI to improve audit quality. This study uses OLS analysis (multiple 

regression). Collection of this survey as much as 64 observers from 19 KAP who returned 

the questionnaire. This study found two indicators that have a positive effect on audit 

quality, namely skepticism and integrity variables. While the other two variables show no 

effect on audit quality, among others: competence and objectivity. 

Skepticism shows a positive influence on audit quality, the application of 

professional skepticism should be applied by an AP in every task as an auditor. The various 

regulations also indicate and require the AP to always maintain the attitude of professional 

skepticism in the implementation of the audit. These results are also supported by studies 

conducted by Glover &Prawitt, (2014); Nelson(2009b); Gaa(2007);  andBouhawia et al., 

(2015). Integrity shows a positive influence on audit quality. Integrity is a fundamental 

character set for professional recognition, which demonstrates the quality of public trust. 

This is also supported by a study conducted by Gaa (2007); Bouhawia (2015); 

Jelinek(2018). 

Gender shows a positive influence on audit quality. Gender in the study was 

measured by dummy variable 1 if the AP was female and zero the other. There are several 

studies that show AP women will be more ethical. Female auditors will be more careful in 

conducting audit checks. This result is also supported by (Abed & Al-badainah, 2013; Gold 

et al., 2009; Bernardi& Arnold, 1997; Schubert, 2006;  Al-Dhamari&Chandren, 2017; 

Breesch& Branson, 2009). 

Work experience shows a positive influence on audit quality. Work experience will 

be very influential for an AP in conducting the audit. The more experienced the AP will 

have a deeper understanding and more terliti in conducting the audit. This result is also 

supported by Singgih and Bawono, 2010; Purnamasari&Chrismastuti, 2006; Sukriah et al., 

2009; Carolita&Raharjo, 2012;  andBouhawia et al., 2015) 

Age here shows a negative effect on audit quality, the older age of AP will decrease 

the quality of audit. This is contrary to the existing theory, the older the AP age will add 

independently from an AP and further add to the work experience of an AP. Work 

experience will provide more understanding in conducting the audit. This result contradicts 

the existing theory because of some of the questionnaire results when conducting this 

survey there are results showing 14 percent of total APs with an age range of 30-35; 54, 67 

and 62 who have less than 40 hours of training hours that mostly have senior audit positions 

and come from local KAP. 
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